
(c) UNBUNDLING.- Any stranded cost recovery charge authorized by the

Commission to be assessed by the Tennessee Valley Authority shall be

unbundled from the otherwise applicable rates and charges to such customer

and separately stated on the bill of such customer. The Tennessee Valley

Authority shall not recover wholesale stranded costs from any customer

through any other rate, charge, or mechanism.

(d) REPORT.-Beginning in fiscal year 2001, as part of the annual

management report submitted by the Tennessee Valley Authority to

Congress, the Tennessee Valley Authority shall also specifically report:

(1) the status of the Tennessee Valley Authority's long-range

financial plans and the progress toward its goal of competitively

priced electric power, and a general discussion of the Tennessee

Valley Authority's prospects on meeting the objectives of the Ten

Year Business Outlook issued on July 22, 1997;

(2) any changes in assumptions since the previous report that may

have a material effect on the Tennessee Valley Authority's long-

range financial plans;

(3) the source of funds used for any generation and transmission

capacity additions;

(4) the use or other disposition of amounts recovered by the

Tennessee Valley Authority under the Tennessee Valley

Authority Act and this Act;
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(5) the amount by which the Tennessee Valley Authority's publicly-

held debt was reduced; and

(6) the projected amount by which the Tennessee Valley Authority's

publicly held debt will be reduced.

SEC. 609. APPLICATION OF ANTITRUST LAW

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Tennessee Valley Authority shall be subject to the

antitrust laws of the United States with respect to the operation of its electric

power and transmission systems. For purposes of this section, the term

"antitrust laws" has the meaning given such term in subsection (a) of the first

section of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. 12(a)), except that such term includes

section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45) to the extent

that such section 5 applies to unfair methods of competition.

(b) DAMAGES.-No damages, interest on damages, costs, or attorneys' fees

may be recovered under section 4, 4A, or 4C of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C.

15, 15a, or 15c) from the Tennessee Valley Authbrity.

(c) Nothing in this Act shall diminish or impair any privileges, immunities or

exemptions prior to enactment that would have been accorded any person by

virtue of their association together in advocating their cause and points of

view to the Tennessee Valley Authority or any other agency or branch of

federal, state or local government.
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SEC. 610. SAVINGS PROVISION.

Nothing in this subtitle shall affect section 15d(b) of the Tennessee Valley

Authority Act of 1933 (16 U.S.C. 831n-4(b)), providing that bonds issued by the

Tennessee Valley Authority shall not be obligations of, nor shall payment of the principal

thereof or interest thereon be guaranteed by, the United States.

04/05/00 12 1756
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sec. employees shall be designated and selected by
831Q. Eminent domain; contracts for relocation of the boad

railroads, highways. Industrial plants. etc.
31 r. Patents: access to Patent and Tradeark (b) Tenu of offce:sccessors

Office and right to copy patents: compen-
sation to patentes. The terms of office of the members first

831s. Possession by Government in time of wrar taking office after May 18. 1933. shall expire as
damoaes to contract holders. designated by the President at the time of nom-

8l a) O arceny embeIn zdlement and nation one at the end of the third year. one at
sion the end of the sixth year, and one at the end of

(b) False entry. report or statement the ninth year. after May 18. 1933. A successor
(c) Conspiracy to defraud to a member of the board shall be appointed in

831u. Surveys: cooperation with States or other the same manner as the original members and
agencies. shall have a term of office expiring nine years

83lv. Legislation to cry out purposes o chapter. from the date of the expiration of the term forrecommendation by President.
831w. Acquisition of real or personal property pay- which his predecessor was appointed.

ment by delivery of power sale or lease of
vacant land for Industrial purposes Ic) VacaYcees

8aix. Condemnation prvceedlns Institution by Any member appointed to fill a vacancy In
C Norporatlod: venue, n b n the board occurring prior to the expiration of
Trensure. the term for which his predecessor was appoint-

83ty-l. Approval of plans by Board as condition ed shall be appointed for the remainder of such
precedent to construction and operation: term.
restraining actic-X without approval: other
laws unaffected (d) Quorum

831z. Authorization of appropriations
831ta. laws repealed. Vacancies in the board. so long as there shall
831bb. Reservation of right to amend or repeal. be two members in office, shall not impair the
B3lcc eparability. powers of the board to execute the functions of
631dd. Liberal construction of ehapter, sale of sur- the Corporation and two of the members in

plus lands. office shall constitute a quorum for the trans-

Cnat ,m oa To rom O_ Bcros action of the business of the board.

This chapter Is referred to in secton M83 of this (e) Citienship; compensaton; Government housing.
tite; tile 7 section ' tile 20 sectIn 77OZ Utile M I reimbiureent for expenses; outside busies
section 1491 Uttle 23 sectioms 5Mb. $8c.

Each of the members of the board shall be a
§ 831. Creation: short title citizen of the United States. The compensation

For the purpose of maintaining and operatng of each member of the board shall be paid by
the properties now owned by the United States the Corporation as current expenses. Each
in the vicinity of Muscle Shoals. Alabama In member of the board. In addition to his salary.
the interest of the National defense and for ag- shall be permitted to occupy as his residence
ricultural and industrial development, and to one of the dwelling houses owned by the Gov-
improve navigation n the Tennessee River and eminent In the vicinity of Muscle Shoals. Ala-
to control the destructive flood waters in the bama. the same to be designated by the Presi-
Tennessee River and Mississppi River Basins dent of the United States. Members of the
there Is created a body corporate by the name board shal be reimbursed by the Corporation
of the "Tennessee Valley Authority" (herein- for actual expenses (Including traveling and
after referred 'to as the "CorporatUon"). The subsistence expenses) incurred by them in the
board of directors first appointed shall be performance of the duties vested In the board
deemed the incorporator. and the incorpora- by this chapter. No member of said board shall.
Uon shall be held to have been effected from during his continuance in office. be engaged in
the date of the first meeting of the board. This any other business. but each member shall
chapter may be cited as the "Tennessee Valley devote himself to the work of the Corporation.
Authority Act of 1933."

(May 18. 1933. cL. 32. 1 1, 48 Stat. 58.) ( Con n ict of intet
No director shall have financial interest in

Cross Roiwi rs any public-utility corporation engaged in the
Finncial control of Oovenment Corporatons. ee business Of distributing and selling power to the

ecton 9101 eL seq. of Title 31. Money and Finance public nor in any corporation engaged in the
manufacture, selling, or distribution of fixed ni-

. rectors of the Authoritytrooen or fertilizr. or any ingredients thereof.
(a) Composition of board; appointment and deaig- nor shall any member have any interest in any

ion business that may be adversely affected by the
The board of directors of the Corporation success of the Corporation as a producer of con-

(hereinafter referred to as the "board-) shal centmted fertilzers or as a producer of electric
be composed of three members. to be appointed power.
by the President. by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. In appointing the mem- (g Funl ion of oad
bers of the board, the President shall dsignate The board shall direct the exercise of all the
the charman- AU other official agent, and poers of the Corporaon 1757
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(h) Confidenee in the Authority ployees. See. particularly. section 3301 et sea. of Title
5. Offices and positions in the Tennessee Valley Au-

All members of the board shall be persons thority were specificlly excepted from the proviions
who profess a belief in the feasibility and of the Ramspeck Art (act Nov. 26. 1940. eh. 919. title I.
wisdom of this chapter. . i. 54 Stat. 1211). which authorized the President to
(May 18. 1933. ch. 32. 2. 48 Stat. 59.) cover Into the clastifed (copetitive) civil service any

office(May 1. 133. h. or positions in the executive branch.

CooznzcACoow
Provisions covering the compensation of members of CoDimcanio

the board have been omitted as compensation of the In the last par. "subchapter I of chapter 81 of title
Chairma and members of the board IB covered by sec 5" substituted for "the Act entitled 'An Act to provide
tions 5314 and 5315 of Title 5. Government Ornla- ompensation lor employees of the United States suf-
Lion and Employees. fering nuries while in the performnane of their

duties, and for other purpores, approved September 7.
Et ZcP r PWARsD m tss Pmnows 1916. as amended" on authority of Pub. L 89-54.

For assignment of certain emergency preparedness I 7b). Sept 6. 1. 80 Stat. 31. the first section of
functions to Board of Directors of Tennessee Valley which enacted Title 5. Government Orgrntation and
Authority. see Pars 1. 2. and 24 of Ex. Ord. No. 1265. Employees
Nov. 18. 1988. 53 P.R. 47491. set out as a note under
section 5195 of Title 42. The Public Health and Wel. AXna
fare. 1972-Pub. L. 92410 truck out provisions which

I B31b. Offiers and emplo : wage of laboe and permitted the br to r tire bonds from managers.
lation o eassistant mrnagera officers. employeeL attorneys and

mrtcnfier. application of employees' compensa- aces.
tion proviions

The board shall without regard to the provi- PAYrrr or PaycIS ALLowAces
sions of Civil Service laws applicable to officers Pub L 102-77. title IV. Oct. 2 1992. 10 Stt. 1342.
and employees of the United States, appoint provided: hat this appropriation and other moneys
such managers, assistant managers. officers. available to the Tenneee Valley Authority may be
employees. attorneys, and agents as are neces- ud hereafter for payment of the allowace author-
sary for the transaction of Its business, fix their te ed by ection 594 of title . United Suae Code".

r 4 Snlilar provislins were contained in the folowing
compensation, define their duties, and provide prior aprovprti conted in the loprior appropriatUon ae
a system of organization to fix responsibilty Pub. L 102-104. tite I. Aug. 17. 1991. 105 Sat- 535.
and promote efficiency. Any appointee of the Pub. L 101-514 title IV. Nov. 5. 1990, 104 Stat 2097.
board may be removed in the discretion of the Pub. L 101-10L Utle IV. Sept 29. 1989.103 Stat. 665.
board No regular officer or employee of the Pub. L l1001, title IV. July 19. 1968. 102 Stat. 7.
Corporation shall receive a salary in excess of Pub. L 100-202. I 101d) [title IVm. Dec 22. 1987. 101
that received by the members of the board. St. 1329-104.132-129.

All contracts to which the Corporation Is a Pub. ' 9900. I 101(e) I ttle M. Oct 18. 1986 . 100
party and which require the employment of la- St t 1783-194. 1783-212 and Pub L 99-591. I 101(l)

borersand mehanic in th ~ . [title IV]. Oct. 30. 1986. 100 SttL 3341-194. 3341-212.borers and mechanics in the construction alter.
ation. maintenance. or repair of bulldings. ac Rtw non
dams. lock, or other projects shall contain a
provision that not less than the prevailin rate Customs Court Act of 1980 as not affecting author-
of wages for work of a similar nature prevailing fty of TeMnessee Valley Authority under this chapter
in the vicinity shall be paid to such laborers or to reprsent itl by attorneys of hs.Pub. L 96-417. Vitle VI 7105. Oct. 19o. 9O4 staL
mehanics. 174. set out a a note nder section 251 of TIle 28.

In the event any dispute arises as to what are udiciary and Judicil Procedure.
the prevailing rates of wages, the question shall
be referred to the Secretary of Labor for deter- Sxnow Rrmat o Tr Orum SrrnoNs
mination. and his decision sh*ll be final In the This section is referred to in UUtle 5 sections 5373.
determination of such prevaline rate or rates. 594
due regard shall be given to those rates which
have been secured through collective agree- 831b-l. Acceplane of serices of volunteer
ment by representatives of employers and em-
ployees. The Tennessee Valley Authority may on and

Where such work as is described in the two after eptember 29. 1989. accept the services of
preceding paragraphs is done directly by the volunteers and. from any funds available to it.
Corporation the prevailing rte of wages shall provide for their incidental expenses to carry
be paid in the same manner as though such out any activity of the Tennessee Valley Au-
work had been let by contract thority except poUcymaking or law or regulato-

Insofar as applicable, the benefits of subchap ry enforcement Such volunteers shall not be
ter I of chapter 81 of Utle 5 shall extend to per- deemed employees of the United States Oov-
sons given employment under the provisions of rn m ent. except for the purposes of chapter 81
this chapter. of title 5 relating to ompensaton for work in-

juries, and shall not be deemed employees of
(May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 3. 48 Stat. 59; June 6. the Tennessee Valley Authority except for the
1972. Pub. L. 92-310. title II. § 225(a). 86 SLat. purposs of tort clims to the same extent as a
206.) regular employee of the Tennessee Valley Au-

ZmxRczs in TEXr thority would be under Identica circumstances.
The Civil Serice lws. referred to in text. re set (Pub. L 101-101. tile IV. Sept. 29. 1989, 103

forth In Title 5. Government Oranizaon and Em- StaL 665.)
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CorDncinow mote navigation on the Tennessee River and its
Section was enacted as prt of the Energy and tributaries and control destructive flood waters

Water Development Approprintion Act. 190. and not in the Tennessee and Mississippi River drainage
as part of the Tennesee Valley Authority Act of 1933 basins and shall have power to acquire or con-
which comprises this chapter. struct power houses, power structures, trans-

mission lines, navigation projects, and inciden-
3Ble. Corpourte powen gerlly: *miaent domin; t works in the Tennessee River and its tribu-

costruction of dams. transmission lines. etc. tries, and to unite the various power installa-

Except as otherwise specifically provided in tions into one or more systems by transmission
this chapter. the Corporation- lines.

(a) Shall have succession in its corporate (k) Shall have power in the name of the
name United States-

(b) May sue and be sued in its corporate (a) to convey by deed. lease, or otherwise.
name. any real property in the possession of or

(c) May adopt and use a corporate seal, which under the control of the Corporation to any
shall be judicially noticed person or persons, for the purpose of recrea-

(d) May make contracts as herein authorized. ton or ue a summer residence, or for the
(e) May adopt, amend, and repeal byls.ration on such premises of pleasure re
(f) May purchase or lease and hold such real sort for boa fishing. bathing, or any

and personal property as It deems necessary or simiar purpose;
convenient in the transaction of Its business,
and may dispose of any such personal property () to ony b deed or otherwise.~~held by It.~ ~the possession and control of any such realheld by it.

The board shall select a treasurer and as property to any corporation partnership.
many assistant treasurers as it deems proper person or persons for the purpose of erecting
Provided That any member of said board may thereon docks and buildings for shipping pur-
be removed from office at any time by a concur- poses the manua e or storage thereon
rent resolution of the Senate and the House o of products for the purpose f trading or
Representatives. shipping in transportation Protvied That no

(g) Shall have such powers as may be neces transfer authorized herein in (b) shal be
sary or appropriate for the exercise of the made without the approval of Congress: And
powers herein specifically conferred upon the p roTded ur t her That said corporation. with-
Corporation. out further action of Congress. shall have

(h) Shall have power in the name of the power to convey by deed. lease, or otherwise.
United States of America to exercise the right to the Inalls Shipbuilding Corporation. a
of eminent domain, and in the purchase of any tract or tracts of land at or near Decatur. Ala-
real estate or the acquisitlon of real estate by bamra and to the Commercial Barge Lines,
condemnation proceedings, the title to such Inc a tact or tracts of land at or near Gun-
real estate shal be taken in the name of the tersville. Alabama;
United States of America and thereupon all (c) to transfer any part of the possession
such real estate shall be entrusted to the Cor- and control of the real estate now in posses-
poratlon as the agent of the United States to sion of and under the control of said Corpora-
accomplish the purposes of this chapter. ton to an other department, agency, or in-

(1) Shall have power to acquire real estate for strumentalty of the United States: Provided.
the construction of dams. reservoirs, trasmis- however. That no land shall be conveyed.
sion lines. power houses, and other structures, leased or transferred upon which there is lo-
and navigation projects at any point along the cated any permanent dam. hydroelectric
Tennessee River, or any of its tributaries, and power plant or munitions plant heretofore or
in the event that the owner or owners of such hereafter built by or for the United States or
property shall fall and refuse to sell to the Cor- for the Authority, except that this prohibi-
poration at a price deemed fair and reasonable tlon shall not apply to the transfer of Nitrate
by the board, then the Corporation may pro- Plant Numbered 1, at Muscle Shoals Ala-
ceed to exercise the right of eminent domain bama. or to Waco Quarry. And provided fur-
and to condemn an property that it deems nec- ther. That no transfer authorized herein In
essary for carrying out the purposes of this (a) or (c) except leases for terms of less than
chapter, and all such condemnation proceed- twenty years. shall be made without the ap-
ings shall be had pursuant to the provisions proval of the President of the United States.
and requirements hereinafter specified, with If the property to be conveyed exceeds $500 m
reference to any and all condemnation proceed- value; and
inms: Provided. That nothing contained herein (d) to convey by warranty deed. or other-
or elsewhere In this chapter shall be construed wise. lands, easements. and rights-of-way to
to deprive the Corporation of the rights con- States, counties, municipalities. school dis.
ferred by sections 258a to 258e-l of title 40. tricts. railroad companies. telephone, tele-

J) Shall have power to construct such dams graph, water, and power companies. where
and reservoirs. in the Tennessee River and its any such conveyance is necessary in order to
tributaries, as In conjunction with Wilson Dam. replace any such lands, easements, or rights-
and Norris. Wheeler. and Pickwick Landing of-way to be flooded or destroyed as the
Dams. now under construction, will provide a result of the construction of any dam or res-
nine-foot channel In the said river and main- ervoir now under construction by the Corpo-
tain a water supply for the same. from Knox- ration, or subsequently authorized by Con-
ville to its mouth. and will best serve to pro- gress, and easements and rights-of-way upon
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§ S31c-1 TITLE 16-CONSERVATION Page 74

which are located transmission or distribution under the provisions of this chapter. or amend-
lines. The Corporation shall also have power ments thereto. Including any improvement of
to convey or lease Nitrate Plant Numbered 1, the navigable channel to accommodate the
at Muscle Shoals. Alabama and Waco growth of navigation or changes in navigation
Quarry. with the approval of the Department requirements within the reservoir created by
of the Army and the President. any dam in the custody of the Tennessee Valley

(1) Shall have power to advise and cooperate Authority, any bridge. trestle, or other highway
in the readjustment of the population displaced or railroad tructure located oer upon or
by the construction of dams, the acquisition of ross the Tennessee River or any of Its navga-
reservoir areas. the protection of watersheds ble tributaries, including approaches, fenders
the acquisition of rights-of-way, and other nec- and appurtenances thereto. is endangered or
essary acquisitions of land. in order to effectu- otherwise adversely affected and damaged. n-
ate the purposes of the chapter: and may coop- cuding any interference with or Impairment of
erate with Federal. State. and local agencies to Its use or. in the Judgment of the Board of Di-
that end. rectors of the Tennesee Valley Authority.

needs to be r ied, widened, or otherwise al-
(May 18. 1933, ch. 32. § 4. 48 Stat 60; Aug. 31, tered to provide the navigation clearances re-
1935, ch. 836. if 1-3. 13. 49 Stat. 1075, 1076. quired for completion of the navigable channel
1080; July 18. 1941. ch. 309. 55 Stat.599; July to be provided by such Improvement to the
26. 1947. ch. 343, title II,. 205(a). 61 Stat 501; extent that protection alteration reconstruc-
June 6, 1972. Pub. L 92-310. title nI I 225(b). 86 tion. reloction, or replacement is necessary or
Stat 206.) proper to preserve Its safety or utility or to

CoDincATnow meet the requirements of navigation or food

Subsec. (). last sentence. directed the directors of control or both the owner or owners of such
the Authority to report their recommedatlons to bridge, trestle, or structure shall be compensat-
Congress not later than April 1. 1936. and has been ed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in the
omitted as executed. sum of the reasonable actual cost of such pro-

.AMxIwDancB5 ttection, alteration, reconstruction, relocation.
or replacement Provided. That In arriving at

1972-Subsec. (). Pub. L 92-310 struck out Pi- the mount of such compensation the bridge
sions which required the treasurer and assistant treas-
urers to give bonds for the safekeeping of eurte owner shal be rged ith a sum which shal
and moneys o the Corporation. equal the net value to the owner of any direct

1941--Subse (k). Act July 18. 1941. amended and special benefits accruing to the owner from
subsec. (k) generally. any improvement or addition or betterment of

1935-Subsec. (. Act Aug. 31. 1935. 1. inserted pro- the altered, reconstructed. relocated, or re-
viso. placed bridge, trestle, or structure. The Tennes-

Subsec. (J). Act Aug. 31. 1935. 12. amended bse C see Valley Authority is empowered to contract
(M) generally.

Subsec. k. Act Aug. 31. 1935.13. added subsec. (k). with such owner with respect to any such pro-
Subsec. (1). Act Aug. 31. 1935. * 13. added subsec. l tectUon, alteration, reconstruction, relocation.

or replacement the payment of the cost there-
CHANGE or NAM of and Its proper division, which contract may

Department of War designted Department of the provide either for money compensation or for
Army and titl of Secretary o War changed to Sect- the performance of all or any pat of the work
tary of the Army by section 205(a) of act July 26. 1947. by the Tennessee Valley Authority
ch. 343. tiUe n. 61 Stat. 501. Section 205(a) of act July
26. 1947. was repealed by section 53 of act Aug. 10. b) Solt o contrac
1956. ch. 1041. 70A SaL 641. Section 1 of act Aug. 10.
1956. enacted -Ttle 10. Armed Forces" whic in ec. In the event of a failure to agree upon the
tions 3010 to 3013 continued mllitary Department of terms and conditions of any such contract or
the Army under administrtive supervision of ecre- upon any default in the performance of any
tary of the Army. contract entered into pursuant to this section,

DniuATio or FPvcnOs the bridge owner or the Tennessee Valley Au-
Authority of Preident uner s c () thority shal have the right to bring suit to en-Authority of01 reidunt under iutte (k) of this mec-

tion to approve transfers under ubsec. (a) and (C) or foe ts right or for a decaraton of Its rights
this section. other than eases for terms of le than 20 under this secton. or under any such contract.
years and conveyances of property having a value ot in the district court of the United States for
in excess of 00. delegated to Administrator of Oener- the district in which the property in question is
al Services. ee section 1(16) of Ex. Ord. No. 11609. located. In any such proceeding the court shall
July 22. 1911. 36 PR. 13142. set out as a note under apportion the total cost of the work between
section 301 o Title 3. The President the Tennessee Valley Authority and the owner

Szcnor I Rwmxn o n OrnCT Scs in accord with the provisions contained In this
Th~s as~ectoIsrfreof section The Tennessee Valley Authority's

UUe. share of the cost of any such protection. alter-
ation. reconstruction, relocation. or replace-

831c-1. Bridges endangered or daaged by dam. ment. under any contract made or judgment.
et.: eompecnation of and contruct with owner award or decree rendered under the provisions
tor protection. replacemenL etc of this section may be paid out of any funds

(a') Fruc onTennesseeRiver or tribavailable for carrying out the provisions of this
chapter. and appropriations for that purpose

Whenever. as the result of the construction are hereby authorized: Provided. That. prior to
of any dam. reservoir or other improvement such alteration. reconstruction. or relocation of
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said bridges, the location and plans shall be time before trial by the Tennessee Valley Au-
submitted to and approved by the Secretary o thority to the district court of the United
Transportation in accordance with existing States for the district and division embracing
laws. the place wherein it is pending. Such action

(Nov. 21. 1941. ch 480, 55 StaL 773. Sept. 26, shall be deemed an action brought against the
1968, Flu. L 90-524 82 Stat. 876.) Tennessee Valley Authority under the provi-1968, Pub. 1. 90-524, 82 star. 876.) sions of this tiUe 1 and all references thereto.

ColncArlon and the Tennessee Valley Authority shall be

Section was not enacted as part of the Tennesse substituted as the party defendant This certfl-
Valley Authority Act which comprise this chapter. cation of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall

conclusively establish scope of office or employ-
Avnzatmmrs ment for purposes of removal

196--Pub L 90-524 permitted the Authority to use (3) In the event that the Tennessee Valley
ponriaeed bundrs to aover toe Fseeral share o the Authority has refused to certify scope of office

cost 0f necessary bridge alterntons where the sater-
tons are obtained by agreement woith the bridge or employment under this section. the employ-

owner. made this section applicable to alterations r ee may at any te before trial petition the
quired by new reservoir project and by realignment court to find and certify that the employee was
or other changes of the navisation channel to accom acting within the scope of his office or employ-
modate the growth of traffic or chances in navigation ment. Upon such certlfcation by the court.
requirements within existlin reservoirs and substtut- such action shal be deemed an action brought
ed the Secretary of Transporttion for the Chief of aginst the Tennessee Valley Authority, and
Engineers and the Secretary of the Army as the ap the Tennessee Valley Authority shall be substi-
proving ofnial tuted as the party defendant. A copy of the pe-

8lc-2. Ovil actions for ijurJ or lo of property tition shall be served upon the Tennessee
or peronal irury or death Valley Authority In accordance with the Feder-

al Rules of Civil Procedure. In the event the pe-
(a)Exlusivenees of reedy Utlon is filed n a civil action or proceeding

(1) An action against the Tennessee Valley pending n a State court, the action or proceed-
Authority for injury or loss of property. or per- ing may be removed without bond by the Ten-
sonal injury or death arising or resulting from nessee Valley Authority to the district court of
the negligent or wrongful act or omission of the United States for the district and division
any employee of the Tennessee Valley Author- embrcing the place in which it Is pending. If.
ity while acting within the scope of this office in considering the petition, the district court
or employment is exiusive of any other civil determines that the employee was not acting
action or proceeding by reason of the same sub- within the scope of his office or employment.
ject matter against the employee or his estate the action or proceeding shall be remanded to
whose act or omission gave rise to the claim the State court.
Any other civil action or proceeding arising out (4) Upon certification, any actions subject to
of or relating to the same subject matter paragraph (l). (2), or (3) shall proceed In the
against the employee or his estate is precluded same manner as any action against the Tennes-
without regard to when the act or omission oc- see Valley Authority and shall be subject to the
curred. lmitations and exceptions applicable to those

(2) Paragraph (1) does not extend or apply to actions.
a cognizable action against an employee of the
Tennessee Valley Authority for money damages (P u b. L 100-694. i 9a). (b). Nov. 18. 1988. 102
for a violation of the Constitution of the tat. 456.)
Untied States. R s tPRannXcTC ti Tnr r
lb) Repr-eenaLeon mad removal

This title, referred to in subsec. (btx2). probably
(1) Upon certification by the Tennessee h' be tth ao i, b (b<>x9 probh ly(1) Upon certification by the Tennessee should be this section. a Pub. L 100-694. which en-Valley Authority that the defendant employee Aced thi section did not contain tles

was acting within the acope of his office or em- The Feral Rules of Civil P edur. reerred to in
ployment at the time of the incident out of subsec. (bK3I) ae set out tn the Appendix to Tite 28.
which the claim arose, any civil action or pro- Judciary and Judicil Procedure.
ceeding heretofore or hereafter commenced
upon such claim in a United States district Coomcano
court shall be deemed an action against the
Tennessee Valley Authority pursuant 16 Section as d s the ed16e Employ-ees Liability Reform and Tort CompensatIon Act of
~USC. 831c~b and the Tennessee Valley Aul- 1998. and not as part of the Tennesee Valley Author-

thority shall be substituted as the party de- i Act of 1933. which comprses this chapter.
fendant

(2) Upon certification by the Tenne mssee E r DAv
Valley Authority that the defendant employee
was acting within the scope of his office or em- ectin aefective Nov. 18. 19pI8. Vnd Plicoble to all
ployment at the time of the Incident out of h 0* Civii SCons and p. ctIns Pendin or orpwyiach t the tclaim arose, anyte incidnt ou o f tiled on or after Nov. 1. 19tS. see section 8 of Pub. L
which the claim arse. any civil action or ro- 100-694. set out as an Efective Date of 19W8 Amend-
ceeding commenced upon such claim In a State mcnt note under tccuon W679 of Tite 28. Judiciry
court shall be removed without bond at any and Judicial Procedure.

So In ortinu. rPombly should be -excleive. 'See Referc mn Text note belo-.
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831-3. Law enfortement (d Federal lnestitive jurisdition and State civil
and eriminal urisdiction not preempted

a Designation of law enforceent agents Nothing in this section shall be construed
The Board may designate employees of the to-

corporation to act as law enforcement agents in (1) limit or restrict the investigative juris-
the area of jurisdiction described in subsection diction of any Federal law enforcement
(c) of this section. agency; or

(2) affect any right of a State or a political
Ib) Duties and powen subdivision thereof to exercise civil and crimi-

(1) Duties nal jurisdiction on or within lands or facilities
A law enforcement agent designated under owned or eased by the corporation

subsection (a) of this section shall maintain () Deteminatio ofadjoining ar
law and order and protect persons and prop-
erty In the area of jurisdiction described in ('1 In eraa

subsection (c) of this section and protect The board shal determine and may from
property and officials and employees of the time-to-time modify the adjoining areas for
corporation outside that area each facility or particular area of land. or for

,,.~(2) Powers ~individual categories of such facilities or
lands. for the purposes of subsection (cXl) of

In the performance of duties described in this section.
paragraph (1). a law enforcement agent desig- ) Noti
nated under subsection (a) of this section
may- A notice and description of each adjoining

(A) make arrests without warrant for any area determination or modification of a deter-
offense against the United St ates commit mination made under paragraph (1) shall be
ted in the agent's presence. or for any published in the Federal Register.
felony cognizable under the laws of the ,
United States If the agent has probable
cause to believe that the person to be ar- The board, in consultation with the Attorney
rested has committed or Is committing such eneral. shall adopt qualification and training
a felony standards for law enforcement agents designat-

(B) execute any warrant or other process ed under subsection (a) of this section
issued by a court or officer of competent Ju- Re n to ther
risdiction for the enforcement of any Feder-
al law or regulation issued pursuant to law A law enforcement agent designated under
In connection with the investigation of an subsection (a) of this section shall not be con-
offense described in subparagraph (A); sidered to be a law enforcement officer of the

(C) conduct an investigation of an offene United States for the purposes of any other
described in subparagraph (A) In the ab law. and no law enforcement agent designated
sence of investigation of the offense by any under subsection (a) of this section or other
Federal law enforcement agency having n- employee of the corporation shall receive an in-
vestigative jurisdiction over the offense or crease in compensation solely on account of
with the concurrence of that agency: and thi section.

(D carry firearms in carrying out any t- (b) Rtetiolrip with Attorney Geeral
tivity described in subparagraph (A). (B). or
:{(C). (The duties and powers of law enforcement

agents designated under subsection (a) of-this
(c) Area ofjuridiction section that are described in subsection (b) of

A law enforcement agent designated under this section shall be exercised in accordance
subsection (a) of this section shall be author- with guidellnes approved by the Attorney Gen-

eraLized to exercise the law enforcement duties and
powers described in subsection (b) of this sec- (May 18. 1933. ch- 32. 1 4A. as added Sept 13.
tion- 1994. Pub. L 103-322 title XX3K . 1 320929.

(1) on any lands or facilities owned or 108 StaL. 2133.)
leased by the corporation or within such ad-
joining areas in the vicinities of such lands or 6 831 Director; maintenance and operation of plaat
facilities as may be determined by the board for produetion. ale. and distribution of fertilizer
under subsection (e) of this section; and and power

(2) on other lands or acilties- The board Is authorized-
(A) when the person to be arrested Is in (a) To contract with commercial producers

the process of fleeing from such lands. a. for the production of such fertllizers or fertlUz-
ciltles or adjoining areas to avoid arrest: er materials as may be needed in the Oovern-

(B) in conjunction with the protection of ment's program of development and introduc-
property or officials or employees of the tion In excess of that produced by Government
corporation on or within lands or facilities plnt Such contracts may provide either for
other than those owned or leased by the outright purchase of materials by the board or
corporation: or only for the payment of carrying charges on

(C) in cooperation with other Federal special materials manufactured at the board's
State. or local law enforcement agencies request for Its program
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(b) To arrange with farmers and farm organi- that may be by the President directed to render
zations for large-scale practical use of the new such assistance. advice, and serice shall be
forms of fertilizers under conditions permitting thereafter subject to the orders rules, and reg-
an accurate measure of the economic return ulations of the board: Provided. That any n-
they produce. vention or discovery made by virtue of and Incl-

(c) To cooperate with National. State. district. dental to such service by an employee of the
or county experimental stations or denonstra- Government of the United States serving under
Lion farms, with farmers landowners, and aso- this section, or by any employee of the Corpo-
ciatlons of farmers or landowners, for the use ration. together with any patents which may be
of new forms of fertilizer or fertilizer practices granted thereon. shall be the sole and exclusive
during the initial or experimental period of property of the Corporation, which is author-
their introduction and for promoting the pre- zed to grant such licenses thereunder as shall
vention of soil erosion by the use of fertilizers be authorized by the board: Provided further.
and otherwise. That the board may pay to such inventor such

(d) The board. in order to improve and cheap- sum from the income from sale of licenses as it
en the production of fertilizer, is authorized to may deem proper.
manufacture and sell fixed nitrogen. fertilizer. (j) Upon the requisition of the Secretary of
and fertilizer ingredients at Muscle Shoals by the Army or the Secretary of the Navy to man-
the employment of existing facdlties. by mod- ufacture for and sell at cost to the United
ernizing existing plants, or by any other process States explosives or their nitrogenous content.
or processes that in Its judgment shall appear () Upon the requisition of the Secretary of
wise and profitable for the fixation of atmos- the Army. the Corporation shal allot and deUv-
pheric nitrogen or the cheapening of the pro- er without charge to the Depatment of the
duction of fertilizer. Army so much power as shall be necesar in

(e) Under the authority of this chapter the the Judgment of said Department for use in op-
board may make donations or sales of the prod- eration of all locks, lifts, or other facilities in
uct of the plant or plants operated by It to be aid of nsavgatUo
fairly and equitably distributed through the (1) To produce, distribute, and sell electric
agency of county demonstration agents agri- power as herein particularly specified.
cultural college or otherwise as the board may
direct, for experimentation. education, and in- (aU y 18. 1933, c h . 32, 5, 48 Stat 61: Aug. 31,
troduction of the use of such products in coop- 1935, ch. 836. 14 49 Stat. 107 July 26, 1 .
eration with practical farmers so as to obtain ch.33. title II. 205(a. 61 Stat 501: July 3.
information as to the value, effect, and best 1952. c L 570. 2(a), 66 Sta 334; Aug. 6, 1959
methods of their use. Pub. L 86-37, I 3. 73 Stat- 285; Sept- 14. 1976.

(f) The board is authorized to make alter- Pub. L 4-412, title V. I 501(d), 90 Stat. 1258.)
ations. modlfications, or improvements in exist- C

ing plants and facilities. and to construct new
plants. Pormer subsec. (n authorized President within

(g) In the event It is not used for the fixation twelve monsu alter May 18 1933. to lease nitrate
of nitrogen for agricultural purposes or leased. p lant numbered 2 and Wa o Quarr for production of
then the board shall maintain in stand-by con. fertilizer, and has been omitted a executed-
dition nitrate plant numbered 2. or Its equiva-A
lent, for the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen.
for the production of explosives in the event of 1976--ubsec (m). Pub. L 4-412 struck out subsec
war or a national emergecy, until the Con- i) which barred sale of TVA products outside United

States except to Oovernment for military uIe or iU
gress shal by joint resolution release ll e theof or mutl six months alter termlu-
from this obligation. and If any part thereof be o of Korean emergency.
used by the board for the manufacture of phos- 159-Suhsec (m).m Pub. L 36-117 excepted ferro-
phoric acid or potash, the balance of nitrate phosphorus
plant numbered 2 shall be kept In stand-by con- 192-Subsec. (m). Joint Ra. July 3. 1952. Inserted
ditloon - or. until six months fter the termintion of the na-

(h) To establish. maintain, and operate lab- tLonal emergency proclaimed by the President on De-
oratories and experimental plants, and to un- eember 1. 1950. or until such earlier date or dates a

of - the Congress by concurrent resolution or the Presi.dertake experiments for the purpose of ea- n r but no evt at-r ArU L 1953.
bulng the Corporation to furnish nitrogen prod- to raeos associatd ith the Unlted State n defense
ucts for military purposes, and nitrogen and ctivlties"
other fertilizer products for agricultural pur- 1935-Subsec. (c). Act Au. 31. 1935. Inserted "with
poses in the most economical manner and at f ers, landowners and assocatons of farmers and
the highest standard of efficiency. bndownrs.' after "demonstratlon farms" and "and

(i) To request the assistance and advice of lor promotn the prvenUon o coil erosion by the use
any officer. agent, or employee of any executive of fertzerie and otherwise" ater "period of their in-
department or of any independent office of the troducU on-.
United States. to enable the Corporation the CRat Nr
better to carry out Its powers suessfully, and
as far as practicable shall utilize the services of Department of War deignted Depatment of the
such officers agents nnd employees and the Army and u u e of Secretary of War chaned to Secre-

tary of the Army by SectIon 20(a) of act July 26. 1941.
President shall. in his opinion the public t h. 343. Ut e 

y. 61 Stat. 501 .econ 205(a of act J uly 2.
terest, service, or economy so require. direct 26. 194. was repeaed by secton 53 of t Aug. 10.
that such assistance, advice, and service be ren- 1956. ch0. 104 A Stat 441. Section I of act Aug. 10.
dered to the Corporation. and any Individual 1956. eacted "nUe 10. Armed Forces" which in sec-
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Lions 3010 to 3013 continued military Department of and machinery, equipment, accessories, and ma-
the Army under administrative supervision of Secre- terals belonging thereto. and all laboratories.
tary of the Army. and plants used as auxiliaries thereto; the

Errcnvs DrrZ or 1952 AKXXOmOT fixed-nitrogen research laboratory, the Waco
limestone Quarry. in Alabama. and Dam Num-

Section 7 of Joint Res. July 3. 1952. provided tht bered 2, located at Muscle Shoals Its powerthe wnendmenthiseffcrtiveS June 16i 1952. p d t bered 2, located at Muscle Shoals. its power
the nendent i eectve Jne 16. house, and al hydroelectric and operating ap-

RrA.L or PuoR Acr ConTmrc Suasanrion (m) purtenances (except the locks), and all machl-

Section 6 of Joint Res July 3. 195 cn. 570. 66 Sta cry, lands, and buildings in connection there-
334. repealed Joint Res. Apr. 14. 192. cb. . 66 St with. and al appurtenances thereof and all
54. as amended by Joint Res May 28, 1952, ch. 339. 66 other property to be acquired by the Corpora-
StaL t. ; Joint Res. June 14. 192 ch. 43. " 4 66 137: tion in its own name or in the name of the
Joint es. June O0. 1952, ch. 526, 66 SttL. 296. whcb United States of America, are intrusted to the
continued proviions of subsection (m) elatin to Corporation for the purposes of this chapter.
sales to alles untl July 3. 1952. This repeal u to (b) The President of the United States is au-
take efect as or June 16. 1952 by si on 7 of Jont thorized to provide for the transfer to the Cor-

es. Jmuly 3. 1952.a poration of the use, possession, and control of
Srvmos PAovIsIo such other real or personal property of the

Repeal of subsec. (m) of this section by Pub. L United States as e may from time to time
94-41 not to afec any sctioo taken or proceeding deem necessary and proper for the purposes of
pending at the time of repeal. see section 01(h) of the Corporation as herein stated.
Pub. L 94-412. et out as a note under saction 1601 of
nlue 30. War and Natloutal De ftense. x ° (May 18. 1933, ch. 32, J 7, 48 Stat 63.)

Scure 50. Wa r i ad NCIoOl D.eNS
-SURZTA orXT BOFDo w or PmcnoMs

For transfer of certan functons insofar as they per uthority of President under sub6ection (b) of this
.. tain to Atr Force and to extent tht they ere notsection to provide for transter to Tennessee Vlley Au-

Previously transrered to Sectary of the lir Fre thorlty of use, possession. and control of real or per-
trom Secretary of the Army. see Secretary of Defense se property o United State deemed by AdiInl
Transfer Order No. 40 App. A(40)l July 22 1149 tror of General Serre to be necessary and proper

for purposes of that Authority as provided for in this
~,*>8 TZimTMIATIOn Or PoanxiG SALs section. delegated to Administrtor of General Sern-

Seal-„ I,.«,. f ~.~ J .. 'UIces. me section 1(17) of Ex. Ord. No: 11609. July 22.
Section 1 of Joint Rles. Mar. 31. 123! . h. 13..7 S. 1971. 36 F 13747. set out as a note under section 301

18. provided for the extension of eertain emergency of tle 3. The PreldenL
provisions (previously extended to April 1. 1953. by
Joint Res. July 3, 152. ch. 5710. § 2(). 66 SaUt 334 9831g. Principal ofrce of Corporation; books; direc-
untl JulyJ.. 1953. SecUton 2 o said Joint Res. Mar. 3L1. o
1953. provided that such extension did not apply to o- oth
the provisions of this ecton. () Location

831e. Ofraen aad employees nonpoltical appoint. The Corporation shall maintain its principal
mnent; remor l for Tiolatio office In the immediate vicinity of Muscle

Shoals. Alabama The Corporation shall be
In the appointment of officials and the selec- held to be an inhabitant and resident of the

tion of employees for said Corporation. and In northern udiial district of Alabama within
the promotion of any such employees or offi- the meanin of the laws of the United States
cis. no political test or quallfication shan be relating to the venue of civil suits.
permitted or given consideraton. but all such
appointments and promotions shah be given (b) Account books

'*:f~ ~ and made on the basis of merit and efficiency. The Corporation shall at all times maintain
.3 Any member of said board who is found by the complete and accurate books of accounts.

President of the United States to be guilty of a (,e Oath ofmee
violation of this section shall be removed from
office by the President of the United tates. Each member of the board, before entering
and any appointee of said board who Is found upon tb e dutes of his office, shall subscribe to
by the board to be guilty of a violation of this an oth (or arurmation) to support the Constl-
section shall be removed from office by said tution of the United States and to faithfully
board. ad impartially perform the duties imposed

upon him by this chapter.
(May3 18, 1933, ch. 32, J 6, 48 Stat 63.) (May 18, 1933. ch. 32. i 8. 48 Stat. 63.)
§ 8311. Control of plant and property vested in Cor.

* w~porution; traser of other poperty to Crpora- 831h. Anaul fin acial tatement; purchaere and
tlo aontrect audit by Comptroller CGnerl

In order to enable the Corporation to exercise (a) Fiancial staeent nd report
the powers and duties vested In it by this chap- The board shall file with the President and
ter- with the Consress, in March of each year. a fi.

(a) The exclusive use. possesson. and control nancial statement and a complete report as to
of the United States nitrate plants numbered I the business of the Corporation covering the
and 2. Including steam plants, located, respec- preceding governmnental fisca year. This report
tively, at Sheffield. Alabama and Muscle shal include an temized statement of the cost
Shoals. Alabama together with all real estate of power at each power station. the total
and buildings connected therewith, all tools number of employees and the names, alaries.
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and duties of those receiving compensation at the rendition of accounts for adjustment and
the rate of more than $1.500 a year. settlement pursuant to sections 3526(a) and
lb) Bidc audits: eutlementa, account: contcts 3702(a) of title 31, and accounts for all receipts

and disbursements by or for the Corporation
All purchases and contracts for supplies or sha be rendered accordingly: Prvvded. That.

services. except for peional services, made by subject only to the provisions of this chapter.
the Corporation, shal be made after advertis- te Corporation i authorized to make such ex-
ing, in such manner and at such times suff- pendltures and to enter into such contrcts
ciently in advance of opening bids. as the Board agreements and arrangements, upon such
shall determine to be adequate to insure notice trns and condition and in such manner as It
and opportunity for competition Provide. may deem neceary. including the final settle-
That advertisement shall not be required when ment of all cis and litigation by or against
(1) an emergency requires immediate delivery the Corporation and. notwithstanding the pro-
of the supplies or performance of the services; visons of any other law governing the expendi-
or (2) repair parts. accessories upplemental ture of public the Generl Accounting
equipment. or services are required for supplies Office, in the settlement of the accounts of the
or services previously furnished or contracted Treasurer or other accountable officer or em-
for. or (3) the aggregate amount Involved poyee of the Corporation shall not disallow
any purchase of supplies or procurement of credit for nor withhold funds because of. any
services does not exceed $25.000: in which ae expenditure which the Board shall determine
such purchases of supplies or procurement of t he been necessary to carry out the provil
services may be made in the open market in the sions of said chapter.
manner common among businessmen Provied The Corportion shall determine Its own
further. That in comparing bids and in making system of administrative accounts and the
awards the Board may consider such factors as forms and contents of Its contracts and other
relative quality and adaptabilty of supplie bes or documents except as otherwise provid-
services, the bidder's financial responsbility, ed th ch er
skill. experience. record of integrity in dealing,
ability to furnish repairs and maintenance serv- (Ma 18. 1933. ch. 32. 1 9, 48 Stat 63; Aug. 31,
ices, the time of delivery or performance of- 1935, ch. 83 1. 49 Stat. 1080; Nov. 21. 1941.
fered. and whether the bidder has complied ch. 485. 55 Stat. 775: Aug. 30. 1954. ch. 1076. J 1
with the specifications. (32), 68 Stat. 968; July 25, 1974, Pub. L 93-356,

The Comptroller General of the United 6 . 88 Stat, 390; Apr. 21. 1976. Pub. L 94-273.
States shall audit the transactions of the Cor- 9 5(11, 90 Stat 377; Dec. 1. 1983, Pub. L. 98-191.
poration at such times as he shall determine, I 9d). 97 Stat. 1332.)
but not less frequently than once each govern-
mental fiscal year. with personnel of his selec- oDlncAnon
tion. In such connection he and his representa- In the second par. of subsec. (b). "ections 356&)
tives shall have free and open acces to all and 3702(a) of Utle 31 substituted for "section 236.
papers, books, records, files, accounts, plants. Rerved Statut as uaended by ectlon 305 of the
warehouses. offices. and all other things, prop Budget and AccountiUn Act 1921 (42 Stat. 24 131

U.B.C. 71)' oan authority of Pub. L. 91-258. J 4(b).
erty, and plaes belonging to or under the con- Set. 13. 1 96 S"aL 106ooT. the irst secon of whih
trol of or used or employed by the Corporation. ccted Ttle 31 Money and Pinnce.
and shall be afforded full facilities for counting
all cash and verifying transactons with and AJ KCmwrs
balances in depositaries He shall make report 193-&bec. bX3). Pub. L 98191 substituted
of each such audit In quadruplate, ooe copy -s5o00o for -$10,O0".
for the President of the United States, one for 17-Subsec. (a). Pub L. 4-273 substituted
the chairman of the Board, one for public tn- Mach lor December".
spection at the principal office of the Corpora- 974--ubsec. (bX3). Pub. L 93-356 subtituted
tion, and the other to be retained by him for "S10.00 fo0 r 500".
the uses of the Congress Provide That nh 1054-Subsec. (b. Act Aug. 30. 1954. in second s-
report shall not be made until the Corportion epeed a setc requirtng the CmptoUerGeerl to mate soecia reports of any trUnalons orshall have had reasonable opportunity to exam- conditio oun to be i onft wi the powrs or
ine the exceptions and criticisms of the Comp- duties entruted to the Tennesee Valley Authority by
troller General or the General Accounting law. such provion now being covered by section 9101
Office, to point out errors therein, explain or et se. of nie 3. MKney and Finnce.
answer the same, and to file a statement which 1941-Susec. (b). Act Nov. 21. 1941. nserted last
shall be submitted by the Comptroller General b]mgrph and luat sentence of next to last pragrph.
with his report. The expenses for each such 9s- 8ubsec. l b). Act Aug. 31. 1935. mended
audit shall be paid from any appropriation or bc'b) tenll
appropriations for the General Accountlng sncl Atorr RsQuxswrs
Office, and such part of such expenses as may
be allocated to the cost of generating. tanilmit Tenneee Vlley Aulhority audut unf&lected by

Jl nele a udlt reluhremenu of echpler 75$ (7501 el e.)tin&. and distributing electric energy shall be of ile 1di Moter au d iPnae see rection ( b) os
of TIlue 3L MoneY and FUnce. see section 2b) ofreimbursed promptly by the Corporation as Pub. L 9g5402. set out as a note under section 7501 of

billed by the Comptroller General. Nothing in Tute 31.
this chapter shall be construed to relieve the
Treasurer or other accountable officers or em- AUT or 0OVaKWZTr CoapnoaTolnr
ployees of the Corporation from complince Section 9105() o Title 31. Money and ruct. pro-
with the provisions of existing law requiring vides that the audit provided in cution tloS05( of
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Title 31 shall be in lieu of any audit of the firncial in its discretion shall have power to construct
transactions of any Government eorportion required transmission lines to farms and small villages
to b: made by the General Accountng Office for the that are not otherwise supplied with electricity
purpos ror the Coor t at reasonable rate, and to make or to e such rules and
dent unrder any existing *w. regulations governing such sale and distribu-

STcIOn RuroaI To m COrtx SrCTnoNS tion of such electric power as in its judgment

Thissection i referred to in sections 831im 3Ln-4 may be just and equltable: Provided further.
of this t tittle 26 section 6402: Utle 31 sections 3720. That the Board is authorized and directed to
3720A; ttle 41 ection 612 make studies, experiments, and determinations

to promote the wider and better use of electric
§ 83lh-l. Operation of dams wpimrily for promotion power for agricultural and domestic use. or for

of nargation and controlliag floods, reration small or local industries, and It may cooperate
and ale of electrict y with State governments. or their subdivisions

The Board Is directed in the operation of any or agencies, with educational or research insti-
dam or reservoir in Its possession and control to tutions. and with cooperatives or other oranl-
regulate the stream now primarily for the pur- zatlons. In the application of electric power to
poses of promoting navigation and controlling the fuller and better balanced development of
floods. So far as may be consistent with such the resources of the region: Provided further,
purposes, the Board Is authorized to provide That the Board is authorized to include in any
and operate facilities for the generation of elec- contract for the sale of power such terms and
tric energy at any such dam for the use of the conditions, including resale rate schedules, and
Corporation and for the use of the United to provide for such rules and regulations as in
States or any agency thereof, and the Board is Its judgment may be necessary or desirable for
further authorized, whenever an opportunity is carrying out the purposes of this chapter. and
afforded, to provide and operate facilities for in case the purchaser shall fall to comply with
the generation of electric energy in order to any such terms and conditions. or violate any
avoid the waste of water power. to transmit and such rules and regulations, said contract may
market such power as in this chapter provided. provide that it shall be voidable at the election
and thereby, so far as may be practicable, to of the Board: Provided further. That in order to
assist in liquidating the cost or aid in the main supply farms and small villages with electric
tenance of the projects of the Authority. power directly as contemplated by this section
Ma 18, a1933, ch. 32a Oa, as added Aug. 31. the Board in Its discretion shall have power to

1935( ch 836, 193, 4 Stat32. 1076.) acquire existing electric facilities used in serv-
ing such farms and small villages: And provided

§ 31h-2. Repeale. Pub. L S6-137. II. Aug. . 199, further, That the terms "States", "counties".
73 St. 20o and "municipalities" as used in this chapter

shall be construed to include the public agen-
Secion. act July 0 1947. ch. 358. title U 1201 61 cies of any of them unless the context requires

SLat. $74. placed a limitation on use of power revenues a different construction.
of the Tennessee Valey Authority. See section a31n-4
of this title. (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 10. 48 Stat. 64; Aug. 31,

6 831i Sale of surpl power. prefereces expert-1935. ch- 836. 1 6. Stat. 1076.)
mental work: equiation of exising electric fa- AMsanwrMTS
dlities

1935-Act Aug. 31, 1935. inserted last three wrovisr.
The Board is empowered and authorized to

* sell the surplus power not used in Its oper- g 831j. Equitable distributon o srplus power among
":1~ _ ations. and for operation of locks and other Sts nd nonici ities improvent in pr

works generated by It, to States, counties, mu- dudio" of lertilier
nicipaliies, corporations, partnerships, or indi-
viduals, according to the policies hereinafter set It is declared to be the policy of the Govern-
forth; and to carry out said authority, the merit so far as practical to distribute and sell
Board is authorized to enter into contracs for the surplus power generated at Muscle Shoals
such sale for a term not exceeding twenty equitably among the States. counties, and mu-
years, and in the sale of such current by the nicipalities within transmission distance. This
Board it shal give preference to Staes. coun- policy Is further declared to be that the
ties municipalities and cooperative organza- projects herein provided for shall be considered
tions of cittiens or farmers, not organized or primarily as for the benefit of the people of the
doing business for profit, but primarily for the section as a whole and particularly the domes.
purpose of supplying electricity to Its own citi- tic and rural consumers to whom the power can
zens or members: Proded. That all contacts economically be made available, and according-
made with private companies or Individuals for ly that sale to and use by Industry shall be a
the sale of power, which power is to be resold secondary purpose, to be utilized principally to
for a profit, shall contain a provision authorz- secure a sufficiently high load factor and reve-
ing the Board to cancel said contract upon five nue returns which will permit domestic and
years' notice In writing if the Board needs said rural use at the lowest possible rates and in
power to supply the demands of States, oun- such manner as to encourage increased domes-
ties. or municipalities. In order to promote and tic and rural use of electricity. It Is further de-
encourage the fullest possible use of electric dared to be the policy of the Government to
light and power on farms within reasonable dis- utiize the Muscle Shoals properties so far as
tance of any of its tnrnsmisson lines the Board may be necessary to Improve, increase, and
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cheapen the production of fertilizer and fertll- or corporation shall be made to the ultimate
izer ingredients by carrying out the provisions consumer of such electric power at prices that
of this chapter. shall not exceed a schedule fixed by the board
(May IS, 1933o ch. 32? i 11 48 StaLt 64.) from time to time as reasonable, just, and fair:

May 1819. c. 3 8 and in case of any such sale. if an amount is
S 831k. Tmiranwssi lins coomtructon or k sane charged the ultimate consumer which is in

of power over other than Goverment line rates excess of the price so deemed to be just, reason-
when sold for res at profit able, and fair by the board. the contract for

such sale between the board and such distribu-
In order to place the board upon a fair basts tor of electricity shall be voidable at the elec-

for making such contracts and for receiving Uon of the board: And provided further. That
bids for the sale of such power. It is expressly the board Is authorized to enter into contracts
authorized either from appropriatlons made by rwth other power systems for the mutual ex-
Congress or f fnd ecred from funds snge of unused texess power upon suitable
of such power. or from funds secured by the terms for th e conservaon of stored ater and
sale of bonds hereafter provided for, to con- s an emegency or break-don relief.
struct. lease, purchase, or authorize the con-
struction of transmission lines within transms- (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. 12 48 StaL 65.)
sion distance from the place where generated,
and to Interconnect with other systems. The I 31k- 1. Exton o f credit to State municipalitie
board is also authorized to lease to any person. ad po 'it oranitols Lo sat i oper-
persons, or corporation the use of any transis- o n f e faties
sion line owned by the Government and operat In order (1) to facilitate the disposition of the
ed by the board, but no such lease shall be surplus power of the Corporation according to
made that In any way interferes with the use of the policies set forth in this chapter: (2) to give
such transmission line by the board: Provided, effect to the priority herein accorded to States.
That if any State, county, municipality, or counties, municipaliUtes. and nonprofit organi-
other public or cooperative oranization of dti- ztions tn the purchase of such power by ena-
zens or farmers. not organized or doing business blng them to acquire facilities for the distrlbu-
for profit, but primarily for the purpose of sup- Uon of such power; and (3) at the same time to
plying electricity to Its own citizens or ma- preserve existing distribution facilities as going
bers, or any two or more of such municipalities concerns and avoid duplication of such fai-
or organizations. shall construct or agree to ties, the Board is authorized to advise and coop-
construct and maintain a properly designed and crate with and assist. by extending credit for a
built transmission line to the Government res- period of not exceeding five years to. States.
ervation upon which is located a Government counties, municipalities and nonprofit organiza-
generating plant, or to a main transmission line ions situated within transmission distance
owned by the Government or leased by the from any dam where such power is generated
board and under the control of the board, the by the Corporation in acquiring. Improving, and
board is authorized and directed to contract operating (a) existing distribution facilities and
with such State, county, municipality, or other incidental works, including generating plants
oreanization. or two or more of them. for the and (b) interconnecting tranmision lines; or in
sale of electricity for a term not exceeding acquiring any interest in such fcilitis. inciden-
thirty years and in any uch case the board tl work. and lines.
shall give to such State, county, municipality
or other organiaion ample time to fully (ta 18. 1933. ch. 32, S 12a. " added Aug. 31.
comply with any local law now in existence or 1935. ch. 836. 17 49 8t at 106.)
hereafter enacted providing for the nee ry a
leeal authority for such State. county. munici-
pallty, or other organization to contract with This secton is referred to in sections 831n-i. 831n-j
the board for such power Provided further of U ite.

sold and distributed to the ultimate consumer pites rQre o to Congr
without dscrimination a between consumers In order to render financial assistance to
of the same class, and such contract shall be thoe States and local governments In which
voidable at the election of the board f a dis- the power operations of the Corporation are
criminatory rate, rebate or other special con- carried on and in which the Corporation has ac-
cession is made or given to any consumer or quired properties previously subject to State
user by the municipality or other political sub and local taxation the board is authorized and
division or cooperatie organization And pro- directed to pay to said States, and the counties
vided urther. That as to y us poer not therein, fowr each fical year. beginning July 1.
so sold as above provided to States, counties. 1940. the following percentages of the gross
municipalties. or other id ornizations proceeds derived from the sale of power by the
before the board shall sell the same to any Corporation for the preceding fiscal year as
person or corporation engaged n the distribu- hereinafter provided together with such addi-
tion and resale of electricity for profit t shall tional amounts as may be payable pursuant to
require said person or corporation to agree that the provisions hereinafter set forth. said ay-
any resale of such electric power by said person ments to constitute a charge against the power
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operations of the Corporation: For the fiscal board of the amounts due hereunder to the re-
year (beginning July 1) 1940. 10 per centum; spectve States and counties shall be final.
1941, 9 per centum; 1942, 8 per centun; 1943. The payments above provided shall in each
7? per centurn 1944. 7 per centum; 1945, 64 case be made to the State or county in equal
per centum: 1946. 6 per centum: 1947. 5½ per monthly installments beginning not later than
centum: 1948 and each fiscal year thereafter. 5. July 31, 1940.
per centum. "Gross proceeds", as used in this Nothing herein shall be construed to limit the
section, is defined as the total gross proceeds authority of the Corporation in its contracts
derived by the Corporation from the sale of for the sale of power to municipalities. to
power for the preceding fiscal year, excluding permit or provide for the resale of power at
power used by the Corporation or sold or deliv- rates which may include an amount to cover
ered to any other department or agency of the tax-equivalent payments to the municipality in
Government of the United States for any pur- lieu of State, county, and municipal taxes upon
pose other than the resale thereof. The pay- any distribution system or property owned by
ments herein authorized are in lieu of taxation. the municipality, or any agency thereof, condi-
and the Corporation, Its property, franchises tloned upon a proper distribution by the mu-
and income. are expressly exempted from tax- nicipallty of any amounts collected by It in lieu
ation in any manner or form by any State. of State or county taxes upon any such distri-
county. municipality, or any subdivision or dis- butlon system or property; t being the Lnten-
trict thereof. tion of Congress that either the municipality or

The payment for each fiscal year shall be ap- the State in which the municipality Is situated
portioned among sald States In the following shall provide for the proper distribution to the
manner: One-half of said payment shal be ap- State and county of any portion of tax equlva-
portioned by paying to each State the percent- lent so collected by the municipality in lieu of
age thereof which the gross proceeds of the State or county taxes upon any such distribu-
power sales by the Corporation within said on system orproperty.
State during the preceding fiscal year bears to The Corporation shall. not later than Janu-
the total gross proceeds from all power sales by ary 1 1945. submit to the Congress a report on
the Corporation during the preceding fiel the operation of the provisions of this section,
year; the remaining one-half of said payment including a statement of the distribution to the
shall be apportioned by paying to each State variou States and counties hereunder; the
the percentage thereof which the book value o effect of the oe on of the provisions of thi
the power property held by the Corporation effect of the operation of he provisions of this
within said State at the end o the pre ing section on State and local finances; an appraisalwithin said State at the end of the preceding
fiscal Year bearn to the total book value of a of the benefits of the program of the Corpora-
such property held by the Corporation on the tion to the States ad counties receiving pay
same date. The book value of power property rments hereunder, and the effect of such bene-ssine date. The book value of power property
shall include that portion of the investment al- fits increasing taxable values within such
located or estimated to be allocable to power States and counties: and such other data. infor-
Provided That the minimum annual payment mation. and recommendations as may be perti-
to each State (including payments to counties nent to future legislation
therein) shall not be less than an amount equal (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 13. 48 Stat. 66; June 26.
to the two-year average of the State and local 1940. ch. 432. § 39. 54 Stat. 626.)
ad valorem property taxes levied against power
property purchased and operated by the Corpo- Am5nnrs
ration in said State and against that portion of 1940-Act June 26. 1940. amended ection generally.
reservoir lands related to dams construced by
or on behalf of the United States Government 8sToW RZsmam To n Otm sKTcOmo
and held or operated by the Corporation and Th sectla Is referred to in cLoo t3-4 of tbla
allocated or estimated to be allocable to power. ue; Utle 20 secon 71
The said two-year average shall be calculated
for the last two tax years during which said §93'- Allocation and charge of value and eot of
property was privately owned and operated or plats to pmticular bjectr. cost accountinr. re-
said land was privately owned: Provided ur- ports of csts of operation sale of surplus power
her. That the minimum annual payment to at prnt

each State in which the Corporation owns and The Board shall make a thorough Investiga-
operates power property (including payments Lion as to the present value of Dam Numbered
to counties therein) shal not be less than 2. and the steam plants at nitrate plant num-
10.000 In any case: Provied furthter. That the bered 1. and nitrate plant numbered 2. and as

corporation ' shall pay directly to the respec- to the cost of Cove Creek D for the purpose
tive counties the two-year average of county adof cerini how muh of thevaue or the
valorem property taxes (Including taxes levied cost of sid properties shall be allocated and
by taxing districts within the respective coun- chaed to (1) ood control. I2) v o
ties) upon power property and reservoir lands (3) Iertuzer. e() tlool defense, and (l) the
allocable to power, determined as above provid- devlopment ol power. ntin defense an d 5 the

development of power. The findinerx tltus madeed, and all payments to any such county withinLed. and sall payments to any such county w m by the Board. when approved by the Presidenta State shall be deducted from the payment the United St be final and uch
otherwise due to such State under the provi- of the Unilted States shat be finall and such
sions of this section. The determination of the fndings sha thereter be used in ellng

tion of value for the purpose of keeping the
book value of said properties. In like manner,

'so Ir-nmrnW. Pl"bIly hlduk be cpaied. the cost and book value of any dams. steam
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plants, or other similar improvements hereafter AMroamrrs
constructed and turned over to said Board for 195--Act of Aug 31. 193. inserted provison requir-
the purpose of control and management shall ing the Board to reprt to Congress on the allocation
be ascertined and allocated. The Board shall. or the value of the properties turned over to the

on or before January 1; 1937. file with Congress Board and paragraph requiring the Board to kerp
a statement of its allocation of the value of all complete accounts on the cost ol generion. transms-
such properties turned over to said Board, and £on and distribution o electric energy and production
which hare been completed prior to the ednd of f chemicals necessr to national defense and ueful
twhicr have been corplaetead sprior tohe ert to agriculture and to report to Congress the total cost
the preceding fiscal year. and shall therafter of a power. generated by all power stations and au-

in its annual report to Congress file a state- thored the sie of surplu power.
ment of its allocation of the value of such prop-
ertles as have been completed during the pre- Twsrs or Pucnons
ceding fiscal year. Federal Power Commisson terminated and its unc-

For the purpose of accumulating data useful taos. peonel. property, funds etc. transferred to
to the Congress in the formulation of legisla- Secretary of Energy (except for certain functomn
tive policy in matters relating to the genera- traniserred to Federal Eergy Regulatory Conuin-
Lion. transmlsslon and distribution of electric sion) by sectons 7151(b). 171(t). 7172(a). 7291. and
energy and the production of chemicals neces- 723 of Ttle 42 The Public Beth and Welfare.
sary to national defense and useful in agricul
ture, and to the Federal Power Commission and * 83lo1. Tenese V&lHe Authority S-teoit plan-
other Federal and State agencies and to the an pero
public, the Board shall keep complete accounts (a) In earal
of its costs of generation. tranmission and d The Tennessee Vaey Authority shall con-
tribution of electric energy and shall keep a
complete account of the total cost of generating duct leastst p g program in accord-
and transmision facilities constructed or other- nce with ts secton.
wise acquired by the Corporation and of pro- (b) Condct of pgruim
ducing such chemicals, and a description of the (I) ln gae
major components of such costs according to
such uniform systems of accounting for public In conducting a least-cost planning program
utilites as the Federal Power Commission has. under ubsection () of this section. the Ten-
and if it have none, then It is empowered and nessee Valley Authority shall employ and m-
directed to prescribe such uniform system of ac- ple nt a planning nd selecton procss for
counting, together with records of such other new energy resoures which evaluates the ull
physical data and operating statistics of the Au- range of existin and incremental resources
thority as may be helpful in determining the (including new power upplies, energy conser-
actual cost and value of services, and the prac- vaon and efficiency, and renewable energy
tices. methods, facilities. equipment, appliances, resourc) In order to provide adequate and
and standards and sizes, types, location, and reiable service to electric customers of the
geographical and economic integration of Tennessee Valley Authority at the lowest
plants and systems best suited to promote the system cost
public interest efficiency, and the wider and (2) Panninlagd mlection procem
more economical use of electric energy. Such The pnning and selecton process referred
data shall be reported to the Congress by the parag h () shalU-
Board from te to time, with appropriate (A) e into count n ar features
_nslyses and recommendations, and, so far as for system operation, including diversity. re-
practicable, shall be made available to the Fed iablty. d uspatchab.ity. and other factors
eral Power. Commission and other Federal and i
State agencies which may be concerned withSte agencies whichm beoncrned othe (B) take into account the ability to verify
the administration of legislation relating to the
generation, tramnisson. or distribution of energy sav acheved through energy
electric energy and chemicals useful to gricul- conservation and efficiency and the project-
ture. It is declared to be the policy of this hap ed dubillty f such savings measured over
ter that. in order, as soon as practicable, to time; nd
make the power projects self-upportng and (C) treat demand and supply resources on
self-liquidatng. the surplus power shall be sold a consistent and ntegrated basis.
at rates which. In the opinion of the Board, (3) "System eort defined
when applied to the normal capacity of the As used in paragraph (1). the term "system
Authority's power facilities, will produce gros cot" means all direct and quantifiable net
revenues in excess of the cost of production of cot for an energy resource over Its available
said power and in addition to the statement of e. including te cst of producton trara-
the cost of power at each power station as re- portaton, utilization waste management en-
quired by section 831h of this title. the Board vironmental compliance. and.i the ce of
shal file with each annual report a statement mported energy resources, maintaining
of the total cost of all power generated by it at cce to foreign sources ofsupply.
all power stations during each year. the average
cost of such power per kilowatt hour. the rates I) Partidlption by ditribtors
at which sold. and to whom sold. and copies of (I) n general
all contracts for the sale of power.all contrcts or the ale o In conducting a least-cost lanning program
(May 18, 1933. ch. 32. 1 14. 48 Stat. 66; Aug. 31. under subsection a) of this section. the Ten-
1935. ch. 836. I 8. 49 Stat. 107.) nessee Valley Authority shall-
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(A) provide an opportunity for distribu- rights and privileges accorded by law to
tors of the Tennessee Valley Authority to Panama Canal bonds, authorized by section 8
recommend cost-effective energy efficiency of the Act of June 28. 1902. chapter 1302 as
opportunities, rate structure incentives, and amended by the Act of December 21. 1905 (ch.
renewable energy proposals for inclusion in 3, sec. 1. 34 StaL 5). All funds derived from the
such program; and sale of such bonds shall be paid over to the Cor-

(B) encourage and assist such distributors poration
in the planning and implementation of cost- (Ma 18 1933, c 32. 15 48 Stat. 66.)
effective energy efficiency options.

(2) Asaistance RcamIcs m TEX

The Tennessee Valley Authority shall pro- Section 8 of the Act of June 28. 1902 chapter 1302.
vide appropriate assistance to distributors s amended by the Act of December 21. 1905 cch. 3.
under paragraph (IXB). Such assistance e c 1 3 4 Lt - 5). eferred to In text, claslied to
shall where cost effective, be provided by the ectioa s 7. an 744 note of former nUe 3 and'u repeaed In pa by Pub. L 97-258. J 5(bk Sept. 13.
Tennessee Valley Authority acting through. 12 6 StL 10b the t eton o whic ept3
or In cooperation with. an association of dis- Tle 31. Money nd Pmine, .ld in pan by Pub. L
tributors. Such assistance may include publi- 9452.1 i4b). Jan. 1, 1u . 96 Bat. 2480.
cations. workshops. conferences, one-on-one
assistance, financial assistance, equipment CRosS R Dmc-s
loans, technology assessment studies, market- Bonds not to be issued under this section see section
ing studies. and other appropriate mecha- 831n-2 of this itle.
nisms to transfer information on energy effl-
ciency and renewable energy options and pro- Sno Rna TO D Onm ScFIoL
grams to customers. This secon is referred to in section U31n-2 of this

(d) Public revew ad eomet ute.
Before the selection and addition of a major 831n-1. Bonds to carry out provisio of section

new energy resource on the Tennessee Valley 831k-1: amount term, and eonditio
Authority system, the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority shall provide an opportunity for public With the approval of the Secretary of the
review and comment and shall Include a de-Treasury, the Corporation is authorized to
scription o any such action in an annual report issue bonds not to exceed in the aggregate
to the President and Congress. 150,000,000 outstanding at any one time. which

tote) Prespidn and cn bonds may be sold by the Corporation to obtain
(e) Exemption hun certain 3rq eeb funds to carry out the provisions of section

The Tennessee Valley Authority shall not be 831k-1 of this title. Such bonds shall be in such
subject to the least-cost plannin requirements forms and denominations, shall mature within
contained in section 2621(d) of this title or any such periods not more than fifty years from the
similar requirement which might arise out of date of their issue may be redeemable at the
the Tennessee Valley Authority's electric power option of the Corporation before maturity in
transactions with the Southeastern Power Ad- such manner as may be stipulated therein, shall
ministration. bear such rates of interest not exceeding 3U
(Pub. L 102-486, Utle L 113, OctL 24, 1992. 106 per centum per annum, shall be subject to such
Stat 2798.) terms and conditions, shall be issued in such

manner and amount, and sold at such prices, as
Cmo B rncanozn may be prescribed by the Corporation, with the

j: i Section wta enacted as part of te Energy Policy Act approval of the Secretary of the Treasury: r-
of 1992. and not as part of the Tennessee Valley Au- vided That such bonds shal not be sold at
thority Act of 1933 which comprises this ehater. such prices or on such terms as to allord an In-

vestment yield to the holders in excess of 3 4
* c83 o1 ^d ieti forn tmu omtn o; am tm per centum per annum Such bonds shall be

Sai*d Coai~ub~d~uitfully and unconditionally guaranteed both as to
In the construction of any future dam. steam interest and principal by the United States. and

plant, or other facility, to be used in whole or such guaranty shall be expressed on the face
in part for the generation or transmisson of thereof, and such bonds shall be lawful Invest-
electric power the board Is authorized and em- ments, and may be accepted as security, for all
powered to issue on the credit of the United fiduciary, trust, and public funds. the Invest-
States and to sell serial bonds not exceeding ment or deposit of which shal be under the au-
$50.000.000 in amount having a maturity not thority or control of the United States or any
more than fifty years from .the date of issue of icer or officers thereof. In the event that the
thereof, and bearing interest not exceeding 3% Corporation should not pay upon demand,
per centum per annum. aid bonds shall be when due. the principal of, or interest on. such
issued and sold In amounts and prices approved bonds. the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay
by the Secretary of the Treasury, but all such to the holder the amount thereof, which Is au-
bonds as may be so issued and sold shall have thorized to be appropriated out of any moneys
equal rank None of said bonds shall be sold In the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
below par. and no fee, commission, or compen- and thereupon to the extent of the amount so
sation whatever ahall be paid to any person. paid the Secretary of the Treasury shall suc-
firm. or corporation for handling. negotiating ceed to all the rights of the holders of such
the sale. or selling the said bonds. All of such bonds. The Secretary of the Treasury. tn his
bonds so Issued and sold shall have a the discretion, is authorized to purchase any bonds
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issued hereunder, and for such purpose the Sec- 3 1J-2.- Boodel limitmition o uulac under sections
retary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a 311n and 3ln-l
public-debt transaction the proceeds from the No bonds shall be issued by the Corporation
sale of any securities hereafter issued under after the date of enactment of this section
chapter 31 of title 31.- and the purposes for under section 831n or 831n-1 of this title.
which securities may be issued under such
chapter are extended to Include any purchases (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 15b. as added July 26,
of the Corporation's bonds hereunder. The Sec- 1939, ch. 366. 53 Stat. 1083.)
retary of the Treasury may. at any time. sell
any bf the bonds of the Corporation acquired RinTseczs is T
by him under this section All redemptions, pur- The date of enretment of tbi section. referred to in
chases, and sales by the Secretary of the Treas- text probbly mers July 26. 1939.
ury of the bonds of the Corporation shal be
treated as public-debt transactions of the 831 n-3 Use offnds: liiatio of bmuaice
United States. With the approval of the Secre- With the approval of the Secretary of the
tary of the Treasury, the Corporation shall Treasury the Corporation Is authorized, after
have power to purchase such bonds in the open the date o enactment of this ecton to issue
market at any time and at any price. No bonds hed t n the ggrue
shall be issued hereunder to provide funds or b on6 n ot to exceed m be aold eyte$61.500,000. Such bonds may be sold by thebonds necesary for the performance of an Corporation to obtain fuds which may b used
proposed contract negotiated by the Corpora- for the followng purposes onlyb
t.ion under the authority of section 831k-1 of r te oow r(1) Not to exceed $46,000,000 may be used forthis tutle until the proposed contract shat have used forthis tle unti te proposd a l the purchase of electric utility properties of thebeen submitted to and approved by the Federal the purchase ectric uUlty properties of the
Power Commissioon WVhen any such prposed eTennessee Electric Power Company tnd Soutb-
contract shall have been sbmitted to the said ed in the contract between the Corpora ton and
Commission, the matter shall be given prece ed in the t between the Corpo o adthe Commonwealth and Southern Corporation
dence and shall be in every way expedited and the Commn t nd Southern Corpotion
the Commission's determination of the matter and others, dated as of May 12 1939.

shall be The authority of te Corporaln (2) Not to exceed $6.500,000 may be used forshall be final The authority of te Corporon
to issue bonds hereunder shall expire at the purchase and rehabiltation of electrc utili
end of five years from the date when this sec- ty rties of the Al s Power Company
tion a amended herein becomes l. except and Mi Power mpany the fo
that such bonds may be ssued t an time amed counes n norten abam nd

after the exron of sad period to provide northern Mislssippl The counties of Jackson.

ton. prir to the expiration of said p d period. Culme nstn a andth on
under the authority of section 831k-I of tchis o norher A nd the conie

Lowndes. Oktlbbeha. Choctaw. Webster. Noxu-
(May 18. 1933. ch. 32, S 15a. as added Aug. 31. bee. Winston. Neshoba. and Kemper In north-
1935. ch. 836, , 9. 49 Stat. 1078.) em Mississippi.

(3) Not to exceed 3n.50.000 may be used for
Rarzxs m i T rebuilding. replacing, and repairing electric aUl-

The date when this section s uamended herein be- ty properties purchased by the Corporation In
comes law. referred to In text. probably mes August accordance with the foregoing provisions of
31. 1935. this section.

(4) Not to exceed $3.500,000 may be used for

Chapter 31 of title 31 and *uch chaptere substi- tons and other electrical acilitie necessary to
tuted in text for "the Second Liberty Bond Act. s connect the electric utility properties pur-
amended" and 'tuch Act as amended.". resecti vely. chased by the Corporation n accordance with

96 Stat. 1067.rd the fist sectio of whh us o er thcn U the foregoing Tlprovons ofthis ectio th the
31. oy and n elecric power system of the Corporation

(5) Not to exceed 1S2000000 may be used for
TaAssu or PocsioXs makiUn loans under section 83m1k- of this title

Fedhera Power tommate sn termhnated agnd < lin-. to States. counties. municipalities and nonprof-
Utions personinel property, und e truslerre to it organiations to enable them to purchase any
suCed n Energa y o E y except .or oein funtionse e lectric utility properties referredto the con-
tramferred to Feder a Ene n Regy Conhl-. tractn between the Corporation and the Coin-
zson) by sectlon 7151(b). 7171(. 7172(a). 7291. and monwealth and Southern Corporation and
7293 of Ttle 42. The Public ealth and Welfare. others, dated as of May 12. 1939. or any electric

utility properties of the AlabCma Power Com-
caos" Rxmigczrs pany or Mississippi Power Company In any of

Bond not to be issued under is secon, e aection the countic in norther n Alabama or northern
83Fn-2 of this tit. Mssissipi nmed in paragraph (2) of this aec-

tion.
aned to Ral ToErt R011 oora Sw Coms The Corporation hall e with the President

This section is referred to in 1ecUon l31n-2 of thi. ad wth the Congressn Deceber ot each
Ul**IC~tlc poyear a fnanial tatement and complete report
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as to the expenditure of funds derived from the bonds issued by the Corporation under this sec-
sale of bonds under this section covering the tion is less than S61.500.000. the Corporation
period not covered by any such previous state- may subject to the foregoing provisions of this
ment or report. Such bonds shall be in such section, issue, after the expiration of such
forms and denominations, shall mature within period, bonds in an amount not in excess of the
such periods not more than fifty years from the amount by which the bonds so issued prior to
date of their Issue, may be redeemable at the the expiration of such period Is less than
option of the Corporation before maturity in $61,500,000, for refunding purposes or, subject
such manner as may be stipulated therein. shall to the provisions of paragraph (5) of this sec-
bear such rates of interest not exceeding 3% tion (limiting the purposes for which loans
per centum per annum, shall be subject to such under section 831k-I of this title of funds de-
terms and conditions, shall be Issued in such rived from bonds proceeds may be made) to
manner and amount. and sold at such prices as provide funds found necessary in the perform-
may be prescribed by the Corporation with the ance of any contract entered into by the Corpo-
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. Pro- ration prior to the expiration of such period.
vided. That such bonds shall not be sold at under the authority of section 831k-I of this
such prices or on such terms as to afford an n- title.
vestment yield to the holders In excess of 3V
per centum per annum. Such bonds shall be May 18, 1933 ch. 32, 15c, as added July 26,
fully and unconditionally guaranteed both as to 1939 ch. 368653 Stat 1083.)
interest and principal by the United States, andRI x a Txr
such guaranty shall be expressed on the face
thereof. and such bonds shall be lawful Invest The duae of enctment of this ection. reetred to in
ments. and may be accepted as security. for all text probably mens July 26. 193.
fiduciary. trut, and public funds the invest-
ment or deposit of which shall be under the au-
thority or control of the United States or any "Chpter 31 of Uti 31- and -'uch chuper substl-
officer or officers thereof. In the event that the uted tet or -the Second berty Bond Act. a
Corporation should not pay upon demand when mended" sad '"ch A as amnded,. respectively.on authority of pub. L 97-25= l4(b). Sept 13. 192.due, the principal of, or interest on, such bonds, on utrt 106y the uir.t Ls2n of wh(ch enacted T1.96 Sta. 1067. ther Aton of which enacted Titlethe Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to the 31. Money and FPinu
bolder the amount thereof, which is authorized
to be appropriated out of any moneys In the T'hsrm or Pmwcnows
Treasury not otherwise appropriated. andl Co on termited nd
thereupon to the extent of the amount so paid t onPr pror il. Property fld etr Lra d to
the Secretary of the Treasury shall succeed to Secretary of Bergy (except for certain functir
all the rights of the holders of such bonds. The trnsferred to PederIl nera Regulatory Comms-
Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion is sion) by sections 7151(b 7. 11). 717a). 7291. and
authorized to purchase any bonds Issued here- 7293 of Title 42 The Public Health and Welfare.
under, and for such purpose the Secretary of Executive and admlnstrtive functions of Federal
the Treasury Is authorized to use as a public- Power Comm on. with certain reservations tran-
debt transaction the proceeds from the sale of fered to Chairman of such Commision. with author-
any securities hereafter issued under chapter Ity veo ted In him o uthorize their perormnrw by

31 of te 31. and te uroses S- any officer. employee. or admnlitrLative unit under his
31 of title 31, and the purposes for which secu- jurisdiction, by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of 1950. II 1. . eff.
rities may be issued under such chapter are ex- May 24. 1950. 1S P 3175. 64 sUtA 125. set out au
tended to Include any purchases of the Corpo- note under section 792 of this title.
ration's bonds hereunder. The Secretary of the
Treasury may.at at ny time sell any of the 8 3ln-4. Bods fort n iag power progra
bonds of the Corporation acquired by him
under this section All redemptions, purchases. ( Authoczatio; mount use of proceeds ratric-
and sales by the Secretary of the Treasury of toa n n cort for ale or ddivery of power;
the bonds of the Corporation shall be treated excthge power mrangemftr, powyent of prm-
as public-debt transactions of the United dlpal uad inta; bkod eoutrcts
States. With the approval of the Secretary of The Corporation is authorized to issue and
the Treasury, the Corporation shall have power sell bonds, notes, and other evidences of Indebt-
to purchase such bonds in the open market at edness (hereinafter collectively referred to as
any time and at any price. None of the proceeds "bonds") In an amount not exceeding
of the bonds shall be used for the performance $30.000.000,000 outstanding at any one time to
of any proposed contract negotiated by the assist in financing its power program and to
Corporation under the authority of section refund such bonds The Corporation may. In
831k-I of this title until the proposed contract performing functions authorized by this chap-
shall have been submitted to and approved by ter, use the proceeds of such bonds for the con-
the Federal Power Commisslon. When any such structlon. acqulsition. enlargement, Improve-
proposed contract shall have been submitted to mernt or replacement of any plant or other It-
the said Commission, the matter shall be given dllty used or to be used for the reneration or
precedence and shall be In every way expedited transmission of electric power (including the
and the Commission's determination of the portion of any multiple-purpose structure used
matter shall be final. The authority of the Cor- or to be used for power generaton); as may be
poratloh to issue bonds under this section shall required In connecton with the lease. lease-pur-
expire January 1. 1941. except that if at the chase, or any contract for the power output of
time such authority expires the amount of any such plant or other facility; and for other
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purposes incidental thereto. Unless otherwise gross power revenues after deducting the costs
specifically authorized by Act of Congress the of operating. maintaining. and administering its
Corporation shall make no contracts for the power properties (including cost applicable to
sale or delivery of power which would have the that portion of Its multiple-purpose properties
effect of making the Corporation or Its distrib- allocated to power) and payments to States and
utors, directly or indirectly. a source of power counties In lieu of taxes but before deducting
supply outside the area for which the Corpora- depreciation accruals or other charges repre-
tion or Its distributors were the primary source senting the amortization of capital expendl.
of power supply on July I. 1957, and such addi- tures, plus the net proceeds of the sale or other
tlonal area extending not more than five miles disposition of any power facility or interest
around the periphery of such area as may be therein, and shall Include reserve or other
necessary to care for the growth of the Corpo- funds created from such sources Notwithstand-
ration and Its distributors within said area Pro Ing the provisions of section 31y of this title or

tided, however. That such additional area shall any other provision of law, the Corporation
not in any event increase by more than 2% per may pledge and use its net power proceeds for
centum (or two thousand square miles. which- payment of the principal of and interest on said
ever is the lesser) the area for which the Corpo- bonds, for purchase or redemption thereof, and
ration and Its distributors were the primary for other purposes icidental thereto. including
source of power supply on July 1. 1957: And creation of reserve funds and other funds
provided frther. That no part of such addition- which may be similarly pledged and used, to
al area may be in a State not now served by the such extent and in suich manner as it may deem
Corporation or its distributors or In a munici- necessary or desirable The Corporation is au-
pality receiving electric service from another thortzed to enter Into binding covenants with
source on or after July 1. 1957. and no more the holders of said bonds-and with the trustee.
than five hundred square miles of such addl- f any-under any indenture. resolution or
lional area may be in any one State now served other agreement entered into n connection
by the Corporation or its distributor with the issuance thereof (any such agreement

Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the being hereinafter referred to as a "bond con-
Corporation or Its distributors from supplying tract") with respect to the establishment of re-
electric power to any customer within any aea serve funds and other funds, adequacy of
in which the Corporation or Its distributors had charges for supply of power, application and
generally established electric service on July 1. use of net poer proceeds, tipulations concern-
1957. and to which electric service was not ing the subsequent issuance of bonds or the
being supplied from any other source on the ef- execution of leases or lease-purchase agree-
fective date of this Act. ments relating to power properties, and such

Nothing in tis subsection shall prevent the other matters not inconsistent with this chap-
Corporation, when economically feasible from ter, s the Corporation may deem necessary or
making exchange power arrangements with desirable to enhance the maretabililt of said
other power-generating organizations with bond The Issuance nd sale of bonds by the
which the Corporation had such arrangements Corporation and the expenditure of bond pro
on July 1. 1957. nor prevent the Corpo on for the urposes specified herein. ncud-
from continuing to supply power to Dyersburg. in the addition of generating units to existing
Tennessee. and Covineton. Tennessee. or from power-producing projects and the construction
entering into contracts to supply or from suP- of additional power-producing project shall
plying power to the cities of Paducah, Ken- not be subect to the requirements or limita-not be subject to the requirements or lim~ta-tucky; Princeton. Kentucky; Olasgow, Ken- ions of any other law.
tucky; Pulton. Kentuckyr Monticello, Ken-
tucky; Hickman. Kentucky: Chlckamaua. (b) Bond not obligatien of or ruaranteed by United
Georgia: Ringgold. Oeorgia; Oak Ridge. Ten- Stta- uppertionmea o r poed
nessee; and South Fulton. Tennessee; or agen- Bonds issued by the Corporation hereunder
ces thereof; or from entering into contracts to shall not be obligations of. nor shall payment
supply or from supplying power for the Naval of the principal thereof or nterest thereon be
Auxiliary Air Station n Lauderdale and guaranteed by. the United States. Proceeds re-
Kemper Counties. MississppDL through the fa- alized by the Corporation from ssuance of such
dilties of the East Mississippi Electric Power bonds and from power operations and the ex-
AsociatUon Provided further. That nothing pendlture of such proceeds shall not be subject
herein contained shall prevent the transmssion to apportionment under the provisions of sub-
of TVA power to the Atomic Energy Comis- chapter II of chapter 15 of title 31.
sion or the Department of Defense or any
agency thereof, on certification by the Presi- It Sai tel rm and onditioms method; limitiUon on
dent of the United States that an emergency oant; stnteent in sanua report
defense need for such power exists Nothing in Bonds issued by the Corporation under this
this chapter shall affect the present rights of section shall be negotiable Instruments unless
the parties in any existing lawsuits involving ef- otherwise specified therein, shall be in such
forts of towns in the same general area where forms and denominations. shall be sold at such
TVA power is supplied to obtain TVA power. times and In such amounts, shall mature at

The principal of and interest on said bonds such time or times not more than fifty years
shall be payable solely from the Corporation's from their respective dates, shall be sold at
net power proceeds as hereinafter defined. Net such prices. shall ber such rates of interest.
power proceeds are defined for purposes of this may be redeemable before maturity at the
section as the remainder of the Corporation's option of the Corporation in such manner and
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at such times and redemption premiums, may title 31. may, subject to any covenants con-
be entitled to such relative priorities of claim tained in any bond contract. Invest the pro-
on the Corporation's net power proceeds with ceeds of any bonds and other funds under its
respect to principal and interest payments. and control which derive from or pertain to its
shall be subject to such other terms and condi- power program in any securities approved for
tions, as the Corporation may determine: Pro- investment of national bank funds and deposit
vided. That at least fifteen days before selling said proceeds and other funds, subject to with-
each issue of bonds hereunder (exclusive of any drawal by check or otherwise, In any Federal
commitment shorter than one year) the Corpo- Reserve Bank or bank having membership in
ration shall advise the Secretary of the Tress- the Federal Reserve Systenm and may perform
ury as to the amount. proposed date of sale, such other acts not prohibited by law as it
maturities, terms and conditions and expected deems necessary or desirable to accomplish the
rates of Interest of the proposed issue in the purposes of this section. Bonds issued by the
fullest detail possible and. if the Secretary shall Corporation hereunder hall contain a recital
so request, shall consult with him or his desi- that they are issued pursuant to this section.
nee thereon, but the sale and insuance of such and such recital shall be conclusive evidence of
bonds shal not be subject to approval by the the regularity of the issuance and sale of such
Secretary of the Treasury except as to the time bonds and of their validity. The annual report
of issuance and the maximum rates of interest of the Board filed pursuant to section 831h of
to be borne by the bonds: Provided further, this title hall contain a detailed statement of
That If the Secretary of the Treasury does not the operation of the provisions of this section
approve a proposed issue of bonds hereunder during the year.
within seven working days following the date
on which he is advised of the proposed sale. the (d) Lawful investmet exaption from taxation
Corporation may Issue to the Secretary Interim Bonds issued by the Corporation hereunder
obligations in the amount of the proposed shall be lawful investments and may be accept-
Issue, which the Secretary Is directed to pur- ed as security for all fiduciary, trust, and public
chase. In case the Corporation determines that funds. the investment or deposit of which shall
a proposed issue of bonds hereunder cannot be be under the authority or control of any officer
sold on reasonable terms, it may issue to the or agency of the United States. The Secretary
Secretary interim obligations which the Secre- of the Treasury or any other officer or agency
tary is authorized to purchase. Notwitbstand- having authority over or control of any such fi-
ing the foregoing provisions of this subsection. dudary, trust or public funds, may at any time
obligations issued by the Corporation to the sell any of the bonds of the Corporation ac-
Secretary shall not exceed $150,000,000 out- quired by them under this section. Bonds issued
standing at any one time, shall mature on or by the Corporation hereunder shall be exempt
before one year from date of Issue, and shall both as to principal and Interest from all tax-
bear interest equal to the average rate (rounded ation now or hereafter imposed by any State or
to the nearest one-eighth of a percent) on out- local taxing authority except estate. inherit-
standing marketable obligations of the United ance, and gift taxes.
States with maturities from dates of Issue of
one year or less as of the close of the month te Paymet of excess power proceeds into Trtuury:
preceding the issuance of the obligations of the derral
Corporation. If agreement Is not reached From net power proceeds in excess of those
within eight months concerning the issuance of required to meet the Corporation's obligations
any bonds which the Secretary has failed to ap under the provisions of any bond or bond con-
prove. the Corporation may nevertheless pro- tract, the Corporation shall, beginning with

].' ceed to sell such bonds on any date thereafter fiscal year 1961, make payments into the Treas-
.- ,without approval by the Secretary in amount ury as miscellaneous receipts on or before Sep-

sufficient to retire the interim obligations tember 30. of each fiscal year as a return on the
issued to the Treasury and such interim obliga- appropriation investment in the Corporation's
tlons ahsrl be retired from the proceeds of such power faclities, plus a repayment sum of not
bonds. Por the purpose of any purchase of the less than $10.000000 for each of the first five
Corporation's obligations the Secretary of the fiscal years, $15.000.000 for each of the next
Treasury is authorized to use as a public debt five fiscal years, and 20000.000 for each fiscal
transaction the proceeds from the sale of any year thereafter, which repayment sum shall be
securities Issued under chapter 31 of title 31. applied to reduction of said appropriation in-
and the purposes for which securities may be vestment until a total of $1,00.0000.000 of said
issued under chapter 31 of title 31 are extended appropriation investment shall have been
to Include any purchases of the Corporation's repaid. The said appropriation investment shall
obligations hereunder. The Corporation may consist. in any fiscal year. of that part of the
sell its bonds by negotiation or on the basis of Corporation's total investment assigned to

·- competitive bids. subject to the right, If re- power as of the beginning of the fiscal year (in-
served, to reject all bids: may designate trust- cluding both completed plant and construction
ees. registrar, and paying agents in connection in progress) which has been provided from ap-
with said bonds and the Issuance thereof: may propriations or by transfers of property from
arrange for audits of its accounts and for re- other Oovernment agencies without reimburse-
ports concerning its financial condition and op- ment by the Corporation, less repayments of
erations by certified public accounting firms such appropriation investment made under title
(which audits and reports shal be in addition I of the Government Corporations Appropria-
to those required by sections 9105 and 9106 of tion Act. 1948, this chapter. or other applicable
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legislation- The payment as a return on the a- mined or estimated by the Board to result from
propriatlon investment in each fiscal year shall holding such facilties or selling electric energy
be equal to the computed average interest rate generated thereby shall be reduced by the
payable by the Treasury upon Its total market- amount of any taxes or tax equivalents appllca-
able public obligatons as of the beginning of ble to such fscal year paid by the owners or
said fiscal year applied to said appropriation in- other on account of said facilities to said State
vestment. Payments due hereunder may be de- and to local taxing jurisdictions therein. In con-
ferred for not more than two years when. in nection with the construction of a generating
the Judgment of the Board of Directors of the plant or other faclities under an agreement
Corporation. such payments cannot feasibly be providing for lease or purchase of said facilities
made because of inadequacy of funds occa- or any interest therein by or on behalf of the
sioned by drought poor business conditions Corporation. or for the purchase of the output
emergency replacements, or other factors thereof, the Corporation may convey. in the
beyond the control of the Corporation. name of the United States by deed. lease, or
() Rates for Ile of power applicatiom of net pro otherwise, any reia property in Its possession or

ceeds control may. perform necessary engineering
The Corporation shall charge rates for power and cotruction work and other services and

which will produce gross revenues sufficient to may enter into an neoary contractual ar-
provide funds for operation, maintenance, and ransement
administraion of Its power system: payments (h Conunlomal deearitb of itent
to States and counties in lieu of taxes; debt It is declared to be the Intent of this section
service on outstanding bonds, Including provi- to aid the Corporation in discharging Its re-
sion and mantenance of reserve funds and sponsilty for the advancement of the nation-
other funds established in connection there- al defense and the physical social and econom-
with: payments to the Treasury as a return on development of the area n which I conducts

th e a p p ro priatio n in v est m e nt p u rs u a nt to ^- Ic d e v e lo p m en t o f th e a re a in w h ich I t co n d u c ts
the appropriation investment pursuant to sub- its operations by providing it with' adequate au-
section (e) of this section; payment to the
Treasury of the repayment sum ns specified thority and administrative flexibility to obtain

subsection (e) of this section; and such addi-the necessary funds with which to assure an
tiona margin as the Board may consider des^- sample supply of electric power for such pur-
ble for investment In Pwer system assets re- poses by issuance of bonds and as otherwiseble for investment in power system assets. re-
tirement of outstanding bonds in advance of roded ere d this section hall be con-
maturity. additional reduction of appropriation trued to effetute such inten
investment. and other purposes connected with (May 18, 1933. ch. 32. j 15d, as added Aug. 6,
the Corporation's power business, having due 1959. Pub. L 86-137. i 1. 73 Stat. 280; amended
regard for the primary objectives of the chap- Aug. 14. 1959. Pub. L 86-157. 73 Stat. 338: Aug.
ter. including the objective that power shall be 12. 1966. Pub. L 89-537. 80 Stat. 346: Oct 14.
sold at rates as low as are feasible. In order to 1970. Pub. L 91-446. 84 Stat 915; Nov. 28. 1975.
protect the investment of holders of the Corpo- Pub. L 94-139. 1. 89 Stat. 750; Apr. 21. 1976.
ration's securities and the appropriation Invest- Pub. L 94-373, fi 2(30). 35(a), 90 Stat. 376. 380:
ment as defined in subsection (e) of this sec- Oct. 31. 1979. Pub. L 96-97. 93 Stat 730.)
tion. the Corporation, during each successive
five-year period beginning with the five-year RzmCcS i TzxT
period which commences on July 1 of the first The effectve date ol this Act. referred to In subsec.
full fiscal year after the effective date of this (a). and "the etfecrte date of this secon". referred to
section. shall apply net power proceeds either in subsec. (. probably mean the effective date of

*;f(I ~ in reduction (directly or through payments into Pub. Lt s-1. which was approved Aug. 6. 19S.
reserve or sinking funds) of its capital obllga- Ttle n of the overnment Corporatuos Appropr-
tions. including bonds and the appropriation In- U

on ALt. 1948. referred to in Subc (e). mens ULe 11of aet July 30. 194,. ch 258. 6L1 Sat. 576. which wasvestment, or to reinvestment In power assets. at O cltJulied t1o e 3. 61
least to the extent of the combined amount of
the aggregate of the depreciation accruals and CoDmcATIo
other charges representing the amorttzlton of
capital expenditures applicable to its powerof uue l. 'chapter 1 of Utehl". ad -ecUtionr 105
properties plus the net proceeds realied from ad 9106 of utle 31" substtuted for "Revised Statut
any disposition of power facilities In said 3679. as amended (31 US.C. 65". 'the Second Uber-
period. As of October 1, 1975. the five-year peri- ty Bond Act, s amended-. and "*ectons 105 and 106
ods described herein shall be computed as be- of the Act of December . 1945 (59 Sta. 59: 31 US.C.
ginning on October 1 of tha year and of each 50-8S1)" rpectively. on authority of Pub. L. 7-25.
fifth year thereafter. 14(b). Sept. 13. 19 96 Sta 1067. the rst section of

yhch enacted TtUe 31. Money and Finance.
(g) Power property: leae and Ieale-prehae agree-

meats AMm rrm
Power generating and related facilities oper- 1079-Subsc. (a. Pub. L 96-9 subUituted

ated by the Corporation under lease and lease- "0.000o0.ooo" for s15.000.00o.ooo-.
purchase agreenents shall constitute power 196-Subsee (e). Pub. L 94-273. 12(30). sulbtiluted
property held by the Corporation within the -September" for -June".
meaning of section 8311 of this title. but that Subsae (t). Pub. L m-273. 135(a). ertd provtfloo
portion of the payment due for any fiscal year ei t o c o p utaU on o0 1 fier Pe rt o t as o f o ct
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Subsec. e). Pub. L 94-139. I 1(b). struck out "De- the provisions of this chapter. When said Cove
cember 31 and" before "June 30". Creek Dam transmission line, and power house

1970-Subsec (a). Pub. L 91-446 substituted shall have been completed, the possession. use.
-$5.000.00.000" for '31.50.000.000-.-15.096-Su00 c. ). P. L or1 -531 e750000ed. and control thereof shall be intrusted to the

196--Suec_ ta). Pub. L S9-537 Incre~-d the limi-
tation on the amount of revenue bonds the TVA may Corporation for use and operation in connec-
issue and sell Irom $750.000.000 to 170.000.000. tion with the general Tennessee Valley project.

1959-Subsec (a). Pub. L 86157 truc out proviso and to promote flood control and navigation In
relating to the tranmnssion of the power construction the Tennessee River.
program to the Congress by the President with the
budget estimates and the provision for wthholdng (May 18 1933. ch. 32. 118. 48 Stat. 67; July 28.
initiaion of cnstruction of new power producng 1947. ch. 343. title n. I 205(a). 61 Stat 501.)
projects until the construction program of the Corpo-
raton has been before Congress in session for ninety CHAuCt or NAmI
calendar days. Department of War designated Department of the

TaAwcsm or Pecnowis Army and title of Secretary of War changed to Sere
tary of the Army by section 205(a) of act July 26. 1947.

Atomic Energy Commnision abolished and funcUons ch. 34. tUe IL 61 Stat 501. Section 205(a) of act July
transferred by sections 5814 and 5841 of Ttle 42. he 26. 1947. ws repealed by ectlon S3 of act Aug. 10.
Public Health and Welfare. See also Trasfer of Fune- 195, ch 1041 70A Stt. 41. Section 1 of act Aug. 10.
Uons notes set out under those sections. 1P6. encted -tle 10. Armed Porces' which in sec-

Stcmoz Rp. usm sro in Or0a sross ni»tons 3010 to 3013 contnued militry Department of
te Army under admnistrative supervision of Secre.

This section s referrd to In section 8241 of ths tary ot the Army.
title.

Courlrno OF DAM
§ 831o. Completon of unfinished plantr authorized

The site for the Cove Creek Dam has been obtained
The board, whenever the President deems it nd the dm comleted.

advisable, is empowered and directed to com-
plete Dam Numbered 2 at Muscle Shoals. Ala- 831r. Patents: aeeen to Pateat and Trademark
bama and the steam plant at nitrate plant Offce and right to copy patents; compensation to
numbered 2. in the vicinity of Muscle Shoals, patent
by installing in Dam Numbered 2 the ddltional The Corporation. as an instrumentality and
power units according to the plans and spefi- agency of the Government of the United States
catlons of said dam, and the additional power for the purpose of executing its constitutional
unit in the steam plant at nitrate plant num- powers shall have access to the Patent and
bered 2. Trademark Office of the United States for the
(May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 16. 48 Stat 67.) purpose of studying, ascertaining. and copying

all methods, formula, and scientific information
9 83p. Repealed. Pub. L. 8-54, § B(a), Sept 6, 1966 (not Including access to pending applications

80 Stat. 648 for patents) necesary to enable the Corpora-

Section. act ay 18. 1933. eh. 32. 117.4 Stat 67 au- tion to use and employ the most elficacious and
thorzed construction of the Cove Creek Dam arseconomical process for the production of fixed
Clinch River. nitrogen, or any essential ingredient of fertiliz-

er. or any method of Improving and cheapening
831q. Eminent domain; contracts for relocaton of the production of hydroelectric power, and any

railroads highways industrial plant. etc owner of a patent whose patent rights may

In order to enable and empower the Secre- have been thus n any way copied, used. in-
*(i taryoiI~~e~nn~~e~ec~~r»^ ?to£ frtnged. or employed by the exercise of this au-tary of the Army, the Secretary of the Interior, tried or employed by the exercise of this au-

S ~or the board to carry out the axthority & on. thority by the Corporation shall have as the ex-
or the board to carry out the authority con-
ferred in this chapter in the most economical elusive remedy a cause of action against the
and efficient manner, he or it is authorized and and prosecuted onandpoeed in the exner. be of the po ators of n the equlty side of the appropriate district courtempowered in the exercise of the powers of na-
tlonal defense in aid of navigation and in the of the United Stat for the recovery or rea-
control of the flood waters of the Tennessee sonble compensation for such inringement

The Commissioner of Patents and Trademarksand Mississippi Rivers. constituting channels of The Comu lssione r o f Pa t e ts d T em a s
interstate commerce, to exercise the right of sh furnsh to th e C o r p o r a ti o n at t s reut
eminent domain for all purposes of this chap and ithout payment of fees copies of docu-
ter. and to condemn all lands esement, rghts m e nts on file in his office: Povided. That the
of way and other area necessary in order to benefits of this section shall not apply to any
obtain a site for said Cove Creek Da and the art, mahne. method of manufacture or com-
nlowae rights for the reservoir of water above position of matter, discovered or invented by
said dam and to negotiate and conclude con such employee during the time of his employ-
tracts with States, counties, municipaltes and ment or service with the Corporation or with
all State agencies and with railroads. raroad the Government of the United States.
corporations. common carriers and all public (May 18. 1931. ch. 32. i 19. 48 Stat. 68; Jan. 2.
utility commissions and any other person, firm 1975. Pub. L 93-596., 3.88 Stat 1949.)
or corporation for the relocation of railroad
tracks, highways. highway bridges, mills. fer- Caumr or Ntt
ries. electric-light plants. and any and all other Patent and Trademark Office- nd Conmissioner
properties. enterprises, and projects whose re- of Patent and Trademark" ubstituted in text for
moval may be necessary In order to carry out Patent Office- and "Commnsioner of Patenu'. re-
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spetively. purSuant to section 3 of Pub. L 93-596. set proper handling, retention. use..or disposal of
ut as a note under section 1 of Ttle 35. Paient. public moneys or property of the United States.

Tlsrat ^or, ,uwnos €shall apply to the moneys and property of the
Corporation and to moneys and properties of

por transfer or functions of other officers. employ- the United States intrusted to the Corporaton.
ee and agencies of Department of Commerce. with
c2rtin exceptons, to Secretay of Commerce. with ) False entry. report or statement
power to delegate. see Reorg. Pln No. 5 of 125. I 1. Any person who, with intent to defraud the
2 eff. My 24. 1950. 15 .R 3174. 64 SL 1263. set out Corporation or to deceive any director, officer.
tn the Appendix to Title .5 Governent Oriaton or employee of the Corporation or any officer
and EmploYes or employee of the United States (1) makes any

FEnr. Rmts or CmvIL PsocMMtc false entry In any book of the Corporation. or

Abolition of distinction between actions at law nd () makes any false report or statement for the
sults in equity see rule 2. and note of Advisory Co orporation. shall, upon conviction thereof, be
rmltee thereto. Title 28. Appendix. Judiclary and Judi- fined not more than $10.000 or Imprisoned not
cial proceure- more than five years or both.

0 S31r Possesion by Government in time of war (c Conspiracy to detwd
damage to eontret holder Any person who shall receive any compensa-

The Goverrment of the United States re- tion, rebate, or reward. or shall enter Into any
The ovght. nment case ofthe war ted States re- conspiracy. collusion, or agreement. express or

emergency declared by Congress. to tahe Pos- implied, with intent to defraud the Corporation
session of all or any part of the property de- or wrongfully and unlawfully to defeat Its pur-

poses shall on conviction thereof, be fined not
scribed or referred to in this chapter for the on conviction thereof be fined not
purpose of manufacturing explosives or for me than 0 o r iprioned not be n
other war purposes but, if this right is exer-fve y e s or both.
cised by the Government. it hall pay the re- (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. 121.48 Stat. 68.)
sonable and fair damages that may be suffered
by any party whose contract for the purchase 831u. Swrey: cooration with Slates or other
of electric power or fixed nitrogen or fertilizer aeacies
Ingredients is violated, after the amount of the To aid further the proper use. conservation.
damages has been fixed by the United States and development of the natural resources of
Court of Federal Claims In proceedins Institut- the Tennessee River drainage bass and of such
ed and conducted for that purpose under rules adoining territory as may be related to or ma-
prescribed by the court. terially affected by the development conse-

(May 18, 1933, ch. 32, i 20, 48 Stat. 68 Apr. 2. quent to this chapter, and to provide for the
1982. Pub. L 97-164. title I. § 161(2). 96 StaL 49; general welfare of the citizens of said areas, the

ct. 29. 1992. Pub. L. 102-572, itle , President Is authorized by such means or
5 902(b 1). 106 Stat. 4516.) methods as he may deem proper within the

limits of appropriations made therefor by Con-
mAra D^ "ts 85gress. to make such surveys of and general

1992-Pub. L. 102-572 subtituted "United States plans for said Tennessee basin and adjoining
Court of Pdersl Clanim" lor "United Sttes Claim territory as may be useful to the Congress and
Court". to the several States In guiding and controlling

O982-Pub. L 97-164 subiUtuted "Claims Court for the extent. seuence. and nature of develop-
"court o Claims". ment that may be equitably and economically

rEmcnvr DA or 1902 Atmro r advanced through the expenditure of publiciAmenment by Pub. L 102I-S42 etecUve Oc. 29 funds, or through the guidance or control of
t992. se .elon2 911 of Pub. tL o257. et out ^. public authority, all for the general purpose of
note under secton 171 of Ttle 25. Judideta and Judi- fostering an orderly and proper physical. eco-
idi Procedure. nomic. and social development of said areas:

and the President Is further authorized tn
Ern-cn DAns or 182 Ammumn - making said surveys and plans to cooperate

Amendment by Pub. L 97-164 effecthe Oct 1. 182. with the States affected thereby, or subdlvi-
see section 402 of Pub. L 9t-164. set out u s note sions or agencies of such States, or with cooper-
under secton 171 of Tie 2. Judiciay Ud Judici al Uve or other organizations. and to make such

studies. experlnents. or demonstrations as may
TautmZ*ion or WA M Exam crizcs be necesary and suitable to that end.

Joint es. July 25. 1947. cL 32. I 3. l6 Stat.451. (May 18, 1933. ch. 32. 22. 48 Stat. 69.)
provided that in the Interpretation of thi ection the
date July 25. 197. shall be deemed to be the date of Ex. On. No. 6161. Comvsr oATII AUo DvniommrT or
termination of any sate of wr theretofore declared it NATutAL RzsoCes or na Tntecszt Rrm
by Congress and of the natlonal emeenrens pro DArNma BAs
claimed by the Presdent on September S. 1939. and E Ord. No. 6161. June 8. 1933. provided:
Ma y 27. 141. In accordance with the proviions of section 22 and

Isection 23 of the Tenneee Valley Authority Act of
I 81L Oftrena i nes *nd punhhint £ ieeto 1933 leto 3lu and 831v ot this title. the Presi-
tA) Lt ny. embezzleme d nt w eAeao kndent hereby authories and drects the Bord of Dtrc-

ton of the Tenmessee Valley Authority to make such
All general penal statutes relating to the lar- nren. genea plans studies, experlmente. and de-

ceny. embezzlement. conversion, or to the im- onstrasom s may be aecsry and sultable to aId
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the proper use. conservatlon. and development of the or take away the preference right to purchase
natura resources of the Tennessee River drainae power given in this chapter to States. counties.
basi. and of such adioinng territory as may be rei.l municipalites. or farm organizations: Provided
ed to or materially aflected by the development cnse- frther That no lese shal be for a term to
quent to this acL tand to promote the general welfareof the citizens of said ar within the limits of p exceed fifty year Provided further. That any

thdpriations made therefor by Clmongress. sale shall be on condition that said land shall
Piiauni D. Roosrre. be used for Industrial purposes only.

Srrow Rmamo rNo n Orint anows (May 18. 1933, ch. 32. 1 2, 48 Stat 69.)

This section is referred to In section 831v of this §831x. Condemnation proceeding: inrtitution by
title. Corporation: venue

I 831v. Legation to carr out purpoe of capter; The Corporation may cause proceedings to be
recommendtion by Preident instituted for the acqusiUton by condemnation

The President shall, from time to time, as the of any lands easeents, or rights-of-way
work provided for in section 831u of this title which. in the opinion of the Corportion are
progresses recommend to Congress such legis- necessary to carry out the provisions of this
lation as be deems proper to carry out the gen- chapter. The proceedings sll be insttuted In
eral purposes stated in said section. and r te the United Stat d t court for the district
especial purpose of bringing about In said Ten- in hich the lnd. easement, rightof-way. or
nessee drainage basin and adjoining territory in other interest, or an part thereof, is located.
conformity with said general purposes (1) the and such court shall have full jurisdiction to.
maximum amount of flood control; (2) the max divest the complete title to the property sought
imum development of said Tennessee River for to be acqured out of al persons or claimants

~'*r ~ navigation purposes; (3) the maximum genera- and vest the same in the United States in fee
tion of electric power consistent with flood con- simple, and to enter a decree quieting the title
trol and navigation: (4) the proper use of mar- thereto in the United States of America
ginal lands; (5) the proper method of reforesta- (May 18. 1933, ch. 32, 25. 48 Stat 70; July 12.
Lion of all lands in said drainage basin suitable 1952. ch 700. 66 Stat 591: Sept 28, 1968. Pub.
for reforestation: and <6) the economic and L 90-536 i 1, 82 Stat. 885.)
social well-being of the people living in said
river basin. AlaIrnTs
(May 18. 1933. ch. 32. § 23, 48 Stat. 69.) 19I6-Pub. L 90-36 repealed six paraaps follow-

ing tnitil pararaph which provided as follows: a-
I 831w. Acquistion of real or peonal property; pay- pointment of three commitonen oath a to absence

ment by delivery of power; ale or lease of vaant of interest, and per diem for services and ubsistence.
land for industrial papoces snd transportation expenses- duties of commissoners

as to valuation of lands. conduct of hearins. taldng of
Por the purpose of securing any rights of evidence, adninlstraon of oaths. subpoena of wit-

flowage. or obtaining title to or possession of neses. submission of report as t value of land. and
any property, real or personal, that may be nec- noice of awad to ares: hearing de novo of excep

ssary or may become necessary, in the carry-tiorns to award by three Federal district judges and ju-
Ing out of any of the provisions of this chapter, dcil an dspition un c ter appealdecision of Judgre: pasatse of title and ponenion to
the President of the United States for a period propey and enforment by rit of disposssion
of three years from May 18, 1933, Is authorized and legai representves for minonr insane or incnom
to acquire title in the name of the United etent. and etat of deeased. or uduans ad Ilem
States to such rights or such property, and to for wrds.-
provide for the payment for same by direcing 53-Act July 12. 1952. inceased the commsson-
the board to contract to deliver power generat- ' er er dient e n lS to 30. ther sustennce from S5
ed at any of the plants now owned or hereafter to 10 a day. and allowed them 7 cens mleage.
owned or constructed by the Government or by rm x Dar or 1968 Axsmusjrr
said Corporation, such future delivery of power
to continue for a period not exceeding thirty Secton

2 o Pub. 536 provided that: -m-e
o eans. tnllewl for aone yer perio Mnot e n amendment made by this Act lamending this section)years Likewise. for one year after Miry sha e necute Only with respect to condemnatIonahaU1 be effective enlty wlth rCT pect to <»om~mtonthe President is further authorized to sell or proceedinsa htated after thirty oays following the
lease nly parcel or part of any vacant real dte of enactment oth Act [SepL 2. 19681."
estate now owned by the Government in said
Tennessee River Basin to persons. firms, or FPIMMR ROuL or CrviL P ocuiMa
corporations who shall contract to erect there- Procedure in condemnation proceedings. ee rule
on factories or manufacturing establishments. 71A. Tite 25. Appendix. Judiciary and Judicial Proce-
and who shall contract to purchase of said Cor- dure. Effect of this rule upon this ecton. see Adviso-
poration electric power for the operation of any r Commttee note under such rule.
such factory or manufacturing establishment.
No contract shall be made by the President for I* Net Prcc ver expese payabl into rms
the sale of any of such real estate as may be uT

necessary for present or future use on the part Commencing July 1. 1936. the proceeds for
of the Government for any of the purposes of each fiscal year derived by the Board from the
this chapter. Any such contract made by the sale of power or any other products manufac-
President of the United States shall be carried tured by the Corporation, and from any other
out by the boarl- Provided. That no such con- activities of the Corporation Including the dis-
tract shall be made that will in any way abridge position of any ral or personal property shall
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be paid into the Treasury of the United States Such construction commencement of con-
on March 31 of each year. save and except such struction, operatio or maintenance of any
par of such proceeds as in the opinion of the structures or parts thereof in violation of the
Board shall be necessary for the Corporation in provisions of this section may be prevented, and
the operation of dams and reservoirs in con- the removal or discontinuation thereof required
ducting Its business in generating. transmitting by the injunction or order of any district court
and distributing electric energy and in manu- exercising jurisdicton n any district in which
facturtng. seling, and distributing fertilizer and such structures or parts thereof may be situat-
fertilizer Ingredients. A continuing fund of ed, and the Corporation is authorized to bring
$1,0.00000 Is also excepted from the require- appropriate proceedings to this end.
ments of this section and may be withheld by The requirements of this section shall not be
the Board to defray emergency expenses and to construed to be a substitute for the require-
insure continuous operation: Prvided. That ments of any other law of the United States or
nothing in this section shall be construed to of any State, now in effect or hereafter en-
prevent the use by the Board, after June 30. acted, but shall be in addition thereto. so that
1936. of proceeds accruing prior to July 1, 1936. any approval, license, permit, or other sanction
for the payment of obligations lawfully in- now or hereafter required by the provisions of
curred prior to such latter date. any such law for the construction, operation. or
(May 18. 1933, ch. 32, i 26, 48 Stat 71: Aug. 31 maintenance of any structures whatever.
1935. ch 836, 1 10, 49 Stat 1079; Apr. 21. 1976. except such as may be constructed, operated. or
Pub. L. 9-273. 1 35(b), 90 Stat. 380.) maintained by the Corporation. shall be re-

quired. notwithstanding the provisions of this
Asection.

1976-Pub. L 94-273 substituted "on March 31 of, ch. 3 i 2 . dd A.
eah yer" for -at the end of each clendar year. (May 18, 1933. ch. 32, 1 26a as added Aug. 31.

93s-Act Aug. 31. 1935, amended section generally. 135, ch. 8368, 11, 49 Stat. 1079: amended July
26. 1947. ch. 343, title II. I 205(a). 61 Stat. 501.)

Csoss RrrzCcn

Consideration of budget programs. this section as CacS or NAM
not fllected. a section 9104 of Title 31. Money and Departmet of War deslgnatd Department of the
Finnce. AArmy and uue of Secretary of War chnged to Secre-

ScrInow Rw es To nZ Orumu Szcroxs tary of the Army by section 205(a) of act July 26. 1947.
ch 33. Utle II, 1 Stat. 50w 1. Section 205a) o( act JulyThis sectlon is referred to in section 931n4 of this ch 343 Utle 11 e1 SM. 501. Secton 2u1 of act JulyThis sectlonte ref l to to 8<ion a3 1n-t _ 26. 1947. was repealed by section 53 of act Aug. 10.

title: UUe 31 secUton 9104 19. ch.i 1041. 70A 6&L 64L Section I of act Aug. 10.
1956. enacted -TIUe 10. Armed Porces which In sec.

18 31y-1- Apprd ovl paLns by Board m cooditenAonst 3010 to 3013 continued milltary Department of
prmedent to eontrion and operatio; - the Army under administrtive supervision of Secre-
straning action without approval; other aws n- Lary of the Army.
afected

The unified development and regulation of SECwrO Rwmraom Or SEnoms
the Tennessee River system requires that no This section is referred to in Utle 33 section 2106.
dam. appurtenant works, or other obstruction,
affecting navigation flood control, or public 831- Authoriztion of appropriations
lands or reservatons shal be constructed. and Al appropriations necessary to carry out the
thereafter operated or maintained aross. provisions of this chapter are authorized.
'along, or In the said river or any of Its tributar-
ies until plans for such constructon, operation. (May 18, 1933. ch. 32, 27, 48 Stat 71.)
and maintenance shall have been submitted to
and approved by the Board: and the construe- a31L Law repeled
tion. commencement of construction. operation. A acts or parts of acts In conflt with this
or maintenance of such structures without such chapter are repealed. so far as they affect the
approval Is prohibited. When such plans shall operations contemplated by this chapter
have been approved, deviation therefrom either
before or after completion of such structures s (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. 28, 48 Stat. 71.)
prohibited unless the modification of such
plans has previously been submitted to and ap 83 stb Reer rvtion or rig to *mend or repeal
proved by the Board. The right to alter, amend. or repeal this chap-

In the event the Board shall within sixty ter Is expressly declared and reserved. but no
days after their formal submision to the such amendment or repeal shall operate to
Board, fail to approve any plans or modifica- impair the obligation of any contract made by
tionr as the ease may be, for construction. o- said Corporation under any power conferred by
eraUon, or maintenance of any such structures this chapter.
on the Ltte Tennessee River. the above re-
quirements shall be deemed satisfied, if upon (May 18, 1933. ch. 32. i 29. 48 Stat 72.)
application to the Secretary of the Army, with Sepaa
due notice to the Corporation. and hearing
thereon, such plans or modifictions are p- The sections of this chapter are declared to
proved by the said Secretary of the Army as be separable, and in the event any one or more
reasonably adequate nd effective for the unl- sections of this chapter be held to be unconstl-
fied development and regulation of the Tennes- tutonal. the same shall not affect the validity
see River system of other sections of this chapter.
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(May 18. 1933. ch. 32. i 30, 48 Stat. 72: Aug. 31. -
1935. ch. 836. 15. 49 Stat 1081.) 12 Employment of personnel.(a) Appointment of AssisLan Adminis

A _ZT ~tralor. chief engineer. and general
AMDroMms counsel: compensatlon duties

1935-Act Aug. 31, 1935. reenacted provisions of this (b) Officers and employees: compens-
section without change. Lion.

t Voluntary and unompensated serv.
ice utllizaton of personnel and

3ldd. Uberal conswction of chapter: of uer- equipment of other governmenal
plus lands aSences

This chapter Shal be liberally construed to 2J. \Depst of receipts: authoriaton of appro-
carry out the purposes of Congress to provide pri u .
for the disposition of and make needful rules 832- uthority of Adinistrtor.
and regulations respecting Government proper-\ ) SentlemenL cm p ro

misl. and pcy-
ties entrusted to the Authority, provide for the l en t of Ma li rta stonrasnu
national defense. improve navigation, control os dise e

destructive floods. and promote interstate com- , Anlhoutin to brtng k pnd-
merce and the general welfare, but no real ur. eprstUon: ngpenision by
estate shall be held except what is necessary In Atorney Oenra
the opinion of the Board to carry out plans and s32
projects actually decided upon requiring the
use of such land: Provided That any land pur- cm rrnTi tr n m orZ Srnons
chased by the Authority and not neessry to
carry out plans and projects actually ddecid e e h

ater lree d to in sedtiona 3c. 130.__' "' V.*,-i~i^ fi^'T n .837f of this Utle 40 secton 474: Wue 42 sectionupon shall be sold by the Authority as agent of 715
the United States, after due advertisement. at
public auction to the highest bidder. I7 CoL pkta n : r miateaneMe of projet gem-
(May 18. 1933, ch. 32. 31. as added Aug. 31. eraio of t
1935. ch. 836. 12. 49 8tat 1080.) \For the purpose f improving naviaton on

the Columbia Rver. ad for other purposes Ln-
CoonCncATo cidental thereto. thbdam. locks, power plant.

As originally eacted, the last sentece of this se and appurtenant wol under construction on
tion contaioed. at the end thereof. the words "or t August 20. 1937. at onnevlle, Oregon and
private Wle as provided In section 3 of this auendato. North Bonneville, W lngton (called Bonne-
ry Act." SecUon 3 of the amendatory act of Aug. 31. vlle project In this c ter) shall be complet-
1935. added subsec (k) to section 31c of this ttle e. mantained and opated under the direc-

tion of the Secretary of he Army and the su-
CHAPTER 12B-BONNEVILLE PROJECr pervislon of the Chief o ne subject to

kLAF\ '~ER 1.-BONE -Pthe provisions of this er elating to the
Sc . \ powers and duties of the nneville power ad-
B32. Completion and aintenance of project: en- mnistrator provided for section 832a(a) of

eraLon of electrcty. this title (called the In this cbp-
2 ne administrave pirovon. ter) respecting the on and sale of

\(a) Appointment of AdmintotrUo.,() Appointment o Amndu electric energy generated at d project The
powers andSdutitr.* ( Electric traDmiion lines and euip- Seretary of the Army ahall e. contruct.

?~~. % . -ment -operate. mintan, and aImpr Bonnevll
(c) uiiutlUon of proerty. project such machinery. equD ent. and factl-
(d) ties for the generation of ect energy as the
Ce) of propey. administrator may deem neosdy to develop
(ft Cont uch electric energy as rapidly market may

s32a-l. Repealed. be found therefor. The electric\enery thus
U32b. DeftalUono. generated and not required for tb peraUon of
832c. DistrlbuUon o ectric r preference to the dam and locks at such project dd the nav-

Dublc bodiesv gatlon fclities employed In conne\on ther-
ab) Prenerl anX . IN suwentwith shal be delvered to the umitrtor. for

th -ri o. dispuequon s provided in thi chapt
c) Allowance of Lbor inancing (Aug. 20, 1937. chT 720 , 5 Stat. 73 July 26.

;d) Conresslonl n of S 1947. ch 343, title I i 205(a). 61 Ssta*. .)allowance ofU mep creation and
_. oB32 d. \C\ ;

s32d. Conutact for sale of eledtrii C t oo Na
(a) AuLhorhtUon of A dntnLrlr; coo- Department of War desnd Dep en f the

tents of contra. army and utle of SecreWry of Wa changed
(b) Exchange ofe ta f the Army by ectoon 206i) of mt July 2191.

32e. Rate schedules. Ch . . titlUe IL 1 Sat. 601. Seon 20a) of July
L32I. Ele aenLs in deernin rat. \ 26. 197. ws repaled by section 53 of act 10.
U32g. Purchae of *upplle and lerv . \ 156. ch 1041. 70A at 641. Sectlo 1 of c A 10
832h. Mlacellaneou adbinistraUtive prsoo.L\n 1956. enacted -nt 10. Ained Pore whch

(a) Accounts audit: pocedures etc p lUons 5010 to 3013 continued miltary Departenof
sc rlbed. the Army under admnissratU e supervlsio of.aS

(b) CVrren epenes. Lary of the Army. 7\
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appr riate district court of the United States SUBCHAPTER -REGULATION OF ELEC-
for aA order affirming the assessment of the TRIC UTILIT COMPANIES ENGAGED
civil p alty. The court shall have authority to IN INTERSATE COMMERCE
review e noVo the law and the fas involved.
and sh have jurisdiction to enter a judgment SucH R TO 0 SECTIO
enfor modifying. and enforcing as so modi- This subchapter is referred to in sections 603. B24&-3
fled. or tung aside in whole or in Part.' such of this ttle: Ute 42 sction 7172 U Ue 43 ection 171.

(C) Any lecton to have this paragraph apply Declaraton or Wr pltin f subchapter
may not revoked except with the consent of ( Federal regubtion of traamission and sale of
the Com sio. electric energy

(4) The Commission may compromise. t is declared that the business of transmt-
modify, or meit. with or without conditions. ting and selling electric energy for ultimate dis-
any civil pe ty which may be Imposed under tribution to the public is affected with a public
this subsectin. taking Into consideration the interest, and that Federal regulation of matters
nature and seiousness of the violation and the relating to generation to the extent provided in
efforts of the lcensee to remedy the violation this subchapter and ubchapter III of this
in a timely aer at any time prior to a final chapter and of that prt of such business which
decision by th court of appeals under para- consists of the transmision of electric enegy
graph (2) or b the district court under par- in Interstate commerce and the sale of such
graph (3). energy at wholesale in interstate commerce is

(5) If any pe falls to pay an assessment of e ce n the pubc nterest su Fedelregulation, however, to extend only to thosea civil penalty rit has mb e a flnal and agu hl b nocur, ul uo nebya civil penalty ir it has become oa fina and matters which are not subject to regulation by
unappealable ordr under paragraph (2), ortheStatesc
after the approprte district court has entered
final Judgment r favor of the Commission (b) Use or sae of etectric energy in intersa corn-
under par h (: , the Commission shall In- i
stitute an action toover the amount of such (1) The provisions of this subchapter shall
penalty in any appriate district court of the apply to the transmission of electric energy in
United States In su action, the validity and interstate commerce and to the sale of electric
appropriateness of h final assessment order energy at wholesale in Interstate commerce. but
or judgment shall note subject to review. except as provided in paragraph (2) shall. not

(6KA) Notwithstandig the provisions of title apply to any other sale of electric energy or de-
28 or of this chapter. he Commission may be prive a State or State commission of its lawful
represented by the gen l counsel of the Com- authority now exercised over the exportation of
mission (or any attornC or attorneys within hydroelectric energy which Is transmitted
the Commission desiged by the Chalrma) across a State line. The Commission shall have
who shall supervise. coduct, and arue any Jurisdiction over all facilities for such transms-
civil tUgation to which argph (3) of this sion or sale of electric energy, but shall not
subsection apples (includg any related collec- have Jurisdlctlon except as specifically provid-
tion action under pargra h (5)) in a court of ed in this subchapter and subchapter m of this
the United States or In an other court, except chapter. over facilities used for the. eneratlon
the Supreme Court. How . the Commission of electric energy or over facilities used in local
or the general counsel slu consult wt the distribution or only for the transmission of
Attorney General sncern Such IltUgaton. electric energy in intrastate commerce or over
and the Attorney General s provide. on r facilities for the transmission of electric energyand the Attorney Gened wholly by the tranlovmitter.or
Quest. such assistance hn th coducr of cucb consumed wholly bY the t~nsnitter.quest, such astistance in ofInsuch (2) The provisions of sections 824. 824U andlitigation as may be ap824k of this mtite shap apply to the entities de-

(B) The Commission shall represented by scribed in such provisions, and such entities
the Attorney General, or the Ucidtor General. shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Com-
as appropriate. in actions unde subsectlon. mission or purposes of carrying out such provl-
except to the extent provided subparagraph sions and for purposes of applying the enforce-
(A) of this paragraph. ment authorities of this chapter with repect to
(June 10. 19ZO, ch. Z85, pL L 131 j5 added OcL such provisions. Compliance with any order of
(June 1Pu1920, ch. 28-5, pt L I 31,a. d Oct. the Commisaon under the provisions of section
16, 1988. Pub. L 99-495, 1 12,I10aLa. 1255.) 8241 or 824J of this title. hall not make an elec-

nErlw DlAT Itric utility or other entity subject to the Juris-
..*m ddiction of the CommisDson for any purposes

Section sppticble to ltcensoe p letird exemp- other than the purposes specified in the preced-
tions without retard to when ssued. see n 18 of ing sentence.
Pub. L 9-495. set out a an EftecUve ote o 1986
Amendment note under secton 797 of uthlse. (c) Electric enerjg in bate comnercm

For the purp1 xe of this subchapter. electric
S.criox Rrsro TO , OvnnA S cws energy shal be held to be transmitted in inter-

Ths section is referred to in secion 25sl of this state commerce If trns ltted from a Stte and
Utle. consumed at any point outside thereof; but

only insofar as such transmnlion takes place
so in oritinaL. p.bIy shaol rd ot be €(UlhUc, within the United States
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Id) Sale of electric energy at wholesale" defined (June 10. 1920, ch. 285. pt II. ! 201. as added

The term "sale of electric energy at whole- Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687, tItle 11, 213. 49 Stat.
sale" when used in this subchapter. means a ; a N . 1 Sb L 617
sale of electric energy to any person for resale. I. 204(b). 92 Stat. 3140. Oct. 24. 1992. Pub. L102-486. title VII. § 714. 106 StatL 2911.)
tel -Public uUlity" defined

The term "public utllty" when used in this Rvnicrs Im TrXT
subchapter and subchapter III of this chapter Te Publi Utly aolding Company Ac of 1935. re-
means any person who owns or operates facili- lered to in nusec. (gX). is tile 1 of act Aug. 26.1935.
ties subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis- ch. 681. 49 Stat. 83. as amended. which is classified
sion under this subchapter (other than facili- generally to chapter 2C (i 79 et seq.) of Title 15. Com-
ties subject to such Jurisdiction solely by reason merce and Trade. For complete classification of this
of section 8241. 824J. or 824k of this title). Act to the Code. see section 79 of Title 15 and Tables.

In United States. State. political subdivision of a
State. or saency or instrumentality thereof Amrm
exempt 1992-ubsec. (gI. Pub. L 102-486 added subsec. (g)

No provision in this subchapter shall apply 1978Subsc. (b). Pub. L B5-817. 204(bXl). desig-
to. or be deemed to include. the United States. nted exist provisons as par (1). inserted -exeept
a State or any political subdivision of a State. as Provided In prrph ( ter in inerst com

or any agency. authority, or instrumentality of merce. but. d added par. (2).Subsec. te). Pub. L 95--17. I 204(bX2). Inserted
any one or more of the foregoing. or any corp (other than faclities subject to such Jursdctlon
ration which is wholly owned, directly or ndi- solely by reason of section 824L 824j. or 824k of this
rectly. by any one or more of the foregoing, or title)" ater "under this subchapter".
any officer. agent, or employee of any of the
foregoing acting as such in the course of his of- TAssru or FPcrnons
iclal duty. unless such provision makes specific Co sson t i d and ts un

rFefereneal Power Cmmon terminted ad its func-rceerence thereto. tlons with regard to establishment. review. and en-
(g) Books and records orcement of rates and charges lor transmission or

(1) Upon written order of a State commission. se of electric energy. including determinations on
a State commission may examine the boonk. - construction work in progress under this subchapLer

transferred to Federal Enery Regulatory Commission
counts. memoranda, contracts. and records of- by sections 7172(aXlB) and 7293 of Title 42. The

(A) an electric utility company subject to its Public Health and Welfare.
regulatory authority under State law. Executive and administrative functions of Federal

(B) any exempt wholesale generator selling Power Commission. with certain reservations, trans-
energy at wholesale to such electric utility. ferred to Chairman of such Commisoon. with author-
and Ity vested in him to authorize their performance by

(C) any electric utility company. or holding any officer. employee. or administrative unit under his
company thereof, which is an associate corn- urisdiction. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of 1950. tf 1. 2. elf.
pany or affiliate of an exempt wholesale gen- May 24. 1950. 15 PR. 3175. 64 Stat 125. set out as a
erator which ells electric energy to an elec- note under secton 72 of ths title.
tric utility company referred to in subpara-S Ao.a Cons io
graph (A).

wherever located. if such examination is re- Nohing n amendment by Pub. L 102-48 to be con-
strued as affecting or Intending to affect. or in any

quired for the effective discharge of the State way to Interfere with. authority of any State or local
commission's regulatory responsibilities affect- govenment relating to environertal protection or
ing the provision of electric service. stnt of faciliti.es see section 731 of Pub. L 102-486.

(2) Where a State commission issues an order set out a a note under section 79 of Title 15. Corn-
pursuant to paragaph (1). the State commis- merce andTrade.
sion shall not publicly disclose trade secrets or
sensitive commercial information. PRIoa AcriONS; Emcr Om OTmn AvmTHotmI

(3) Any United States district court located n Section 214 of Pub. L 95-617 provided that:
the State in which the State commission re- -") Plrrop ACTIONS.-No provision of this title len-
ferred to in paragraph (1) Is located shall have cting sections 823a, 8241 to 824k. 824a-1 to 824-3 and
jurisdiction to enforce compliance with this 8254-1 of this tie. amending sections 796. 824. 824a
subsection. 824d and 825d of this title and enacting provisions set

(4) Nothing in this section shall-- out as notes under ections 824a. 824d. and 825d of
(A) preempt applicable State law concern- this title or of ny amendment made by this title

ing the provision of records and other Infor- shll aply to. or affect any acton taken by the Com-
mation; or mission before the date of the enactment of this Act

[Nov. f .0 9l 1.(B) in any way limit rights to obtain records Mo 9.1978.
and other nformation under Federal law. tb) On l A-No provison f thi tite[enacting sections 823 824i to 824t. 824a-l to 824e-3
contracts. or otherwise. and 825q- of this ute. amending sections 796. 824.
(5) As used in this subsection the terms "affil - 824. 824d. and 825d of this UUe nd enactng provi-

iate". "associate company". "electric utility sions set out as notes under ecUons' 824a 824d. and
company". "holding company". "subsidar 82d of this Ute) or of °y mendment made by this

U tle shall 
U
imt. mpair or otherwise affect any author-

company". and "exempt wholesale generator' Ity of the Commission or any other acency or instru-
shall have the came meanin as when used n mentaltry of the Unlted States under any other provl-
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of sion of law except as specifically provided In this
1935 115 US.C. 79 et seq.]. title." 7 2
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SEcTIOM RrenMrs To I OTrR St=nons Commission determines that an emergency

This section is referred to in section 839e of this exists by reason of a sudden increase in the
title: title 15 section 79zSa. demand for electric energy, or a shortage of

electric energy or of facilities for the genera-
8Za. intercotnettion and oordition of facilities: ton or transmission of electric energy, or of

emergeflci: tmuianaimn to forign conltries fuel or water for generating facilities. or other

(a) Regional ditricts estaUlishmeat: notice to State causes. the Commission shall have authority.
commniaium either upon its own motion or upon complaint.

For the purpose of assuring an abundant with or without notice. hearing. or report. to re-
supply of electric energy throughout the quire by order such temporary connections of
United States with the greatest possible econo- facilities and such generation delivery. inter-
my and with regard to the proper utiliation change. or transmission of electric energy as in
and conservation of natural resources. the Com- Its judgment will best meet the emergency and
mission Is empowered and directed to divide the serve the public Interest. If the parties affected
country into regional districts for the voluntary by such order fai to agree upon the terms of
interconnection and coordination of facilities any arrangement between them in carrying out
for the generation transmission. and sale of such order, the Commision. after hearing held
electric energy, and It may at any time ther either before or after such order takes effect,
after, upon Its own motion or upon applicationr chmmy prescribe by supplemental order suchmake such modifications thereof as in its judg- terms s It ds to be st and ble interms as It finds to be just and reasonable. In-ment win promote the public interest Etch
such district shal embrace an area which. in eluding the compensation or reimbursement
the judgment of the Commsson, can economi- which should be paid to or by any such party.
cally be served by such interconnection and (d) Temporry connection during eagenc by per-
coordinated electric facilities. It shall be the s.ou withot jurisdction of Comission
duty of the Commission to promote and encour-
age such interconnection and coordination During the continuance of any emergency re-
within each such district and between such dis quiring immediate action, any person engaged
tricts. Before establishing any such district and in the transmission or sale of electric energy
fixing or modifying the boundaries thereof the and not otherwise subject to the Jurisdiction of
Commission shall give notice to the State con- the Commission may make such temporary
mission of each State situated wholly or In part connections with any public utility subject to
within such district and shall afford each such the jurisdiction of the Commission or may con-
State commission reasonable opportunity to struct such temporary facilities for the trans-
present its views and recommendations and mission of electric energy in interstate com-
shall receive and consider such views and rec- merce as may be neceary or appropriate to
onunendatlons. meet such emergency. and shall not become
(b) Sale or exchange of ener:y establishig physIial subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission

connections by reason of such temporary connection or tem-
Whenever the Commission. upon application porary construction: Provided That such tem-

of any State commission or of any person en- porary connection shall be discontinued or such
gaged in the transmission or sale of electric temporary construction removed or otherwise
energy, and after notice to each State commis disposed of upon the termination of such emer-
sion and public utility affected and after oppor- gency, Provided further. That upon approval of
tunity for hearing. finds such acton nece y the Commission permanent connections for
or appropriate in the public Interest It may by eme reny use ondy may be1mede hereunder.order direct a public utility (If the Commission
finds that no undue burden will be placed upon () Traumnusn or electric ener g to forein country
such public utility thereby) to establish physil-
cal connection of Its transmission facilities wi fter six m ths from August 26. 1935. no
the facilities of one or more other persons en- person shall transmit any electric energy from
gaged in the transmission or sale of electric the United States to a foreign country without
energy. to sell energy to or exchange energy first having secured an order of the Comnua-
with such persons: Provided. That the Commai- sion authorizing it to do so. The Commission
sion shall have no authority to compel the en- shall issue such order upon application unless
largement of generating facilities for such pur- after opportunity for hearing. It finds that the
poses. nor to compel such public utility to sell proposed transmission would Impair the uilfi-
or exchange energy when to do so would impair ciency of electric supply within the United
its ability to render adequate service to Its eus- States or would impede or tend to impede the
tomers. The Commission may prescribe the coordination in the public interest of facilties
terms and conditions of the arrangement to be subject to the Jurisdiction of the Commission
made between the persons affected by any such The Commission may by Its order grant such
order. including the apportionment ol cost be- application n whole or in part. with such modi-
tween them and the compensation or reim- fications and upon such terms and conditions as
bursement reasonably due to any of them. the Commission may find necessary or appr
(c) Teaponry connection and exchange of faeilities priate, and may from time to time. after oppor-

durin emrresey tunity for hearing and for good cause shown.
During the continuance of any war In which make such supplemental orders in the premises

the United States is engaged, or whenever the as It may find necessary or appropriate.
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In Transmimion or osle aI whouleal of electric lerred to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission by
energy: regulalion sections 7172(taXl B) and 7293 of Title 42. The Public

Health and Welare.
The ownership or operation of facilities for Executive and administrative functions of Federal

the transmission or sale at wholesale of electric Power Commission. with certain reservatons. trans-
energy which is (a) generated within a State ferred to Chairman of such Commision, with author-
and transmitted from the State across an inter- ty vested In him to authorize their performance by
national boundary and not thereafter transmit- ny officer. employee. or admnlstrate unit under his
ted into any other State, or (b) generated in & jurSdiction. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of l950. 1 i. 2. elf.
foreign country and transmitted across an May 24. 1050. 15 P.R. 3175. s4 Stat. 125. set out as nforeign country and trartted across an ntcon^ 

1- 12an- 3t t 0"l Utle
International boundary Into a State and not u sect 7 s
thereafter transitltted into any other State. DuaToW or limcnois
shall not make a person a public utility subject
to regulation as such under other provisions of Punctionsr of Predent rpecting ceran facilitiesconstructed and maintained on United States borders
this subchapter. The State within which any delegated to Secretar of State. see Ex. Ord. No.
such facilities are located may regulate any 11423. Aug. 1. 1968. 33 FPR 11741. set out as a note
such transaction Insofar as such State regula. under section 301 of TIUe 3. The President.
tion does not conflict with the exercise of the
Commission's powers under or relating to sub- PauOUMA:CE or Frmcnrow RuSnrnxc ELWcrIC
section (e) of this section. Po w N O P «^L ocs DADo os

(g) Continaace of Krvice
For provisions relatin to performane of functions

In order to insure continuity of service to cus- by Secretary of Energy respectng electric power and
tomers of public utilities. the Commission shall natural gas facilities located on United Sttes borders,
require. by rule, each public utility to- see E:x. Ord. No. 10485. ept. 8. 1953.18 FJ 5397. as

(1) report promptly to the Commission and amended by Ex. Ord. No. 12038. Peb. 3. 1918. 43 P.R.
any appropriate State regulatory authorities 4957. set out as a note under section 717b of Title 15.
any anticipated shortage of electric energy or Comere and Trade.
capacity which would affect such utility's ca- Secrio Rairun to In OMn Snrlons
pabillty of serving Its wholesale customers.

(2) submit to the Commission, and to any This section is referred to in sections 824a-1. 8242-2.
appropriate State regulatory authority, and 824-4 of this tle: ttle 42 s ec on 7172
periodically revise, contingency plans respect- g 24-1 Pooling
ing-

(A) shortages of electric energy or capac- (a) State laws
;ty. and '^n 1 ~~~Ityg"1 . and -. The Commisslon may. on its own motion, and

(B) circumstances which may result in sh on app tion of any person or govern-shb. , on application of any person or govern-such shortages. andsulch shortages. and _mental entity. after public notice and notice to
(3) accommodate any such shortages or cir- the Governor of the affected State and after af-

cumstances in a manner which shall- fording an opportunity for public hearing.
(A) give due consideration to the public exempt electric utilities. in whole or in part,

health. safety, and welfare. and from any provision of State law, or from any
(B) provide that all persons served direct- State rule or regulation. which prohibits or pre-

ly or indirectly by such public utility will be vents the voluntary coordination of electric
treated, without undue prejudice or disad- utilities, including any agreement for central
vantage. dispatch, if the Commission determines that

(June 10. 1920, ch. 285. pt. .I 202 as added such voluntary coordination Is designed to
;Aug. 26, 1935. ch. 687. title II. 213. 49 Stat obtain economical utiliation of facilities and
848; amended Aug. 7. 1953. ch. 343, 67 Stat. 461; oures n No such exemption may
Nov. 9. 1978. Pub. L 95-617. ttle I. j 206(a). 92 be granted i1 the Commission finds that such
Stat. 3141.) provision of State law. or rule or regulation-

(1) is required by any authority of Federal
AKsmuxn law or

1978-Sulaee.(g.l Pb. L 95-617 sddedubsec. (){. (2) is designed to protect public health.
953-Subsec. (if. Act Aug. . 1953, added subsec. (f). safety. or welfare. or the environment or con-

{.Err,: DATn or 1978 Aurw~r~nr serve energy or is designed to mitigate the ef-
fects of emergencies resulting from fuel

Section 206tb) of Pub. L 95-417 provided tht: nThe shortages.
amendment made by subsection (a) ·ldding subsec. (g
of this section] shall not afect anyproceeding of the (b) Pooling study
Cotmmision pending an the date of the enactment of (1) The Commisson. In consultation with the
this Act (Nov. 9. 1978 or an case endinsgon such relabilty councils established under section

202(a) of the Federal Power Act 116 US.C.
TaUsms or POcrTIOwS 824Ja. the Secretary. and the electric utility In-

Federal Power Commission erminated and its func- dustry shall study the opportunities for-
tons with regard to establishment. review. and en- (A) conservation of energy.
forcement of rates and churges for iuramission or (B) optimizaton In the efficiency of use of
sae of electric energy. including determinations on facilities and resources and
onstrution work in progress under this subcbavter (C) increased reliability

and Interconnectlon under this ection. of acilltles
for generation. trmuamilon. and sale of electric through pooling arrangements. Not later than
energy, other than emergency interconnection. rans. 18 months alter November 9. 1978. the Commis-
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sion shall submit a report containing the re- such submittal the Secretary shall provide an
suits of such study to the President and the opportunity for public comment on the results
Congress. of such study.

(2) The Commision may recommend to elec- (2) The study under paragraph (1) shall in-
trlc utilities that such utilities should voluntari- dude consideration of the following:
ly enter into negotiations where the opportuni- (A) the cost effectiveness of investments in
ties referred to in paragraph (1) exist. The each of the components involved In providing
Commission shall report annually to the Presi- adequate and reliable electric service. includ-
dent and the Congress regarding any such rec- ing generation. transmision. and distribution
ommendations and subsequent actions taken by faclties. and devices available to the electric
electric utilities, by the Commission. and by the consumer;
Secretary under this Act, the Federal Power (B) the environmental and other effects of
Act (16 US.C. 791a et seq.]. and any other the investment considered under subpara-
provision of law. Such annual reports shall be graph (A);
included in the Commission's annual report e- (C) various types of electric utility systems
quired under the Department of Energy Orga- in terms of generation transmission. distribu-
nization Act (42 U.S.C. 7101 et seq.]. ton and customer mix, the extent to which

(Pub. L 95-617. tile n. i 205. Nov. 9. 1978. 92 diferefces in relability levels may be deslra-
SLat. 3140.1 ble and the cost-effectvenss of the various

methods which could be uoed to decrease the
R .ncpncs c TrT number and severtty of any outages among

The Comrnmssion referred to n text. means the Fed- the various types of systems
eral Energy Regulatory Commisdon. See section (D) alternatives to adding new generation
2602(3) of this UUe facilties to achieve such desired levels of reiU

The Secretary. referred to in subse (b). btme the ability (Including conservation);
Secretary of Energy. See section 2602(14) of this U E) the costeffecveness of adding a

This Act. referred to in subsec. (bX2). means Pub. I.
9561, Nov. 9, 1978. 92 StaL 1117. s s the number of nnall. decentralized conventional95-61P. Nov. 9. 1978. 92 Poli 3117. kn For s the
"Public Utiity Regulatory Policies Act of 19'. Fr and nonconventional generating units rather
complete classfication of this Act to the Code see than a sall number of large generating units
Short Tite note set out under secton 2601 of this Ue with a imilar total megawatt capacity for
and Tbles. achieving the desired level of relabllitr: and

The Federal Power Act. referred to tn subsec (bX2). () any standards for electric utility rel-
Is act June 10. 1920. eh- 285. 41 Stat 1063. as amended. aility used by. or suggested for use by. the
which is claified tgenerally to this chapter. Pot com-thich is classificad ienorf i to this Chapter. sre seco electric utility industry in terms of cost-eflec-
plete claszficalton of this Act to the Code, lee lection79ea of this MtiUe and Ta Mes te . tiveness in achieving the desired level of reli-

The Department of Energy Ornition Act re- ability. including equipment standards. stand-
lerred to in ubsec (bX2). is Pub. L 95-91. Aug. 4. ads for operating procedures and training of
1977. 91 Stat 565. as amended. which is clsied prin- personneL and standards relating the number
dpally to chapter 84 1 7101 et seq.) of Title 42. The and severity of outages to periods of time.
Public Health and Wetlare. For complete clasrficattio
of this Act to the Code. see Short Title note et out (b) Emination of reliability ises by reliability
under section 1101 of Title 42 and Tables. Cauncil

CouinctoA.t The Secretary. in consultation with the Com-

Section was enacted as part of the Public Utility mi o n . m , from time to time. request the re-
Regulatory Polies Act of 197. nd not as p of e lability councils established under section
Federal Power Act which enersly comprises tis 202(a) of the Federal Power Act [16 U.C.
ehapter. 824a(a) of this title] or other appropriate per-

sons (includtn Federal agencies) to examine
* 824a-2. Reclbility and report to him concerning any electric utili-
(a) SItud ty rellabiltty Issue. The Secretary shall report

Ia) _h . re . Sld ,ntoln ...t . to the Congress (in its annual report or In the
(1) The Secretary, In consultation with the report required under subsection (a) of this sec-

Commiion. shall conduct a study with respect o i appropriate) the results of any examina-t o - ... tion under the preceding sentence.
(A) the level of rellabiity appropriate to

adequately serve the needs of electric con- (c) Depatment of Energy recommendatlon
surners. taking into account cost effectiveness

The Secretary. in consultation with the Corn-
and the need for energy conservaton, mi s nion, and af ter opportunity for public com-

(B) the various methods which could be ment, may recommend indutry standards forused in order to achleve 'such level of rll liabilit to the electric uttllty ndustry. n-
^It J and the cost effectJveness of such umth-reliabUlty to the electric utility industry. In-lty and the cost eflectlveness of such meth- ding rtmdas wrlth respect to equipment

<ttods. an m mrind tt i > operating procedures and training of personnel
(C) the various procedures that might be and tandards relating to the level or levels of

used in case of an emergency outage to mini- eubimity ppropriate to dequately and rell
mte the pubUlic disruption and economic lossmze the pubic d o a e l ably serve the needs of electric consumers. Thethat might be caused by such an outage and Secretary sh Include In his annual report

Secretary shall incdude ia his annual report- -the cost effectiveness of such procedure e made under this(1) any recommendations made under this
Such study shall be completed and submitted subsection or any recommendations respect-
to the President and the Congress not later ing electrlc utility reliability problems under
than 18 months after November 9. 1978. Before any other provision of law. and
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(2) a description of actions taken by electric ceeds the Incremental cost to the electric utility
utilities with respect to such recommenda- of alternative electric energy.
tio ns. Itc) Rates for ales by utilitis

(Pub. L 95-617. title II. i 209. Nov. 9. 1978. 92 The rules prescribed under subsection (a) of
Stat. 3143.) this section shall Insure that, in requiring any

R.m'DcEs IN TIX electric utility to offer to sell electric energy to
The Secretary and the Comilsion. referred to in any Qualifying cogeneratlon faclUity or qualily-

subsea. (tX). (b). and c). mean the Secretry of ig small power production facility. the rates
Energy and the Pederal Energy Regulatory Commis- for such sale-
son. reectively. See section 2602(3) and (14) of this (1) shall be just and reasonable and in the
title. public Interest and

CoDilncAmon (2) shal not discriminate against the quali-
lying cogeneratrs or qualifying small power

Section ws enacted as part of the Public Utilty producers
Regulatory Policies Act of 198. and not u part of the
Federal Power Act which generally comprises this (dl "ncremental cost of alteurtive electric enery'
chapter. ddmed

i 824-3. Cogencraion and small power production For purposes of this secton, the term -ncre-
mental cost of alternatve electric energy"

(a) Coeneration and mmail power production rules means, with respect to electric energy pur-
Not later than 1 year after November 9. 1978. chased from a qualifying cogenerator or quai-

the Commission shall prescribe, and from time lying small power producer, the cost to the
to time thereafter revise. such rules as It deter- electric utility of the electric energy which, but
mines necessary to encourage cogeneration and for the purchase from such cogenerator or
small power production, and to encourage geo rsall power producer, such utility would gener-
thermal small power production facilities of not ate or purchase from another source.
more than 80 megawatts capacity. which rules Ec
require electric utilities to offer to-

(1) sell electric energy to qualifying cogen- (1) Not later than 1 year after November 9.
eratlon facillties and qualifying small power 1978. and from time to time thereafter. the
production facilities ' and Commission shall. after consultation with rep-

(2) purchase electric energy from such ta- resentatives of State regulatory authorities.
llties. electric utilities, owners of cogeneration facili-

ties and owners of small power production ia-
Such rules shall be prescribed after consulta ciuties, and after public notice and a reasonable
tion with representatives of Federal and Stte opportunity for interested persons (including
regulatory agencies having ratemaing athor- State d edera agencies) to submit oral as
Ity for electric utilities and after public notice ll wrien data vews and arguments. pre-
and a reasonable opportunity for Interested scribe rules under which geothermal small
persons (including State and Federal agencies) power production faclities of not more than 80
to submit oral as wel as written data. views megawatts capacity. qualifying cogeneration la-
and arguments. Such rules shahll include provi- cliUtes. and qualifylng smll power production
slons respecting mnimum reliability of qualify- fadtles are exempted in whole or part from
ing cogeneration facilities and qualifying nall the Federal Power Act [16 UXSC. 791a et seq.].
power production facilities (iluding reliaIlt from the Publc Utility olding Company Act
of uuch facilites dring uemergences)^ and nle (15 US.C. 79 et se.l. from State laws and regu-
respecting reliability of electric energy service lations respecting the rat or respecting the
to be available to such facilities from electric fnancial or organIzatonal regulation, of elec-
utilities during emergencies. Such rules may tric ulitie or from any combination of the
not authorize a qualifying cogeneratlon faclity forgorng I the Commission determines such
or qualifying small power production aclty to exemption is necessary to encourage cogenera-
make any sale for purposes other than resale tn and sall power production.
(b) Rates for purchasm by deectrk utlltes (2) No qualifying smal power production fa-

The rules prescribed under subsection (a) of cllty (other than a quallfying small power pro-
this section shall Insure that. in requiring any duction facility which Is an eligible solar. wind.
electric utility to offer to purchase electric waste. or geothermal facility as defined in sec-
energy from any qualifying cogeneratlon facll- tion 3(17XE) of the Federal Power Act 116
ty or qualifying small power production facility. U.SC. 796<17XE)]) which has a power produc-
the rates for such purchase- tJon capacity which, together with any other

(1) shall be just and reasonable to the elec- facilties located at the same site (as deter-
tric consumers of the electric utility and In mined by the Commission). exceeds 30
the public interest, and egawatts, or 80 megawatts for a qualifying

(2) shall not discriminate against qualifying rall power producton facility using geother-
cogenerators or qualifying snall power pro- mal energy as the primary energy source. may
dueers be exempted under rules under paragrph (1)

from any provision of law or reguhUtion re-No such rule prescribed under subsection (a) of fro provison of la or regut n re-
this section shall provide for a rate which ex- t e toy in pp h pr1 exucot thft ayqualifyig s-all power production facility

which produces electric energy solely by the
' So in ortMin. Probk .Mr houid be loUo.d b· a omn use of blomas as a primary energy source. may
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be exempted by the Commission under such diction of the Commission under part II of the
rules from the Public Utility Holding Company Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. 824 et seq.l. such
Act [15 U.S.C. 79 et seq.] and from State laws rule shall be treated as a rule under the Federal
and regulations referred to in such paragraph Power Act [16 US.C. 791a et seq.]. Nothing in
(1). subsection (g) of this section shall apply to so

(3) No qualifying small power production fa- much of the operations of an electric utility, a
cility or qualifying cogeneration facility may be qualifying cogeneration facility or a qualifying
exempted under this subsection from- smal power production facility as are subject

(A) any State law or regulation in effect in to the jurisdiction of the Commission under
a State pursuant to subsection (f) of this sec- Dart n of the Federal Power Act
tion. (2A) The Commission may enforce the re-

(B) the provisions of section 210. 211. or 212 quirements of subsection (I) of this section
of the Federal Power Act (16 US.C. 8241. against any State regulatory authority or non-
824j. or 824k] or the necessary authorities for regulated electric utility. For purposes of any
enforcement of any-such provision under the such enforcement the requirements of subsec-
Federal Power Act [16 US.C. 791a et seq.]. or tion (fXl) of this section shall be treated as a

(C) any license or permit requirement under rule enforceable under the Federal Power Act
part I of the Federal Power Act [16 U.S.C. 16 U.S.C. 791a et seq.]. For purposes of any
791a et seq.] any provision under such Act re- such action, a State regulatory authority or
lated to such a license or permit requirement. nonrerulated electric utility shall be treated as
or the necessary authorities for enforcement a person within the meaning of the Federal
of any such requirement. Power Act. No enforcement action may be

(fr Implementation of rules for qualifying c . brought by the Commission under this section
tion and qualifying small power prodictn fI.- other than-
cilities (I) an action against the State regulatory

authority or nonregulated electric utility for(1) Beginning on or before the date one year f to coply ththeer t f
after any rule is prescribed by the Commission t
under subsection (a) of this section or revised subsecton ( of ths section2 or
under such subsection, each State regulatory ) an acton under h (1).
authority shall. after notice and opportunity (B) Any electric utility, qualifying cogeners-
for public hearing. Implement such rule (or re- tor, or qualifying small power producer may pe-
vised rule) for each electric utility for which it titon the Commission to enforce the require-
has ratemaking authority. ments of subsection (f) of this section as provid-

(2) Beginning on or before the date one year ed in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph. If
after any rule is prescribed by the Commission the Commission does not initiate an enforce-
under subsection (a) of this section or revised ment action under subparagraph (A) against a
under such subsection. each nonregulated elec- State regulatory authority or nonregulated
tric utility shall, after notice and opportunity electric utility within 60 days following the
for public hearing. implement such rule (or re- date on which a petition is filed under this sub-
vised rule). pararaph with respect to such authority. the
(g) Judicial reiew and eforement petitioner may bring an action In the appropri-

ate United States district court to require such
(1) Judicial review may be obtained sect- State regulatory authority or nonregulated

ing any proceeding conducted by a State regu- eetr utit to eomply with sch require-qwectrte uLti ty to omply with wlch reuire-latory authority or nonregulated electric utility n and such court may Issue such InJunc-
for pueerposes of pplementing any requeent U tive or other relief as may be appropriate. The
of a rule utnder subsection (a) of thi sect inof a le under u o n Commsson may Intervene as a matter of rightthe same manner. and under the same require-
ments. as Judicial review may be obtained under
section 2633 of this title in the case of a pro- (I) Federl cotracts
ceeding to which section 2633 of ths tile p- No contract between a Federal agency and
ples. any electric utilty for the sale of electric

(2) Any erson (ncludint the Secretary) my energy by such Federal agency for resle which
bring an action against any electric utilty, Is entered into after November 9. 1978, may
qualifying small power producer, or qualifying contain any provision which will have the
cogenerator to enforce any requirement ctab- effect of preventing the implementation of anry
lished by a State regulatory authority or nonre- rule under this section with respect to such
gulted electric utillty pursuant to ubsect on utiity. Any provision in any such contract
(f) of this section. Any such action shall be which hassuch effect shall be null and void
brought only in the manner., and under the re-
quirements. as provided under section 2633 of U) New das and diversnm
this title with respect to an action to which sec- Except for a hydroelectric project located at a
tion 2633 of this title applies. Government dam (as defined in section 3(10) of
Ih) C isioenforcement the Federal Power Act 116 US.C. 796(10)1) at

(1) Por purposes of enforcement of any re which non-Pederal hydroelectric development
prescribed by the Commission under subsection is permissble this section shall not apply to
(a) of this section with respect to any over. y hydrolectric projct which impounds or
ations of an electric utility. a quallfying ogen dverts the water of a natural watercourse by
eration facility or a qualifying small power pro-
duction facility which are subject to the juris- So in eioriu. PbmI blyo b be iCoMed , am
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means of a new dar or diversion unless the Rmns cus i TEXT
project meets each of the following require- The Commission. referred to in subsets (a). (e)l).
ments: t2). (). (h). and (JXI). (2). means the Federal Energy

1) No substantial adver effecs Regulatory Commission. See section 26023) of this
-II)~~~~~ ~title.

At the time of issuance of the license or ex- The Secretary. referred to in subsec. (gx2). means
emption for the project, the Commission the Secretary of Energy. See section 2602(14) of this
finds that the project will not have substan- title.
tial adverse effects on the environment, in- The Federl Power At referrd to in subsec. (e).
cluding recreation and water quality. Such h). and (J)(l. is act June 10. 1920. c. 2W. 41 Su.
finding shal be made by the Commission 1063. as amended, which is classlied generally to this
afinding shak l be made by the Commission chapter (I t91a et seq.I. Part I of the Federal Power
after taking Into consideration terms and con- Act classiied generly to subchapter I (f 791a et
ditions imposed under either paragraph (3) of .) o this chapter. Part of the Federal Power Act
this subsection or section 10 of the Federal is clasrfied generally to this subchapter ( 824 etse.).
Power Act 116 UJS.C. 803] (whichever is ap- or complete clssificaton of this Act to the Code. ee
propriate as required by that Act 116 US.C. section 791a of this ttle and Tables
791a et seq.3 or the Electric Consumers Pro- Th Public Utility Bolding Company Act, referred to
tection Act of 1986) and compliance with in subsc (e ) .probbly mens the Public Utlit Hold-
other environmental requirements applicable ing Compy t o 195. ct Au. 2. 1935. rb. d.title 1. 49 SLt. 838. uas amended. which s clasified
to the proect. generally to chapter 2C (i 79 et mq.) of Title 15. Com-
(2) Protected rivers merce and Trade. For complete classation of this

At the time the applicaUion for a licenrse or Ac to the Code se section 79 of TiUe 15 and TablesAt the time the application for a license or The Electric Consumers Protection Act of 19s. re-
exemption for the project is accepted by the erred to in subsec. JX. Is Pub. L 99-495. Oct. 16.
Commision (in accordance with the Commis- 1986. 100 Stat. 143. For complete clasification of this
sion's regulations and procedures in effect on Ac to the Code. ee Short Title or 1986 Amendment
January 1. 1986, Including those relating to note set out under section 79t1 of this title and
environmental consultation). such project is Tbles
not located on either of the following: COminCTo

(A) Any segment of a natural watercourse
which Is included in (or designated for po- Secton wa enacted as part of the Public Utility
tential inclusion in) a State or national wild Regulatory Policies Act o 1978. nd not a part of the
and scenic river system. Pederal Power Act which generally comprises this

(B) Any segment of a natural watercourse h t r
which the State has determined in accord- Auaxomn
ance with applicable State law. to possess 1990-Sutbec. (ex2). Pub. L 101-575 inserted "(other
unique natural, recreational, cultural, or than a qualilying small power production fcillity
scenic attributes which would be adversely which is an eligible solar. wind. waste, or geothermal
affected by hydroelectric development facility s defined in section 3(17XKE of the Federal

(3) Fish »nd wii ter. ad condition Power Ac)" after first reference to "tfacity".(3) Fish and wildlife terms and conditions196-Subse. ) to . Pub. L added su198"--Subsec. (J) to (1). Pub. L 99-195 added sub-
The project meets the terms and conditions sees. ( and (k) and redesignuted former subsec. (J)

set by fish and wildlife agencies under the c).
same procedures as provided for under sec- 1o-Subsec. (a). Pub. L 96-294. 643(bXl). insert-
tion 30(c) of the Federal Power Act [16 US.C ed rovisions relating to encourgement of geothemnal
823a(c)]f emal power production facllUtes.

Subse tecl). Pub. L 96-294. 643(bK2). Inserted
(k) New dam or dierion" deined provisions relating to appUcabilty to geothermal

Por purposes of this ection, the term "new mall power producton facilit
dam or diversion" means n dam or diversion Subsec. (eK2). Pub. L. 9-294. 1B43(bX3. inserted

provisions respecting a quallfylng small power produc-
which requires. for purposes of installing any ton tfaclity using geotherml energy as the primary
hydroelectric power project, any. construction, ener source.
or enlargement of any impoundment or diver-
sion structure (other than repairs or recon- E»mc.Tv DAns or 19IS AMss:mrr
struction or the addition of flashboards or sirn- SecUon 84b) of Pub. L 99-495 provided that:
lar adjustable devices). -1) Subsection (J) of section 210 of the Public Utili-
(1) Ddeftiios ty Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (as amended by sub-

section (a) of this section) 116 US.C. 8324&-3t)) shall
For purposes of this section. the terms "small apply to any project for which beneits under section

power production facility" -"qualifying small 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
power production facility". "qulifying small 1978 re sought and for which a license or exemption
power producer". -primary energy source", "co- h isued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Conmul-
generation facility". "qualifying cogenertion son fter he enctment of ti Act (Oct. la. 1986].
facilty". and "Qualifyns cogenerator have the except as otherwise provided in prgrph (2), (3) or

(4) of this subecLion.
respective means provided for such term "() Subsecton () h not apply to the proect
under section 3(17) and (18) of the Federal the application for' cene or exemption for the
Power Act [16 US.C. 796t17). (18). proect ws fled, and accepted for filng by the Com.

(Pub. L 95-617. title I § 210. Nov. 9. 1978. 92 mssion before the encment f thb Act (Oct 16.
19861.Stat. 3144;: Pub. L. 96-294. title VI, I 643(b), Prph ) Id 3) of such subsection

June 30. 1980 94 Stat 170 Pub. L. 99S ) sh~"(3 P agr phs ( ) *n d t3) of suc h ub ecUtio n ( JlJune 30. 1980. 94 Stat. 770: Pub. L 9-495. shll not apply if the appllcation for the llcense or ex-
i 8(a). Oct. 16. 1986. 100 Stat. 1249; Pub. L emption for the project was filed before the enct-
101-575. 1 2. Nov. 15. 1990. 104 Stat. 834.) ment of this Act (Oc. 16. 198613 nd aepted for filing 1788
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by the Commission (in accordance wit th e Commis- ArrucABnirry or 1980 AMroDmT To FACILITIS
sion's regulations and procedures in effect on January UsIc SoLu EQGC As PsMatY EXmGY SoORCE
1. 1986. Including those relating to the requirement
for environmental consultaLion) within 3 years fter Pub. L 10022. 101d itle 310. e. 221 1986 Indudsuch enactment.tjne3 "'1987. 101 Stat 1329-104. 1329-126. provided that:

'4)(A) Paragraph (3) of subsection (j) shall not (a) The amendments made by section 643(b) of the
apply for projecs where the license or exemption p Eney Security Ac (Public Law 96-29) amending
plication wa filed after enactment of this Act tOc. this section and any regulations ssued to implement
16. 186)] I. based on a petition filed by the applicant such amendment shll aply to qualfying small power
for such project within 18 months alter such enat production fcilties t(s such term ts defined in the
ment. the Commission determines (after public notice Federa Power Act [16 tS.C. 791a et seq.J) using solar
and opportunity lor public comment of at least 45 ee as the primary enery source to the same
days) that the applicant has demonstrated that he extent such amendments and regulations apply to
had committed (prior to the enactment of this Act) quallfyin sall power production facilities uin geo
uhstanial monetary resources directly related to the thermal energy a the primary energy source. except

development of the project and to the dligent and that nothing In this Act Iee Tables lor classiication
timely completon of all requirements of the Commb- hall preclude the Pedral Energy Regulatory Com-
sion for filing n acceptable application fo lic or emission Irom revisns it regulaUons to limit the avaU-
exempUon. Such peUUon hall be publicly avalable abiltty of exempUns authorFzed under this Act as It
and shall be filed In such form as the Commission determnes to be requlred In the public interest and
shall require by ruleissued within 120 days after the consistent with Its obUgtions and duties under section
enactment of this Act. The public notice required 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Polides Act of
under this subparagraph shall Include witten notce 1918 [ths sectlonl
by the petitioner to affected Federal and State agn- (b) The provisions of subsectUon (a shall apply to a
ce facility using solar energy as the primary enerry

-(B) In the case of any petition referred to In sub- source only if either of the following is submitted to
paragrap (A). U the applicant had a preliminary the Pederal Enery Regulatory Commission during
permit and had completed environmental onsulta- the two-year period bednning on the date of enact-
tons trequired by Commission regulations and proce- ment of this At Dec. 22. 1987):
dures in effect on January 1. 1986) prior to enactmen. '(1) An appliction for certification of the facility
there shall be a rebuttable presumption that such a- as a ualifying small power production facility.
plicant had committed substantial monetary resources (2) Notice that the facility meeu the require-
prior to enactment. ment for quallficaton"

"(C) The applicant for a license or exemption for a
project described in subpaagrph (A) may petition 9vy am Rtna TO CoNREsMoIAL Comorrns ON
the Commission for an initial determnalton under ArrucArnon or Povsroxs Ri.TC To CoczDmA-
paragraph (1) of section 210() of the Public Utility TnN. SwII POWTM PIODUTIOIr . aDO IwTrtRt -cowII
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 116 U.-SC. o AroTrrr TO HMaou=zcrat Pown PFu
824a-3(JX1)] prior to the time the license or exemp- n
tion is issued. I( the Commission Intially finds that
the project will have ubstantlal advers effects on the Section 8(d) of Pub. L 9-495 provided that:
environment within the meaning of such pagraph "(l) The Commission shall conduct a study (in ac-
(1). prior to making a final finding under that para- cordance with section 102(2XC) of the National Envl-
graph the Commission shall afford the applicant a ronmental Policy Act of 1969 [42 US.C. 4332(2KC)])
reasonable opportunity to provide for mitigation of of whether the benefits of aection 210 of the Pubic
such adverse effects. The Commission shall make a Utility Reulaory Policies Act of 1978 (16 US.C.
final finding under such pargraph (1) at the time the 824a-31 and secton 210 of the Federal Power Act [16
license or exemption is issued. If the Federal Energy U.SC. 62413 should be applied to hydroelectric power
Regulatory Commision ha notified the Stale of Its facilities utiliins new dams or diversions (withn thc
initial finding and the State has not taken any acton meanng of section 210(k) of the Public Utlity Regula-
descrbed in paragraph (2) of secton 210(j) before tory Policies Act of 198).
such final findirne the failure to take such acton shall "(2) The study under this subsection shall take into
be the basis for a rebuttable presumption that there consideration the need for such new dams or diver-
not a substantial adverse effect on the environment sions for power purpos the environmental Impacts
related to natural, recreational. cultural or scenic at- of such new dam and diversions (both with and with-
tributes for purpose of such finding. out the applicaton of the amendments made by this

-(D) If a petition under subpararaph (A) Is denied. Act to ectons 4. 10. and 30 of the Pederal Power Act
all provisions of section 210(J) of the Public Utilty [16 U.S.C. 797. 803. 823al and section 210 of the Public
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 116 US.C. 824-3()) UUtllty Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 t16 U.SC.
shall apply to the project regardless of when the li- 24a-3). the environmental effects of such Ifllties
cense or exempUon Is ssued- alone and In combination with other existing or pro-

Amendment by Pub. L 990-4S effective with respect ped dams or dversions on the same waterway. the
to each license. permit, or exemption issued under this Intent of Congress to encourage and give priority to
chapter after Oct. 16 1986. see section 18 of Pub. L the application of section 210 of Public Utility Regula-
99-495. set out as a note under ction 797 of this te. tory Policies Act of 178 to existing dam and diver-

sions rather than such new dams or diversions. and
CA.CAnow or? AvoIu COST dmthe Impact of such section 210 on the rates paid by

Pub. L. 102-486. Utle XIII. 1335. Oct. 24. 1»92. 106 electric power conaumers.
Stat- 2984. provided that -Nothing in ecUon 210 of '(-) The study under this subsection shall be Initalt-
the Public Utility Reulatory.: Policies Act of 1978 ed within 3 months after enactment of this Act lOct.
(Publik Lw 95-61) 116 U.S.C. 824a-31 requires a 16. 19861 and completed a promptly as practicble.
State regulatory authority or nonregulated electric (4) A report contalntng the results of the study con-
utility to treat a cost reasonably dentified to be in ducted under this subsection shall be submitted to the
curred or to have been inurred in the construction or Committee on Energy and Commerce of the United
operation of a facility or a project whih has been se- taes House of Representatves and the Committee
leeted by the Department of Energy and provided Fed- on Energy and Naural Resources of the United States
eral funding pursuant to the Clean Coal Program u- Senate whie both House anre in seSon
thortsed by Public Law 98-473 (see Tables for classif- "(5) The report submitted under paragraph (4) shall
caton) as an incremental cot of alternative electric tnclude a determination (and the basis thereof by the
energy. CommiLon. based on the study and a public heartng
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and subject to review under section 313(b) of the Fed- ble State law in such State, the Governor
eral Power Act [16 U.S.C. 825Kb)]. whether any of the has approved such portion; and
benefits referred to in pargraph (I) should be avail-
able for such facilities and whether applications for (2) after consultation with the Secretary of
preliminary permits (or licenses where no preliminary the Interior and the heads of other affected
permit ha been issued) lor such small power produc- Pederal agencies that the Secretary of the
tion facilities utilizin new dams or diversions should Interior and the heads of such.' other aen-
be accepted by the Commssion after the moratorium ies concur In writing n the location of such
period specified in subsection te). The report shall in portion of the transmision facllties as
elude such other administratve and legislative recom. c P al lan u t ii n f
mendttlons a the Commission deems appropriate.ede land der th u cton of

*-(6) If the study under this subsection has not been such Secretary or such other Federal agency.
completed within 18 months after its Initiaon. the as the case may be.
Commission shal notify the Commitees referred to n The Secretary shall provide to any State such
paragaph (4) of the reasons for the delay and specify
a date when it will be completed and a report subt cooperation and technical asssta e as the
Ltcd" State may request and as he determines appro-

priate in the selection of a transmission route.
Moasroltiu ow APrrcATnoi or THIS Srnow o If the transmission route approved by any

Nrw DAMs State does not appear to be feasible and in the
Section (e) of Pub. L. 9-495 provided that: "Not- public interest the Secretary thal encourage

withstanding the aendments made by subsecton (s) such State to review such route and to develop
of this section lamendinc section 824J-3 of this Utiel. a route that is feasible and in the public inter-
in the case of a project for which a license or exn eat. Any exercise by the Secretary of the power
ton is ssued after the enactment of this Act (Oct. 16.
1986]. section 210 of the Public UUIy Reulator of eminent domain under this section shall be
Policies Act of 1978 [16 US.C. 24-3] shall not apply in accordance with other applicable provisions
durtng the moratorium period if the project utilizes a of Federal law. The Secretary shall provide
new dam or diversion (as defined In section 210(k) of public notice of his intention to acquire any
such Act) unless the project is either- right-of-way before exercisig such power of

-(1) a project located at a Government da (as de- eminent domain with respect to such right-of-
fined in aecUon 3(10) of the Federal Power Act [16 y.
US.C- 79610)l) at which non-Federal hydroelectric
development is permissible. or (b) Permit

'(2) a project d btd in pophs (2). (3), or y er un
(4) of subsectin (b) tset out as a note above]. Notwithtanding any transfer of functions

For purpoe of this subsection, the term moratorium under the first sentence of aection 301(b) of the
period' means the period beginning on the date of the Department of Energy Organiztlon Act [42
enactmen of this Act and ending at the expiration of US.C. 7151(b)l. no permit referred to in subsec-
the first full session of Congress after the session tion (aX XB) may be ssued unless the Commis-
during which the report under subsection (d) (set out sion has conducted hearings and made the find-
as a note above] has been submitted to the Congress." igs required under section 202(e) of the Feder-

Scroe Rra sm To s Ornm Srznows al Power Act (16 U.S.C. 824a(e)l and under the

This section is referred to in title 26 secton 136: title applicable execution order respecting the con-
42 section 807I. struction, operation, maintenance, or connec-

Uon at the borders of the United States of fa-
§ 8mU-S. Sesonal diversity eeetricity excht cilitles for the transmission of electric energy

between the United States and a foreign coun-
(a) Authonrty try. Any finding of the Commission under an

The Secretary may acquire rights-of-way by applicable executive order referred to in this
purchase, including eminent domain, through subsection shall be treated for purposes of judJ-
North Dakota. South Dakota. and Nebraska for cial review as an order Issued under section
transmission facilities for the seasonal.diversity 202(e) of the Pederal Power Act
exchange of electric power to and from Canada (c Timely mquisiti b Other "an
if he determines--

(1) after opportunity for public hearing- The Secretary may not acquire any rights-of-
(A) that the exchange is In the public in- day t under this section unless he determines

terest and would further the purposes re- that the holder or holders of a permit referred
ferred to in section 2611(1) and (2) of this to in subsection (aX1XB) of this section are
title and that the acquisition of such rights- unable to acquire such rights-of-way under
of-way and the construction and operation State condemnation authority, or after reason-
of such transmission facilities for such pur- able opportunity for negotiation, without un-
poses is otherwise in the public interest reasonably delaying construction. taking into

(B) that a permit has been issued in ac- consideration the impact of such delay on com-
cordance with subsection b) of this section pletlon of the facilities in a timely fashion.
for such construction. operation. mainte- (d Payent by pesuitLte
nance. and connection of the facilities at
the border for the transmission of electric (1) The property interest acquired by the Sec-
energy between the United States and retary under this section (whether by eminent
Canada as is necessary for such exchange of doman or other purchase) shall be transferred
electric power. and by the Secretary to the holder of a permit re-

(C) that each affected State has approved ferred to In subsection (b) of this section If such
the portion of the transmission route locat-
ed In each State In accordance with applica- so nm arlg .Cn omar Dprbby should be deited
ble State law, or i there is no such applica- 60 o n orttnal_ ProIray hould be rnghtof-oay".
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holder has made payment to the Secretary of part and upon such terms and conditions as it
the entire costs of the acquisition of such prop- finds necessary or appropriate to secure the
erty interest, including administrative costs. maintenance of adequate service and the coor-
The Secretary may accept, and expend, for pur- dlnaion in the public interest of facilities sub-
poses of such acquisition, amounts from any ject to the Jurisdicton of the Commission- The
such person before acquiring a property Inter- Commission may from time to time for good
est to be transferred to such person under this cause shown make such orders supplemental to
section any order made under this section as it may

(2) If no payment is made by a permit holder find necessay or appropriate.
under paragraph (1). within a reasonable time. (June 10 1920. ch 285. pt II. i 203. as added
the Secretary shall offer such rights-ofway to A 26 1935 87 tite II 213 49 StaL
the original owner for reacquisition at the onrig- 849
nal price paid by the Secretary. If such original
owner refuses to reacquire such property after TRASZ or Fwcrnowos
a reasonable period, the Secretary shall dispose o terminad and t
of such property in accordance with applicable FedioS Ph er Coision review and fn-
provislons of law governing disposal of property forcment of rates and charges for transmission or
of the United States. ale of electric energy. includitn determinaions on
(el Federal iaw governing Federal lands construcion work in proress under this subchapter

transferred to Federal Enersy Regulatory Commission
This section shall not affect any Federal law by sections TT7taKXKB) and 7293 of TUUe 42. The

governing Federal lands. Public Health and Welfare.
(0 Report Executive and adminstrative functions of Federa

Power CommiliSon with certain reservations. tras-
The Secretary shall report annually to the erred to Chrman of 2uch Commission. with author-

Congress on the actions. if any. taken pursuant ity vested in him to authorize their performance by
to this section. any officer. employee. or adminitative unit under his

jurisdiction. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of 1950. 11I. 2. elf.
(Pub. 1. 95-617 title VI. § 602. Nov. 9, 1978. 92 May 4. 1950, 15 P 3175. 64 Sat. 1263. set out as a
Stat. 3164.) note under section 792 of this title.

.- 5cS lc TiXTRrnxXmcs iin TxT i 82c. Isuace of tecuritie: asumption of liabilities
The Secretary. relerred to In ubsec. (ta). (c. (d),

and (f). means the Secretary of Energy. See section (a) Authorization b Commission
2602(14) of this title.

The Commission referred to in subsec. b). mean No public utlity shal issue any security. or
the Federal Enerry Resulatory Coimrson. See se- assume any obligation or liability as guarantor.
tion 2602(3 of this title. indorser. surety, or otherwise in respect of any

security of another person, unless and until.
CODCAfnoIl and then only to the extent that. upon applica-

Section ws enacted as part of the Public Utility tlon by the public utility, the Commission by
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. and not as part of the order authorizes such issue or assumption of 11-
Pederal Power Act which generally copries this ability. The Commission shall make such order
chapter. only if it finds that such issue or assumption

2 D on of propert ono on p () is for some lawful object, within the corpo--- B2b. Dispdtion of property: comolhd~tions por.-
chaeU of securitio s rate purposes of the applicant and compatible

with the public interest. which is necessary or
(a) Authortatioas appropriate for or consistent with the proper

No public utility shall sell. lease. or otherwise performance by the applicant of service as a
dispose of the whole of its facilities subject to public utility and which will not impair Its abili-
the Jurisdiction of the Commission, or any part ty to perform that service, and (b) is reasonably
thereof of a value in excess of $50,000. or by necessary or appropriate for such purposes.
any means whatsoever, directly or Indirectly, The provisions of this section shall be effective
merge or consolidate such faclities or any art six months after August 26. 1935.
thereof with those of any other person. or pur- b Application pprval or wdlflcation: *upplemen-
chase. acquire, or take any security of any tl orde
other public utility, without first having se-
cured an order of the Commission authorizin T e C o mrnfi o n . f te r opportunity for hear-
it to do so. Upon application for such approval ng may grant any appliction under this sec -
the Commission shall give reasonable notice in tion in whole or in part, and with such modlfi-
writing to the Governor and State commission catons and upon such terms nd conditions as
of each of the States in which the physical t may find necessary or appropriate, and may
property affected, or any par thereof. is itut- from time to time. after opportunity for hear-
ed, and to such other persons as It may deem ing ad for good cause shown, make such sup-
advisable. After notice and opportunity for plemental orders In the premises as it may find
hearing. if the Commission finds that the pr necessary or appropriate. nd may by ny such
posed disposition. consolidaton. acquisition or supplemental order modify the provisions of
control will be consistent with the public Inter- any previous order as to the particular pur
es. it shall approve the sane. poses, uses. and estent to which. or the condi-

es»»nL~t, -~fr ~ t shl a v tions under which. any security so theretofore
I b) Orders of Commsion authorized or the proceeds thereof may be ap-

The Commission may grant any application plied, subject always to the requirements of
for an order under this section tn whole or in subsection (a) of this section.
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(c) Compliance with order of Commission forcement of rates and charges for tralnSission or
N bli til hl Itht th st of sale of electric energy. including determinations on

No public utility shall. without the consent of construction work in progres under this subchapter
the Commission, apply any security or any pro- trnsferred to Peder Energy Reultory Commission
ceeds thereof to any purpose not specified in by sections 71721aKlxB) and 7293 of Tile 42. The
the Commission's order, or supplemental order. Public Health and Welfare.
or to any purpose in excess of the amount a]- Executive and administrative functions of Federal
lowed for such purpose in such order, or other- Power Commission. with certain reservalions. trins
wise in contravention of such order. fe r d to Chairman of such Commision. with author-

ity vested In him to authorise their performance by
(d) Authoriation of capitalization not to exceed ay offlcer. employee, or administrative unit under hi

amount paid Jurldiction. by Reors. Plan No. 9 of 1950. 1 1. 2. eff.
The Commission shall not authorize the capi- May 2. 1950. 15 P.J 3175, 64 Stat 1265. set out s a

note under section 792 of this Utitle.
talizatlon of the right to be, a corporation or of Executive and dmnistraive unctions of SecurlUes
any franchise, permit. or contract for consolida- d Exchnge Commlon. wtth certain exceptions
Uion. merger. or lease in excess of the amount tansferred to Chilnan of such Commission. with au-
(exclusive of any tax or annual charge) actually thortny vested in him to authorize their performance
paid as the consideration for such right. fran. by any officer, employee, or adminisrative unit under
chise. permit, or contract. hs jurisdictlon by Reo Plan No. 10 of 1950. 11 1. 2.

eft. May 24 19S0. 16 FR. 3175. 64 SL 1265. set out In
(e) Notes or drafts maturing ess tha one yea afItr the Appedix to Ue 6. Government Or ation

snce and Employee.
Subsection (a) of this section shall not apply

to the issue or renewal of. or assumption of U- I 824d Rtes and charges: scheduks: suspension of
ability on, a note or draft maturing not more NCew atn: *utomnatie adjsutmet cluses
than one year after the date of such issue, re- a) Jut and reanabl rate
newal. or assumption of liability, and aggregat-
ing (together with all other then outstanding All rates and charges made, demanded. or re-
notes and drafts of a maturity of one year or oeived by any public utility for or in connection
less on which such public utility is primarily or with the transmisn or sale of electric energy
secondarily liable) not more than 5 per centum subject to the Jurisdiction of the Commission.
of the par value of the other securities of the and al rules and regulations affecting or per-
public utility then outstanding. In the case of tain n to such rates or charges shall be just
securities having no par value, the par value for and reasonable and any such rate or charge
the purpose of this subsection shall be the lair that s not Just and reasonable is hereby de-
maret value as of the date of issue. Within ten clred to be unlawful.
days after any such issue, renewal, or assump- (b) Preference or advantage unlawful
tion of liability. the public utility shall file with No public utilty shall. with respect to any
the Commission a certificate of notification in trnusmision or sale sbject to the Jurisdiction
such form a may be prescribed by the Commis- of the Commission. (1) make or grant any
sion. setting forth such matters as the Comni- undue preference or advantage to any person or
sion shall by regulation require, subject any person to any undue prejudice or
(f) Public utility secorities reglaicd by State not a- disadvantage, or (2) maintaln any unreasonable

feted difference In rates. charg service, facilities. or
The provisions of this section shall not in any other respect, either as between local-

extend to a public utility organized and operat- tles or as between classes of service.
ing In a State under the laws of which Its secu- (c) Scidules
rity issucs are rengulated by a State o~mmission -rity issues are render such rules and regulations as the Con-
(f) Guarantee or oblition on pat of United States misson may prescribe, every public utility shal

Nothing in this section shall be construed to file with the Commission, within such time and
imply any guarantee or obligation on the part in such form as the Commission may designate.
of the United States in respect of any securities and shall keep open In convenient form and
to which the provisions of this section relate. place for public inspection schedules showing
(h) Fling duplict rpors wth te Securiti and all rates and charges for any transmission or

Exchange Comisiion 'ale subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis-
sion, and the classflications, practices and reg-

Any public utility whose security Issues are ulaons affecting such rates and charges. to-
approved by the Commission under this section gether with ll contracts which in any manner
may file wth the Securities and Echange aflect or relate to such rates, chares. classfi-
Commission duplicate copies of rpor ed catons and services
with the Federal Power Commission n lieu of
the reports, information. and documents re- (d Netiae required for rate chan
quired under sections 77g. 78L and 78m of title Unless the Commission otherwise orders. no
15. change shall be made by any public utility In
(June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pL n. I 204. as added any 6u c h rate, charge, classification. or service.
Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687. ttle fI. 1 213 49 S t.t or an any rule. resulaUtion or contract relating

O .l ' thereto. except after sixty days' notice to the
Commission and to the public. Such notice

TrsU ra oC Tc-noI shall be given by filg with the Commission
Federal Power Commsion termmnaed and is lunc and keeping open tor public Inspection new

tions with recard to establiamhent. review, and e- schedules stating plainly the change or changes
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to be made In the schedule or schedules then in resources (including economical purchase and
force and the time when the change or changes use of fuel and electric energy). and
will go into eflect. The Commission. for good (B) whether any such clause reflects any
cause shown, may allow changes to take effect costs other than osts which are-
without requiring the sixty days' notice herein () subject to periodic fluctuations and
provided for by an order specifying the changes not suscptie o p e(ill not susceptible to precise determina-so to be made and the time when they shall
so to be made and the tner whi they shall t l ons in rate cases prior to the time suchtake effect and the manner In which they shall incurred.
be filed and published.

Ie) Suspension of new rates hearins: re-onth Such review may take place in individual rate
period proceedings or in generic or other separate pro-

ceedings applicable to one or more utilities.
Whenever any such new schedule is filed the

Commission shall have authority. either uPonCo isson shall have^ autority either un (2) Not less frequently than every 2 year. In
complaint or upon Its own Initiative without rate proceedings or in generic or other separate

proceed°lng. the Csmmton shoi review. withcomplaint, at once, and. if It so orders without ceeding the Com ion shall reew with
answer or formal pleading by the public utility respect to ach public utilty. ractices under

any automat/c adjustment dauses of such utUl-but upon reasonable notice, to enter upon a an auto c adustenl cluses of such utill-
hearing concerning the lawfulne of such rate to e ent use o resoues (ncuding
charge. classification, or service- and. pendig economical purchase and use of fuel and elec-
such hearing and the decision thereon the tc eney) undersu c
Commission upon filing with such schedules (3) The Commisslon may. on its own motion
and delivering to the public utility afected or upon complaint, after an opportunity for an
thereby a statement In writing of its reasons for evidentiary bearing order a public utility to-
such suspension, may suspend the operation of (A) modify the terms and provisions of any
such schedule and defer the use of such rate. automatic adjustment clause. or
charge, classification or service, but not for a (B) cease any practice in connection with
longer period than five months beyond the the clause.
time when it would otherwise go into effect;
and after full hearings, either completed before If such clause or practice does not result in the
or after the rate. charge. classfication, or serv-economical purchase and use of ue electric
Ice goes into effect, the Commission may mak energy, or other items, the cost of which is In-
such orders with reference thereto as would be eluded in an rate schedule under an automatic
proper in a proceeding initiated after It had adustment cause.
become effective. I the proceeding has not (4) As used in this subsection, the term "auto-
been concluded and an order made at the expl- matic adjustment clause" means a provision of
ration of such five months, the proposed a rate schedule which provides for increases or
change of rate. charge. clasification. or service decrease (or both). without prior hearing. in
shall go into effect at the end of such period. rates reflecting Increases or decreases (or both)
but In case of a proposed increased rate or in costs Incurred by an electric utility. Such
charge. the Commission may by order require term does not include any rate which takes
the interested public utility or public utilities to effect subject to refund and subject to a later
keep accurate account in detail of all amounts determination of the appropriate amount of
received by reason of such increase. specifying such rate.
by whom and in whose behalf such amounts
are paid. and upon completion of the hearing Au 2. 19 ch 8. t . 213 49 Sa
and decision may by further order require such
public utility or public utilities to refund, with 51 amended Nov. . 1 Pub. L 95617.
interest. to the persons in whose behalf such 11 207) 92 Stat 3142)
amounts were paid, such portion of such in- Abnrom,.
creased rates or charges as by its decison shall
be found not usttfied. At any hearing Invohlin 19s-7Susee. (dl. Pub. L. 917. I 2/(a1 . sutbUtut-
a rate or charge sought to be increased, the ed -sty" for "thrty" in two place
burden of proof to show that the Increased rate Subsec. . Pub. L 95-17. 2. added subsec. (f).
or charge Is just and reasonable shall be upon
the public utility, and the Commission shall TIASrut or FUnoTsI
give to the hearing and decision of such ques- Pederal Pw Comnon temnare and Its Iunc-
tions preference over other questions pending Uoon with regrd to estabshment. review, and en-
before It and decide the name as speedily as pos- orcemeta of rate and chiurea or trusmlsion or
sible. sale o0 electric enery. inchudlns determatuions on

R f t co ucUon work i progre under this ubchapterI) Reie of autoatic auiaort at dart n trunfe rred to Federal Energy Reulaory Commtision
poblc utility pretr c; con by CommiSion; by secUt ttis l2(xlXBI and 7293 of lite 42. The
'auMomatc 4djlustent el ae' defeld Public Helth and Welfare.

(1) Not later than 2 years after November 9 Executve and admninstrative funcions of Federal
1978. and not less often than every 4 years Power Commiion. with certain reservaUton. traa-
thereafter. the Commission shal make a thor- te m d to Chitru of u chtOnoe en. with e uthor-
ough review of automate c adXustment lzss tn ry vsted in him to authortse their perfranc byclauses any officer. employee. or admmlntraUve unit under his
public utilty rate schedules to examine-- lurtlicUon. by Reo. Pln No. S of 195. ( 1. eff.

(A) whether or not each such clause effec- May 4. eso. 15 PJL. 17. 64 SUtL. 1. et out s a
tively provides incentives for efficient use of note under etion 792 of this Ue.
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Sinvr or ELctmIC RATr INcBrIS UD ID PrmAL cation by the Commission of notice of Its inten-
Powz ACT tion to initiate such proceeding nor later than 5

Section 207(b) of Pub. L 95-617 dlrected chairman months after the expiration of such 60-day
of Federal Enery Reeulatory Conunision. in consul- period. Upon institution of a proceeding under
tation with Secretary, to conduct a study of legal re- this section. the Commission shall give to the
quirements and administrative procedures involved in decision of such proceeding the same prefer-
consideration and resolution of proposed whole ane as provided under section 824d of this title
electric rate increases under PederaJ Power Ac. sec-
tion 791a t seq. of this te. for purposs Of Pr ine and otherwise act as speedily as possible. If no
for expeditious handling of hearins consistent with final decision is rendered by the refund effec-
due proce preventing imposition of sueeeslv re tive date or by the conclusion of the 180-day
increases before they have been determined by Con- period commencing upon initiation of a pro-
mission to be just and reasonable and otherwse ceeding pursuant to this section. whichever is
lawful, and improving procedures dained to rohibit earlier. the Commission shall state the reasons
antconpeUltive or unreasonable diffe s in whoe- why It has failed to do so and shall state its
sale and retail rates, or both. and that chairman
repo to Congress within nine months from Nov. 9 best estimate as to when it reasonably expects
19B1. on results of study. on adminitraUve ctions to make such decision In any proceeding under
taken u a result of this study. and nany recommen- this section, the burden of proof to show that
dations for changes in existing law that will aid pur- any rate. charge. classfication rule, regulation.
poses of this sectioL practice. or contract is unjust, unreasonable.

Secnox R'toum Tro Ona STIOnsi unduly discriminatory, or preferential shall be
cn rrr4 upon the Commission or the complainant At

Trs section is referred to in sectios 4e. m the conclusion of any proceeding under this
of this itlU; title 15 section 79,-Wt Utte 42 eculonoth13 t2tle t34 le 15 econ r5 tie 42 sdOf section. the Commission may order the public

utilty to make refunds of any amounts paid.
§ B24e. Power of Commission to fi rates d eharge for the period subsequent to the refund effec-

detrminatlon of cmt of production or traMa- tive date through a date fifteen months after
sion such refund effective date. in excess of those

which would have been paid under the just and
(a) Unjust or nferesti rtes, seciat _ s reasonable rate. charge, clasfication, rule. reg-

sons« for deane. h e d f ulation practice, or contract which the Com-
Whenever the Commission after a bearing mission orders to be thereafter observed and in

had upon Its own motion or upon complaint, force: Provded, That If the proceeding is not
shall find that any rate. charge, or elassifia- eoncluded within fifteen months after the
tion. demanded, observed, charged, or collected refund effective date and If the Commission de-
by any public utility for any transmision or termines at the conclusion of the proceeding
sale subject to the jurisdiction of the Cmmis- that the proceeding was not resolved within the
slon, or that any rule, regulation practice. or fifteen-month period primarily because of dila-
contract affected such rate. charge or elassfi- tory behavior by the public utility, the Commis-
cation is unjust, unreasonable, unduly dismi- sion may order refunds of any or all amounts
natory or preferential, the Commision shll paid for the period subsequent to the refund ef-
determine the Just and reasonable rate charge, fectlve date and prior to the conclusion of the
classification rule. regulation. practe, or con- proceeding The refunds shall be made. with In-
tract to be thereafter observed and in force. trest. to those persons who have paid those
and shall fix the same by order. Any complaint rates or charges which are the subject of the
or motion of the Commission to initiate a pro- proceeding
ceeding under this section shall tate the
change or changes to be made in the rate. (c) Refdd eoidcration; shifting cost: reduction in
charge. classification rule, regulation practice. reenu: ectric utility companiesa' ud 'res-
or contract then in force, and the reasons for eed holding companyf defned
any proposed change or changes therein. . Notwithstanding subsection (b) of this sec-
after review of any motion or complaint and tion in a proceeding commenced under this sec-
answer, the Commission shal decide to hold a ion Involing two or more electric lty cor
hearing, It shrl fix by order the time and place

panics of a registered holding company, refundsof such hearing fan by order the e ad ue panies of a registered holding company. refunds
of such hearing and shall sp wf the ies to which might otherwise be payable under sub-
be adjudicated section (b) of this section shall not be ordered
(b) Refund efective date: prefereafatl procedia to the extent that such refunds would result

statement of reaons for delay: bren o f poo: from any portion of a Commission order that
mcope of refund order refuMd orders c of () requIre a decrease in system production or
dilatory behavior: intert transmission costs to be paid by one or more of

Whenever the Commission Istintutes a pro- such electric companies; and (2) is based upon a
ceeding under this section the Commission determination that the amount of such de-
shall establish a refund effective date. In the crease should be paid through an increase in
case of a proceeding tnstituted on complant, the costs to be paid by other electric utillty
the refund effective date shall not be earlier companies of such registered holding company:
than the date 60 days after the filing of such Provided That refunds, in whole or in part,
complaint nor later than 5 months after the ex- may be ordered by the Commission if It deter-
piraUon of such 60day period. In te case of a mines that the registered holding company
proceeding instituted by the Commission on Its would not experience any reduction in revenues
own motion, the refund effective date shall not which results from an inability of an electric
be earlier than the date 60 days after the publi- utility company of the holding company to re-
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cover such increase in costs for the period be- Act s amended (16 US.C. 824e(c)) shll be interpret
tween the refund effective date and the effec- ed to coner upon the Federal Enery Reguliaory
tive date of the Commission's order. Por pur- Commission any authority not granted to It elsewherein such Act [16 U-SC. 791a et seq.] to issue an order

oses ol this subsection, the terms "electric tha (1) requires a decrease in system production or
utility companies" and "registered holding corn- tramission costs to be paid by one or more electric
pany" shall have the same meanings as provid- uUllty companies ol a registered holding company:
ed in the Public Utility Holding Company Act and (2) is based upon a determination that the amount
of 1935. as amended [15 U.S.C. 79 et seq.]. of such decrease should be paid through an increase in

(d~ ,nvestigatio~ of costs the costs to be paid by other electric utility companies
(d) InvestipLratoa olR csof such registered holding company. For purposes of

The Commission upon tts own motion, or this section the terms 'electric utility companis' and
upon the request of any State commision Tegstered holding company' shall have the same
whenever it can do so without prejudice to the meanng as provided In the Public Utlity Holding
efficient and proper conduct of Its affairs. ma Company Aet of 1935. a amended 15 .S.C. 79 et
investigate and determine the cost of the pro- se].
duction or transmission of electric energy by 8TDT
means of facilities under the jurisdiction of the & on 5 of Pub. L 100-47 directed that. no earier
Commission in cases where the Commission has than three years and no later than four years alter
no authority to establish a rate governtng the Oct 6. 198, Pederal Energy Reulatory Commission
sale of such energy. perform a study of effect of amendments to this sec-
(June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pt. U, 206. as added ou-n. analying (1) impact f any. of such amendments

on cost of capital aid by public utilities. (2) any
Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687, ttle II. 1213, 49 Sta change in averae time tken to resolve proceedins
852; amended Oct. 6. 1988. Pub. L. 100-473. 2. under this section. and (3) such other matters as Com-
102 Stat. 2299.) mission may deem appropriate In public interest. with

study to be sent to Committee on Energy and Natural
R CeaRCcrs I TExr Resources of Senate and Committee on Enery and

The Public Utility Holdng Company Act of 1935. re- Commerce of House of Representative&
ferred to in subse (cl. s Utile I of act Aug. 26. 1935.
ch. 667. 49 StatL B3. as amended which s classid I 824f. Ordering furnishing of adequate service
generally to chapter 2 C(1 79 et se.) of TItle 15, Com-
merce and Trade. The urns ^electric utility eo - Whenever the Commission, upon complaint
ny" and "regstered holding company" are defined in of a State commission, after notice to each
section 79bax3). (12) of Title 15. For complete classi State commission and public utility affected
fication of this Act to the Code. see section 79 of Title and after opportunity for hearing, shall find
15 and Tables. that any interstate service of any public utility

Is inadequate or insufficient. the Commission
shall determine the proper. adequate, or suffi-

1988Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 100-473. 12(l. inserted cient service to be furnished. and shall fix the
provisions for a statement of reasons for listed same by Its order. rule. or regulation: Provided,
changes, hernmss. and specification of Lsuwm That the Commission shall have no authority

Susecs. (b) to (dl. Pub. L 100-473. 2(2]. added umb.
s. (b) and (e) and redesignated former su c. (b) as to compel the enlargement of generating facli-

(d) ties for such purposes, nor to compel the public
utility to sell or exchange energy when to do so

EmYrrcnv DATr or 1988 Amwwmirr would impair its ability to render adequate
Section 4 or Pub. L 100-473 provided that The service to its customers.

amendments made by this Act (amending this section (June 10, 1920. ch. 285. pt. Ul, 207. as added
are not applicable to complaints filed or motions tnlUl.A 35.ch . 23 a
ated before the date of enactment of this Act IOc. 6. Au. 26. 1935. c h 687. tte II, 213. 49 Sat
1988) pursuant to section 206 of the Pederal Power 853.)
Act (this sectionl: Providec horweer. That such orm-
plaints may be withdrawn and refiled without preju- or co
dice." Federal Power Commission terminated and its func-

tions with reard to estabishment review. and en-
.Tausm or FN os O forcement of rates and charges for traunsiaon or

Federal Power Commision terminated and Its tune- M le of electric energy. Including determinations on
tions with regard to estblishment. review, and en- onstrction wort in proeress under thS subchapter
forcement of rates and chares for transmission or anslerred to ederal Energy Regulatory Commission
sale of electric energy. including deteminations on by sections 7172(axXB) and 7293 of Title 42. The
construction work in progras under this subhapter Public Health and Welfare.
transferred to Federal Energy Regulatory Comma sion Execuve and admlnistrtive functions of Federal
by sections 7172(atXXB) and 7293 of Title 42. The Powe Commision. with certain reservatons. trans-
PubUc Health and Welfare. lened to Chairman of such Commission, with author-

Executive and admnistrative functUons of Federal Ity vested In hta to authorize their performance by
Power Cormmnmion. with certain reservations. tras- any officer. employee. or adminiustrtive unit under his
itrred to Charnan of such Commission, ith author- lurlsdictlon. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of 1950. I 1. 2. eff.
Ity vested in him to authorie their performance by May 24. 1950. 15 F.RS 3175. 64 tat. 1265. set out as a
any officer. emoloyee. or administrative unit under hs note under section 792 of this ttle.
jurisdiction. by Reor. Plan No. 9 of 1950. II 1. 2. elf.
May 24. 1950. 15 P=] 3175. 64 StatL 1265. set out as a 824g. Aasertanment of cost of property and depre-
note under section 792 of this title ciation

LmrrTAzon on Auomoarr PXOVOD (a) Investigation of properly eost
Section 3 of Pub. 1 100-473 provided that: -Nothing The Commission may investigate and ascer-

in subsection <c) of section 206 of the ederal Power tai the actual legitimate cost of the property
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of every public utility. the depreciation therein rate structures costs, accounts. charges. prac-
and. when found necessary for rate-making tces. classfications. and regulations of public
purposes, other facts which bear on the deter- utilities subject to the Jurisdiction of such State
minatlon of such cost or depreciation, and the commission and of the Commission: and the
fair value of such property. Commission is authorized. under such rules and

(b) Reques for laventory and cost statemen reulatlons s It shall prescribe to hold Joint
hearings with any State commission in connec-

Every public utility upon request shall file tion with any matter with respect to which the
with the Commission on inventory of all or any Commission is authorized to act. The Commis
part of Its property and a statement of the ion is authorized In the administration of this
original cost thereof. and shall keep the Con- chapter to avail Itself of such cooperation. serv-
mission informed regarding the cost of all addi- les, records, and facilities as may be afforded
tlons, betterments, extensions, and new con- by any State commision.
struction.

(c) Availability of Miform-ton and reports to State
(June 10, 1920. ch. 285. pt. 11. 1 208. as added Avaialitnd reports to State
Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687, title 11. 1 213. 49 Stat. e misicom Conmilou expert
853.) The Commission shall make available to the

several State commissions such information
TaAmr or Funcnoss and reports as may be of assistance in State

Pederal Power Commission termitated and its func- regulation of public utilites. Whenever the
tions with regard to establllhment revew. and er- Commission can do so without prejudice to the
lorcement of rates and chues for transission or efficient and proper conduct of Its affairs. It
sale of electric energy. including determinatons on may upon request from a State make available
construction wort in progress under this ubchapter to ch tate s witnesses any of Its trained
Uutisterred to Pederal Ener Rgyuegulatory Com--iontranstered to 7edeal BnerXand 7e2uatory C'o 42 rate, valuation, or other experts, subject to re-by sections 7172(aXlKB!) and 7293 of Title 4/. The
Public Health and Welfare Imbursement to the Commission by such State

Executive and administrative functios ol Federal of the compensation and traveling expenses of
Power Commission. with certain reservalon trans- such witneses. All sums collected hereunder
ferred to Chairman of such Commission. with author. shall be credited to the appropriation from
ity vested in him to authorize their perlorane by which the amounts were expended in carrying
any olficer. employee. or adminitrUve unit under his out the provisions of this subsection.
jurisdiction. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of 1950. 11 I. 2. elf.
May 24. 1950. 15 PR. 3175. 64 StaL 1265. set out as a (June 10. 1920, ch 28. 8 t. II. 1 209. as added
note under section 792 of this title. Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687. title IL 213. 49 Stat.

853.)
§ 82ih. References to State boards by Commiuion

Ta- sTss or FtUCTrons
(a) Composition of boards: force and effet of pro-

ceedings Federal Power Commission terminated and Its func-
tions with regard to establishment, review. and en-

The Commission may refer any matter aris- forcerment of rtes and charges or trnsmission or
ing in the administration of this subchapter to sale of electric enery. includin determlnatUons on
a board to be composed of a member or mem- construction work in progress under this subchapter
bers. as determined by the Commission. from transferred to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
the State or each of the States affected or to tie by ectuons 717aXIKB) and 7293 of TnUe 42. The
affected by such matter. Any such board shall Pubic Health and Welfare.
be vested with the same power and be subject Excutive ad dmitrative untionsof Federal

Power Commission, with certain reservations. trans-to the same duties and liabilities as in the case erred o Chairan of such Comisi with author-
of a member of the Commission when designat- ty vested In him to authorize their performance by
ed by the Commission to hold any hearings. any officer, employee, or administrative unit under his
The action of such board shall have such force jurisdiction. by Reorn. Plan No. 9 of 1950. l 1. 2. elf.
and effect and Its proceedings shall be conduct- May 24. 19s. IS P.. 3t7S. 64 Sta 12s5. set out s a
ed in such manner as the Commission shall by note under ection 792 of this tle.
regulations prescribe. The board shall be ap-
pointed by the Commission from persons nomil- R o S o
nated by the State commission of each tate af- This ection referred to in secton s39f of this
fected or by the Governor of such State if there title.
is no State commission. Each State affected
shall be entitled to the same number of repre- 8

2L n ont athort
sentatives on the board unless the nominating (a) Poweu of Cowmisio: appliation by State reu-
power of such State waives such right The air authority
Commission shall have discretion to reject the
nominee from any State, but shall thereupon (1) Upon application of any electric utility.
invite a new nomination from that State. The Federal power marketing agency. eothermal
members of a board shall receive such allow- poer producer (tncluding a producer which is
ances for expenses as the Commission shall pro- not n electric utility). qualifying cogenerator.
vide. The Commission may. when in its discre- or qualifying small power producer. the Corn.
ton sufficient reason exists therefor. revoke mission may issue an order requiring-
any reference to such a board. (A) the physical connection of any cogen-

eration facility, any small power production
tb) Cooperatlon with State ommiaom Ifacilty, or the transmission facilities of any

The Commission may confer with any State electric utility, with the facilities of such ap-
commission regarding the relationship between plicant
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(B) such action as may be necessary to ton (aXI) of this section. the term "facilities of
make effective any physical connection de- such applicant" means the qualifying cogenera-
scribed in subparagraph (A). which physical tion facilities or quallfying smal power produc-
connection is ineffective for any reason, such tion facilities of the applicant. as specified in
as inadequate size, poor maintenance, or the application. With respect to an order issued
physical unrellabiity. pursuant to an application under subsection

(C) such sale or exchange of electric energy (aKZ) of this section, the term "facilities of
or other coordination as may be necessary to such applicant" means the qualifying cogenera-
carry out the purposes of any order under Lion facilities, qualifying small power produc-
subparagraph (A) or (B) or tion facilities. or the transmission facilities of

(D) such Increase in transmission capacity an electric utility, as specified in the applica-
as may be necessary to carry out the purposes tion. With respect to an order Issued by the
of any order under subpraragph (A) or (B). Commission on Its own motion under subsec-

(2) ate ion (d) of this section, such term means the
(2) Any State regulauory authority may applcogeneration facilities. quallying

to the Commisslon for an order for any action
referred to in subparaeraph (A). (B). (C), or (D) small power production facilities, or the tran

ymission facllit/cs of Ln electric utility. as speci-of paragraph (1). No such order may be ssued fled in the proposed order.
by the Commission with respect to a Federal e d e p d or
power marketing agency upon application of a (June 10. 1920. ch. 285, pt II, I 210. as added
State regulatory authority. Pub. L. 95-61. title I, 202. Nov. 9. 1978. 92
() NoUei. herulag and det(amint- io Com ion StatL 3135; amended June 30, 1980. Pub. L

9(-29¢. title VI. I 643a(X2). M94 b-at. TI0.)
Upon receipt of an application under subsec-

tion (a) of this section, the Commission shall- Am
(1) issue notice to each affected State regu- 1980-Subsec. (aK). Pub. L. 96-294 added applicabil-

latory authority, each affected electric utility, ity to geothermal power producer.
each affected Federal power marketing
agency, each affected owner or operator of a TRAmS or FFrcnors
cogeneratlon faculty or of a small power pro- The Federal Power Commission was terminated and
duction-facility, and to the public. ts functlons. personnel, property. fund etc.. were

(2) afford an opportunity for an evidentiary trnsferred to he Secretar of Encry (except for cer-
heaing. and tain functions which were transferred to the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission) by sections 151S(bi.
(3) make a detenrmination with respect to 7171(a). 7172(a). '291, and 7293 of Title 42. The Public

the matters referred to In subsection (c) of ealth and Welfare.
this section.

SnrY AuD RroTrr TO ConCG:SIoqAL CouMNrxm s ox
(c> Necssar fidings .AProUCnoAT or PaOVIStoS RLsATC ro CocGEtxA

No order may be Issued by the Commission noN. SMALL Powe] P]ODucnor. ArD IxrcolNEcc
under subsection (a) of this section unless the TIO0 AuotVrRrr TO HyDBsoLTruc Powi FAciu-
Commission determines that such order- Ts

(1) is In the public interest. For provisions reauiring the Pederil Energy Regula-
(2) would- tory Commission to conduct a study and report to

(A) encourage overall conservation of Conress on whether the benefits ol this section and
energy or capital section B24a-3 of taLs title should be applied to hydro-

(B) optimize the efficiency of tse of Icli*- electric power laclities utilising new dams or diver-
ions. within the meaning of section 824a-3(k) of this

ti( e C)s androver . ory title. see section Bid) of Pub. L 99-495. set out as a
(C) improve the reliability of any electric note under ction - of this title.

utility system or Federal power marketing
agency to which the order applies, and ScrsoN RxrmuD TO r Ornx ScrTIONS

(3) meets the requirements of secton 824k This secton Is referred to in ections t24. 824a-3.
of this title. 824J. 824 t of this utle.

(d) Motion of ConmJuion . 824j. Wheeling atbority
The Commission may. on Its own motion (a) Transmnion servie by any eletrie otlit.

after compliance with the requirements of oie. ka ad rmdinp by Commissin
paragaphs (1) and (2) of subsection (b) of this
section issue an order reauiring any action de- Any electric utility, Federal power marketing
scribed in subsection (aXl) of this section If the agency, or any oter person generating electric
Commission determines that such order meets enery for sale for resale, may apply to the
the requirements of subsection (c) of this sec- Commission for an order under this subsection
tion No such order may be Issued upon the requiring a transmitting utility to provide
Commission's own motion with respect to transmission services (including any enlarge-

ederal power marketing agency. ment of transmission capacity necessry to pro-
vide such services) to the appicant. Upon re-

(t) Dr .lm n celpt of such application, after public notice
(1) As used in this section. the term "facili- and notice to each affected State regulatory au-

ties" means only facilities used for the genera- thority, each affected electric utility. and each
tion or transmission of electric energy. affected Pederal power marketing agency, and

(2) With respect to an order issued pursuant after affording an opportunity for an evidentla.
to an application of a quallfying cogenerator or ry hearing, the Commiin may Issue such
oualifying small power producer under subsec- order If it finds that such order meets the re-
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quirements of section 824k of this title, and (B) any transmission capacity of the utility
would otherwise be in the public Interest No providing transmission services under such
order may be issued under this subsection order which was, at the time such order was
unless the applicant has made a request for issued, in excess of the capacity necessary to
transmission services to the transmitting utility serve its own customers is no longer In excess
that would be the subject of such order at least of the capacity necessary for such purposes.
60 days prior to its filing of an application for or
such order. (C) the ordered transmission services re-

quire enlargement of transmssion capacity
b} Reliability of electric ice and the transmitting utility subject to the

No order may be issued under this section or order has failed, after making a good faith
section 8241 of this title if. after giving consider- effort to obtain the necessary approvals or
&tion to consistently applied regional or nation- property rights under applicable PederaL
al reliahility standards. gufdelines, or criteria, State and local laws
the Commission finds that such order would No order shal be issued under this subsection
unreasonably impair the continued reliability to a findin under subparagraph (A)
of electric systems affected by the order. unles the Commission finds that such order Is

Ic) Replacement of eltric ene in the publc Interest.
(3) Any order Issued under this subsection(1) tRepealed. Pub. L. 102-486. title VI. (2 ) An order Issued under

J 7 Oct. 24.1f2.106tt-15.termilnating or modifying an order issued under21(4A). Oct. 24. 1992. 106 Stat. 2915.( or (b) of this seion all-
(2) No order may be Issued under subsectionof this sectin

(a) or (b) of this section which requires the (A) provide or any appropriate compensa-
transmitting utility subject to the order to i ad
transmit, during any period, an amount of elec- (B) provide the affected electric utilities
tric energy which replaces any amount of elec- adequate opportunity and time to-
tric energy- s(I)ou o - (L) make suitable alternative arrnge-

(A) required to be provided to such appU- mets or y transmission services terml-
cant pursuant to a contract during such nated or modified and
period, or (it) Insure that the interests of ratepayers

(B) currently provided to the applicant by of such utilities ar adequately protected.
the utility subject to the order pursuant to a (3) No order may be Issued under this subsec-
rate schedule on file during such period with Uon terminating or modifying any order issued
the Commission: Provided, That nothing in under subsection (a) or (b) of this section if the
this subparagraph shall prevent an applica- order under subsection (a) or (b) of this section
tion for an order hereunder to be filed prior Includes terms and conditions agreed upon by
to termination of' modification of an existing the parties which-
rate schedule: Provided. That such order (A) fix a period during which transmission
shall not become effective until termination services re to be provided under the order
of such rate schedule or the modification be- under subsection (a) or (b) of this section. or
comes effective. (B) otherwise provide procedures or meth-

Id) Termination or modificatio of oren notice. ods for terminating or modifying such -order
hbearin and findins of Conmiuioa; contents of (Icludng f ppropriate. the return of the
orer6 incusion inse ofe o tennm nd condi transmission capacity when necessary to take

:oreed upon by paries Into account an increase. after the issuace of
fag~reed upon by | e^ ^ such order. in the needs of the transmitting

(1) Any transmitting utility ordered under utility subject to such order for transmission
subsection (a) or (b) of this section to provide capacity).
transmission services may apply to the Commis-
sion for an order permitting such transmitting (T "FadUies" detaed
utility to cease providing all. or any portion of. As used In this section the term 'faciites"
such services After public D otice. notice to ac means only facilities used for the generation or
affected State regulaory authority. each f tnsmsson of electric energy.
lected Federal power marketing aency. each
affected transmitting utility, and each affected (June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pt. n. i 211. as added
electric utlity. and after an opportunity for an Pub. L 95-61. title 11, i 203. Nov. 9. 1978. 92
evidentiary hearing, the Commission shall ssue Stat. 3136; amended June 30. 1980. Pub. L
an order terminating or modifying the order 96-294. title VI. 643(aX3). 94 Stat 770: Oct.
Issued- under subsection (a) or (b) of this sec- 16. 1986, Pub. L 99-495. i 15. 100 Stat 1257;
tion. If the electric utility providing such trans- Oct. 24. 1992. Pub. L 102-486. ttle VI. 1721.
mission services has demonstrated, and the 106 Stt. 2915.)
Commission has found, that-

(A) due to changed circumstances, the re- Aanm
quirements applicable, under this section and Iw-Subsec. (a). Pub. L 102-46. 1721(iL aended
section 824k of this title. to the issuance of an first sentence enerally. Prior to amendment. irst sen-
order under subsection Ia) or (b) of this sec- tene reed as foUow: Any electric utility. geoutherm
tion are no longer met. or' power producr (includling producer whle Is not an

electric utlty), or Pederal poWer mutretlcing ency
maLy Oply to the Commaision for an order under this

* San *Tiril. problably should be "or'. subsecti requiring any other electric utity t prrr-
:So In Drninra. The word 'or proM.by should not rp1ear. vide trausmiSion ervice to the l )pplkcntU (Uncludin
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any enlargement of transmission capacity necesary to transferred to the Secretary of Enerry (except lor cer-
provide such services." tain functions which were transferred to the Federal

Pub. L 102-486. I 721(2). In second sentence. substi Energy Regulatory Commission) by sections 7151(b),
tuted "the Commission may Issue such order if it finds 7171(a). 7172(a). 7291. and 7293 of Title 42. The Public
that such order meets the requirements of section Health and Welfare.
824k o this title. and would otherwise be in the public
interest. No order may be issued under this subsection Sccrno Rarum To tn OTrm Src-nows
unless the applicant has made a request for transmi- This section i referred to In sections 824. 824a-3.
sion services to the transmitting utility that would be this e: tie 26 tion8241t. 825n. 8250. 825o-1 of this tlUe: Liule 26 sectionthe subject of such order at least 60 days prior to its 42
ffllng of an anolication for such order.' for -the Com-
mission may issue such order if It finds that such 82k. Orders requiring interconnection or wheeling
order-

*() is in the pu2blic Interest. ( ) Rates charges. terms. and conditions for whole-"(2) would-
(A) conserve a slinifmlant amount of energy. a le trianiion erice

'(B) significantly promote the efficient use of fa- An order under section 824j of this tUe shall
clities and resources or require the transmitting utility subject to the

IC) Improve the reliability of any electric utility order to provide wholesale transmission services
system to which the order applies. and
"(3) meets the requrements of section 824k of this t rates, charges. terms and conitions which

tlUe." permit the recovery by such utility of all the
ubsec. (b). Pub. L. 102-4B6. 1721(3). amended costs incurred n connection with the transmis-

subsec. (b) gnerally. substituting provions relatin sion services and necessry sociated services.
to reliability of eectric service for provisions which re- including, but not limited to. an appropriate
lated to transmissio service by sellers of electric shae. i any. of legitimate. verifiable and eco-
energy for resale and notice. hearing and etermn- nomic cost including taking into account any
tions by Commission.

Subsec (c). Pub. L 102-48. I 721(4). struck out pas benefits to the transmission system of provid-
(1). (3). and (4). and substituted "hich requires the ing the transmission service, and the costs of
transmltting- for -which requires the electric" in n- any enlargement of transmission facillties
troductory provisions of par. (2). Prior to amendment. Such rates, chargeas terms and conditions shall
pars. (1). (3). and (4) read as follos: promote the economically efficlent transmis-

'(1) No order may be issued under subection (a) of siOn and generation of electricity and shall be
this section unless the Commission determines that ust and reasonable. and not unduly discrimina-
such order would reasonably preserve existing com-
petlite relationships. tory or preferential. Rates, charges, terms, and

"(3) No order may be issued under the authority of conditions for transmission services provided
subsection (a) or (b) of this section which is incosist- pursuant to an order under section 824J of this
ent with any State law which governs the retail mar- title shall ensure that, to the extent practica-
keting areas of electric utilties ble, costs incurred In providing the wholesale

"(4) No order may be issued under subsection a) or transmission services and properly allocable to
(b) of this section which provides for the transmason the provision of such services, are recovered
of electric enerny directly to an ultimate consumer."

Subsec (d). Pub. L 102486. 721(6). in firt en from the applicant for such order and not from
tence substtuted "tr'smlttlUn' for -electric" before a transmitting utility's existing wholesale.
"utility" in two places. in second sentence inserted retail and transmission customers
"each affected transmitting utility." beore "and each (b) Repeaied. Pb. L 216-8, title VII. § T22( ). Oct.
affected electric utility". in par. (1) substituted ". or"
for period at end of subpar. (B) and added subpar. (C). . . 2
san in par. (3XB) substUtuted "trasrmltUng" for -elec-
tric" before "utility". ( ) lsuanee of propoMd ord-: grement by pIrtie

198-Subec. (cX2XB). Pub. L 99-495 Inserted pro- to terms and colditions of order. approval by
visions that nothing in this subprraph shall pre- Commition; incluson in finru order. failure to
vent an application for an order hereunder to be iled agree
prior to termination or modification of an existing
rate schedule. provided that such order stha not ( 1 ) Before issuing an order under section 8241
become effectle until termination of such rate sched- of this ttle or subsection (a) or (b) of section
ule or the modification becomes effective. 824J of this title, the Commission shall issue a

1980-Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 96-24 added applcablty proposed order and set a reasonable time for
to eeothermna power produeer parties to the proposed interconnection or

Erlmcn DATs or 1986 A m rtransmission order to agree to terms and condl-
tions under which such order Is to be carried

Amendment by Pub. L. 99-495 effective ith rspect ou including te apportionment of costs be
to each licene. permit, or exemption ed under this tween them and the mpens on or m-tween them mnd the compensatton or reom-chapter ater Oct. 16. 1986. aee sction 18 of Pub. UL
99-495. set out as a note under section 77 of this title. bursement reasonably due to any of them. Such

proposed order shall not be reviewable or en-
STArT Avrnoaxrs: Cowmociow forceable in any court. The time set for such

NoUting in amendment by Pub. L 102-48 to be con- parties to agree to such terms and conditions
strued as affectng or tntendin to affect, or in any may be shortened If the Commisson deter-
way to interfere with. authorty of any State or local mines that delay would eopardize the attain
government relating to envronmentaJ protection or ment of the pupoes of any proposed order.
sitng of facllties. see section 731 of Pub. L 103-486. a ondition -
set out as a note under section '9 of TnUe IS. Com- Any t erms n con h e p

serce and Trade. r on9 o l ties shall be subject to the approval of the
Commission.

TRAnrm or PiWnons (2»(A) If the parties agree as provided in para-
The Pederal Power Commision was terminated and graph '1) within the time set by the Commis-

its functions pernonnel. property. funds etc.. wcrr sion and the Commlsion approves such agree-
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Page 53. TITLE 16--CONSERVATION 6 824k

ment. the terms and conditions shall be includ- (A) the date on which there is a final deter-
ed in the final order. In the case of an order rination (including any judicial review there-
under section 824i of this title. if the parties of under paragraph <3)) that no such viola-
fall to agree within the time set by the Commis- tlon would result from such order, or
sion or if the Commission does not approve any (B) the date on which a specific authoriza-
such agreement, the Commission shall pre- tlon of the Congress (within the meaning of
scribe such terms and conditions and include the third sentence of section 15d(a) of the
such terms and conditions in the final order. TVA Act [16 U.S.C. 831n-4(a)]) takes effect

(B) In the case of any order apolied for under
section 824J of this title. If the parties fail to (3) Any determination under paragraph (1)
agree within the time set by the Commission. shal be reviewble only In the appropriate
the Commission shall prescribe such terms and court of the United States upon petition filed
conditions in the final order. by any aggrieved person or municipality within

60 days after such determination. and such
d) > Statment of reaon for deuil court shall have jursdicion to grant appropri-

If the Commission does not issue any order ate relief. Any applicant who applied for and
applied for under section 824i or 824j of this obtained the order under section 824i or 824J of
title, the Commission shall. by order, deny such this title, and any electric utility or other entity
application and state the reasons for such subject to such order shall have the right to In-
denial tervene n an such proceeding in such court.
() Savings provisions Except for review by such court (and any

(1) No provision of section 824i. 824j, 824m of appeal or other review by an appellate court of
this title, or this section shall be treated as r the United States). no court shall have Jursdlc-
quiring any person to utilize the authority of tio n to consider any action brought b any
any such section in lieu of any other authority person to enjoin the carrying out of any order
of law. Except as provided in section 824. 824j. of the Commission under section 241 or section
824m of this title, or this section. such sections 8 2 of ths title requiring the TVA to tae any
shall not be construed as limiting or impairing action on the grounds that such acton requires
any authority of the Commission under any a specific authorization of the Congres puru-
other provision of law. ant to the third sentence of section 15d(a) of

(2) Sections 8241. 824J. 8241. 824m of this title. the TVA Act [16 UAC. 83ln-(a)l.
and this section shall not be construed to () Prohiition on onld iconsistent with retail
modify, impair, or supersede the antitrust laws- rketig aieas
For purposes of this section. the term "anti-
trust laws" has the meaning given in subsection No order may be Issued under this chapter
(a) of the first sentence of section 12 of title 15 which is inconsistent with any State law which
except that such term includes section 45 of governs the retail marketing areas of electric
title 15 to the extent that such section relates utilities.
to unfair methods of competition. h) Prohibiio on manto ril wheelig and
(f) Effective date of order. hearing nitcc review shan wholesale traunio

(1) No order under section 824i or 824J of this No order ssued under this chapter shall be
title requiring the Tennessee Valley Authority conditioned upon or require the transmission of
(hereinafter in this subsection referred to as electric e
the "TVA") to take any action shall take effect
for 60 days following the date of ssuance of the 1) drectly to an ultimate consumer or
order. Within 60 days following the issuance by (2) to, or for the beneit of, an entity If such
the Commission of any order under section 81 elerc energy ould be sold by uch entity
or of section 8241 of this title requiring the directly to an ultimate consumer unless:
TVA to enter into any contract for the sale or (A) such entity is a Federl power market-
delivery of power. the Commission may on Its ing aency: the Tennessee Valley Authority-
own motion initiate, or upon petition of any ag- State or any political subdivision of a
grieved person shall Initite, an evidentiary State (or an agency authority. or instru-
hearing to determine whether or not such sale mentality of a State or a political subdivl.
or delivery would result in violation of the third sion) a corporation or association that has
sentence of section 15da) of the Tennessee ever received a loan for the purposes of pro-
Valley Authority Act of 1933 (16 U.S.C. L31n-4,. viding electric service from the Administra-
hereinafter in this subsection referred to as the tor of the Rural Electrificaton Adminstra-
TVA Act [16 U.S.C. 831 et seq.l. tion under the Rural Electrificaton Act of

(2) Upon Initiation of any evidentiary hearing 1936 [7 U.S.C. 901 et seq.l: a person having
under paragraph (1). the Commission shall give an obligation arising under State or local
notice thereof to any applicant who applied for law (exclusive of an obligation arising solely
and obtained the order from the Commission. from contract entered into by such
to ny electric utility or other entity subject to person) to provide electric service to the
such order. and to the public. and shall prompt- public or any corporation or association
ly make the determination referred to In para- which is wholly owned, directly or indirect-
graph (1). Upon initiation of such hearing. the ly. by any one or more of the foregoing; and
Commission shal stay the effectiveness of the (B) such entity was providing electric
order under section 8241 or 824J of this title service to such ultimate consumer on Octo-
until whichever of the following dates is appli- her 24. 1992. or would utlite tranmission
cable- or distribution facilities that It owns or con-
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trols to deliver all such electric energy to this title and this section. as amended by
such electric consumer. the Energy Policy Act of 1992. and the pro-

Nothing in this subsection shall affect any au- visons of la s reserved in this section
thority of any State or local government under
State law concerning the transission of elec- (B) If application is made to the Commis-
tric energy directly to an ultimate consumer. sion under section 824j of this title for trans-
(i) Laws applicable to Federal Columbia Rir mission service under terms and conditions

mission Syrstt diferent than those offered by the Adminis-
trator. or following the denial of a request for

(1) The Cormison shall have authority pur- transmission service by the Administrator.
suant to section 8241 of this title section 841 of and such application is filed within 60 days of
this title. this section. and section 8241 of this nistrators final determination and
title to (A) order the Administrator of the Bon- acc ordance with Commision procedures.
neville Power Administration to provide trans- ith Commission hl-r
mission service and (B) establish the terms and e Com
conditions of such service. In-applying such sec (I) n the e t the Admnistratr hs
tionrs to the Federal Columbia Ri~ver Tnsmis- conducted a hearing as herein provided fortions to the Federal Columbia River Transms -
son System. the Commission shall ure (I) accrd parties to the Administrator s
that C sso ase hearing the opportunity to offer for the

(1) the provisons of otherwise pplicable Commiion record materials excluded by
Federal law shal continue in full force and the Ad fom te n reord
effect and shal continue to be applicable to (sb acor h parties e opportunty to
the system: and submit for the Commission record corn.

(i) the rates for the transmission of electric ments on ppropriate terms nd conditions(IXI) afford those parties the opportunitypower on the system shall be governed only ( m ) ford those ar the oprtunity
by such otherwise applicable provisions of lw for m heaing fi and to the extent that the

Commission finds the Administrator's hear-and not by any provision of section 8241 of
this title. sectlbn 824J of this title. this sec- ing record to be inadequate to support a de-
tlon. or section 8241 of this title. except that o n by the Co ion and (IV estab
no rate for the transmission of power on the lsh terms ad conditions for or deny tru
system shall be unjust, unreasonable, or ion service bsed on the Adnstra-tr's hearing record, the Commissionunduly discriminatory or preferential as d- t o r s h eag r e c o r-. the C on iss o n

terrined b th»e Commission. record. section 3U4 of this ttUUe and this sec-
tion, as amended by the Energy Policy Act

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of of 1992, and the provisions of law as pre-
this chapter with respect to the procedures for served in this section. or
the determination of terms and conditions for (U) in the event the Administrator has not
transmission service- conducted a hearing as herein provided for.

(A) when the Administrator of the Bonne- determine whether to issue an order for
ville Power Administration either (<) in re- transmission service in accordance with sec-
sponse to a written request for specific tran- Uon 824) of ths title and this section in-
mission service terms and conditions does not cluding providing the opportunity for a
offer the requested terms and conditions, or hearing.
(U) proposes to establish terms and conditions
of general applicability for transmisson erv (3) Notwithstandng those provisions of sec-
ice on the Federal Columbia River Transmis- ion 8251(b) of this title which designate the
sion System then the Administrator may pro- court In which review may be obtained, any
vide opportunity for a hearing and, in so party to a proceeding concerning transmission
doing, shall- service sought to be furnished by the Adminis-

(I) give notice tn the Federal Register and tratar of the Bonneville Power Administration
state in such notice the written explanation seeking review of an order issued by the Com-
of the reasons why the speciflc terms and mi on In such proceeding shal obtain a
conditions for transmission services are not review of such order in the United States Court
being offered or are being proposed; of Appeals for the Pacific Northwest, as that

(I) adhere to the procedural requre- regon is defined by section 839a(14) of this
ments of paragraphs (1) through (3) of ec- title.
tion 839e(l) of this title. except that the (4) To the extent the Administrator of the
hearing officer shall unless the hearing of. Bonneville Power Administration cannot be re-
ficer becomes unavailable to the agency, quired under section 824 of this title. as a
make a recommended decision to the Ad- result of the Administrator's other statutory
minLstrator that statethe hearing officer's umndates either to (A) provide transmission
findings and conclusions and the reaons or service to an applicant which the Commission
basis thereof. on all material issues of fact would otherwise order, or (B) provide such serv-
law. or discretion presented on the record; ce under rte, terms, and conditions which
and the Commisson would otherwise require. the

(it) make a determination. setting forth applicant shall not be required to provide siml-
the reasons for reaching any findin and lar transmission services to the Admintrator
conclusions which may differ from those of or to provide such services under similar rates
the hearing officer. based on the hearing terms. nd conditions
record, consideraton of the hearing offi- (5) The Commbsion shal not issue any order
cer's recommended decision. secUon 8241 of under section 8241 of this tite. section 834U of
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this title. this section. or section 8241 of this The Ener Policy Act of 1992. referred to in subsec.
title requiring the Administrator of the Bonne- (iX2zAXIII. (X. B . is Pub. L 102-486. Oct. 24. 1992.
ville Power Administration to provide ransmi 106 StaL 26l. Por complete classif on o this Act
sion service if such an order would impair the to the Code see Shor Title note set out under section
Administrato^r's ability to provide such trarty 13201 of Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare and
Admintstrator's ability to provide such trans- T-bse.
mission service to the Administrator's power
and transmission customers in the Pacific AmIuNDms
Northwest. as that region is defined in section 1992Subsec. (a). Pub. L 102486. 1 72(1). dded
839a(14) of this title. as is needed to assure ae- subsec. (a) and suuk out former subsec. (a which re-
quate and reliable service to loads in that lated to determination by Commisson.
region. Subsec. (b). Pub. L 102-48. 722(1). ntrNc out
Qjl Equitabifity within territory restriic eed ck s subsec. (b) which required aDDlicints for orders to be

ready. willing. and able to reimburse parties subject to
such orders

With respect to an electric utility which is Subsec (e). Pub. L 102-48. i 722(2). unended
prohibited by Federal law from being a source subsac (e) generally. Prior to amendment. subsec. (e)
of power supply, either directly or through a related to utilizaton of Interonnection or wheeling
distributor of its electric energy, outside an thority in lieu of other authority and limitation of
area set forth in such law. no order issued Commi io n authority.

Subsecs. 0r) to (k). Pub. I, 102-4". ?22(3). addedunder section 824j of this title may require such ub L 102-6. 722 3). aed
electric utility (or a distributor of such electric ( (
utility) to provide transmission services to an- 8TAT Atrmoarrmn: ConrsmuCnon
other entity if the electric energy to be trans- Nothing in aendment by Pub. L 102-486 to be con-
mitted will be consumed within the area set strrd as tffectin or intending to sfect. or in an
forth in such Federal law. unless the order is in way to Interim with. authortty of any State or loca
furtherance of a sale of electric energy to that government relatin to environmental protection or
electric utility: Provided, however. That the sittg of facIllUes. see tctton $31 of Pub. L 102-486.
foregoing provision shall not apply to any area set out as a note under ectilon 79 of Ttle 15. Corn-
served at retail by an electric transmission mrce ad Trade.
system which was such a distributor on October Tr O FocoI
24 1992. and which before October 1. 1991. gave
its notice of termination under Its power supply The Peders Powe Commision as erminaed sndits funcutont. personrl. property. funds. etc.. werecontract with such electric utility.contrat with such electic utiltytransferred to the Secretary of Energy exept for cer-
(k) ERCOT utilities tain funcon which were transferred to the Federal

(1) Rtes Energy Regultory Commission) by aectlons 7131(b)
7111(a). 7172(a) 7291. and 7293 of Title 42. The Public

Any order under section 824J of this title re- Health and Welfare.
quiring provision of transmission services in
whole or in part within ERCOT shall provide Snor Rvou To rm OTHu Scrnois
that any ERCOT utility which is not a public Thi section ts referred to In sections 82. 824t-3.
utility and the transmission facilities of 8241. 824. 825n 8So. 82o- of this tle.
which are actually used for such transmission
service Is entitled to receive compensation B 4L Information requirements
based, insofar as practicable and consistent (a) Reqst whoesal tnaumiion serice
with subsection (a) of this section, on the
transmission ratemaking methodology used Wenever any electric utility, Pederal power
by the Public Utility Commssion of Tex. marketing agency, or any other person generat-

ing electric energy for sale for resale makes a
(2) "D""finionr good faith request to a transmitting utility to

For purposes of this subsection- provide wholesale transmission services and re-
(A) the term 'ERCOT' means the Elec- quests specific rates and charges. and other

trie Reliability Councl of Texas; and terms and condlUtion, unless the transmitting
(B) the term "ERCOT utility" means a utility agrees to provide such services at rates,

transmitting utility which Is a member of charges. term and conditions acceptable to
ERCOT. such person, the transmtting utility shall

(June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pt II. 212. as added within 60 days of Its receipt of the request. or
Pub. L 95-617, title n. 204(a). Nov. 9. 1978. 92 other mutually agreed upon period. provide
StaL 3138; amended Oct. 24. 1992. Pub. . such person with a detailed written explan-
102-486. title VUl. 1 722. 106 Stat 2916.) tion. with specific reference to the facts and cir-

cumstances of the request, stating (1) the trans-
Rzy st IN TrrT mitting utility's basis for the proposed rates

The TVA Act. referred to In subsee. (i 1). meau act charges, terms. and conditions for such services.
May 1I. 1933. ch 32. 48StaL 8.-as amended. known as and (2) its analysis of any physical or other
the Tennesee Valey Authority Act of 1933. hich is constraints affecting the provision of such serv-
eluslied enerally to chapter 12A < 31 et seq.) of ces
this UUe. For complete ctlssifcUtion of this Act to the
Code. see section 331 of this UUe and Tables. b) Truasmsaion cpcity and coortraints

The Rural ElectrtfcaUon-Act of 1936. relerred to in
subse (bXh A). is act May 20. 1936. ch. 432. 49 Stt. Not later than year after October 24. 1992.
1363. as aended. which s cassIfied generIy to the Commission shall promulgate a rule requir-
chuater 31 (901 et seq.) of Ttle 7. Agriculture. Por Ing that Itnormation be submitted annually to
complete clletaUon of this Act to the Code. ece ec- the Commission by transmitting utilities which
tion 901 of Title and Tabes. is adequate to inform potential transmission
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customers. State regulatory authorities, and That nothing in this chapter shall re-
the public of potentially available transmission li ve any public utility from keeping any ac-
capacity and known constraints. coats, memoranda or records which such

(June 10, 1920. ch. 285. Pt. II. 213. as added U utility may be required to keep by ort.ne I, 4 O.92. Pu .1-4, t it e. as a§ 23.r
OcL 24. 1992. Pub. L 102-48. title V. ( 723a er authority of the laws of any State. The
106 Stat. 2919.) on may prescribe a system of accounts

.to kept by licensees and public utilities and
STATE AUMORrITS; CoNsTmucrio may y such licensees and public utilities

Nothina in this secon Lo be eonned as afecin and D be a system of accounts for each
or Intending to iffect, or in any way to Interfere with cls e Commisson. after notice and oppor-
authority of any State or local government relatie to tunty r hearing, may determine by order the
envtronmenta protection or siting of fclUes, aee ec- accounn In which particular outlays and re-
Uon 731 of Pub. L 102-486. set out as a note under rc- ceipts be entered, charged, or credited
Lion 79 or ltle 15. Commerce and Trade. The burn of proof to Justify every accounting

Sarcnoe RzaM vTo is Oru StCnrios entry Qu ioned by the Commission shal be
on the pe n makir. authorizing, or requiring

This section I refrred to In sections 824. 825n sch etryad the Commission may suspend a
825o. 825o-1 of this title tite 26 aecton 142 cha or t p sub on o atac-

§ 824m. Sles by exempt wholesale genertors tory proof Itpport thereof.

No rate or charge received by an exempt <tb Acces to ua ™inlaion by the Commission
wholesale generator for the sale of electric The Comm on shall at all times have access
energy shall be lawful under section 824d of to and the rig to inspect and examine all ac-
this ttle If, after notice and opportunity for counts. records. and memoranda of licensees
hearing. the Commission finds that such rate and public utllts. and It shall be the duty of
or charge results from the receipt of any undue such licensees public utilities to furnish to
preference or advantage from an electric utility the Commisson. Pthin such reasonable time
which is an associate company or an affillate of as the Commoiso may order, any information
the exempt wholesale generator. For purposes with respect therto which the Commission
of this section, the terms "associate company" may by order requ. including copies of maps.
and "affiliate" shall have the same meaning as contracts, reports o engineers, and other data.
provided In section 79b(a) of title 15. records, and papers d to grant to all agents

(June 10. 1920. c 285 t 214. as added of the Commission f access to its property
(June 10, 1920, ch. 285. Dt. IL § 214, as added and its accounts, reco and memoranda when
Oct. 24, 1992. Pub. L. 102-486, title VIII, § 24,Oct. 2U 192920, Pub 2486.tle requested so to do. No mber, officer. or em-

ployee of the Commissi shall divulge any fact
-TATI Avrrmomrrs Cowsmcnno or information which y come to his knowl-

Nothing n ths esection to be construed as edge during the co e examination o books
or tntending to affect, or in uay way to interfer with. or other accounts, as reibefore provided,
authority of any State or local government reating to except insofar as he ma be directed by the
environmentsl protecton or sting of lacllties. see ec- Commission or by a court
tion 731 of Pub. L 102-486. set out ua a note under sec-
tion 79 of tlUe 15. Commerce ad Trade. () Controllig individual

The books, accounts, memanda, and records
Sco r K O of any person who controls. ly or indirect-

This section Is referred to in secions 824k. 825n ly. a licensee or public utility ubect to the ju-
2BSo. 8250-1 of ulis UIle. rlsdlcUon of the Commission. d of any other

company controlled by such n insofar as

P]R~URAN I AND
they relate to transactions withr the business
of such licensee or public utllt shall be sub-

AD~- ATIV PROVISIONS ject to examination on the orde!of the Cornm-
8V S R sas TrO Or i m Sw~rnos mission.

This subc r Js reterred to in secton 24 of this (June 10, 1920, ch. 285, pt. m, J 1. as added
iUUe; tUte 43aen 17CL Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687. title II, 23. 49 Stat.

§ 825. Account 854.)

(a) Duty to keep T\Asrns or fP s n
Every licensee and bic utility hal make. FePderal Power Commiaion terminated Its func-

eep d prenserve d c ithtiions personel property, funds, etc.. erred to
keep ad reserve for perods, such ac- Secretary of Eniery (except for certain ns

counts, records of cps-a uting proced ure which were tirnsferred to Ptderl Energy Ruatry
correspondence, memorn papers, books. Commiion) by sections 7151b). 7171(a). 172?a).

rules and regulations prscribe necesry or far
appropriate for purposes of the mlnistraLon Executive nd adinist functiora or
of this chapter. includIng kacounts, d and 'Power Commission. with certain reserv·Uon.
memoranda of the generation i erion. frred to Chaiman of uch Commission. with or-

distribuon devery, or sale of Ity vested in him to authorize their pero bydistribution, delivery, or sale of eleetri ener. any offieer. emloyee. or uminsrlve unit under
the furnishing of services or facilities In nec- JUficUo. by RFeor. Plan No. 9 of 1950. 1. 2. .Juridlcion. by Reorg. Plan No. 9 of iSso. t| 1 2 .
tlon therewith. and receipts and expendlea My 24. 1950. 15 PR S175. 64 StL 1285. set out
with respect to any of the foregolr . note under secton 792 of thIs UUe
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as to the expenditure of funds derived from the nds issued by the Corporation under thi sec-
sale of bonds under this section covering the tn Is less than 561.500.000. the Corporation
prtod not covered by any such previous state- i, subject to the foregoin provisions of this
mnt or report. Such bonds shall be in such sectn. issue, after the expiration of such
fors and denominations. shall mature within perit bonds In an amount not in excess of the
suc periods not more than fifty years from the amoui by which the bonds so Issued prior to
datof their issue. may be redeemable at the the e lratlon of such period is less than
optid of the Corporation before maturity in $61.500.P0. for refundine purposes. or. subject
such anner as may be stipulated therein, shall to the prvisions of paragraph (5) of this sec-
bear ich rates of interest not exceeding 3% tlon (im n the purposes for which loans
per ceturm per annum, shall be subject to such under sectn 831k-1 of this title of funds de-
terms ind conditions, shall be issued in such rived from onds proceeds may be made) to
mannetr d amount. and sold at such prices as provide fund.found necessary in the perform-
may be rescribed by the Corporation with the ance of any cdtract entered Into by the Corpo-
approvalf the Secretary of the Treasury Pro- ration prior tothe expiration of such period.
vided. Ttt such bonds shall not be sold at under the authty of section 831k-1 of this
such price~ or on such terms as to afford an n- title.
vestment ed to the holders in excess of 3%
per centum\per annum Such bonds shall be (ma 18. 1933, CZL2. 16 . s added July 26.
fully and undltonaly guarnteed both as to 1939 ch 3-. 53 Bt108.)
interest and irncpal by the United States, and Tm T
such guarant shall be expressed on the face
thereof, and s bonds shall be lawful Invest- The ddae of ectment this aection. referred to in
ments, and ma be accepted as security, for al t t pobbb ably July 1939.
fiduciary, trustand public funds, the invest- Cn
ment or deposit which shall be under the au-^
thority or contr of the United States or any Chapter 31 o ttle 31" ndsuch cptn" arbsU-
officer or officers ereof. In the event that the tted Intext for "the Second btyBond Aas
Corporation shoul not pay upon demand when a Ui ameded and such Act. ". sp

due. e principal .or Interest on. un a thority of Pub. L 97 -258. .Sept 13. 1982.
due, the principal nterest on.such bond s1a. 1061. the ftrs section of ch enacted Title

the Secretary of th Treasury shall pay to the 31. Money and Finance.
holder the amount tereof. which is authorized
to be appropriated pt of any moneys in the T surw or PvwTo
Treasury not oth e appropriate, andte I func-
thereupon to the extet of the amount so pad ons personne proert. u etc rre to
the Secretary of the ury hall succeed to Secretary of Eerg (except o ce functions
all the rights of the hoers of such bonds. The u.wterd to Pederan Enery Reutor c ts-
Secretary of the TreIssy. In his discretion, Ls son) by sections 71S(b). 7171( 7172(a). 21. nd
authorized to purchase by bonds issued here- 723 of Title 42. The Public Health and Weie.
under, and for such puose the Secretary of Execute and administrative functions of der
the Treasury s author to ue as a public- Powe Commassion. wth rtaln rervsuons
debt transaction the procds rom the ale o fed to Charm of such Comrlau th Tor

Ity vested in him to authorize their byany securities hereafter under chapter ly oed l to thore r prany officer. employee. ordlntu un it unde Is
31 of title 31. and the purs for which secun- urisdctikn by Reor. Pon No. 9 of 1950. J l. a
ritles may be issued under chapter are ex- ay 24. 195. 15 FR. 3175. 4 Stt 1265l set out
tended to include any pu of the Corpo- note under ecton 792 of ths Utle.
ration's bonds hereunder. ThS tary of the
Treasury may. at any time. e any of the 8319--. Bonds for firmncng power program
bonds of the Corporation d by him
under this section. All redemp&tns. purchases Aothori«o»; oun or etprc tri
and saeks by the Secretary of Treasury of t n cenct for sle or delivery of power
the bonds of the Corportion be treated cha nse power awmr nt*: paent of pn-
as public-debt transactions of\the United cipl d itreb t bond contac
States. With the approval of tbe retar of The Corporation is authorized to Issue and
the Treasury, the Corporation alte power sell bonds notes. and other evidences of indebt-
to purchase such bonds in the ope market tedness (hereinafter collectively referred to as
any time and at any price. None of t proceeds "bonds") an amount not exceeding
of the bonds shall be used for the petornce 3.00.00 0 outstanding at any one time to
of any proposed contract negotl by the assist in financing Its power program and to
Corporatlon under the authority o section refund such bonds The Corporation may. In
831k-1 of this title until the proposed ntract performing functions authorized by this chap-
shall have been submitted to and appved by ter, use the proceeds of such bonds for the con-
the Pederal Power Commission. When such struton. acquisition. enlargement Improve.
proposed contract shall have been ubm d to ment, or replacement of any plant or other Ia-
the said Commission, the matter shall be en cilty used or to be used for the generation or
precedence and shall be in every way exp ted transmission of electric power (including the
and the Commission's determination ofthe portion of any multiple-purpose structure used
matter shall be final. The authority of the Qr- or to be used for power generation); as may be
poration to issue bonds under this section requed n connection with the lease. lease-pur-
expire January 1, 1941. except that 11 at echase, or any contract for the power output of
time such authority expires the amount any such plant or other facility; and for other
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purposes incidental thereto. Unless otherwisecros power revenues after deducting the costs
specifically authorized by Act of Congress the of operating maintaining. and administering its
Corporation shall make no contracts for the power properties (Including csts applicable to
sale or delivery of power which would have the that portion of Its multiplepurpose properties
effect of mating the Corporation or Its distrb- allocated to power) and payments to States and
utors. directly or indirectly. a source of power counties in lieu of taxes but before deducting
supply outside the area for which the Corpora- epreciation accruals or other charges repre-
tion or Its distributors were the primary source senting the amortization of capital expendi-
of power supplY on July 1. 1957, and such addi- tures plus the net proceeds of the sale or other
tional area extending not more than five miles disposition of any power facility or nterest
around the periphery of such area as may be therein and shall include reserve or other
neessary to care for the growth of the Corpo- funds created from such sources Notwithstand-
ration and Its distributors within said area Pro- lag the provisions of section 831y of this title or
vided however. That such additional are shall any other provision of law. the Corporation
not in any event increase by more than 2% per may pledge and use Its net power proceeds for
centum (or two thousand square miles, which- payment of the principal of and interest on said
ever Is the leser) the area for which the Corpo- bonds, for purchase or redemption thereof. and
ration and its distributors were the primary for other purpoes incidental thereto. tncuding
source of power supply on July 1, 1957: And creation of reserve funds and other funds
proided further. That no part of such addition- which may be similary pledged and used. to
a area may be in a State not now served by the such extent and in such manner as It may deem
Corporation or its distributors or in a muni- necessary or desirable. The Corporation is au-
pality receiving electric service from another thorzed to enter into binding covenants with
source on or after July 1. 1957. and no more the holder of aid bonds-and with the trustee.
than five hundred square miles of such add- if any-under any indenture, resolution. or
tonal area may be in any one State now served other agreement entered into in connection
by the Corporation or Its distributors with the issuance thereof (any such areement

Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the being hereinafter referred to as a -bond con-
Corporation or Its distributors from supplying tract") with respect to the establishment of re-
electric power to any customer within any area sere funds and other funds, adequacy of
in which the Corporation or its distributors had charges for supply of power. application and
generally established electric service on July 1. e of net power proceeds stipulations concern-
1957. and to which electric service was not ing the subsequent issuance of bonds or the
being supplied from any other source on the ef- execution of leases or lease-purchase agre-
fective date of this Act ments relating to power properties and such

Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the other matters. not inconsistent with this chp-
Corporation. when ecnomically feasible. from ter as the Corporation may deem necessary or
making exchange power arrangements with desirable to enhance the marketabillty of said
other power-generating organtztions with bonds The issuance and sale of bonds by the
which the Corporation had such arrangements Corporation and the expenditure of bond pro-
on July 1. 1957. nor prevent the Corporaton ceeds for the purposes specified herein, tnclud-
from continuing to supply power to DyersburL ing the addition of generating units to existing
Tennessee. and Covington. Tennessee. or from power-producing pro)ects and the constructon
entering into contracts to supply or from sup- of additional power-producng projects shall
plying power to the cities of Paducah. Ken- not be subect to the requirements or llmit-
tuck: Princeton, Kentucky. Oasgow. Ken- tons of any other law.
tucky; Fulton. Kentucky; Monticello, Ken-
tucky;: Hckman. Kentucky; Chickam a. (b) Bo ot obligations of or urnteed by Uhted
Georgia: Ringgold. Georgia Oak Rldge. Ten- States pportionent of proIe
nessee and South Pulton Tennessee: or age- Bonds issued by the Corporation hereunder
cies thereof: or from entering into contracts to shall not be obligations of. nor shall payment
supply or from supplying power for the Naval of the principal thereof or interest thereon be
Auxliary Air Station In Lauderdale and guaranteed by, the United States Proceeds re-
Kemper Counties MlssislppL through the fa- atzed by the Corporation from Issuance of such

Ulities of the East Mississippi Electric Power bonds and from power operations and the ex-
Association Provided further, That nothing penditure of such proceeds shall not be subject
herein contained shll prevent the trnsmission to apportionment under the provisions of sub-
of TVA power to the Atomic Energy Commir- chapter II of chapter 15 of title SL
sion or the Department of Defense or any
agency thereof, on certificaton by the Presl- (C) Sal terms wad colUoli method: limitation on
dent of the United States that an emergency oaiunt: st t in m u al port
defense need for such power exists. Nothing in Bonds Issued by the Corporation under this
this chapter shall affect the present rights of section shall be negotiable Instruments unless
the parties in any existing lawults involving ef- otherwise specifed therein. shall be n such
forts of towns in the same general ar where forms and denomtninatins sall be sold at such
TVA power is supplied to obtain TVA power. times and in such amounts. shall mature at

The principal of and interest on said bonds such time or times not more than fifty years
shall be payable solely from the Corporation's from their respective dates, shall be sold at
net power proceeds as herelnafter defined. Net such prices, sha bear such rates of Interest,
power proceeds ar defined for purposes of this may be redeemable before maturity at the
section as the remainder of the Corporation's option of the Corporatio in such manner and
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at such times and redemption premiums, may title 31. may. subject to any covenants con-
be entitled to such relative priorities of claim talned in any bond contract, Invest the pro-
on the Corporation's net power proceeds with ceeds of any bonds and other funds under its
respect to principal and interest payments. and control which derive from or pertain to Its
shall be subject to such other terms and condi- power program in any securities approved for
tions. as the Corporation may determine: Pro- investment of national bank funds and deposit
vided. That at least fifteen days before selling said proceeds and other funds. subject to with-
each issue of bonds hereunder (exclusive of ay drawal by check or otherwise. in any Federal
commitment shorter than one year) the Corpo- Reserve Bank or bank having membership in
ration shall advise the Secretary of the Treas- the Federal Reserve System: and may perform
ury as to the amount, proposed date of sale, such other acts not prohibited by law as it
maturities terms and conditions and expected deems necessary or desirable to accomplish the
rates of interest of the proposed issue in the purposes of this section. Bonds issued by the
fullest detail possible and. If the Secretary shall Corporation hereunder shall contain a recital
so request, shall consult with him or his desig- that they are issued pursuant to this section.
nee thereon, but the sale and issuance of such and such recital shall be conclusive evidence of
bonds shall not be subject to approval by the the regularity of the issuance and sale of such
Secretary of the Treasury except as to the time bonds and of their validity. The annual report
of isuance and the maximum rates of interest of the Board filed pursuant to section 831h of
to be borne by the bonds: Proided further. this title shall contain a detailed statement of
That If the Secretary of the Treasury does not the operation of the provisions of this section
approve a proposed issue of bonds hereunder during the year.
within seven working days following the date
on which he is advised of the proposed sale the (d Lar fl l inrentstn' e mptio from taxtion
Corporation may issue to the Secretary interim Bonds issued by the Corporation hereunder
obligations in the amount of the proposed shall be lawful investments and may be accept-
issue. which the Secretary is directed to pur- ed as security for all fiduciary. trust, and public
chase. In case the Corporation determines that funds, the Investment or deposit of which shall
a proposed issue of bonds hereunder cannot be be under the authority or control of any officer
sold on reasonable terms. It may issue to the or agency of the United States. The Secretary
Secretary Interim obligations which the Sere- of the Treasury or any other officer or agency
tary is authorized to purchase. Notwithstand- having authority over or control of any such fl-
ing the foregoing provisions of this subsection duclary, trust, or public funds. may at any time
obligations issued by the Corporation to the sell any of the bonds of the Corporation ac-
Secretary shall not exceed S150.000.000 out- quired by them under this section. Bonds issued
standing at any one time, shall mature on or by the Corporation hereunder shall be exempt
before one year irom date of issue and shall both as to principal and interest from all tax-
bear interest equal to the average rate (rounded ation now or hereafter imposed by any State or
to the nearest one-eighth of a percent) on out- local taxing authority except estate, inherit-
standing marketable obligations of the United ance. and git taxes.
States with maturities from dates of issue of
one year or less as of the close of the month (e) Paymst of eces power proceeds into Tresury:
preceding the issuance of the obligations of the def
Corporation. If agreement is not reached Fron net power proceeds in excess of those
within eight months concerning the Issuance of required to meet the Corporation's obligations
any bonds which the Secretary has faled to ap- under the provisions of any bond or bond con-
prove. the Corporation may nevertheless pro- tract, the Corporation shall, beginning with
ceed to sell such bonds on any date tbereafter fiscal year 1961. make payments into the Treas-
without approval by the Secretary n amount ury as miscellaneous receipts on or before Sep
sufficient to retire the interim obligations tember 30. of each fiscal year as a return on the
issued to the Treasury and such interim obliga- appropriation Investment in the Corporation's
Uons shall be retired from the proceeds of such power facilities. plus a repayment sum of not
bonds. For the purpose of any purchase of the less than 10,000.0009 for each of the first five
Corporation's obligations the Secretary of the fiscal yes, $15.000.000 for each of the next
Treasury is authorized to use as a public debt five fiscal years and $20.000.000 for each fiscal
transaction the proceeds from the sale of any year thereafter, which repayment sum shall be
securities Issued under chapter 31 of title 31, applied to reduction of said appropriation In-
and the purposes for which securities may be vestment until a total of 1.000.000.000 of said
issued under chapter 31 of title 31 are extended appropriation investment shall have been
to include any purchases of the Corporation's repaid. The sid appropriation investment shall
obligations bereunder. The Corporation may consist in any fiscal year. of that part of the
sell its bonds by negotiation or on the basis of Corporation's total Investment assigned to
competitive bids. subject'to the right, if re- power as of the beginning of the fiscal year (In-
served. to reject all bids; may designate trust- cluding both completed plant and construction
ees. registrars, and paying agents in connection In progress) which has been provided from ap-
with said bonds and the issuance thereof; may propriations or by transfers of property from
arrange for audits of Its accounts and for re- other Government agencies without reimburse-
ports concerning Its financial condition and op- ment by the Corporation. less repayments of
erations by certified public accounting firms such appropriation Investment made under ttle
(which audits and reports shall be in addition I of the Government Corporations Appropria-
to those required by sections 9105 and 9106 of tion Act 1948. this chapter, or other applicable
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legislation- The payment as a return on the ap mined or estimated by the Board to result from
propriatio investment In each fiscal year shall holding such facilities or selling electric energy
be equal to the computed average ntert rate generated thereby shall be reduced by the
payable by the Treasury upon its total market- amount of any taxes or tax equivalents applic-
able public obligations as of the beginnine of ble to such fiscal year paid by the owners or
said fial year applied to said appropriation in- others on account of said lacillics to said State
vestment- Payments due hereunder may be de- and to local taxing urisdictons therein. In con-
ferred for not more than two years when. in nection with the construction of a generating
the )udgment of the Board of Directors of the plant or other facilities under an agreement
Corporaltion such payments cannot feasibly be providing for lease or purchase of said facilities
made because of inadequacy of funds occa- or any interest therein by or on behalf of the
sioned by drought, poor buiness conditions, Corporation. or for the purchase of the output
emergency replacements, or other factors thereof, the Corporation may convey. in the
beyond the control of the Corporatlon name of the United States by deed. lease, or
n ates for sale of power..pplict of net pro otherwise, any real property n ts possession or

eeeds controL may perform necessary engneerin
The Corporation shall charge rates for power and construction work and other services, and

which will produce gris revenues sufficient to my enter into ny e ar contractual r-
provide funds for operation. umntenance, and rangem
adminlstraion of Its power system payments (h) Coareonl decmahrdU of Inten
to States and countis in lieu of taxes debt It s declared to be the Intent of this section
service on outstanding bonds, including provl- to aid the Corporation in dlacharging Its re-
sion and maintenance of reserve ' funds n stponsibility for the advancement of the nation-
other funds establihed in connection there- defense and the physical, social and econom-
with: payments to the Tresury as a return on l development of the are In which It conducts

section rlte) of thlin ection p rayment to the
th e approprfttion t ion-paeyt P ent to the l operations by prvvldlng It with adequate au-

asucion (e of the repayment sums specified n1 thority and administrative flexibility to obtain
Treasubsection (ry of this srepayment ms spe ed - the necessary funds with which to assure an
subsection e) of thse Boar d may cosider desi- ample supply of electric power for such pur-

ble for investment in power system assets re- provided herein and this ction sha be r
tirement of outstanding bonds in advance of ptrued to effectuate such intent
maturity, additional reduction of appropriation
investment, and other purposes connected with (My 18, 1933, Ch. 32, i 15d, as added Aug. 6.
the Corporation's power business, having due 1959, Pub. L 86-137. i 1. 73 Stat. 280 amended
regard for the primary objectives of the chap- Au. 14. 1959. Pub. L 86-157. 73 Stat. 338: Aug.
ter. including the objective that power shall be 12 1966. Pub. L. 89-537. 80 StaL 346: Oct. 14.
sold at rates as low as are feasible. order to 1970, Pub. L 91-446 84 Stat. 915: Nov. 28,1975.
protect the investment of holders of the Corpo- Pub. L 94-139, I 1. 89 Stat. 750; Apr. 21, 1976,
ration's securities and the appropriation invest- Pub. L. 94-273. I 2(30), 35(a), 90 Stat 376. 380:
ment as defined In subsection (e) of this sec- Oct 31, 1979. Pub. L 96-7. 93 Stat- 730.)
tion. the Corporation, during each successive
five-year period beginning with the five-year R wmmcu D Ttxr
period which commences on July 1 of the ftrst Tbe effective dae of this Act referred to tn susec.
full fiscal year after the effectlve date of this a. a d -the effectre date of this secton-. referrd to
section. shall apply net power proceeds either In sunbec. (. nobably mes the effective date of
in reduction (directly or through payments Into Pub. L. 6-13. which was appwved Aug 6. 109.
reserve or sdining funds) of It capital obliga- Tte U of the ovenaet Corporlos Apror
tiors. tneluding bonds and the appttropriation D tion Act. t g4& rIferred to in subs ec. .. meam tite etions, including bonds and the appropriation In-ofctJu 0.9..3,6iof aet July 30. 1041. ch. 35 61 tat 576. which v=
vestment, or to reinvestment in power a aset s t not clfid to the Code.
least to the extent of the combined amount of
the aggregate of the depreciation accruals and cuoncAToro
other charges represetinE the amortiztion of I subea. (b) and (c). ~ubchaptr 11 of chapter 15
capital expenditures applicable to Its power of t 3".e 31-chapter 31 of UUie 31. and sectioa 9»105
properties plus the net proceeds realised from ad 9106 of Utle 31s substuned for "Revised Statutes
any disposition of power facilities in said 3679. as amended (31 U.C. 5)". -the Becood Liber-
period. As of October 1. 197S. the fve-year peri- t Bond Act. a amended" and aectLon 105 and 10
ods described herein shall be computed as be- o tbe Ac of December 6. 1945 9 Stat S: 31 USC
einninr on October I of that year and of each 0-51". ru pectvely. n authority of Pub. L 97-28.
fifth year ther r. 4(b). Sept I3. 192 96 SatL 107. the frst ectobn of

which emactel nle 31 Money and Pnanee.
(s) Power property. !re aad ke|e-purmrse tse.-

Nmats Axmmxmm
Power generatng and related faclities oper- 179-Subsec (a). Pub. L w-9 subsUtitted

ated by the Corporation under lease and lease -~1300.000.00 for ($tS.000.00.000".
purchase areements shall constitute power 1976-subsec . Pub. L 94-23.1 230). substituted
Droperty held by the Corporatlon within the "epember for June'.
neaning of section 8311 of this title. but that ubsM (1. Pub L92. 1 (). wrted povimelating o cto 8311 of g to comutation of five-year periods as of OcL
portion of the payment due for any fscal year 1. IT.
under said section 8311 of this title to a State 195--Sulec. (a). Pub. L 94-129. l(. 1) rubeUtuted
where such faclites are located which is deter- -"tS5o.ooo.oo-" tor -t.o000o0.oo-".
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B) such action as may be necessary to tion (aXH) olthis section. the term "facilities of
e effective any physical connection de- such appliat" means the Qualifying cogenera-

scbed In subparagraph (A). which physical Lion facilties r qualifying small power produc-
coiecUon is ineflective for any reason. such tion facilitiesyf the applicant, as specified in

as equate size. poor maintenance. or the applicatio With respect to an order issued
phy cal unreiabilty. pursuant to application under subsection

(C^such sale or exchange of electric energy (a)(2) of this ction, the term "facilities of
or oter coordination, as may be necessary to such applicant" eans the qualifying cogenera.
carry ut the purposes of any order under tion facilities. a tyng small power produc-
subp& ph (A) or (B). or tion facilities or transmission facilities of

(D) ch icrease in transmission capacity an electric utilty.,as specified In the applica-
as may necessary to carry out the purposes ton. With respectto an order issued by the
of a der under subparagraph (A) or (B). Commission on its wn motion under subsec-

t() ny regulatory authority may apply ion d) of this on such term means the
qualifying cogenerlon facilities. qualifyingto the Comlon for an order for any actiontef CoAon.o r anoreroran aonr ( small power producti facilities, or the trans-

referred to i subparagraph (A), (B)., (C). or (D) mission facilities of elatrtic utility, as speci
of par (1). No such order may be issued ds In t r ed a r.
by the Comn ion with respect to a Federal f d n t e

power marketug agency upon application of a (June 10. 1920, ch. 285 pL , 210. as added
State regulato: authority.Pub. L. 95-41, title I, 202. Nov. 9. 1978. 92
(b) Not ic he rin nd determinatio by Co tat. 3135: amended J 30. 1980. Pub. L

(b»l~ N n» ddtnaHb96-294. title VI. 643(aX2 94 Stat. 770.)
Upon receipt an application under subsec-

Uon (a) of this on. the Commission shall--
(1) Issue noti to each affected State regu- 1980-Subsec (t ). Pub. L 294 dded pplicbil-

latory authority ch affected electric utility, Ity to geotherml power produ
each affected deal power marieting
agency, each affelted owner or operator of a orF stiloNs
cogeneratlon facity or of a small power pro- The Federal Powr Cmt ns terminsted and
duction facility, an to the public. ts functions persnneL propert funds, etc.. were

(2) afford an op rtunliy for an evidentiary transferred to the Seretry of ne (except for cer-
heLarng. and t dsln functiom wltlctn uare tns d o the Federal

(3) make a deter n with respect o » Energy Regulrtory Comminsson) to 7151(b).~(3~) make a detkr ion with respect to J t11 ). 172(t). 7291. Ad 7293 olf c2.The Public
the matters referreto n subsection (c) of ealt. nd Wllre.
this section.

crm~ Ya LSnn RE? o Cowcurssoiowxu .Mirzs o**'c Nec.isry indng rSDY 1 RiTJ TO COCRMSSIOIKU OMiniEES 0t) Enert findndB inoAPmLIuCATnIOW or Portsiows RnLATiro CocrxtA-
No order may be issu by the Commission noN. SAU POW PonucRnor. ANDr coxNW

under subsection (a) of ts section unless the noN AUBORwiTT ro HDroEu.wnric P cwR PAL-
Commlssion determines th such order--

(1) s In the public nte st. For provisions requiring the Pederai Ene y Retula-
(2) would- tory Commission to conduct a study ndrepon to

(A) encourage over conservation of Congress on whether the beneflta of this cton and
energy or capital. \ection 824-3 of ths Uttle should be sppUedo hydro-

(B) optimize the efflety of use of faci- electric power facilities uUlting new dams diver-
ties and resources. or lons. within the meaiing of section 824t-3(l of this

Utle. see section fd) of Pub. L -495. set L as a
(C) Improve the relabilH of any electric not und section 24 of t this tlUe.

utility system or Federal r marketing
agency to which the order aalies. andV EMno, RIXUZ,. TO I Ount S-onns

(3) meets the requirements section 824k This ection is referred Lo in sectionr 824. S24-3.
of this Utle. \24

a .824 of ULis uue.
(d) Motion of Coamision 6 824U. Wheeling authority

The Commission may. on Its mp notion. (a) Trausmioa lervice by any electric utility:
after compliance with the reu oements ofission
prgraphs (1) and (2) of sbsc (b) of this
aecton. issue an order requiring an on de- A n electric utility, Federal power marketing
scribed In subsection (aXI) of this io f the agency, or any other person generating electric
Commisilon determines that such orr meets energy for rale for resale. may apply to the
the requirements of subsection (c) of c-Commiion for an order under this subsection
Uon. No such order may be issued n the requiring a transmtting utility to provide
Commission's own motion with r t to atransmission ervices (ncluding ay e rge-
Federal power marketing agency. ment of transmission capacity necessary to pro-

le)~ Def~i ~nitions » vide such services) to the applcant. Upon re-
s sdne thinssectionaceipt of such applcation. after public notice

(1) As used n this section the term cllI- and notice to each affected State regulatory au-
tes" mean only facllties used for the era- thority. each affected electric utility and each
tion or transmission of electric energy. affected Federal powe marketing agency. and

(2) WIth respect to an order issued p t after affording an opportunity for an evidenta-
to an application of a qualifying cogenerato orry hearing. the Commission may issue such
qualifying nsall power producer under subsc- order If It finds that such order meets the re-
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quirements of section 824k of this title, and (B) any transmission capacity of the utility
would otherwise be in the public interest. No providing transmission services under such
order may be issued under this subsection order which was, at the time such order was
unless the applicant has made a request for issued, in excess of the capacity necessary to
transmission services tothe transmitting utility serve its own customers is no longer in excess
that would be the subject of such order at least of the capacity necessary for such purposes.
60 days prior to its filing of an application for or
such order. (C) the ordered transmission services re-

quire enlargement of transmission capacity
(b) Reiability of eketric Service and the transmitting utility subject to the

No order may be issued under this section or order has failed, after making a good faith
section 82ti of this title if. after giving consider- effort, to obtain the necessary approvals or
ation to consistently applied regional or nation- property rights under applicable Federal,
al reliability standards. guidelines, or criteria. State. and local law
the Commi~sion finds that such order wouldthe Commission finds that such order would No order shall be Issued under this subsection
unreasonably impair the continued reliability pursuant to a finding under subparagraph (A)
of electric systems affected by the order. uness the Commiion finds that such order i

(c) Replcement of electric enery n the publi interest
(1) Rep«eaI^ed. Pu L 10w2-496. titWe VII . (2) Any order Issued under this subsection

I(1)epealed. Pb. 12 1028. tterminating or modifying an order issued under5 721(41(A), Oct. 24. 1992, 106 Stat. 2915.i 721<41(A), 2 o r 24, 1992, 106 Stat. 2915. subsection (a) or lb) of this section rdmLl--(2) No order may be Issued under subsection subs ) or (b) of thisectio
(a) or (b) of t hi section which requires the (A) provide for any appropriate compensa-pae or (i ) of thts section wtieh requires tie

trnsmittng utility subject to the order to taol o and
transmit. during any period, an amount of elec- () provide the affected iectric utilities
tric energy which replaces any amount of elec- dequate opportunity and time to-
tric enermntogy- of0(i) make suitable alternative arrange-

(A) required to be provided to such appil- ments or any trsmiion services termi-
cant pursuant to a contract during such nated or modfied and
period, or (11) insure that the interests of rstepayers

(B) currently provided to the applicant by of such utilities are adequately protected.
the utility subject to the order pursuant to a (3) No order ray be issued under this subec-
rate schedule on file during such period with tion terminatng or modifying any order issued
the Commission: Pr Tded That nothing in under subsection (a) or (b) of this section If the
this subparagraph shall prevent an pplica- order under subsection (a) or (b of this section
tion for an order hereunder to be filed prior includes terms and conditions agreed upon by
to termination of modfication of an existing the parties which-
rate schedule: Praoided, That such order (A) fix a period during which transmission
shall not become effective until termination services are to be provided under the order
of such rate schedule or the modifIcatlon be under subsection (a) or (b) of this section. or
comes effective. (B) otherwise provide procedures or meth-

rdI Temrnistio or modification of order notice. ods for terminating or modifying such order
bearing and findings of Commuission, contents of (including, 1f appropriate. the return of the

er cisieon in order orf tes d coditions transmission capacity when necessary to take

such order, tn the needs of the transmitting
(1) Any transmitting utility ordered under utility subject to such order for transmission

subsection (a) or (b) of this section to provide capacity).
transmission services may apply to the Commis-
sion for an order permitting such transmitting (e) Fadlitie deCined
utility to cease providing all or any portion of. A used In this section the term "facllties"
such services. Alter public notice, notice to each means only faclities used for the generation or
affected State regulatory authority, each a- transmission of electric energy.
fected Federal power marketing agency, each
affected transmittng utility, and each affected (June 10. 1920, ch. 285. pt. UI, 211, as added
electric utility, and after an opportunity for an Pub. L. 9-617. tiUe II. 203. Nov. 9. 1978. 92
evidentiary hearing. the Commission shall ssue Stat. 313S; aunended June 30. 1980, Pub. L
an order terminating or modifying the order 96-294, title VI. 643(aX3), 94 Stat 770; Oct
Issued under subsection (a) or (b) of this sec 16. 1986. Pub. L 99-495. § 15. 100 Stat 1257:
tion. f the electric utility providing such trans Oct. 24, 1992 Pub. L 102-486. title VI 1721.
mission services has demonstrated, and the 106 Stat. 2915.)
Commission has found, that-

(A) due to changed circumstances. the re.- ABiDm
quirements applicable. under this section and 19-Subsec. (a). Pub. L 102-46. 21(1i). umended
section 824k of this title, to the issuance of an firt sentence enerlly. Prior to amendment. firt sen-
order under subsection (a) or (b) of this sec- tece read as follow "Any electric otillty geothenral
tion are no longer met. or * power produer (tneluding a producer which in not an

elecric utility). or Federl power marketing agency
nay Apply to Ute Cmonmlaon for n order under this

* So In oritWl. Probabty should be -or-. ubsetion requiring ny other eledtric utllty to pro
'So b orIirn. The wd or- Probably shold r not ppear. vde trBanmn lon sertes to the topikcant (includirn
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any enlargement of transmission caacity necesary to transferred to the Secretary of Energy (except for eer-
provide such services)." tain unctions which were transerred o the Federal

Pub. L 102-486. 1721(2). in second sentence. substi- Energ Regulatory Commission) by sections 7151(b).
tuted "the Commisson may issue such order U t1 finds 771(a). 7172(a). 7291. and 7293 of Title 42. The Public
that such order meets the requirements of secon ealth and Welfare.
824k of this title. and would otherwlse be in the public
interest. No order may be issued under this subsection SEarmo Rzxm o n Onus Sec-nos
unless the applicant has made a request lor transmi- Thu section s referred to in sections 824 824a-3
don services to the tranmitting utility that would be 824k 825 82 825O- of this tle: tile 26 section
the subject of such order at least 60 days prior to its 42
fling of an application for such order." for "the Com-
mission may Issue such order If it finds that such Orders reqirirg interonnection or wheling
order-

(l) is in the public Interest,( Rt, chlama. terms. and onditions for whoe-
"(2) would-

"(A) conserve significnt amount of energy. triunmion serice
"(B) significantly promote the efficient use of fa- order under section 824 of this title shall

citles and resources. orr'h the trnmlttin utility subject to the
'(C) iImpove the reliabUlity of any electric utility re rovide wholesale tril ssion serttoes

system to which the order applies. and
"(3 meets the requrements o ecion 24k of this at ras, charges tenns, and conditions which

title."pe tlthe recovery by such utility of all the
Subse (b). Pub. L 102-486. 17213). amended cos ed in connection with the tranmis-

subsec. (b) enerally. substtuttng provisions relatl sion ces and necssary associated services.
to rellabty of electric service tor provions which r- but not limited to. an appropriate
lated to transmission service by selers of electric , f of legitimate verifiable and eco-
energy for resale and notice. hearing. and determina- n Incuding
Ston~ byS.S o«? C'omw',inomic cos.includtng Utking into account anyLions by Commission.

Subsec (c). Pub. L 102-86. 721(4. struck out par benefits to the transmission system of provid-
(1). (3). and (4). and substituted "which requires the ng the son service, and the costs of
trsnsmlttin" for 'which requires the electric" in in- any enlarg ent of transmssion facilities.
troductwo proviions of par. (2. Prior to amendment. Such rtes rge terms, and conditions shall
pars (1). (3). and (4) read as follows promote the no c efficient tranmis-

"(1) No order may be issued under subsecton (a) o sion and geneton of electricity and shall be
this section unless the Commission determines that ust reasoae and not unduly discrimina-
such order would reasonably preserve extsting comrn-
petitive relationahlps tory or prefret Rates. charges. terms. and

"(3) No order may be Issued under the authority of conditons for ton services provided
subsection (a) or (b) of this section which is incosist- pursuant to an oer under section 824J of this
ent with any State law which rovernr the retail mr- title hall ensure rhat. to the extent practlca-
ketine areas of electric utilities. ble. costs incurred providing the wholesale

"(4) No order may be issued under subsection (a) or transmission and properly allocable to
(b) of this section which provides for the trsmsson the provision of su services. ae recovered
of electric energy directly to an ultimate consumer.

Subsec (d). Pub. L 1024-6. 721(5). in firt en- from the applicant f such order and not from
tence substltuted "transm-ting" for "electric" before a transm Ung u s exsting wholesale.
"utillty" in two places, in second sentence nserted retal, and trannilo utoers.
"each aflected transmltting utility. before "and each (b) Repal P L 102 tite .v 7221). Oct

ected electric utility". in par. (1) substtuted ". or" ) Rpetled. P. L 182 ite !I. S7?l). Oct.
for period at end of subpar. (B) and added tsupar. (C). 2, 1392 106 StaL 2916
and in par. (3XB) substituted "tratnsiting~ for ~elec-
tric" before "utility'. (c) IaMce of popoed ord agreement by parties

10-Subsec. (cXK2B). Pub. L 99-495 Inserted pro- to tems and conditons order. approral by
visions that nothing tn this subparagraph shall pre- Counmsoa; incldion ib al order. failure to
vent an applcation for an order hereunder to be filed rite
prior to termination or modiication of an existing
rate schedule, provided that such order sha not (1) Beore issuin an order ider section 824i
become effective until terminaUon of such rate ched- of this title or subsection ( r (b) of ection
ule or the modification becomes effectle. 824J of this title. the Commtsyn shall Issue a

180--ubsec, (a). Pub. L 96-294 added apllcablUtr proposed order and set a reinable time fot
to geotheral power prducer parties to the proposed Intonnectlon or

E"ncm s Di" or 1986 A zMortransmission order to agree to teas and condi-
tions under which such order o be carried

Amendment by Pub. L 9-495 effective with respect o. Including the apportomeno costs be-
to each liceme. perit. or exemption issued under this tw them ad te com s or rm-
chapter aftit Oct. 16. 19. see section iS of Pub. L twe them snd the co e or reit.
99-495. set out as a note under section 97 of this UUe. burement reasonably due to any ofa em. Such

proposed order shall not be revie le or en-
STAs AvToams Cousnucrnon forceable In any court. The time tfor such

Nothing in amendment by Pub. L 102-486 to be con- parties to gree to such terms and ndtlons
strued as atfecui or Intendin to affect. or in any may be shorteed If the Co ss deter-
way to interfere wtl authority of any State or localmines that delay would eopardize attain-
govenmnent relatin to enrlonniental protecton or ment of the purposes of any propos order.
siting of facilities, see section 131 of Pub. L 102-486.
seutout a a note under section 19 of TtlUe 15. Com- An ter and conditions a ed to by L par-

erce and Trade. ties shall be subject to the approval the
Commission.

TvAnsna or Puicnoi(s 2XA) If the parties agree as provided n -
The Federal Power Commlsion was terminated and graph 1) within the time set by the Co

Its furcttns. personnel, property. funds etc. were sion and the Commission approves sch
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enlargement of transmission capacity necessary to translrred to the Secretaof Energy texcept for cer-
vide such service)." tain functions whicn were qanslerred to the Federal
b. L 102-486. 1721(2). in second sentence, subti- Energy Regulator Comimsion) by sections 1151(b)

tu 'the Commission may issue such order it It finds 7171a). 7172(a). 7291. and 72 of Title 42. The Public
th such order meets the requirements of section Health and Welfare.

2 f this UtlUe. and would otherwise be in the public
inter No order may be issued under this subsection Sirzon Rmrse To T rm Sccnos
ule the applicant has made a request for transm- This section rrd to sectos 824. 824&-3.

n ices to the trnsmittin uty tt would be 24k 825n. 825o. 8o- of this : title 26 secton
the of such order at least 60 days prior to Its 142

fIlllnt oan application for such order." for -the Con-
missionny ssue such order It It finds that such I . Oders reiring interron on or wheling
ordctr-

(1 the publi c in tlcst, (a) Ratcs. cbares. term. and conditions for whole-
"(2) d-

"(A)nuserve a significant amount of energ, . a le t rans mion serri
-(B) Lnuiny promote the effident use of fa. An order under section 834J of this title shall

eltles i resource or require the transmittng utility subject to the
(C) prove the reliability of any electric utility order to provide wholesale transmission services

syttem which the order apolies. Lrd
"(3) mee reuiments of section 82k of this t rates charges terms, and conditions which

title." \permit the recovery by such utility of all the
Subsec. fb Pub. L 102-488. 7213). amended costs Incurred in connection with the trusnis-

subsec. (b) re lly. substituting prviions reating slon services and necessary associated services.
to rellabUlty o ktricr service for provisions which re- including. but not limited to. an appropriate
lated to lrson nservice by sellers of electric share, If any, of legitimate, verifiable and eco-
enesby br aod notice. nearing. and de in- nomic costs. including taking Into account anytions by on-

Subsec . PuL 102-486, 721(4). struck out p benefts to the transmission system of provid-
(1). (3). and (4). d substituted "which requires the ing the transmission service, and the costs of
trnsmltting" for ihich requires the electric" In in- any enlargement of transmission facilities.
troductory provmlsis of par. (2). Prior to amendment Such rates. charges. terms, and conditions shall
par (1). (3). andd (4 rdas lono spromote the economically efficient transmis-

(1) No order be ised under subsection (a) of sion and generation of electricity and shall be
this section unes e Comnmission daeter tht .just and reasonable, and not unduly discrimina-such order would y preserve existing com-
petitivc relraUonshpat pee e - tory or preferential Rates. charges terms, and

"(3) No order may ssued under the authority of conditions for transmission services provided
subsection la) or (b) ots section which is ineonsist- pursuant to an order under section 824j of this
ent with any State la rlcb governs the retal ar- title shall ensure that. to the extent practica-
keting areas of electric ties. ble. costs incurred In providing the wholesale

-(4) No order may be under subsection (a) or transission services. and properly allocable to
(bI of this section whlch rod for the tr ion the provision of such services are recoveredof electric energy direct an ultlmate consumer."

Subsec. d) Pub. L 10 8 6. . tn flrL e from the applicant for such order and not from
tence substtu ed tran a" for "elecric" before a transmitting utility's existing wholesale.
"utllty" In two paces, csecond sentence inserted retai and transmission customers.
-each affected transinti tiUfty,"' before and each (b Repealed. Pub. L 102-4K8 title Vll, 722(). Oct.
affected electric utilty". in r. (1) substtuted ". or"
lor period at end of subpar. ) and added subpar. (C). 2. 19" 106 SU L 29l6
and in par. (3)B) substutedtrUanmt.n lor -elec-
trie" before utilty". (cl Issuance of propoed order. arcment by parte

198-Subec. (cX2XB). Pub.L 9-5 inserted pro- to term and conditions of order. approval by
viions that nothin in this paprraph shall pre- Commiuin: inclusion in fmal order failure to
vent an application for an orde hereunder to be filed gree
prior to termination or modl ton of an existing
rate achedule. prv..ded that ch order shall not ( l Bef o r e Iss u n g n o rder u n der secton 8241
become effectie until termna of such rate schd- of this title or subsection (a) or (b of section
ule or the modifiation becomes e ecve 824J of this title. the Commission shall Issue a

1980-Sobsec. (). Pub. L. 62 dded applicability proposed order and set a reasonable time for
to eothermal power producers. parties to the proposed Interconnection or

-Errmi DAr or 1086 transmission order to agree to terms and condi-
Ame nt . y Pu b o e ,5 I e thret tions under which such order is to be carried

toAmendment by Pub. oL e9-495 elfre uthr hiesc out. including the apportlonment of costs be-to each licnse, permit or exemption edunder this
chapter after Oct 16. 1986. see 18 of Pub. L tween them and the compensation or reim-
99495. set out as a note under section97 of this title burement reasonably due to any of them. Such

proposed order shall not be revlewable or en-
BuSr AvorazTXs Coin onforceable In any court The time set for such

Nothing In amendment by Pub. L 10286 to be con- parties to agree to such terms and conditions
strued as affecting or Intending to l or in any may be shortened If the Commission deter-
wy to interfere with. authority of any te or local mines that delay would jeopardie the attain-
government relating to environmental otti met of the purposes of any proposed order,
siting of facdlties, see sectionditions a ed to by the par-
set out as a note under section 79 of Ti 15. Corn-
merce and Trade. ties shall be subject to the approval of the

Commission.
Taunsr or Pmlcnos (2)A) II the parties gree as provided In par-

The Pederal Power Coom iion was n td and raph .1) within the time set by the CommLs-
Its function.s personnel property. Iunda . wre sion and the Commission approves such aree-
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ment, the terms and conditions shall be includ- (A) the date on which there is a final deter-
ed in the final order. In the case of an order mination (including any judicial review there-
under section 824i of this title, if the parties of under paragraph (3)) that no such viola-
fall to agree within the time set by the Commis- tion would result from such order. or
sion or if the Commission does not approve any (B) the date on which a specific authoriza-
such agreement, the Commission shall pre- tlon of the Congress (within the meaning of
scribe such terms and conditions and include the third sentence of section 15d(a) of the
such terms and conditions in the final order. TVA Act [16 US.C. 831n-4(a))) takes effect.

(B) In the case of any order applied for under
section 824J of this title, If the parties fail to (3) Any determinaUon under paragraph (1)
agree within the time set by the Commission, shal be reviewable only In the appropriate
the Commission shall prescribe such terms and court of the United States upon petition filed
conditions in the final order. by any aggrieved person or municipality within

(d Sttn ent of ras for eni60 days after such determination, and such
court hof re have jurisdiction to grant appropri-

If the Commission does not issue any order ate relief. Any applicant who applied for and
applied for under section 824i or 824J of this obtained the order under section 8241 or 8234 of
title, the Commission shall by order, deny such this title and any electric utility or other entity
application and state the reasons for such subject to such order shall have the right to in-
deniaL tervene in any such proceeding n such court.
() Savings prouionr Except for review y such court (and any

(1) No provision of section 8241. 824J. 824m of appeal or other review by an appellate court of
this title, or this section shal be treated as re- the United States). no court shall have urisdlc-
quiring any person to utilize the authority of tion to cosder any action brought by any
any such section in lieu of any other authority person to enjoin the carrying out o any order
of law. Except as provided in section 8241. 824j. of the Commssion under section 8241 or section
824m of this title, or this section. such sections 824 of this tite requiring the TVA to take any
shall not be construed as limiting or Impairing action on the grounds that such action requres
any authority of the Commission under any a specific authoriztion of the Congress pursu-
other provision of law. ant to the third sentence of section 15d(a) of

(2) Sections 824L 8241. 8241. 824m of this title, the TVA Act [16 US.C. 83-4(a).
and this section shall not be construed to () rohltbion on orders incosdrnt rith etal
modify, impair, or supersede the antitrust laws. miktnl ar
For purposes of this section, the term "anti-
trust laws" has the meaning given in subsection No order may be issued under this chapter
(a) of the first sentence of section 12 of title 15, which is inconsistent with any State law which
except that such term includes section 45 of governs the retail marketing areas of electric
title 15 to the extent that such section relates utlllties
to unfair methods of competition. Prohibitin on mandory rtil wh nd
(t Erfective date of order; hcring; notice review shm holsale transction

(1) No order under section 8241 or 824j of tis No order ssued under this chapter shall be
tlUe requlring the Tennessee Vslley ^ .uthority No order issued under th l s chapter shall betitle requiring the Tennessee Valley Authority conditioned upon or require the transmission of

onditioned upon or requtre the transniss!on of(hereinafter in this subsection referred to as el ic energy:
the "TVA") to take any action shall take effect
for 60 days following the date of Issuance of the (1) drectly to an ultimate consumer, or
order. Within 60 days following the issuance by (2) to. or for the benefit of, an entity If such
the Commission of any order under section 8241 electric energy would be sold by such entity
or of section B24J of this title requiring the directly to an ultimate consumer. unle
TVA to enter into any contract for the sale or (A) such entity is a ederal power market-
delivery of power, the Commission may on Its Ing agency; the Tennessee Valley Authority;
own motion initiate. or upon petition of any ag- a State or any political subdivision of a
grieved person shall nitiate, an evidentlary State (or an agency, authority, or instru-
hearing to determine whether or not such sale mentality of a State or a poUticl subdivi-
or delivery would result in violation of the third sion); a corporation or associaton that has
sentence of section 15da) of the Tennessee ever received a loan for the purposes of pro-
Valley Authority Act of 1933 (16 U.S.C. 831n-4). iding electric service from the Administra-
hereinafter in this subsection referred to as the tor of the Rural Electrification Adtnistra-
TVA Act [16 US.C. 31 et seq.l. tion under the Rural Electrificaion Act of

(2) Upon nitiation of any evidentiary hearing 1936 [7 US.C. 901 et seq.]: a person having
under paragraph (1). the Commniion shall give an obligation aring under State or local
notice thereof to any applicant who applied for law (exclusive of an obligation arising solely
and obtained the order from the Comission. from a contract entered into by such
to any electric utility or other entity subject to person) to provide electric service to the
such order, and to the public, and shall prompt- public: or any corporation or association
ly make the determination referred to In para- which is wholly owned. directly or indirect-
graph (1). Upon Initiation of such hearine. the ly. by zy one or more of the loregolng; and
Commission shall stay the effectiveness of the (B) such entty was providing electric
order under section 8241 or 824J of this tiUUe service to such ultimate consumer on Octo-
untl whichever of the following dates b appli- ber 24. 1992. or would utilze trnsmiion
cable- or distribution facilites that It owns or con-
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trols to deliver all such electric energy to this title and this section. as amended by
such electric consumer. the Energy Policy Act of 1992. and the pro-

visions of law as preserved in this section;Nothing in this subsection shall affect any au- visions o w as preserved in ths secon:
thority of any State or local government under
State law concerning the tranrmisslon of elec (B) If application is made to the Commis-
tric energy directly to an ultimate consumer. sion under section 824J of this title for trans-
i) ls applicable to Federal Columbia iver Trm- miLssion service under terms and conditions

niuion Sydtem different than those offered by the Adminis-
trator. or following the denial of a request for

(1) The Commiion shall have authority pur- transmission service by the Administrator.
suant to section 821i of this title, sect p tion i24n ofon i
this title, this section. and section 8241 of this the Administratr's final determination and
title to (A) order the Administrator of the Bon- in accordsace with Commtion procedures.
neville Power Administration to provide trans- the Conmm iion sh.ll--
mission service and (B) establish the terms and t o on s
conditions of such service. In applying such sec- () n the event the Ad istrtor hs
tions to the Federal Columbia River Transms- conducted a hearing heren povided for
sion System. the Commission -sta aisure (I) accord parties to the Administrator's

thian System,- theeaCormhearing the opportunity to offer for thethat-
(1) the provisions of otherwise applicable Com ion rd mers excluded by

Federal laws shall continue In full force and t h e A d m inistrator from t h e h ear n g re co r d .
effect and shall continue to be appicable to (II) accord such parties the opportunity toeffect and shall continue to be applicable to m for t Csso recordcn-

submit for the Commission record com-
(1i) the rates for the transmission of electric merits on appropriate terms and conditions.(If) the rates for the transmission of electric

power on the system shall be governed only (m ) afford those parties the opportunity
by such otherwse appicable provisions of lau for a hearing if and to the extent that theby such otherwise appUcable provisions of law Cm si fin t Adinsrrse
and not by any provision of section 824i of CmmI son finds the Administrators hear-
this title. sectlbn 824J of this title. this sec- ing cord to btedeu to support a de-
tion. or section 8241 of this title. except that cision by te Co ions a n d (IV) esta
no rate for the transmission of power on the lish terms and conditions for or deny trans-
system shall be unjust, unreasonable, orbsed on the Admmniss-
unduly discriminatory or preferential, as de- t o r s hea isng r ecord tie ao rntsson
termined by the Commission. record section 824J of this title and this sec-

tion, as amended by the Energy Policy Act
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of of 1992. and the provisions of law as pre-

this chapter with respect to the procedures for served in this section or
the determination of terms and conditions for (U) in the event the Administrator has not
transmission service- conducted a hearing as herein provided for.

(A) when the Administrator of the Bonne- determine whether to issue an order for
ville Power Administration either ) In re- transmission service In accordance with sec-
sponse to a written request for specific trans- tlon 82 of this title and this section. in-
mission service terms and condltions does not cluding providing the opportunity for a
offer the requested terms and conditions, or hearing.
(1l) proposes to establish terms and conditions
of general applicability for transmission serv- (3) Notwithstanding those provisions of sc-
ice on the Federal Columbia River Transm ton 82b) of this title which designate-the
sion Bystem then the Administrator may pro- court t which review may be obtained, any
vide opportunity for a hearing and. n so party to a proceeding concerning transmission
doing. shall- service' ought to be furnished by the Admints-

(I) give notice in the Federal Register and trator of the Bonnevlle Power Administration
state in such notice the written explanation seeking review of an order issued by the Com-
of the reasons why the specific terms and mision in such proceeding shal obtain a
conditions for transmission services are not review of such order In the United States Court
being offered or are being proposed; of Appeals for the Pacific Northwest. as that

(U) adhere to the procedural require- region is defined by section 839a(14) of this
ments of paragraphs (1) through (3) of see- title
Uon 839el) of this title, except that the (4) To the extent the Administrator of the
hearing officer shall; unless the hearing of- Bonneville Power Administraton cannot be re-
ficer becomes unavailable to the agency. quired under section 824J of this ttle. as a
make a recommended decitson to the Ad- result of the Administrators other statutory
ministrator that states-the hearing officers mandates, either to (A) provide transmission
findings and conclusions. and the reasos or service to an applicant which the Commission
basis thereof. on al material issues of fact. would otherwise order, or (B) provide such ser-
law. or discretion presented on the record; Ice under rates terms and conditions which
and the Commision would otherwise require. the

(1II) make a determination, setting forth applicant shall not be required to provide sml-
the reasons for reachinany findings and lar transmission services to the Administratm-
conclusions which may differ from those of or to provide such ervies under similar rates.
the hearing officer. baed on the hearin terms, and conditions
record. consideration of the hearing offi (5) The Commission shas not iaue any order
cer's recommended decision section 824J of under section 8241 of thi title. section 824 of
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this title. this section, or section 8241 of this he Energy Policy Ac of 192. referred to in subsc.
title requiring the Administrator of the Bonne- (iX2KAHI). (Bi). is Pub. L 102-486 Oct 24. 1992.
ville Power Administration to provide trannsmis- 106 St 27 or T complele classitition of Lhis Act

sin service if such an order would Impair the to the Code, see Short Title note set out under sectionsion service if such an order would lmlair the 13201 or nUe 42 The Public Health snd Welttre uno
AdmInistator's bility to provide such trans 13201 of TilUe 42. The Public Health and Welfare and
AdminltsRtor's abilty to provide such trans- Tl
mission service to the Administrator's power
and transmission customers In the Pacific AMEBmTS
Northwest, as that region is defined in section 1s92-Subec. a). Pub. L 102-46. 1221). added
839a(14) of this title. as is needed to assure ade- subsec. (a) and truck out former subsec. (a) which re
quate and reliable service to loads in that lated to detemitaUon by Commisrion.
region. - ubsec. . . Pub. L 102-4b6. 1722(1). struck out

i) Equitability within y terory resiricted ktcrilc y subsee. (bW which required applicants for orders to be0)E y h r restritecis ready. willin. and able to reimburse parti subiect to
such orders.

With respect to an electric utility which ts Subec. (e). Pub. L 102-486. 1722(21. amended
prohibited by Federal law from being a source subsec. e) generally. Prior to amendment. ubsec. e)
of power supply, either directly or through a related to utntilaion of tnterconnectlon or whetting
distributor of its electric energy, outside an uthortty in ieu of other authority and limittion of
area set forth in suchd law, no order issued Ce mmi onau thori t y

ercnlB is) o (t). Pub. L 102-486. ! 722(3). addedunder section B24J of this Ute may require such Sul ) to W . P u b u 102-4, 6. 1 7 2 2 ). ad ded
electric utility (or a distributor of such electric (t) to
utility) to provide transmission services to an- BTAtr ArToarnu Cowrriaunom
other entity If the electric energy to be trans- Wothi n n aendment by Pub. L 102-46 to be corn
mitted will be consumed within the area set rued as astectitn or intendin to ffect, or in uv
forth in such Federal law, unless the order is In way to tnterfere with. authority of any State or local
furtherance of a sale of electric energy to that government retatn to environmnenta protection or
electric utility: Provided, however. That the sting of (aclite. l se section 731 of Pub. L 102-48o.
foregoing provision shall not apply to any area et out as a note under section 79 of Title IS. Com-
served at retail by an electric transmission mere and Trae.
system which was such a distributor on October TAun or FPmcwnors
24. 1992. and which before October 1. 1991. gave
Its notice of termination under its power supply Th Peder P r Co n wa trrnintd d
contract with such electric utility.tras red tothe Secretay of Enery reu ept lor cer-
1k) ERCOT utilitie tain funcions whlch were transferred to the Pederal

(I) Rates Eergt RefUlatory Comimislon) by secuons 7151(b).
71' 71(L 172)la . 7291. and 7293 of Ttle 42. The Public

Any order under section 824j of this title re- Hesth and Wefiare.
quiring provision of transmission services in
whole or in part within ERCOT shall provide SCTIOX R RXrDo To OTr SB-nos
that any ERCOT utility which is not a public is section is referred to In secion 12C S24-3.
utility and the transmission faclities of 8241. 24. a23n. o. 825o0. of this Ule.
which are actually used for such trtmslsslon
service is entitled to receive compensation 824L Ino aion requiremeit
based. insofar as practicable and consistet (a) Rc r w ae troleon ric
with subsection (a) of this section on the
-transmission rate g methodology used Whenever electric utility. Federal power
by the Public Utility Commision of Texs. mrketing as y. or any other person gcnerat-

Ing electrie e rgy for sale for resale makes a
12) Defiahiom good faith req t to a transmittlin utlUty to

For purposes of this subsection- provide whole transmission services and re-
(A) the term "ERCOT" means the Ele- quests specifc es and charges. and other

tric Reliability Councfl of Texas: and terms and condlp unless the transmitin
(B) the term "ERCOT utility" means a utility agrees to de such ervces at rat.

transmitting utility which is a member of chage terms conditions accptable to
ERCOT. such person. the n tt n utility shall

(June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pt. U. 212. as added within days of Ireceipt of the reuest. or
Pub. L 95-617. Ule n. 204(a). Nov. 9.1978. 92 other mutually upon period, provide
Stat 3138: amended Oct. 24. 1992. Pub. L. such person with a taed written eplana-
102-48. ttle VII. 722. 106 tat. 2916.) tlon. with specific relence the acts and cr-

cumstanes of the requ stang (1) the trans-
RWUamim aI T amitting utility basis s the proposed rates

The TVA Act referred to in ubc (fIl). mas act charges terms, and condons for such services.
May 18. 133ch. 32. 48 Stat. as ended S and (2)s amendednalysis of physical or other
the Tennessee Valley Authorlty Act of 33. Wh i constrant affecting the pvislon of such serv-
elasslied cenerlly to chapter I2A ( 131 et seq.) ofr C
this Ute. For complete cLasllcatlon of this Ac to the
Code. we section 831 of this UUe and Tables (b) Tramisin capicit/d

The Rural Electricatioon Act or 193. referred to In Not r a year t r nt . 1992.s
ubeec. (hX2)A). is act May 20. lIM. eh. 42. 49 StLt. 2

1383. as amended. which Is clasdfid reneially to the Comission shallro a rule requir-
chapte 3 (1901 cit e.) of Tltle . Agrculture. Por in that nformation be sub annually to
complete claslflcaton of ths Act to the Code. see sec- the Commssion by tranlmt utlltles which
tion 901 of Title and Tables. is adequate to inform potent transmission
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71 Orn Trail Electric
Consumes Cooperative (Oregn EC)

Otter Tail Power Company (Otter Tail)
73\ Pacifi Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)
74 V PaifiCrp (PacifiCorp)
75 Pamnsylvaania-New Jasey-Maryland

PowerPool (PJM)
76 vsyvania Public Utility Commission (PA Com)
77 P c GeneratinX Pool (Public Generting

Pool)
78 Publier Company of New Mexico (PSNM)
79 o Municipal Utility District (SMUD)
80 Salt R (Salt River)
81 San Diego & Electric Company (San Diego G&E)
82 Seattle City (Seattle)
83 Service d Open Network

Technologies, c. (SONETECH)
84 Sierra Pacifc Po Company (Sierra)
85 South Carolina E rc A Gas Company (SCE&G)
86 South Carolina Pub (SC Public Service

Service Authrity Authority)
87 Southrn Calirn E Company (SoCal Edison)
88 Southern Company S nc. (Southern)
89 Southwst Transmission t (Southwest TDU

Utility Group Group)
90 Southwestern Public Servic mpany (Southwestern)
91 Sunflower Elctric Power tve (Sunflowr)
92 City of Tallahasse FL (Tallahasse)
93 Tampa Electric Company (Tampa)
94 Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
95 Tezas Utilities Electric Company \ Tes Utilities)
96 Transmission Access Policy Stdy Gr (TAPS)
97 Tucson Power Electric Power C pany (Tucon Power)
98 Union Electric Company - (Union Electric)
99 United tlluminating Company (United

Illuminating)
100 US. Depanment of Energy.

Office of Energy Reserh (DOE)
101 UTC The Telecommunications

Association (UTO
102 Virinia Electric and Powe CompanyCO
103 Wesern Group eern Group)
104 Wconsin Power & Light (

Attachment 2 (omitted in printing]

r1 31,0361 SUMMARY: The Federal Energy Regu-
laory Cmamission (Commission) is Issu-

61 F.. 21540 (May 10,1996) ing a Final Rule requiring all public
18 CFR Parts 35 and 385 utilities that own. control or operate facil-

ities used for transmitting electric energy
[tDocket Noa RM9O-d . Sad in interstate commere to have on file

RM47 1 Order No. 8881 open access nondiscriminatory transmis-
Promoting Wbolesale Competition sion tariffs that contain minimum terms
Tbrough Open Acess Non-Dhicrimi- and conditions of non-discriminatory scr-
natory Transmision Services by Pub- vice. The Final Rule also permits public
lic Utilities: Recovery of Stranded utilities and transmitting utilities to seek
Cost by Public: Utilities and Tran- recovery of legitimate. prudent and veri-
mhting Utilities liable stranded costs associated with pro-

Issued April 24. 1996 vidin open access and Federal Power Act
section 211 transmission services. The

AGENCY: Federal Energy Regulatory Caomission's goal is to remove impedi-
Commission. DOE ments to competition in the wholesale
ACTION: Final rule. bulk power marketplace and to bring

131,036 Fed. Enrgy Regulnory Commision
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more efficient. lower cost power to the II. Public Reporting Burden
Nation's electricity consumers. II. Background

EFFECTIVE DATE: This Final Rule IV. Discussion
will become effective on July 9. 1996.

A Scope of the Rule
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:David D. Withnell (Legal 1 Introduction
Information-Docket No RM95-8-00), 2. Functional Unbundling
Office of the General Counsel. Federal Market-bad Rates
Energy Regulatory Commission. 888
First Street NE- Washington. DC 20426. 4. Merger Policy
(202) 208-2063 5. Contract Reform

Deborah B. Leahy (Legal Informa- 6. Flow-based Contracting and Pricing
tion--Docket No. RM94-7-001). Office of B. L l
the General Counsel. Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. 888 First Street 1 Bases for Legal Authority
NE.. Washington. DC 20426. (202) 2. Response to Commenters Opposing
208-2039 our Legal Authority

Michael A. Coleman (Technical Infor- C. Comparability
mation). Office of Electric Power Regula- 1. . to Receive Non-
tion. Federal Energy Regulatory En g Access Transmission
Commission. 888 First Street NE.. Wash-
ington. DC 20426.(202) 2081236. 2. Service that Must be Provided by

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMA- Transmission Provider
TION: In addition to publishing the full 3. Who Must Provide Non-discrimina-
text of this document in the Federal Reg- tory Open Access Transmission
Ister. the Commission also provides all 4. Reservation of Transmission Capac-
interested persons an opportunity to in- y by Transmission Customer
spect or copy the contents of this docu-
ment during normal business hours in the 5. Reservation of Transmission Capac.
Public Reference Room at 888 First ity for Future Use by Utility
Street. NE. Washington. DC 20426. 6. Capacity Reassignment

The Commission Issuance Posting Sys- 7. Information Provided to Transmis-
tem (CIPS). an electronic bulletin board sion Customers
service, provides access to the texts of 8. Consequences of Functional Un-
formal documents issued by the Conmnis- bundling
sion. CIPS is available at no charge to the
user and may be accessed using a per- D. Ancillary Services
sonal computer with a modem by. dialing 1. Definitions and Descriptions
202-2081397 if dialing locally. or 2. Obligations of Transmission Provid-
1400-856-3920 if dialing loan distance.T140b3920 ift ' h dialing long d me- ers and Transmission Customers with Re-
CIPS is also available through the Fed e a ncla cs
World system (by modem or Internet). To to A llar Serv
acess CIPS. set your communications 3. Unbundling and Bundling Ancillary
software to 19200. 14400. 12000. 9600. Services
7200. 4800. 2400. or 1200 bps. full du- 4. Reassignment of Ancillary Services
plex no parity. 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. .
The full text of this order will be available . Pncng of Ancllary Seres
on CIPS indefinitely in ASCII and 6. Accounting for Ancillary Services
WordPerfect 5.1 fonrma. The complete E Real-Time Information Networks
tae on diskette in Wordperfect format
may also be purhased from the Commis- F. Coordnation Arrangements: Power

sion's copy contractor. La Dom Systems Pools Public Utility olding Companies.
Corporation also located in the Public Bilateral Coordination Arrangements.
Reference Room at 888 First Street NE.. and Indpendent System Operators
Washington. DC 20426. 1. Tight Power Pools

Table of Contents 2. Loose Pools

I. Introduction/Summary 3. Public Utility Holding Companies

Fe*drl Energy Reultory Commission [ 31,036
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4. Bilateral Coordination Arrangements 4. Pacific Northwest

G. Pro Forma Tariff S. Power Marketing Agencies

1. Tariff Provisions That Affect The 6. Tennessee Valley Authority
Pricing Mechanism 7 Hydroelectric Power

2- Priority for Obtaining Service 8 Residential Customers

3. Curtailment Provisions Enyironmental Statement

4. Specific Tariff Provisions V. Regulatory Flexibility Act Certilica-
H. Implementation tion

I. Federal and State Jurisdiction: VII. Information Collection Statement
Transmission/Local Distribution VJ Effective Date

J. Stranded CoitsJ. Stranded Coists Regulatory Text
1. Justification for Allowing Recovery

~of S ~trandedo Costs Appendices (These Appendices will notof Stranded Costs
appear in the Code of Federal Regula-

2. Cajun Electric Power Cooperative. ton)
Inc. v. FERC

A. List of Section 211 Applications
3. Responsibility for Wholesalc

Stranded Costs (Whether to Adopt Direct B. List of Commenters in Docket Nos.
Assignment to Departing Customers) RM95-000 and RM94-7-001

4. Recovery of Stranded Csists Asioci- C. Allegations of Public Utilities Exer-
ated with New Wholesale Requirements csing Transmission Dominance
Contracts D. Pro Forra Open Access Transmis-

5. Recovery of Stranded Costs Associ- iionTarif
ated with Existing Wholesale Require- E List of Group I Public Utilities
ments Contracts F. List of Group 2 Public Utilities

6. Recovery of Stranded Costs Caused ys of Cn
by Retail-Turned-Wholesale Customers . A o Commisson Juris-

diction Over the Rates. Terms and Condi-
7. Recovery of Stranded Costs Caused tions of Unbundled Retail Transmission

by Retail Wheeling In Interstate Commerce

8. Evidentiary Demonstration Neces- H. US NO/X/ Emissions
sary-Reasonable Expectation Standardioner

Statemnent of Commissioncr Hoecker
9. Calculation of Recoverable Stranded

CostsSttement of Commissioner Massey

10. Stranded Costs in the Context of . Introduction/Summary
Voluntary Restructuring Today the Commission issues three fi-

11. Accounting Treatment for Stranded nal. interrelated rules designed to remove
Costs impediments to competition in the whole-

sale bulk power marketplace and to bring
12. Definitions. Application. and Sum- mo efficient. lower cost power to the

m a r y
Nation's electricity consumers.' The legal

K. Other nd policy cornerstone of these rules is to

1. Information Reporting Require- rmedy undue discrimination in access to
mens for Public Utilities the monopoly owned transmission wires

that control whether and to whom elec-
2. Small Utilities trcity can be transported in interstate
3. Regional Transmission Groups commerce. A second critical aspect of the

' The nules a the rules on en access and contemporaneously a notice of proposed
stranded cots in the above dockes tFERC Stat- nulemaking on capacity reservation open accesr
uts and Regulations 131D36). and an accoi- transmission tariffs in Docket No.
panying rule on Open Access Same-Time
Inlrmarian System and Standard o( Conduct RM 9 000 F E R C t t R l

(OASIS Final Rule) (FERC Statutes and Reu- 13217. Thex final rules and Dropoed rule are
latifos 131.037) being issued contemporanr- being published cuncurrrntly in the Federal
ously. The Commission also is issuing Rerislrr.

1 31,036 Fedrdl Enery Regulatory Commlision
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rules is to address recovery of the transi- all whoesale buyers and sellers of electric
tion costs of moving from a monopoly- energy can obtain non-discriminatory
regulated regime to one in which al sell- transmission accm . that the transition to
ers can compete on a fair basis and in competition is orderly and fair. and that
which electricity is more competitively the integrity and reliability of our dec-
priced. tricity infrastructure is maintained.

In the year since the proposed rules In this Rule the Commission seeks to
were issued. 2 the pace of competitive remedy both existing and future undue
changes in the electric utility industry discrimination In the Industry and realize
has accelerated. By March of last year. 38 the significant customer benefits that will
public utilities had filed wholesale open come with open access. Inded. it is our
acce tr-ansmission tariffs with the Co- statutory obligation under sections 205
mission Today, prodded by such competi- and 206 of the Federal Power Act (FPA)
tive changes and encouraged by our to remedy undue discrimination
proposed rules. 106 of the approximately
166 public utilities that own. control. or To do so we m ust edim ate the rcmain-
operate transmision facilities used in in- in patchwork of closed and open juriric
terstate commerce have filed sme form tioal transmission systems and enure
of wholesale open access tariff. In addi- that al these sysers including those
tion. since the time the proposed rules that alady provide some frm of open
were issued, numerous state regulatory acs canot us monopoly power over
commissions have adopted or are actively transmission to unduly discriminate
evaluating retail customer choice pro- against others. U we donot take this step
grams or other utility restructuring alter- no. the resul will be benefits to some
natives. These events have been spurrd customrs at the expense of others. We
by continuing pressures in the maret- have learned from our experienc in the
place for changes in the way electricity is naturalas area the importance of ad-
bought. sold. and transported. Incres- dressing competitive transition issues
ingly. customers are demanding the ben- early and with as much certainty to mar-
fits of competition in the growing ketparticipants aspossie.
electricity commodity market.dectridty commodity market. Accoringly. in this proceeding and Jn

The Commission estimates the poten- the accompanying proceeding on OASIS
tial quantitative benefits from the Final the Commission pursuant to Its authori-
Rule will be approximately $3.8 to $5.4 ties under sections 205 and 2D6. of the
biuion per year of cost savings, in addi- FPA:
uion to the non-quan t itftable benefits that * Requires all public utilities that own.
include better use of exiting assets and s u orcontrol or operate facilities used for trans-
institutions new market m ~i -initutions, new market meitting electric energy in intersate com-
technical innovation. and less rate distor- itti
tion. The continuing competitive changes
in the industry and the prospect of these * To file open access non-discrinina-
benefits to customers make it imperative tory transmission tariffs that contain
that this Commission take the necessary minimun terms and conditions of non-
steps within its jurisdiction to ensure that discriminatory service;

2 On March 29. 199S. the Comnissin aied Prispsed Rulnukia. 60 FR 66182 (Deomber
twnot Lcs d proposed rulemaking coneriing 21. 1995). FERC Sttutes and Regumtlen
Open acce tmraimsion and stranded cOt re- 13216(1995)
Covery. Promoting Wholesale CompetlUon
Thruh Open-Access Non-Discriminatery The Commniiion's notice oe p~rposed
Tranrnisumo Service by Publc Utilities and ruienaak in the above dockes propoed to
Recovery f Stranded Csts by Public Utitues awiy the prtpod requiremets to public utiB-
atd Traamniiig Utilities. Notice of Preposd ties.that wn and/or contru filitis used for
Rutiakingn and SupplenUtal Notice of Pn- the uarimsiaon of electric ener in intenate
psed Rulensking. 60 FR 17662 (April 7.1995). camm e. "Own and/or control" is intended to
FERC Statutes and Rerulatiom 1 32S514 include public utilitle that "operate" fadics
(1995). On December 13. 1995. the Commison used lor the traumnion of eletric enery'in

aetd a notice o( propoed rulanakin on infor- intertate conumer. Howrer. we hare modi-
mation system Rcd-Time Inmorn an Net- fed the Final Rule regulatory text to rnove
wr and Standards of Conduct, Noti o any ambiguity.

F*dfrl Emrl guty Commisson -31,036
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* To take transmission service (indud- rangements and agreements include
ing ancillary services) for their own new power pool agreements, public utility
wholesale sales and purchases of electric holding company agreements. and certain
energy under the open access tariffs, bilateral coordination agreements. The

* To develop and maintain a same- Rule provides guidance and timelines far
time information system that will give modifying unduly discriminatory coordi-
existing and potential transmission users nation arrangements and contracts. and
the same access to transmission tIntma- specifics when the members of such ar-
tion that the public utility enjoys. and rangemets must begin to conduct trade
further requires public utilities to sepa- witheach other using the same open c-
rate transmission from generation mar- ces tariff offered to others. The Rule also
keting functions and communications provides guidance regarding the forma-

tion of independent system operators
* Clarifies Federal/state jurisdiction (Sos)

over transmission in interstate commerce
and local distribution and provides for The Rule does not require any farm of
deference to certain state recommenda- corporate restructuring. but will acconi
tios: and modate voluntary restructuring that is

* Permits public utilities and transt- consistent with the Rule's open access
ting utilities to seek recovery of legiti- and cmparability policies.
mate. prudent and verifiable stranded As discussed in the NOPR. not all own-
costs associated with providing open ac- or controllers of intestate trami
cess and FPA section 211 transmission sion facilities are subject to the

~sen~rvinces~. Commission's jurisdiction under sections
Open Access 205 and 206 of the FPA and therefore are

The Final Rule requires public utilities not subject to this Rule's open access re-
to file a single open accessar tahat qtirements. Therefore. the Final Rule re-
offers both network, load-based service tans the proposed reciprocity provision
and point-to-point. contract-based ser- in the pro forma tariff. Without such a
vice. The Rule contains a pro forma tariff provision. non-open access utilities could
that reflects modifications to the NOPR's take advantage of the competitive oppr-
proposed terms and conditions and also tunitls of open access. while at the same
permits variations for regional practices. time offering inferior access, or no acess
All public utilities subject to the Rule, at all, over their own facilities. Thus open
including those that already have tariffs access utilities would be unfairly bur-
on file. will be required to make section dened. We note that some non-jurisdic-
206 compliance filings to meet the new tional utilities have expressed an interest
pro forma tariff non-price minimum in a mechanism for obtaining a Commis-
terms and conditions of non-discrimina- sion determination that their transmis-
tory transmission. Utilities may propose sion tariffs satisfy the reciprocity
their own rates in a section 205 compli- provisions in the pro forma tariffs, and we
anc filing. provide such a mechanism in the Rule.

The Rule provides that public utilities he Final Rule does not generically
may seek a waiver of some or all of the provide for market-based .generation
requirements of the Final Rule. In addi- rates Although the Rule codifies the
tion. non-public utilities may seek a Commisson's prior decision that ther is
waiver of the tariff reciprocity provisions no generation dominance in new generat-

The Final Rule does not generically ab- ing capacity. intervenors in cases may
rogate existing requirements contracts, raise generation dominance issues related
but will permit customers and public util- to new capacity. In addition, to obtain
ties to seek modification. or termination. market-based rates lor existing gencra-

of certain existing requirements contracts tion. we will continue to require public
on a case-by-case basis. As to coordination utilities to show. on a case-by-case basis.
arrangements and contracts. the Rule that there is no generation dominance in
finds that these arrangements and con- existing capacity. Further, in all market-
tracts may need to be modified to remove based rate cases, we will continue to look
unduly discriminatory transmission ac- at whether an applicant and its affiliates
cess and/or pricing provisions. Such ar- could erect other barriers to entry and

¶ 31,036 FedeMl Enery Rgulatory Commisatn
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whether there may be problems due to wheeling is required. The Rule retains the
affiliate abuse or reciprocal dealing. revenues lost approach for calculating

Finally. conty wh ts stranded costs and provides a formula for
F:nally. contemporaneously with this

calculating such costs.
Rule the Commission issues an NOPR ontin su costs
capacity reservation tariffs as an alterna- Environmetal Issues
tive. and perhaps superior. means of rem- The Commission has prepared a Final
edying undue discriminatior Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)

Transmission/Local Distribution evaluating the possible environmental
consequences of changes in the bulk

The Rule clarifies the Commission's in- power marketplace expected to occur s a
terpretation of the Federal/ state juris- result of the open access requireent of
dictional boundaries over trasmission this inal Rul. The FEIS focuses. as do
and local distribution While we reaffirm nost commentrs. on possible incraes in
our conclusion that this Commission has missions of nitrogen oxides (NO/X/)
exclusive jurisdiction over the rates. fm crtin fossil-u fired gen tors
terms, and conditions of unbundled retail which could affect air quality in the pro-
transmissng ion in in areas to which these
public utilities. we nevertheless recognize emisions may be carried.
the very legitimate concerns of state regu-
latory authorities as they contemplate di- In respoe to cmments n the Dft
rect retail access or other state E S the Commission perford n er-
retructuring programs. Accordingly, we o additional studi The FEIS fis

specify circumstances under wch w that the relative future competitiveness

will give deference to state recommenda- of coal and natural gas geeratiwn is the
tions. Although jurisdictional boundaries ke vaable affecting the impact of the
may shift as a result of restructuing pro- Final Rulec If competitive conditions

grams in wholesale and retail markets. favor natural gas the Rule is liely to

do not believe this will change undacn- l t nvironental benefit BothEPA
tal state regulatory authorities. including d the C misson staff believe this po-
authority to regulate the vast majority of ected scenano is the more likely one. If
generation asset costs, the siting o ger- cmpetitive conditions favor coal the

ation and transmission rfailtle. and de- Rule may ead to smal negatie ev -
cmaos egarding retail service temtries. mnta impats However ven usg the
We intend to be respectful of state ec- sttreme, unlkely assumptions about
tives so long as they do not balkan the uture io the industry, the n t
ite transmisson of power or cn- aconseque a s re not likely to occur until

lict with our interstate open acc poi- after the turn of the century. eause the
impacts will rmain modest at least until
2010. ther is no need for an interim

Stranded Costs mitigation proram In addition eve if

ith regard to stranded costs the al the data showed more signiicant nega-
Rule adopts the Commission's supplemen- tve cosequenc requiring mitS in.
tal proposal It win permit utilities to the Cnmiio does not have the s u-
seek extra-contractual recovery of try authrity unde th Federal Pow
stnded costs associated with a limited Ac or the expertise to address this paoi-

set of existing (executed on or before July be far-term problem. The Commision be-

11. 1994) wholesale requirements con- levs however that there Is time for
tracts and provides that the C mission federal and state air quality authorities to

will be the primary forum for utilities to address any potential adverse impact as
seek recovery of stranded costs associated t of a comprehesive NO regulatory
with retail-turned-wholesale transmission pro m under the Clean Air Act.'
customers. It also will allow utilities to Despite our onclusions regarding the
seek recovery of stranded osts caused by lak of environmental impacts expected
retail wheeling only in circumstances in to result from the Rule. the Commission
which the state regulatory.authwity does has examined a wide variety of proposal
not have authority to address retail for mitigating possible adverse effects.
stranded costs at the time the retail We share the view of most commenters

*2 US.C. § 7401. cte q.
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that the preferred approach for mitigat- the necessary data completing and r-
ing increased NO/X/ emissions generally iewing the collection of information. and
is a NO/XI cap and trading regulatory ing the revised information. No con-
program comparable to that developed by nts on the burden estimate were re-
Cogress to address sulfur dioxide emis- ed. Because the Final Rule adopts
sions in the Clean Air Act Amendments of esntially the same information require-
1990,5 The Commission has examined va- m ts that are contained in the proposed
rious means of establishing such a pro- ru we believe that the average filing
gram. including use of existing federal n is same for the Final Rule
authorities under the Clean Air Act coop-
erive efforts by state and federal air In proposed rule. the Commission
quality regultors. and development of a Vot ht the ae approximaty 328
new emissions regulatory program admin- publiC tie. including marketers and
isterd by the Commission under the Fed- on e We tially
ral Power Act. The Commission has ma that 137 publc utiliti own.

concluded that a NO/X/ regulatory pro- trol opeate facilties used for the
gram could best be developed and admin- ans of etectnc ery in inter-
istered under the Clean Air Act. in state c e and would be subject to
cooperation with interested states. and of- the fng quiremens of the proposed
fers to lend Commission support to that le. Upo urther review. the Commis
eftn should it become necessary.son beli that approximaty 166 pub-

lic utiliti will respond to the
CEcad sion

l information llection Accordingly, the

The Commission believes that the Final public reporti burden is estimated to be
Rule will remedy undue discrimination in 49.800 hours.
transmission services in interstate corm- . Dcet No. 94-7001 (Stnded
mae and provide an orderly and fair
transtion to competitive bulk power mar-. Cst Fina
kets. In the supplnntal notice of proposed
II. Pubi Reporing Burden rulemaking. the pommission estimated

11, .PuiEeotn Bur d en that the iedormatn requirements of theThe Access Final Rule and the that the ino requirements of thee LO A Fcsinal Rulk and thes ri proposed rule not differ substan-
Stranded t Final Rule specify Nling those taed in the initial
requ e to be followed by public rule. Inro th noticed the Cinit

proposed rule In notice the Com-utulites tha own. control or operate mission estimated t the public report-
tramin cilties in interstate cor n -

m in nondi ncminatry o en ing burden for he information
ame oI -andf 'ingts y op requirements cont in the proposedac» tariff r and filings to recover

rule would be 50 hwr response withlegitim ate. p ent and verifiable rule would be response with
straded costs. m Iormastion collcti 10 responses arully.o comments on

.. Ru orl a . this filing burden were c ved. The in-
req ets oF iEal rules arae Fatrib- formation requirements dopted in the
ute to e- Acu e Elean ric Rate oti- sStranded Cost Final Rule not subtan-

ipbc" The current t annual r-port ingpdeng ~ foe crC-nt tohannualpourtsn ,jtially different from [ the proposed0uden Lto FERC-516 %828.00 hourhpan tol e sorole. Therefore. the Comm ion concludes
A. Doket No. RM9 (Open Access that there will be no onal public
Finl Rule) filing burden associate with the_

The Open Access ule requires Strded Cost FinalRule
public utilities filing non ri at

IlLr Background
open access tariffs to certain i n-
formation to t Commission The C Com- In the NOPR. we set out detailed
mission estimated that t public statement of the events leading p to this
reporting burden for the inform ion col- rulemaking. We repeat that baground
lection would averae 300 hou er re- here. updated to reflect what hap-
sponse. This estimate included tie for pened since March 1995. and diss why
reviewing the requuirements of theom- it is necessary to undertke re latory
mission's regulations, searching isng reform in the electric industry this
data sources, gathering and mainta g time. We do so to provide the ne

42 U.S.CA § 7651b-.

¶ 31,036 Federal Energy Regulatory Comminion
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Page 45 TITLE 16-CONSERVATION I 824d

it) Complance with order of Comniamion tormmen of rtes t d chirges o transmission or
sale of electric energ including deterntunltions on

No publ utility shall. without the consent of construction work in under this subchaper
the Com ion, apply any security or any pro- ranslerrd to Pederal erry Regulatory Commission
ceeds therf to any purpose not specified in by sections 7172a)(l E nd 7293 of TtUe 42. The
the CommL Ion's order, or supplemental order. Public Health and Welfa*
or to any pose in excess of the amount al- Executive and admJnisntlve functions of Federal
lowed for su purpose in such order, or other- Power Commission. ith ertain resvations. trans-
wise In cont entlon of such order. lerred to Cirman o u ommison. with author-ity vested in him to auth their performance by
(d) Authorizati of capitalization not to exceed any officer. employee. or dinistrative unit under his

amount pid _ jurisdiction. by Reorg. Plan lo. 9 of 1950. t 1. 2. elf.

The Commlssn shall not authorize the capi- My 24. 1950. 15 PR. 3175. 6StL 1265. et out a anote under section 792 of :his
tallatlon of th ght to be a corporation or of Exeuntve nad nita ctio of Securities
any franchise. p it, or contract for consolida- nd Exch e Comion certain excepUons.
tion. merger or n excess of the amount trmferred to Chaia ol suchomlion. with · u-
(exclusive of any or annual charge) actually thority vested in him to tuthore their performnce
paid as the considraton for such right, fran- by any officer, employee. or admistrve unit under
chise, permit, or cotract his urisdc by Reor Plan N 10 of 1950. II 1. 2

elf. May 24. 1950. 15 P.L 3175. 64 L 123. act out In
te) Notes or drats muring les than one year afterth Appendix to TtUe t Oanzaton

isuance uand Employee.
Subsectio f ect ion shall not apply

to the issue or renew of, or assumption of li- s§ 4d Ra and ehat r schedulea raspesion of
ability on. a note or raft maturing not more new aes: utomtic adsustnent cluses
than one year after t date of such issue, re- (a) ut d reonable rate
newal. or assumption o liability, and aggregat
ing (together with all her then outstanding All rates and charges rade, demanded, or re-
notes and drafts of a turity o one year or ceived by any public utility for or in connection
less on which such pubiutilty is primarily or with the transmission or sale of electric energy
secondarily liable) not m e than 5 per centum subject to the jurisdiction of the Commnssion.
of the par value of the o securities of the and all rules and regulations affecting or per-
public utility then ou hine. In the case of taninn to such rates or charges shall be Just
securities having no par e.the par value for and reasonable, and any such rate or charge
the purpose of this sbsectn shall be the fair that is not Just and reasonable is hereby de-
market value as of the date issue. Within ten clared to be unlawful.
days after any such issue, rewal. or assump- (b) Preferenee or advntage unlwful
tion of liability, the public ut shall file with No public utility shall. with respect to any
the Commission a certificate n otification, in transmission or sale subject to the jurisdiction
such form as may be prescri by the Commis- of the CommLision. (1) make or grant any
siort. setting forth such matte the Commnis- undue preference or advantage to any person orsion shall by regulation reqire.ubject any person to any undue prejudice or
If) Public utility securies riteb State ot f- disadvantage. or (2) maintain any unreasonable

fected dfference In rates charges, service. fadlities, or
The provisions of this secti shall not In any other respect. either as between local-

extend to a public utility orga and operat- Ites or as between classes of service.
ing in a State under the laws of wich Its secu- (c) Schedule
rity issues are regulated by a State n.

ity isues re r egulatd by a ate Under such rules and regulations as the Corn-
(I) Guarantee or obligation on p ot f Itd Sta* mssion may prescribe. every public utility shall

Nothing in this section shall be o rued to file with the Commision. within such time and
imply any guarantee or obligation othe part in such form as the Commission may designate,
of the United States in respect of ny curlUes and shall keep open In convenient form and
to which the provisions of this section late place for public inspection schedules showing
(h) Filing duplicate report with he Su d all rates and charges for any transmission or

Exchange Commission sale subject to the Jurisdiction of the Commis-
sion, and the classifications. practices. and reg-

Any public utility whose securltYs ar uatlons affecting such rates and charges to
approved by the Commission under thist ich in any mannergndeer with all oontracs which in any masnermay file with the Securities and E e fect or relte to such rates charges. cfi-affect or relate to such rates. ch was. cbl"Xs i-Commi-ion duplicate oopies of reports catons. and services.
with the Federal Power Commission In li of
the reports, information. and documents (d Noe required for rate ckamlel
Quired under sections 71g. 71, and 7an of e Unless the Commisston otherwise orders. no
s1. change shall be made by any public utility In

(June 10. 1920. ch. 285. pt. 11. 204. as ad any such rate. charge. classification or service.
Aug. 26. 1935. ch. S1. title n. 1 213. 49 S or in any rule. regulaton. or contract relating
850.) thereto. except after sixty days' notice to the

Commission rnd to the ublic. Such notice
T&rm opr lm nows shaC be given by filng with the Commission

PederaJ Power Commlndeon terminated ad Its unc- and keeping open for public inpection new
tion with regard to extabUhment. review. and en schedules stating plainly the change or changes
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to be made in the schedule or schedules then in resources (including economical purchase and
force and the time when the change or changes use of fuel And electric energy), and
will go into effect. The Commission, for good (B) whether any such clause reflects any
cause shown. may allow changes to take effect costs other than costs which are-
without requiring the sixty days' notice herein () subect to periodic uctuations and
provided for by an order specifying the changes (u ) not suseeptlble to precise determina-so to be made and the time when they shall ( no u t p dtrm a
take effect and the manner In which they shall tions in rate cases pnor to the time such
be filed and pubtished.sts rred
(e) Suspenuion of new rtat: bearinp: fve-onth Such review may take place in Individual rate

pteiod proceedings or in generic or other separate pro-
ceedlns applicable to one or more utililties.

Whenever any such new schedule is filed the ceins c e to oe or m e
Commission shal have authority, either upon (2) Not less frequently th ever 2 years in
complaint or upon Its own initiative without e proceedings or in generic or other separate
complaint. at once, and. If It so orders. withoutprocd s the Commisn shall review
answer or formal pleading by the public utility, respect to each public utility practices under

any Lutomtc adustment clauses of such utili-but upon reasonable notice, to enter upon a
he^arn concerning the lawfulness of such rate. ty to insure efficient use of resources (including
charge. classification, or service and, penng economical purchase and use of fuel and elec-
such hearing and the decision thereon the tri enery) under such claue
Commission. upon filing with such schedues (3) The Commission may, on Its own motion
and delivering to the public utility affected or upon complaint, after an opportunity for an
thereby a statement in writing of its reasons for evidentiary hearing. order a public utility to-
such suspension, may suspend the operation of (A) modify the terms and provisions of any
such schedule and defer the use of such rate, automatic adjustment clause. or
charge. classification. or service. but not for a (B) cease any practice in connection with
longer period than five months beyond the the clause.
time when it would otherwise go into effect:
and after full hearings, either completed before If such clause or practice does not result in the
or after the rate, charge, classllcaon. or serv- economical purchase and use of fuel. electric
ice goes into effect, the Commission may mke energy, or other Items, the cost of which Is in-
such orders with reference thereto as would be luded In any rate schedule under an automaic
proper In a proceeding initiated alter it had adustment clause.
become effective. If the proceeding has not (4) As used in this subsection. the term "auto-
been concluded and an order made at the expl- matic adjustment clause" means a provision of
ration of such live months, the proposed a rate schedule which provides for increases or
change of rate charge, c clailcktion, or serice decreases (or both), without prior hearing. in
shall go into effect at the end of such period. rates reflecting Increases or decreases (or both)
but in case of a proposed Increased rate or in costs incurred by an electric utility. Such
charge, the Commission may by order require term does not Include any rate which takes
the interested public utility or public utilities to effect subject to refund and subject to a later
keep accurate account In detail of all amounts determination of the appropriate amount of
received by reason of such increase. spedfyng such rate.
by whom and in whose behalf such amounts
are paid, and upon completion of the hearing (June 10. 120. ch. 285. pt 205. s added
and decision may by further order require such Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687, title IL 213. 49 Stat
public utility or public utilities to refund, with 851: amended Nov. 9, 197. Pub. I 95-17. ttle
interest, to the persons In whose behalf such . ii 20(a). 208 92 Stat. 3142.)
amounts were paid. such portion of such in-
creased rates or charges as by Its decision shal
be found not Justified. At any hearing involving 1g7-ubset (d). Pub. L 95-41. 1 207(s). substltut-
a rate or charge sought to be Increased the ed 'xty" for -thirty- in two ptace
burden of proof to show that the increased rate Subsee (). Pub. L. 95-17. 208. added subsec (f).
or charge is ust and reasonable shall be upon
the public utility, and the Commission shall TArWm or FumcnoNs
give to the hearing and decision of such ques- Perl power Com 0 terminted and lts func
tions preference over other questions pending Uo0 with rgard to estabisenl riew. ud en-
before It and decide the same as speedily as pos forement of rates and chae for tnnanmlion or
sble. ale of electric eoergy. iluding determinatons on

fn Rrir f ui - Irl r wiCtnwtrUoin workt In pro i nder d i sbclater
r trtuaetd to Peeral Enetg Regulatory Conmmnaton

publc utility p-e«le-e aeto by CmumaIsimo by medcnr 7172(aXIB») arnd 7293 of TlUe 42. The
'antmaic admatment daue' defied Public ealth and Wellre.

(1) Not later than 2 years after November 9. ExecuUve and admntrUtve funcons of Pedersi
1978. and not less often /han every 4 years Power CommlFlnn. with cenain reseraUotl. truu
thereafter, the Commission shal make a thor- Ierred to Charl man of such Cmmustion. with author-
ough review of automatic adjustment claues in IY vsted in him to *uthorle tbelr pefoneu by
public utility rate schedules to examinei er ty rePr. Or 11nd MIMo.9 o10t u1.2r hes

(A) whether or not each such clause effec- May 24. 1950. IS lP.R. 317 6 at. 24 65. met got as
Uvely provides lncentives for efficient use of note under ectIn 792 or this UUe.
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SsTOr or ELCTaIC RATrz lIcASS Dn Fmu .mtion by the Commission of notice of its Inten-
Pown Acr t to initiate such proceeding nor later than 5

Section 207(b) of Pub. LL 5-67 directed chairman m ths after the expiration of such 60-day
of Federal Energy Regulatory onmission. nsu- peod Upon institution of a proceeding under
tation with Secretary. to conduct a study of leal re- thisecton. the Commission Shall give to the
uirements and dLminiWtalve procedures involved Indecon of such proceeding the same prefer-
nsldertion and resolution of propoed whboiaee2

electric rate mincreses under Pederal Powe Act. ence provided der section 82d of this title
Uon 791a et seq. ofhls thitle. for purposes of providing otherwise act speedy r possible. I no
for expeditious handling of bearings constet lith final ein is rendered by the refund effec-
due proess preventing imposition of suessive rate ti te or by the conclusion of the 180-day
increases before they have been determined by Com-- period omencnO upon initiation of a pro-
mission to be Just and rasonable and otherise eediant to this section. whichever Is
lawfuL aud mproving procedures deined to prohbt earlier e Commission shall state the reasons
anticompetlUve or unreasonble differences i whole- t faild to do so and shw st-te Its
sale and retal ras. or both, and tit ch anl tto t ra
report to ConCgrea within nine months from Nov. 9.best esn s to when it reasonably expects
1978. on results of study. on administrUtive actions tm e decion. In any proceeding under
taken as a result of this study, and on any recoa thm s ect the burden of proof to show that
dations for ehnges In exiting taw that will aid pr- any re, C elaifiction, rule, regulation.
poes of this section. ratice orontrac unust, unreasonable.

Swnogle RRwam o 3m Ozi= Somais unduly dti y, 0or preferential shall be
So t upon the on or the complainant. AtTthis ecton s reerried to in secUonsO. 82t2e the concl of ay proeedn under this

of thisec Uton the S m on may order the public
utility to m refunds of any amounts paid.

e 82l4. Power of ommisaeon to ix rita an deare for the period bsequent to the refund effec
determina oof est of poduction or trau - tire date throu a date fifteen months after
*lb 1such refund ect ve date. n xcess of those

arwhich would ha vbeen paid under the just snd
() Uesl or rs os. c _t ra s t of rere_ oable rat e, e. e r!-lafication. rule. reg-

ation, pra eetioe, contract which the Com-
Whenever the omrnmisson, after a hearing mission orders to thereafter observed and in

had upon Its own on or upon omplaint, foe: Provided t If the proceeding Is not
shall find that a rate, char, or c ifca- concuded within teen months after the
ion. demanded, rved. chaged or ollectd refund effective datend f the Commission de-

by any public uti for any tran ison or termines at the con ion of the proceeding
sale subject to the Jri tn of the Comts- that the proceeding w not resolved within the
sion, or that any regulation practice or fifteen-month period pm y because of dila-
contract affected u rate. chage. or clan - tory behavior by the puic utllity. the Comms-
cation is unjunable. unduly dicrmi- son may order refundsf any or all amounts
natory or preterent the Commision sa paid for the period su nt to the refund ef-
determine the just ande rate charm fectfve date and prior to e conclusion of the
classification. rule. i practice. co-proceeding. The refunds s be made with In-
tract to be thereafter erved nd for tre to those persons have paid those
and shall fix the same border. Any omphint rates or chares which the subject of the
or motion of the on to Intltep proceeding
ceedlne under this nc sha state the
change or changes to made in the rate. () Refumd asidertioam if cost reduction in
charge. clasificaton, rule.euhla practiee. arewam: 'ekie tilty omis" and 'rgis-
or contract then n force, the re s for tered bolding eompny' de
any proposed chanme or c therein. If. N i nding subsectio of th e-
after review of any motion complaint tnd I ott subsection b) of thss
answer. the Commission decde to hold · . i a procedin under this sec-
hearing, It shal fix by order the and pa involving two or mIore ele utlit cow-
of such hearing and shall y the s o of a registere holding o , refunds
be adjudicated. which might otherwise e under sub-

ection (b) of this section shall nt be ordered
lb) Refund eflective date pret prmeeedi to the extent that ch reundsould result

statemert of reaso for deItr of proof from any portion of a Co order that
Scope of refund order. refund e m so (1) requires decrease n system ucton or
dilatory behavior. intewt transmlslon costs to be paid by on r more of

Whenever the Commission In tes a pro- such electric companle snd (2) Is ed uon a
ceeding under this section. the Commi determination that the amount o ch de-
shall establish a refund effective In the creae should be paid through e n
cae of a proceedn instituted ocxmplant, the Cots to be paid by other tility
the refund effective date shall be earler compans of such regstered holding c I
than the date 60 days after the of such Provided. That refunds. In whole or part
complaint nor later than 5 months the ex- may be ordered by the Commission if deter-
piration of such 0-day period. In th ce of a mines tha the registered holding
proceeding instituted by the Commi n its ould not expience any reduction ues
own motion, the refund effective date n not which results from an nability of n c
be earlier than the date 60 days after t publ- utility company of the holding compay re-
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STu or OE IC RATE Ic-sEs RD U E PrxwSAL cation by the Commision of notice of its inten-
POWE ACT tion to Initiate such proceeding nor later than 5

Setion 20t(bl o\Pub. L 95-61 directed chtirman months after the expiration of such 60-day
of PFderal Enerry egutitory Commssin. it consul- period Upon institution of a proceeding under
tation with Secret . to conduct a study of legl re- this section, the Commission shall give to the
quiremenU and e procedures involved in decision of such proceeding the same prefer-
consIderation and lutlon of proposed wholesale
eonlderic n a nd u On otPowsd erhol a- ence as provided under section 824d of this titleelectri rate in eunder F edcrl Por AcL sec-
tion 791» et seq. of itlUe. for prposes of providing and otherwise act as speedily as possible. If no
or epeditious hndli of hearings consitent with final decision Is rendered by the refund effec-

due process preventingmposlton of successive rate tlve date or by the conclusion of the 180-day
increases before they hae been determined by Con- period commencing upon Initiation of a pro-
mtnion to be Just dreasor ble and otherwis ceeding pursuant to this section. whichever is
lawful. and improving prdues desined to prohibit earlier the Commission shall state the reasons
anticompetitive or unreais We differences in whole-
sale and etaile or as odlh. and io 1ho « why it has faled to do so and hall state Its
report to Congess within months from VNo- g best estimate as to when It reasonbly expects
1978. on results of study. o dmlnlstve actions to mae such decision. In any proceeding under
taken as result of this tudand on any recomen- this ection, the burden of proof to show that
datlons for changes in exs tin that wll aid pur- any rate. charge. classficaton, rule. regulation.
poses of this section. practice or contract is unJust unreasonable.

Stono Iao) T <Bt aT 8eriSnous unduly discrimnatory, or perferential shall be
Th cissectionis referred to IN am Me upon the Commission or the complainant At

ohis section ts retled to in ons 8084 t se24c the conclusl on of any proceeding under thisof this title: title 15 section title 42 seconpublic
13234. section the Commission may order the public

utility to make refunds of any amounts paid.
§ 82Je. Power o Commission to fix raes and charres for the period subsequent to the refund effec-

detenninatlo of cat of production or tranas- tire date through a date fifteen months after
sion such refund effective date, In excess of those

(a) Unjust or preferentiai mte, e tatement of re which would have been paid under the just and
reasonable rate, charge, classification. rule, reg-sons for ctmnlp~ be1-ins f»cdyiftion of ismes ulatlon, practice. or contract which the Com-

Whenever the Commission. after a heannc mission orders to be thereafter observed and in
had upon Its own motion or upon omplatnt,force Provided, That if the proceeding Is not
shall find that any rate, charge, or classifica- concuded within fifteen months after the
tion. demanded, observed, charged or colected refund effective date and If the Commission de-
by any public utility for any transmision or t nes at the conclusion of the proceeding
sale subject to the Jurisdiction of the Commis- that the proceeding was not resolved within the
sion. or that any rule, regulation, practice. orfifteen-onth period primaril because of dia-
contract affected such rate, charge, or cassitl- tory behavior by the public utility, the Commis-
cation is unJust, unreasonable. unduly disrimi sion may order refunds of any or all amounts
natory or preferential, the Commission r1all paid for the period subsequent to the refund ef-
determine the just and reasonabe rate. charge. fetve date and prior to the conclusion of the
clssifcation. rule, regulatlon prsctice, or con- roceedin The refunds shall be made. with in-
trct to be thereafter oberved and in force, treat. to those persons who have paid those
and shall fix the same by order. Any mplant rateS or charges which are the subject of the
or motion of the Commssion to initiate a ro proceeding
ceeding under this section shall state the
change or changes to be made in the rate, c) Refund consideratiosM shiftin cots reduction in
charge. classfication. rule. regulation. practice, mene; electric utility comaaniea' and #reit-
or contract then In force. and the reasons for tred blidlin company defined
any proposed change or changes therein If.
fter review of any motion or complsnt d Nothstndn subsection b) of this sec-

answer. the Commission shall decide to hold a tion. in a proceeding commenced under this sec-
hearing, it shal fix by order the time ad plce on nvolving to or more electric utility om
of such hearing and shall specify the sues to panrties of a registered holding company. refunds
be adj udcatew which might otherwise be payable under sub-

section tb) of this section shall not be ordered(b) Refand effective date preferentil procei .to the extent that such refunds would result
tatement or reason for delay; bnen of prof: from any portion of a Commission order that

cope of ound ord; aefnd orers in ce (1) requires a decrease in system production or
dlLteory kefvior. lhteat trannmisslon costs to be paid by one or more of

Whenever the Commission institutes pro- such electric comanles: and (2) is based upon a
ceedlng under this secton, the Commisson determination that the amount of such de-
shall establish a refund effective date. In the crease should be paid through an increse in
case of a proceeding nstituted on complaint, the costs to be paid by other electric utility
the refund effectve date shall not be earlier companies of such registered holding company:
than the date 60 days after the fiing of such Provided That refunds, in whole or in part
complaint nor later than 5 months after the ex- may be ordered by the Commission If it deter-
piration of such 60-day period. In the case of a mines that the registered holding company
proceeding Instituted by the Commission on its would not experience any reduction In revenues
own motion. the refund effective date shall not which results from an inability of an electric
be earlier than the date 60 days after the publi- utility company of the holding company to re-
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§ i24f . TITLE 16-CONSERVATION Page 48

cover such increase in costs for the period be- Act. as amended (16 S.C. B24e(c)) shall be interpret-
tween the refund effective date and the effec- ed to coner upon the ederal Energy Regulatory
tive date of the Commission's order. For pur- Common any authorty not grated to IL ekCwherrin such Act (16 U.S.C. 791a et eq.) Lo Lssue an order
poses of this subsectlon. the terns "electric that (1) requires a decrease in system production or
utility companies" and registered holding corn- transmission costs to be pid by one or more electric
pany" shall have the same meanings as provid- uility companies of a registered holding company.
ed In the Public Utility Holding Company Act and 2) is based upon a determlnaUon that the amount
of 1935. as amended (15 US.C. 79 et seq.]. of such decrease should be paid through an ncrease in

the costs to be paid by other electric utlity companies
td) lnvestigatln of cots of su registered holding company. For purposes of

The Commission upon its own motion. or tbis section. the terms electric utility companies' and
upon the request of any State commission 'regstered holding company' shall have the same
whenever It can do so without prejudice to the meninS s provided in te Public Utility Holding
efficient and proper conduct of its affais may Company Act of 1935. as amended [15 U.SC. 7? et
investigate and determine the cost of the pro- s Q-e
duction or transmission of electric energy by rr
means of facilities under the jurisdiction of the econ 5 or Pub. L. 1473 directed that, no earier
Commisinn in cases where the Commission has tian three year and no later than four years alter
no authority to establish a rate governing the Oct 6. 198. ederal Energy Regulator Commiion
sale of such energy. perform a study of effect of amendments to this sec-

tion. analyzing (1) Impact. l1 any. of such amendments
(June 10, 1920. c h.l 25, ptu I. II 206. as added on cost of capital paid by public utfiltie (2) any
Aug. 26, 1935, Ch. 687, tItle U, I 213, 49 Sat change In average tme taken o resolve proceedings
852: amended Oct- 6. 1988. Pub. L. 100-473, 2, under this section. nd (3) such other matters as Com-
102 Stat. 2299.) mision may deem appropriate in public interest. with

study to be sent to Committee on Energy and Natural
Rzrzxczs rN T nrT Resources of Senate and Committee on Energy and

The Pubie Utility Holding Company Act of 135. re- Commerce of House of Representatives.
ferred to in subse. (). is title I of act Aug. 26. 1935.
ch. 687. 49 Stat 838, as amended, which ts lasified 9 24f. Order ing of adequate servce
generally to chapter 2C (1 79 et seq.) of Title 15. Com-
merce and Trde. The terms "electric utility conP- Whenever Commion upon complant
ny" and "registered holding company" are defined in of a State com sson. after notice to each
section 79b(aX3). (12) of Ttle 15. For complete ciassi- State co n l and public utility affected
fication of thin Act to the Code. see section 79 o Title and after opponnity for hearing, shall find
15 and Tables. that any intrs service of any public utility

is Inadequate or sufficient, the Commission
iAMZ~ S ~shall determine th\ proper, adequate, or suffi-

1988-ubsec. (a). Pub. L 100-473. 2. i.nserted dent service to be ished and shall fix the
provisions for a stateenyt of s or ed e by Its rder e or regulation Proided,
changes. hearig and specificsIon of irnuesThat the Commissil shall have no authority

Subecs. (b} to (d). Pub. L. 100-473. 22) added sub-hority
sea (b) and cc) and rdesignted former subsee. (b) as to compel the enl ent of generating faril-
(d). ties for such pu nor to compel the public

utility to sell or exch e energy when to do so
ErrnEvI DATi or 1988 ACaumnrr would impair Its ab ty to render adequate

Section 4 of Pub. L. 100-47 provided that -The service to Its custome
amendments made by this At (ame dingn 10t 1 , ch. 25 pt. U, 207 as added
are not applicable to complaints filed or motlonms iU-. (June tO .I \0 U p t , added
aLed before the date of enactment of this Act (Oct. 6 Aug. 26. 1935. ch. 687. te . 213. 49 Sta
19881 pursuant to ecton 206 of the Federa Poer 853.)
Act (this sectonl: Provided. however. Tht such comn-
plints may be withdrawn and refled without preju- or Cl
dice." Federal Power Comm eon e ted and Its lunc-

tons with regard to estabib e. review, and en-
TaIU lU ofrvcnors lorcement of rates ad tor transmlsslon or

Federal Power Commnlion terminated and Its unc- sale of electric energy. neluhg eterminatlons on
ions with regard to establishment, review, and e- construction work In prog w nr th subchapter

forcement of rtLes and charges for tr lon or transferred to Pederal Energy gulatory Commission
ale of electric energy, including determinations on by sections 7172(XIKB) and of Title 42. The

construction wort progress under this subchapter PubUc Health and Welare.
transerred to Pederal Energy Reulatory Com on Executive and adminitrative m of Federal
by sectons 7'12()XIKXB) and 7239 of 'Ttle 42 The Power Commission with certain erions trans
Public Health aod WelUre. lered to Chairman of such d o. with author-

Executive and dmnlnlte unctUons of Pederal Ity vested n hi to authorize thr performance by
Power Commsion. with certan reertiorn tan- ny officer. employee. or admini lve unit under his
ferred to Chairman of such CommIssion. wtth uthor- Jursdiction by Reor. Plan No. 9 o1950. 111. 2 elf.
try vested In him to authorize thber performance by My 24. 1950. 15 PR. 3175. 64 StL 25. set out as a

any offeier. employee, or adminisrative unt under hi note under sectlon 792 of this Utle.
urisdiction. by Reorg. Pan No. 9 of 1950. IS 1. 2, eff.

May 34, 1950. 15 PR. 3175. 64 8tat 1265. aet out a 1s 84* . Ascertainfent of cot o pro t and depre-
note under section 79 of thb title. ctio

LrnrrAo oo s s AOTarOrr Paovlm (a) Investisaton of property cos
Section 3 o Pup. L 100-473 provided that "Nothing The Commision may tnvestatg and ascr-

in subsecUon cc) of ection 206 of the Pedera Power ain the actual legitimate cost of e property
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134 -TITLE 15-COMMECE AND TRADE Page 162

secton 33. lune 30. 1906, eh 3920. S4 Sat. 798 sideration of this section, existence of a jury
provided tht dr the Immunity proviions of verdict, district court judgment, or any stage of
ormer section 321 th itle, Immunity was to extend litigation subsequent thereto. shal be deemed
only to a natual who. In obedience to a s to be prima facie evidence that subsection (a) of
poema tesiUed or ed evidence. this section shall not apply.

e DAss or E .RrL (Pub. L 98-544. 1 3. Oct. 24. 1984. 98 Stat. 2750.)
Repeal of sectons Pub. L 91-452 effective on the

sdxtieth dy foil o 1. 1,970. ee section 260 of Rlsraufa nr TEr
Pub. L 91-452. set or s an Effective Date: avines For the effective date of tis Act referred to In
Provisin note under on 6001 of Title 18. Crimes sb.ec (b). see Effective Date note below.
and Criminal Prodedure Tbe Clayton Act referred to in subsecs. a) and (b).

B ra PnPIt o Isl act Oct. 15, 1914. ch 323, 38 Stat. 730, amended.
which Li classified generally to sectons 12, 13. 14 to 19.

Repeal of sections by L 91-452 not to affect 20. 21. and 22 to 2 of this title and to sections 52 and
any mmunity to which y ndividual was entitled 53 of Title 29, Labor. For further details and complete
under ections by resonof any testimony given clafation of this Act to the Code, see References
befot the sixtieth day foo g Oct. 15. 1970, see c- in Text note et out under secton 12 of this title and
tion 260 of Pub. L 91-452, seut as an Effective Date; TableL
Bavings Provision note ne on e001 of Title 18,
Crimesn d Crtmtn Proeeo Emcrm D

B 3. De ^n.s &ppnlkaMh to etiiasi 349 to 36 Section effective thirty day before Oct. 34. 1984. see
34. DefntnSapptta toeco to3section 6 of Pub. L S 5 4.t out a a note under sec-

For purposes of sections 34 to 36 of this on 34 of this tte
title--

(1) the term 'local government" means- R TO co
(A) a city, county, parish, town, township, This ecion s referred to In secton 34 of this title

village, or any other general function gov-
ernmental unit established by State law.r 36 oer of damages, etc- for antitrust vio-

(B) a school district, sanitary district, or l on claim against per on-baed on official
any other special function governmental a dir c t by lo ca l gvernment or offical
unit established by State law In one or more or employee thereof ating in an offial capacity
States, (a) Prohibition In general

(2) the term "person" has the meaning No damage. interest on damages, costs or at-
given it In subsection (a) of the first section torney's fees may be recovered under section 4.
of the Clayton Act [15 USC. 12(a)]. but does 4A, or 4C of the Clayton Act (15 U.SC. 15, 15a,
not include any local government as defined or 1Sc) in any claim against a person based on
in paragraph (1) of this section, and any official action directed by a local govern-

(3) the term "State" has the meaning given ment, or official or employee thereof acting in
it in section 4G<2) of the Clayton Act (15 an official capaity.
U.S.C. 15g(2)). (b) Nonapplication of prohibition for cases otn-

<Pub. L. 98-44. 2. Oct. 24. 1984, 98 Stat. 2750.) enced before effective date of provisions

Emnrrr DrE Subsection (a) of this section shall not apply

Secton 6 of Pub. L 954 provided that: -This Act with respect to case commenced before the ef-
[enactng sections 34 to 36 of this title. and provisions ective date of this Act.
et out as a note under section of this tlUel sha (Pub. L 98-44, 4 Oct 24, 198498 S tat. 7n50.)

take effect thirty days before the date of the enact-
ment of this Act IOct. 2 BM 1 ).4]- Rnzxc s z Txmr

6 35. Reaover of damage etc for aitrust viol- Por effective date of thls Act. referred to in subsec.
3(b. see Effective Date note below.

tion from any local government. or official or
( b - ee 

E fe c tv e D t
ot 

b ek o w .
teployee tbere acti in an official capacity E nvz Dn

(a) Prohibitio in gwI nalecton efective thirty days before Oct. 24. 194, see

torney's fees may be recovered under section 4, on 34 of Us UUe.
4A. or 4C of the Clayton Act (15 US.C. 15 1, 5 Snno Rom IBI H ro m Orm SScnows
or 15c) from any local government, or offical^or 15 from any local government, or official ^This section is referred to in section 34 of this title.or employee thereof acting In n official capc-
Ity. 2E-FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION;
(b) Preconditio for attahetl of prohbltion PROM N OF EXPORT TRADE AND PRE-

prima faie evidei for nonapplication of prohl- ENTON UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPE-
bUton TTON

Subsection (a) of this section shall not apply
to cases commenced before the effective date of
this Act unless the defendant establishes and
the court determines, In light of all the circum- I C
stances. including the stage of litigation and 4i-r. e estelished:
the availability of alternative relief under the 42. Epoyees expen
Clayton Act, that It would be inequitable not to 43. Offce and place of meetin
apply this subsection to a pending ca". In con- 44. Defintions
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Title 31 shall be in lieu of ay audlt of the financal In its discretion shall have power to construct
trsaios of any Government corporaton required ransmission lines to farms and smal villages
to . rmade by the General Accounting Office lor the that ae not otherwise supplied with electricity
pure of · report to the Cngress or to the Presi- t reasonable rates, and to make such rules and
dent der an eisting law. regulations governing such sale and distribu-

ON Rz ro Ri CTraT ScrnoNs tlon of such electric power as In its judgment

This on referred to in sections 31m. 831n-4 may be just and equitable: Provided further.
of this Ut Ut e 26 section 6402 Utle 31 ections 3720. That the Board is authorized and directed to
3720A: U secton o 612. make studies, experiments, and determinations

\13th-. 0 '·io of damsra~i o t to promote the wider and better use of electric
t 83l-1. Opt ofe dams primriby foe promoion p power for agricultural and domestic use. or for

of nai and oentrlllig flood: ermti a small or local industries, and It may cooperate
and sle erebty with State governments, or their subdivisions

The Board i d in the operation of any or agencies. with educational or research InsU-
darn or reservor Its possesson and control to tutlons, and with cooperatives or other organl-
reglate the low primarily for the pur- ations. in the applicaton of electric power to
poses of promo navigation and controlling the fuller and better balanced development of
floods So far as be consistent with such the resources of the region: Provided further
purposes, the a s authorized to provide That the Board is uthorized to include in any
and operate facilities the generation of elec contract for the sale of power such terms and
tric energy at any suc for the use of the codonditio tncludng resale rate schedules, and
Corporation and for te use of the United to provide for such rules and regulation as in
States or any agency and the Board is its judgment may be necessary or desirable for
further authorized, when er an opportunity is carrying out the purpose of this chapter. and
afforded. to provide and erate facilities for in case the purcaser shall fall to comply with
the generation of eletric nergy in order to any such terms and conditions, or violate any
avoid the waste of water powe. to transmit and such rules and regulations aid contract may
market such power as in this dcater provided, provide that It shall be voidable at the election
and thereby, so far as may bpracticable, to of the Board: Providedfurther, That In order to
assist In liquidating the cost or d In the min- supply farms and small villages with electric
tenance of the projects of the Autlrity. power directly as contemplated by this section.
(Ma 18. 1933, Ic. 32. O9a, as Aug. 3, the Board in Its discretion shall have power to
1935, ch. 836 1 5 49 Stat. 1076.) cuitre existng electric faciltles used in serv-

.'\ing such farms and small vllages: And promided
31h-2. Repealed. Pub. L 85-137. 61. A 19 6. further, That the terms "States", "counties".

73 StaL Z80 and 'municipalites" as used in this chapter
shall be construed to include the public agen-

Section. act July 30. 1947. ch. S5 ttle U, 1.1 61 cIes of any othem unlesthe context requires
tat. 574. placed a lmitation on o e of power esnue ... f .Cott.

of the Tennesee Vlley Authority. See ecUt - different constructon.
of this titlte (May 18, 1933, eh. 32, 1 10. 48 Stt. 64; Aug. 31,
Os31L Sale o su" power, pre t o expari 1935. ch. 836. f 6.49 Stat 1076.)

mental workt qisauition of ei eting eletric f- AMm
dlkles

The Board is empowered and authorized to 193 i Ac 31.1935. inseted last three proi
sell the surplus power not used in its oper- a te ditribtn of supus power amon
atior. ad far operation of locks and other sDa imunicptitiew impr ment in po-
works generated by It to States, couties, mu- o frt r
nlcipalltes. corporations, partnershps or Indl-
viduals according to the polices hereinafter set It is decla to be the policy of the Govern-
forth: and to carry out said authority, the ment so far apracal to distribute and sell
Board is authorised to enter Into contracts fr the surplus generated at Muscle Shoals
such ale lor a term not exceding twenty equitably mong\e States. counUes, and mu-
year and In the sale of such current by the nicipiltles vithht r on distance. This
Board It shall give preference to States coun- policy Is further d to be that the
ties. mundpaltles and cooperative organi- projects herein provtd for shall be considered
Uons of citizens or farmera not organized or primarily as for the befit of the people of the
doing businem for profit. but primarily cfr the sction as a whole and rtcularly the domes-
purpose of supplying electricity to Its own cti- tUc and rural consumers twhom the power can
zes or membera Provided That all contrats economically be made valle. and according-
made with private companies or individuals for ly that sale to and use by ustry shall be a
the sale of power, which power is to be resold secondary purpos to be ut d princpally to
for a prot, shall contain a provision authorz- secure a sufficiently high load or and reve-
ing the Board to cancel aid contract upon five nue returns which wil permitomestc and
years* notice in writing. If the Board needs aid rural use at the lowest posable tes and in
power to supply the demanns of States. coun- such manner a to encourge domes-
ties, or municipaltes. In order to promote and tic and rural use of electricity. It i rther de-
en-ourage the fullest po uble tue of electric claed to be the policy of the Oovenent to
light and power on farms within reasonable dl- utillte the Muscle Shoals properties s ar a
tance of any of Its tranmisslon lines the Boardmay be necery to improve, and
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Page 81 TITLE 16-CONSERVATION § sl

ch9.Lbe production of fertilzer and fertil- or corporation shall be made to the ultimate
izer ir a cryng out the proisions consumer of such electric power at prices that
of this chapter. e mshall not exceed a schedule fixed by the board

(y 18. 1933. c. . ll48from time to time as reasonable. just. and fair
(May is. 1933. ch. 32. i 11. 48 $ * and in case of any such sale. if an amount is
§ g3lk Tralamuniion i construcUon or leme: ske charged the ultimate consumer which is In

of power over other ta-n Government ling raes excess of the price so deemed to be Just. reason-
wen sold for resale at pront able. and fair by the board, the contract for

such sale between the board and such distribu-
In order to place the board upon a fir bsis tr of electricity shall be voidable at the ekec-

for making such contracts and for receiving Uon o the bor And provided further. That
bids for the sale of such power, it Is exprly the board is uthoried to enter into contracts
authorized. either from appropriations made by ih other power systems for the mutual ex-
Congress or from funds secured from the sale change of unused exces power upon suitable
of such power, or from funds, secured by e term th e coInervatlon of stored water and
sale of bonds hereafter provided for, to con as an emergenc or bre-down relief.
struct. lease. purchase. or authorze the con-
structlon of trsmission lines wthin trnsmis- (May 18. 1933. ch. 32. 12.48 St 65.)
sion distance from the place where generated
and to interconnect with other systems. The l-l. Exn. t cedit to S m. siuddpal
board s also authorizd to lease to any person, \ Md Moprot woantofls to at oper-
persons, or corporation the use of any trans ns- exsting facilties
sion line owned by the Government and operat- (1) to facilitate the disposition of the-
ed by the board, but no such lease shall be surp ower of the Corporation according to
made that n any way Interfees with the use of the es set forth in this chapter, (2) to give
such transmssion line by the board Proided effect the priority herein accorded to States
That if any State, county. municipality. or count muncipalties, and nonprofit organl-
other public or cooperative organization of ct- zations h the purchase of such power by ena-
zens or farmers, not organied or doing business blng e to acquire facilities for the distrlbu-
for profit but primarily for the purpose of sup- ion of su power and (3) at the same time to
plying electricity to Its own cithens or mem- preserve distributon falities as going
bers, ora ory two or more of s unpalites concerns avoid duplicaton of such fIacli-
or organitatons shall construct or agree to ties, the is authorized to advise and coop-
construct and main a property designed and erate with by extending redt for a
built transission line to the Oovernment ra- period of notxceeding five years to. States.
ervation upon which is located a Government counties. un es and nonprofit organia-
generatng plant. or to a aintranmiss nonn situated vitttmi ion distance
owned by the Government or leased by thefrom any dam such power bs erated
board and under the control of the board, the by the Corporao in acquiring. Improving. and
board is authorized and directed to contract operating (a) Trdistribution tf ties and
with such State, county, municipality, or other Incidental worin enerat phnts;
organization. or two or more of them. for the and (b) intee tranmission lines; or in
sale of electricity for a term not exceeding acquring any such faclties Iniden-
thirty years; and in any such case the board tl work nd line
shall give to such State, county, municipallty.
or other organizaon ample tme to fully (y l l 1933, ch. 32. 12. as added Aug. 31
comply with any local law now in existence or 193 5. c h8 . 17. 49 S 1076.)
hereafter enacted providing for the necessry '- ~'. \ c
legal authority for such Stat, county. munlel- T o t
pality, or other organiato to contract with TS seSan is reerred to In ecm ul3n-l. m31o-
the board for such power. Provided fucr hr. of Ui UU
That an contracts entered Into between the 3L r i id lcal g.
Corporrtton and any municipality or other p o- rm1e In e of L
lUtcal subdivision or coopertive organizaton Io o u 0 torc to ao ii-
shall provide that the electric power shall be i b e * o _ii
sold and distributed to the ultimate consumer
without discrimination as between consumers In order to render fnanxial\asstance to
of the same class, and such contract shal be those States and local governmn ts in which
voidable at the election of the board If a di- the power operations of the ooration are
criminatory rate. rebate, or other special con- carried on and in which the Corpo onhas c-
clon Is made or given to any consumer or quired properties previously subje to State
user by the munpality or other political sub- and local taxation the board Is authrtzed and
division or cooperative organirzto And pro- directed to pay to said States, d couns
vided further. That as to any surplus power not therein, for each fiscal year be July 1.
so sold as above provided to States counties 1940, the folowins percntaes of t gro
munlcipalites or other said oranizations. proceeds derived from the saie of power the
before the board shall sell the same to any Corporation for the precedin fiscal sr
person or orporrtion engaged In the dlbtrtbu- hereinafter provided. together with such -
ton and resale of electricity for profit. It shall tonal amounts a may be payable prcu to
require said person corporation to agree that the provsons hereinafter st forth. sid y-
any resale of such electric power by said person mets to constitute a charge agait the
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nt31 shall be n lieu of any audit of the fiancial in its discretion shal have power to construct
trn s of any Government corporation required transmsion lines to farms and small villages
to b d by the OenerJa Accotouni Office or th that are n ot oerwise supplied with electricity
pur ofo a report to the Concress or to the Pres at reasonable rates and to make such rules and
dent unr any extng lw. regulations governing such sale and distribu-

* Rmo m o Or SoRS ions tion of such electric power as in Its Judgment
This seen referred to in sections 3m. 31n-4 may be Just and equitable: Provided frther.

of thls tUce 26 sectieon 6402; tite 31 sections 370. That the Board is authorized and directed to
3720A. tiUe slon 612. make studie, experiments, and determinations

:\ .i . to promote the wider and better use of electric
831Sh-l. O Opn damu primaib fIo pro eot power for agricultural and domestic use, or for

of naT and eoatrolltn flodr rueneraio small or local ndustries. and It may cooperate
and ale of with State governments, or their subdivisions

The Board is ted n the operation of any or agencie with educational or research instl-
dam or reservoir tapossesson and control to tutlons and with cooperatives or other organi-
regulate the at ow primarily for the pur- zatons in the application of electric power to
poses of promotg vigaton and controlling the fuller and better balanced development of
floods So far as m be consistent with such the resources of the region Provided further.
purpses the Bord authoried to provide That the Board is authorized to include in any
and operate faclities the generaton of elec- contract for the sale of power such terms and
tric energy at ay such un or the use of the condition inchuding resale rate schedules and
Corporation and for th se of the United to provide for such rules and regulations as in
States or any agency the L and the Board is its Judgment may be necesary or desirable for
further authorized whenev an opportunity is carrying out the purposes of this chapter. and
afforded, to provide and o t faciliies for n case the purchser shall fail to comply with
the generation of electric e Iy n order to any such terms and conditions. or violate any
avoid the waste of water o transmit and such rules and regulations said contract may
market such power as In this cpter provided, provide that It shtal be voidable at the election
and thereby, so far as may be l actiable, to of the Bord Provided further. That In order to
assist in liquidating the cost or aldn the main- supply farms and small villages with electric
tenance of the projects of the Authrty. power directly as contemplated by this section
(May 18. 1933, ch. 32. | a.. as.ad Aug. 31, the Board in Its discretion shal have power to

1935 ch tt.076acquire existing electric facilities used in serv-
135.ch .15.49Ing Such farms and small villages: And provided

831lh-2. Repeed. ub. L 86-137, B 1. A L 1s5. further. That the terms "States". "counties",
73 StnL 0 and 'munldpaUtes' as used in this chapter

shall be construed to include the public agn-
e . aet Jul 30. 194. ch 35f UUe aL I ,. 61 cies of any of them unles the context requir

Sta.L $74. placed · imlitation one o power v a dirent construction..
of the Tennesee Valley Authority. eee ent construction
of this Utle. (My 18. 1933. ch. 32. 10, 48 Stat. 64; Aug. 31.
I 831L Sak of dritah owr. p1e9e5,Ce e83ti, |1935. ch. 83, 6. 49 Stat. 1076.)

,emetal work. acquition of ebtla electrie fa-
ctlitia

The Board is empowered and authorized to Ac Au. 31. 3. Ineed ast three provis.
sell the surplus power not used in Its oper- o it dtributon of ru power a gir
atons. and for operation of locks and other ad -ici tki mp.or-iwt i po-
works generated by It. to States countle mu- ffertlier
ncpalittles. corporations partnerhips, or tndl-
viduals according to the policies hereinafter et It I d to be the policy of the Oovern-
forth; and to carry out aid authority, the ment so frs practical to distribute and sel
Board is authorized to enter Into contracts for the surplus p r generated at Muscle Shoals
such sale for a term not exceeding twenty equitably the tates counties, and mu-
years and In the sale of such current by the nldpalltles wit trl ion dstance. This
Board It shall give preference to States. con- policy k further lred to be that the
ties municipalUe, and cooperative organi- proects herein p for shall be considered
tions of citizens or fanners. not organized or prmarily as for the befit of the people of the
doing business for profit, but primarily for the section as a whole and ly the domes-
purpose of supplying electricity to Its own ct- tic and rural consmers toho the power can
Sens or members Provided. That a contracta economically be made l e. and according
made with private companies or individuals for ly that sale to and use by i shall be a
the sale of power, which power is to be resold secondary purpose, to be ultai princpally to
for a profit shal contain a provision uthorz- secure a sufficiently high load f r and reve-
ing the Board to cancel said contract upon fivenue returns which wil perm and
years' notice in writin. If the Board needs said rurl ue at the lowest possible r and in
power to supply the demands of tates coun- such manner as to eeouage in dome
Ues or municipalities. In order to promote and tic and rural use of electricity. It s de-
encoura the fullest poslble use of electric lared to be the policy of the Oovemmee to
light and power on farms within reasonable di- utilize the Muscle Shoals properties so f
tance of any of its transmison lines the Board may be necesery to mprove, ncra e.
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licy Statement. and the guidance territoies Further. the Commission
concerning ancillary services52 nds to be respectful of state objectives

Ij$ ~ na \ jursdctinacll seraicedin th so as they do not balkanize interstate
_ Afinal jurisdictional issue raised in the ras on of power or conflict with our

0 Access NOPR concerns bUy-sell oOpA n Wcess NOPRr concertns y-useU interstat^pen access policies. As the
nctions. We remain concened. just electric nd y and state regulatory au-

as were with buy.acta arrangements i thoriti onti to develop new compet-
the Induc-r that buy-sell arrange- itie market stuctures and consider
ments n be used by parties to obfuscate rite marke li e believe tidtretail wheelingp we believe that
the trA ransactions taking place and the tests and e have p
thereby lowparties to circumvent Cor- ed ts Rue i ant date both
missi on of transmissin in in- ill helpm hus. we r o Federal and state ianter d will helpterstate cia meree.*Thus. we reaffirm ma-~ter~state cMnra u--provide jurisdictional certainty market
conclusionhat we have jurisdiction overl c
the t . -Dparticipants.the interste transmission component of pa pa
transaction in which an end user ar- J Stranded Costs
ranges for purchase of generation
from a thi arty. However. we recog- 1. Justification for Allowing Recovery of
nize that the is a wide range of pro- Stranded Costs
grams and t s ions that might or

ight not tall thin this cateo We In the Supplemental Stranded Costmight not (all thin this category. We
will address o a case-by-case bas. NOPR. the Commission noted that thewill address the a cbycase bass.. Open Access Rule would give a utility's

In summary. t o Commission reaffirms historical wholesale customers greatly en-
and carifies its ior jurisdictional con- hanced opportunities to reach new suppli-
clusions and tests determining the de- ers.5s 3 This would affect the way in which
marcation betwee federal and state utilities have recovered costs under the
jurisdiction over trsmission in inter- traditional regulatory system that. on the
state commerce and l distribution We one hand. imposed an obligation to
have attempted to adess these issues In serve, 5 and, on the other hand. pcrnit-
a way that provides r flexibility and ted recovery of all prudently incurred
recognition of legitimat state concerns costs. We noted that if customers leave
With regard to retail s is. we recog- their utilities' generation systems without
nize the states' coc that the un- paying a share of these costs. the costs
bundling of retail tantctions would will become stranded unless they can be
result in changes from wt historically recovered from other customers. The
has been regulated by thetes (princi- Commission stated in the NOPR that we
pally. the rates of tnsm i assets pre- must address the costs of the transition to
viously included in retail ate base) a competitive industry by allowing utili-
However. the decision to prode unbun- ties to recover their legitimate, prudent
died retail wheeling is ot Commis- and verifiable stranded costs simultane-
sion's to make because wechave no ously with any final rule we adopt requir-
authority to order transmission tly to ing open access tran ission.55
an ultimate consumer. In addil . even
If a retail access program orn we do Virtually all of the investor-owned util-
not believe the unbundling of rtatrans- Ity commenters as well as conmenters
actions wil radically change f unda ntal representing state commissions and other
state authorities, including authoty to constituencies support the NOPR's pre-
regulate the vast majority of en tion mise that stranded costs can be created
asset costs. the siting and maintenan of when a customer switches suppliers. They
generation facilities and transmison endorse the proposal to allow the recovery
lines, and decisions regarding retail - of legitimate and verifiable stranded

s Ina apptyin the principle of the Final s'The Supplcmrntal Stranded Co NOPR
Rule o retail ransmission taris. the Cmmis- dacibd sch an obligation as explid at retail
sion derly cannot order retail wheeing directly and arguably implicit at whoesale FERC Star-
to an ultimate consuamr. See FPA section utes and Reguatioa 132514 at p. 33.101.
212(h).

~j "3 5 ~ss FERC Salutes and Regulations 32.514
at p. 33.095. s Id. at p. 3309-96. 33.101.
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costs.556 Numerous commenters also sup- recovery is economically efficient and is
port the Commission's proposal to link necessary to ensure parity among compet-
stranded cost recovery with open access itors and to avoid uneconomic bypass.5 0
tariffs. These commenters agree that the The commenters that oppose allowing
recovery of stranded costs is critical to utilities to recover legitimate and veifia-
the successful transition of the industry to bk stranded costs repeat many of the
an open transmission access, competitive arguments that were raised In response to
industry.5s' Commenters such as EEI and the initial Stranded Cost NOPR. For cx-
NU submit that open access and stranded ample, a number of commenters argue
cost recovery should be implemented si- that the risk that a utility could lose
multaneously; that unbundled transmis- customers (and thereby incur stranded
si6n service should not be required until a costs) is not a new phenomenon eated
stranded cost recovery mechanism is in by regulatory and statutory initiatives
place. Some commenters propose that U that utilities could not have antici-
the full recovery of stranded costs is disal- pated.5 6 Some commenters argue that
lowed as a result of rehearing or judicial the as neer an implied obligation to
review, utilities that have filed open ac- serve at wholesale According to TDU
cess transmission tariffs should be permit- Systems. monopoly power. not regulatory
ted to withdraw them. or the Commission oblir,-ion. has kept wholesale customers
should otherwise reconsider its rule on captive over the years.
open access transmission in light of such a
reversal.s5 8 Other commenters argue that allowing

the recovery of stranded costs would
Comrnmenters representing the financial make it uneconomic for customers to seek

community reiterate their strong support alternative sources of power and that the
for the full recovery of stranded costs. prospect of liability for and protracted
noting that the prospect of not recovering litigation over stranded cost claims would
stranded costs could erode a utility's abil- create paralyzing uncertainty for custom-
ity to attract capital which. in turn. could ers. uncertainty that may dissuade them
impede the long-term goal of achieving from taking advantage of new opportuni-
competitive wholesale markets.559 Several ties in the wholesale power market.s
comrnenters also argue that stranded cost Some commenters also argue that

5
6 See. e., EEI. Atlantic City. Arizona. Car- subits that there is nothing in the Open Access

olina P&L. Cnterior. Central Hudson. Detroit NOPR thai should affect the treatment of
Edison. Duke. Duquesne. Enterly. Florida stranded costs because the Open Access NOPR
Power Corp. El Paso. Houston. NIPSCO. NU. would not change the contracts that govern cx-
Oklahoma G&E. Otter Tail. PG&E, Puget. isting wholesale transactions. It argues that the
Southern. San Diego G&E. SCE&G. SoCal Commssion will have ample opponunity to de-
Edison. Montana. Montana-Dakota Utilities. ide these matters before the present wholesale
NSP. Utilities For Improved Transition. NC long-term contracts expire.
Corn, PA Con. Electric Consum Alliance.,
American National Power. NE Public Power E Utlties Fru Impmod Pasto
District. MEAG. 014 Coops.. Settle. NV Energy PECO. Utility.Workers Union. Dayton P&L.

Buyers SBA. TVA. Utility Workers Union. Big " Utility Investors Analysts. Utility Shar-
Rivers EC. Central EC Citizens Lehman. holders
NGS. AGA. Montaup. NIEP. S e See. er.. EEI. SCE&G. Montana. Corn Ed.

5
See. e.g_ EEI. Colition lor Economic ' E4, TAPS. IN Industias. Air Liquide.

Competition EGA. CINery. Electric Co - Texas Indutriak. Detroit Edison Customers.
Alliance. Atlantic City. Corn Ed. Csuners AMP.Ohio.

Powr. Dayton P&L. Dominion. Duke, El Paso..
NEPCO. NIMO. NIPSCO. Ohio Edison. Florida &E T D U Systs. Comptitive Enlcr-
Pow Crp. PECO. Pennsylvania P&L PSNM. prse
Public Service Co of CO. Southern. SCE&G, O See. e.g.. Missouri Joint Commission.
VEPCO. Texas Utilities. DOE. CA Energy Com, Omaha PPD. Amerucn Forest & Paper, TAPS.
CO Corn. PA Con. NE Public Power District. AMP-Ohio. Kansas Commission. VA Corn.
SMUD. Ir .Sk-,4 . PJM. Utility Work- Nucor. Torco, IPALCO. DE Muni. Municipal
ers Union. Utility Investrs Analysts. Nuclear Energy Agency Nebrasa. Air Liquide. Arkan-
Energy Institute. SoCal Gas, AGA. Utility sas Gties. Detroit Edison Customers. Clevclnd.
Shareholders. LPPC. Although DOD agrees that Texas-New Mexico. Blue Rider. Suffol County.
addresing stranded costs is a critical part d the NM Industrial. PA Munis. Capar, ABATE.
transition to a mor competitive industry. it NRRI. Building Owners. Alma. WEPCO. Total
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stranded cost recovery would be a disin- mation on the magnitude of potential
centive to efficient operation by affording stranded costs.569 DE Muni states that
the greatest protection to utilities that the Commission must commit to making

'--.^ ~ made the worst Investment decisions.5" public all the data it obtains so that all

Commenters also argue that the scope an evaluate the impact of the recovery
of the proposed rule is overbroad; that of stranded costs on an ongoing bass.
stranded cost recovery should be allowed. NRR submits that the Commission
if at all, on a casebycase basis; that has drawn the wrong conclusion from its
there should be no presumption that natural gas ndustry experience. Accord-
every utility will experience stranded ing to NRRI. pipelines were caught in
costs; and that utilities should not be al-
lowed to recover 100 percent of prudently by Co s and t Commison In the
incurred stranded cos~s~" by Congress and the Commission. In theincured stranded cost. case of the electric Industry. NRRI sub-

Several commenters suggest that there mits that although there arcuneconomic
is no factual basis for the stranded cost wholesale power contracts, the Commis-
rule. citing a lack of evidence of a whole- sion is not responsible for this situation. 7
sale stranded cost problem. 56 TDU Sys-
tems refers to a Resource Data Several commenters suggest that the
International study that shows that. of Commission condition a utility's ability to
$114 billion in potential investor-owned recover stranded costs upon the utility
utility stranded investment. only $10.4 agreeing to take certain actions (such as
billion is associated with wholesale trans- reducing environmental effects s ' or en-
actions. 567 Others submit that the Com- suring the payment of costs that are
mission should obtain more current data stranded if the utility commences direct
concerning the magnitude of potential service to an end-use customer that was
stranded cost recovery before issuing the previously a wholesale customer of a
final rule.5" In reference to the statement transmission dependent utility5 2). or
in the Supplemental NOPR that the agreeing to refrain from certain actions
Commission will continue to gather infor- (such as seeking unilaterally to terminate

(Footnote Continued)

Petroleum SC Public Service Authority asserts this estimate covers costs stranded by transmis-
that the Commission has not adequately ad- sion In interstate commerce of both whoesale
dressed the anticempetitive potential dI exit fees and retail power, and subnitc that both types of
and the potential shitin of lasses from high- costs art relevant to this pceding becaue of
cost to lo-cost produers. It says that the Comn- the Cmissioo's jurisdictio over the transmls-

ission should renotic any further proposal son rates lor wheelng to both wholesle and
that It develps to permit a reasod analysis of retail customers
anticompetitive oce.

'6 E.g. Central Ilinois ight. Utility Work-
S, Eu. TAPS. AMP-Ohio. IPALCO. Suffolk ,Uni AICoa.

County. Competitlve Enterprise. NY nergy
Buyer. Supervised Housing. Central Illinois ss See FERC Statutes and Regulations
Lght, WP&L. SC Public Service Authority. KS i 32514 at p. 33.105.
Cor

5M&~~~~s PO«- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O >According to NRRI, the Comnmision did
E. Akna. IPALCO. Suffolk Cunty. not "berate" e ctric utility tan mit to sign

Consumae Counsel Arkatoa Citia Central l-t
Consumers Couht nsl Ar.anASA. VA ntrl - uneconmic contracts in the manner that NRRI

Cos ^ight_ NY. VA C NY contends the Commisson and Congress -be-
Energy Buyers. UT Industrals NM Industr- ted pipi anag nt. NRRI Initi
ak NJ Ratepayer Advocate. WEPCO. IN In- Comments at p. 6. NRRI also objects that the
dustrias. ABATE. AZ CroL p rule is a departure frmn what occurred

E"' E-. ELCON. TDU Systems. Tes-New in other deregulated industries (where no
Mceic. Central Illinois Light. stranded cost recovery was allowed) and that

Ov. Utlties for improd Truition the Commissln should provide a fuller eplana-
Hever. UtiltiefIp raton tim as to why it beies alblowing uttibes full

rerse to a report by Moody's Investor Service
estimating that the stranded csts of the Na- recvery of legitinute and veifiable stranded
tion's 114 largest electric utilities under open
access transmission will be 5135 billion in the sn E.g.. Legal Environmental Assistance.
next ten yea (13 to 14 limes greater than the Conservatin Lw Foundation
costs strnded by th introduction o open a-
cess transDartation of natural fas). It otes that S E... TDU Sytems.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commiuion 31,036
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or modify IPP contracts).W3 CCEM pro- PA Munis objects that the Commis-
poses that open access, conversion rights, sion's proposal to impose stranded costs
and divestiture should each be a precondi- only on wholesale requirements customers
tion to a utility's eligibility for any (and not on other wholesale customers) is
stranded cost recovery. VT DPS submits unduly discriminatory and counter to the
that. if the Commission adopts a stranded goals of the Open Access NOPR. It sub-
cost rule, it should limit utility stranded mits that- the Commission's proposal. by
cost claims to those cases where the util- subjecting a wholesale requirements cus-
ity can demonstrate that its costs have tomer to increased transmission rates for
been rendered unrecoverable as a direct stranded costs not levied on other whole-
result of the final rule.s sale customers, is indistinguishable in

substance from the pre-Order 436 plan
A number of commenters object that held to be discriminatory in Maryland

the proposed rule contains no provisions People's Counsel v. FERC.
for non-transmission-owning utilities to ELCON and t 9 urge the Co-
collect stranded costs. Illinois Munici-collect stranded costs.-" Illinois Muniei mission to clarify that stranded costs do
pal Electric Agency asks the Commission a csto r la st

to consider providing a forum or rOt arise when a customer leaves a systemto consider providing a forum for
munipa to recover straned osts rom because its plant becomes-uneconomic or

municipals toms u nderd es the customer wishes to co-generate or self-
their customers under the same guideline. They note that t]hese altera-generate. They note that "Wt]hese alterna-
as investor-owned utilities. Recognutingas investo-owne utilitetives have always existed and do not arise
that the FPA gives the Commission nothat the FPA gives the Commsson no rom new opportunities for wholesale and
general jurisdiction over municipalities re wheeling.
for purposes of rate regulation. 6 Illinois
Municipal Electric Agency argues that Commission Concluson
the FPA nevertheless does not prevent We reaffirm our preliminary determi-
the Commission from providing a forum nation that the recovery of legitimate.
for municipalities that may experience prudent and verifiable stranded costs
stranded costs as a result of new federal should be allowed. Having considered the
regulations. NE Public Power District, arguments raised by the commenters that
RUS. and rural electric cooperative corn- oppose stranded cost recovery, we con-
menters object that the NOPR gives pub- tinue to believe that utilities that entered
lic utilities a greater chance than other into contracts to make wholesale require-
transmitting utilities to recover stranded ments sales under an entirely different
costs from departing customers by offer- regulatory regime should have an oppor-
ing public utilities two avenues of recov- tunity to recover stranded costs that oc-
ery (an exit fee under a power sales cur as a result of customers leaving the
contract or a transmission surcharge) but utilities' generation systems through
offering other transmitting utilities only Commission-jurisdictional open access
one avenue (a transmission surcharge). 77 tariffs or FPA section 211 orders.5 ' in

YJ E.a EGA. LG&E. EGA and LG&E fur- P But see FPA section 212(a). 16 U.C.
ther ague that if a utility is able to abrogate a 824k(a).
OF contract. a F should be entitled to rewer
its costs based upon the same equities of reiance st RUS objects that. at the same time. an
upon rovnrnmental approval changed regul- RUS-financed coperative that s a transmitting
tory regimes. and reasonable expectation. . utility wold be required lo provide recipocal

Y ' VT DPS argues that under Order No. 636 open aC
T ss to its public utility supplier which

the Commission allowed rievery of costs that is also its customer and its competitor.
would be rendered "unrecoverable" because the
costs would not be incurred to proide ranspor- 761 F.2d 768 (D.C. Cir. 1985).
tation service and because ther would be no
wholesale load from which to recover the costs. 

5
9 E... VA Com DE Muni. LG&E. Moun-

It suggests that when a utility loses wholesae tain States Petroleum Assoc.
load or a municipality establishes a new distr-

brtio systeme the utlirtys COrt 2T net " s y,>
ELCON July 25. 199S Comments at p.6.

sarily rendered unrecoverable.

s" E.g.. PA Munis. Missouri Joint Commis- s Hereafter referred to collectively s the
sion. TAPS. Municipal Energy Agency Nc- "nrw open acss" or "open access transils-
braska. Si."
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order to reach other power suppliers. As with gas producers. When the Commis-
we indicated in the Supplemental sion initially declined to take direct ac-

Stranded Cost NOPR. we do not believe tion to alleviate that burden. the US.

that utilities that made large capital ex- Court of Appeals for the District of Co-

penditures or long-term contractual corn- lumbia Circuit faulted the Commission
mitments to buy power years ago should for failing to do so. ss6 The court noted

now be held responsible for failing to fore- that pipelines were "caught in an unusual
see. the actions this Commission would transition" as a result of regulatory
take to alter the use of their transmission -changes beyond their control.5
systems in response to the fundamental
changes that are taking place in t As we stated in the Supplemental
dustry. s52 We will not ignore the effects of NOPR. the courts reasoning in the gas

context applies to the current move to a
recent significant statutory and regula- context applies to the ent oveo a
tory changes on the past investment deci- competitive bulk power industry. Indeed,
sions of utilitiesY While, as some because the Commission failed to deal$ions of utilities. 

s
While. as some

commenters point out, there has always with the take-or-pay situation in the gas

been some risk that a utility would lose a context the court invalidated the Com-
particular cstomer. in the past that risk missons first open accss rule for as
was smaller. It was not unreasonable or pipelines. Once again, we are faced with

the uty to pan to continue g an ndustry transition in which there is
the utility to plan to continue Srving the
needs of its wholesale requirements cus- the possibility that certain utilities will be
tomers and retail customers. and for those kft with large unrecoverable costs or that

customers to expect the utility to plan to those cts will be unfairly shifted to
-- future customer needs. With the other (remaining) customers. That is why

new open access, the risk of losing a cus- we must directly and timely address the

tomer is radically increased. If a former costs of the transition by allowing utilities
wholesale requirements customer or a for- to seek recovery of legitimate, prudent

mer retail customer uses the new open and verifiable stranded costs. At the same
access to reach a new supplier, we believe time, however. this Rule will not insulate

that the utility is entitled to recover legit- a utility fro m the normal risks of competi-
imate. prudent and verifiable costs that it tion, such as self-generation. cogenera-
incurred under the prior regulatory re- tion, or industrial plant closure. that do
gime to serve that customer.?S not arise from the new availability of non-

discriminatory open access transmission.
We learned from our experience with Any such costs would not constitute

natural gas that as both a legal and a stranded costs for purposes of this Rule.
policy matter, we cannot ignore these
costs. During the 1980s and early 1990s. We are issuing the Stranded Cost Fmial
the Commission undertook a series of ac- Rule simultaneously with the Open Ac-
tions that contributed to the impetus for cess Final Rule because we believe that
restructuring of the gas pipeline industry. the recovery of legitimate, prudent and
The introduction of competitive forces in verifiable stranded costs is critical to the
the natural gas supply market as a result successful transition of the electric indus-
of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 197855 try to a competitive, open access environ-
and the subsequent restructuring of the ment. We believe that our decision today
natural gas industry left many pipelines will be upheld by the courts. While the
holding uneconomic take-or-pay contracts D.C. Circuit is still considering the vari-

' FERC Statutes and Rgulations 351 4 transmission under wholeale Qireoments ccn-
at p. 33.101-02. tract and to utilities that provided Sce to

Mi Contrary to NRRI's claim. arase- retail customers that convert to wholesale us-
'Plined in the NOPR (Isec claim. FERC ast tomner status, and that face the potential inabil-

aaieiti to recover costs when their customners are
and Regulatior 132.514 at p. 33.063.8). the t r s t

able to rach new suppters through open accesselectric industrys transition to a more competi- ra tns t ion
tive market is driven in large part by statutory
and regulatory changes beyond the utilitice con-

~~~trold~. 5 ~15~~s IS USIC. 3301 et seq.

5u As a result, the opportunity for wholesale 5
S AGD. B24 F.Zd at p. 1021.

stranded cost recovery under this Rul is limited
to utilities that provided sales of gneration and s Id. at p. 1027.
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ous appeals of Order No. 636," it has specific problem: The fact that a utility
already upheld, in at least two instances. that historically has supplied bundled
our ultimate decision to allow the recov- generation and transmission services to a
cry of costs stranded in the transition to a wholesale requirements customer and in-
competitive natural gas industry.5 9 As a curred costs to meet reasonably expected
result, we reject the suggestions of some customer demand may experience
commenters that a utility's obligation to stranded costs when its customer is able
comply with the provisions of the Open to reach a new generation supplier due to
Access Final Rule should be conditioned the availability of open access transmis-
upon final court approval of the Stranded sion. This rule proposes a solution to that
Cost Final Rule. We also decline other- problem by allowing the recovery of legit-
wise to condition a utility's ability to re- imate, -prudent and verifiable costs in-
cover its stranded costs As described in curred by a utility to provide service to a
greater detail in Section IV.J.8, if a util- wholesale requirements customer that
ity can make the necessary evidentiary subsequently becomes, in whole or in
showings, it will be eligible for stranded part, an unbundled wholesale tranmls-
cost recovery. sion services customer of the utility. The

With regard to the magnitude of poten- opportunty or extra-contractual whole-
tial wholesale stranded costs, as th sale stranded cost recovery is allowed for
plemental Stranded Cost NOPR only a discrete set of requirements con-
recognizes. the level may be small relative tr a c ts for hich the utility can demon-
to that of retail stranded costs. Neverthe- strat that it had a reasonable
less wholesale costs may be stranded as a expectation of continuing service, as well
result of open access transmission. Be- as for retail-turned-wholesale situations in
cause the significance of such costs to the which the utility satisfies the necessary
utilities that would face them may be evidentiary criteria Thus. the fundamer-
great (and the prospect of not recovering tal premise of this rule-namely, that a
such costs could erode utilities' ability to utility should have an opportunity to re-
attract capital and be very detrimental to c ov er reasonably-incurred costs that arise
a diverse array of utility shareholders) because open access use of the utility's
we believe that we have a responsibility transmission system enables a generation
to allow for the recovery of such costs customer to shop for power-would not

apply to a non-transmission-owning utll-
We disagree with the commenters who ty tat definition has no tra is-ity that. by definition. has no transros-

contend that this Rule would discriminate son by whch ts generation customer can
against certain segments of the industry escape to another supplier
such as noo-transmission-owning utilities
(who would not be allowed to collect The same historical relationship dis-
stranded costs) or wholesale requirements cussed above, including the expectation of
customers (who would be subject to continued service. justifies imposing the
stranded cost charges while other whole- stranded costs covered by this rule on
sale customers would not). These corn- wholesale requirements customers only
menters misconstrue the purpose of this (not on non-requirements customers that
Rule and the nature of the stranded costs contract separately for transmission ser-
for which this Rule would allow recovery. vices to deliver their purchased power).
This rule is designed to address a new and Requirements customers historically were

sm Pipeline Service Obligations and Revisios No. 92-1485. et at. (D.C. Cir. Oral Arumnent
to Regulations Gorning Sclf-lmplemcntlng Held Feb. 21. 1996).
TransDortatin Under Part 28a of the Commis-
sion's Regulation: and Regulation of Natural
Gas Pipelines Alter Partial Wcltid Decontrol. s

Sec. e4g Public UtlUties Commission of
Onder No. 636. 57 FR 13267 (April 16. 1992.) the State f Carliornia v. FERC. 988 F.2d IS4.
FERC Statutes and ReguJttions 130,939 166 (D.C. Cir. 1993) ("FERC. with the backing
(1992). order n reh'g. Order No. 636-A S7 FR of this courat has been at pains to permit pipe-
36128 (August 12. 1992). FERC Statutes and mnes to recover these (take-or-pay) costs. which
ReguLations 130.950 (992): order on rdh'g. Or- have accumulated less through mismanageent
der No. 636-B. 57 FR 57911 (Dcember 8. or miscalculation by the pipelines than through
1992). 61 FERC 1 61.272 (1993). rch'g denied. an otherwise beneficial transition to competitive
62 FERC 161.007 (1993). appeal pending gas markets."): Western Resources, Inc. v.
United Distribution Companies. et aL v. FEJtC. FERC 72 F.3d 147 (D.C. Cir. 1995).
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long-term customers who typically did stranded costs as proposed in the NOPR
not expect to take service from other sup- and set forth our reasoning in support of
pliers. Utilities thus assumed they would that finding.591

) continue serving these customers and Various commenters contend that the
"\ -r may have made significnt Investments proposal to permit recovery of stranded

based an that long-tenn expdctation. In costS at all or particularly through trans-
,i ,~T. ^contrast, utilities id not (and do not to- ssin rates of dparting customers. failsh oiseion rates of departing customerst oails

day) gener-"' make investments for to address the Cajun court's concerm.s
-""^ - .short-t. m economy-type transactions. These commenters repeat many of the

p p.ner. such transactions were entered auents prvouy aised in this
;· Yinto only when the utility temprarily proceeding which we have already ad-

, had available capacity or energy that dressed. Sone conmenters argue that in-
could be provided to the buyer at a pice duding gntionbaed stranded costs

:- <I lower than the buyer's decrementA costion raes is a cmpti-
T h e u t ility w a s no t obliatrd in any tive tying arangeent and that Cajun

w ither explicitly or ipctly-o compels the Commission to abandon this
provide for the needs of nt equirT-m t , , of i t stranded cost proposal or, at
customers. Because ceooinaton transac- a minimum to xpain how the chosen
tions were not the cse of stranded i- method of recovery differs from that ~-

,'I ~ vestment decisirs. it would be manded in Cajun_59 3

inappropriate to allocate such costs to question
noquir nevs custSomerseveral comment.s a question
nolncqueir.e.em ~cuo whether the NOPRs stranded cost provi-

Further. athough some commenters o- sions would undermine the "meaningful"
jcct that the Rule would give public utili- access to alternative suppliers referenced
ties a greater opportunity than other by the Cajun court. 5S For example, Ar-
transmitting utilities to recover stranded kansas ties asserts that the Commission
costs our jurisdiction over transmitting has faed to address whether a transmit-
utilities that are not also public utilities is ting utility retains market power over
limited. If the elling utility under an transmission even after imposition of an
existing contract is a transmitting utility open access tariff. It contends that this
that is not also a public utility its whole- question is vital to determining whether
sale requirements contracts are not sub- imposition of stranded costs would inter-
ject to this Commission's jurisdiction-. Ie with a wholesale transmission cus-
Thus, we can allow such a transmitting tomer's meaningful access to other power
utility to recover stranded costs only upplier
through Commission-urisdctional trans-
mission rates under sections 211 and 212 So ne commenters also submit that the
of the FPk Nevertheless, in the context proposed procedures for a customer to ob
of a speific section 211 h case. we would t a ln an estimate of its stranded cost lia-

expect to apply similar princpes to the bility are inadequate because they do not
extent possible to asure full strndd cost aeiorate the uncertainty confronting
recover. We aiso encourage such tr c atrevery. We also encu such trae the customer, whch was a concern ot the
mitting utilities to negotiate mutually co r t in Cajun They suggest that a cus-
agreeable stranded cost provisions with tomer wold still face the spect of liti-
their customers gation concerning whether a proposed
59 In the Supplemental Stranded Cost stranded cost charge is appropriate-5

NOPR. the Commission made a Other commenters argue that Cajun re-
preliminary finding that the Cajun court quires a trial-type evidentiary hearirn
decision does not bar the recovery of before tanded costs may be recovered.

- 28 F.ld 173 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (Cain). Texs-New Mexico. Las Cruces. bt.- n;A. Suf-
_,' FERC Szatuln md R ~ . .folk County. Total Petroknum. NM Industrias.

591 FERC Statute and Regulatioeem 1.S14 p Mun- M
at lp.UlOS6.PAM>I

A-£.. Aransas Citim PA MuniM. NM In-w E_, APPA. ABATE. ELCON. Censtrl I £ Citi P Mu NM ia-
linois Light, IL Cam. VT DPS us

9s e-g..tc ELCON, American Portit & Pa 
5 See Cajun. 28 F.3d at p. I79.

" See eg.. ELOON. American Foest & Pa-
per. MMWEC. Cajun. IL Com. PA Cam. VT s See. e,4 Suffolk County. Arkansa Citie.

_ DPS. Education. DE Muni IN lndustrias. Education.
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They question whether the Conunission's evidentiary record for addkirceng these
generic proposals on open access and the concerns on a generic basis and the oppor-
Commission's statements about the need tunity for all participants to present cvi-
to recover strandd costs are adequate.59 7 dence and arguments. 6

ELCON references the Cajun court's Noting the Cajun court's concern as to
statement that "if the Commission is whether the wholesale customer in that
wrong at the outset concerning the possi- case had "meaningful" access to altena-
bility of legitimate stranded investment tive suppliers, a number of commenters
cost. it is not fair or reasonable to create age th Cmmission. through the
such a mechanism for recovery." EL- open access provisions of the NOPR. is in
CON submits that the factual record does fact providing wholesale customers men-
not demonstrate any significant wholesale ingful reasonable access to alternative
stranded cost problem and. as a result, a suppliers.' 0

final rule allowing recovery of such costs
would not be "fair or reasonae." As evidence that the Cajun court was

concerned with inadequate explanation
Many other commenters. in contrast, and procedures and did not find that

believe that the NOPR is distinguishable stranded costs could never be justified.
from the case that was before the court in several commenters point out that the
Cajun and that the Commission has fully Cajun court did not mention the D.C.
addressed the Cajun court's concerns. Ac- Circuit's landmark decision An AGD,
cording to the Coalition for Economic which strongly supports stranded cost re-
Competition. this proceeding is very dif- covery.60 For example. Coalition for Eco-
ferent from the Cajun proceeding because nomic Competition suggests that
the proposed rule would not automati- construing Cajun to hold that stranded
cally permit utilities to charge market- cost recovery is always anticompetitive
based rates The Coalition for Economic would be at odds with AGD and other
Competition states that in the absence of decisions that have upheld the Commis-
generic market-based rate authorization. sion's policy of allowing recovery o( the
there is no basis in Cajun for barring the costs of the transition to competitive mar-
recovery of stranded investment in trans- kets.6
mission tarilffs.5mission tariffs.599 Numerous commcnters also support the

A number of commenters agree with Commission's conclusion that stranded
the Commission that the Cajun court was cost- recovery through transmission rates
concerned with the need for a more con- is not a tying arrangement. 60 Among
plete explanation of the basis for stranded other things. these commenters argue
cost recovery and the mechanism selected that a tying claim requires that the de-
for such recovery. These commenters be- endant force the sale of a separate prod-
lieve that the NOPR provides both the uct with the sale of a product over which

Eg., PA Con. NY Can RUS by the petitioners in Cajun that "therereally is
no such thing as stranded investment, only a" Caijun. 28 F.3d at p. 179 (emphasis in 
n o* tou c _
W laare to compelte" ignored the orcumstlancs
under which the invesurtnu were made. It

" SC Pubic Saert Authority aBso t slates that electric utilities did not incur the
tition aS wiU (Initial Cmmcnts c t p. 7. "In cests oa geeration facilities (and long-term fuel
Cajun. the court was not critiiin the re overy and power supply contrcts) because they
of stranded asets as a abstract tatter, but less efficnt conpeitors. but to satisfy their
specifically as an interal part of a set of taruis obligation in a fully-regulated nrket to provide
designed to justify market-bad rates a the service to all who ruest it.
basis that the open access taff adequately mit-
igated maretn power despite the provisioa per-
mitting rcovery of straded assets. It su ts st-Sc c .. . Cor Ed Coalition for Economic
that if the Commission decides to allow utlities Cmmpetition. NYSEG. Entery.
to recover stranded costs fram departing cus-
tomers. any utility ertcveing such coats shou t 63 Sec. e.g.. KN Energy. Inc.. 968 F.2d 1295
not be alowed to chage market-based rates a p. 1301 (D.C Cr. 1992). Elabcthtown Gas

°6 Sree. re. . . NEPCO. Centerior. Electric Co. v. FERC. 10 F3d 866. 874 (D.C. Cr. 1993).
Consumers Alliance. Southern.

60t --. Omaha PPD. Con Ed. Florida Power "e E.. EEI. Corn Ed. Consumers Power. So-
Corp. Corn Ed also submits that th arDnment Cat Edison. Salt River. Entelwy. .
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it has market power, and that here there peals Ior the D.C. Circuit (the same cir-
is no second product being tied to trans- cuit that decided Cajun) that confirms
mission. Several cormmenters also suggest the validity of Commission imposed

} I that, in any event, stranded cost recovery stranded cost recovery mechanisms in the
as proposed in the NOPR would be con- transition to competitive markets. In
sidered a legitimate business justification Western Resources. Inc. v. FERC, 06 the
under the antitrust laws.605 Corn Ed ex- court affirmed the Commission's decision
plains that the Commission, as part of its -to allow the recovery of costs stranded in
effort to enhance competition in genera- the transition of the natural gas industry
tion by opening up the transmission net- to a competitive market.6" We believe
work, is avoiding placing on utilities the that. by this decision, the court has again
entire burden of the stranded costs result- affirmed the Commission's ability to al-
ing from their past regulatory obligations low stranded cost reovy. as long as we
it is not permitting utilities to maintain a follow adequate procedures ad explain
monopoly of power sales. or decisort60

Commission Condusion We are providing in this proceeding the
We reaffirm that we do not interpret evidentiary record to support our decision

the Cajun court decision as barring the to allow the recovery of legitimate, pru-
recvery of stranded costs. The court in dent and verifiable stranded costs on a
that case did not bar stranded cost rcov- generic basis. We also are ensuring the
ery, as some commenters suggest it in- "meaningful" access to alternative sup-
stead found that the Commission had not pliers that was identified as a concern of
provided adequate proceedings and had the Cajun court. The Open Access Final
not fully explained Its decision. The Corn- Rule is designed to attack one essential
mission had failed to hold an evidentiary element of market power-namely, con-
hearing conerning whether the inclusion tl over transmission access. The tan-
of a stranded cost recovery provision in a ard we arc adopting for transmission
particular utility's transmission tariff. service is far stricter than the standard
along with other provisions in the tariff. e used at the time Cajun was decided;
resulted in the adequate mitigation of En- we now require non-discriminatory open
tergy's market power s as to justify ar- access transmission. as well as a code of
ket-based rates. The court also found that conduct and non-discriminatory sharing
the Commission had failed to explain ade- f transmission information (OASIS). The
quately its approval of the stranded cost collectve effect of these actions is that
provision. among other provisiaos. In cn-provision. among other provisions. In con- public utilities that own. control or oper-
trast. as discussed below. we have ad- ate terste tran ison facilities will
dressed in this conolidated proceeding not be able to favor their own generation
(the Stranded Cost NOPR, the Supple and will have to compete on an equal
mental Stranded Cost NOPR. the Open basis with other suppliers6 Al public
Access NOPR. and the Open' Acces/Stcandess NOPRstFnlR. and the 1Open / .utilities that own. control or operate faci-
Stranded Cost Fnac l Rnle) all of the Ca ities used for transmitting electric energy

jun court concerns. in interstate commerce will have tariffs
Our interpretation of Cajun is bolstered on file that offer to any eligible customer

by a recent opinion of the Court of Ap- any transmission services that the public

s See State of Illinois ex ret Buris v. P rn- ckudi desire to prevent take-or-pay liability.
hand'c Eastern hpe Linm Ca 935 F.2d 1469. not by an anticompetitive motive).
1483 (7th Or. 1991).1991). cet. denied. 502 US. 1094
(1992) (pipeline's reuIsi to tranport gm that)
an LDC customer porhased fromn anoter up- * Id. at p. IS2.
plier was "reuminely and reasonably motivated
by the need to imit its potential take-r-pay " A s w e not d In c SupPlemental NOPR.
liability, not by a desire to maintain its monop- e d c rter in e the C
oly position by euding ompetition in le on t he AGD sc t hat the Commnion
of natural las-): Cibty a Chanute 9. milli must consider the trasition crts bore by rreu-
Natural Gas Company. 743 F. Sapp. 1437 (D. Wa t d uti the Comrion change the
Kan.). ard. 955 F2 641 (7th Cr. 1990) (pipe- ulatory ns or t an. FIRC Statutes
ine's refusal to transport thrd-pay ws and Regulatim 132-Si4 at p. 33.106.

motivated by eitimnat business coancrn,i in- l Id. at p. 13.065-67.
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utility could provide to itself. and under was offered in the transmission tariff that
comparable terms and conditions. was under review in Cajun.

We note that the Cajun court identified We also have addressed the -Cajun j
several provisions in Entergy's proposed court's concern over the method of recov-
tariff as potentially restraining competi- ery. In that case, Entergy proposed to
tion: Entergy's retention of sole discretion include a charge in the departing cus-
to determine the amount of transmssion tomer's transmission rate to recover its
capability available for its competitors' stranded investment costs. The court said
use;6 10 the point-to-point service limita- that this might constitute an anticompe-
tion;6 11 the failure to impose reasonable titive tying arrangement 6 1 5 As we ex-
time limits on Entergy's response to re- plalned in the Supplemental NOPR. the
quests for transmission service: 6 1t and stranded cost recovery procedure we pre-
Entergy's reservation of the right to can- scribe in this Rule is a transitional mecha-
cel service in certain instances, 6* even nism only that is intended to enable
where a customer had paid for transmis utilities to recover costs prudently in-
sion system modlfications-6 4 These types curred under a different regulatory re-
of provisions, which have the potential to gime. The purpose and effect of- the
restrain competition. will not be allowed stranded cost recovery mechanism that
under the Open Access Rule. On the con- we approve in this Rule is to facilitate the
trary, the Final Rule pro forma tariff transition to competitive wholesale power
contains terms and conditions to ensure markets. Although we recognized in the
the provisionof non-discriminatory trans- Supplemental NOPR that stranded cost
mission service. In addition. the require- recovery may delay some of the benefits
ments that a public utility take service of competitive bulk power markets for
under its own tariff, adopt a no-discrimi- some customers, such transition costs
natory transmission information network, must nevertheless be addressed at an
and separate power marketing and tras- early stage if we are to fulfill our regula-
mission functions further ensure non-is- tory responsibilities in moving to competi-
crimination and remove constraints to tive markets. The stranded cost recovery
fair competition. Thus. the nondiscrimi- mechanism that we direct here is a neces-
natory open access transmission that is sary step to achieve pro-competitive re-
the hallmark of this Rule is designed to suits. In the long term. the Commission's
ensure meaningful access to alternative rule will result in more competitive prices
suppliers and goes far beyond that which and lower rates for consumers.

10 In contrast to the tariff under review in u In contrast to the tarif under revie in
Cajn. the Final Rule pro forma tariff provides Caum. the Final Rule pro foma tariff requires
that available transintsion capablity (ATC) reasonable tmelimits for responses to trainis-
mit be alculated and posted on the transm- lon requests. Specifically. Section 17.5 prvides
sion provider's Open Acess Same-time Informn- that tra mansm n prwder must respond to a
tion System (OASIS) puuant to ew Part 37- request for farm service as so as practicable
OPEN ACCESS SAME-TIME INFORMA- but not later than thirty days alter the date of
TION SYSTEM AND STANDARDS OF CON- receipt of a competed applicatim.
DUCT FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES of the
Cmmmsnioo's regulation Section 37.6 provides n trost to the trif under revie in
i pertinent part that along with posting its Cal the Final Rule pro foma tarif does not
ATC on its OASIS node. a public utility must llow finn tran sion service to be cancelled
make all data used in the calculatimn publcly adter he servie has been conmeened. However.
available. on request Section 37.4 provids that Section 7.3 the Final Rule pro forma tarif
employees of the public utility and any affilate does provide that in the event of a customer
that are engaged in merchant functions are pro default the ruansission provider may. in ac-
hibited from having preferential ace to ny codce with Comnission policy. ile and inti-
transmision-reated inormatin Additinally. ate a proceeding with the Comnission to
the reulation provide auditing and monitoring temiate ervice-
procedures to saeguard against dcriminatory 14 Cajun. 28 F3d at p. 1780.
practices.

i1" Notably the cor stated: -This i. In es-
6 In contrast to the tariff under review in sene. a tying arrangeen (citation mited).

Cajun. the Final Rule pro forma tarif requires and it might be fine il the purpoe o the ar-
the provision of point-to-point and network ser- rangement were not to cabin Enterry's market
vice power." Id. at p. 177-78 (emphasis added).
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The Commission's approach also is con- We conclude that we have fully ex-
sistent with the traditional regulatory plained our decision to allow the recovery
concept of cost causation We do not be- of legitimate, prudent and verifiable costs1 h ebeve it is an illegal tying arrangement to that are stranded in the transition to
hold a customer accountable for the con- competitive wholesale bulk power mar-
sequences of leaving an incumbent sup- kets. We also have provided ample oppor-
plier if. under our rules, the incumbent tunity for all concerned to presentH.1 ~ : supplier must show a reasonable expecta- arguments and evidence on the issue. Fur-
tiop of continuing service before It can ther. we have significantly strengthened
recover stranded costs from the customer our open access requirements to ensure

mitigation of transmission market power.
Further, in response to the Cajun Ths. we have fully addressed the con-

,> c~court's concern that the Commission had cens of the Cajun court
failed in that case to explain adequately
its approval of the stranded cost provision 3 Responsibility for Wholesale Stranded
and other provisions, we have provided in Costs (Whether T Adopt Direct Assign
this proceeding a detailed explanation of ment to Departing Customers)
the fundamental industry and regulatory I the Supplemental Stranded Cost
changes that have given rise to the poten- NOPR. the Commission made a preluni-
tial for stranded costs; the transitional nay fnding that direct assigmnent of
nature of stranded costs; the critical need stranded costs to the departing wholesale
to deal with these costs in order to reach generation customer is the appropriate
more competitive wholesale markets; and method for recovery of such costs.6 '6

the consumer benefits that will result
from competitive generation markets. We Numerous parties representing all con-
also have.provided a detailed explanation stituencies support direct assignment of
of the terms and conditions in the Final stranded costs to the departing genera-
Rule pro forma tariff that will meet the tion customer.617 Thc conimcnters ar-
non-discriminatory open access service re- gue. among other things, that direct
quirement. assignment is consistent with the cost

causation principle and preferable to in-
Several commenters (and the Cajun creasing the delivered price of electricity

court) express concern for the need to to a whole region through the imposition
provide as much certainty as possible for of a wires charge. and that recovery of
departing customers concerning their po- stranded costs from remaiig custmers
tetial stranded cost obligation. Without would not be in the publc interest Sev-
some certainty. customers may be unable eral state commenters seek assurance
to shop for alternative supplies. In re- from the Commission that native load
sponse to these cocerns, we have modi- customers will be held harmless from
fied the stranded cost recovery stranded costs resulting from other cus-
mechanism to incude a formula for caku- tonmes leaving the system. 618 KY Corn
lating a departing customer's potential submits that the possible results of a
stranded cost obligation. As discussed in broader assessment of stranded costs.
greater detail in Section IVJ.9. the reve- with the related uncerainty of its impact
nues lost formula is designed to provide on the utilities' cost of capital. is more
certainty for departing customers and to problematic in the long run than the pos-
create incentives for the parties to ad- sibility that the direct assignment of
dress stranded cost claims between them- stranded costs would deter customers
selves without resort to litigation. from shopping for power.

"*6 FERC Statutes and Rcgutiamos 1 32.514 Improved Traition. CaJun NRECA. EGA.
2; - 33.106 Electric Conamsur Allince. FL Cmn. PA Con.

t See. g EE. AUanuc. Ca- Knwville. Salt River. KY Canm ND Can. CallU-
'tn- SeeL C^-4r_ EEI. Ad A . C a rE - fornia DWR. LA DWP. TVA. Utility Investors

ofna P&L. Centenir. Cam Ed. Dmtke. kIna~. &emhrst. Ten Urilities LG&E. Utility S-
DuRce. Florid Powr Corp. Omah PPD. holder
Akoa AEC & SMEPA. BG&E. Cntral Electrn.
Detroit d Eldn Paso. Montana-Dakoa Utili-
ties Ohio Edison. PECO. PSNM, Southern. Si- Eg.. NC Con. UT Coin NJ Ratepayer
cr. SoCa Edison Tucson Power. Utilities For Advocate.
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Although TAPS opposes stranded cost sum approach that would reflect cost cau-
recovery in general. it submits that. if the sation in an unbundled lashion.?D' DOJ
Commission decides to allow recovery. the maintains that a transmission adder is
Commission should directly assign analogous to an excise tax and that the
stranded costs and not spread them acrss excise tax approach would distort pricing
the board to all transmission users. signals and customers' decisions on the

Several conimenters also oppose any al- use of electric power. It submits that the

location of stranded cost liability to share- lump-sum approach on the other hand.
holders.6 19 would establish a fixed. sunk liability that

would not depend upon how much trans-
Some conmenters state that direct as- misson service the departing customer

signment of stranded costs sends the cor- tikes in the future62

rect pricing signals during the transition
to a competitive regime. For example. Other cotmmenters oppose direct assign-
Electric Consumers Alliance states that a ment as being inconsistent with wholesale
wholesale customer should be able to ob- competition. 6m2 They argue that placing
tain power elsewhere. but that the motive all of the responsibility for stranded costs
to do so should not be to escape responsi- on departing generation customers would
bility for sunk investments made on its discourage customes rorm switching to
behalf. E Paso submits that failure to other generation providers and would
make the departing generation customer thereby inhibit competition.6 3 Some cor-
liable for stranded cost recovery would menters also assert that departing genera-
create a "first-off' incentive; the custom- tion customers are not the sole "cause" of
ers that leave the system first would not stranded costs." VT DPS contends that
suffer from higher future rates designed direct assignment cannot be reconciled
to recover prudently incurred costs from with the Commission's refusal to allow the
the reduced base of remaining customers imposition of exit fees by gas pipelines

when their wholesale customers depart.62

Some commenters support direct as-
signment but oppose recovery of stranded Some commenters support spreading
costs through transmission rates. These the burden of stranded costs broadly
commenters prefer an exit fee or lump- among departing customers, shareholders.

Ej £-. SCE&G. Corn Ed. Ky Corn. NC CaXn. , 
0 Some commenters also oppose the Conmis-

SCE&G states that the Conmission msinter- sion's propoal to alow the recovery of g(ne-
preted its previous comments by 5gosthf in ttion-related costs throuig transmission rates as
the Supplemntal NOPR that SCE&G believed being in contravention of cost-causation princi-
sharehoers should bear part of the cats. pies (cg. VT DPS) or in violation of section

62 E.. Texas Utiliti DO21
( a ) of the FPA. whic they contend limits

'E-., Texas Utilities DOJ. · -ct recoeray to trasmiss i'related costs (e4..
e' In its reply comments. Utility Wering IL Industrials La Crucr).

Group disputes DOJ's arguents that a tram-
mission dder is analogous to an excise tax and E ELCON, IL Indostrials. NY Enry

wuld distort coumpetlt on It aIues that DOJ's Buycra TX Ilndusthuals. MstourI-Kansas lndus-
cLain ot price distortion ignoes the fat tt t he trial Capao. IBM. PA Munis. Educatioe. For
costs that would be assocated with a tramis emp le. Capao suxnits that buiness decisins
in adder consist of a portion do the prrvius by incunbent utilities ar the cause of stranded

wholesale power price-the markup above the cas.
utility's m-ginal c that had regulfatry the
prvl. Utility W ing Group rys be- In support oe this p nsti te VT DPS

use the utilty's price and it competitors cites a stem Pipeline Co.. U FERC
t61,164 at p. 61.536 (1988 El Paso Naturalprice wil contain this same chage for the util- 1 

t

y's ~SW& and regu n (the d Gas Co. 47 FFERC 161.108 at p. 61.314 (1989):ity's su and reguatory cats (the dflerence 0

betwmen the utlUty s rgulated rate ad ts n El Paso Nat u r al Cs Co 72 FERC I 6t1083
cremental cot), they win compete on the bos (1

< 99). It sbo contends that the Commission

of their respective incretental cs i recently t reat t ted a notice provision an El Paso
mags tha uansmission adders can be de-suggests that t-trnission dC ___ b contract as a conclusive. rather than a rebutta-

bhe. pressmptio. V'T DIPS cites other differ-signd on a lump-sum basis so that they are not e nV DS te otr d r-
tied to the amount of electricity purchased. es between the Com ssion's treament of

the natural gas and the electric utility iodus-
L' Eg ELCON. NYMEX. IL Industrials tries. It Botes that the Coenmission has not pr-

MIssouri-Kansas Industrials Philip Morris Fer- posed to allow existing wholesale electric
tilizer Institute. Coalition en Federal-State Is- customrer to get out of their contracts early. as
sue. it did in the gas area.
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and remaining wholesale customers on the industries. It submits that the cost per
basis that it would be equitable lor all service unit would be lower than exit fees
industry stakeholders to share both the assigned to particular customers and
benefits and the costs of the transition to would eliminate the need for detailing
competition.6

- stranded cost exposure for each cstomner

Others support spreading the costs to contemplating leaving the system.
all customers through. tor example, a FTC submits that some investments

)it ~ ~ meter charge to al utilities (to be passed that now appear as stranded costs may
on to customers), a one-time charge across have been intended to benefit customers
the total market base. a aacess fee on the over a wider area than a single utility. It
transmission system. or. a component of suggests that national regional assess-
transmission rates. 7 Nordhaus propses ment methods could recover stranded
a uniform national tax on all customers costs undertaken to benefit these wider
at a rate that declines over time in a groups of ustomes
predetermined manner. He submits that We ived commts suggesting
this approach would remove "gaming" tht tha d st dethat less than full recovery of strandedbetween utilities and potential exiters, c anowe A number of co
would ensure that the stranded costs are tr ue the Commission to re

re menters urge the Commission to requirenot disproporionately loaded on pr se shareoer liability for strandi
sensitive demanders (that is, exiting cus-

itomers) and would gradually disappear cost recovery to give utilities an incentivetomers), and would gradually disappear to mitigate. Several of these com-
over time in a predictable fashion to mitigate. Several of these corn-n a rmenters assert that utility shareholders
thereby increasing the predictability ofthet incre the prednectab ty d .should be required to pay a portion of any

the new market.stranded costs (such as 25-50 percent)
PA Munis disputes the Commission's because at least some of the responsibility

assertion in the Supplemental Strnded for stranded costs lies with poor business
Cost NOPR that there is no compelling decisions by utility managementL62 Occi-
reason. to assess costs broadly. It argues dental Chemical proposes that the Com-
that a broad-based recovery mechanism missio grant utilities a presumption of
that distributes uneconomic stranded prudence" in return for requiring them to
costs to aU power users would minimize absorb a minimum of 25 percent (up to 50
the competitioninhibiting aspects of the percent) of stranded costs. citing as sup-
Commission's proposed urharge on de- port the Commissions precedent in the
parting generation customers. In a imi- natural gas industry.
lar fashion. NSP states that acros-the-
board recovery from all users of the grid
would recognize the societal benefits to be We reaffinr our decision that direct
achieved from the transition to a competi- assignment of stranded costs to the de-
tive bulk power market and would reflect parting wholesale generation customer
precedent set during the move to compe- through either an exit fee 30 or a
tition in the natural gas and telephone surcharge on transmission is the appropri-

n EFg. ELCON. IN Industriak Reynods be so hih as to cret a dspute as to the
Philip Moris ABATE. Misouri-Kaas Idus- propriety of tirct asiinment).

~trians~. Ahminum.S &e. em , AmArlcan Forest & Paper, Trco.
S" Se e.. Ameican National Po. NIEP. Philip Morri. DE Muni. MT Corn IL Cam KS

NSP, SBA. Coalition on Federal-Sate Ise Ca. Ferllzr Istitute. Capar. Las Cruces
Pensylvania P&L. Cansolated Naural Gas. IN Con. PA Muais. San Francsco NRR. COm-
Nordhaus PA Munis. Censumen Pver states petitiv Entrprise. ELCON. IN Industrialk
that It does not oppose direct nigmnent, but UT Lndustria. NY Energy Buyerm ABATE.
aks that the final rul not preclude utilitie CA Eery Co.Caar. Education. Reyn.ot.
(ron prpong alternative recovey mcha- 2

e, g rtii stit p
opsen Includs. those that mes stranded costs
on-z all U9t18ani stin as s rt ofondd the Muni. PA Munis. MT Cam. San Francisco. EL-
trnsmission rate. It suggests that utilties CON. IN Indusria NY Eery yes

mhould not be precluded fr showing that thaere As med in this Rule, "eait ee" refers to
may be countervailing reasons to assess the charge that will be payable by a departing
stranded costs broadly-amoag all transission generation customer upon the trminatioo of its
customers (e.. where the costs assignable to a requirements contract with a utility (if the util-
particular cster or group of customer may ity is able to demonsatr that it reasonaby
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ate method for recovery of such costs. We utility claiming stranded costs would
believe it is appropriate that the depart- make a one-time, comprehensive determi-
ing generation customer. and not the re- nation of stranded costs for the utility as
maining generation or transmission a whole).or on an as-realized basis (the
customers (or shareholders), bear its fair surchare would be based on actual cus-
share of the legitimate and prudent obli- tomer departures and would be adjusted
gations that the utility undertook on that each time a customer departs). Each op-
customer's behalf. tion would have disadvantages that are

.i~~ . not present in the direct cost causation
In reaching this decision, we have care-

approach we are adopting.fully weighed the arguments supporting we ar aopng
direct assignment of stranded costs For example. a major disadvantage of
against those supporting a more broad- an up-front, broad-based transmission
based approach. such as spreading surcharge is that tt In effect would charge
stranded costs to all transmission users of customers for costs before the costs are
a utility's system. Recognizing that each incurred (i.e., before customers have even
approach has advantages and dlsadvan- decided to leave the utility's generation
tages. we condude that, on balance, di- system) and could charge for costs that
rect assignment Is the preferable may never be Incurred (eg., some custom-
approach for both legal and policy rea- crs may decide to stay on the utility's
sons. system as requirements customers). The

One of the main reasons to adopt direct other option a broad-based transmission
assignment of stranded costs is that direct urcharge that would be adjusted as cts-
assignment is consistent with the welt- tomers leave the utility's system. also has
established principle of cost causation. disadvantages. While this option might
namely, that the party who has caused a recover stranded costs that are coser to
cost to be incurred should pay it. Diret the actual amount incurred by the utility,
assignment of stranded costs to departing it could produce variability in transmis-
generation customers Is particularly p- ion rates eery time stranded costs from
propriate given the nature of the a newly-departed customer are included
stranded cost recovery mechanism con- in the transmission surcharge and. in
tained in this Rule. which links the Incur- turn could possibly hamper efficient
rence of stranded costs to the decision of a power supply choices and efficient gener-
particular generation customer to use ator location decisions. These disadvan-
open access transmission to leave the utU- tages are not present in the direct
ity's generation system and shop for ssignment approach.
power. and which bases the prospect of

Direct assignment will result in a morestranded cost recovery on the utility's ccurate ermiaton o a utilitys
=ccurate determination of a utility'sability to demonstrate that it incurrredability to deonstrate that it Incurr randed costs than would an up-front.

costs with the reasonable expectation that straned costs than wou an u ront.
broad-based transmission surcharge. Thisthe customer would remin on Its genera- is cause the stranded cost for any cus-

tion system. tome is rnally determined only if that
A broad-based approach, in contrast. customer actually leaves a utility. More-

would violate the cost causation principle over. there is no stranded cost unless the
by shifting costs to customers (such as then-current market price of power for
transmission users of the utility's system) the period that the utility reasonably ex-
that had no responsibility for stranding pected to continue serving the customer is
the costs in the first place. In addition, if below the utility's cost Thus, because the
the Commission were to adopt a broad- circumstances of each departing customer
based approach, it would have to deter- will be known, the amount of any
mine whether to base the transmission stranded cost liability can be determined
surcharge on all users of a utility's trans- with reasonable accuracy. Further. f a
mission system on a one-time. up-front customer does not leave the utility or
estimate of stranded costs (that is. each leaves at some future time when the util-

(Footnote Continued)

expected to cntinue serving the customer be- lump-sum payment (The same charge also can
yood the term D the contract). whether payable be paid as a surcharc on the customer's tra-
in a lump-anu payment or an amortization of a mission rate.)
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ity's costs are competitive. the issuc need reach a new supplier, retail-turned-whole-
not be addressed. sale stranded costs would have to be iden-

:~i) On this bass. the direct assignment ap tified as they occur and the stranded cost
proach is more suited to the recovery of srcharg on transission usrs adjusted
stranded costs as defined in this Rule accordingly. Similary the brd-based
(including the reasonable expectation wroach is not easily adaptable to trans-
sta rd and open access tran on mitting utilities that are not also public
causation requirement) than ie a broad- utilities. It is doubtful that. in establish-
based approach. We expect that a utility n rate for a section 211 applicant.

the Commission coukd also set tran s-would have difficulty estimating in ad- the Common uld also set trmi
vance all of its stranded costs forpurposs o n s u r c h a rgesor ctoners that wre
of an upP-font. broad-baed transmisson not section 211 applicants; this is what a

surcharge. In the face of this uncertainty. broadasd approach. in effct. would re
the utility's best strategy likely would be qirt ustoo. .
to try to recover tirough the broadbased Direct assigpment by means of an exit
surcharge as much of its uneouc as ife or a transmission surcharge that is not
sets as possible by claiming that all of ts dependent on any subsequent power or
whlesak customers ar likdy to depart transmision purchases by the customer is
and to leave large stranded costs. In this also an economicay efficient way to col
regard. the bradbasd approach would lected stranded costs. The customer may
provide an incentive for a utility to try to make a lump-sum stranded cost payment.
recover the costs of al of Its unemnomic amortize the lump-sum payment, or
assets whether or not they were prudently spread the payment as a surcharge In
incurred. This is in contrast to what this addition to its transmission rate. The to-
Rule provides, which is for recovery f tal amount of stranded costs that the di-
only those legitimate, prudent and vei- recty-assined customer ultimately pays
able costs that were incurred on behalf of would not depend on how much transmis-
a spedic customer based on a reasoonbc sion srvice it takes and thus would not
expectation that the utility would. co- influencc the customer's subsequent
tinue to serve the customer and that are transmission purchase decisions.
stranded when the customer departs the
utility's generation system by sin. the With a broad-based surcharge (which
utility's open acss transmission. could be demand- or usage-based). on the

other hand, the surcharge for transmis-
The direct asignrnent approach also hgion users would depend on how much

can be readily applied to both wholle taiss srvice the users take. A
and retail-turned-wholesale departing boad-basd apprach alo would be inef
cusomers. It also can be adapted fo-r re- ficient as it would raise the prie of trans-
taH CU5smUs. Funha. It works f coststa customers. Further. It wors fo mission serice for all customer thereby
stnded by a section 211 order requiring potentially cutting off some beneficial
either a public utility, or atransmitting that would o
utility that is not also a public utility to fo a unbundled transmission customers.for all unbundled transmlssan customers.
provide transmssion servic- However. The surcharge also could convert some
this is not the case for a broad-based protabe isting power purchase c
approach, particularly an up-front. broad- ts into unpoitable contracts. n ad-

tracts into unprofitable cmtracts In ad-
based approach Assnumli that a pincid- dition it could reduce economy trading
pal motivation for an up-ront.L broad- beckuse the surchare wld be added to
based approach would be to recover all of the - - ou e n to
a utility's stranded costs as quickly as r., a broad-based c r would
possible, retail-turned-whoesak stranded constitute a cross-bsidy that could dis-
cost nevertheless arc not uisceptible of t the rarket
being couected on an up-front basis. It is
not possible in .make a realistic up-frorm We recognize that direct assignment is
estimate of costs stranded by muncipal- not without its potential drawbacks. For
izations that may occur in the future. example, when compared to an upfront.
Thus, even if we were to adopt an up- broad-bed transmission sucharge ap
front. brad-based approach for recover- proach. direct assignment may entail a
ing costs that are stranded when whole- longer stranded cost recovery period. The
sale requirements customers use their transition period for stranded cost recov-
fomcrm supplier's transmission system to ery under a direct assignment approach
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would depend on the length of theremain- may therefore see earlier power cost sav-
ing terms of the wholesale requirements ings if a broad-based approach were
contracts for which this Rule provides an adopted. 63" Once again. however. we be-
opportunity for recovery (contracts ex- lieve that this potential benefit to a
cuted on or before July 11. 1994 that do broad-based approach is outweighed by a
not contain an exit fee or explicit significant countervailing disadvantage.
stranded cost provision). In particular. the potential power cost

On the other hand. a broad-based ap- savgs to the departing generation cu-
proach could identify and recover oer would be realized onl by shiting
stranded costs arlier than the direct as- costs (that are directly attributable to the

signment approach; recovery of stranded departing generation customer) to the
costs for all of a utility's wholesale re- other use of the utilitys transmission
quirements customers could begin as soon system. We believe that this negativ as-
as the utility's upfront stranded cost pt of a oad-basd approach-ts vio-
amount for departing wholesale custom- lation of the cost causation principle-Is
er Is determined (through litigation or too r ea t a pric to pay for alowing a
settlement). However. this potential ad- dprting generation customer to realize
vantage of a brod-based approach (the pow cost savings as early aspossible
shorter transition period) is outweighed Thus. we recognize that under direct
by what we believe to be a serious infir- assignment. it is possible that some cus-
mity. namely, the possibility that the tamers may not be able to afford to leave
broad-based transmission surcharge could as soon as they would like. This in turn
end up including costs that have not yet could mean that lower cost suppliers
been incurred and may never be incurred. would not be able to make sales to those

In addition. another potential draw- customers as soon as they would like.
back to the direct assignment approach is However. this would octur only during a
that the departing generation customer transition period. and it would ensure
may see little or no savings in the short- that. consistent with strict cost causation
term by switching power suppliers once pinciples the burden of these transition
its stranded cost exit fee is added to its costs is not unfairly spread to other cus-
lower power price from a new supplier. tomers. Once the existing uneconomic as-
Direct assignment may leave the cus- sets and contracts are behind us. all
tomer uncertain about the benefits of wholesale customers will be better able to
shopping for power because of the cus- hop for power and reap the long-term
tomer's potential stranded cost liability benefits of competitive supply markets.
and~. n trn. may bias the custoUmer to- Although this direct assignment ap-
ward staying with its xisting power sup- h different from the approach

pier-'' taken in the natural gas industry, we be-
In the case of a broad-based approach lieve that the difference is justified. The

in contrast. much of the customer's direct transition of the electric industry to an
assignment stranded costs are spread to open transmission access. competitive in-
others through a transmission surcharge. dustry (induding our proposal to allow an
As a result. the departing generation cus- opportunity for extra-contractual recov-
tomer's power cost savings may more ery of stranded costs associated with a
than offset the customer's stranded cost discrete set of wholesale requirements
transmission surcharge. The customer contracts) is different in a number of re-

o* To countract this potentia disadvantae. surchRg. h paunably would haw ame car-
w'haw provided proaed ue in this Rule. in- talaty as to the costs of opping for p-r.
duding · Iormua that the utility is to use to However. the stranded cost slurchwr in its
calculate a departing genation customer's transission rates subequentb may be d-
stranded cost obligtion. that allow a cstmer usted upwrd i the utility providing trans-
conridering switching power asuplicrs to re rcover retail-turned-
astrnded cost detcr intion I rn the utSty whole.k stranded cotst Als if the brad-
at amy time bdore the expiration d the Cbal asny (Uri ne bf p the erUon of the cass- stranded cot saurc*rge is djusted on an
tamer's %+Polesale requirements contract See led bas. the potential d g enr-
Section IVJ9. tion custner's surctsrg may incrase as a

In additio. beau the customer would result o other customcrn lking the utility's
already know its stranded cost Iatshsin system
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spects from the natural gas industry's ing the interstate natural gas transporta-
transition to open access transportation tion system. Moreover. because of the
service by interstate natural gas pipe- danges in contractual relationships that
lines. The gas industry underwent a long had already occurred among pipelines
period of open access transition, starting and their customers, it was no longer pos-
with Order No. 436 in 1985 and culminat- sible for the Commission to follow a strict
ing with Order No. 636 in 1992. In the cost causation approach to recovering
gas context, prior to addressing potential take-or-pay costs. The Commission-pre-
stranded'costs, the Commission in Order scribed remedy for the recovery of transi-
No. 436 allowed customers receiving bu- tion costs in the natural gas industry thus
died gas sales and transportation service was tailored to fit the needs of that indus-
from a pipeline the option to convert to try given the stage of dvelopment at the
transportation-only service. or to reduce time.
their contract demand for gas service However such a broad-based aroach
before the termination of their contracts o r o aura as raso os
with the pipeline." 3 As a result, most of to rece of natural gs tranitioncos
the former bundled customers of the pipe-me on
line had already departed the pipeline's prnctple tht ras should rtlec costcausation. and because of this it was nec-sales service before the Commission ad- sat ad e o t i w n
dressed the recovery of take-or-pay costs f mms to lydeparture from that principle. As thein Order Nos. 500 and 528. In addition. rtcourt said in K N Energy v. FERC.635
by the time that the Commission ad- .. it i n t N rg i s lon"..lt has been this Commission's longdressed the remaining transition costs inbe ths omssosOrd. o.636. the.cl standing policy that rates must be costOrder No. 636, the commodity or well-

rhead natural gs market was already- supported. propely designed rates should
copetitive and the ms produce revenues from each class of cus-

competitive and the majority of gas was tomers which match, as dosely as practi-already being sold on an unbundled basis. l e th to serve each class orcable, the costs to serve each class or
Thus. changes in the natural gas indus- individual customer." In that case. the

try had progressed to such a point (Le. court found the Commission's departure
the departure of customers from bundled from cost-causation justified "given the
sales) that it was not possible for the unusual circumstances surrounding the
Commission to use a strict cost causation take-or-pay problem, and the limited na-
approach. We noted in the Supplemental tore-both in time and scope-of the
Stranded Cost NOPR that Commission's departure from the cost-

Many natural gas customers had al- causation principle'" 6 It continues to be
ready left their historical pipeline suppli- Commission policy to follow the cost-cau-
ers' systems. Others had converted from sation principle to the extent possible.
sales and transportation customers to e factors described above are not pr-
transportation-only customers. Others sent in the electric industry. At this time.
were in a transition stage having had the vast majority of customers remain on
opportunities to wer their contract de- ir u suppliers sytems and gen-
mands or othrwise become partial se- eration is ot et fuly competitive. Be
ice customnes Significant takoe-ray cause the situation facing the electric

and other costs had accumulated- industry today is different from that
Under those circumstances, the Corn- which the natural gas industry faced. the

mission determined that It was appropri- Commission must tailor its approach dif-
ate to spread the majority of the ferntly. In the case of the electric indus-
remaining transition costs associated with try today, we have the opportunity to
take-or-pay and other supply contracts to address the stranded cost recovery issue
all customers (both existing and new) us- up front, before customers leave their

As discussed in Section IV. A. we are not FERC 684 F2d 20. 27 (D.C. Cr. 1982) (em-
proiding for a similar conversion riht in this phias in original
Rule.

"4 FERC Statutes and Reguutiom 132.514
at p. 33.108O& " d. at p. 301. See alo Publi Utlities

5 96 8 F2d 1295. 1300-01 (D.C. Cir. 1992) Comissionmf State ofCaifwia v. FERC 988
(quoting Alabama Eklctric Cooperative. Inc. v. F.2 154. 169 (D.C Cir. 1993).
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suppliers' systems. We thus are able to converted sales customers) who in the fu-
use the cost causation approach that has ture elect either to terminate their firm
been fundamental to our regulation since transportation service upon expiration of
1935. 63 the service agreement, or to reduce their

The Commission disagrees with co- fi nrm transportation services level by more
menters' arguments that we cannot in- than 10 percent pursuant to an existing
pose an exit fee to recover stranded costs contractual reduction right. Such a scena-
because we did not do so in the gas con- r i o is quitc different from thc limited op
text. As discussed in Section TVJ.9 this portunity or stranded cost recovry
Rule establishes procedures for poviding provided in this Rule. which is based on a
a potential departing generation cus- utility's reasonable expectation of contin-
tomer advance notice (before it leaves its uig generation service to a bundled
existing supplier) of the strande (sales and costtransmission) requrement
charge (whether It Is to be paid as an exit customer
fee or a transmission surcharge) that will We also will decline to require a utility
be applied If the customer decides to buy seeking stranded cost recovery to shoulder
power elsewhere. In the natural gas con- a portion of its stranded costs. Such a
text. in contrast, the Commission has pro- requirement would be a major deviation
hibited pipelines from developing and from the traditional principle that a util-
charging an "exit fee" after a customer ity should have a reasonable opportunity
had implemented its gas purchase dei- to recover its prudently incurred costs." 0

sion. noting that otherwise, the customer Although the Commission allowed such an
would not know in advance the full cost approach with regard to a natural gas
consequences of its nomination deci- pipeline's take-or-pay costs.6 4 1 we did so
sion.6 3 The "exit fee" that the Commis- only as an extraordinary measure given
sion rejected in El Paso Natural Gas the nature of the take-or-pay problem and
Company'" is also factually distinguisha- the prevailing environment at that time.
ble from the "exit fee" discussed in this We returned to traditional principles
ruk. In that case. the Commission re- when, in issuing Order No. 636. we au-
jected a pipeline's attempt post-restruc- thorized pipelines to recover all of their
turing to impose an "exit fee" on firm prudently incurred gas supply realign-
transportation-only customers (that were ment costs (the costs pipelines incur in

7 Moreos.- as we expained in the Supple- that "elven if the rules proposed in Ithe Sup-
mental Stranded Cost NOPR. the shifting ol pementa Stranded Costl NOPR wr applied
generation costs to traoassion rates does not hee. El Paso would have difficulty justifying
violate Comission policy wher. as her. the the exit fee proposed in light of the existene of
customer that caused the costs to be incured the notice ol termination. provision in the con-
and stranded will coatinue to pay those costs As tract" 72 FERC at p. 61.441.
we indicated. the only difference is that insmne
instances the customer will pay the costs See. eg. Maryland v. Louisiana. 451 US.
through an adder to its tranmisson rate in- 72S 748 (198). Office of Cnsumes'Counsel v.
stead d through a eneratin rte. See FERC FERC. 914 F.d 292 (D.C. 1990); National Fuel
Statutes and Regulations 32514 at p. 33108 Gas Supply Corporton v. FERC. 900 F.2d 340.
n269. 342. 347-S (D.C. Cir. 1990).

6 See e.g.. Transstern Pipeline Company. ' In Order No. 500. the Commision pro-

443 FERC 161240 at Pv. 6164U. ardr on r1 hear- v
w
ided that If pipelines absorbd from 25 to 50

ing. 44 FERC 161.164 at p. 61.536 (1988). prent of their take-r-pay settlement costs.

Tre-'nt ~petitionsr for review dismsd asF mt. they could recover an equal amount from their
Tranwestern Pipeline C y v FRC. 89 firm sales customers in the form of fixed

F.2d S70. 575-76 (D.C. Dr. 1990) El Pao Nalt- e e o
vuai Gas Company. 47 FERC 1 61.108 at p.Y balae could b e recovered in the

r61.14 (I) 'a1989n) . 47 F R 1 at *form of a commodity rate surchare or a volu-
61tric surcharg on toal pipeline throughput.

" 72 FERC 161.083 (1995). Further. VT Order No. 500. FERC Stautes and Rerulations
DPS niisiiterprets the Comission's reference 130.761 at p. 30.787 (1987). See also Order No.
to the NOPR in that case. Th Commission did 528 53 FERC 161.163 at p. 61.597 (1990).
not treat a notice of termination provision in El Morover. we offered pipelines an important
Paso's contract s a conclusive presumption quid pro quo for absorbin take-or-pay costs
that El Paso had no reasonable expectation of under Order No. 500 and 528-a specal pre-
continuing to serve ertain customers as VT sumption tha they had been prudent in incur .
DPS conteds. The Commisson merely tated ring their take-r-pay liabilities.
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realigning, renegotiating. or terminating must explicitly address the obligations of
t, i ~~their portfolio of gas supply contracts to the seller and buyer. including the seller's

* ol tadjust to their sales customers' decisions obligation to continue to serve the buyer,
to exercise their unilateral right under the if any. and the buyer's obligation, if any.
rule to reduce or end their commodity if it changes suppliers. We stated that
purchase obligations to the pipelines).642 utilities will be allowed stranded cost re-
In the case of the open access transmis- covery associated with "new" wholesale
siol required by this Rule, we believe -requirements contracts (executed after
that a utility is entitled to an opportunity July 11, 1994) only if explicit stranded
to recover all legitimate, prudent and ver- cost provisions are contained in the crn-

e Lifiable costs incurred by the utility when tract. We indicated that- recovery of
. , the availability of open access transmi- wholesale stranded costs associated with

sion enables a requirements customer to any such new contract will not be allowed
reach a new generation supplier. unless such recovery is provided for in the

Although the alternatives of either contracL" We also stated that a con-
spreading the stranded costs to all trans- tract that is extended or renegotiated for
mission users or requiring. the utility an effective date after July 11. 1994 be-
shareholders to share the costs with de- comes a 'new" contract for which
parting customers might enable a whole- stranded cost recovery wi be allowed
sale customer to leave sooner than would only f explicitly provided for in the con-
the direct assignment approach, the de- tr a ct-
parting customer would be able to do so We also stated that it is not appropri-
only at the expense of others who had no ate to impose on a wholesale requirements

< ~~I ~responsibility for causing the legitimate, supplier a regulatory obligation to con-
prudent and verifiable costs to be in- tinue to serve its existing requirements
curred. Although we departed from strict customer beyond the end of the contract
cost causation principles in the gas con- term We proposed to retain the §35.15
text and required a broad spreading of prior notice of termination filing require-
the costs given the particuartiar circum- ment only for. ) All contracts required to
stances presented by the gas industry's be filed under sections 205 and 206 of the
transition to open acress we ultimately FPA that were executed before the effec-
returned to the more traditional approach tive date of the Final Rule pro forma
of allowing utilities to recover all of their tariffs; and (ii) any unexecuted contracts
prudently incurred transition costs in Or- that were filed before the effective date of
der No. 636 At this juncture in the evolu- the Final Rule pro forma taritff With
tion of competition in the electric regard to any power sales contract ee-
industry we need not make such a depar- cuted on or after that date, we proposed
ture from cost causation principles util- to no longer require prior notice of termi-
ties can identify and seek to charge the nation under §35.15. but to require (for
customers who caused the costs to be in- administrative reasons) written notifca-
curred In the first pl before those cus- tio of the termination of such contract
tomers leave the utility's generation within 30 days alter termination takes
systeni. Accordingly, we believe that a place. We requested comments on
broader spreading of the costs to entities whether this proposal should also be ap-
who are not responsible for the lcurrence plied to transmission contracts 645

of the stranded costs would not be equita-s
ble. Numerous commenters support our pre-

n liinary conclusion that new wholesale
4. Recovery of Stranded Costs Associated equirements contacts should explicitly

requirements contracts should explicitly
With New Wholesale Requirements Cn- address the obligations of the seller and
tracts 1~ tra1ct.~s5 buyer and that it is not appropriate to

in the Supplemental Stranded Cost impose on wholesale requirements suppli-
NOPR. the Commission preliminarily ers a regulatory obligation to continue to
concluded that future wholesale contracts serve their existing requirements custom-

2 Onrd No. 636. FERC Sautes and Regu- ' 1i at p 33.11&
latias I30939 at p 30.461.

- t" FERC Statues and Rezulatiam 132.514
- - at p. 33.110. ld. and on.273.274.
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ers beyond the end of the contract and that only contracts that expire within
term.64 However. Arkansas Cities ex- three years after the final rule should be
presses concern that this could undermine subject to the requirement to file a notice
obligations to serve that have been in- of termination.
eluded in certain contracts with utilities.
It asks the Commission to state that, un- NevertheCl seer al o ther comentersoigation oppose the Commission's proposal to noless a utility ihas undertaken an obligation longer require prior notice of termination
to serve via contract, there is no obliga- for oer contracts executed on orfor power sales contracts executed on or
tion to serve beyond the contract term.ation to srve beyond the contriact tero. after the effective date of the generic tar-Arkansas Cities aiks the Commission to is.650 DU Systems opposes elimination
clarify that contracts establishing an obli- of § S. as tantamount te inationwill be enforceof § 35.15 as tantamount to a finding that

gation to see wI be etermination of all contracts is just and
Several other commenters argue that if reasonable. TDU Systems and NRECA

a wholesale customer elects to switch sup- submit that the market power exercised
pliers. the previous supplier should be by supplying utilities will not disappear
under no obligation to take the customer the instant the rule becomes final and
back onto its system at embedded cost that it may be possible for a utility to
rates. 7 Sierra asks the Commission to exercise monopoly power even with re-
endorse a host utility's ability to insist on gard to "new" contracts. They propose
protective contract provisions before rees- that if the Commission nevertheless de-
tablishing service, including a predeter- ddes to allow contract termination under
mined period (such as five years-a § 35.15. the Commission should require a
commonly-used planning period) before public utility to pay "stranded benefit"
the customer could seek to leave the sys- costs to former wholesale power customers
tern again. if the customers show that they had a

A number of commenters support the reasonable expectation that the power
Commission's proposal to eliminate the sales would continue past the end of the
prior notice of termination requirement agreement at the prior rate.
for power sales contracts executed after Several commeners also oppose elimi-
the date on which the final rule pro forma nating the §35.15 filing requirement for
tariffs become effective. 648 Southern transmission contracts.6 5 FL Cor asserts
states that, because of the opportunities that becuse the Commission has imposed
for power purchasers that will exist after an obligation to serve for transmission
the proposed rules take effect, the Corn- ice. 35.15 should be retained
mission also should eliminate § 35.15 as it ne and existing transmission contracts.
applies to old contracts.

Commission ConclusionSeveral commenters support eliminat-
ing the §35.15 filing requirement for We reaffirm our preliminary determi-
transmission contracts as well. 6 9 This nation that future wholesale requirements
change is needed. some assert. to provide contracts should explicitly address the
certainty in commercial arrangements in mutual obligations of the seller and
the more competitive environment and as buyer, including the seller's obligation to
a matter of fairness. CSW suggests that continue to serve the buyer, if any, and
all § 35.15 filing requirements for existing the buyer's obligation. if any, if it changes
contracts (wholesale and transmission suppliers. As we indicated in the Supple-
contracts) be phased out over three years mental Stranded Cost NOPR. now that

6 E.g.. PA Cor. FL Coin. PSNM. Southern. urgent need o elimination of the 35.15 re-
NC Corn. Duke. Public Service Co of CO. SoCal quirement or for automatic termination of sales
Edison. PadfiCor. Carolina P&L. NYSEG. service under a wholeale contract of more than

7 E.g. Sunflower. Sierra Public Service Co three years duration. However. it supports
of CO. Duke. ' . pranted authorization of service termination

upon expiration of saes contracts with terms of
E- g.. EEI. NYSEG. Souther PA Con. less than three yers Among other things. it

SoCal Edison. Pacincorp. El Paso. submits that the pregranted authority to tenni-
u9 E-g EEI. Public Service Co of CO. PA nate sht-term service would relieve the utility

Corn. Entergy. Florida Power Corp. of a planning uncertainty and allow it to maxi-
50 E.-r. TDOU Systems. NR ECA. TAPS. Red- imiz c use of uncommitted trarmnisjion capacity.

ding. Southwest TDU Group. VT DPS sees no e6' TAPS. TDU Systems. FL Corn. MMWEC.
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utilities have been placed on explicit no- We also reaffirm our preliminary deter-
tice that the risk of losing customers mination not to impose a regulatory obli-
through increased wholesale competition gation on wholesale requirements
must be addressed through contractual suppliers to continue to serve their ex-
means only. they must address stranded isting requirements customers beyond the
cost issues when negotiating new con- end of the contract term. The only excep-
tracts or be held strictly accountable for tion to this would be if the customer de-
the failure to do so. cides to remain a requirements customer

for the period for which the Commission
We accordingly will allow recovery o Winds that the supplying utility reasona-

wholesale stranded costs associated with t to ing tbly expected to continue serving the cus-
any new requirements contract (executed tomer In such a case. the supplying
after July 11, 1994) only if explicit tomer. In such a case. the supplyingalter July a It. 1994) only ia f expict utility will be obligated to offer continu-
stranded cost provisions are contained in ng service to the requirements customer
the contract. By "explicit stranded cost for the period the utility reasonably ex-
provision" (for contracts executed after peted to continue serving the customer.
July 11. 1994) we mean a provision that
identifies the specific amount of stranded A requirements customer will be re-
cost lability of the customer(s) and a sponsible for planning to meet its power
specific method for calculating the needs beyond the end of the contract term
stranded cost charge or rate. For purposes by either building its own generation.
.of requirements contracts executed after signing a new power sales contract with
July 11. 1994 but before the date on its existing supplier. or contracting with
which this Final Rule is published in the new suppliers in conjunction with oh-
Federal Register, however. we clarify that taining transmission service under its ex-
a provision that specifically reserved the isting supplier's open access transmission
right to seek stranded cost recovery con- tariff or another utility's transmission
sistent with what the Commission permits system. In so holding, it is not our intent
in this Rule (without identifying the spe- to undermine any obligations specifically
cific amount of stranded cost liability of contained in a contract. Thus. if a con-
the customers) and calculation method) tract explicitly establishes an obligation
nevertheless will be deemed an "explicit to serve beyond the end of the contract
stranded cost provision." However. a pro- term. such a contractually-imposed obli-
vision in a requirements contract exe- gation to serve (as distinguished from a
cuted after July 11. 1994 but before the regulatory obligation to serve) would be
date on which this Final Rule is published enforceable as a term of the contract. If a
In the Federal Register that merely wholesale customer that switches suppli-
postpones the issue of stranded cost rcov- ers later seeks to reestablish service with
cry without specifically providing for its former supplier. it wiH be up to the
such recovery will not be considered an parties to negotiate their respective obli-
explicit stranded cost provision." After gations.

the date on which this Final Rule is pub-
ished in the Federal Register. a provision We a lso reaffirm our preliminary deter-
must identify the specific amount of minaion to nolonger rquir pior notice
stranded cost liability of the customer(s) of termination under §35.15 for any

power saes contract executed on or alterand a specific method for calculating the power s a les c o n t r a ct executed on or after
the effective date of the Final Rule prostranded cost charge or rate in order to

constitute an "explicit stranded cost pro- forma tarff (but to require written notifi-
vision-." -cation of the termination of such contract

within 30 days after termination takes
We reaffirm that a requirements con- places). This determination goes hand-in-

tract that is extended or renegotiated for hand with our determination (discussed
an effective date after July 11. 1994 be- above) not to impose a regulatory obliga-
comes a "new" requirements contract for tion on wholesale requirements suppliers
which stranded cost recovery will be al- to continue to serve their existing require-
lowed only if explicitly provided for in the ments customers beyond the end -of the
contract. contract term.W2 We clarify, however.

'5 Although several commenters have asked termination fling requirement due to concrn
the Commission to retain the prior notice of that a utility evertheless may be abk to exer-
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that this decision applies only to a power cuted on or before July 11. 1994)-- hose
sales contract that is to terminate by its that do not already contain exit fees or
own terms (such as on the contract's expi- other explicit stranded cost provisions.
ration date). We have revised §35.15 ac- We encouraged the parties to such con-
cordingly. We will, however, continue to tracts to renegotiate them to address
require prior notice of cancellation or ter- stranded costs. In the case of existing
mination for any power sales contract contracts that already contain an exit lee
that is proposed to be cancelled or termi- or explicit stranded cost provision, how.
nated for a reason other than by the con- ever, we proposed to reject a unilateral
tract's own terms (such as a self-help stranded cost amendment; that is, we
provision related to. for example, a billing stated we would reject an amendment un-
dispute). regardless of when the contract less the contract permits renegotiation of
was executed. We also will continue to the existing stranded cost provision or the
require prior notice of the proposed termi- parties to the contract mutually agree to
nation of any power sales contract exe- renegotiate the contract. 65 3 In so doing.
cuted before the effective date of the we proposed to drop the three year
Fnal Rule pro forma tariff (even if the mandatory negotiation period suggested
contract Is to terminate by its own terms) In the initial Stranded Cost NOPR.54
as well as any unexecuted power sales an sting requirements contract
contract that was filed before that date. does not contin an exit ee or other ex.does not contain an exit fee or other ex-

Further, we will retain the §35.15 fll- plicit stranded cost provision (and is not
ing requirement for all transmission con- renegotiated to add such a provision). we
tracts. The reason for retaining the proposed that before the expiration of the
§ 35.15 requirement for transmission con- contract: (1) A public utility or its cus-
tracts Is that transmission will continue tomer may file a proposed stranded cost
to be provided under conditions of poten- amendment to the contract under section
tial market power, and the Commission 205 or 206; or (2) a public utility or
must be assured that transmission owners transmitting utility may file a proposal to
are not exerting market power in termina- recover stranded costs associated with
tion of transmission contracts. In addi- any such existing contract through its
tion. this filing requirement will provide transmission rates for a customer that
the customer an opportunity to notify the uses the utility's transmission system to
Commission if the termination terms are reach another generation supplier.
disputed or if the customer was not given
adequate opportunity to exercis its m- In the Supplemental Stranded Cost
ited right of frst refusal under the Final NOPR we reaffirmed our proposal in the

Rule (see Section VA). initial Stranded Cost NOPR that, even If
Rule (see Seo . . the contract contains an explicit Mobile-

S. Recovery of Stranded Costs Associated Serra6 5 provision. t is in the public in-
With Existing Wholesale Requirements terest to permit public utilities to seek
Contracts tnilateral amendments to add stranded

In the Supplemental Stranded Cost cost provisions if the contracts do not in
NOPR. the Commission reaffirmed its essence forbid such recovery by contain-
proposal to permit the recovery of legiti- ing exit fees or other explicit stranded
mate, prudent and verifiable stranded cost provisions.' 5 6 Under these circum-
costs for a discrete set of "existing" stances. If neither of the parties seeks and
wholesale requirements contracts (exe- obtains acceptance or approval of a

(Footnote Continued)

cie generation market per with reard to a " We invited commeats on this propoal. Id.
"ne wholesale requirement contract. we do at p. 33,11S
not believe that retention of that provison is
necessary to address these conmenters' cm- 's See United Gas Pipeline Company v. Mo-
cerns. Instead. any party claiming to be ag- bile Ga Serice Corpwtion. 350 U.S. 332
grieved by a utility's alegd buse of eneratlon (1956): FPC v. Sira Pacific Power Company.
market power under a whosale requiremeats 350 U.S. 348(1956).
contract ca file a complaint with the Cammis -
sion under section 206 of the FPA. FER Statute and Rceuletins 32Z14

at p. 33.113-14. We noted that under the Mo-
' FERC Statutes and Regulations 132514 bile-Sierra doctrine, a cuslomer may waiv its

at p. 33.113. right to challenge the contract and/or the utility
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stranded cost amendment. we propose to tracts as soon as the Commission warned
permit the public utility to seek recovery them to do so because their wholesale
of stranded costs through its wholesale power contracts are mandated both as to
transmission rates. form and substance by the RUS.66 1

We also proposed procedures for prvid- PA Munis asks the Commission to treat
ing an existing wholesale requirements certain contracts that were executed
customer advance notice of how the util- before July 11. 1994 (but not approved by
ity would propose to calculate costs that the Commission until after that date) as
the utility claims would be stranded by "new" contracts PA Munis argues that
the customer's departure. 6D the utility. after issuance of the initial

a. July 11. 1994 Cut-Off Date NOPR, could have withdrawn its filing of
A nu r of c s ak the contract and sought to negotiate an

A number of commenters ask the Corn-
missinon to ereconsider ~the July l. 1994 aexit fee at that time. It submits that themission to reconsider the July 1! l1994

utility's failure to do so would justify acut-off date for distinguishing between findi by the misson that cootracts
-isig an "ne"^ rqi ^ets o - fnding by the Commission that contracts

otractsr- Som omand entewrs support Octl approved after July 11. 1994 be treated
br4. So1992 (the date Of passage ofr the similarly to contracts executed after thatber 24. 1992 (the date of passage of the
Energy Policy Act) as the cut-off date on t
the basis that anyone entering into a b. Stranded Cost Recovery for Existing
wholesale requirements contract after Requirements Contracts
that date should have recognized the
greatly increased possibility of the cus- A number of comenters express sup-
tomer terminating or not renewing the ort for the Commission's proposal to per-
contract. mit modification of existing requirements

contracts that do not already contain exit
Other commenters6 support a later fees or other explicit stranded cost provi-

date for defining "new" requirements sions NEPCO states its Interpretation
contracts, such as the date on which the that the NOPR does not consider notice
final rule open access tariffs become efec- provisions to be "explicit stranded cost
tive. Utilities For Improved Transition provisions; it argues that the presence of
argues that the Commission cannot retro- a notice provision in a contract, while
actively adopt the July 11. 1994 cut-off bearing on the supplier's ability to
date. but must wait until the final rule is demonstrate the duration of its reasona-
issued before setting the date after which ble expectation of continued service.
requirements contracts must contain should not foreclose the amendment of a
stranded cost provisions in order for wholesale contract to add an exit fee or
stranded cost recovery to be allowed. similar payment provision. Several other

Commenters representing electric coop- commenters ask the Commission to dar-
eratives also oppose the July 1, 1994 cut- ify that contracts'that contain notice pro-
off date.& They contend that RUS bor- visions and that preclude recovery for
rowers were not free to negotiate stranded termination or reduction of service (but
cost amendments to wholesale power con- that do not necessarily use the terms

(Footnote Continued)

may waive its right to make unilateral rate EC. Oliver-Mercer EC. Panhandle Coop.
change. However, the parties may not waive Ruslmore EC. San Lus Valley EC. Slope EC,
the ideleasible right of the Commission to alter Spink EC. Turner-Hutchinson EC. Traverse EC.
rates that are contrary tothe pubic intrmsL Id. Union County EC, West River EC. Whetstone
atp. 33.111. Valley EC Woodbury County REC. Yellow-

' Id.at p. 33. 14-1S to ne Valley EC.

se E4r_ ELCON. TAPS.Alo., Utilicorp.
6" Basin indicates that all such cotracts for

1- 6sEa g., Utilities For ImpTrved Trarsition, the sale o more than 1.000 kW and any anend.
Atlantic City. ments therto must be specifcally apprved by

660 E, Basin. TriCounty EC. NW Iowa Co the RUS
operative, Baker EC Big Horn EC. Black Hil
EC. Bon Horme Yankton EC, Carbon Power. " Eg.. EEl. PSNM. AEP, Consumers Power.
Central EC Douglas EC. East River EC. Ida Consumers Power sugets that the language of
County REC. James Valley EC. Unroln-Union proposed §3S6(cXlXiv) be modified to recite
EC. McKenie EC. North Dakota RECs. Oah the Commission's public interest finding.
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"exit lee" or "stranded cost"). or that the "classic situation." ELCON also ar-
expressly provide that stranded costs gues that the First Circuit strongly im-
shall not be charged, cannot be reopened plied that to satisfy Mobile-Sierra. the .
jf or a stranded cost claim. 6 Commission must identify specifically

A number of other commenters opposeA number o other those aspects of a contract that ar e con-
the Commission's proposal to permit tray to the public interest and why. Onthe Cmmssin'spropsalthis basis. ELCON argues that the case
amendment of wholesale requirements
contracts that do not address stranded supportits position that a utility-specific
"cost recovery, or reasons previously finding Do imminent financial jeopardy is

necessary to override an existing Mobile-
raised in this proceeding.6 They argue. n
among other things, that contracts should Serr contract
stand on their own. RUS asserts that the Some commenters argue that If utilities
integrity of its Federal loan program is to are to be granted industry-wide Mobile-
a large extent predicated on honoring the Sierra relief, then the Conmission should
long.term requirements wholesale power give wholesale customers the reciprocal
contracts between G&Ts and their distri- right to convert their wholesale power
bution members. contracts to transmission-only servloe. 6s6

However. EEI contends that the Commis-
Several commenters also challenge the sion is bared by section 211(cX2) of the

Commission's proposed determination FPA fro oerig wheelig whe a cuFPA from orndring wheihng whoe a cus-
that it is in the public interest to permit t i
utilities to seek unilateral amendments to or under a rate tariff on fie with the
add stranded cost provisions to require- Commsi
ments contracts. These commenters argue
that the NOPR's assumptions concerning Several commenters ask the Commis-
the financial stability of public utilities sion to require renegotiation of the notice
are unsupported and thus do not meet the and/or term of all existing contracts with
burden of prof required for the public long lead-time cancellation provisions in
interest finding under the Mobile-Sierra order to allow all wholesale customers ac-
doctrine. They urge the Commission to cess to the market at the same time.669

require a utility-specific finding of immi- They submit that customers with short
nent financial jeopardy before overriding notice provisions wil be the first to enjoy
a Mobile-Sierra contract-66 the benefits of open access and will have

an effective "flrst right of refusal" of the
ELCON argues that the recent North- m economical transmissin paths and

east Utilities Service Company v. lo cost suppliers putting customers with
FERC 6 ' case reaffirms the traditionalFERCi6 cast reaffirmts ,the tradittonal Tlong lead-time cancellations at a conpeti-
high threshold for overriding Mobile-Si- tive disadvantage
cra dauses in the "classic Mobile-Sierra
situation" in which one of the parties c. Transition Period
seeks modification of a contract that has A number of commenters support the
already been reviewed and approved by Commission's proposal not to mandate a
the Commission. It submits that a utility three-year time limit for renegotiation of
seeking to add a stranded cost provision existing wholesale requirements con-
to an existing contract would fall within tracts. They note that existing contracts

"3
E£-_ Cad. a . ME Corsumer- tual terms on third parti. oot the lkgod fi-

Owned Uities. nancial effect on the utility. It arues that the
Eig UtiLcorp. AMP-Ohio. Environmemti court found that the Cm ission had ade-

Action. DE Muni. Arkansas Cities. Direct Ser- qatte eplained how the disputed contiactal

vice Industries. PA Munis. ABATE. APPA. t " may hanm thrd pties to the cntrct
('hich PA Munis .says the Commnission has

Sr^5See. est/ A m eric an Fores t & Pa pc r. V T failed to do here). PA Munis also submits that
DPS. PA Munis. ABATE. ELCON. APPA. En- the cont went out of its way to emphabiz the
virental Action. . narrow scope of its order afirming the COmis-

655 FJd 686 (Ist Cr. 1995) (Northeast rsion
Utilities).

,tlt7e D," Eg., ELCON. CCEM. VT DPS. OK Corn.
"'PA Munis arrues that Norteast Utilities TDU Systems. LG&E. ABATE. Portland.

provides no support for the Commieions pr o-Ulllcorp. TAPS
posed Mobile-Sirra finding because Northeast
Utilities involved the efllct of disputed rontrar- *6 Eg.. Knoxville. Memphis.
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have unique characteristics and complexi- stranded cost provisions. We believe that
ties that affect the time required to ren- July 11. 1994-the date on which the
agotiate the contract bilaterally, to fie a initial Stranded Cost NOPR was pub
unilateral amendment with the Commis lished and, thus. on which the Industry
sion. or to file for stranded cost recovery was put on notice of the proposal to disal-
through transmission rates. 67 0 low prospectively extra-contractual recov-

On the other hand. some commenter ery of stranded costs-is the appropriate

obkct that the proposal to replace the-date for distinguishing existing" require-
previously proposd t eaments contracts from "new require-previousy p.rt.osed three-year window

serts that becuse the NOPR would allow cntract distinction. utiities that exe-

utilities to sek amendment of an existing c u ted requirements contrats after that
contract any time prior to its epiration date could have had Do rasonable expec-

stranded cost Issues could extend through tation that they would be permitted to
the life of existing facilities (30 years o rec r n c ts actra-ontractually.
more). Portland suggests that the Comn Moreover, because the costs at issue are
mission set a schedule now for proceed- extra'contractual costs. the Commission's
ings to determine transmission costs and notice to all parties that contracts ee-
stranded costs for each utility with whole- cted after July 11. 1994 will be enforced
sale requirements custome by their terms as far as stranded cost

Commenters propose various limits to recoveryis concerned does not constitute
the period within which stranded cost re- "retroactive rulemaking." Contrary to
overy could be raised, such as: (i) Three UFITs contention. the Commission is not

to five years 6 72 (i) the esser of thre "requirlingl" utilities to include stranded
years from the effective date of the final cost recovery provisions in al contracts
rule or the remaining term of the cn- executed after July 11. 199 4 .6 The Co-
tract; (iii) one year fro the effective mission has merely put a t parties on no
date of the final rule;6 74 and (v) Decem- tice that the opportunity for extra-
ber 31 1998 (20 years after PURPA).s contractual stranded cost recovery (which

Conmission Concsio will be allowed on a prospective basis
upon the effective date of the Ruk) will

a. July 11. 1994 Contract Cut-Of Date not be avalable for any requirements

We reaffim our proposal to permit the contracts ieecuted after July 11, 1994.
recovery of legitinte, prudent and veri- The parties to requirements contracts ex-

able stranded costs for "existing whole-ecuted after July 11. 1994 have been free
sale requirements contracts (executed on to provide for stranded cost recovery in
or before July 11 1994) that do not al- the contract, or not.7 The point is that.
ready contain exit fes o other plicit for quirents contracts executed after

* E.g. EEL Florida Power Co. PA Coin. E4. DOD. ABATE.
WP&L. Camm ers Power. FL Ca. L C TVA. SoCal
Eeison Twc UtUritias. "See UFIT Initial Comments at p. 34.

Moreover, the case that LIF cites. in which:n Ey TAPS. TDu systers. Da D. ECsoN. ithe C nmission rejected parties' efforts to te-

APP~o^~ ~ yevrise rtes based on methods or fonnuls con-
ea E.gr Sear. Central IUIDnoI LItht. NY En- taned In proposed runs. e inappaite. By

ergy Buyers. American Forest Paper. establihian the July 11. 1994 cutoff date. the
WEPCO. EGA. Education prpoe either a Commision is not *r(si g) rates under secton
transition peiod that nds five years after the 206" or otherwise makin Section 206 'dcter-
etfective date af t final rule or a phas-out of minatio.' " a UFIT wests. Id. at p. 35 36.
the utility's authority to ricm stranded cis The Commisson has ot poposed a dane in
fim denparti a int-m by duay reducing the way that utilities acpute their rtes: It has
(fr iotane. over a ten year period fr the impty put al parties o notice of the mitued
date of the inal ule) the percentage o stranded nature and opportunity for eatrcontract
costs that the utility could ecover. standed cost recovry.

-EI TAPS. Mi Jt C on rt se to the onnntm-enn represent-
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the cut-off date. stranded cost recovery must file the provision with the Commis-
will be governed solely by the terms of the sion as an amendment to the existing re-
contract. quirements contract.

b. Stranded Cost Recovery lor Existing II an existing requirements contract
Requirements Contracts does not contain an exit fee or other ex-

We reaffirm that we will permit utili- plict stranded cost provision (and is not
tics to sek recovery of stranded costs for renegotiated to add such a provision).
a limited set of existing wholesale require- beore th e expiration of the contract: (1) a
ments contracts. namely. those that do public utility or its customer may file a
not already contain exit fees or other ex- proposed stranded cost amendment to the
plicit stranded cost provisions 6 8 If an crntract under section 205 or 206 or (2) a
existing requirements contract incudes public utility in a section 205 proxding.
an explicit provision for payment of r a transmitting utility in a stion 211
stranded costs or an exit fee, we will as proceeding. may fe a proposal to r er
sume that the parties intended the con- stranded costs assodated with a such
tract to cover the contingency of the exting contract through its transmiion
buyer leaving the system. We will reject a rates for a customer that uses the utility's
stranded cost amendment to such a con- transmission system to reach another gn-
tract, unless the contract permits rengo- eration supplier.
tiation of the existing stranded cost W thus reaffirm that if an existing
provision or the parties to the contrat requirements contrat s not renegotiated.
mutually agree to a new stranded cost nd thecontract pennis the selr and/or
provision; Similarly, we will reect a buyer to seek an amendment to the con-
stranded cost amendmet to an existing tract. the authorized party may seek an
requirements contract if the contract po amendment to add a stranded cost provi-
hibits stranded cost recovery (or pre- so We also dopt our preliminary fnd-
eludes recovery for termination or ing that. even if an existing requirements
reduction of service) or prohibits reoegoti- contract contains an xplicit Mobie-S-
ation of an existing stranded cost or exit rra provision it is in the public interest
fee provision unless t t he public utility to t pri iseek a
contract mutu unilaterall amendment to a newadd stranded
stranded cost provision.6 cost provisions if the contract does not

We reaffirm our desire that utilities already contain exit fees or other expliit
attempt to renegotiate with their custom- stranded cost provisions. In the initial.
ers existing requirements contracts that Stranded Cost NOPR. we identified two
do not contain exit fees or other explicit ways in which a failure to permit public
stranded cost provisions. I the parties utilities to address stranded costs could
negotiate a stranded cost provision and harm third parties, and thereby harm the
the seller is A public utility, the utility public interest:

(Footnote Continued)
1, 1994 cut-off date. we do not belee that the exit e or other explidt strandd cost provion
requireent that RUS borrowes obain RUS but does cntain a notice provision. once a ce
aproval of their contracts ncesrily prevents tmonr ives notice ctordinf to the terms of the
such borro s fr addrstng tranded cost cntract that it will no longer purdase all or a
rrcvry in contacts executed ater July 11. art o its requirements ron the selling utility.
1994. e would not allow the utility to anmnd the

CT We cotiirn that a notice o .. contract to add a stranded cot providon How-
on Weconf nn that a ntieo f termi«.„ ^on^
preisionum b ths that is.e tat do"en cever, in such a case the utility could se topcovin by hetl(that m on thmi dos not s rcovr stramnded cts throueh its rates for

tract) he eot as citn staed ndSwuo IVJ.&the to rebut the reumption that based on the

howrievera srtic pecim in Swreti arebut pra M-n of the notice rovision it had no rea-
vPmne *ton a hatute utiln rty a n re* bittao-& soble expectation of continuing to se the
bk presunptim that the utilty had no reassa
bie expectation of continuing to serve the
customer.

In the cse of an existi whokesa r*e-
quirements con that does not contain an
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First, the inability to seek recovery of ties a limited opportunity to propose con-
stranded costs could impair the financial tract changes unilaterally to address
ability of a utility to continue to provide stranded costs if their contracts do not
reliable service. This will depend on the already explicitly do so satisfies the pub-

' * " magnitude of stranded costs and the pros- lic interest standard of the Mobile-Sierra
pect or lack thereof for recovering such doctrine as recently interpreted by the
costs from ratepayers. The prospect of not Northeast Utilities court. In that case.
recovering from ratepayers significant the court affirmed an order of the Com-
amounts of stranded costs could seriously mission on remand modifying a contract
erode a utility's access to capital markets. under the Mobile-Siera public interest
or could drive the utility's cost of capital standard. 6 82 As the court explained. the
to unprecedented evels. This high cost of MobUe-Serra doctrine "represents the Su-
capital could precipitate other customers preme Court's attempt to strike a balance
leaving the system which, in turn. could between private contractual rights and
cause others to leave. Such a spiral could the regulatory power to modify contracts
be difficult to stop once begun. Second, if when necessary to protect the public in-
some customes are permitted to leave terest" The court noed that when the
their suppliers without paying for Commission is considering whether a con-
stranded costs, this may cause an excs- tract rate is too low, protective action by
sive burden on the remaining customners the Commission in the public interest is
who, for whatever reason. cannot leave justified "where the rate might impair
and therefore may have to bear those the inancial ability of the utility to coo-
costs.6 ° tinuc to supply eleectricity f e ric-

ity consumers to bear an excessive
The financial community comenters burden or be unduly discriminatory." '

confirm our views in this regard. As they
note. a utility's access to financial mar- The court so plained that "the mos
kets is essential to the continued provi- tractive for affording additional
sion of safe and reliable electric service to roetion Ider the public interest stan-
customers. However. the prospect of a da d l. despite the presence f a contract.
utility not rcovering stranded sts could is where the protection is intended to
erode a utility's ability to attract capital safeuard the interests of third parties
and thus imperil its continued financial * .' ' It stated that the Mobile-
stability." As these and other corn- Sira doctrine allows the Commission to
menters agree. the recovery of stranded modify th terms of a private contract
costs is critical to the suesul transition "when third parties are threatened by
to moe competitive markets. possible 'unduel discrimination' or the

imposition of an 'excessive burden' "6
Moreover, our determination that It Is The court found that the Commission had

in the public interest to give public utili- met the public interest standard by show-

m ERC Statues ad Rcqulatias J13 S7 by FERC in minaig dectric power cotrcts
at p. 32 . filed with t " Id. at p. 690-91. It aso noed that

'a See Utility InvestTr Analysts Initial the ctrt pirv uio s under reew were not
Comments at p. 2- Utilty Sharho der. ibi- w-ate ssues in the context of Mobil and
til Camunets at p. . Sira. We recognize that ther a contract

w_ a(thm bd m i t~should be mified to dd a trandbd cst prov-
"-- i cThe o cded that tihe miio"n o cousl ld be viewed a ne party to a trat

"ave thoughtful conisderAtal i to the public i- seekina to tfcct a unilateral rate dhane. or as a
teresL" 55 F3d at p. 693.low-rae iste (Let whether the utilitys rate

Id. at p. 6. 8would be imsufficient without stranded cost re-
Md. at p. 690. -cvay). However. puro we betng permitted
d as P 691, ri~i~ Northeast ~ l to make such unilateral filings only alter a re-

Se-Ii at pa 691. dR.w North9ast U97. ric Cindin by the Cmnmiion Xthi the public
50r^iCE Cmpu~y W. Fn RC 993 F2d 9a37. 961intbl t liely would be ieopardid if utilities
1st Or 1993). weare not permitted to make a case~pepic thow-

- t Northest Uttites SS5 F-.d t p. 691. The ig that reery should be llowed We believe
court distiguihed the cts of that ase Imn that Northrst Utilities provdes aluable uid-
other Mobile-Sierra caes. It noted that "(tlhe a concering application of the public inter-
issue here is not whetler one party to a rate est standard where. as here a failure to allow
contract filed with FERC can effect a rate limited contract modification may ham the
change unilaterally, but the standard to be used public Intere by harming thid paties.
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ing how the contract could harm third ity of utilities to recover prudently in-
parties. curred costs. We also emphasize that we

are not eliminating the need for case-by-
Consistent with the holding in North- demonstrations that stranded cost

east Utilities, and contrary to the pors- allowed ur public
tions of some commenters. we have interest finding is that utilities be pennrmit-
demonstrated bow "third parties may u- ted to seek extra-contractual recovery of
timately bear the burden " if public sranded costs in cern defned cium-
utilities with Mobile-Siera contracts are sta Utilities seeki recovery o
not given any opportunity to propose cn- stranded costs will have the burd on a
tract changes to address stranded costs. U cab ase basis of showing they had a
the Commission falls to give a public util-thc Commission flas to give a public uti- reasonable expectation of continuing to
ity this opportunity, and the utility's fl- s e the departing generation customer.
nancial ability to continue the provision
of safe and reliable service is impaired, In summary we emphasize the limited
third parties (customers relying on the nature of our Mobile-Sirra public inter-
public utility for their electric sevice) est finding. First our holding applies only
will be placed at risk. Similarly. if the to wholesale requirements contracts exe-
Commission fails to give a public utility cuted on or before July 11. 1994 that do
the opportunity to directly assign costs to not contain an exit fee or other explicit
the customers on whose behalf they were stranded cost provision. Thus. we will not
incurred and some of the utility's cus- permit.modification of any contract that
tomers leave the utility's generation sys- addresses the stranded cost issue explic-
tem for that of another supplier without itly, unless the contract specifically per-
paying such costs, third.parties (the uti- mits such modifications. Instead, we are
ity's remaining customers) will be harmed simply examining requirements contracts
by having to bear the costs that were not that do not dearly address the issue in
incurred to serve them and that are the context of the traditional regulatory
stranded by the other customers' depar- regime under which they wer signed-a
tures via open acces transmission. More- regulatory environment in which it was
over, we believe that protective action in assumed as a matter of course that the
the public Interest is particulaly neces- great majority of requirements customers
sary where, as here, a utility's rates could would stay with their original suppliers
become insufficient because of fundamen- and that these suppliers had a concomi-
tal changes in the industry that largely tant obligation to plan to supply these
result from legislative or regulatory customers' continuing needs.
changes that could not be anticipated. a w h

Second, although we have decided on a
Further.- notwithstanding the argu- generic basis that it is in the public inter-

ments of some cmmenters supprting a est to permit public utilities with Mobile-
case-by-ca (as opposed to a generic) -Sierra contracts to make unilateral fi)-
public interest findin. we believe it ap- ing. we are not automatically approving
proprtate that our.public interest finding any amendment that a particular utility
be made on a generic basis given the fact might file. As we stated in the initial
that, by this Rule, we are requiring full Stranded Cost NOPR. if a public utility
open access that could sigificantly affect unilaterally files a proposed stranded cost
historical relationships among traditional amendment under either section 205 or
utilities and their customers and the abil- 206 of the'FPA. this does not necessarily

' The court found that the Cmni had is impermisible becaue it may be cahed at Ihe
met the pubic interst standard by ephinlof epense oe nonpaties to the contrct" Id. at p.
how the disputed cntractual tens may arm 692 (emphasis in original The court rjected
thir parties to the colact * ' For ea- te arument that the pubic interest staodard
pie. the Cmisnsioo found the autmnatic rate- is practcally nsurnmountable" n all dcrcum
of-rrtuMn-tuity adjustment provsim wc- stances. It noted among other thins. "tht
crptable becae thrd partis may ultimately neither Mobile oer Sirra stated or intimated
bear the bardn of a rate componet that does that the 'public interest' dactrine s 'practi-
not rrflect actul capil ma et cooditio. cally Insumnountable.' -id at p. 691.
Likrwise. the 'blank check' given owners the
poer plant to determine the decnmnissionr n
costs (or themsves under New Hampshir law Id. at p. 692 (emphasis in original).
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mean that the Commission ultimately This finding complements the Commis-
will find it appropriate to allow such sion's finding that. notwithstanding a Mo-
amendment.68 ' In addition, customers bile-Sierra clause in an existing
with Mobile-Sierra contracts that do not requirements contract. it is in the public
explicitly address stranded costs may also interest to permit amendments to add
file coplaints under section 206 of the stranded cost provisions to such contracts

FPA to propose to address stranded costs if the public utility proposing the amend-
in existing requirements contracts. The -ment can meet the evidentiary require-

Commission will analyze any proposed ments of this Rule. The Commission's
stranded cost amendment to a Mobile- complementary Mobile-Sicrra findings
Sierra contract. whether proposed by the are not mutually exclusive. Any contract

utility or by its customer. based on the modification approved under this section
particular circumstances surrounding shall provide for the utility's recovery of

that contract. Thus. the case-by-case ind any costs stranded consstent with the
ings that some commenters seek will in contract modification. The stranded costs

effect, be made when the Commission de- must be prudently incurred legitimate
termines whether to approve a proposed a d vifiale. Furth the Commission
stranded cost amendment to a particular has cncluded that if a customer is per-
contract. 'mitted to argue for modification of ex-

isting contracts that are less favorable to
As discussed in Section IVA (Scope), it than other generation alternatives.

the Commission has concluded that a- then the utility should be able to seek
though current conditions in the whole- modification of contracts that may be
sale power market do not warrant the beneficial to the customer.
generic modification of requirements coo- he Commission beieves that the most
tracts, nonetheless the modification of w t
certain requirements contracts on a case- fication issues is to consider simultane-
by-case basis may be appropriate. We ously boh the seling public utility's
have concluded further that, even if cus- any that t had a reasonable
tomers under such contracts are bound by expectation of continuing to serve the cs
so-clled Mobil-Sierra clauses, they n tomer beyond the term of the contract
theess ought to have the opportunity to and the customer's caim. if any. that the
demonstrate that their contracts no contract no longer is just and reasonable
longer are just and reasonable. and therefore ought to be modified. Thus.

We have found that it would be against the se l ig pub utility intends to
the public interest to permit a Mobile- clai m tranded cost it must resent that
Sierra clause in an existing wholesale r claim in any section 206 proceeding
quirement contract to prelude the par- brought by the customer to shorten or
ties to such a contract from the terminate the contract Similarly. If the
opportunity to realize the benfits of the customer Intends to claim that the notice
competitive wholesale power marst Fr or termination provision 'f its existing

purposes of this finding. the Commission requirements contract is unjust and un
defines existing requirements contracts as rasonable it must present that claim in
contracts executed on or befe July 11 any proceeding brought by the selling
1994.9 By operation of this finding, a public utility to seek recovery of stranded
party to a requirements contract contain- c This wil promote administrative

efficcy and will permnt the Commisring a Mobile-Sierra clause no longer will f and w th Co
have the burden of establishing indepe- son to consider ow the contractng par
dently that it is in the public interest to tesas on one another
permit the modification of such contract. The Commision does not take contract
The party, howeer, still will have the modification lightly. Whether a utility is
burden of establishing that such contract seekdg a contract amendment to permit
no longer is just and reasonable and there- stranded cost recovery based on expecta-
fare ought to be modified. tions beyond the stated term of the con-

9' FERC Statutes and Regulations 132.507 n This is cemstent with the definition of
atp. 32871. esoting rrquinmnets contracts we have racd

for purpoes of stranded cost recovey.
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tract, or a customer is seeking to shorten authority to address stranded costs that
or eliminate the term of an existing con- result from retail customers becoming
tract, we believe that each have a heavy wholesale customers who then obtain
burden In demonstrating that the con- transmission under the open access tar-
tract ought to be modified. Still, we be- ilfs.6L We proposed that this Commission
lieve that given the industry should be the primary forum for address-
circumstances now facing us. both selling ing the recovery of stranded costs caused
utilities and their customers ought to by retail-turned-wholesale customers. We
have an opportunity to make the case explained that if a retail customer be-
that their existing requirements contracts comes a legitimate wholesale customer
ought to be modified. By providing both (such as through municipalization). it be-
buyers and sellers this opportunity, the comes eligible to use the non-discrimina-
Commission attempts to strike a reasona- tory open access tariffs:
ble balance of the interests of all market
participants. The Commission expects If costs are stranded as a result of this
that many of the arguments presented by wholesale transmission access we believe
buyers and sellers in such proceedings will that these costs should be viewed as
be fact specific 'wwholesale stranded coss.' But for the

ability of the new wholesale entity to
c. Transition Period reach another generation supplier

We reaffirm our proposal to allow a through the FERC-filed open access
public utility or its customer to file a transmission tariff, such costs would not
proposed stranded cost amendment, or to be stranded.m3

allow a public utility or transmitting util-
ity to file a proposal to recover stranded We accordingly proposed to define
costs through a departing generation cus- wholesale stranded costs" to include
tomers transmission rates, at any time stranded costs resulting from unbundled
prior to the expiration of the contract transmission for newlyreated wholesale
There is no uniform time remaining on customers and sought comments n this
requirements contracts executed on or deinition
before July Ii._ 1994. Any limitation on We proposed to require the same evi-
the period in which parties could propose dentiary demonstration or recovry as
amendments covering stranded costs that required if recovery were sought
(e-. 3 years) would thus unequally affect from a wholesale requirements customer.
market participants. Those with long We reaffirmed our proposal in the initial
terms r i on their contracts could Stranded Cost NOPR that a utility will
object that inmediately addressing the have to show that the stranded costs are
issue would not be cost effective. For ex- not more than the net revenues that the
ample, a utilty with a long emaining retail-turned-wholesale customer would
term (eg. 20 years) might not e v e n see have contributed to the utility had it re-
stranded cost recovery depending on the ained a retail customer of the utility.

nompetitive value o its asets near the and that the utility has taken and will
end of the contract term.6 9 However. take reasonable steps to mitigate
such a utility would Invariably seek to stranded cots We further proposed to
preserve its option to seek stranded cost deduct any recovery that a state has per-
recovery if its failure to do so within a itted from depating retail-tured-
short period resulted in a waiver of its wholesale customers from the legitimate
right to do so. 6. Recovery of Stranded tr ed costs of which we will allow re-
Costs Caused by RetaiI-Tured-WholesakCosts Caused by Retail-Turned-Whoksale covery. In addition. we proposed to apply

(Cu~usntomers^~ the same procedures for obtaining an esti-
In the Supplemental Stranded Cost mate of maximum stranded cost exposure

NOPR. we stated that both this Commis- without mitigation to retail customers
sion and state commissions have the legal contemplating becoming wholesale trans-

g" The value f its aets could vary ver time ' Id. at p. 33.1128
as ne technolgis emerge. tuel costs flucuate.
or evironmental requirements change.

02 FERC Statutes and Reguiatios 32.514
at p. 33.127.
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mission customers as those proposed for According -to some commenters, the
wholesale customers.6 availability of open acces transmission

Some commenters contend that tariffs does not convert the character of

stranded costs that result when a retail the costs of stranded generation that was
customer becomes a wholesale customer built to serve retail customers fro retail
should be left to the states as a matter f to wholesale.6 CA Co argues that this
law and comity. 6 5 These commenters ar- reasoning could require the Commission
gue. among other things, that because the t act as the primary forum for stranded
facilities used to provide retail service to costs resuting from retail wheeling if the
these retail customers were subject to Commission's jurisdiction over retail
state jurlsdicAon and were included in transmission is uphed It argues that in

retail rate base when the serve was ren- such a case there aso would be a rela
dered, the state is the appropriate entity tioshp between the Commisio-uris-
to determine the extent to which those dictional transmission and stranded costs.
customers should compensate the utility Some commenters also submit that the
for the stranding of these costs. According potential for retail customers to become
to ELCON, "(a) retail customer's new wholesale customers has existed since the
found access to the wholesale market does beginning of the industry and that utili-
not provide FERC with authority over ties have had ample opportunity to adjust
costs that originated with the local distri- to this risk.7 0 A number of commenters
bution function."' submit that state commissions are In a

Commenters assert that stranded costs better position than the Commission to
resulting from the creation of new whole- adress the recovey of costs that were
sale entities will occur as a-result of state incured to serve retail customers and to
or local decsionmaking.697 A number of take into consideration local concerns.70

aonmenters contend that in states where NARUC recognizes that a "practical
the state commission has control over mu- regulatory gap may exist that prevents
nidpalization, the Commission has no au- [state commission] consideration of recov-
thority to provide for the recovery of ey of * * · potentially stranded costs"
stranded costs due to munidpalization 6 8 in certain Instances "such as municipal-
IL Cor asserts that the Commission lacks ization and coopratives where retail cus-
authority over retail-turned-wholesale tomers become wholesale customers under
stranded costs, even In the absence of any a FERC-approved open access tariff.
explicit statutory authority (or state corn- andl costs of the utility which served the
missions to address such costs. FL Corn customer at retail may become
argues that the Commission should ad- stranded."7 NARUC proposes that the
dess the recovery of these stranded costs affected states and the Commission col-
only upon petition from a state public laboratively develop mechanisms (which
utility commission- .may involve amendments to the FPA.

LId. Eg.. MD Cn,. Lmasucs. CPasca. Caa i-
tion o Fedral-Ste Issues. C. MI Cam.

-E.g. NARUC. ELCON. TAPS, NASUCAl owa Board.
N.Y. Mayms. NY Ldutrals. American Iroo &
SteeL Missouri Joint Commireion. Omha PPD. Eg-. IL Cam CA Cam, Midwst Crmmi
Ml Cam. NY Cam. NI BPU. VT DPS. OK Cam. Mos. CO Cosuws CounscL
IN Cam. In Ca. WA Ca. Environtntal OE... LA DWP. Ohio Manufacturers.
Actio. IN Industrils. LA DWP. Scattk. MWEC. Amern re n & Steel UT lndustri-
CAMU. La Crucs UT Indusrials. Suffalt
;County. NM Industriak. CO Cone Coo- aks. MI Con. NY Industrial WA C C p. aro.

xel. .L0 E,. America Iron & Steel MD Cam. LA
DWP. SuffoDt County. MI Com. NJ BPU. N.Y.

ELtON Comments. dated July 25. 1995. Mayors. NASUCA cites practical problems
at p. 41. ped by the Comnission's propa to assme

1"idsdiction oveC sranded costs resulting fren
' E.g. MD Cmn. MI Cam. LA DWP. Las mnicpahat. tuA chsos eui Coniniionmmicipalh'tinnr ;ud, as how the CnomisioCruces. For emple. MD Ca states that while oud r the us etct

open access tansmssion may make municipal- tl-tur -whocsal castomer to a rnohole-
iration mor attractive. It ultimately is MD s. ocaly-anchied entity
Con's approval that makes muncipalization
pssible In Maryland. m NARUC initial Conments at p. 1819.
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state statutes. or both) to eliminate these that would have allowed it to recover
regulatory gaps. stranded costs associated with former re-

Some commenters object that the Com- tail loads served by new municipal sys-

mission's proposal to be the primary o- tems. Suffolk County states that the

rum for recovery of stranded costs caused Commission made clear that stranded

by retail-turned-wholesale customers c o s t matt inclding those caused by
would make municipalization more e- municipalization properly would be
pensive and therefore would disacorage raised before state regulatory authorities.

municipalities from seeking alternative It objects that the Open Access NOPR
sources of electricity. Some argue that ignores this case. Suffolk County also sub-
different treatment of stranded costs be mits that the Commission's adoption of

tween federal and state authorities may the sttlement approved by the Massa-
chuseits DPU in the Massachusetts Baylead to forum-shopping as a primary de- setts DP the Massausetts Bay

*: ~wterminant in the decision to municipal- Transportation Authority case should
z, .7o4 serve as an example of proper jurisdic-

tional deference with respect to local is-
A number of commenters also suggest sues?

that the NOPR is inconsistent with prior
Commission treatment of municipaliza- However. many other commenters sup-
tion because the Commission has histori port the Commission's proposal to be the
cally promoted franchise competition primary forum for retail-turned-wholesale
between municipalities and utilities and stranded costs. These commenters sub-
has never before suggested that utilities mit. among other things, that the Corn-
could *penalize municipalization deci- mission's jurisdiction over such costs is
sions through generation cost addons to clear.71 Coalition for Economic Competi-
transmission rates 705 VT DPS states: "By tion states that when a utility's costs are
the Commission's logic, there would never stranded through the availability of Corn-
have been an Otter Tail case. f Otter mission-jurisdictional transmission ser-
Tail could have made a stranded cost vice. the Commission must address those
daim against the municipal utility Elbow costs. It argues that commenters opposing
Lake plinned to create. Otter Tail would the Commission's jurisdiction fail to ana-
never have needed to refuse to whed.-" 6 lyze the Commission's duty to establish

Suffolk County states that the Ceommis just and reasonable rates for Commission-Suffolk County states that the Commis-
junrisdictional transmission service.sion already considered stranded costs in rsdctonal transmsson servce

the context of retai-turned-wholesale cus- A number of commenters support the
tomers in United Illuminating Corn- Commission's proposal to address retail-
pany. 0 where the Commission required turned-wholesale stranded costs on the
United Illuminating to remove a provi- basis that many state commissions either
sion in its proposed transmission tariff lack authority to address costs-that are

" E4.. N.Y. Mayors NIEP. Wing Groap. See Massactusetts Electric Company. 68
VT DPS. NY Industrials. American Irn & FERC 161.101 (1994): Letter Order dated
Steel Envirronmnal Actlon IN Industrial Marh 3. 1995. Docket No. ER94-129-000 (ap-
Las Cruces. Car. UT Industria. proving settlement).

" E.-. IN Cam.

s Ea.. 'VT DPS. Amecrica n Ir A Steel "m Eg EEI. PSE&G. Centerior. Can Ed.
Anxencai Fort P-apa stata s that alUn« Connme Power. Detroit Edison. Duke. El
stranded cost recovery in t event of munl. i- Entergy. LILCO. i Po. M
palization-would be inconsment with the Cor.n- n n. . Minnesota ver. Mon-
missions actions in the naur as industry taas-Dakota Utilitis. NYSEG. PECO. PG&E.
where the Cornminson h encu rd cnPti-PSNM. Southern. Utilities Fr Improved Trn-

tion at the retail level (thruh competitive sition. Alleheny. OH Cma. Utilicop. PA Comn.
bypass rther than trchse ciretition) nd WI Cam. Coalition or Economic Competition.
has not imposed transition chars or eit fs' Central Louisiana. United Illuminating. Utility
on converting custoner Investors Analysts. Nuclear Energy Institute.

VT DPS Initial Comments at p. 49-. see ly
also American Iron & Steel. NY Industrials.

Capa. F CoE Consumers Poer. CasEtion for Eco-
1i ' ° 63 FERC 1 61Z12 (1993). reh'g deed, 64 nomic Competition. Utilties For Improved

FERC 1 61.087 (1993) Trasition.
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stranded because of expanding or newly- Coalition for Economic Competition
created municipal systems, or have failed notes that while utilities are aware of
to address such costs 71 El Paso adds that state laws allowing municipalities to con-

: } any protection offered by state judicial demn electric facilities and to form utili-
* '- condemnation proceedings does not obvl- ties. In recent decades, it has not

ate the need for the Commission's in- happened on most systenms Moreover, it
"!e ~ volvement in this issue, noting that -argues that merely being on notice that

.' condemnation awards may not provide municipalization is a possibility does not
full stranded investment recovery under relieve utilities of their state-imposed ob-
the Commission's standards. In addition. ligation to serve all customers in their
El Paso suggests that municipalization franchise are It asserts that utilities
may occur through means other than con- had to continue to invest In plant to sat-
demnation of the distribution systems of isfy their duty to serve. In addition, it
electric utilities, such as when a munici- submits that utilities had a reasonable
pality constructs its own. duplicative dis- expectation that they would continue to
tribution facilities serve retail load because, among other

Several commenters also indicate that things. state reulators set lon amortiza-
by fortlrightly addressing this issue, the tion periods of 30-40 years for deprcia-
Commission has removed a cloud of un- io rates
certainty that would have taken years to Some commenters state that the Corn-
resolve through litigation.7 1Z El Paso mission also should ensure that stranded
states that the proposed rule is needed costs are recovered when a munidpal util-
because utilities may be subject to ity annexes territory served by another
stranded costs resulting from municipal- utility or otherwise expands its service
ization in two separate state jurisdictions. territory."7 A number of commenters also

In response to the argument that urge the Commission to ensure recovery
stranded costs are exclusively subject to of costs that ar stranded if a municipal
state urisdiction. SoCal Edison asserts utility or a newly-formed wholesale or
that whether the costs are retail or whole- municipal utility physically nterconnects
sale is irrelevant because the Issue Is how to another utility or builds new transris-
and where thee costs should be reov-sion or distribution facilities to the munic-
ered. According to SoCal Edison, If the ipal system
Commission finds that these costs are just Several commenters believe that close
and reasonable costs associated with pro- coordination between the Commission and
vidimg open ccss trasmission service. state regulators as to the calculation of
the Commission may allow utilities to re- stranded costs Is important In the case of
cover them in Commission-regulated municipalization. 7 15 A number of state
rates. commissions suggest that the Commission

" E_ Detrvit Edison Mi ta Poru. El for Econamic Cm opetiao. PG&E sds that w
Paso. LILC. Centrmr, PG&E. PG&E urs a a &ow utities to seek recary at the Caonmis-
dclrifncuin in the rule se that the Coanmsien sio for stranded cast attributable to flnncr
wuld addre rtiilurned-wholeale stranded retail custm that have become cutaomers of
eats nly U the state commissloa either laks eiting public aencis or municipal utilities
juidictioa er municipal utiities, or. if t s wre such casts cannot be collected at the state
Jurrdictloa. decines to addrens-sded cats. level.
Where a state coamnalon pasessesuctl "I Eg'. Centeriar. Coalition for Economic
*er mnudipal entities and provides a utilityion Econoic
with sutrrded cost rcovery from fnrmr retail PGE.
cunstac that have muniipalizd. PG&E pro- Competiao proposes that the Commission c-
pnes that such action should be final and not c t d cost
subject to Commssion revir. Other cOn- "r m d s s n s uc h ituation to

COMt-suchable rPic1il t nt1ssrl itoq asso3(at:iS (whethermenteos such as El Paso. ask the Comnamsion to at p an1d intTol asanatments o(er
establish itself as the (on mof last resrt when a i
states do not provide for full recovery of C isi d rate )ules to oect ithrch

CnmirGled rate ahedules trm intec
straded osts. nected utilities chares equa to the costs wher-

'"t E, Coalition for Economic Competition wise stranded as a result of Commission-
El Pao. jurisdictional service ralignments

7U £E.. EEl. Minnesota Power. Centerior. ' E, SoCal Edison. OH Com. NY Comn. MI
Public Service Co of CO. SoCal Edisn. Coalition Con. Coalitin on Federal-State ss
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allow the states to set the level of retail- viewed as "wholesale stranded costs."
turned-wholesale stranded costs to be re- Such costs would not be stranded but for
covered in wholesale transmission rates the action of this Commission (either
set by the Commission 7 16 They submit through a mandatory FPA section
that this approach would respect state 205-26 open access tariff or an order
interests in controlling the rate impact of under FPA section 211) in permitting the
stranded costs, while allowing the Corn- new wholesale entity to become an unbun-

":1 mission to design cost recovery, and died transmission services customer of the
would address the needs of industrial cus- utility and thereby-to obtain power from
tomers and other stakeholders by provid- a new supplier.7T There is a clear nexus
ing a forum before state regulators who between the FERC-jurisdictional trans-
will be more aware- of their particular mission access requirement and the expo-
needs. Further, they contend that this sure to non-recovery of prudently
approach would prevent relitigation of is- incurred costs. In these circumstances we
sues, minimize forum-shopping, and pre- believe that this Commission should be
vent legitimate and verifiable costs from the primary forum for addressing recov-
falling through the cracks or being ery of such costs To avoid forum-shop-
double-recovered. 71 7 NY Industrials asks ping and duplicative litigation of the
the Commission to clarify that utilities issue, we expect parties to raise claims
will not be allowed to seek cost recovery before this Commission in the first in-
at both the Commission and state cor- stance.19
missions.

Some commenters have asked us also to
Commission Conclusion be the primary forum for stranded cost

We reaffirm our preliminary determi- recovery in situations in which an existing
nation that this Commission should be the municipal utility annexes territory served
primary forum for addressing the recov- by another utility or otherwise expands
cry of stranded costs caused by retail- its service territory. We decline to do so
turned-wholesale customers. If such a cus- because in these situations there is no
tomer is able to reach a new generation direct nexus between the FERC-jurisdic-
supplier because of the new open access tional transmission access requirement
(through the use of a FERC-filed open and the exposure to non-recovery of pru-
access transmission tariff or through dently incurred costs. The risk of an ex-
transmission services ordered pursuant to isting municipal utility expanding its
section 211 of the FPA), we believe that territory was a risk prior to the Energy
any costs stranded as a result of this Policy Act and prior to any open access
wholesale transmission access should be requirement.

"'6 -g_ MI Cam, NY Con. Ohio Cm. recovery in United Illuminating. where we sug-
717 PG&E proposes smilar approach noting gted that state and local reulatory authori-

that if there are dillerences in the stranded cost tis or the courts should be able to provide an
method used by the Commission and the states adequate forum to address retail franchise mat-
an incentive may remain fer retail cstomer to s including recovery f stranded costs caused
municiaiUze mmey to take Udrant o a/mor emunIcipalize merely to lake advantage of roon, by municipalization. but said we would consider
favorable stranded cost treatment at the Cornum- . .
mission. mretin8 the question Lf United Illuminatingmtison.

could demonstrate th lack of a forun. 63 FERC
"'Costs that are exposed to nmnrecovery

at. p. 62.S83-84. Since the issuancr of that dccl-when a retail customer or a newly-creat ed 
6 24 n t h th

wholesale power aksl customer ccaS to i. however. we have had an opportunity to re-
purchase por frn the utility and des not analyze the nature of the stranded cot probem
use the utilitys transission systan to reach in cases wher a retail customer becomes a
new generation supplier (eg.. ithough se-n- wholesale custorer. icluhding the potential that
ration or use *o another utltyi tsnsion there might not be a state regulatory lorun for

system) de not meet the defiition of "wholesak
stranded costs" to which this ruk rovide recovery f such cst

s. In thee rcmstancs.
opportunity for rcovry. Such csts ar outside we have determined that where such costs ar
the scope of th rule beause such costs would stranded as a result of wholeale open access
not be stranded as a result of the new open trarsmissio. these costs should be vieed as
access. See Section IV.J.12. wholsale stranded costs and this Commission

71
9 We reconize that we took a different ap- should be the primary forum lor addressing

proach to retriturnd-wholesale ttranded cost their recovery.
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Nevertheless, we are concerned that sion and state commissions have the legal
there may be circumstances in which cus- authority to address stranded costs that
tomers and/or utilities could attempt. result from retail customers who obtain
through indirect use of open access trans- retail wheeling from public utilities in

"'-'; mission, to circumvent the ability of any order to reach a different generation sup-
regulatory commission-either this Corn- plier.7 Because the vast majority of com-
mission or state commissions-to address mcnters urged the Commission not to
recovery of stranded costs.7 We reserve assume responsibility for retail stranded
the right to address such situations on a costsjexcept in certain circumstances we
case-by-cas basis. preliminarily concluded that it is appro-

As we indicated in the Supplemental priate to leave it to state regulatory au-
Stranded Cost NOPR, f the state has thorities to deal with any stranded costs
permitted any recovery from departing occasioned by retail wheeling. We pro-
retail-turned-whoesale customers (for ex- posed to entertain requests to recover
ample, if it imposed an exit fee prior to. or stranded costs caused by retail wheeling
as a condition of. creating the wholesale only when the state regulatory authority
entity), that amount will not. In fact, be does not have authority under state law
stranded, and we will deduct that amount to address stranded costs at the time
from the legitimate stranded costs for when the retail wheeling is required.'" i
which we will allow recovery. so doing, we preliminarily accepted the

As discussed in Sections IJ4VJ-9J., view that stranded costs caused by retail
we will require the same evidentiary dm- wheeling are primarily a matter of local
onstration for recovery of stranded costs or state concern and thus, with the lim-
from a retail-turned-wholesale customer. ited exception discussed above generally
and will apply the same procedures for must be recovered through retail charges.
determining stranded cost obligatio as noed that the states have a num-
that required in the case of a wholesale ber of mechanisms for addressing
requirements customer.requirements customer. stranded costs caused by retail wheeling.
7. Recovery of Stranded Costs Caused by one of which is a surcharge to state-juris-
Retail Wheeling dictional rates for local distribution. 2

In the Supplemental Stranded Cost We encouraged the states to use the
NOPR, we stated that both this Commis- mechanisms available to them to address

7K
The CA Can has asked that "(t)o the wheeling as that requird in the case of a wo-

cxtent of FERCs authority. it should asume sale requirements customer. We also reafinmed
jurisdicti to ulfuU a backstop rie in case our proposa in the initial Stranded Cost NOPR
retail customem evade a statecdtrmined tra- that a utility will have to show that the
aition chage by becomlnr retail cstornre of an anded osts are hot more than the net rev-
ntity not subject to the state reguatry con- nues that the retal customer would hawe con

missions jurisdiction. In assnning jurisdictio, tributed to the utility had it remained a retail
the Cornmii should defer to' the tate cor- customer of the utility, and that the utiity has
mission's determination and allocation *I taken and will take ruonable steps to mitigate
stranded costs for the departing retail c- stranded csts. FERC Stautes and Rgulations
tomer." CA Corn March 18 1996 Response to 32514 at p. 33.128.
Suppkleental Comments f PG&E.

n As we noted In the Supplemental NOPR. anJ As d',azed in Sectlea IV.L the Cmmi -state may require payment of an exit fee before
slon's authority to addrea retail stranded a fr se to is pe tted to ain uns

derie" from its jurisdction over the rates bundk d retail wheeling. If local distribution fa-
tcrms and conditions of i b

undled transmi"s litis re used by a reail wheeing customer.
in interstate conmerce used by retail cutooersy a
that obtain retail whteeng. The states' author- tihough rates for use of such local distribution
ity derives from state jiridiction over local facilities In additi s dused n Section
distribution facilities and over the i IV1. becaus we believe that states have au-
delivering electric energy toend use and t er the service m ectic
the aouthority to Impose, aog other things thoty over the u eevi of delire ing electl distric

retall eit fees and surche an local dis strib bution facilities thnselves state authorities
j tion rates. ~tionm s-~ales.can assign stranded costs and bnefit through a

2 We prcposed to require thr same evilen- local distribution service charge. and may do so
tlary demonstration for recovery of stranded based on usag (kWh), demand (kW). or any
costs from a retail customer that obtains retail combination or methad they find appropriate. If
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stranded costs 72 We also noted that the order the service.73 They explain that the
states may use their jurisdiction over lo- Commission has jurisdiction over generat-
cal distribution facilities to address ing facilities and associated costs to the
"stranded benefits." such as environmen- extent appropriate to establish just and
tal benefits associated with conservation. reasonable rates for jurisdictional ser-
load management, and other demand side vices. They disagree with other corm-
management programs. menters who argue that only the

A number of commenters support the jurisdiction under whose authority the
Commission's proposal for addressing costs were irncured and initially recov-
stranded costs caused by retail wheel- ered should have authority to order recov-
ing.7z cry of stranded costs 73 '

Other commenters urge the Commis-
sion to take a greater role in retail hese conmenters contend that the
stranded cost recovery and to entertain Con ission cannot abdicate Its regula-
requests to recover stranded costs as a tory responsibilities by ther deferring to
backstop where: (1) State regulatory au- the state comissions or otherwise failing
thorities have the authority to address to independently address the issue.73

stranded costs but either choose not to EEI and the Coalition for Economic Com-
exercise that authority or fail to permit petition refer to "a long line of caes
full stranded cost recovery.7z or (2) the (where) the courts have held that where a
state commission's authority is unclear.7m federal regulatory agency I* is

Commenters that support a greater ch r ed with implementing a statutory
Commission backstop role argue, among fraework, that agency is without au-
other things, that because the Commis- thrity to deviate from or abdicate its
sion has exclusive ratemaking jurisdiction statutory responsibilities." ; According
over any stranded co charges imposed t Coaliton for Economic Competition.
"for or in connection with" interstate for example the Commission could satisfy
transmission servic by public utilities its obligation to address stranded costs
the Commission has an obligation to regu- that arise from retail wheeling by al-
late the recovery of stranded costs from lowing states to determine retail stranded
interstate retail transmission custom- cost charges in the first instance to the
ers.7 9 A number of these commenters ar- extent that the state allows full recovery.
gue that the determining factor is who Coalition for Economic Competition sub-
has the jurisdiction to review the rates for mits that the Commission's obligation
the service, not who has the jurisdiction to would be satisfied.

(Footnote Continued)

a state decides not to take any of these routes. it T Eg, EEI. Illinois Power. PSNM. Entery.
may consider whether to allow recovery of Nuclear Energy Institute. Coaliti or Eco-
stranded csts from renainig retail customrnas ac Competition.
or whether sharolders should bar a or part
of those costs.d at p. 33129. - Coalition for Economic Competition.

nX 9d. Poeat p 3. U25 Ilinois Pwer. UUti(ies for Improved Trasi-

" Id. at p. 3328 n230.'25 „Id. at P. 33.8 n23. '3 1 EEl notes. fr exampler that as use of7' E.g.. Utilicorp. Houston LAP. PG&E. teric facilties shift b etwn ail and
Freedom Energy Co. WI Coin. hdat jridiction ver the Rts to recover

7 E£, EEl. EGA, Coalition for Economic the allocated cost of service shifts between state
Competition. Utilitie (or Imprved Transition. oanmissios and this Commissio, and that the
Atlantic City. Ariwrza. Centerior. Coin Ed. De- rgulatory authority is determined by the na-
troit Edison. El TPso. LILCO. NU. NSP. ture of the trnsactions and the classification o
NYSEG. United Illuminatin. BG&E. Sierr. the customer. not the jurisdiction under which
Southern. UT Industrials. NRECA. NRECA r- the costs originally arose.
gues that unless the Commission addresses
stranded costs caused by retail wheeling here a T 

E .. Illinoa Power. Utiliies Fc r Improved
state cmnmission ladn authority. or has author-Trnsition. EEl. Coalition lo Economic Comec-
ity but decides n6t to exerdse It. there could be titio.
a Jurisdictional gap into whidc many rural ele- U EEI Initial Comments at IV-13 set also
triccooperativescouldfal E E I Im al C - a

Coalition for Economic Competition Initial
7 E.g.. CSW. Comments at p. 23-31.
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EEI asserts that It would be unduly costs among jurisdictions (that is. be-
discriminatory and preferential for the tween states). Many of these agreements
Commission to refuse to address all equalize the cost of generating reserves
stranded costs arising from retail wheel- among affiliated operating companies,
ing. According to EEI. the same argu- and such reserve equalization formulas
ments that support the Commission's can shift retail stranded costs among
decision to address costs that are stranded - states unless the Commission provides a
where retail load municipalizes and where regulatory forum to address cost-shifting.
the state regulatory authority, at the Citing Middle South Energy.7 and City
time retail wheeling is required. lacks au- of New Orleans v. FERC,7J6 Entergy sub-
thority to act, apply with equal force to mits that the Commission cannot sit on
all other retail stranded costs. EEI sub- the sidelines when it comes to stranded
mits that the nexus in these cases is that retail costs on the Entergy system. Ac-
Commission-jurisdictional transmission cording to Entergy. Comm ission and Judi-
service is the means by which the costs cial precedent place on the Commission
are stranded. 73 the responsibility to ensure that federally-

Utility Working Group argues that he approved costs and cost allocations are
NOPR inappropriately characterizes the not undermined by state action.
Commisslon's jurisdiction over retail Commenters also express concern that
stranded costs and that this could later be it will not be possible to be sure that a
used against the Commission's exercise of state regulatory authority has authority
its full authority. According to Utility over retail stranded costs until after years
Working Group, the NOPR depicts the of litigation. If the Commission waits for
Commission's jurisdiction as being de- the resolution of challenges to state au-
rived from state law (in other words, the thority and a court holds that the state
Commission will act where state regula- regulatory authority is without authorit'.
tory authorities have no authority over these commenters assert that the bar on
retail stranded costs and will not act retroactive ratemaking could leave the
where state regulatory authorities have states and the Commission without a ren-
such authority). If the Commission edy to compensate utilities for stranded
desires to afford substantial deference to costs.a A number of commenters suggest
the states regarding retail stranded costs. that while the states should be allowed to
Utility Working Group contends that the set retail wheeling stranded cost charges
final rule should reflect that policy deter- in the first instance, the Commission
mination: however, the rule should not should accept filings to preserve a util-
confuse policy with jurisdiction by pur- ity's ability to recover retail stranded
porting to place limits on. or attempting costs from the time the customer departs
to waive, the Commission's jurisdiction if the state-authorized charges are not
over such costs upheld in court. They submit that this

Entergy asserts that the Coimission's would put customers on notice of the po-
jurisdiction over multi-state utilities pro tential for Commission action and
vides further support for our jurisdiction thereby avoid the retroactivity prob-
over retail stranded costs In certain con-* km
texts. Entergy states that most of the Some commenters express concern that
eleven multi-state registered holding con- if the Commission does not take more
pany systems have some form of Commis- decisive action on retail wheeling
sion-jurisdictional agreement that stranded costs. the result will be wasteful
allocates production and transmission litigation that will discourage competition
costs among the systems' affiliated oper- by causing financial uncertainty and
ating companies. It asserts that these higher financing costs for investor-owned
agreements by their very nature allocate utilities and hai&hr rates for consumers."

' See also SoCa Ediso n. Em.. NU. Coalition for Econa.W; Competi-

"' Opinion 234. 31 FERC 1 61,30S. on eh'g. EE
32 FERC 161.425 (1985). M E.g NEPCO. EEL. Coaitimn Ir Economic

x6 875 F2d 903 (D.C. Cr. 1989). cert. denied Competition. Entergy.
sub non. Mississippi v. FERC. 494 US. 1078 'z" E.g_ LILCO. Coalition for Economic Con-
(1990). petition.
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Coalition for Economic Competition also state determination. either by act or
asserts that stranded cost charges would omission, that stranded costs must be
be greatest at the start of a retail wheel- dealt with in a particular manner. It sub- J
ing program, thereby making the years mits that the Commission also lacks au-
during which the state-authorized charges thority over retail stranded costs when
are subject to appeal more important for states either decide not to address such
recovery purposes. costs or. in the Commission's opinion.

A number of commrenters support Corn grant insufficient recovery of stranded

mission-established uniform standards costs NM ndustrials asserts tha the
for, and uniform recovery of. costs language of the FPA and its legislative

stranded as a result of open access to the hstory indicate that Congress wantedto
interstate transmission system.7 0 They preclude Commission jurisdiction in those

areas wheel states could exercise effectiveargue that disparate state treatment of a reas w her e s t at es c ou ld exercis ef f ec t ive
stranded costs would be economically control. and that this limitation covers allstranded costs would be economically
inefficient and discriminatory and would matters which are or can be regulated by
burden interstate commerce. 7 1 Several the states. including the recovery of
commenters support state involvement in s tr an ded investment NM Industrals also
the establishment of uniform stan- suggests that assertion of Commision ju-
dards.74 2 risdiction would violate the provision of

section 212 of the FPA that prohibits the
In contrast to the commenters that sup- Commission from interfering with the

port a greater Commission role in retail states' authority over the transmission of
stranded cost recovery. NARUC and a energy directly to an ultimate con-
number of other commenters oppose any sumer.746

Commission involvement in retail Othermment argue that the m-
stranded costs.7' These commenters con- missios proposed treatmen of retail
tend. among other things, that the Corn- costs inringes on the state ju-
mission lacks authority over these costs risdiction over the allocation of costs that
Even if the Commission could assert such under the jursdiction when the
jurisdiction, they argue that as a policy According to thesecosts were incurred. According to these
matter it would be inappropriate for the the question of whether
Commission to delve into complicated l- these costs should be recovered from other
gal and policy issues governed by varying

retail ratepayers. eliminated as excess ca-
state regulatory regimes. pacity. or billed in some fashion to the

According to some of these corn- customer now receiving wheeling service
menters, 7' section 201(a) of the FPA pre- are purely questions of state ratemaking
dudes an exercise of federal jurisdiction law.74 Some commenters assert that. as a
over retail stranded cost recovery because matter of policy. the Commission should
the Commission's jurisdiction extends stay out of retail stranded costs because
"only to those matters which are not sub- only the states have sufficient knowledge
ject to regulation by the States."" 45 NM and expertise regarding utility planning.
Industrials argues that a lack of state investment, and forecasting to address
commission authority is an affirmative these costs adequately. 74'

" E.g.. NU. NSP. Illlne Power. Coalition Industrials. NM Industrials. Reynolds,
for Economic competition. PSE&G. Utilities For NYMEX Legal Environmentll Assistance. CO
Improved Transition. Philip Morris E. EEConsumers CounseL NJ Ratepayer Advocate.

'4 Fed E y Co. rejects isM .lUment IB. ME Industrial Jay. WEPCO. NH Gen-
on the basis that state regulation has never bee ral ourt
wholly csnstcnt and yet utilities have not '" Eg.. NARUC. ELCON. NY Industrias
asked for federal unification of state rataeaking NM Industrials. NV Corn.
policies or resolution of differences ' 16 USC. S2i(a)

"2 E.g, PSNM. GA Com. Omaha PPD. !li-
nois Pwir. P". 'Sec also Freedom Energy Co Reply Com-

meints.
'4" E.g CA Corn. MD Can. VA Com. IN ,Cr, tH CAM . V Corn. MD N-C. VA Cor. IN 4. E.g.. ELCON. PA Corn. NY Industrials.Cam, NH Corn. NV Corn. NY-Comn. OH ND C, VA Corn NM Corrn.

FL Com. AZ Corn. TX Corn. ELCON. NY In-
dustrias. NY AG. NY Conumer Protection. Eg.. OH Corn. NY Industrials. NM Con.
MA DPU. Iowa Board. IN Industrials. T-as IN Corn. WA Corn. NV Corn. NY Corn. Suliolk
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Commenters also express concern that recover retail stranded costs through dis-
the possibility of Commission involve- tribution rate surcharges. It says that the
mcnt in retail stranded cost recovery will Commission does not offer any assurances
encourage forum-shopping whenever state that the case-by-case application of the
commission action is unfavorable, even proposed "functional-technical test" will
when states have procedures to deal with result in a finding that "local distribu-
stranded costs. They argue that the result tion" facilities are used in all retail wheel-
would be endless litigation over where ing scenarios. PG&E asks the Commission
federal jurisdiction ends and where state to provide that all retail customers that
jurisdiction begins. They suggest that if a opt for direct transmission access by defi-

-a oi to address retail stranded cost nition take service over local distribution
recovery, the issue hnuld be addressed in facilities and therefore may be subjected
court or in state legislatures. T' OH Corn to a state-determined distributton rate
contends that a Commission policy that that includes stranded cost surcharges.
does not recognize states' authority ov A number of commenters ask the Com-
retail stranded costs would be a dis ine- mission to clarify that, In Issuing the final
tive for states to permit retail w ng. rulehe Commission is not endorsing (ci-

A number of commenters argue that ther implicitly or explicitly) retail wheel-
recovery of retail stranded costs is not ing.7T5

directly implicated by any Commission or Several commenters express concern
Congressional action-that most such that stranded costs may arise in one state
costs would be created by retail wheeling. jurisdiction and be shifted to another.7'
which is not the subject of the Commis- For example. MT Co says that an anal-
sion's open access initiatives-and thus ysis confined to a state's boundaries may
need not be dealt with as part of the final reveal no stranded costs. but that such

na~ru~le!~.7~ ~costs may indirectly arise because of com-
Commenters seek a number of clarifica- mon pool revenue recovery mechanisms.

tions concerning the Commission's posi- which may be the largest source of
tion on. and the procedures for, retail stranded costs for some utilities. Entcrgy
stranded cost recovery. A number of corn- raises a similar concern in the context of
menters ask the Commission to clarify the holding company or other multi-state sit-
states' role with respect to retail stranded uations. It argues that denial of retail
cost recovery. 7 5 1 Others address the type stranded cost recovery by a state regula-
of evidence required to establish that the tory authority could harm customers in
state regulatory authority lacks authority other states. Entergy proposes that. while
to address stranded costs when retail state regulators should be given the op-
wheeling is required. 7 / portunlty In the first Instance to assure

Several commenters express concern that stranded costs are recovered and are
that customers receiving retail wheeling not shifted to other states. the Commis-
not be able to evade state stranded cost sion should allow utilities to le retail
charges.7 IL Corn says that the Cormis- wheeling tariffs with the Commission to
sions proposal for determining whether preserve the right to seek recovery from
facilities are state-jurisdictional "local the Commission.
distribution" facilities or Commission-ju- Several commenters oppose Entergy's
risdictional "transmission" facilities in in- proposal.75 6 Among other things. they ar-
terstate commerce may not always gue that the FPA does not authorize the
provide a state with the opportunity to Commission to act as an appellate court

(Footnote Continued)

County. NY AG. Tonko. PA Industrials. NH 
7n Eg IL Corn. PG&E. Public Sevice Co o

General Court. CO.

'49 E.g, OH Com. PA Cor. NM Con. CA
Cor. Blue Ridge. ' E.- . NRECA. Wisconsin EC, EEI. PECO.

7- E.g.. Nucor. AEC & SMEP Missouri Basin Group.

'st E.g, NY Industrias EGA. NJ BPU. Coa- I E.. MT Crn. Entcrgy.
lition on Federal-State Issues.

' E.-g Iowa Board. Nevada Commission. 6 E.4.. NARUC. Entrgy Retail Reguators.
CCEM: see also NE Public Power District. MS Cam. Al Con.
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over retail regulators. They assert that, in customer classes to support such pro-
the case of a multi-state holding company grams.7 6 1 NARUC asks the Commissior,
system, it is the Commission-jurisdic- to ensure that any jurisdiction we exercise
tional intra-system agreement (not a over unbundled transmission services does
state's decision as to recovery of retail not legally or practically foreclose the
stranded costs) that determines the allo- ability of individual states to fund such
cation of costs at wholesale among the programs. 7 62 LILCO. as part of its argu-
affiliates. Several of these commenters ment that the Commission should provide
suggest that if the holding company be- a complete backstop for stranded cost re-
lieves that, as a result of a state's disal- covery resulting from retail wheeling,
lowance of'costs in retail rate base, the urges the Commission to estatlih -U

cost allocations under an Intra-syste wheeling rates that provide fr full recov-
agreement ar unduly discriminatory, the cry of any stranded costs, including
holding company could propose to amend stranded social benefits. that are unrecov-
the agreement.' 7 ered after state stranded cost deternina-

A number of commenters also express tiOns.
concern that services that investor-owned Commission Conclusion
utilities provide to promote energy effi- W believe that both this Commission
ciency and conservation and to assist lo- and the staes have the legal authority to
income residents and the elderly be con- address stranded costs that result when
tinued.7saNW Conservation Act Coalition retail customers obtain retail wheeling in
suggests that the Commission should con- order to reach a different generation sup-
dition stranded cost recovery upon a plier. and that utilities are entitled. from
showing by the utility that allowing re both a legal and a policy perspective, to
covery will not strand such social bene- an opportunity to recover all of their pru-

-fits.S dently incurred costs. This Commission's
Various commenters endorse the use by authority to address retail stranded costs

state regulators of a distribution charge is based on our jurisdiction over the rates,
or other fee imposed on electricity con- terms and conditions of unbundled retail
sumption to address stranded social bene- transmission in interstate commerce. The
fits. 76 NARUC and OH Corn express authority of state commissions to address
concern that the Commission, by claiming retail stranded costs is based on their ju-
authority over unbundled retail transmis- risdiction over local distribution facilities
sion services, may make it difficult for and the service of delivering electric en-
states to use non-bypassable "wires ergy to end users. However, because it is a
charges" or "access fees" to require all state decision to permit or require the

ry E-.. NARUC, MS Corn ping. and uneconomle bypas (incuding bypass
'S EFg.. Homelessns Alliance. Black Mayo of stranded benefits).

National Women's Caucus. Vann. La Raza. i co COrn notes that the NOPR propses to

9 NARUC and OH Corn assert that in deter- limit states to funding mechanisms that can be
mining whether a wholesale transmission tans- implemented solely at the local distribution
action is a "sham." the Commission should leve presumably through the me of a surchare
consider a retail customer's intent to bypass on distribution acilties er so-caled "fee at the
responsibility for supporting social programs meter" or the use o( a local distribution system

60- Eg.. Natural Resources Defense. NW Con- revenue decoupling mechanism. It suggests that
neither of these options may be legally or practi-

srration A Coalition. Seattle. FTC, Northeastin any ty-ally feasible in many $uues for · wide variety
Stats for Coordinted a e of reasons (but does not expand on these rea-

NARUC. OH Con. CO Com agres that states
should have the option to fund such progras
through the imposition of surcharges on any 762 Natural Resources Defense proposes that
form of electric service used to benefit retail the Commission adopt the following language:
customers. Including suhges on retail trns- "The FPA does not affect state regulator' juris-
mission rates. Seattle proposes either a simpe diction to apply distribution charges-either
fee on kWhs or a differential fee based on the volume-based or fixed-to electricity that is
type of resource and Its environmental affects. used by any utility customer to provide end-use
DOE urges the Cmunison to work with state services (as distinuished from electricity that Is
regulators to ensure that states have the abilily purchased for resale to end-use customers)."
to recover stranded retail costs and benefits In a Natural Resources Defetse Initial Comments at
way that prevents cost-shifting, forum-shop- p. 3.
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retail wheeling that causes retail stranded transmission in interstate commerce and
;- ~-vcosts to occur, we will leave it to state over local distribution facilities and ser-

regulatory authorities to deal with any vices, respectively-is primarily a matter
stranded costs occasioned by retail wheel- of local or state concern that should be
Ing. The only circumstance in which we left with the state commissions. However.*1";~ will entertain requests to recover it the state regulatory authority does not
stranded costs caused by retail wheeling have authority under state law to address
is when the state regulatory authority73 stranded costs when the retail wheeling is
does not have authority under state law -required. then we will entertain requests
to address stranded costs when the retail to recover such costs.7 S
wheeling is required. Because we have accepted the view

Commenters that describe our action as that stranded costs causd by retail
an unlawful abdication or delegation o wheeling are primarily a matter of local
authority misconstrue the natur of our or state concern we will not allow the
decision to leave retail stranded costs states to use the nterstate transmission
(with a limited exception) to state regula- grid as a vhice for pasing through any
tory authorities.76 We have not abdi- retal stranded costs with the following
cated" or "delegated to state regulatory limited exception. If the state regulatory
authorities our jurisdiction over the rates. authority does not have authority under
terms, and conditions of retail transmis- state law when the retail wheeling is re-
sion in interstate commerce; if retail quired to resolve the retail stranded cost
transmission in interstate commerce by a issue, we will permit a utility to seek a
public utility occurs, public utilities offer- customer-specific surcharge to be added
ing such transmission must comply with to an unbundled transmission rate.
the FPA by filing proposed rate schedules We believe that most states have a
under section 205. Instead, we have made number of mechanisms for addressing
a policy determination that the recovery stranded costs caused by retail wheel-
of retail stranded costs-an issue over ing.76 In addition, as further discussed in
which either this Commission or state Section IV.. we are defining in this rule
commissions could exercise authority by "facilities used in local distribution"
virtue of their jurisdiction over retail under section 201(bXl) of the FPA Rates

-State regulatry authority" has the same In these circumtances the cases cited by
meaning as provided in section 3(21) of the comenter to support the proposition that an
FPA. agency is not authorized to abdicate its statu-

We reject the argments of EE and Coi- tory responsities r to deleate to parties and

tion for Economic Cmpetition that the Cveno regulator sposbities (such as
mission made fnindgs In the initia stranded preaati of n environmental impact ate-
cat NOPR that '- wably lead to the codu- mn) nre factually distinguishale and inappo
sion that Commisio tion a providing full re- site. See, e. FC v. Teaco. 417 US. 380 394
covry e retail stranded cots rui. heir (1974) (Commision cannot eet x tnall-pr
reiance on Williams Natural Gas Company v. du er rates from complance with just and ea-
FERC. 82 F.2d 438 (D.C. Cir. 1989). appeal sonable standad): United States v. City of
after reand. 943 F2d 1320 (D.C. Cr. 1991) DetrLt. 72 F2d 443. 451 (6th Cr. 1983) (dis-
(Wiliams). Is simply misplaced. William in- trict court inappropritely implied waiver of
volved a rulemrakin that was terminated by the EPA statutory duty under Title II of the Fed-
Co ission. The court stated that the Cmnmis eral Water Pollution Preventon and Control
sion. "having exprted these tentative view Act): Sate ofIdaho v. ICC. 35 F.d 58. 5996
(that the incrntive price for tight formation gas (D.C. Cir. 1994) (an agency cannot abdicate Its
would disserve the public interest) and having NEPA respomibilities In favor of the regulated
solicited comments on the issue. was not free to party)
terminate the rulemaking" without providing a
satisfactory explantion72 F.2d at p. 446.450. ? As discussed in the Supplemental NOPR
Here in contrast, we are isuing a Final Rule (FERC Statutes and Regulations 1 32S514 at p.
that raffirms In many respects prelninary 33.12930). these mechanis include requiring
rmdings proposed in both the initial and Supple- an eit fee belore a Iranchise customer i pemit-
mental Stranded Cost NOPRL. Althouh the ted to obtain unbundled retail wheeling and
conclusion we reach based on thoe findings may imposing a surcharge on local distribution rates.
be different than that which some commenters Commenters identified severa other possble
advocate, we have fully cxplained the basis for mechanisms in response to the initial Stranded
our decision Cost NOPR.
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for services using such facilities to make a shifted to customers in other states will be
retail sale are state-jurisdictional. and addressed on a case-by-case basis. We en-
states will be free to impose stranded courage the affected state commissions in
costs caused by retail wheeling on facili- such situations to seek a mutually agreea-
ties or services used in local distribution. ble approach to this potential problem. If
States may also use their jurisdiction over such a consensus solution resulted in a
local distribution facilities or services to filing to modify a jurisdictional agree-
recover so-called stranded benefits. This ment. we would accord such a proposal
rule is not intended to preempt any ex- deference. particularly if other interested
isting state authority to assess a stranded parties support the filing. In the event
cost or stranded benefits charge on a re- that the state commissions and other in-
tail customer that obtains retail wheeling. terested parties cannot reach consensus
Moreover, since the charge is state juris- that would prevent cost shifting. the
dictional. it is of no moment to our re- Commission would ultimately have to re-
sponsibilities under the FPA as to solve the appropriate'treatment of such
whether such charges are volume-based stranded costs.
(kWh). demand-based (kW). or customer- Should a situation arise in which a state
based (fixed), regulatory authority concludes that it has

We believe that our approach to retail no ability to addres retail stranded costs.
wheeling stranded costs represents an ap- or the appropriate state courts ultimately
propriate balance between federal and determine that a state regulatory author-
state interests. This approach ensures ity does not have authority to impose
that the rates for transmission in inter- retail stranded costs, a utility may seek
state commerce by public utilities (except recovery here through its Commission-ju-
in a narrow circumstance) will not be rlsdictional retail transmission rates of
burdened by retail costs. It also helps to costs stranded as of the date of the cui-
ensure that one state will not be able to tomer's departure. Because all parties are
Impose costs stranded by its ordering of put on notice by this Rule of the potential
retail wheeing7 67 on customers in another for recovery through Commission-jurisdic-
state. 768 In a holding company or other tional retail transmission rates should
multi-state situation, we recognize that state commission-authorized retail wheel-
denial of retail stranded cost recovery by ing charges be invalidated, such recovery
a state regulatory authority could. (if allowed) would not be retroactive
through operation of the reserve equaliza- ratemaking. 769
tion formula in a Commission-jurisdic-
tional intra-system agreement. Evdenty De raon Neces
inappropriately shift the disallowed costs sary-Reasonabk Expcctation Standard
to affiliated operating companies in other In the Supplemental Stranded Cost
states. The Commission is concerned NOPR. the Commission made a prelimi-
about this potential for cost-shifting. We nary determination that a public utility
would not wish to see an intra-system or transmitting utility seeking to recover
agreement used as a means for one juris- stranded costs must demonstrate that it
diction to shift to other jurisdictions retail had a reasonable expectation of continu-
stranded costs for which it would other- ing to serve a customer. We indicated
wise be responsible under that agreement. that the existence of a notice of terrina-
However, we will deal with such situa- tion provision-in a wholesale requirements
lions if they arise pursuant to public util- contract creates a rebuttable presumption
ity filings under section 205 or complaints that the utility had no reasonable expec-
under section 206. Thus. the need to tation of serving the customer beyond the
amend a jurisdictional agreement to pre- period provided for in the notice provi-
vent retail stranded costs from being sion.770 We proposed not to adopt a mini-

As we stated in the Supplemental NOPR. 'o See Public Utilities Commission of the
we do not address whether states have the law. State of Califoria v. FERC. 988 F2d 154.
lul authority to order retail wheelint in inter- 163-66 (D.C. Cir. 1993).
state commerce. Id. at p. 33.098 at n128. In
addition. we are neither endorsing nor discour-
aging retail wheeling.

70FERC Statutes and Rrguations 132.514
' Scr id. a p. 33.098. 33.127-2K al p. 33.117.
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mum notice period for purposes of vices. We anticipated that the reasonable
applying the rebuttable presumption. expectation test would be easily met in
This was because whether a utility has a those instances in which state law awards
reasonable expectation of continuing to exclusive service territories and imposes a
serve a customer, and for how long. in- mandatory bligation to serve. We re-
eluding whether there is sufficient evi- quested comments on these proposals.
dence to rebut the presumption that no Rebuttable Presumption
such expectation existed beyond the no-
tice provision In the contract, will depend Some commenters oppose treating a no-
on the facts of each case. tice provision as a rebuttable presump-

tion that the utility had no reasonable
We sought further comment concerning tion that the utiity had no rasonable

whether the reasonable expectation stan exec o f cont-uing to serve a cus-
dard should apply if a utility has been o nte rst the -

nancial community (Utility Shareholdersmaking wholesale requirements sales to aty nvest asts for eam-
customer in a non-contiguous service ter-xa
ritory and where. In order to make such a Pk. state that ivestment in generaton
ritray and where. in order to make such a and other costs incurred in providing util-sale possible. transmission service has other costs c ed providing

ity service have not been tied to noticebeen rendered by an intervening utility. ty sece not b d to not
We asked whether the Commision should sprovisions. Based on the use of notice pro-We asked whether the Commission should
take this as co sve evidenc that the visions in the past, and their infrequent

customer had a choice of wholesale suppli- use or termination they state that the
es and, therefore, that the seller had no ancal community has not viewed no-

tice provisions as a determinant of thereasonable expectation that the contract tie rosons s a dterminant of the
financial basis of investment in the indus-would be extended. We further asked of t the dus-

should we choose to provide the seller try
with an opportunity to prove that it had Other commenters also argue that the
a reasonable expectation. what weight Commission interprets the intent behind
should be given to the fact that transmis- termination notice provisions too nar-
sion service was rendered by the interven- rowly. These commenters submit that the
Ing utility. Uf the seller establishes that it Commission should examine on a case-by-
had a reasonable expectation. and the for- case basis whether a notice provision
mer wholesale customer does not take un- demonstrates a sufficient meeting of the
bundled transmission service from the minds between the parties that there was
former seller, we asked what if any means no reasonable expectation that the con-
ought to be available for the collection of tract would be extended. 7 TVA notes
stranded costs 77 1 that the existence of a notice provision in

We also proposed to require the same its contracts in no way implies that con-
evidentiary demonstration for recovery of tinued service would not be expected
stranded costs from a retail-turned-whole- A number of commenters7 4 note that
sale customer or a retail customer that some utilities have "evergreen contracts
obtains retail wheeling as that required that remain in effect indefinitely unless
when a wholesale requirements customer either party gives notice that it intends to
leaves a utility's system. We proposed terminate the contract. They argue that.
that the utility must demonstrate that it with no date certain for termination, the
incurred stranded costs based on a reason- provider of bundled service must proceed
able expectation that the customer would on the assumption that it will have to
continue to receive bundled retail se- meet its contract obligations on a contin-

"' Id. at p. 33.11 a customer can be found where he service has
m Id. at p. 3.12& been included in the IRP prcss or the contract

has been repeatedly rencwed. Orange & Rock-
E... Carolina P&L. CSW, Duke. Utiilties land prpos that ther be a rebuttabi prr-

for Improved Transition. Montup. TVA, sumption of recovery for long-tanding (at least
MidAmerican. MidAmerican states that..for 10 years) contracts between utility afiliates on
ycr.ar utilities have entered into wholesal con- the basis that the eistence o longstanding
tracts containing termination notice provisions rlationship s of greater siificance than a
and. for yeas cun oners hae rnewed and notice provision.
renegotiated thoe onracts. Dike agrees that
more important indications of the utilitys rea-
sonable expectation of continuing to serve the ' Eg., CSW. IN Corn.
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ued basis. CSW recommends that the where one or more of the following
Commission limit the rebuttable pre- grounds are present: (1) An explicit termi-
sumption standard to contracts that con- nation provision, regardless of the length
tain a fixed contract termination date. IN of the pre-termination notice period; (2)
Corn suggests that where a contract con- an explicit provision for decreasing ser-
tains an evergreen provision, the Commis- vice or switching to partial requirements
sion should consider how often the service; (3) a pre-existing transmission
contract has been automatically renewed tariff or transmission service schedule; (4)
and the length of the notice period. NRC license conditions providing for

A number of commenters suggest that transmission service or pooling rights;7
the following factors should be conclusive (5) a municipal joint action agency or
proof of a reasonable expectation (or suf -G&T coopeative with authority to sup-
cient to conclusively rebut the presump- ply the wholesale load in question; (6) a
tion of no reasonable expectation): (1) An fixedterm contract: (7) mmbership i a
obligation under statute, certificate of ower pool that provides access to re-
public convenience and necessity. order or gional markets; (8) a contract entered
otherwise. granted to the utility to pro- into af ter assae of the Energy Policy
vide service to the area that includes the Act; or (9) other evidence of an ability to
customer, (2) participation by the cus- seek alternative suppliers. Several of
tomer in regulatory proceedings h e- that de ese commenters, such as TAPS and De-
ler the utility's complete recovery of the trit Edison Customers. submit that a
costs associated with existing investment conclusive, irrebuttable presumption
to a later period; or (3) service under a would decrease the number of disputes
wholesale rate that averaged the cost of over stranded cost issues
all of a utility's generation resources, both Several comments were submitted con-
long-term and short-term.77 Utilities For cning the xampleslisted in the NOPR
Improved Transition maintains that a that the Commission suggested depend-
customer whose rates were based on the ing on all of the facts and circumstances.
totality of a utility's resources, inuding could establish a reasonable expectation
those with long life expectancies. canno that a contract would be extended. These
claim that the governing expectation was examples include lack of access to alterna-
that the-utility would serve the customer tive suppler repeated contract renew-
only for a period of one to three yars.* als, failure of a customer to object to the

Other commenters, in contrast. asser imposition of constructlon-work-in-pro-
that the rebuttable presumption does not gress. or communications between sup-
go far enough. These commenters submit plier and customer concerning including
that a notice of termination provision the customer's load in system planning.779

should create a conclusive presumption Some commenters argue that evidence of
that a utility had no reasonable expecta- this type should not be enough to rebut
tion of continuing to serve a customer the presumption (or to overcome a sum-
beyond the notice period. 776 Some corn- mary judgment motion based on the pre-
meaters rm also support a conclusive pre- sumption) of no reasonable expectation
sumption of no reasonable expectation for contracts with notice provisions.7 0

ms E. El Pao. Utilities For Improved Tran- the wheeling cnnitnent would lead to the loss
ition. of customenrs to whonm te utlHty had been sell

n7' See. et.. ELCON, NRECA. APPA. Amer- ing buk pow supply well as retail por.
can Fores & Paper. Central Montana EC. Mu- LEPA srubits that acceptanc of such lices

nicipal Energy Agency Nebraska. Arkasas ditio should hae ended any reasonab
Cities. Direct Srvice Industries. Atlantic City. expectaton that a utility might hat had of
TDU Systems. Fertilizer Institute. LG&E. cntinuing to serve a hll rquirments cus-
ABATE. Ogtthorp. tomer, wholesale or retail, after the termination

of its contract.
mr Eg, TAPS, Missouri Joint Commission.

Detroit Edison Customes LEPA. APPA. Cle- See FERC Statutes and Rgulations
land. "~~l"~~~~~and~ 132.514 at p. 33.117.

According to LEPA. the normal set of
NRC license conditions included an explicit " E.g.. TAPS. Phelps Dodge. Phelps Dodge
wheeling commitment and many of the license sugests that evidence of past contract renew- '-
conditions clearly referenced the possibility that als. by itsef. should not serve to rebut the pre-
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ELCON objects to using a customer's lack order to make such a sale possible. trans-
of alternative supply as evidence of a mission service has been rendered by an
continued service obligation; it submits intervening utility. They argue that this
that the historic lack of supply alterna- situation presents conclusive evidence
lives has been caused by undue exercise of that the customer had a choice of whole-
market power and should not be re- sale suppliers and, therefore, that the
warded.781 Las Cruces suggests that if seller had no reasonable expectation that
lack of opposition to construction-work-in- the contract would be extended. 7c Direct
progress evidences a reasonable expecta- Service Industries submits that if a cus-
tion of continued service. continuous op- tomer has power supply options that do
position should evidence a reasonable not rely on access to the selling utility's
expectation that the customer will depart transmission system, the selling utility
a system at the earliest possible date. could have had no reasonable expecta-
With regard to the Commission's sugges- tions other than those expressly created
tion that communications with the cus- by contract. NM Industrials submits that
tamer on the customer's future plans allowing recovery of stranded costs in this
could establish reasonable expectation. situation would also constitute retroactive
Direct Service Industries submits that no ratemaktng in violation of Arkansas Loui-
claimed reliance should be deemed rea- siana Gas Company v. Hall.7 8 It argues
sonable unless the seller obtained express that by assessing stranded costs at the
assurances from the customer that the close of a contract's term against custom-
customer intended to continue to ers that do not even need a generating
purchase power from the seller beyond its utility's transmission services to leave its
current contract. system, the Commission would retroac-

We also received comments on the time tively alter the terms and conditions of

at which the reasonable expectation had the rates for eneration negotiated be-
to exist. TAPS urges that the Commission tween the parties and approved by the
should focus on whether a utility had a Co"assionL
reasonable expectation of continued ser- Other commenters submit that in these
vice when it entered into the most recent circumstances the Commission should
execution renewal or amendment of the give the supplier the opportunity to prove
power supply contractL PSE&G. on the that it had a reasonable expectation that
other hand. argues that the focus of the it would continue to serve the cus-
Commission's review should be whether, tomer.s ELCON and WP&L state that
at the time of incurring or obligating it- the reasonable expectation standard
self to incur the cost of serving a cus- should be satislied (or not) by reference to
tomer. the utility had a reasonable the parties' existing contract. regardless
expectation of serving that customer for of whether the customer is in a contiguous
its planning hoizon. service territory.

b. Application of Reasonable Expectation
Standard to Non-Contiguous Service Ter- Utility nvestors Analysts asserts that
,fi *a seller will always have a reasonable

ri°^~towr~ aexpectation that a business relationship
Some commenters discuss the situation can be continued with a current customer

in which a utility has been making whole- and that the better presumption would be
sale requirements sales to a customer in a that the contract will be extended unless
non-contiguous service territory and, in evidence to the contrary exists.

(Footnote Continued)

sumption that the utility ha no reasonable would ocus the reasonable expectation review
expectation of contract renewal in the future n such ater date.

"' In contrast. EEl belevs that ladc o ac- o £F., IL Cam Utilicorp, PSG&E. NM In
css to alternative suppliers can be eviden 

PSG N M I
ce d i

that a utility reasonably expected to continue to
crvc *a customer.

7" 4S3 U.S 571(1981).
2

If the investment now alleged to be
stranded was incurred after the most recent " E-g.. Florida Power Corp. Consumers
amcndmcnt or extcrnion to the conract TAPS Power. FL Con. TDU Systems.
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c. Application of Reasonable Expectation eral commenters propose that the Corn-
Standard to Retail-Turned-Wholesale mission adopt a rebuttable presumption
Customers or To Retail Wheeling that utilities had an obligation to serve

A nurber of commenters support the retail customers and therefore that the

Commission's proposal to apply the rea- reasonable expectation test is met in a
sonable expectation standard in these retail-turned-wholesale customer scenario

cases.7" PA Corn submits that the case or in the case of costs stranded as a result

by-case analysis contemplated by the of retail wheeling.'
Commission for establishing a utility's On the other hand, a number of com-
reasonable expectation of continuing to menters argue that there is no basis for a
serve a wholesale requirements customer utility to reasonably expect that it will
should also apply in the case of a retail- continue to serve a particular customer in
turned-wholesale customer or a retail cus- states where franchises are non-exclu-
tomer that obtains retail wheeling. sive.79 Several of these commenters argue

Some commenters believe that the rca- that a utility opating under a nor-x-
sonable expectation est would be easily clusive franchise is faced with the ever-
met in those instances in which state law pesen prospect that the communities it
awards exclusive service territories and s e r ve s may b u i ld t h e ir o w n systems.
imposes an obligation to serve.7 7 Some Other commenters oppose the sugges-
contend that the reasonable expectation tion that the reasonable expectation test
standard should be presumed met in these cannot be met where a franchise is non-
circumstances because state law obligates exclusive or has terminated.7 2 They ar-
a utility to serve all retail customers. A gue that a utility's obligation to serve
number of commcnters assert that such a retail customers arises under state laws
presumption would obviate the need for independent of the franchise. SoCal
case-by-case showings concerning the ex- Edison explains that in states such as
pectations of each utility and the nature California. a franchise is nothing more
of each franchise. 78" At a minimum. sev- than the source of a utility's right to use

w ES-.. PA Con. Can Ed. CSW. United lIhu- stranded costs where the utility has a non-eclu-
minating. UFIT. PSNM. TDU Systems sive franchise and histoically has been subject

n
7

Eg.. Can Ed. Central and Southest. to rail competition (e.g Cleteand): apply a
United Illiminating. Utilities For Improvd 

b u t ta b presmption that a utiity had no
Trasition, Utility Invesors Analysts, Utilt reasonable expecrtion of continued service
ShaiotdArs. twhere a municipal Iranchse is expiring and the

municipality has pot the retail suplier an no-
' Ef.. EE1. Minnesoa Power PECO. Pu- tice that the muncipality may seek an alterna-

get. Centenrr. Florida Powr Carp. FL Can. tivr ource of power supply (e.g. Las Cruces): or
Southern. SoCl 'Edison. NEPCO. Comam rs provide that no stranded cst claim will be en
Power. Coalition or Econmic Competition tertined absent a showing. by refer to ap-
NEPCO aserts that the Supplemental Strandd plicable state law. that the utility had an
Cost NOPR does not dte any comments or evi- eausive sevice frachise obliation or was ot-
dence catins doubt or the Cmisson's Initial ersise subject to an obligation to serv the cunr
propsal (in the Initial Stramded Cst NOPR) tancr that is departin its system (e, Phelps
not to apply the reasonable cpectatioo test to odge
retail-turnd-wholesale or retail customers that
obtain retail wheeling on the basis that utlities
operting under an obligation to serve at retail " Eg.. Utility Working Group. SoCal
necessarily have an entitlement to recover the Edison Florida Power Corp. PG&E. Referring
costs prudenoty incurred in lulnllent ad that to the Commission's statement that it expects
obligation. the reasonable expectation test to be easily met

w E.g.. EEL Detroit Edison. Cnterior. Con- in those instns in which state aw awards
sumers Power. Ohio Edison. exclusive territories and imposes a mandatory

Ro Ep.g WIng Geru. Alma. Total P troteum, obUgation to serve. Utility Working Group asks
Cielad ABATE V Mayo, CuUS tthe Commission to make clear in the final ruleCleveland. ABATE. N.Y. Ma - CMU. Sul-

,a s C, Stb that it did not intend by that eample that
Cf~olk Counvty. utilities with non-ecluslve service territories

ql1 E.g.. Wing Group. Total Petroleum. woul be presumed lo ail the reasonable expc-
ABATE. CAMJ. NY Mayors. Proposas ad- tation test. According to Utility Working Group.
vanced by conunenters to address non-echinive the ocus of ihe test must ben he utility
franchiss include suggestions that the Conmis- obligation to serve which may be separate from
sion: summarily reect claims to rover etail any franchisc arrangnments.
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the city's streets, poles. rights of way. tomrr. including whether there is suffi-

etc. and that a utility's duty to serve cient evidence to rebut the presumption
1-41 eextends to all customers within its certifi- that no such expectation existed beyond

cated service territories and not simply to the notice provisions in a contract. will
tho>. areas in which it has a franchise. depend on the facts of each case.

Commisstao. Conclusion In addition. we reaffirm our prelimi-

We reaffirm thati a utility seeking to nary determination to apply the reasona-
recover stranded costs mat demonstrate ble expectation standard to retail-turned-
that it had a reasonable expectation of wholesale customers. In this scenario.
continuing to serve a customer. Whetcr before the Commission will permit a util-
a utility had a reasonabl expectation of ity to recover stranded costs. the utility
continuing to serve a customer. and for must dmconstrate that it Incurred such
how long. will be determined on a case-by- costs based on a reasonable expectation
case basis. and will depend on al of the that the retail-turned-wholesale customer
facts and circumstances.79 would continue to receive bundled retail

service. Whether the state law awards
Further e ill apply the reasonable exclusive service territories and imposes a

expectation standard in those cases where mandatory obligation to serve wold be
a utility has been making wholesale re-
quirements sales to a customer in a non- among the factors to be considered e
contiguous service territory and, in order deerming whether the reasonable ex-

pectation test is -met in a particular
to make such a sale possible, transmission
service has been rendered by an interven-
ing utility. We believe it is appropriate to We further note that we are not ad-
give the utility an opportunity to prove dressing in this Rule who will bear the
that It had a reasonable expectation of stranded costs caused by a departing gen-
contract renewal in circumstances in eration customer If the Commission finds
which the remote customer becomes an that the utility had no reasonable expec.
unbundled transmission services customer tation of continuing to serve that cus-
ofthe former supplier.' tomer. As we suggested in the initial

We also reaffirm our determination Stranded Cost NOPR. we anticipate
that the existence of a notice provision in that in such a case, a publc utilty will
a contract creates a rebuttable presump-seek n subsequent requirements rate
tion that the utility had no resonabk cases to have the costs reallocated among

the remaining customers on its system.expectation of serving the customer be- the r e m a ining customers n its system
However. we will not prejudge that issueyond the specified period. Whether or not H o w w e e that issue

a contract contains an "evergreen" or e

other automatic renewal provision will be 9. Calculation of Recoverable Stranded
a factor to be considered in determining Costs
whether the presnuption of no reasonable In the Supplemental Stranded Cost
expectation is rebutted in a particular NOPR. the Commission proposed that thec a

se. determination of recoverable stranded
We will not adopt a minimum notice costs be based on a "revenues lost" ap-

period for purposes of applying the rea- proach Under this approach, stranded
sonable expectation rebuttable presump- costs are calculated by subtracting the
tion. Whether a utility had a reasonable competitive market value of the power
expectation of continuing to serve a cus- the customer would have purchased from

"3Te examples that the Commission pro- no 'wholesae stranded costs as that tcnn is
vided in the Supplemental NOPR of possible defined in this Ruk. In this situation. we would
ways to estabih reasonable expectation re not allow extra ctuaal recory of stranded
not intended to be dispositiv of the issue. As we costs. Thus. hre would be no need to address
make lear in this Rule. whether a particular reasonable expecttion. See Section JVJ.12
utility had a reasonable expectation that a con-
tract would be extended will depend on all of the m The same procedure would apply to retail
facU nnd rcustancswofacts nd circusItamnces customer that obtain retail wheeling.

" However, if the remote customer does not
use te t lner supplying utility's open access t FERC Statutes and Regultions 132.507
tarift to reach the new supplier. there ould be at p. 32872.
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the revenues that the customer would Commission should ensure that the utility -
have paid had it stayed on the utility's does its best to sell the power at its high-
generation system. We cited several bene- est possible value. In addition. we asked
fits that we believe a "revenues lost" ap- whether there are other mitigation mea-
proach offers over a hypothetical cost-of- sures that should be taken into arcount
service approach, including avoidance of (such as efficiency improvemrnits that a
an asset-by-asset review, minimization of utility would have undrt-aken regardless
cost allocation procedures. and ease of of whether the a ucular customer con-
application7 97 tinued to take power under its contract.

We sought o on how to cu- or cost savings resulting from the buy-out
late what the utility's revenue Sta of a fuel contract made possible by the

late what the utility's revenue stre)
would have been had the customer contin- customers deparure)"
ued service. We also sought comments on With regard to determining how long a
how to calculate the revenues that the utility could have reasonably expected to
utility would receive in a competitive keep a generation customer (which we
market for the stranded assets. Iis in- will call the "reasonable expectation pe-
cluded whether we should require the util- riod"), we preliminarily found that a one-
ity to track the actual selling price of the size-fits-all approach is not appropriate.
power over time or require the utility to We sought further comment with respect
use an up-front approach (such as an esti- to whether the Commission ought to es-
mate of the forecasted market value of tablish presumptions or. in the alterna-
the power for the period during which the tive. absolute limits on a customer's
customer would have taken service). We maximum liability when a utility estab-
asked whether we should allow prices in lishes that it had a reasonable expectation
futures markets or forward markets to be that the contract would be extended. We
used In an up-front approach, assuming inquired whether it would be appropriate
such financial instruments become availa- to pick an outer limit equal to the reve-
ble. 7 8 nues that the utility would lose during the

We suggested that the revenues lost length of one additional contract exten-
approach automatically takes account of sion period. or during the length o( the
mitigation measures because it reduces utility's planning horizon We also asked
the amount of stranded costs recoverable what other events or criteria might be
by a utility by the market price of the used to establish either presumptions or
power that the customer no longer takes. absolute limits on the reasonable expecta-
We noted that this is particularly so if tion period.a
mitigation is reflected through a one- In addition, we proposed procedures for
time, up-front estimate of the future mar- providing a customer advance notice of
ket value of the power and is not trued up how the utility would propose to calculate
over time. We sought comments regard- costs that the utility claims would be
ing implementation of a mitigation re- stranded by the customer's departure.10

quirement. If mitigation is trued up over We invited comments on these proce-
time. we asked how the Commission dures."2
should ensure that the utility takes all
reasonable steps to mitigate its own costs a Revenues Lost Approach
so as to minimize what the customer Numerous commenters. including al-
would have paid. We also asked how the most all investor-owned utility com-

9' Id. at p. 33.121. will be realized in a competitive market for Its
n Id. stranded assets. and if o. how often and under

what circumstanice Further. we sought com-
R Id. at p. 33.12 We also asked how rre- ments on whether thner e a special costs that

nues received as a result of mitigation measures warrant some special consideration in the deter-
should be reflected In the detenrmnation of the mination of stranded cost liability under a reve
amount of recoverable stranded cocts: what pe- nues lost apprach, and if so, how they should be
cial accounts, if any. should be created to track treated. Id. at p. 33.121-22.
revenue liability for specific customs revenues
Irom mitiratinn mracur. and other revenues mId. at p. 33.12
received by the utility that offset the stranded a Id. at p. 3.14-IS.
cost liability: whether any Bdjustment should be
pernmittd to Ihe revenues that the utility clams Id. at p. 3.1 315
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menters. support the revenues lost cant assumptions (regarding projected
approach for calculating stranded revenue streams. service levels, and ge-
costs.8'0 Among other things, commenters neric market value forecasts).' 0 Among
maintain that the revenues lost approach the other criticisms of the revenues lost
is fair, reliable, and less complicated than approach that are raised by commenters
the asset-by-asset approach. As discussed are that it leads to over-recovery of
below, while some of these commenters stranded costs., iu anticompetitive,a 9

support an "up-front" determination of and that it lens to cost shifting."81

stranded costs with no subsequent adjust- NARUC and -DU Systems also maintain
meats, others prefer use of a trueup that it is lely that assets stranded by a
mechanrsm whereby a customer's respon- custfonr's departure from the utility's
sibility for stranded costs is adjusted to germration system will be used to serve
the extent that the actual competitive ew customers but that the revenues lost
market value is different from the esti- approach offers no method of accounting
mated market value used to determile for such "unstranding" of assets
the customer's up-front stranded cost A number of commenters request clari-
charge fication of the stranded cost formula con-

Other commenters, on the other hand taed in the NOPR. including specific
oppose the revenues lost approach. " instructions regarding how to calculate
Some commenters state that the revenues the reveues the ustomer would have
lost approach provides no incentive to paid the utility had it emaed a s-
mitigate stranded costs because, by per- tomer and the competitive market value
mitting a utility to recoup from a depart- of the power the customer would have
ing generation customer the difference purchased." Some of these com enters
between the contract price and a power suggest that the stranded cost issue will
resale price. the utility receives the same be more contentious if the final rule does
total revenues regardless of whether the not provide reater detail." 2 Several co-
customer stays or leaves and regardless of mnters request that the Commission is-
whether the utility effectively mitigates suc a detailed list of recoverable costs.813
stranded costs." Others maintain that A number of commenters propose detailed
the revenues lost approach is impre- alternatives to or variations of. the reve-
cise.m' Referencing the problems associ- nues lost approach."
ated with avoided cost projections used in Numerous commenters urge the Com-
setting QF rates under PURPA. some of mission to be flexible and not overly pre-
these commenters submit that the reve- scriptive regarding the calculation of the
nues lost approach also requires signifi- formula components. s15 These com-

a E.g, Centerior. NYSEG. Florida Power "° E£, UT Cooi.
Corp. Houston LP. NIMO. Orange & Rock-
land. Con Ed. PSE&G. EEL PECO. Texas Ut- " E.g.. Utility Investors Analysts Public
Itks. P&E. SoCal Edison. Dayton P&L El Pow Council. Atlantic City. EEl. PA Cam.
Paso. IL Caon. United IBumisntinU. Nuckar NYSEG. Central Montana EC. Nebrska Public
Energy Institute Pwer District. LG&E ABATE.

A' E.g.. LG&E. TAPS. TDU Systems. *1 Several commenters (Illinois Power.
ABATE. Blue Ridge. NY Enerey Buyers. Oklahoma G&E. and UUlity Investos Analysts)
WP&L PA Comr KY con. American National sgest that the Commission hld a technical
Power. ELCON. Texaco. Uf Corn. NARUC. conference to discuss w best to define the
NIEP^. DE Munii Reynol*ds. Kranril Alma. ^calculation of the formula components.
APPA. NY Industrias. IL Industrials. SC Pub-
lic Service Authority. Caparo. Anrican Forest u Central Montama EC and NY Energy Buy-
& Paper. rs.

s05 E.g NIEP. DE Muni and TDU Systems.
a*.. E„g.. aP. nnd ts L" See EEl. Electronic Data System. Knox-

E.g, SC Pubhic Service Authority, ABATE, ville. NIMO. NYSEC. NY Energy Buyers.
NY Energy Buyers. NARUC. ELCON. Ameri- Reynolds.
can Forest and Paper. APPA.

WI Eg_ NARUC. NYSEG. s EEg.. Nuclear Energy Institute. EEI. Con-
Eg.. NRECA. NIP. TU Systems. sumcr Power. PA Corn. Oklahoma G&E. Port-

lEnd Knoxville. MidAmerican. Seattle. Salt
E" ESg. TDU Systems. Blue Ridge. NY En- Rier. Washington and Oregon Energy Ofics.

gy Buyers. SMUD. Capao.
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menters generally recommend that the The Commission requested comments

Commission judge each stranded cost pro- on what categories of costs. in addition to
posal on a case-by-case bass. 16 investment costs. should be eligible for

stranded cost recovery. In response, many
Dcmnition and Calculation of Revenue commenters support the inclusion in the
Stream revenue stream calculation of additional

Some commenters maintain that the costs termed "special" costs, that may

revenue stream component should be cal- not be currently reflected in the rates
culated based on the present rates paid paid by the departing customers, but that

by the cusmmer."' These commenters were incurred to provide service to these
customqrs. t "Spcal" costs includ: (1)

state that because present rates have Cu t o rs. "Specal" costs include: ()
been approved by various comissions Nuclear decommissioning costs: (2) envi-

been approved by various commissions.
the costs have been shown to be kleiti- ronmental obligations existing at the time
mate. prudent. and verifiable. of the customer's departure: (3) pur-

chased power contracts; (4) buyouts and
Other commenters oppose the use of buydowns of purchased power contracts;

current rates to calculate the utility's rev- and (5) all regulatory assets. including
cnue stream. WP&L believes that theuse deferred costs of generating assets for
of current rates would be overly generous which regulators have promised recovery.
and recommends capping the revenue deferred taxes, transition costs for post-
measure at a regional average rate rather employment benefits other than pensions.
than a utility-specific rate. A number of and contingent liability.
other commenters argue that the effects Other commenters oppose the inclusion
of competition should be factored into the of "special" costs in the calculation of the
rev stream by usingrevenue stream by using the rates ue stream.82 1 TAPS questions how a
capacity and energy actually offered or customer can be held responsible for a
available in the utility's marketplace. cost that. by definition, it was never
such as incentive and special rates. not under a contractual obligation to pay.
just the tariff rates to a particular cus- W L states that suppliers' rates should
tomer.818 Several commenters support re- already reflect reasonable estimates of
moval of rate of return-related revenues decommissioning costs and. therefore, no
associated with stranded assets, including additional recovery is warranted.
risk premiums that are designed to com-
pensate for potential nonrecovery of Some comenters argue that the calcu-
stranded costs.819 EEI. in contrast. op lation of stranded costs should include
poses any disallowance of rate of return- social costs, such as demand side manage-

related revenues on the grounds that such ment environmental costs. low income as-
a disallowance would violate the constitu- sistance costs. and costs associated with
tional bar against the taking of private the management of fish and wildlife."
property without just compensation. Elec- NARUC states that the Commission
tronic Data Systems recommends calcula- should not preempt the ability of states to
tion of the revenue stream using projected establish competitively neutral programs,
rates that include the effects of future such as DSM and energy efficiency. envi-
rate increases. ronmental mitigation, and R&D.

'1s Some commenters (e.g. Alma. Freedom "' Eg.. NRECA. CA Energy Co. ABATE,
Energy) oppose such flexibility. Alma maintains DOD.
that clarity of rules is needed to provide partici-
pants in the competitive market as much cer-
tainty as possible about stranded cost charges 'l E. EEI and various invesor-ownd ulili-
likely to be recovered before they engage in ties. Nuclear Energy Institute. NC Com. Legal
alternative transactions. Freedom Energy simi- Environmental Asistance. EPA. Utilities for
larly supports across-th-bard or generic stan- Improved Transition. PA Can.
dads. as opposed to a cse-by-case approach.

Eg.. Centerior. Corn Ed. Duke. Entergy. E' E.g.. TAPS. WP&L. UT Industriah.
Florda Power Corp. Utility Investors Analysts. UtiliCorp. American Forest & Paper.
CA Energy Co. CSW.

s* EFg.. Alma. ABATE. DOD. TDU System. E.g.. DC Corn. Sustainable Energy Policy.
ELCON. Washington and Oregon Energy Offices.
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Various commenters state that any de- tion turbine: (6) the price paid by the
"; \ termination of stranded costs should take departing generation customer. (7) the

into account all offsetting benefits real- highest price available in the market: and
1· .J i~ized by the transmission provider upon a (8) auctions. In addition. to the extent

customer's departure.S 2 3 Some corn- that a futures market is sufficiently well-
menters describe these costs as "stranded developed when the Commission issues a
benefits.'4 2 final rule, several commenters believe

Most commenters favor the removal of that futures market prices could be used

avoided variable costs from the calcula- a s an estimate of market value.w
tion of stranded costs on the basis that MT Co contrasts the effect of using
only fixed costs are truly stranded short-term nonfirm prices instead of long-

Some commnenters support prioritizing term ru prics as the competitive mar-
stranded cost recovery.12 These corn- ket value. It states that if short-term
mcnters argue that stranded costs should nonfim prices are used. the stranded cost
be categorized and ranked by the degree estimate would be higher. because the
of responsibility that utilities had for market price of short-term nonfirm power
their incurrence. Utilities would be al- is lower than both the market price of
lowed the greatest percentage of recovery long-term firm power and the embedded
for those stranded costs over which they cost price.
had the least control.

had the least ctrol.Some commenters express concern re-
Definition and Calculation of the - di Cong the difficulty of determining the
petitive Market Value market value of the displaced capacity

There generally was no consensus under the revenues lost approach. 828

among the cormenters concerning how to Among other things, commenters note
determine the revenues a utility would that because a competitive market does
receive in a competitive market for the not yet exist, the market price cannot be
stranded assets, that is. the competitive calculated in advance. For this reason.
market value." Proposals for calculating several commenters support an after-the-
competitive market value include using: fact determination of market value.'2 9

(1) The marginal cost of the released ca- Approach vs. True
pacity; (2) the long-run marginal cost of
the most competitive incremental genera- Commenters are split on whether the
tion replacement technology. (3) the mar- revenues lost approach should use a one-
ginal cost of requirements service; (4) a time snapshot approach30 or whether
combination of the marginal costs of the true-ups should be required or allowed.8 31

utility, alternative suppliers, and others; The primary rationale offered in support
(5) the cost of a combined cycle combus- of a snapshot approach is cerainty 1 2 the

m ,g-. AEC & SMEPA. Electronic Data Sys- New York Mercantile Echnge only recently

terr, Freedom Energy Co. LG&E. American began trading in electricity futures and that

National Power. EGA. Entery. AMP Ohio. *uh trading was limited to two delivery points
TDU Systems. TAS. Las Cuces. located within the Western Interconnection.

.a TDU Systems proposes that the Commis- MI NSP. NY Eergy Buy
slon allow for the recovery of stranded benefits

KS Com.
in one of two ways: (1) Require direct payment
of stranded benefits to a wholesal purdcer
whose contrat k terminated: or ( allow a E» l KS Ca. NY Enery Buys.

party to continue to receive power at cost-based

rates for a period sufficient for the purchaser to Cornmente that rupport a one-time. up-

be "transitioned into a competitive maret. ront aroach include F
L

C
om

Dayton P&L.
Portlamnd DE Muni.

us Eg-. ELCON.NY Energy Buyer SMUD.
Capara 

w
m Commrenters that suppott true-up include

2 E5.. Centerior Duke. Entery. Com Ed ELCON. NYSEG. MN DS. Reynolds. TAPS.Egt.. Centesior. Duke. Ente Cam Ed. NIMO. DOE. Ekclle Contunerg Aiance. Cam
Houston L&P. Florida Power Corp, Caolina NIMO. DOE, Electr Censnen Aliance. Com
P&L NRRI. WP&L. DOE. CSW. UtiBCorp. Ed. United lluninatng. SoCal Eon.
LGhE. FLCom.LG&E. FL Corn. tu DE Muni ures rejection of Iru-ups on the

8' E.g.. WP&L. DOD. Duke. PSNM. ABATE. basis that true-u represent uaranteed recov-
Houston L&P. The Cnomission notes that the ery of 100 percent of stranded costs.
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primary rationale offered in support of mitigation should (or could) be accom-
true-ups is accuracy. plished through divestiture of assets or

Commenters that support true-ups note capacity auctions&"6 LG&E states that a J
the inaccuracy associated with long-term utility requesting recovery of stranded
avoided cost estimates contained in costs should be required to auction that
PURPA-mandated QF contracts and ortion of its system to the highest bid-
maintain that the projections required by der The difference between the auction
the revenues lost approach will pprodu ce and the depreciated value of the
similarly disastrous results if true-ups are auctioned assets could be used to deter-
not permitted. As a component of the mine stranded costs. However. LG&E
true-up calculation, some commenters does not advocate complete recovery of
favor inclusion of revenue associated this difference; rather. it argues that this
with future load growth of remaining cus- amount could be used as a starting point.
tomers. 8 According to Electronic Data Seval co et argue that the rev-
Systems. if these revenues ae not n- enues lost approach can produce anticom-
cluded in a true-up calculation, the utility ptt results if capacity auctions o
could over- or under-collect stranded divestiture are not required.37 A number
costs. depending on whether and what of these comenters contend that utilities
type of load growth is anticipated. CA that recover significant stranded costs
Energy Co and American National Power (while still maintaining control over the
recommend consideration of load growth stranded capacity) can use the freed ca-
of remaining customers as a mitigating pacity to make sales in the market at
factor because the load increases of these subsidized price. They maintain that
customers allow the sale of the stth ese utilities do not have to worry about
capacity. CSW. on the other hand. op recovery of fixed costs because those costs
poses using the future load growth of re- ar recovered by the stranded cost charge.
maining customers as a mitigation device. According to these commenters utilities
CSW states that the benefits of growth on can then remarket (or "dump") stranded
the former suppier's system should flowthe former supplier's system should hew capacity at artificially low prices (made
to the customers who remain customers of possibe by the subsidy from the strandedpossible by the subsidy from the stranded
that system. Ohio Ed agrees. oecept cost recovery) and thereby gain a compet-
where the customer proves that the uti- itive advantage in other transactions. 3"
ity has deferred or cancelled capacity re- I the utilities are permitted to remarket
ource additions in response to deprin the displaced capacity. CA Energy Co

customers. states that market-sensitive floor prices
Other commenters suggest that the should be set to prevent utilities from

Commission should not prescribe one reselling power from stranded assets at
method over the other.8" EGA, for exam- artificially low prices.
plie states that customers should have the
choice of paying either a projected fied Suggestions as to how to prevent such
amount or a charge that is periodically anticompetitive consequences include al-
trued up. lowing the customer to own or control the

residual asset or amount of stranded ca-
Mitigatioa pacity equivalent to the lost revenues.

A number of commenters agree that the According to EGA. the customer could
revenues lost approach effectively encom- market the capacity it would have had to
passes mitigation-" 5 Others argue that pay for through stranded cost charges and

"J E~g.. Electronic Data Systems, Alma. "' E.. LG&E. Allegheny. TDU Systems.
American National Power. CA Energy Co. EGA AMP Ohio. CA Energy Co. WP&L. Torro.
NARUC, NRECA

" E.g, Atlantic City Electric. EGA. Cmnser-
vation Law Foundation. u s CA Enegy Co maintains that an anlicom-

u'
s

E.g.. Utility Investors Analysts. Duke. petitive intent could be hidden by the arguimnt
PSE&G. Corn Ed. United Illuminating. En- that power must br dumped to mitigate
tergy. stranded costs. It thus submits that. even with-

a6 Eg-, NIEP, LG&E. TDU Systems. EGA out intending to do so. a utility could cripple
NY Energy Buyers. ELCON. American N- competition by depressing market rates to arti-
tional Power. ficiay low evels.
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thus prevent the utility from remarketing costs to give utilities an incentive to mili-
the capacity after it has been paid gate stranded costs. 4"

stranded costvs b. Reasonable Expectation Period (Period
Several cormmenters take a harder line of Expected Continued Service)

and would require suppliers seeking
stranded cost recovery to offer for sale to Numerous commenters oppose setting
the departing customer a "slice" of their absolute limits on the period over which a
system.M 9 TDU Systems states that the customer's liability for stranded costs
purchase of an undivided slice of the sys- would be determined.8 s They suggest in-
tern is superior to divestiture of a specific stead that the Commission should apply
asset because the utility cannot keep the the facts of each case. including the facts
wheat and leave the purchaser with the used to prove a reasonable expectation of
chaff. TDU Systems would also make continued service to its determination of
purchase rights to the system assignable. a reasonable expectation period. Among
According to TDU Systems, this mitiga- the factors cormmenters propose for con-
tlon scheme is the only possible way to sideration are the utility's planning hori-
justify the revenues lost approach. TDU Zon; the average remaining life of the
Systems argues that this proposal would utilitys generating facilities or a specific
inflict no harm on the utility. which number of years that coincides with the
would be fully compensated for the duration of a utility-specific stranded cost
stranded assets. It also suggests that the recovery plan: utility projected load
ability to purchase a slice of the supplier's growth dedicated facility construction
system would serve as an important bar- lead times; etimated time to market
gaining tool in stranded cost negotiation stranded asse the lesser of the utility's
which would help level the playing field need date for new generation or the cross-
among the parties over date when the market generation

Other mitigation proposals include: (i) price is expected to equal a customer's
Requiring each utility to prepare a mitl- embedded cost less other charges and
gation plan under the supervision of an compensation and the period (or which
Independent expert that must be ap- estimated revenues exceed market values.
proved by the parties or by the Commis- Commenters representing the financial
sion before stranded cost recovery is community84 oppose limiting cost recov-
pernitted; °0 (ii) requiring a utility to ery from the departing generation cus-
report annually for a five-year period its tomer based on the term of the contract.
mitigation activities and to Identify Its They argue that it was reasonable for a
stranded costs yet to be recovered:'4 and utility to expect to continue to serve a
(iii) setting the market value of the dis- stomer or customers who would take
placed capacity at a high level (thereby its place, through the life of the assets;
reducing the stranded cost charge) to pro- otherwise the asset could not have been
vide a mitigation incentive."4 A number inanced in the first place.
of commenters support customer-con-
trolled mitigation, arguing. among other A number of other commenters urge the
things, that the entity responsible for Commission to prescribe limits on a cus-
paying stranded costs has the best incen- toer's maximum liability.s 7 Some com-
tive to mitigate them.W Others support menters believe that the utility's
some form of utility sharing of stranded planning horizon is the reasonable expec-

". Eg. TDU Systems. Arkansas EC. ' Sec e.. Florda Powr Corp. Central and
O_0Se. < g,„ CA e l yC. South West Corn Ed. EEI, Montana PECO.

-See, eg. CA Enog Co. Minnesota DPS. NIMO. NSP. SoCal Edison. PA
'4 1 See. e.. PSNM. Cm. Certral Luina. Utility Investors Aa-
_ See WP&L lysts. Salt River. Orange & Roddand.

- Eg,. EEl. PA Cin. AMP Ohio. TAPS. " Eg_ Utilty Investors Analysts and Utility

" E., ABATE. Fertilir Instilutc. IL Co.Sharho
KS Con. San Francisco. UT Industriak. EL-
CON. CA Energy Co. MT Corn. Caparo. WA " E.g. NIEP. TAPS. Allegheny. Central
Corn. Education. NRRI. NY Energy Buyers. Montana. Municipal Enercy Agncy Ncbrska.
Reynolds. DOD. DC Cor. PSNM. ABATE. ELCON. PSE&G. UtiiCorp.
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tation period.8 PSE&G states that since period will also create an incentive for
utilities invested and incurred costs to utilities to mitigate stranded costs.
serve customers based on the planning c. Proposed Stranded Cost Recovery Pro-
horizon. the planning horizon is the only edures
logical period. Other commenters proposecomente the oSeveral commenters urge the Com-that the reasonable expectation period be mission to be flexible in evaluating pro-
limited to one contract extension period. poed mechanisms for recovery
or to the shortest of: (i) One additional stranded costs including the payment
contract renewal period; (ii) the utility's method. noting that an approach suitable
planning horizon; (iii) the period it to one utility and its customers may not
would/ does take for load growth on the be suitable to another. They say that util-
seller's system to absorb the lost load; or ities within a region might find a mecha-
(iv) the contractual notice period. a nism that meets their region's unique
Other suggested limits include the characteristics
weighted average remaining life of all
generating assetsl the in-service date or Some commenters oppose certain as-

gen urating assets0 athe irvie .datet o pects of the procedures proposed in the
the utility's next avoidable generating NOPR. For example. TAPS objects that
unit or purchased power contract that is OR prcedure aimed at prviding
projected to have a capacity factor cor- advance notice to the customer of its po-
parable to the departing generation cus- tential stranded cost obligation resembles
tomer's load factor minus a one-time procedure rejected in Cajun. It saysthe procedure rejected in Cajun. It says
mitigation effort:' and a rebuttable pro- that "the customer will likely be forced to
sumption that two years is the maximum spend significant time and resources *ti-
tinme for a utility reasonably to expect to gatling) to determine the price of a prod-
receive revenue from tariff sales or "open- uct() thereby 'introduclingl deal-killing
ended" contracts. transactional costs and uncertainties.' "

Other commenter propose recovery pe (citing Cajun. 28 F.3d at 179). TAPS pro-
riods that range from three to five years poses that the seller be required to pro-

duce a stranded cost estimate that(e.g.. Central Montana EC).8S five years d u c e a s t a n d e d s t e s m a t e t h a

(e.. Public Power Council). and eight reflects a good faith. reasonable estimate
years (Publi Allegheny). Cucladeg of the likely impact of mitigation and

that sllers making excessive and unsup-
GA Corn and AZ Cor state that ported stranded cost claims be penalized.

stranded cost recovery should not go on At a minimum. it argues that the seller
indefinitely. GA Corn states that stranded should be held responsible for the costs
costs should be collected for a sufficient rasnably expended by the buyer to liti-
period of time to ensure full recovery and gate the stranded cost claim.
indifference on the part of the utilities' DE Muni asserts that if filing a corn-
remaining native load customers. AZ plaint to redress grievances related to the
Corn states that a specific termination recovery of stranded costs is to be a mean-

*" E-, PSE&G. PSNM. ELCON. Oklahoma Central Montana states that it gave notice
G&E. Duke. Oklahoma G&E supports use the under a fi-yer notice rovision and that Mon-
utility's planning cyde for retail stranded sts tana respnded with a stranded cost demand
and use ol the contract term (or wholsale extending 14 yeas ater notice of termination
stranded costs. Duke states that the Comibsion (nine years from the date service would ternni-
should permit the customer and the trni rnate).
sion providr to establish the compesation pe-
rind at something lea thea the maimn Allegheny would exemp three types of
period stranded costs fron such a limit: (I) Those due

to PURPA pow pur cmes (t submits that
"9 Eg.. UtiliCorp. WPL. Missouri Joint these were federally-mandated rather than

Commission. TAPS. Municipal Enery Agency proit-motivated business decisions): (2) those
Nebraska. TDU Systems. : due to regulatory assets (such as deferred taxes):

E-g.. Carolina P&L. and (3) those due to munidpalization. In addi-t i
on. it avors establishing a rebuttable p-

U' E.g.. FL Com.~E.g..~ FL Coi~. g'sumption that these special costs are elible for
* cs2 E.g.. UT Industrials stranded cost recovery.

'U Central Montana describes as 'excessve- 8 'E.g.. EEI. Centerior. PECO. Houston
the recovery period oflered to it by Montana. LP. Salt River.
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ingful remedy, the final rule should set a Commission Conclusion
time limit within which the complaint We reaffirm our proposal that the de-
must be resolved. termination of recoverable stranded costs

A number of commenters offer modifi- should be based on the "revenues lost"
catis to te r y approach. We find that the revenues lostcations to the recovery procedures set ap p

approach is the fairest and most efficient
forth in the NOPR. incdudmng: (I) Ex- way to balance the competing interests of
tending a utility's response time for pro- tose ivoled
viding stranded cost liability estimates
from 30 days to at least 60 days: 56 (2) Alter careful consideration of the com-
requiring a utility to provide to each ments submitted. we have decided to
wholesale customer within six months of adopt the following formula for calculat-
the effective date of the final rule: (a) Te ing a departing generation customer's
formula that the utility proposes to use to stranded cost obligation (SCO), on a pre-

calculate the customer's maximum possi-sen t vaue basis. under a revenues lost
ble stranded cost exposure without miti- approach
gation; and (b) an actual calculation of SCO&equals;(RSE-CMVE x L
the customer's stranded cost exposure as- where:
suming the customer left the utility's sys- RSE&equalsRevenue Stream Estimate-
ter six months after the effective date of average annual revenues from the depart-
the final runke 8 7 (3) allowing ustomers ing generation customer over the three
that desire to litigate their stranded cost years prior to the customer's departure
liability to do so in a forum in which all (with the variable cost component of the
litigating customers participate. 58 (4) re- revenues dearly identified). less the aver-
quiring utilities to disclose their esti- age transmission-related revenues that
mated transition cost liabilities (and the the host utility would have recovered
nature of those liabilities) before the f- from the departing generation customer
fective date of the final rule to permit a over the same three years under its new
realistic evaluation of the scope of the wholesale transmission tariff .6
transition cost problem and possibly facil- CMVEequals-Competitive Market
itate resolution of some disputes by settle- Value Estimate-determined in one of
ment; 8 - (5) requiring any utility seeking two ways. at the customr's option: Op-
stranded cost recovery to provide a list of tion (1)-the utility's estimate of the av-
the stranded facilities to the departing erage annual revenues (over the
generation customer and offer that cus- reasonable expectation period "L" dis-
tomer an equity position in those facilities cussed below) that it can receive by sell-
In return for payment of stranded costs. ing the released capacity and associated
thereby enabling the departing customer energy, based on a market analysis per-
to recover some of its stranded costs pay- formed by the utility; or Option (2)-the
ment when any of the facilities becomes average annual cost to the customer of
useful again6 o0 (6) requiring a "good replacement capacity and associated en-
faith request" for an estimate of stranded ergy. based on the customer's contractual
costs based on an expected date of depar- commitment with its new supplier(s).
ture from the providing utility's system L&equals:Length of Obligation (reasona-
and mitigation efforts expected to be un- ble expectation period)-refers to the pe
dertaken by the utility;.' and (7) requir- riod of time the utility could have
ing documented evidence that a utility reasonably expected to continue to serve
made a good faith attempt to settle with the departing generation customer. We
a departing generation customer before reaffirm that we do not believe that a
the utility is given the opportunity to one-size-fits-all approach is appropriate
recover stranded costs-. for determining the length of a customer's

E.g_ Entergy. 6e E. PSNM. ELCON.

s E., Associated Power. J E: ELCON.
Es E.g. Associated Power.

a Eg.. TctKo. In the case of a retailturned-holesale cus-
tomer. subtraction of distribution ystem-re-

El E. Hertland. lated costs mny alo be appnpriate.
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obligation. If the parties cannot reach reasonable period of time. or a surcharge
agreement as to the length of the cus- on the customer's transmission rate.
tomer's obligation. this period is to be 5 Applicability. The formula is de-
determined through litigation as a part of signed f determining stranded costs as
the threshold issue of whether the utility sociated with departing wholesale
had a reasonable expectation of continu-generation customers and for retail-
ing to serve the customer. turned-wholesale customers."

Application of the foregoing formula 6. Marketlg/Brokering Option. The
and collection of the resulting stranded commission wil allow the customer at its
costs are subject to the following condi- e discretion a choice to market the
tio n s: released capacity and associated energy

1. Cap on SCO. The quantity (RSE- (or to contract with a marketer for such
CMVE) can be no greater than the aver- service). Alternatively, the customer may
age annual contribution to fixed power choose to broker the released capacity and
supply costs (defined as RSE less variable associated energy (or to contract with a
costs) that would have been made by the broker).s 6 5

deparing gcneration customer had it re 7. Released Capacity and Associated
mained a customer. Energy. A utility requesting stranded

2. Changes in Customer Revenues. If cost recovery must indicate the amount of
the customer's rates (or contract demand system capacity and the amount of asso-
amounts. If relevant) changed during the ciated energy released by the departing
three-year period prior to the termination generation customer and used in the reve-
of its existing requirements contract, then nues lost calculation. This will allow the
the RSE should be calculated using the departing generation customer to fairly
customer's most recent 12 months of reve- consider exercising a choice to market or
nue. broker the released capacity and associ-

3. CMVE Option 2 Conditions. Option ated energy
2 (a CMVE equal to the average cost to The formula balances a number of
the customer of replacement capacity and goals. including: (1) Ensuring full recov-
associated energy) would be available to a ry of legitimate. prudent and verifiable
customer whose alternative purchases) stranded costs; (2) requiring the utility to
runs concurrent with L, or. if longer than mitigate stranded costs; (3) providing cer-
L. contains rates that do not fluctuate tainty for departing generation custom-
over the duration of the contract. The ers; and (4) creating Incentives for the
customer would be required to demon- parties to renegotiate their existing re-
strate (at the time it chooses this option) quirements contracts or otherwise settle
that the replacement capacity contract(s) stranded cost daims without resort to liti-
is for service equivalent to the released gation.
capacity (that is, firm power for a periodcapacit a isr p r fr a Contrary to the objections of some com-
at least equal to L). and must also clearly mentrs that the rvenues lost approach
identify the rates to be paid for the re- create no incentive to mitigate stranded
placement service. costs. the formula automatically encom-

4. Payment Options. The method and passes mitigation by reducing the depan-
term of payment should be negotiated. ing generation customer's stranded cost
but is ultimately left to the customer's obligation by the competitive market
discretion Possible payment options in- value of the released capacity and associ-
elude a lump-sum payment, an amortiza- ated energy. Further, the option provided
tion of a lump-sum payment over a In the formula for a customer to market

. e Tt fermula is not to be used Jor recover- ' The customer may alo decide to remain a
ing stranded costs associated with retail wher- requirements customer for L. If the uslomner
ing. We believe the ormula s unrkabl in elects to remain a requirements customer. the
this scenario because one of its key elements- utility will be obligated to continue service to
the option for a customer to market or broker the customer for the duration of L
the utility's power---may not be practicabl for
retail customers. Thertfore. stranded cotls ao-
ciated with retail wheeling will be determined
on a case-by-ase basis
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or broker the released capacity and asso- nates the need for a detailed listing of
ciated energy protects the customer from includable costs. relying instead on the
a utility trying to overrecover stranded assumption that present rates include al
costs by estimating a low value for the of the utility's costs of providing service-
released capacity and associated energy Further, the rates that produce present
and thereby provides the customer some revenues have been approved by regula-
assurance that stranded costs will be min- tors. which strongly suggests that the
irmized. Specifically, if a customer b- costs included in them are prudent. legiti-
lieves the utility's competitive market mate and verifiable.w
value estimate (CMVE) is too low, it can We reject the suggestion by corn-
market or broker the released capacity menters that a utility be required to cal-
and associated energy and reduce its culate the revenue stream using any
stranded cost obligation.a We accord lower rate being offered by the utility for
ingly will not impose a separate mitiga- service comparable to that being taken by
tion obligation on the utility above that the customer when the customer departs
which is already subsumed In the reve- the utility's generation system. A revenue
nues lost approach In addition a utility stream calculated in this manner could
will continue to be subject to an ongoing deny a utility the opportunity to fully
prudence obligation to sell excess capacity recover Its stranded costs or could shift
off-system and/or to dispose of tuec- costs to other customers. a result we find
nomic assets. unacceptable. Similarly, the elimination

We recognize that some commenters of return-related revenues from the reve-
oppose the revenues lost approach as im- nue stream effectively would require
precise. However, any ratemaking shareholders to absorb stranded costs.
method that relies on estimates will be which is contrary to our determination
subject to forecasting error. Moreover, in that a utility is entitled to an opportunity
direct response to commenter concerns. to fully recover legitimate. prudent and
we have gone to great lengths in this rule verifiable stranded costs. Calculation of
to provide specificity with respect to the the Competitive Market Value Estimate
calculation of the components of the (CMVE)
formula. We believe that use of the We recognize the difficulty associated
formula will narrow the scope of disputes with estimating the competitive market
over the calculation of stranded costs value of the capacity and associated en-
lend precision to the stranded cost ergy not purchased by the departing gen-
amount it produces. and provide cer- eraton customer. However. we believe
tainty to departing generation customers that an up-front estimate which provides
with respect to their stranded cost oblig- fibty to the utility and a measure of
tions. certainty to customers. is superior to
Calculation of the Revenue Stream Esti- other proposals. provided the right mix of
mate (RSE) incentives and options is included in the

The RSE component of the formula is forula.
based on revenues paid by the departing A utility requesting stranded cost re-
generation customer during the last three covery must estimate CMVE based on a
years of its contract or retail service. We market analysis, with all assumptions and
believe that the use of "present" revenues work papers made available to the de-
in the calculation of the revenue stream parting generation customer. This pro-
has numerous advantages over other ap- vides a utility with the flexibility to
proaches advocated. The use of present choose the methodology that it feels pro-
revenues eliminates disputes over esti- duces the best estimate of the competitive
mates of future revenues thereby adding market value of the released capacity and
certainty to the calculation. it also elimi- associated energy. We note that numer-

·b This option also address the concerns of o this option. the utility would no longer control
commenters that. by failing to require auctions the releasd capacity.
or divestture ofl strandd capacity, the Rule
would allow a utility recovering stranded costs 

6
h resent rates. whether established by

to sell the freed capacity at ubsdid prices. settlemet or otherwise. have been found to be
thereby gaining a competitive advantage in st and rasonable. In othr word. they r
other transactions. l the customer avails itself neither confiscatory nor exorbitant.
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ous proposals for calculating competitive available. Hence. the price the customer
market value were made in the corn- pays its alternative supplier is arguably a
ments. The Commission believes that the more accurate measure of the competitive
flexibility provided by the formula we market value of the capacity and associ-
adopt in this Rule permits the filing util- ated energy not taken from the host util-
ity to avail itself of many of these recom- ity. Whether to exercise Option 2 resides
mendations. solely with the customer.

At the same time. a utility may have We further note that the sale of all or
an incentive to underestimate CMVE and part of utility's generating assets could
thereby increase the stranded costs be used as a method to determine compet-
charge. To addressthis issue. the formula itive market value of such assets. Under
contains several features designed to ere- the theory that an asset sale price reflects
ate an incentive to produce a good faith the highest value for the utility's assets.
estimate of stranded costs and to sae- the Commission would presume that the
guard customers If a utility fails to do so. competitive market value established
For example. the formula provides a de- under an open asset sale (i.e.. an offer to
parting generation customer with the op sell assets to any taker) would fully sat-
tion to market or broker the released isfy the utility's responsibility to mini-
capacity and associated energy if it be- mize stranded costs. If a stranded cost
lieves the utility's estimate is too low. If claim involves divestiture of assets. the
the marketing option is chosen. the cus- amount of stranded costs associated with
tomer would buy the released capacity those assets would be the book value less
from the utility at the utility's market the sale price. The Commission would de-
value estimate. The associated energy termine the appropriate stranded cost
would be purchased at the utility's aver- charge based on the facts presented.
age system variable cost. The customer Snapshot Approach Versus True-Ups
would then resell the released capacity
and energy and keep the resulting reve- T he ormula s based on aand energy and keep the resulting reve- one-time snapshot approach. We favor
nues. If the revenues it receives are Ont i me sn a psh ot approh We favor
greater than the utility's market value this approach over the true-up approachbecause it creates certainty and will pro-
estimate, the customer will have reduced becaue it creates crtainty and wll pro-
its stranded cost obligation. If the cus- uc reon y a . res

tomer chooses the bnering option and ups. on the other hand, while theoretically
the released capacity and associated e- require eriodic recalcua-
ergy are purechase by a third-partry for tion of stranded costs. which creates ongo-

ing uncertainty and disputes. In addition.more than the utility's market value esti- ng uncert ty and disu I additon.
true-ups will result in additional transac-mate. the difference between the average tion costs. We believe that an aroac

annual revenues produced by the sale and t o n co st s W e bee ve t ha t an apoach
the utility's CMVE estimate will be used that provides certaty ad establsh
to lower the customer's stranded cost obli- cost resposibiliy up front best or

gaton. Te utility may be t what is fundamentally a transition issue.gation. The utility may be required to a In the Supplemental Stranded Cost
show in a compliance filing that it has NOP, we proposed procedures to
reduced the customer's stranded cost obli- we proe re
gation under such circumstances. provide a potential departing generation

customer with advance notice of how the
If the customer chooses CMVE Option utility would propose to calculate costs

2 and meets its conditions. CMVE will be that the utility claims would be stranded
set at the average price that the customer by the customer's departure."* These
pays its new supplier. The customer will procedures are modified as follows to
test the market and choose the best deal incorporate the findings made in this A

s These procCedurs apply to a potential de- se the procedures in conjunction with. or in lieu
parting generation customer who is an existing of. a complaint under section 206 to amend its
whtolesale requimenmts customer of a pubic rxisting requirements contrat to dd an ex-
utility. or a retail customer of a public utility plicit stranded cost provision. as discuued in
who is contemplating becoming a wholesal Section IVJ.S
transmission customer (such as through munici-
palizatiun). They may be used at the option of
the potential departing Ieneration cutomer. An FERC Statutes and Regultions 1 2514
existing wholesale reuirements customer may at p. 3.114-15: 33.128-29.
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rule:(l) A customer may. at any time detail (including the underlying market
before the termination date specified in analysis that forms the basis for the

its existing wholesale requirements con- CMVE estimate) iraicating how each ele-

tract.g 8 request the public utility to pro- ment in the forula is derived to enable
vide an estimate of the customer's the customer J understand the basis for

:^ '~s ~ stranded cost obligation based on the rev- each elemet; (iii) a detailed rationale
,"'A'"'* enues lost formula contained in this justifyin the basis for the utility's rea-

Rulc."' as of the date set forth in the sonableexpectation of continuing to serve
customer's request. The customer shoud the cstmer beyond the termination date
specify in Its request. to the extent possi- in -e contract. 3 (iv) an estimate of the
ble, pursuant to its rights under its power mount of released capacity and the

sales requirements contract with the amount of associated energy that would
seDerP" the date on which the customn result from the customer's departure.
is considering substituting altern;a-ve based on the information supplied by the
generation for the requirements pl. chase customer. including detailed support for
and the amount of the substitut genera- the amount of the released capacity and
tion. Any remaining generatrn require- the amount of associated energy, and the
ments to be purchased fror, the existing maket value of each, for each year of the
supplier after this date fsould be clearly reasonable expectation period, and how

:~j ~indicated. The custome may seek further those amounts are consistent with the
3~j ~ information on how the stranded cost RSE and CMVE estimates; and (v) the

charge would vary as a result of choosing utility's proposal for any contract amcnd-
different dates or different amounts of ment needed to implement the customer's
substitute purchases. The customer also payment of stranded costs (the proposed
should indicate its preferred payment modification should also reflect the cus-
method, such as a lump-sum payment. an tomer's chosen payment method).
amortization of a lump-sum payment or (3) If the customer believes that: (i)
a surcharge (such as monthly or annual) Th utility has failed to establish that it
on the customer's transmission rate. had a reasonable expectation of contiu-

(2) The utility shall. within thirty days ing to serve the customer beyond the con-
of receipt of the request, or other mutu- tract term.' 7 (ui) the proposed stranded
ally agreed-upon period. provide the cus- cost charge (or any of the elements used
tomer with an estimate of the customer's to compute it) is unreasonable; (iii) the
stranded cost obligation. The response amount of released capacity and the
shall include: (i) Estimates of RSE. amount of associated energy assumed to
CMVE. and L according to the revenues be sold is unreasonable; or (iv) the util-
lost formula and based on the information ity's proposal for any contract amend-
supplied by the customer: (ii) supporting ment needed to implement the customer's

-O U the cusomrr is a retail customer co- customer. it should specify In its request, to the

templating becomin a wboale transmsson aetent peible, the date on which the customer

customer. it may at any time equest the public is condrin becoming a wholesale transis-
utibty to provide n esimate of its stranded sion customer do the tility and the amount od

cst obligation. gneration. If any. it will continue to purchase
from Its easting supplier.

sl Because the formula reduces a custom's
stranded cost obligation by the cmpetititve mar-
ket value of the capacity and associated energy 

C 11 the astonkr s a retail customer con
that would be relsd by the usimer's depar- templadin becoming a whoesa triasmlssion
tur. we will not adopt the proposal in the Sup- custemer, the utility should provide a detaied
plemental Stranded Cost NOPR to allow a rationale justIyin the basis for its rasonabk
potential departing customer to rective an esti- expectation e continuing to provide the cus-
mate of the customer's "maximum possible tomer bundled retail service.
stranded cost exposure wittout mitiation." Re-
quiring the utiliy to proide an estimate that
refects the competitive tkt value of the ta Subsection (1) above also wouid apply to a
aaity and associated eny to be released retail customer contemplating becoming a

will better enable the customer to asses titat t uthnsst r i 
c u

rbelieves that the utility has failed to csublish
szqpb, optioe-supply Optionsi that it had a reasonable expectation of continu-

'2 If the customer is a retail customer on- ing to prwvide the customer bundled retail ser-
tetnplating becoming a wholesale tranmission vice.
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payment of stranded costs is unreasona- mate of the customer's minimum
ble. the customer will have thirty days in stranded cost obligation for purposes of

which to respond to the utility explaining litigation. 6 Estimates of stranded cost
why it disagrees. The Commission expects obligation that are filed by either party

parties to attempt to resolve any disputed with the Commission shall include the
issues. information, including the supporting de-

tail. identified in (2) above.
(4) If the parties are unable to resolve

the matter using the procedures in (I)-(3) (5) a utility intends o le fore matuing the p e in stranded cost recovery from a customer
above. the customer may either (a) File a tr e cost recoer ro a
petition for declaratory order, or a section t

mfent to its existing contract or a206 filing seeking to amend an existing ment to is existng contrac or a
s c t, to sek a C is- urcharge on transmission rates, it must

requirements contract. to seek a Commis- file its stranded cost estimate no later
sion determination as to whether: (i) The t e en o
utility has met the reasonable expectation custoer's cntract te . he filing shall

standard; (i the prosed strandcot customer's contract term. The filing shallstandard; (ii) the proposed stranded cot the information including the
include the information. including the

charge satisfies the other evidentiary set forth in (2) above.
standards set forth in this Rule; (iii) the upporting et, of set forth in (2) aboveThe customer, of course. may contest the
amount of released capacity and the conents of such a fiing.8

amount of associated energy proposed by
the utility is reasonable: or (iv) the util- Conditions of the Marketing/Brokering
ity's proposal for any contract amend- Option
ment needed to implement the customer's A customer may choose to market or
payment of stranded costs is reasonable; broker a portion or all of the released
or (b) wait until the .proposed stranded capacity and associated energy Identified
cost charge is filed by the utility under by the utility in its stranded cost estimate
section 205 of the FPA. and contest it at (or to contract with a marketing/broker-
that time.8 75 In either case. because esti- ing agent). Importantly. by exercising the
mates of RSE and CMVE may change marketing or brokering option, the cus-
over time. any estimate of stranded costs tomer does not relinquish its right to con-
provided by a utility to a customer will test any aspect of the utility's stranded
not be considered binding prior to any cost estimate, including whether the util-
filing by either party with the Commis- ity is entitled to recover stranded costs for
sion. However, any stranded cost estimate the period that the customer has agreed
filed by the utility in a section 205 or 206 to market or broker any released capacity
proceeding, or in response to a petition for and associated energy. To implement this
a declaratory order, shall be considered to option, a customer mnust inform the utU-
be a binding estimate of the customer's ity in writing of its decision no later than
maximum stranded cost obligation for 30 days after the utility files its estimate
purposes of litigation. Similarly, any esti- of stranded costs for the customer with
mate of stranded cost obligation filed by a the Commission. Before marketing or bro-
customer in a petition for declaratory or- keing of the released capacity and associ-
de r a section 205 or 206 proceeding ated energy can begin. the utility and
shall be considered to be a binding esti- customer must execute an agreement

Av As discussed above, retail customer con- utility ako may Incur a stranded cost obligation.
tcmplating bccoming wholesale transmission Any estimate of stranded cost obligation result-
cusomer may use the same procedue. As so ng from the requested tranmission servie
ditsussed above. customers under eIisluded as part thhe util ty' good
quirwrnts contracts with public utilties have
the option of making a filing under sction 206 faith respon to the custonmers Kt for

seeking to amend the contract to add an xplicit transmission ervics. See 18 CFR 220. Because
stranded cost provision without having to go the Commission will apply the rrvenues lost
throh thee procedures *formula to any request for stranded cost rcov-

V6 Although estimates by the utility or the cryV as art of its determination of the appro-
customer may be binding lor purposes of litiga- prate charge for transmission servces ordered
tion. this does not mean that ihe parties may in a section 211 proceeding, we encourage non-
not settle at any time on another amount. public utilities to use the revenues Ilst formula

d7 A customer requesting a section 211 order to estimate a customer's strandd cost obliga-
for transmisson servicrs from a transmiting tion.
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identifying, at a minimum, the amount of termined by Commission order. In addi-
capacity and associated enrgy the cus- tion, for all energy scheduled to be
tomer is entitled to schedule, the price of delivered. the customer shall pay the util-
capacity and associated energy, and the ity's average system variable costs. The
duration of the customer's marketing/ customer may also choose to market only
brokering of the released capadty and a portion of the released capacity and/or
associated energy. Parties are encouraged for a shorter period. In this situation. the
to settle disputes over these and any other customer will also pay the competitive
marketing/ brokering implementation is- _market value for the released capacity
sues. The negotiations should be guided plus the utility's average system energy
by the principle that the utility must costs. The customer's liability for pay-
allow the customer to market or broker ment of stranded costs is unaffected by its
the released capacity and associated en- decision to market released capacity and
ergy under terms and conditionscompa- associated energy. 79 In addition, to the
rable to those for a utility resale of the extent that the customer chooses to mar-
capacity and associated energy to a third ket a portion or all of the capacity alleged
party. IJ agreement over marketing or by the utility to be stranded. a final de-
brokering cannot be reached, the parties termination with respect to the cus-
may seek to include the issue as a part of tomer's stranded cost obligation will not
a proceeding Initiated at the Commission affect any prior marketing agreement.
with respect to the utility's stranded cost Payment for Stranded Csts Under the
estimate for the customer. nr Upon issu- Brkering Option
ance of an order resolving, the disputed
issues, the customer may reevaluate its If the customer chooses to broker a por-
decision to exercise the marketing/broker- tion or all of the released capacity and
ing option. The customer also may choose associated energy, any revenue received
to market or broker any released capacity from such brokering activity shall be used
and associated energy not being marketed t° offset the utility's estimate of the con-
or brokered under an earlier agreement petitive market value of the brokered ca-
with the utility. A customer must notify pacity and associated energy.M Once a
the utility in writing within 30 days of brokering agreement is executed between
Issuance of the Commission's order resolv- the customer and the utility, if the cus-
ing the disputed issues whether the cus- tomer's brokering efforts fail to produce a
tomer will market or broker a portion or buyer within 60 days of the date of that
all of the capacity and energy associated agreement. the customer shall relinquish
with stranded costs allowed by the Corn- a rights to broker the released capacity
mission. and associated energy and will pay

Payment for Released Capacity and Asso stranded costs as determined by the
ciated Energy Under the Marketing Op- u a

tion 10. Stranded Costs in the Context of Vd-

If the customer chooses to market re- untary Restructurng
leased capacity and associated energy it In the Supplemental Stranded Cost
shall pay the utility's estimate of the NOPR. we noted that the functional un-
competitive market value of the capacity. bundling of wholesale services does not
or. if the marketing option is exercised require corporate unbundling (such as dis-
after a Commission order, it shall pay the position of assets to a non-affiliate, or
competitive market value amount as de- establishing a separate corporate affiliate

n Because itigation of stranded costs may porio ol the customer's stranded cst payment
extend beyond the date of the cstomer's depar- to the utilty.
ture. the customer may *ho fie a petition or a
declaratory order requesting expedited rolu- For exampk. if the customer brkers any
tion of marketing c r brokeng implementation releasd capacity and assocaed eney for a
ssues. ,. higher price tan the utility's estimated compe -

itv murket value f that capacity and enery.
t" the customrer can market the relsed the differnc between the utility's estimate and

capacity and associated energy or a higher the brokered price will be ued to increase the
price than the customer paid fer It. the customer utility's CMVE conponent ol the stranded cost
eftectively reduces its stranded cost obliaton, calculation thereby reducing the customer's
i.e.. the incremental revenue rived offsets a stranded cost obliation.
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to manage a utility's transmission assets). of the assets are expensed in the proper
At the same time. we indicated that some accounting period. EEI states that one of
utilities may ultimately choose some form the basic principles of financial account-
of corporate unbundling."8 We reaffirm ing is that expenses should be matched
in this Final Rule that we are willing to with the related revenues.
consider case-specific proposals for deal- Commissn Conclusion
ing with stranded costs in the context of
any restructuring proceedings that may As discussed in Section IVJ.3. this rule
be instituted by individual utilities adopts a direct assignment approach for

the recovery of stranded costs from de-
11. Accounting Treatment or Stranded parting generation custom s. Under the

~Costs Corm~ments~ revenues lost approach, stranded cost re-
A number of commenters ask the Cor- covery is limited to the departing enera-

mission to provide accounting treatment tion customer's contribution to fixed costs
guidance as part of its procedures for im- that the utility otherwise would not re-
plementing Its policies on stranded costs cover because of the customer's depar-
and their recovery. M ture.

NSP states that the Commission will. We recognize that there are certain
need to provide appropriate accounting similarities between the financial report-
guidance for the final stranded cost recov- ing objectives of SFAS No. 121 and the
ery methodology. including accounting for determination of stranded costs. How-
any portion of stranded cost recovery rep- ever. there are also important differences
resenting capital costs. the effect of any between SFAS No. 121 and our approach
interperiod differences between the to stranded costs. The revenues lost ap-
stranded cost calculations and the author- proach does not attempt to identify spe-
ized recovery period, and the effects of cific uneconomic assets and is not limited
differences between book and income im- to only long-4ved assets. Instead. it uses a
plications of the stranded cost recovery formulary methodology that encompasses
mechanism. NSP also asserts that. in ad- all fixed costs of providing service.
dressing the accounting implications of financial accounting stand-From a financial accounting stand-
the final rule. the Commission must cor-e repoint, our approach to stranded costs cre-
sider the requirements of the Financial betweenates the potential for a mismatch between
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Board FASB the periods in which the stranded costs
Statement of Financial Accounting Stan- are chaed to expense and any revenues
dards No. 121. "lmpairnent of Long-dards No. 121. Impairment of Lon- provided for their recovery are included
Lived Assets" (SFAS No 121).w in net income determinations. This is be-

NASUCA states that one of the Corn- cause the earning process entitling a util
mission's stated goals in providing ity to the benefits of stranded cost
stranded cost recovery is to protect recovery and thereby requiring the recog-
against cost shifting. NASUCA argues nition of revenue may be completed prior
that the Commission should adopt an ac- to the time that the stranded costs must
counting rule that assures that any fed- be charged to expense under generally
eral resolution of wholesale stranded costs accepted cost recognition criteria. This
does not impose any cost shifting to cap- circumstance in a cost-based regulated
tive customers environment creates the undesirable po-

EEI and Cenerior argue that the Uni- tential for double recovery of the same
form System of Accounts as presently cost. cost shifting. and inappropriate fi-
configured does not support the Commis- nanc lal reporting
sion's proposed policies on stranded cost In order to avoid this potential. utilities
recovery. Further. EEI states that even shall not recognize revenues intended to
with the revenues lost approach. which provide for recovery of stranded costs
EEI supports. utilities will still have to from wholesale requirements customers
account for their assets on a dass-of-asset prior to the time that the stranded costs
by class-of-asset basis. EEI argues that are charged to expense. unless prior Con-
this is necessary to ensure that the costs mission approval to do so has been ob-

el FERC Statutes and Retuatior 1 32.S14 See. e.g.. EEI. NSP. LILCO. Central Hud-
at p. 33.132. sn. Deloitte & Touche. Cenierior.
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i tained. Absent Commission approval. unbundled transmission services customer
!j u\ ~utilities shall defer such amounts in Ac- of that utility.w8

I ;~ J count 253, Other Deferred Credits, and We received numerous comments both
j - amortize them to Account 456, Other supporting and opposing revisions to the

Electric Revenues, consistent with the pe- proposed definition of wholesale stranded
nriod the related costs are charged to ex- costs.8 4 Several commenters oppose

;'~i ~ pense. Also, we will require a utility to broadening the definition to include costs
submit its proposed accounting for stranded by customers that do not be-
stranded costs and related revenues as come unbundled transmission service cus-
part of its rate filing requesting recovery tomers of the former supplier." For
of stranded costs under section 205 of the example. EGA argues that the loss of an
FPA industrial customer that chooses to self-
12. Definitions. Application, and Sum- generate or the loss of a requirements
mary customer as a result of a newly-created

In the Supplemental Stranded Cost municipal system that interconnects with
NOPR. the Commission described pro a transmitting utility that is not the cus-
posed amendments to our regulations to t m er's ormer supplier could have hap
establish filing requirements for public pened at any time EGA states that
utilities and transmitting utilities that revenues lost as a result of either scenario
seek stranded cost recovery. We proposed have nothing to do with regulatory re-
to define "wholesale stranded cost" as fo rms and should not be considered
"any legitimate, prudent and verifiable "stranded costs.
cost incurred by a public utility or a Other commenters disagree." 6 Puget
transmitting utility to provide service to: asserts that permitting departing genera-
(i) A wholesale requirements customer tion customers to avoid paying stranded
that subsequently becomes. in whole or In costs if they do not take unbundled trans-
part. an unbundled wholesale transmis- mission from their former suppliers would
sion services customer of such public util- create an incentive for departing custom-
ity or transmitting utility, or (ii) a retail ers (or their new electric suppliers) to
customer. or a newly created wholesale build unneeded and uneconomic new
power sales customer. that subsequently transmission lines. Puget says that it also
becomes, in whole or in part, an unbun- could be a disincentive to engage In re-
died wholesale transmission services cus- gional transmission planning and coordi-
tomer of such public utility or nation because the existence of new
transmitting utility." We sought corn- transmission facilities needed to achieve
ments on whether this definition should regional reliability and efficiency may in-
encompass the situation where a whole- crease the likelihood that departing gen-
sale requirements customer ceases to eration customers could import their
purchase power from the utility that had power supplies over those new facilities
been making wholesale requirements sales and avoid paying the utility's stranded
to such customer without becoming an costs.8

' FERC Statutes and Rgufleatns 1 351 Louisiana.S Southern, WP&L FL Corn. Utility
a p.33.115 Investors Analysts Florida Power Corp. El

EEI asks the Commission to expand the Paso Central Lousiaa TDU Systems NW
definition of stranded costs to xcrat for the Coaon Pug NU. EE
case where the Commisaon has proposed to ad-
dress purely retail stranded costs (that is. where 

u Several commenter also ask the Commis-
a state regulatory authority does not have au- sion to expand the definition of wholesale
thority to address stranded costs at the time stranded cost to inclukd the situation where a
that retail wheeling is required). How .er the wholesale supplier loses wholesale load as a re-
-rulations will contain a definition of retall suit of a requirements customer's loss of rtmall
stranded costs" to account for this case. See load because of retail wheeling. municipalia-
§ 3526(by5) of the Final Rule. tion or retail taps from anoter utility's system.

" sE.g.. E(GA Direct Service Industries. E.g.. Utilities For Improved Transition.
Memphlis. . ietSrvicc l oustics.Montaup. SC Public Service Authority. In addi-

tion. a number of commcnecrs ask the Commis-
-\ EEg.. Atlantic City, Carolina PAL Con- sion to treat the members of a ingle G&T

stners Power, Minnesota Power. Knoxvile. cooperative system as a single economic unit
Ahna Florida Power Corp. El Paso. Centra and to revise the definition of wholesale
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Some of these commenters propose us- the payment of any stranded costs in-
ing an exit fee to collect stranded costs curred by the former supplier.89

from a customer that does not take un- Commentcrs also address the use of the
bundled transmission from its former sup- terms "legitimate, prudent, and verifia-
plier. since a transmission surcharge is ble" in the definitions of wholesale and
not available in this circumstance." retail stranded costs. Several conunmmenters
Other methods proposed include: (1) Con- suggest that the Commission's use of the
ditioning Commission approval of the word "prudent" could imply that utilities
transmission rates or wholesale power have to relitigate the prudence of costs
rates charged by the transmission-provid- that the Commission and state commis-
Ing utility upon the inclusion of a sions have already approved, these corn-
surcharge to recover the former supplier's menters believe that utilities should not
stranded costs or upon the transmission- have to relitigate prudence.89 1 Some ar-
providing utility otherwise agreeing to gue that once a regulatory agency (state
guarantee the payment of the stranded or federal) has allowed recovery of the
costs or act as billing agent for the former costs in rates. or promised future recov-
supplier.8 (2) authorizing the former ery, utilities should not have to undergo a
supplier to levy a stranded cost charge on second regulatory review to recover those
the transmission-providing utility (if that costs if they become stranded.- 92

utility is interconnected with and has Cormenters recommend that the Corn-
transmission contracts with the former mission address this situation by: Striking
supplier); (3) if a retail customer becomes the word "prudent" from the definition or
annexed to a municipal utility and does specifying that the prudence requirement
not take unbundled transmission service is satisfied by previous regulatory author-
from its former supplier, permitting re- ization;:8 dropping the terms "legiti-
covery of stranded costs from the munici- mate, prudent and verifiable" from the
pal utility through its jurisdictional definition and using instead "allowed."
transmission rates: or (4) requiring a pub- "accepted." or "allowable";aw or adding
lic utility providing transmission service "or approved by state commission" after
for a customer that has left its former the words "legitimate, prudent and verifi-
supplier to agree. as a condition to recov- able" in the definitions of both wholesale
ery of its own stranded costs, to ensure and retail stranded costs.895

(Footnote Continued)

stranded costs to allow a transmitting G&T co- NW Conservation Act Coalition. Puget.
operative (the arm of the cooperative systm NRECA. Cajun. East Kentucky. FL Cam. Asso-
that provides the transmiiou) to recover the dated EC. Utilities For Improved Transition.
costs stranded when a retail customer of one of TDU Systems. TVA
its member distribution oopeatives takes ad-
vantage of the open access envirunment by be- 1n Eg_ EE[. NSP. Arizona. United Itinui-
coming a wholesa entity. E- Big Rives EC. nating. Entergy. SCG&E. PECO. NRECA
NRECA. Tri-County EC, TDU Systems.

" E-. Carolina P&L, NU. Florida Power 9 E.g.. EEI. Centerior. NSP. SCG&E.
Corp PSNM. Southern. Mountain States Petro- PECO. Tucson Power. Arizona.
leum Assoc. FL Corn.

! In its reply comments. Memphis LUghA s " E.g, PECO. Entergy.
jcts to the proposal that the Comenirion condi-
tion approval of ail new power contracts for ' Eg.. EEI. SCG&E. Crolina P&L.
those customers that leave a utility's system
without using the utr-a isrsion serviceS the
original utility upon the inctusion of a provision 59 E- A t an i c

Cty. EEI ao roposes that
to recover the stranded cost for the previous tth time of nUng of a rtraded cost recoery
power supplier. It arlues that this proposal chare (wtether as an amendment to a contract
coui result in nonrecovery fro some customrs or a surcharge to a transmission rate). the Com-
besCulC houltk custoimIers frmd s ith such a s mission timit its inquiry to the issue of thebecause wholesale customers Laced with such a t co hae rather than allwing all
provision wuld pursuc onridictional con- 

s t rMa d cost cre rther thn albwing a
tracts and/ or generate within the tconines d 

a sC S a r a
te or ntract to be opend up.

their own systens EEI states that this is w
t
t t

h e
Commission did

in the natural gas context. where it permitted
° E£g EEI. El Paso. NU. Atlantic City. limited rate filing cases under section 4 of the

PG&E. Coalition for Economic Competition. NGA.
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Other commenters oppose these propos- of simply failing to provide for such re-
als. suggesting that the prudence analysis covery.
for stranded cost purposes may involve Commission Concusion
questions of prudence different from
those that arise in a ratemaking con We will retain the definition of "whole-
text w."S DE Muni objncs that replacing sale stranded cost" proposed in the Sup-

"legitimate, prudent and verifiable" with plemental Stranded Cost NOPR. 8" We
"allowed. accepted, or allowable" could believe it would be inappropriate to ex-
enable a utility to recover costs that the -pand the definition to include the situa-
utility may not be able to prove w ti where a wholesale requirements
prudent, legitimate, and verifiable.custo (or a retail-turnedwholesale

customer) ceases to purchase power from
A number of commenters submit that the utility without using the transmission

"legitimate, prudent and verifiable" cost sevices of that utility.l Any osts that
should not include the costs of uneco- the utility might incur as a result of the
nomic plants or costs resulting from utili- loss of the requirements customer in this
ties' independent business decisiors (as scenario would be outside the scope of this
distinguished from costs the utility was Rule. The premise of this Rule is that
forced by regulation to incur).8'9 where a customer uses the new open ac-

Several other commenters address the cess to obtain power from a new genera-
rule's application to wholesale require- lion supplier, the customer must pay the
ments customers.8 9 AMP-Ohio asks the costs that were incurred on its behalf
Commission to clarify that the reference under the prior regulatory regime. How-
to "wholesale requirements customer" is ever, if a customer leaves its utility sup-
to a full requirements customer. not a plier by exercising power supply options
partial requirements customer. It says (such as access to another utility's trans-
that no transmission provider should have mission system or self-generation) that do
any reasonable expectation of continuing not rely on access to the former seller's
to serve loads of partial requirements cus- transmission. there is no nexus to the new
tomers. TAPS suggests that references to open access rules.9e 2 If a customer is able
"new wholesale requirements contract" in to obtain power from a new supplier by
proposed §35.26(cX1) should be con- using the transmission system of another
formed to the defined term "new con- utility, it is likely that the customer could
tract" in proposed § 35.26<bX7). In have made these arrangements in the ab-
addition, it suggests that the Commission sence of the new open access rules. The
clarify the regulations by clearly foreclos- new transmission provider would have
ing stranded cost claims for "new con- had little Incentive to deny transmission
tracts" without express exit fees. instead services to the customer in order to pro-

am E, Ako Cleveland. could not build more of its own generation lo-

r"oy · ~'. Mountain Sites PeRtroleum Assec, cally it had to depend an the utility for them' Eg,_ Mountain States Petroleum Assc, d i neds in the a t
Capar-o.~ Toren. _remainder of Its eds in th absence of the nerCapar~ Toreo. open cca Also. a partial nequirent cus-

E~r_ AMP-Ohio. PA Munis TAPS. toner may have been ak to ach alterative

- For the reasons articulated below. we C- suppliers 
or ly a portion of ts i nqui lts

corningly will reject te various rvisions to the due to constins. s wee he
definition that _w poposed by Iranmmentes cse. the partial rutirmnts suppcr may well

have had a reasmable expectain of continuing
-Wholsale requirements contract" is d- to serve the balance of the ustomer' load.

fined as "a contract under which a public utility
or tranmitting utility prmides any portbn of a 1 The definition of "retail stranded cost"
customer's bundled wholesale power require- contains a simibr requirement (.e the retail
ments" (emphasis added). 'Thus a "whlesale castoner mt become, in whoe or in part. an
rrquiments custoamer" for purposes el the Rule unbundled retail trasmission services customer
can be either a full ar a partial requirrnents d the public utility or tranrsittig utility from
customer. We reiect AMP-Ohie's suggestion that wich the customer preiously tcved bundled
the Commission make a blanket findin that a retail services). We will retain it (or the same
utility could not have had a reasonble expecta- reasons discused above.
tion of cntinuing to serve a partial requir-
ments customer. For example, a partial 2 As we have said. this Rule Is not Intended
requirements customer may have met part of its to insutale a utility from the normal riks o
needs with its own Generation but becase it competition.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commisslln 31,036
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tect an existing power supply arrange- itly reserved the right to stranded cost
ment. since it was not the customer's recovery pending the outcome of this
power supplier in the first place. Indeed. Rule will be deemed "explicit stranded
it is likely that the neighboring utility cost provisions." However, provisions in
would have a positive incentive to pro- requirements contracts executed after
vide the transmission service in order to July 11. 1994 but before the date on
increase its revenues This incentive is which this Final Rule is published in the
unchanged by open access transmission. Federal Register that postpone the issue

Some commenters have asked us to of stranded cost recovery without specifi-
eliminate the term "prudent" from the cally providing fr recovry of stranded
definition of stranded costs. We will not costs will not be considered "explicit
do so: we will retain the requirement that stranded cost provisions
stranded costs be "legitimate. prudent Second. for existing wholesale require-
and verifiable." A determination that a ments contracts (that is. any wholesale
utility had a reasonable expectation of requirements contract executed on or
continuing to serve a customer would not. before July 11. 1994). a utility may not
in all circumstances mean that costs in- recover stranded costs if recovery is ex-
curred by the utility were prudent Pru- plicitly prohibited by the contract (in-
dence of costs, depending upon the facts cluding associated settlements) or by any
in a specific case. may include different power sales or transmission tariff on file
things: e.g.. prudence in operation and with the Commission.
maintenance of a plant; prudence in con-
tinuing to own a plant when cheaper al- Third. for existing wholesale requir-
ternatives become available; prudence in ments contracts that do not address
entering into purchased power contracts. stranded costs through exit fee or other
or continuing such contracts when buy- explicit stranded cost provisions, a public
outs or buy-downs of the contracts would utility may seek recovery of stranded
result in savings. The Commission there- costs only as follows: (1) If the parties to
fore cannot make a blanket assumption the existing contract renegotiate the con-
that all claimed stranded costs will have tract and file a mutually agreeable
been prudently incurred. However. we amendment dealing with stranded costs.
clarify that we do not intend to reitigate and the Commission accepts or approves
the prudence of costs previously rcov- the amendment; (2) if either or both par-
ered. 9 3 ties seeks an amendment to the existing

contract under sections 205 or 206 of the
Thus. this Rule will permit a public

utility or transmitting utility to seek re Commission accepts or approves an
covery of wholesale stranded costs as old- m n permitting stranded cost re-
lows. First. for stranded costs associated covery. or (3) if the public utility files awith new wholesale requirements con-

request. befoe the contract expires totracts (that is, any wholesale require- eore te o trecover stranded costs through a depart-ments contract executed after July 11. ing generation customner's transmission
1994). the regulations will allow recovery rates under FPA sections 205-26 or
of stranded costs only if the contract con- 211

211-212.
tains an explicit stranded cost provision
that permits recovery. By "explicit Fourth. if the selling utility under an
stranded cost provision" we mean a provi- existing wholesale requirements contract
sion that identifies the specific amount of is a transmitting utility but not also a
stranded cost liability of the customer(s) public utility. and the contract does not
and a specific method for calculating the address stranded costs through an explicit
stranded cost charge or rate.. We clarify exit fee or other stranded cost provision.
that provisions in requirements contracts the transmitting utility may seek to re-
executed after July 11. 1994 but before cover stranded costs through a surcharge
the date on which this Final Rule is pub- to a departing generation customer's
lished in the Federal Register that explic- transmission rates under FPA sections

9°As the Commission has previously indi- See. e.g.. New England Pwr Company. et aL.
cated. however, in the case of formula rates. 72 FERC 161.148 at p. 61.761 (1995): Boston
approval of a fornuta rate constitutes approval Ediso Company. Opinion No. 376. 61 FERC
of the lormula. and not the underlying csts.1 61.026 at p.61.145(1992).
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211-212. Such utility may not seek recov- ntities.905 PacifiCorp suggests that the
cry of stranded costs through a section ommission should require transmitting
211-212 transmission rate if the existing 1u ties that do not file a Form No. I to
requirements contract dori contain an ex- fi similar information annually with the
plicit exit fee or other stranded cost provi- mision. Ohio Edison asserts that the
sion. Comission should extend its use of the

Fifth. sr a retail-turned-wholesale cus- rc ity concept to require the filing of
g data with the Commission. Fur-

tomcr. a public utility or transmitting with te Commis Fur-
utility may file a request to recover ther. non-public utility entitles ae not
stranded costs from the newly-created reuie to discos certain information.
wholesale customer through that cus- Ohio asserts that all public utili-
tomer's transmission rates under FPA se ti e s have received aproval to sell
tions 205-206 or 211-212. power a market-based rates, including

traditio utilities, should also be free
Sixth. for customers who obtain retail from ha todiscse such information.

wheeling. a public utility or transmitting
utility may seek recovery through Con- Arizoa that enfoing compara-
mission-jurisdictional transmission rates bility vis s non-public utility trans-
only if the state regulatory authority had mitting uties would seem to invite
no authority under state law to address jurisdictional lenge Thus. it would
stranded costs when retail wheeling is re- support les on to broaden the Com-
quired. mission's irisd on.906

BOther cCornrnssion Cusion
Requirements We will not ad t the suggestion made

for -blic Umtilties n by a number of cdmenters that we now
eliminate the pu' disclosure of alleg-

In NOPR. the Commission did not edly competitively nsitive. proprietary.
pro ot y changes to its information or otherwise c detial data submitted
filing re ments for public utiities. to the Commission on orm No. 1. as well
Co,-meMt. as on other Comnmissi forms. The infor-

Many 10 argue that the current in- mation that we collectfrom public utili-
formation fig requirements competi- ties is necessary to carry out our

tivel tage traditional public jurisdictional responsibi lies and is used.

utilities and unf y benefit sellers such among other things. to uate the rea-
as power marke that are not required so leness of cosbased es subect to
to provide comp bie information."0 our jurisdiction and th operation of

Th~ey urge the ission to eiminate power markets.'0 7 Moreov . as we ex-
plained in Coes, a ethe requirement or l lic disclosure of plained in ConEd.

competitively senstivt proprietary, or (R]eports required to be smitted by
otherwise confidential No. I data. Commission rule and necessy for the
They contend that requiig such disclo- Commission's jurisdictional acvities are
sure only from traditional ublic utilities considered public information.\l8 CFR
harms such public utiliti and corn- 388.106. In addition, the Commision has
promises the development efficient long required jurisdictional utities to
competition. Illinois Power aslhe Com- submit Form I data on a form thai states
mission to review all informaln that on its cover that the Commission ds not
utilities must file. including 860. consider the material to be con en-
EIA 767. and FERC Form No. 715. tial.9

A number of commenter believe\ at We are sensitive to the lack of
some type of information requiremr t try in the generation information we
must also be placed on non-public utllt quire from traditional public utiliti

"' £E. NIPSCO. nlinaoi Powr. Ccntcir. Elecri Corp, 72 FERC 161,184 at p. 61.891
Ohio Edison. EEl. (1995) (ConEd)

q5 E'.. NSP. Ohio Edison. 72 FERC at p. 61.891.
s9 Se abo Mimnesota P&L.

See. t.g Consotdated Edison Company do
New York. Inc and Central Hudson Gs &
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blance the following public interest transmitting utility must satisfy in
onsidertUon . order to recover struaded cost.
(A) The harm to the intervenor If It (b) Def!itto---(l) Wholesle strnded

i not granted prelmnary relief from cot means any legitimate. prudent and
t requeste- CWIP; verifiable cost ncurred by a public

() The harm to the public utility if. utility or a transmltting utility to pro-
durm the Interim period of preliml- vide service to:

n rellef the public utility ia re- (1) A wholeale requirements cue-
qulre to recover ts 1 nancing charge tomer that subeequently becomes, In
later hrough AFUTDC rather than Im- whole or In part an unbundled whole-
meIda through CWIP and ae transmission services customer of

(C) tatalnr bias against nvest- such public utility or trnemittig
ment i new plant, ensuring accurate utility; or
price e al, and fostering rate *tabl- (11) A retail customr that sube-
.Ity. YQuently beomes either dLrectly or

(11) Wsheer or not preliminary relief through another wholesale tram-
is granted the suspenslon stage will minlon purchaaer, an unbundled
not precl consideration of further wholesale trandmiuon eervies ou-
interim or al remedie later in the tomer of such public utility or tramn
prceedn warranted mitting utility.

(3) If the Cln on makee a final (2) Wholei requ rments custome
determlnalon a price squeese due mean a customer for whom a publlo
solely to allow ce of a lower percent- utilty or transmitting utility provide
age of non-pollaton control/flel con- by contract any portion of Its bundled
version CWIP in ue publc utility's re- wholesale power requirements
tall rat.be tn allowed by this () Wholeatle manmdssion mert
Comminson, the pmmlaion will con- means the transmission of eleootric en-
alder an d et to non-pollution ergy sold, or to be old. at wholesale in
control/uel converyon CWIP in order Intertate commerce or ordered prsu-
to eliminte or ntige lt- e price ant to ection 211 of the Federal Powr
squeem. Act (PPA).

(4) If an interveno meets the re- (4) Whowale rqutrients contrct
quirement of pagra Wh (gXg) of this mea a contract under which a pbllo
section, the Conmmuldo depending on utility or tranmittingl utillty provide
the type of showing m including the any portion of a cstomer's bundled
likellhood mmediacy, severity of wholesale power requiremnt.
any anticompetitive hr may (5) RetU trmaed cost means aw le-

(i) Suspend the entir ncrease gitimate prudent and verflable cot
or all or a portion of the n\-pollution Incurred by public utility to provide
controlfuel conversion CW compo- le e to a retail cstomer that subse
nent for up to five months .. quently becomes, in whole or In prt,

(U) Allow all or a portion o thenon- an unbundled retail tranmisson serv-
pollution control/uel Convr CWIP iew customer of that public utility.
only prospectively m the i of () Rdetl rondssion eroa= mean
the Commision's tnal order onh the tranmisson of electri energy
ing on the matter or old or to be sold. n IntentatU ocn-

(Iit) T ke such other actton\u s Ismroe directly to retail customer.
poper under the circumstance. (7) New whlesale , rq est contrct
[Order K. s2 PR 2X0 Jo" A Zemm aay wholesale requirementa oon-
amendr b4 Ordsr CfHR-A. las U apt tract executed after July L19914. or ex-
3. W. Ortr 44-B. 5 4R ZM. lao, tended or renegotlated to be efeotive

1M- . RBurrtaetd by Order t . 6t o aftert July 1, 1.WL
Nor. 16. LU\) (E) Rzntin whosale rvutrewents oon-

tract means any wholesl requirements
0562 Revy8 of straded Oa W by contract executed on or before July 11.p-wO UitiH and tZUauug 1*U

(c) RCOvery of wholsal stAded
(a) Pwpoe This section establishes- costs--() Gaenerl rurve mt. A publi

the standards that a public utility or utilty or trnsmittln utlllty will be

246
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allowed to seek reoovery of wholesale this eotion, the public utility may fle
stranded cost only a follow a proposaL prior to the expiration of

(1) No public utility or transmittng the oontrast. to reoover stranded costs
. I utility may meek roovery of wholesale through FPA seecton 20-30 or section

stranded costs f suoh recovery 15s - 2- rts for wholesale tra-
plcdtly prohibited by a contract or set- miraon srvioes to the oustomr.
tiement agreement, or by aNy poe (v) If wholesale straded costs a
sale or transmission rate schedule or AoiU with a axistI wholesal

(U) No public utilty or tramitting r su con t if h s
utility m seekecey eek r f sotranded u sch ott s* a pransittng
costs auoated with a new wholesale e tiliti btt not alo d a nubli nu l ltly
requirement contraot If such contrat &id if the oontrct does not contaln a
does not contain an exit fee or other est' e or other explicit strndod oot

- expliciu t SPtranded ost provslon. iprvision, the transmitting utility mny
(Ii) If wholesale stranded costs are ek recove of tranded osta
msociated with a new wholesale e- throgh FPA section 211-312 trane-

quirements conrot oontaning an exit mission rates
fee or other explicit stranded cos pror- () If a retil customer beo
vision, nd the seller under the con- legitimte wholesale trnmla1ndon cue-
tract s a publlo utility, the public util- tomer of public utilty or transmt-
It y sek reoo y m sof such oots In tng utt, u4.. throuh
accordance with the contract. through p myrnilimlonn. a costs a strand-
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y not oeek recovery of h cost sale tanison, the utility may see
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section 5 cr 211 trarmmon servies. sea of osuch ost t2hrouh FPa

ov) f whol sraded cotsae section 65-Q or oseotion 211-32 rtsM
-asooated wtia a new whol sale e- rfo wholesale transmission servce to

quiremennts contract and the seller that iertomr.
under the contract is a tr-nsittlg (2) dedtiy dwwm on for
utilty but not &lso a publl utility, the wholesae standed cost recover. . A pub-
transitting utility y not sek an io utility or trnsmitting utility seek-
order from the Commssldon allowing Ing to recovr wholesale strandd costs
reooTry of suh oost. nli aoordanoe with aragraphs (oX) (v)

(v) l whosalel stranded costo ar a- through (vi) of this section must dm-
sooated with am existing wholesa - onstrte tht:
quirementa oontract, the sellr r nde (i) It incurrd cots to provide service
such oontrast Is public utility. and I to a wholesale reqrements customr
the contrct'does not contain lt or retail customer baed on a reaon-
fee or other eit strandd ost po- ^e expectation that the utilty would
vision the publo utmity may seek-.r- tin to s the Cstomr
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ng under the FPA made prior to theo ctmr of the utwty, or. In the am
expition of the contract and the of retall-tured-wholesale customer,
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amendment permitting roovry -of cutomer of the utllty; and
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seek recovery of such cost through usin the followin formua Stranded
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(3) Rebuttabl pres tion. If a pubic ated with any stranded costs clamed
utility or transmitting utility seeks re- by the public utility.
covery of wholesale stranded costs as- (1) To exercise the option, the cue-
oclated with an existing wholesale r- tomer mut so notify the utility In

quirements contract. as permitted n writing no later than 30 day after the
parsraDh (cXI) of this section and the public utility files ts estimate of
existing wholesale requirements con- stranded costs for the customer with
tract contains a notice provision, there the Commission.
will be a rebuttable presumption that (A) Before marketing or brokering
the utility had no reasonable expecta- can bg the utility and ustomer
tlon of continuing to serve the cu- must execute an agreement identity-
tomer beyond the term of the notice ng, at a minimum, the amount and the
proviion. price of capacity and associated enegy

(4) Procedure for custmer to obtan the customer is entitled to schedule,
stranded cost esmate. A customer under and the duraton of the customer's
an existing wholesale requirements marketing or brokering of such capao-
contract with a public utility seller ity and nergy.
may obtain from the seller an estimate (U) If agreement over marketing or
of the customer's stranded cost oblga- brokering cannot be reached, and the
tion If it were to leave the public util- parties seek Commission resolution of
lty's generation supply system by fi- disputed ssues upon Issuance of a
Ing with the public utility a request for Commission order resolving the dis-
an estimate at any time prior to the puted ssues, the customer may re-
termination date specified n Its con- evaluate ts decision in paragph
tract. (cXSXi) of this section to exercise the

(1) The public utility must provide a marketing or brokering option. The
response within 30 days of receiving the customer mnst notify the utility in
request. The response must Include: writng within 30 days of SIance of

(A) An estimate of the customer's the Commlsson's order resolving the
stranded cost obligation based on the disputed issues whether the customer
formula In paragraph (cX2Xiti) of this will market or broker a portion or all
oetion; of the capacity and energ amoclated
(B) Supporting detail Indc ating cor with stranded costs allowed by the

each element in the formula waa de- Commislon.
rived; (ii) If a customer undertakes the

(C) A detailed rationale justifing brokering option, and the customer's
the basis for the utility's reasonable brokering efforts fal to produoe a
expectation of continuing to serve the buyer within 60 days of the- date of the
customer beyond the termination date brokering agreement entered into be-
In the conaOt; tween the customer and the utility, the

(D) An estimate of the amount of re- customr shall relinquish all rights to
leased capacity and aociated energy broker the rleased caplacty and aso-
that would result from the customer's cated energy and will pay strmded
depa rtre; and costa a determined by the formula In

(E) Te utliUty's roposal for any paragraph (oX2Xill) of this secon.
contrct amendment needed to Imle- () Recovery of retC stranded cost-
mant the customer's payment of (1) General requment. A public utility
stranded cost. may seek to recover retail stranded

(U) If the customer disagrees with coss through rates for retail trans
the utillty's repons it must respond mission servioe only f the state regu-
to the utility within 30 days explaining tory authority does not have author-
why it disagrees. If the parties cannot ity under state law to address stranded
work out a mutually agreeable resolu- ooss at the time the retail wheeling is
ton. the.b may axerise their rights to required.
Commission resolution under the FPA. (2) Rvidentiry daemonration ecesmay

(8) A customer most be given the op- for rel stranded cort recoery. A public
tion to market or broker a portion or utility seeking to recover retail strand-
all of the capacity and energy assocl- ed costs In acoordace ith paragraph
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dX1) of this section mst demonstrate irovide any portion of a cuaomer's
thate: . ndled wholesale power requirementa.

(1) It Incurred costs to provide serice ) Ecoom n enerY coodnation agre-
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April 25, 2001

Today, the contribution that small railroads make to our national transportation system is
threatened by the condition of their infrastructure. In one sense this problem has always been with us.
These are light density lines that don't generate enough revenue to make up for the years of deferred
maintenance they inherited from their Class I owners. Because of their lower cost structure and their
ability to deal with individual shippers in a more flexible way than the Class I's, they have been able to
turn money losing lines into marginally profitable lines. They have made enough money to get by, but
not enough to make the kind of one-time capital expenditures needed to remain an efficient feeder
system for the national rail network.

How Large Is the problem and How Should Congress Confront It?

A recent study by ZETA-TECH Associates concluded that investment in track and structures
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needed to handle 286,000-pound cars will approach $7 billion on small railroads. ASLRRA and the
Federal Railroad Administration funded the ZETA-TECH study jointly under a cooperative agreement.
It validated the scope of the "286" problem that had been established in an earlier survey of short lines
by the Standing Committee on Rail Transportation of AASHTO (the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials).

How should Congress confront this pressing issue? There are two solutions that I would like to
discuss today. One involves loans, and the other involves grants. Both are desperately needed. The first
is the Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing Program, commonly referred to as "the RRIF
Loan Program." The RRIF Loan Program already exists, but steps need to be taken as soon as possible
to make this program work the way Congress intended. The second is H.R. 1020, which would
authorize grants of $350 million per year for three years for small railroad infr.,tructur-e projects.

1. Implementation of the RRIF Loan Program

Congress enacted the RRIF Loan Program as Section 7203 of the Transportation Equity Act for

the 21 st Century (TEA-21). The program authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to provide up to
$3.5 billion in direct loans and loan guarantees for railroads projects. Of this amount, at least $1 billion:
is reserved for small railroad projects.

The loan program has been on the books since June of 1998. It took the Administration more
than two years to produce implementing regulations. Since the regulations took effect in September of;
2000, over a dozen railroad applications have been presented to the Federal Railroad Administration.
Not a single one has been approved. This innovative infrastructure financing tool has not yet begun to
perform in the way Congress intended.

You have heard from the FRA on this subject and I do not question their good intentions with
regard to this program. But the fact is that somehow and somewhere this program is stuck. Somebody
in the Department of Transportation needs to get it unstuck.

2. Enactment of H.R. 1020

On March 14 th of this year, Congressmen Jack Quinn (R-NY), Bob Clement (D-TN) and
Spencer Bachus (R-AL) introduced H.R. 1020, the Railroad Track Modernization Act of 2001. In
addition to this strong support from the leadership of this Subcommittee, for which we are grateful, the
bill has been sponsored by full Committee Chairman Don Young, by four of the six Subcommittee
Chairman and by three of the six Subcommittee ranking Democratic Members.

The bill authorizes General Fund appropriations of $350 million per year for three years for
capital grants to rehabilitate, preserve or improve track (including roadbed and bridges) of Class If and
Class III railroads. The grants are intended for projects to allow safe and efficient rail operations,
particularly when handling 286,000-lb. freight cars. In addition, H.R. 1020 specifically allows grants to
be used to supplement the RRIF loan program, to pay credit risk premiums, lower interest rates, or
provide a "holiday" on principal payments.

Enactment of H.R. 1020 is a "Win-Win" for Railroads. Employees. Shippers and States.

Certainly the large railroads will benefit from passage of the bill and stabilization of light density
rail infrastructure. One way to think of the more than 500 short line and regional railroads in this
country is as a very big customer to the mega-carriers. We market business, gather traffic from remote
locations and tender it to the AAR member Class I railroads. Our share of the revenues of the traffic we
generate and terminate each year is about $3 billion. Theirs is much greater. If we fail, that traffic will
be lost to the highways and waterways. At the very least it will move great distances over rural and
secondary road systems at great cost to the taxpayers.

This bill is supported by the largest rail union, the UTU. As you have heard, it is opposed by the
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Transportation Trades Department of the AFL-CIO, on behalf of its other rail union members. As I
understand that opposition, it is based on the fact that many of today's short line railroads began
operation as non-union companies and as such the over 25,000 people we employ today do not merit the
attention of the federal government. I want to address that issue head on.

First, I served as President of one of the very first spin-off railroads, the MidSouth, during the
1990's. It was fully unionized. I inherited some of the most dilapidated railroad track in the State of
Mississippi, track that was well on its way to abandonment. Fortunately we had some profitable
segments and we invested every dollar we could from those segments into upgrading those poor
segments. We saved the line and we saved the jobs.

Second, while one may argue about why or how short line railroads were originally formed, the
fact of the matter is they are increasingly unionized. I have attached to my testimony a copy of the facts
as they relate to that matter. Today, 66 percent of small railroad employees are represented by a union.
Eight two percent of small railroads with 50 or more employees have a union on the property. One
hundred percent of all Class I railroads have at least one union on the property. The trend is clear. As
small railroads grow their employees tend to unionize. This legislation will help small railroads grow
and prosper and it seems counterproductive to oppose that opportunity in the name of a perceived
inequity that occurred twenty years ago.

Third, the railroad unions told you today that preserving the financial stability of Railroad
Retirement is one of their most important priorities. Every small railroad worker, whether they are
unionized or not, pays into the Railroad Retirement System. Together small railroad employees
contribute approximately $206 million annually to the Tier II system. That is not an insignificant
amount of money, and everyone that is interested in preserving Railroad Retirement should be interested
in preserving and growing this financial contribution to the system.

Fourth, and finally, the Short Line Association has spent considerable time working with the
unions, including the TTD in trying to accommodate rail labor's concerns. The sections in the
legislation .concerning labor protection, Davis-Bacon requirements and disallowing the use of the money
for new spin-offs were all included in the bill at the request of rail labor. Not all my members are
supportive of these provisions, particularly taking away this funding opportunities for yet to be created
short line railroads. But we want to work with rail labor on this legislation and we have tried hard to do
so.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, our shippers and the communities in which they are located are
beneficiaries of this legislation. Without small railroads our shippers lose their connection to the
national railroad system. Our communities lose an important economic development tool. Our states
are faced with increasing highway congestion and repair costs.

Meeting the Challenge of Infrastructure

The purpose of the infrastructure program ASLRRA is advocating is to provide a one-time fix

for light density railroads so they can meet the new requirements of the 21 st Century. The need exceeds
$7 billion over the next decade. Our railroads can raise part of the money needed, but they are not big
enough or wealthy enough to raise it all for the major rehabilitation that is required to meet the heavy car
challenge.

There will be many projects with low returns that will not be suitable for loan financing under
the RRIF program. H.R. 1020 provides the missing piece of the puzzle. We believe the
Quinn-Clement-Bachus grant program leveraging federal loan funds and state assistance, together w ith
private capital, will help to fix the problem.

If this problem is not fixed, then these railroads will gradually lose their business as their
shippers are forced to move to truck or relocate. Once that occurs, these lines will deteriorate and
ultimately be abandoned and no amount of federal funding will be able to bring them back. Thousands
of current rail shippers will close their doors or put their goods on the highway.
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Enactment of H.R. 1020 will be a "win-win" for railroads, employees, shippers and communities
across Amerca. I urge your support and prompt passage of this important legislation.

Thank you.

* ASLRRA is a non-profit trade association incorporated in the District of Columbia. ASLRRA represents the
interests of its more than 400 short line and regional railroad members in legislative and regulatory matters. Short
line and regional railroads are an important and growing component of the railroad industry. Today, they operate
and maintain 29 percent of the American railroad industry's route mileage (approximately 50.000 miles of track),
and account for ten percent of the rail industry's freight revenue and twelve percent of railroad employment (based
on statistics for calendar year 1999).
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TESTIMONY ON THE U.S. NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY:

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to submit this testimony on behalf

of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regarding the NRC's perspective on how

nuclear energy fits into the U.S. National Energy Policy. As the Subcommittee knows, the

Commission's mission is to ensure the adequate protection of public health and safety, the

common defense and security, and the environment in the application of nuclear technology for

civilian use. The Commission does not have a promotional role - - the agency's role is to ensure

the safe application of nuclear technology if society elects to pursue the nuclear energy option.

The Commission recognizes, however, that its regulatory system should not establish

inappropriate impediments to the application of nuclear technology. Many of the Commission's

initiatives over the past several years have sought to maintain or enhance safety while

simultaneously improving the efficiency and effectiveness of our regulatory system. The

Commission also recognizes that its decisions and actions as a regulator influence the public's

perception of the NRC and ultimately the public's perception of the safety of nuclear technology.

For this reason, the Commission's primary performance goals also include increasing public

confidence.

The Commission's primary focus is on safety. The Commission nonetheless recognizes that

the quality, predictability, and timeliness of its regulatory actions bear on licensee decisions

related to construction and operation of nuclear power plants.
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Background

Currently there are 104 nuclear power plants licensed by the Commission to operate in the

United States in 31 different states. As a group, they are operating at high levels of safety and

reliability.

NRC Perlormance Indcators; Annual Industry Averages. 1987-1999'

A/TOMAInc SCAS WW4U aIcICAL SA r 5ornStM AcruAJIOnT

AWaOf Uuww OF 2aC SC"rAM5 tAG JMUR OF ACTIIITwOA6

C alaGEa NUesus OF S9GN86 EVENThS 1A995. FUicl Oy WLL use

--- ;- _ ---) -K -- ) - ; *---- *- H- --- f; K -v _7 -- lA-

'Calendar year values used for 1986 through 1995. Fiscal year values are used
beginning in 1996.

"The hatched areas represent additional data that resulted from reclassification of safety
system failures.
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These plants have produced approximately 20% of our nation's electricity for the past severa

years and are operated by about 40 different companies. In 2000, these nuclear power plants

produced a record 755-thousand gigawatt-hours of electricity.

Net Genemrtio of U.S. Nuclear Ecrkity, 1977-1999
fCANMGGATOUgS
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Improved Licensee Efficiencies (Increased Capacity Factors)

The nation's nuclear electricity generators have worked over the past 10 years to improve

nuclear power plant performance, reliability, and efficiency. According to the Nuclear Energy

Institute, the improved performance of the U.S. nuclear power plants since 1990 is equivalent to

placing 23 new 1000-MWe power plants on line. The average capacity factor' for U.S. light

water reactors was 86 percent in 1999, up from 63 percent just 10 years ago. T .-oli intn

hasl r'ed _ r ensunng that.Lafety has not been compromised as a result of thesei

efforts. Ths Commi'ia -continueltocarry-otits-reguiatory responsibilities in an effective

and efficient manner so as not to impede industry initiatives inaoDroDriately.

'Capaciiv factor is the ratio of electricity generated, for the period of time considered, to
the amount of energy that could have been generated at continuous full-power operation during
the same period.
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U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Reactor Average Capacity Factor and Net Generation

Net Generation of Electricity

Year Number of Average Annual Thousands of Percent of Total

Reactors Capacity Factor Gigawatthours U.S.

Licensed to (Percent)

Operate

1989 109 63 528 19.0

1990 i111 68 576 20.5

1991 111 71 613 21.7

1992 110 71 620 22.2

1993 109 73 611 21.2

1994 109 75 640 22.1

1995 109 79 674 22.5

1996 110 77 670 21.9

1997 104 74 628 20.1

1998 104 .. 78 673 . 22.6

1999 104 86 727 19.8

Electric Industry Restructuring

As the Subcommittee is aware, the nuclear industry has undergone a period of remarkable

change. The industry is in a period of transition in several dimensions, probably experiencing

more rapid change than in any other period in the history of civilian nuclear power. As

deregulation of electricity generation proceeds, the Commission is seeing significant

restructuring among the licensees and the start of the consolidation of nuclear generating

capacity among a smaller group of operating companies. In part, this change is due to an

industry that has achieved gains in both economic and safety performance over the past decade

and thus has been able to take advantage of the opportunities presented by industry

restructuring. The Commission has established a regulatory system that is technically sound,

that is fair, predictable, and reaches decisions with reasonable dispatch.
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Initiatives in the Area of Current Reactor Regulation

License Transfers

One of the more immediate results of the economic deregulation of the electric power industry

has been the development of a market for nuclear power plants as capital assets themselves.

As a result, the Commission has seen a significant increase in the number of requests for

approval of license transfers. These requests increased from a historical average of about two

or three per year, to 20 - 25 in the past two years.

The Commission has assured that our reviews of license transfer applications, which focus on

adequate protection of public health and safety, are conducted efficiently. These reviews

sometimes require a significant expenditure of talent and energy by our staff to ensure a high

quality and timely result. Our legislative proposal to eliminate foreign ownership review could

help to further streamline the process. To date, the Commission believes that it has been timely

in these transfers. For example, in CY 2000, the staff has reviewed and approved transfers in

periods ranging from four to eight months, depending on the complexity of the applications. The

Commission will strive to continue io perform at this level of proficiency even in the face of

continued demand.

License Renewals

Another result of the new economic conditions is an increasing interest in license renewal that

would allow plants to operate beyond the original 40-year term. That term, which was

established in the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), did not reflect a limitation that was determined by

engineering or scientific considerations, but rather was based on financial and antitrust

concerns. The Commission now has the technical bases and experience on which to base

judgments about the potential useful life and safe operation of facilities and is addressing the

question of extensions beyond the original 40-year term.

5
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The focus of the Commission's review of applications is on maintaining plant safety, with the

primary concern directed at the effects of aging on important systems, structures, and

components. Applicants must demonstrate that they have identified and can manage the

effects of aging so as to maintain an acceptable level of safety during the period of extended

operation.

The Commission has now renewed the licenses of plants at two sites for an additional 20 years:

Calvert Cliffs in Maryland, and Oconee in South Carolina, comprising a total of five units. The

thorough reviews of these applications were completed ahead of schedule, which is indicative of

the care exercised by licensees in the preparation of the applications and the planning and

dedication of the Commission staff. Applications for units from three additional sites - Hatch in

Georgia, ANO-1 in Arkansas, and Turkey Point in Florida - are currently under review. As

indicated by our licensees, many more applications for renewal are anticipated in the coming

years.

Although the Commission has met the projected schedules for the first reviews, it would like the

renewal process to become as effective and efficient as possible. The extent to which the

Commission is able to sustain or improve on our performance depends on the rate at which

applications are actually received, the quality of the applications, and the ability to staff the review

effort. The Commission recognizes the importance of license renewal and is committed to

providing high-priority attention to this effort. As you know, the Commission encourages early

notification by licensees, in advance of their intentions to seek renewals, in order to allow adequate

planning so as

not to create
u) 12a) 12 unmanageable
w 0

CQ^~~~~~~~~~ 10 8demands on

E 2 staff resources.

E 2
Z 0

0 C0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C0 0 0 0 C 0c

Year
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Reactor Plant Power UDrates

In recent years, the Commission has approved numerous license amendments that permit its

licensees to make relatively small power uprates (approximately 2-7 percent increases in the

output of a facility). Collectively, these uprates supplied the electricity equivalent to that from two

large power plants (approximately 2,000 MWe). The Commission has received applications for

several substantial uprates, and anticipates more within the near term. In addition, some nuclear

generators have requested Commission safety review of increasing fuel bumup, thereby extending

the operating cycle between refueling outages and thus increasing nuclear plant capacity factors.

Such approvals are granted only after a thorough evaluation by Commission staff to ensure that

safe operation and shutdown can be achieved at the higher power and increased fuel bumup.

High Level Waste Storage/Disposal (Spent Fuel Storage)

In the past several years, the Commission has responded to numerous requests to approve spent

fuel cask designs and independent spent fuel storage installations for onsite dry storage of spent

fuel. These actions have provided an interim approach pending implementation of a program for

the long-term disposition of spent fuel. The ability of the Commission to review and approve these

requests has provided the needed additional onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel, thereby avoiding

plant shutdowns as spent fuel pools reach their capacity. The Commission anticipates that the

current lack of a final disposal site will result in a large increase in on-site dry storage capacity

during this decade.

The Commission is currently reviewing an application for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation on the reservation of the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians in Utah.

Certain matters also need to be resolved in order to make progress on a deep geologic repository

for disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires the Environmental
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Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate general standards to govern the site, while the

Commission has the obligation to implement those standards through its licensing and regulatory

process. The Commission has concerns about certain aspects of EPA's proposed approach and

is working with EPA to resolve these issues.

Risk-Informing the Commission's Regulatory Framework

The Commission also is in a period of dynamic change as the Agency moves from a prescriptive,

deterministic approach towards a more risk-informed and performance-based regulatory

paradigm. Improved probabilistic risk assessment techniques combined with over four decades

of accumulated experience with operating nuclear power reactors have led the Commission to

recognize that some regulations may not serve their intended safety purpose and may not be

necessary to provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Where that is the case, the

Commission has determined it should revise or eliminate the requirements. On the other hand,

the Commission is prepared to strengthen our regulatory system where risk considerations reveal

the need.

Perhaps the most visible aspect of the Commission's efforts to risk-inform its regulatory

framework is the new reactor oversight process. The process was initiated on a pilot basis in

1999 and fully implemented in April 2000. The new process was developed to focus inspection

effort on those areas involving greater risk to the plant and thus to workers and the public, while

simultaneously providing a more objective and transparent process. While the Commission

continues to work with its stakeholders to assess the effectiveness of the revised oversight

process, the feedback received from industry and the public is favorable.

Future Activities

Scheduling and Organizational Assumptions Associated with New Reactor Designs

While improved performance of operating nuclear power plants has resulted in significant

increases in electrical output, significant increased demands for electricity will need to be

addressed by construction of new generating capacity of some type: Serious industry interest in

8
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npw rnnstnirtion of nDudar Doer il. diU,,ta th U.S. ho oTnly r-tcelyenerged_ Asyou know,

the Cormmission has alreadv certitlea three new reactoridesiQns pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52.

These desions. inrirl irltp (c;nrml t-sir-nr.r c AnuvAnrnn nnim nn waTpr rp.;ldtnr Westinnhouse's AP-600

and Combustion Enninfnrinn'c, Rvctrm Rn*Because the Commission has certiea tnese

oesigns, a new plant order may include one of these approved designs. However, the staff is also

conducting a preliminary review associated with other new designs.

In addition to the three already certified advanced reactor designs, there are new nuciea. power

.plant technologies, such as the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor, which some believe can provide

enhanced safety, improved efficiency, lower costs, as well as other benefits. To ensure that the

Commission staff is prepared to evaluate any applications to introduce these advanced nuclear

reactors, the Commission recently directed the staff to assess the technical, licensing, and

inspection capabilities that would be necessary to review an application for an early site permit, a

license application, or construction permit for a new reactor unit. This will include the capability to

review the designs for generation II1+ or generation IV light water reactors including the

Westinghouse AP-1000, the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor, and the International Reactor Innovative

and Secure (IRIS) designs. In addition to assessing its capability to review the new designs, the

Commission will also examine its'regulations relating to license applications, such as

10 CFR Parts 50 and 52, in order to identify whether any enhancements are necessary.

In order to confirm the safety of new reactor designs and technology, the Commission believes

that a strong nuclear research program should be maintained. A comprehensive evaluation of the

Commission's research program is underway with assistance from a group of outside experts

and frori the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards: With the benefit of these insights, the

Commission expects to undertake measures to strengthen our research program over the coming

months.

Human Capital

Linked to these technical and regulatory assessments, the Commission is reviewing its human

capital to assure that the appropriate professional staff is available for the Commission to fulfill its

9
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traditional safety mission, as well as any new regulatory responsibilities in the area of licensing

new reactor designs.

in some important offices within the Commission, nearly 25 percent of the staff are eligible to retire

today. In fact, the Commission has six times as many staff over the age of 60 as it has staff under

30.

And, as with many Federal agencies, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the Commission to

hire personnel with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to conduct the safety reviews, licensing,

research, and oversight actions that are essential to our safety mission. Moreover, the number of

individuals with the technical skills critical to the achievement of the Commission's safety mission

is rapidly declining in the Nation and the educational system is not replacing them. The

Commission's staff has taken steps to address this situation, and as a result, is now seeking

systematically to identify future staffing needs and to develop strategies to address the gaps. It is

apparent, however, that the maintenance of a technically competent staff will require substantial

effort for an extended time.

As the Commission is currently challenged to meet its existing workload with available resources,

additional resources would be necessary to respond to increased workload which could result

from some of the initiatives discussed in this testimony.
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Implications of a National Energy Policy

The Commission has a stake in a national energy policy and has identified areas wherenew

legislation would be helpful to eliminate artificial restrictions and to reduce the uncertainty in the

licensing process. These changes would maintain safety while increasing flexibility in

decision-making. Although those changes would have little or no immediate impact on electrical

supply, they would help establish the context for consideration of nuclear power by the private

sector without any compromise of public health and safety or protection of the environment.

Legislation will be needed to extend the Price-Anderson Act. The Act, which expires on

August 1, 2002, establishes a framework that provides assurance that adequate funds are

available in the event of a nuclear accident and sets out the process for consideration of

nuclear claims. Without the framework provided by the Act, private-sector participation in

nuclear power would be discouraged by the risk of large liabilities.

Several other legislative changes would be helpful. For example, Reorganization Plan No.

3 of 1970 could be revisedto provide the Commission with the sole responsibility to

establish all generally applicable standards related to Atomic Energy Act (AEA) materials,

thereby avoiding dual regulation of such matters by other agencies. Along these same

lines, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 could be amended to provide the Commission

with the sole authority to establish standards for high-level radioactive waste disposal.

These changes would serve to provide full protection of public health and safety, provide

consistency, and avoid needless and duplicative regulatory burden.

Commission antitrust reviews could also be eliminated. As a result of the growth of

Federal antitrust law since the passage of the AEA, the Commission's antitrust reviews are

redundant of the reviews of other agencies. The requirement for Commission review of

such matters, which are distant from the Commission's central expertise, should be

eliminated.

Elimination of the ban on foreign ownership of U.S. nuclear plants would be an

enhancement since many of the entities that are involved in electrical generation have

12
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foreign participants, thereby making the ban on foreign ownership increasingly

anachronistic. The Commission has authority to deny a license that would be inimical to

the common defense and security, and thus an outright ban on all foreign ownership is

unnecessary.

With the strong Congressional interest in examining energy policy, the Commission is optimistic

that there will be a legislative vehicle for making these changes and thereby for updating the AEA.

Summary

The Commission has long been, and will continue to be, active in concentrating its staffs' efforts

on ensuring the adequate protection of public health and safety, the common defense and

security, and the environment in the application of nuclear technology for civilian use. Those

statutory mandates notwithstanding, the Commission is mindful of the need to: 1) reduce

unnecessary burdens, so as not to inappropriately inhibit any renewed interest in nuclear power;

(2) maintain open communications with all its stakeholders, in order to seek to ensure the full, fair,

and timely consideration of issues that are brought to our attention; and (3) continue to encourage

its highly qualified staff to strive for increased efficiency and effectiveness, both in our dealings

with all the Commission's stakeholders and internally within the agency.

I look forward to working with the Committee, and I welcome your comments and questions.
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PURPOSE

The Subcommittee will conduct a hearing on the infrastructure policies affecting the nation's railroads on Wednesday, April.
25, 2001, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2167, Rayburn House Office Building. The Subcommittee will hear testimony both on the
implementation of the direct and guaranteed rail and rail-intermodal infrastructure loan program enacted in the 199S
Transportaton Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA 21) and on H.R. 1020, legislation to address smaller railroads'
infrastructure needs.

BACKGROUND

Smaller railroads are generally labeled Class II or Class III rail carriers, using Surface Transportation Board (formerly
Interstate Commerce Commission) size thresholds based on total annual revenues. Class III carriers each have S20.8 million
or less in annual revenues, while the limit for Class II carriers is $259.4 million. Although some smaller railroads have
existed for decades, hundreds of new short-line and regional railroads were created following the enactment of the Staggers
Rail Act of 1980.

Prior to the Staggers Act reforms that permitted large (Class I) railroads to abandon unproductive lines more easily,
deterioration of the rail network, especially on light-density lines serving smaller towns and rural areas, was widespread. The
generally higher operating costs of the Class I carriers, combined with low traffic levels, made most light-density lines
money-losing enterprises for the large railroads. Prior to 1980, most such lines were shed.by Class I carriers (when the ICC
regulatory process permitted) through outright abandonment-removing the lines permanently from the rail network.

After 1980, ICC policies and regulations were revised to permit easier sale or lease of marginal lines by Class I railroads to
start-up operations. This led to a boom in the formation of Class 11 and Class III railroads, which include both union and
non-union carriers. Some have succeeded financially, while others have not. In the vast majority of cases, the track, roadbed.
and other infrastructure acquired by the new smaller operators was already severely deteriorated by Class I standards, but still
sufficiently sound to allow low-density (and often low-speed) freight operations. Besides attracting sufficient revenue, a
secondary struggle by the smaller freight railroads involved acquiring sufficient capital to maintain and possibly upgrade the
quality of the infrastructure inherited from the former owners of these lines. In the early 1990s, an FRA study of smaller
railroads' infrastructure needs showed a severe shortfall in the capital resources of these carriers relative to the state of their
infrastructure.

In the last several years, a new burden to the marginal infrastructure of smaller railroads has appeared. Class I railroads have
begun to add large numbers of more efficient, but far heavier, 286,000-pound cars to their fleets. This increases the operating
stresses and wear and tear on smaller railroads' track systems, and depending on the level of deterioration, could entirely
prevent operation of "286" cars on certain light-density lines. If such physical embargos were to become widespread. it could
result in a non-interoperable rail network, i.e., a rail system where the same fleet of cars cannot operate in all locations on the
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system. Smaller railroads provide approximately 10 per cent of the freight traffic of the major Class I carriers. A recent
study, conducted by Zeta-Tech Associates, Inc., under contract to the American Short Line and Regional Railroad
Association, concluded that the entire Class II/Class III rail network will require about $6.R hillion in infrastructure upgrades
to deal with the heavier rail cars.

H.R. 1020, Railroad Track Modernization Act of 2001

On March 14, 2001, I introduced this bill, with the original cosponsorship of Suhcomminte R ankino Mepmr rmlrpnt and_
Mr. Bachus, a Subcommirtee Member. Chairman Young has since also cosponsored this leeislatinrn. which has been referred
tcie Tr nspornation anrd Ir~ast-'ictire Commrntfve and this Subcomminee -

The bill establishes a program of direct grants to smaller (Class II and Class III) railroads for rehabilitation and improvement
of tracks and related structures, to bring the infrastructure up to a level permitting safe and efficient operation. including
traffic containing the new heavier 286,000-pound rail cars being adopted as an industry standard b- l:;c large ra ilroads. The
general fund authorization level is $350 million per year for FY 2002-2004.

Matching contributions are required under an 80/20 federal/non-federal formula. The nonfederal contribtion can be from
any non-federal source, and may be cash, equipment, supplies, or other in-kind contribution. Generally, a project must have a
1.0 or higher cost-benefit ratio, with DOT Secretary empowered to waive this standard based on public interest. Trac: trebe
rehabilitated or improved must have been operated as a Class II or Class III rail property on date of enactment.

Grant funds must be contractually obligated within 3 full fiscal years after the award of grant. Besides direct funding of track
rehabilitation and improvement, grants may also be used to supplement TEA 21 rail loans, including paying credit risk
premium for loans, lowering rate of interest, or providing principal payment holidays.

Davis-Bacon standards applicable to Amtrak'and transit apply to construction work financed by grants. Any rail employee
adversely affected by a grant-funded project will receive standard New York Dock labor protection benefits, under current
Surface Transportation Board standards.

DOT is required to conduct a study of future needs of light-density rail lines for federal infrastructure funding, and repon to
Congress by March 31, 2003.

TEA 21 Rail Infrastructure Loan Program

This program was based on a proposal submitted by the American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association at a 1997
Subcommittee on Railroads heanng (and introduced by Conreoswoman Molinanras H.R 1939). It was enacted as Secnor
7203 of the TEA 21 (Pub. L. 105-178), and is now codified as Title V of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatorv Reform
("4R") Act, as amended [45 U.S.C. 821-823, 836].

The new program expanded a predecessor loan program established by Section 511 of the "4R" Act. The TEA 21 program
created a permanent, revolving authorization for $3.5 billion (face amount) in direct and guaranteed loans for virtually an)
form of rail or rail-intermodal equipment or infrastructure. This includes freight rail-port connections, commuter and
passenger rail facilities, and rail-truck transloading facilities. Of this S3.5 billion revolving authorization, $1 billion was
dedicated to the primary benefit of Class II and Class III railroads. The amended TEA 21 loan program retained the labor
protection requirements of the 1976 statute.

The TEA 21 program also created two alternative procedures for obtaining a loan. Prior to TEA 21 and after enactment of
the Credit Reform Act of 1990, loans under the predecessor program could be obtained only if the credit risk premium
(security deposit) for the loan was appropriated as federal funds. The new program permits either an appropriated credit nsk
premium or one furnished by public or private non-appropriated sources. Thus the second option created the possibility of
loans being made on an off-budget basis without any need to become involved in the appropriations process.

Initial Proposals by the Previous Administration

Since TEA 21 was enacted in the summer of 1998, implementation of the loan program by the Federal Railroad
Administration has proceeded very slowly. The Administration's first official statement regarding implementation came in
the President's FY 2000 Budget (Appendix, p. 767) where the Administration stated its intention (1) to require market rates
of interest on all loans made under the program and (2) to require a prior showing that the DOT loan represented a "loan of
last resort" following private sector rejections.

The Transportation Committee leadership (Messrs. Shuster. Oberstar Pejriand j ahal) wrote to Secretary Slater and OMB
Directr_ L _on Apdl 15, 1999, pointing out that neither of these requirements had any legal basis, anTthat they would
cnpple the loan program. The letter also complained of the extremely slow implementation of the program to that point.
(Unlike entirely new programs like TIFIA, new railroad loan regulations required only a revision of the rules applicable to
the predecessor program.)

FRA Proposed Regulations

Notwithstanding these concerns, no rules were proposed until the summer of 1999 [64 Fed. Reg. 27488 (May 20, 1999)].
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The proposed regulations deleted the universal market interest rate requirement, which directly contravened statutory
language governing interest rates. Nevertheless, the proposed regulations continued to require a showing of "lender of last
resort" status through at least two prior rejections of financing from commercial lenders (proposed 49 C.F.R 260.23(o), 64
Fed. Reg. 27495).

The Committee again responded, this time with a joint comment in the FRA rulemaking docket, dated June 14, 1999,
pointing out this and several other deficiencies. When 1999 ended without any final regulations in place, the Conrmittee
leadership again wrote to Secretary Slater, pointing out the urgency of having final regulations, so that loan applications
could be processed. The leadership's letter of January 3, 2000, pointed out the immediate need for infrastructure funds to
address transportation "choke points" such as intermodal port facilities, as well as the urgent need of smaller railroads for
upgraded infrastructure to address the "286" car weight problem. Nevertheless, another half-year elapsed without the
issuance of regulations.

Final FRA Regulations

FRA issued its final regulations last summer [65 Fed. Reg. 41838 (July 6, 2000)]. Responding to the Committee leadership's
repeated comments pointing out the lack of any legal basis for the proposed "lender of last resort" requirement, FRA stated:

While FRA need not be a lender of last resort, it does not intend to replace private funding sources already available to thc-
rail industry. Therefore, in order to establish that private funding on terms necessary to the viability of the applicant's project
is not available, FRA will require that railroad applicants provide a letter from a commercial lender denying funding for the
project [emphasis added].

This relabeled version of "lender of last resort" is codified at 49 C.F.R. 260.23(o) [65 Fed. Reg. 41844]:

Railroad applicants must also submit a copy of application [sic] for financing for the project in the private sector, including
the terms requested, from at least one commercial lender, and its response refusing to provide such financing

Administration delay in promulgating final rules has prevented any loans from being made (including loans that require no
appropriation whatever) for more than two and one-half years since enactment of TEA 2 1.

DOT-OMB Memorandum of Understanding

At a Ground Transportation Subcommittee hearing on July 25, 2000, a memorandum of understanding dated June 23, 2000,
between DOT and OMB was made part of the record. In the memorandum, a number of additional requirements were
imposed on the loan program. These included (1) not approving any loan over 10 per cent of the annual "cohort" of loans.
i.e., holding an early-month application until the entire annual cohort is defined at the end of the year; (2) capping any loan at
no more than 6 per cent of the unused authorization, i.e., a constantly declining amount; (3) requiring collateral with a
recovery value of 100 per cent of principal and interest, i.e., the equivalent of requiring the collateral for a S 100,000 home
loan to cover not only the S100,000 loan principal, but the entire 30-year interest stream as well. All of these requirements
lack statutory basis, were never subjected to public notice and comment as part of the FRA rulemaking proceeding, and make
implementation of the program more difficult Mr. Rahall has introduced corrective legislation, H.R. 517, to expunge the
lender-of-last-resort requirement in the published regulations and the full-recovery collateral requirement in the DOT-OMB
memorandum.

On April 6, 2001, Chairman Young, Ranking Member Oberstar, Ranking Subcommittee Member Clement and I wrote to
Secretary Mineta, expressing our concern about the complete stagnation of the rail loan program. We urged the Secretary to
begin immediately the process of conforming the DOT regulations to the statutory requirements of TEA 21. Not a single loan
has been approved under this program since the enactment of TEA 2 1. The Bush Administration's FY2002 budget proposal
(as with all prior Presidential budgets since enactment of TEA 21) includes no funds for appropriated federally provided
credit risk premiums to support loans under this program.

WITNESSES
PANEL I

Mr. Mark Lindsey
Chief Counsel and Acting Deputy Administrator

Federal Railroad Administration
Accompanied by:

Mrs. Joanne McGowan
Chief of Freight Programs Division

Mr. Mark Yachmetz
Associate Administrator

Mr. Joseph Pomponio
Attorney-Advisor
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Mr. Frank Turner
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Mr. William W. Millar
President

American Public Transit Associatic
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Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. / Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline
Project

My name is John Ellwood. I am Vice President, Engineering and
Operations at Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. ("Foothills"). We appreciate your
invitation to discuss the transportation of Alaska North Slope natural gas to
markets in the lower-48 states through the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation System ("Alaska Highway Project"). I understand that your
committee wishes to explore with us the current status of our pipeline
project with a particular focus on our permits.

Let me begin by telling you about Foothills. Our company is jointly owned
by Westcoast Energy Ltd. ("Westcoast") and TransCanada PipeLines
Limited. ("TransCanada"), the two major players in the Canadian gas
pipeline business. Our corporate mission is very specific: to build and
operate the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project. We were leaders in the
project that was conceived twenty-five years ago, and we are just as
committed today.

Between Westcoast and TransCanada, we have nearly 100 years of
experience in developing, building and operating gas pipeline projects. We
have been involved with every major Canadian gas pipeline project built in
the last fifteen years.

Our existing pipeline systems provide access to five of North America's
largest natural gas markets. Together, these systems have the capability to
move fifteen billion cubic feet per day of gas from Western Canada to the
consuming markets. Canadian gas accounts for almost 20% of all gas
consumed in the United States and all of that gas currently moves through
pipelines owned in whole or in part by TransCanada and Westcoast.

This map shows the existing and planned pipeline network of Westcoast and
TransCanada.

TransCanada, Westcoast and Foothills have developed leading edge gas
pipeline design, construction and operating technology, including expertise
in dense phase designs. We are also well known for our development of
environmentally sound design, construction and operation practices. We
believe that our expertise in northern, remote and difficult terrain gas
pipeline construction and operations is second to none.
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Building and operating pipelines is our core business.

The Alaska Highway Project is the Alaskan gas pipeline project approved in
accordance with the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976
("ANGTA") in the U.S., the 1978 Northern Pipeline Act in Canada, and the
1977 Agreement Applicable to a Northern Natural Gas Pipeline between the
two countries ('.'U.S./Canada Agreement"). The project is shown in black
and green on this map. As approved, the Alaska Highway Project is a 4,800-
mile international pipeline project commencing at Prudhoe Bay and
terminating in the Midwest and California market areas. It is important to
note that the southern part of this pipeline has been constructed and is in full
operation. The route for this system parallels the Trans Alaska Pipeline
System ("TAPS") to Fairbanks, where it angles southeast, following the
Alcan Highway to the Alaska-Yukon border with Canada, down through the
Yukon Territory and northern British Columbia, and into Alberta. In
Alberta, the pipeline splits into two legs. The Eastern Leg proceeds
southwest, crossing the U.S.-Canada border at Monchy, Saskatchewan and
terminating near Chicago. The Western Leg proceeds southwest, crossing
the U.S.-Canada border near Kingsgate, British Columbia and terminating at
a point near San Francisco, California.

Foothills and TransCanada are the two remaining partners of the Alaska
Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company (Alaska Northwest), a
partnership formed to construct and operate the Alaska portion of the Alaska
Highway Project. In addition, Foothills is the Canadian sponsor of the
Alaska Highway Project, and the majority owner and operator of the
Canadian portions of the Eastern and Western Legs of the Alaska Highway
Project.

Foothills has continuously championed the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project
from the very beginning.

The Project is back "on the list" of possible solutions to the current North
American concerns about high energy prices and the adequacy of natural gas
supplies.
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At the outset, there are some basic points that we should delineate:

* It is important to remember that this pipeline crosses the territory of two
countries with different regulatory and political regimes.

* The Project has a long history, which adds unique attributes. The permits
which have been issued are a product of this history and to undeistand
the former requires an appreciation of the latter. Significantly, ANGTA
in the U.S. and the Northern Pipeline Act in Canada create expedited
procedures for completing the chosen system, the Alaska Highway
Project.

* The pipeline permitting process can be very time consuming. In addition
to the substantial work already completed on both the Alaskan and
Canadian portions of the Alaska Highway Project, the special legislative
and regulatory procedures in place in the U.S. and Canada will assist in
expediting the construction and initial operation of the Project and
keeping unnecessary delays to a minimum.

Historical Background

As I indicated, there are important historical dimensions associated with this
project. We might focus on the time frame 1976-1982. Originally there were
three competing Alaskan natural gas pipelines proposed. As shown on this
map two of the projects were overland pipelines through Alaska and Canada.
The third project would have transported gas by pipeline to tidewater,
following the route of the"TAPS" pipeline, where the gas would be liquefied
and transported to California by liquefied natural gas ("LNG") tankers.

The U.S Congress enacted the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of
1976 with a purpose to provide an expedited process with respect to the
selection of a single transportation system for the delivery of Alaska natural
gas to the lower forty-eight states and to expedite construction and initial
oteration of the chosen transportation system.

With respect to ne transportation of Alaska North Slope gas to markets in
the.lower 48 states, ANGTA superseded the usual Natural Gas Act ("NGA")
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process for granting Federal regulatory authorization to construct and
operate a pipeline. ANGTA assigned the responsibility for the overall
Alaska pipeline agenda to the President and Congress. Much the same
approach was followed in Canada, where the Government took an active
role in the decision regarding the Alaska natural gas pipeline. The reason
for the creation of this extraordinary authority was that the governments
wanted to expedite a cumbersome regulatory approval process in order to
move more quickly to a solution.

Prior to 1978, a Canadian Board of Inquiry (The Berger Inquiry) examined a
proposal to move Alaska gas across the North Slope and along the
Mackenzie Valley. At the same time the National Energy Board ("NEB")
held a hearing to determine which of the two overland pipeline routes was
acceptable to Canada. Both processes rejected the North Slope route
(primarily for environmental reasons) and the NEB recommended the
Alaska Highway (Alaska Highway Project) option, being promoted by
Foothills. The Berger Inquiry recommended that no pipeline should be built
along the Mackenzie Valley for at least a decade and that a pipeline across
the northern Yukon should never be built.

During this same period of time the Federal Power Commission (later to
become the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") came to a
split decision on the question of which route should be selected.

Following the enactment of the ANGTA, the President selected the Alaska
Highway route and the Alaska Highway Project with his Decision and
Report to Congress on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System
("President's Decision" or "Decision").

In 1977 just prior to the President issuing his Decision, the U.S. and Canada
signed the U.S./Canada Agreement. This agreement or treaty, established
the route, chose the companies who would build and operate the system,
established tolling principles, and set the terms and principles to be followed
in facilitating the construction and operation of the Alaska Highway Project
pipeline. The President's Decision reflected the U.S./Canada Agreement.
The Decision and the Agreement were subsequently approved by the U.S.
Congress.
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In 1978 Canadian Parliament enacted the Northern Pipeline Act. The Act:

1) incorporated all of the terms of the U.S./Canada Agreement

2) issued statutory certificates of public convenience and necessity to
the respective subsidiaries of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.,

3) created the Northern Pipeline Agency to "facilitate the efficient and
expediiious planning and consiruction of:h e pipeline

4) established the methodology and rules for setting the Canadian tolls
and tariffs for the pipeline

5) selected the route for the pipeline across Canada and

6) established Terms and Conditions respecting the socio-economic,
environmental, construction and operations matters.

The complete Alaska Highway Project is shown on the attached map.

The President's Decision designated Alcan Pipeline, a subsidiary of
Northwest Pipeline Company (Northwest), as the party who would construct
and operate the Alaska pipeline segment of the Alaska Highway Project.
This authority was later assigned to Alaska Northwest, a partnership
assembled by Northwest. At one time Alaska Northwest consisted of eleven
(11) parmers, all subsidiaries of U.S. or Canadian pipeline companies.

Given the magnitude of the pipeline undertaking Alaska Northwest sought to
recruit the North Slope Producers to join the project and assist the financing
of the pipeline. The Producers expressed a willingness to join but were
restricted by the President's Decision that disallowed the producers taking
an equity position in the pipeline. In 1981, President Reagan submitted and
Congress approved a Waiver of Law package allowing producer
participation and including in the project, the North Slope gas conditioning
facility.

In 1980, before the Waiver of Law was passed, Alaska Northwest and the
Alaska Producers entered into a Cooperation Agreement providing for joint
funding of the design and engineering of the Alaska Highway pipeline and
the gas conditioning facility. Following the approval of the Waiver of Law,
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the scope of the Cooperation Agreement was expanded to encompass efforts
to achieve the remaining regulatory approvals and to jointly pursue
financing arrangements The two sides anticipated that affiliates of the
Producers would join the Alaska Northwest Partnership.

Design, engineering, environmental, financing and regulatory work
proceeded along parallel tracks in Alaska and in Canada during this period
of time.

As world wide energy supply and demand came back into balance and the
"energy crisis" eased, the focus of the pipeline shifted to the pre-building of
the southern portions of the Alaska Highway Project. There was a
disagreement betweenCanada and the United States over this issue,
primarily as it related to the export of Canadian natural gas to the U.S.
market.

The Canadian Government was unwilling to authorize the Pre-build or the
gas exports without further assurance from the United States that the entire
Alaska Highway Project, including the Alaska segment, would eventually be
completed. This assurance was forthcoming in a letter from President Carter
to Prime Minister Trudeau, along with a Congressional resolution. As a
result the southern Pre-build pipeline section was completed by 1982. This
involved constructing 650 miles of 36 and 42 inch pipeline from Caroline,
Alberta to Monchy and Kingsgate on the US border. The Pre-build and
subsequent expansions were constructed pursuant to the Northern Pipeline
Act and it's regulatory regime managed by the Northern Pipeline Agency.

When the Pre-build construction began it was widely anticipated that North
American natural gas demand would quickly resume its upward trend.
However the market did not recover as anticipated and demobilization of the
Alaska Highway Project soon began.

In order to remobilize, we will be required to make modifications and
enhancements to various elements of the Alaska Highway Project regime.
Pipeline designs will have to be modified so that that the Project can respond
to capacity and gas quality requirements of the shippers. We will have to
incorporate the latest technology and techniques necessary to ensure that the
maximum environmental protection measures are in place. We do not expect
any difficulty in introducing these revisions which are so obviously of
benefit to all parties.
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Recently other parties have raised issues related to payments that might be
due to withdrawn partners pursuant to the Alaska Northwest Partnership
Agreement. We are confident that if any return of the withdrawn partners'
original investment is required it can be resolved within the context of an
economically viable project.

Clearly there is a lot of work still to be done. It is very important to
understand is that the advantages that come with the unique ANGTA and
NPA regulatory regimes far outweigh the arternative of starting from
scratch. Using the existing statutes and treaty we can assist in having Alaska
natural gas into the U.S. market sooner, with competitive transportation
costs and at the same time reducing project risks for all stakeholders.

In our capacity as the managing partner of Alaska Northwest we have
maintained the Alaska Highway Project in good standing. We have kept the
project alive to ensure that the advantages and benefits of the Project could
be used in remobilization plans to expedite construction of the pipeline. We
particularly wished to preserve what we see as the "special and unique fast
track" regulatory regime.

Foothills and its shareholders have expended time and effort to keep the
permits current and to optimize the project design. We do not intend to quit
the field now that success is within sight.

The Alaska Permits - Federal

A substantial amount of work has been completed by the Alaska Highway
Project sponsors to date. Before discussing the specific permits held by
Alaska Northwest it is important to better understand the unique regulatory
and legislative framework under which these permits were issued, namely
ANGTA.

ANGTA and the President's Decision remain in effect and can be terminated
only by another act of Congress. ANGTA does not create a perpetual
priority for the Alaska Highway Project. Rather, it establishes a priority
designed to ensure that the Alaska Highway Project will be completed and
begin initial operation in accordance with the decision of the President and

8
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Congress. Once the Alaska Highway Project is in operation additional
projects may be considered under the Natural Gas Act.

In implementing this priority, ANGTA requires that Federal agencies and
officers expedite and issue "at the earliest practicable date" all permits and
authorizations required by the Alaska Highway Project. In addition,
ANGTA provides that applications and requests with respect to permits and
authorizations required by the approved system "shall take precedence" over
any similar applications and requests. Furthermore, ANGTA limits the
discretion of Federal agencies and officers to include in certificates and
permits for the Alaska Highway Project any conditions that would obstruct
the system's expeditious construction and initial operation.

As required by ANGTA, the FERC in 1977 expeditiously issued a
conditional certificate of public convenience and necessity for the Alaska
Highway Project. That certificate contains no expiration date and is still in
effect today.

In addition, Alaska Northwest holds a federal right-of-way grant issued in
1980 by the Department of Interior's Bureau of Land Management. That
grant does not expire until December 2010, and may be renewed at the
request of Alaska Northwest.

Furthermore, Alaska Northwest holds two recently extended Clean Water
Act wetlands permits issued by the Army Corps of Engineers in coordination
with many other agencies. Those permits were extended through September
of 2007.

While these various federal permits were issued some time ago, they all are
valid today. Indeed, nothing in ANGTA or in the certificates and
authorizations issued for the Alaska Highway Project thereunder provides
for the expiration of the chosen system's priority because completion of the
Alaska segment was postponed until the U.S. domestic market could support
it. Rather, the Alaska portion of the Alaska Highway Project has been held
in reserve until the need for additional natural gas arises in the Lower 48
states is such that this section can be completed. As sponsors we have
actively protected the preserved Alaska segment by maintaining all
necessary certificates and permits and actively overseeing the rights-of-way.

9
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We recognize that these certificates and permits need to be "updated" to
capture changes in technology, markets and environmental requirements.
We will do such updating, and it can be done within the ANGTA
framework. To that end, a couple of additional points need to be
emphasized before I move on to the State permits.

First, ANGTA clearly envisions and provides for the ability to condition
and to amend these permits. These powers are subject only to the
limitation prohibiting changes in the "basic nature and general route" and
actions that will "otherwise" prevent or impair in any significant respect
the expeditious construction and initial operation of the Alaska Highway
Project.

* Second, the Alaska Highway Project sponsors' requests for both new
permits and amendments to existing permits must be given priority under
ANGTA. This priority translates into a timing advantage for the Alaska
Highway Project.

* Third, the authority of the Office of Federal Inspector, as transferred to
the Secretary of Energy, also continues in effect today to expedite and
coordinate federal permitting, enforcement of permit conditions, and
facilitation and oversight of the construction and initial operation of the
U.S. portion of the Alaska Highway Project.

* Fourth, ANGTA also provides for expedited and limited judicial review
of actions taken by Federal agencies and officers.

Finally, the Alaska Northwest Partnership is well along in permitting the
Alaska Highway Project.

The Alaska Permits - State of Alaska

On the state side, Alaska Northwest has a pending State of Alaska right-of-
way lease application. Recently, we have initiated discussions with the State
officials regarding perfecting and processing the pending application. Also
at the state level, Alaska Northwest holds certificates of reasonable
assurances issued pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and a
determination of consistency with the Coastal Zone Management Act.

10
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Additional Alaska Permits

While Foothills already holds the major permits necessary to construct the
remainder of the Alaska Highway Project, there are additional permits and
authorizations that will need to. be obtained. For example, the Alaska
Highway Project sponsors will need to acquire a permit under the Clean Air
Act. However, these additional permits will be procured as the Project
proceeds, and such procurement will not cause a delay in the expeditious
construction of the Alaska Highway Project.

The Canadian Permits

On the Canadian side, Foothills holds two unique certificates or permits:

* Certificate of public convenience and necessity.
* Yukon right-of-way.

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

The certificate of public convenience and necessity ("certificate") is the
Order issued following a successful hearing before the National Energy
Board (NEB) of a pipeline application. The information that is required to
be filed for hearing purposes is delineated in regulation and includes details
about supply and markets, environmental impact assessment, engineering,
construction and operations plans and details about connecting pipeline
facilities.

The preparation of the required hearing information generally takes one to
two years to complete and the length of the hearing will be proportional to
the level of controversy surrounding the issues.

Foothills has completed this phase of the process. We have the "certificates"
that entitle us to build a pipeline, subject only to terms and conditions set out
in the Alaska Highway Project regime.
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The "certificates" are statutory. They were issued by the Parliament of
Canada when it enacted the Northern Pipeline Act and are in keeping with
the principles and intent of the U.S./Canada Agreement.

We acknowledge that the "certificates" were legislated 20 years ago and that
some have raised questions about their scope and validity. Others suggest
that the certificates are dated and accordingly must be reissued. The
"certificates" are valid. We are on solid legal ground in this regard.

Changes to the pipeline design to accommodate new technical issues and
improvements have previously have been granted by the Northern Pipeline
Agency both at the time of the construction of the original Pre-build
facilities and later during the facility expansion.

However, fundamental changes to the Canadian "certificates" would require
changes to both the legislation and the treaty. For example another project
could not be approved under the Alaska Highway Project regime. Further
the Northern Pipeline Act (incorporating the U.S. /Canada Agreement)
provides that the route for Alaska natural gas will be along the route set forth
in Annex 1 to the U.S. /Canada Agreement i.e. the Alaska Highway route. In
the face of the provision of the Northern Pipeline Act and the U.S. /Canada
Agreement, a treaty with the force of law, it is difficult to see how the
National Energy Board could entertain applications either for alternative
pipeline routes for delivery of Alaska gas through Canada or applications by
companies other than Foothills following the Foothills highway route for
delivery of Alaska gas through Canada.

Given the above we may well ask what remains to be done before the project
can proceed?

First of all, we do not have a commercial arrangement negotiated with the
Alaska North Slope producers or other shippers. Achieving this commercial
arrangement is our number one priority. We are confident that the mutual
interests of all sides will ultimately lead to satisfactory arrangements.

Following the successful completion of such a commercial agreement, there
are a number of terms and conditions that must be satisfied. These are set
out in the Northern Pipeline Socio-economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions. It is our view that the terms and conditions are broad enough to
accommodate moder environmental, engineering and construction
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practices. In fact, we addressed this issue when we pre-built the southern
portion of the Alaska Highway Project pipeline.

Detailed design and engineering work also must be completed and approvals
must be obtained from the Northern Pipeline Agency. It is this mechanism
that I referred to when I indicated that we had a "fast track" regulatory
process.

The Yukon Right-of-Way

I will take a few minutes to describe the status of our right-of-way through
the Yukon. Foothills has been granted an easement in the Yukon. The
current term of the easement is September 2012 and provisions are in place
to renew the easement for a further term of 24 years. It is important to note
that the easement is protected under the Encumbering Rights provisions of
the Umbrella Final agreement which has been signed by the Government of
Canada, the Government of the Yukon and the Yukon First Nations. The
Final Settlement Agreements that have been negotiated with the Yukon First
Nations contain specific provisions relating to the easement. In addition, the
compressor stations locations and permanent access to the proposed stations
are protected.

What does this mean? From our perspective this translates into certainty of
land tenure and a significant timing advantage. Foothills has developed an
excellent working relationship with the Yukon First Nations over the years
and we are building on that relationship. Like the Canadian "certificates" the
easements also constitutes an important asset. An asset not easily replicated.

Conclusion

Let me summarize and focus on some of the key points.

Foothills is a company with real pipelines and real customers.

When combined with our shareholders TransCanada and Westcoast, we
transport 20% of all the natural gas consumed in the United States. And we
have the know-how and the where-with-all to build the Alaska Highway
Pipeline.

We have been involved in this project for 25 years.
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We and our former partners have invested heavily to achieve the permits,
certificates, rights-of-way and much of the engineering on the Alaska
Highway pipeline.

A basic message that I want to leave with you is this, we have a...very
unique and solid regulatory framework, it is a very valuable framework in
terms of saving money and avoiding costly delays when building a pipeline.
It is more than a collection of permits. It is a package, designed specifically
to expedite building the Alaska Highway pipeline.

This framework can neither be duplicated nor terminated easily. It is a one-
of-a-kind regime. I urge all Alaskans to take full advantage of it.

/

Finally let me raise one other issue and that is the matter of the pipeline
route decision. Before we can move from discussion to action this must be
resolved. Anything this committee can do to bring clarity to the routing
debate will be a positive development.

Ultimately all stakeholders must find some common ground and go forward.

So where do we go from here?

A commercial agreement between pipelines and producers is the next major
mile post for the Project.

Once a satisfactory commercial arrangement is achieved ... the flag drops;
from that point on we believe that our regulatory framework will allow
"shovels to be in the ground" within 24 months.

This is a very large project. It will involve many companies. It will cost a lot
of money and there will be lots of issues to address and benefits to share.

Foothills and its shareholders intend to be major players in the development
and operation of this important pipeline and we believe that we bring value
to the Project and value to Alaska.

Thank you, and I am now prepared for questions.
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1999 IN REVIEW

Capacity
Installed generating capacity of the total electric utility industry totaled 677,020 megawatts
as of December 31, 1999. This was a decrease of 7.1% from 1998 capacity. This decline
in capacity is attributed to 55,070 megawatts of capacity from electric utility plants that
were sold and reclassified as non-utility plants. In addition, 180 megawatts of capacity
were retired during 1999. The investor-owned electric utility industry generating capacity
declined 9.7% which is also largely attributed to the sell-off of capacity to non-utility plants.
The New England and Middle Atlantic regions showed the largest declines in investor-
owned electric utility capacity at 42.3% and 33.2%, respectively.

Generation
Total electric utility industry generation was 3,173,671 gigawatthours in 1999, decreasing
1.2% from the previous year. The investor-owned utility industry generation portion
decreased 1.9%, falling to 2,444,435 gigawatthours.

Total electric utility industry generation from coal decreased 2.0% in 1999 while electricity
generated from fuel oil showed the largest decline at 24.7%. Electric power generated
from hydro sources declined 3.4%. Conversely, nuclear power generation increased 7.6%
over 1998 generation.

The share of total electricity generated from coal decreased slightly, from 56.3% in 1998
to 55.8% in 1999. The share of electricity generated from gas also decreased slightly,
while nuclear fuel increased to 22.8% as compared to a 21.0% share in 1998.

Customers and Revenues
Total sales to ultimate customers for the total electric utility industry were 3,264,997
gigawatthours in 1999. This was an increase of 0.7% over 1998. Sales by the investor-
owned segment rose by 1.8%, to 2,471,793 GWh.

The average number of ultimate customers for the total utility industry increased by 1.5%
over 1998, totaling 127,002,519 for 1999. The investor-owned segment increased by
0.8%, to 93,696,883.

Total industry revenues from sales to ultimate customers for 1999 decreased 0.8% to
216.7 billion dollars. The investor-owned segment showed a slight increase of 0.2%, to
$168.8 billion.

The average revenue per kWh sold to total ultimate customers in 1999 was 6.64 cents for
the total industry and 6.83 cents for the investor-owned electric utilities.
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Financial

Total assets of the investor-owned electric utilities rose from $671.8 billion in 1998 to
$736.0 billion in 1999, an increase of 9.5%. Investor-owned electric utility operating

revenues rose by 11.4%, to $328.9 billion in 1999. Total investor-owned electric utility
operating expenses increased by 12.5%, to $293.6 billion.

The 1999 consumer price index for electricity was 126.5. The producer price index for
electric power was 129.0.

1999 AT- A- GLANCE

Total Electric Investor-Owned
Total United States -1999p Utility Industry Electric Utilities

Installed Generating Capacity 677.020 MW 486,272 MW

Generation' 3,173,671 GW 2,444,435 GWh

Energy Sales to Ultimate Customers 3,264,997 GWh 2,471,793 GWh

Ultimate Customers 127,002,519 93,696,883

Revenues from Sales to Ultimate Customers S216.711,904,000 $168.785,265,000

Average Revenue per kWh Sold 6.64¢ 6.83¢

Average Annual kWh Use per Customer 25,708 kWh 26,381 kWh

Average Annual Revenue per Customer $1.706.36 $1,801.40

p Preliminary.
Generation data is final.

kWh = kilowatthour.
MW = megawatt = one Utousand kiowas.
GWh g gigawatthour = one million kilowalhours.
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INSTALLED GENERATING CAPACITY
Total Electric Utility Industry -1999p

By Ownership
Investor-Owned

71.8%

s:;'. .,'.:-:^: --.' ' -:'- -:-' :-.-'.-;:T *'*? , Cooperatives
4.6%

'-''< ;--; . '; ^Municipals
~~~i ' ~~7.0%

:' :;: Federal
11.1%

State Projects, PPD's
5.5%

By Type of Prime Mover
Conventional Steam+

70.3%

.- :: ,' - ' Hydro
13.2%

Nuclear
15.1%

p Preliminary.
+ Includes Combustion Turbine and Combined Cycle Plants.

Includes Internal Combustion, Wind and Solar.
Note: Sum of components may not add to 100% due to independent rounding.
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ISTALLED GENERATING CAPACITY IN THE UNTD STATES
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(EA-860), and 'Anal Eiecric Uity Reporr (EA861).

EEl Adv e Release- Copyt (c) 2 EE 1949
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Advance Rease2000 Editon 5
INSTALL GENERATING CAPACITY BY STATE

At Deceter 31 t 1998 and 1999 -Megas (Namepate)
Tatal Eectric Uay Int sy i estor-O'ned Eectric Uites

StaWDivison 1999p 199 1 9,p 1996
Toal United States 677.020 728,783 486 272538,785

tane 358 1.457 333 1,432
New Harnphre 2.426 2,426 2282 282
Vemont 886 886 797 797
Mbssadctuts 2,174 32 1,264 2,359
Rhode sJand 8 6 6
Coneticut 2,780 5,940 2632 5.792

New England 8,632 13,985 7,314 12.668
New Yoln 18,786 32163 7,027 20.405
NewJersey 12,712 14216 12614 14,118
Pe -nsyla 2B,036 36817- 28,010 36,791
Mle Adiric 59,534 83.196 47,652 71,314

0ot 29.041 28963 26.477 26.477
Indana 22,488 22488 20,434 20.434
Ifr.s 18,039 33620 17.477 33,160
WMhoma 24.506 23,879 22333 21.891

WVisonin 1.74 1174 ,965 10,779 10.778
East Noh Ceratl 106,048 120,906 97500 112.740

Minnesta 9,61 9,356 7,834 7,34
wa 8,885 8,863 7,452 7.452

Missouri 17.711 17,459 12.427 12.427
North DaCota 4.641 4.641 826 826
South Dakota 2973 2973 1.040 1.040
Nebraska 6,004 6,003
Kansas 10,595 10,568 7.965 7955

West North Cetral 60.170 59.863 37,533 37,533
Delwar" 29=3 2293 2.087 2087
Maryland 11.745 11,762 11,581 11,600
Distik of Cokmnbia 8888868 868 68
Vir.ina 16,245 16245 15,517 15,517
West Virnia 15.167 15.167 15.167 15167
North Cari 22.178 22013 21,221 21,056
Souh Carona 18.781 18,724 14,60 14.635
CeOia 24,624 24,624 18,816 18,816
Florda 40,2Q2 40,421 31.844 31,374

Sout.h Aarntic 12.102 152,116 131,791 131,120
Kenrtky 16.329 15,671 9,068 8.740
Tennessee 19.544 19,544
Alabara 22.96 22.563 1Z966 12,760
kfssissi 7,387 7,387 6,517 6517

East South Central 66.246 5.164 28,552 28,018
Airrsas 9,981 9.873 6.640 6.640
Uwasiam 18,962 18.82 15,10 15,108
OCahoma 13,451 13,451 10.061 10.061
Teas 67,63 67.63 55.482 55.482
West SoXh C ta110o03 109 .30 872 87.2

Montan 2.096 5,64 657 3.645
aho 2,393 323 1,8 1628

Wyming 6.287 6.24 4,327 4,327
Coorado 7.530 7.337 4,265 4.137
New Meico 5.723 5,723 4.495 4.495
Arizna 16543 16.543 8,223 ,23
Uth 5322 5.311 2,733 2.733
Nevada 5901 5.901 4.190 4,190
Muntain 51,795 54.576 30,518 33.378

Washngton 24.686 24.679 2.799 2800
Oregon 9,807 9,807 3.016 3.016
Caionia 24,35 30.952 10.385 16,985
Psifc 5846 65.43a9 16200 22.801

Alasa 1929 1.925 243 244
H bawv 1680 1,680 1.680 1.680

askaH 8 Hawa 3,610 3.606 1.924 1.925
Note: Tdal may not equal sn of caponent due to idependeat mr.mg.
1999d based on 1999 capac addoi and nib aners reprted to e U.S. Departnnt of Eney as of Much 2000.
See Tabe 2 kr additionl foorotes.

EE) Ad ce Rkease -Coprtt (c) 2000 EEI 1950
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C6_________ Tl hd _ TABLE6 d Re ,,s e l o Eti

UTIIrY OQaRATvtG CAPACTY SO.D TO WOEL C UILTY O ERATO OLURIO 19S
By St a.d UMAy Typ

Total 8riK ka:t:r-Owned Subl:ot al ip PaR Oiricds

State Ubidy FndYusry iUtss Cocatw Glojwftt Wtilis Fedcl Stt Pre5cb

C'amr......a ..... 6.,60 6.600)

Co i ............... 3.160 3.1O - -

Reri .............. 3 - 63.9 639

11o1.............. tS1 S -- --

ais.............. 1,. 099 1.099 -_

ae ,tan -........... is_- - 19 -_

ArSa Iha a s. ...... 1 ,057 1.057 -

M oI. ............ .ze2.._29 - -

wJwsw ............ t104 4 -

NewYc o ......... 13_ 133613- -

P-Wms ̂  .i2........ 878n 8.781 - -

Wai- -......... 1 1- ---

ToWaSl iS6.7 431 - t 639
Noe: Tcul nwy m equsl sum of reawnpt due to idlndert .rdng.

INSTALLED GENERATING CAPACITY
Non-Electric Utility Generators

Uegawatts (Nameptae)

180.000

160.000

140.000

120,000

100.000

60.000

:0.000 -- ' .-- ' - , : ,

40.000

. .:

20.000 - -

1994 - 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999p

p Preliminary.
Source: Edison Electric Institute's 'Capacity and Generation of Non-Utility Sources of
Energy' and RDI PowerDat

EEl Adoe Rw -Copyrigtt c) 2z0 EE 1951
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Advarc ReeaseR Edion 
7

GENERATION
Total Electric Utility Industry-1999

By Census Division
New England Pacific-

1.4% 8.2%
Middle Atlantic Mountain

9.4 % v- : ~ 9.3

East North Central /-l'i \. West South Central
17.3% 142%

West North Centra ,,S,------ East South Central
8.5% -""=:>- 10.0%

South Atlantic
21.7%

By Energy Source

Coal
55.8%

.6 Hydro C Other

S.%

Fuel Oil - Hydro & the
2.6O. 9.5

Gas
9.3% Nuclear Fuel

22.8%

'Indudes Alasa & Hawi.
"lcnludes geothenm2l, wood. waste. wind. and solar.
Note: Sum of components may not add to 100% due to independen rounding.

E1 Advace Rlease- Coprit (c) am EE 1952
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8 TABLE 8 Advance Reease Edbon
ELECTRIcrrY MADE AVAILABLE IN THE UITED STATES

Generation
Total Nel Estirratd

Investor- Goverrnent Eectric Total Ibpote Total Popxtaon kWh
Owned and Utiy Non Utiy Urted d Ectric Avatable f(Tousamds) Per

Year Utaies Cooperaies kwutry Scuaes Sates F Enerwgy U.S. (July 1) Peson

11999p 2,444.435 729,236 3,173,671 NA 3,173,671 * 2320 NA 272.ea1 NA

1998 2.482.929 719825 3212,171 513,775 3.72.946 28.909 3.754.855 270248 r 13,894
Not Totalin not equal sunm ofapmmnt due b idiependent rodig.
· U.S. Depmrtn~ t of Cmmere. Bureu of Census esatiaz =:adsc Armld Faors rsea.
. Exdkjdn6 noftXtSly sfourc
p Prlininry. NA Not Avallabl. r Revised.
Soar U.S. Deparbrent of Energy. Enwgy lmno Adn*irsbaon. 'rt*hy Power Ptant Report (E4A-759) and Edson
E]ectic indMut

TABLE 12

GENERATION
TOTAL ELECTRIC UTLITY INDUSTRY

By Ownermhip md Type of Prime Mower Drk he Generator

Total State
Bectric investao- PMiBcts.

UUty Owned Std*U Municpal PACPoWer
Yewn~du~stry _ UtlBes Cooperatives Gavenw rt Utldes Federal DdtDricts

TOTAL (Generation by Al Types o Prim Mover)
is.....--.. 3.173,671 2.444.435 140,613 588.623 122882 291.044 174.697
199B....1.... 3,212171 2492.918 146.255 57286 11820 284,494 169.984

HYDRO (Gneration of GereBtomr Driven by Water Wheels rid Turbbis)
-19-. ...-. 293.31 62994 937 230000 18,684 151.772 59,544

304.403 76,534 1.142 .226726 17.041 147.291 62,394
CONVENTl)ONAL STEAM (Geration of Genea m rra h! by Stamn Eginres and Twurbes)

1999....- 2,152725 1,730,989 139.481 8.255 103.389 93,753 85,113
s9 __--- . 2,232.189 1.815,016 144.944 27230 100.754 91,656 79,820

NUCLEAR STEAM (Generation of Generators Driven by Nuclea Redon)
1i9s9._...... 725,037 649.484 75.553 - 45,519 30.034
998. .-..... 673.702 600,392 73.310 - 45.547 27.763

INTERNAL COMBUSTION (Genaeration of Generatos Driven by Internal Combuoson Engines)
1999...... 1,952 g 195 807 801 - 6
199--..... 1,71 975 169 727 73 7

WIND (Generabonof Genermors Diwen by Wind Tubtes)
19GQ_=__ 23 17 -l
199 ...- __.._. _ 3 - 3 3

SOLAR (Generation of Generators DTven by Photoclaic and Soler Thernal Energy)
199 9 . . ...3 1 - 2 2

3 1 2 2
Note: Total may not equal Jam of coponent due to irdependen rounding.

Less Umin m hundred ousand kioatmourB
Soweo U.S. Departnt orf Energy. Energy tnfniaion Admwiraton.. -Mory Pow Ptant Report (EIA-759).

TABLE 14

GENERATION IN PERCENT OF TOTAL
TOTAL ELECTRIC UTILITY OUSTRY

By Ownersr and Type of Prime Mover Drivig he Genator

Gowem- Gom- I Gownm
I -nvestCoor - Irstor- Coopers- ment- Investor- Cooper melt-

Yeaw Owned bes Owned Total Owned ivs. Owned ToWta Owned ties Owned
TOTAL+ HYDRO CONVENTIONAL STEAM

1999 77.0% 4.4% 18.5% 93% 20% *% 7.2% 67.% 54.5% 4.4% 89%
1998 77.6% 4.6% 17.8% 9.5% 2.4% % 7.1% 695% 56.5% 4.5% 8.5%

NUCLEAR STEAM INTERNAL COMBUSTION
1999.-.. -_-.. -_ --....-. _.. „_..__. _.8% 22 25% - 2.4%1 *% "% " % "%
1998,..--.. ....... .................... 21.0% 18.7% - 2.3% ' % % "I
* Inckdes generation by wnd and sar.
' Less than one4enlh o m pere
Souoe U.S. Departni of Energy. Energy infunan Admistratmon. -montpy Power Pt ReprT (EA-759).

EEI Advan Rase - Copy (c) 2000 EEI 1953
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Advance Rease000 E ton 9
GENERATION BY STATE

1999 and 1998 - Giawatthur

Total Elet Uticy tndstry Investor-Oed E ebric Ublibes

SbJe/Divtxis____Ion 1999 1996 1999 1998
Total Urted ates 3.173.671 3.212,171 2.4.4,435 2.4292

anhe 1,189 3.549 1,186 3,543
New Hapshire 13.876 14,238 13,876 14238
Venmart 4,735 4,394 4.442 4,203
Ma6sacusetts 4,360 25,037 3,317 24.889
Rhode sland 9 2061 9 2061
Care at 20,484 15,123 20,474 15,108

New England 44.653 5.401 43.304 64,042
New York 97009 1 15,840 62012 75,36
New Jersey 38888 35.911 _ 3,824 35,833
PeRsytvana 161,596 173903 161,538 173,809

Kddle Alantic 297,473 325,65 2S2,374 286.027
Ohio 140,912 146,448 138359 143,48
Indana 114,183 112,772 104904 103279

Mnoir, 149,808 131,274 146,162 127,52
Michan 87,875 85,146 83,489 80.890
W eoonsi 54.704 522 49,5 488 7941

East North CerW 5647,482 528.169 52.482 503,45
Minesoa 44.154 43,977 43,288 42964
kIo7a 372 37085 34,838 34,867
Misoui 73,505 74.894 51,332 53.442
Nonh Dakota 31,20 30,519 3,447 3250
South Daota 10,557 9,089 3,865 3,316
Nerata 29,961 28,720
Kansas 42003 41,481 36,657 35,776
West Noth Cenl 268.492 265,766 173427 172,846

DeCbare 6.239 6.318 6s056 5,185
Marwand 49,324 48,514 49318 48,505
Disblc o( Cornbia 230 244 230 244
V'gia 85,071 63,815 64,735 63,114
West V'gia 91.678 89,605 91.678 89,60
Nor Carolina 109,882 113,112 10.756 111598
Souah Carocna 87347 84.397 69,413 66,763
Gergia 110537 108,717 108.851 105A97
Fkrda 166,914 169,447 128.195 130,78

St AtUartic 687,22 684,168 627,232 622570
Kertucky 81,658 86.151 45947 44,446
Tennessee 89,683 94,143
Alauma 113,93 9 113,394 70,636 71,449
Wissssip 32212 31992 29,304 28.810

East Souah Cen al 317.462 325.679 145,887 144,705
Arkansas 44,131 43.199 40990 39.682
Louisian 64J37 66,107 51,35 54.153
Okahomna 50279 51.454 3,.606 36,871
Texas 292.458 293.068 248,3 251.966
West SoaLh Certal 451.705 4S3.829 37604 382,672

Montana 27.97 27,617 21,24 22.008
daho 12456 11978 8,478 8,652
WYpng 42951 44,E9 29.774 31.031
Cowdob 36.167 35,471 20^80 19.731
New Meico 31,654 31,428 29s7 29,618
Arifna 83.096 81 28 46.134 44,758
Utah 36,071 35.160 18.706 17,720
Nevada 26.486 26.553 23.727 23,460
Moutain 296.478 294,206 198.650 196,978

Washirson 112.072,. 97.128 1592 15,306
Orgon 51,69- 46352 15,463 15806
CaSfonia 87875 11492 - 57,119 81,275
PacTf 251.645S 258.406 87,674 112387

Alaska 4.609 4.0 59 14 147
Habw 6.4S2 6.301 6,452 6.301
Alasa & Hawai 11,061 10.891 6,601 6449

Note: Total may not equal sumn of componets due to independent nundr.
Sorce: U.S. Depamntl of Eergy. Emroy fornaton Adrinosatj -Monthy PaWuer Fat Reporr (EA-759).

EEI Adane Reease - Copyrt (c) 2000 EE3 1954
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10 Advarnc Reiea'20- 0 Ebimn
WEEKLY ELECTRIC OUTPUT AND UIDEX

TOTAL -ELiCi uTirr IUuSTmRY
(EM kv Aaska and Havai)

Weedy Ekeuic Outplt
Pecent

Week Week Week ChaFge Weely Index+
Number EndedEded 1 Ed 199 9 1999 1998

1 Jan 2 64,171 Jan. 3 61,946 3.6 149 145
2 9 70,366 10 61,eS2 13. 156 139
3 16 68.436 17 65911 3.8 150 148
4 23 63563 24 65.196 (25) 13 144
5 . 30 64.258 31 64547 (0.4) 144 145
6 Feb. 6 65044 Feb. 7 64,93 0.2 145 146
7 13 63,977 14 64,406 (0.7) 145 147
8 20 64,404 21 62.6 27 151 146

27 66,347 2 61,327 82 158 146
10 MrW. 6 63.625 Mar. 7 61,69 27 154 150
11 13 65.531 14 64,300 1.8 164 161
12 20 62.379 21 61,674 1.1 156 154
13 27 60,520 28 59,649 1.5 15 153
14 Apr. 3 58.622 Apr. 4 58B56 (0.1) 154 153
15 10 58,742 11 56251 4.4 155 148
16 17 59,234 18 56.175 5.4 156 148
17 24 58.935 25 56527 43 154 146
18 May 1 58.751 May 2 56,601 3. 152 145
19 8 59,075 9 58,363 12 151 148
20 15 60,227 16 6032 (1.0) 150 150
21 22 61,823 23 64,533 (42) 152 156
22 29 62.437 30 64.258 (8) 155 156
23 June 5 64.740 June 6 66333 (2.4) 154 154
24 12 71.971 13 64,274 120 163 143
25 19 66,604 20 70,713 (5.8) 140 147
26 26 70.063 27 77.400 (9.5) 148 163
27 Juy 3 74,630 July 4 72.641 25 158 154
28 10 77,746 11 73,856 53 157 147
29 17 73,996 18 77,565 (4.6) 144 153
30 24 81,144 25 79,676 1.8 158 156
31 31 84.773 Aug 1 76,91 11.0 165 150
32 Aug 7 79240 8 75.425 5.1 158 151
33 14 79,310 15 77,764 20 155 152
34 21 77,982 22 76283 2.2 155 151
35 28 77,050 29 60A35 (4.1) 154 160
36 Sept 4 74253 Sept 5 75728 (19) 158 162
37 11 73,044 12 6J,17 4.6 157 152
38 18 67221 19 71,53 (6.6) 150 163
39 25 63.508 26 68,881 (7j.) 149 164
40 Oct 2 65.869 Oc. 3 67.849 (29) 157 164
41 9 62.57 10 63,08 (0.8) 152 156
42 16 64,792 17 61,583 52 159 152
43 23 62,696 24 60,68 3. 154 151
44 30 62561 31 61,192 22 153 151
45 Nov. 6 62.748 Nov. 7 61577 19 150 148
46 13 62652 14 61,761 1.4 149 14
47 20 63.804 21 61512 3.7 153 148
48 27 60.765 28 58.73 3.4 146 142
49 Dec. 4 65.608 Dec. 5 600C2 93 156 142
50 1 67.347 12 63764 5.6 155 146
51 18 6e160 19 65,135 4.6 156 147
52 25 67,900 26 65,747 33 165 158

Noe: Weddy Eldeic Oultp i thIe ta d thi reported by ihe kidMW lUlies wich cxtists o1te nd eltebic energy
gmnwed by each respondet tiky ph luksn s erawgyo dex esd e i rde sa These figures are
based on me reports ierstor-owed tsies. tage nmupal SyAs, ac d stae ad Federal agencs.

* SesonaUy austed- 1982 averge = 1)0.

EELAanOc Release -Cpt (c) 2000 E 1955
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Advance Rease2000 Etion TABLE 2311
SOURCES OF EERGY FOR ELECTRI: GQEERATI

TOTAL ELECTRIC UTILITY I STRY
By State and Ener S5ce
Year 1990 -Gviwathats

StabWe,':ivaon _ Total Generation Cal FoeF 0e GE Nuce- Fud Hydro Oth
Tetal Unifed States 3,173.671 1.771.627 82.977 294.743 725.039 293.932 5.350

aine 1,189 673 -- 516 -

New Harrp e 13.73 3.327 1.486 45 8.66 339 -

Venmont 4.734 22 18 4.059 421 214
Miml huftts 4,360 1,074 300 866 1,31 189 -

Rhode Mld 9- - -
Comeca t 20,484 5,794 1,180 12,67 368 467

New England 44940 4,401 8284 2109 27.341 1.833 681

NewYork 97.011 10,949 11.735 16,834 37.D19 20.124 350
NewJerrey 38,868 6,388 532 _ 3,122 28.971 (145)

Pennrysnia 161,597 85,952 2692 913 70,85 1,155
Middle Aallnte 297,476 103289 14.959 20.889 136.875 21134 350

Otio 140,912 12246 474 747 16,422 423
Iloana 114,184 112B84 267 621 - 407 5
knoi 149l,,e 64j58 333 3,042 81356 52 67
Uicg-n 87,875 69,138 1,23 2,448 14S9 435 -
Wscosoin 54.705 39T77 143 1,013 11.495 1,734 343

Eat North CentJl 547.484 409.803 2,480 7.871 123,864 3.051 415
Mkineota 44,154 28.59 82 523 13;316 857 417
kwa 37,031 31,946 128 364 3.640 931 22
isourt 73s50 61250 281 1,567 8587 1,740 50

North Dakota 31259 28,610 40 O- 2_609
SotDh Dkota 10556 3.674 24 181 6,677
Nebxaska 29.981 17,794 29 348 10.091 1,719
Kase 4z2003 29.649 311 286 9,157 - -
Wet North Certra 268,489 201.882 895 s5.s 44,791 14.n: 489

Deiawa 6.239 2762 1,234 2.243 - -
Yarymnd 49,323 29.352 3,897 1340 13,312 1,422

Diict o Colunbia 230 230 - -
Viro-a 65,071 31.743 3.035 2.8e0 28301 (608)
Wet V rginia 91,678 91,152 186 37- 303 -
North CtUoN 109,883 68,56 284 814 37,524 2654 38
Soth Colina 87348 35.246 301 322 5014 650 15
Gcogia 110.537 74.068 663 1,654 31,478 2674

airio ~ 166,914 64,982 34,36 35,789 31,526 140 81
South Attantic 68723 397,874 44.226 44.799 19255 7,235 134

KXnucky 81,659 78545 104 453- 2567 -
Tennessee 89,683 55221 S32 23 27.227 6,499
Alabama 113909 73221 154 1,882 30.82 7,760
tistcsall 32,211 13,037 3.141 7?66 8.428
Ead South Cea__ 317,462 220.024 3.901M 10.174 66,547 16,816

_Aranas 44,131 24,612 141 3,765 12,920 2,693
LCouiana 64,837 21,165 397 30,162 13,112
Otdhorna 50,279 30JS88 16.614- 3j8
Texs 292,458 138,077 146 11658 36,760 1,117

West South Central 451,705 214.443 692 16.89 2.792 4879-.
Monta 27s98 15.982 15 20- 11,581
'tho 12,456 - 12.456
WYMninB 42,951 41,719 46 16- 1,170
Coorado 36,167 32,605 32 2.00 - 1.480

INewi Uco 31.855 2a0t 40 3,263 - 243 41
Arbira 83,006 37X04 46 4557 30.416 10,083 -
Utah 36.072 34.125 29 515- 1,247 156
Nevada 26,485 16906 35 6.735 2,807
Mounin 296,480 207,401 243 17.156 30416 41.067 197

Wauhirnfon 112.072. 8.656 10 578 6.086 96472 270
Ormeon 51,69 : 3. ,69 8 Z.79- 45.234
Caifonia 87,872- 52 12,973 33372 3842 263

Pacfc 251,643 12,3S4 70 16310 39,45B 180J548 2583
AsJks 4.609 156 798 2.67 - 817 181
Haw-i 6,448- 6,429 - 19 -
Ab&aaHawa ni _ 11.057 156 7.227 2.7 - 836 181

Note: ToW may not equl an of cormpoents due to indepexndnt mdjin
* hick , c oeneraion by geohennl, wood. -h, wind aid aar. () Deote negat e Wakie.
* Les than fie hundred moaond Idk atthours.

S.XBe: US. Departent of Enemgy. EeneW Inr 'eatiAdrriri r Mory P Ph r Report (EA¥759).>

E Advan Rdease -CO (c) 2000 E 1956
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12 TABLE 24 Advance Rebsef2000 Ediao

SOURCES OF ENERGY FOR ELECTRC GEINRATI
TOTAL ELECTRIC UTrITY INDSTRY

By Stae nd Ener Source
Yew 1999 -Paerat of Tal

Statde/Dim Tota Geneaon Coal Fuel O Ga NucdearFud Hyo Cther
Toal Unid Sta 100.0 % 55.8 Z6 9.3 22.8 9.3 0.2 %
Miar 100.0 - 56 - - 43.4
New t'arh iw 100.0 24.0 10.7 03 625 24
Vermont 100.0 - 05 0.4 85.7 9 4.5
Ma-sachu ett 100.0 24.6 69 199 443 43
Rhode Wand 100.0 100. - - -
Conecticu 100.0 - 283 5.8 619 1.8 2.3

New Engrd 100.0 99 18.6 4.7 612 4.1 1.5
NewYork 100.0 113 121 17.4 382 20.7 0.4
New Jersey 00.0 16.4 14 8.0 745 (0.4)
Peruoyvana 100.0 532 1.7 0.6 43.9 0.7
Middle Atadic 100.0 34.7 5.0 7.0 46.0 7.1 0.1

Ohio 100.0 87.2 0.3 05 11.7 03
k: ,am 100.0 8.9 02 05 - 0.4
ime 100.0 43.4 02 2.0 54.3
Mhigan 100.0 78.7 1 A 2.8 16.6 0.5
Wisconi 100.0 73.1 03 19 21.0 32 0.6

Eas North Cntral 100.0 74.9 05 14 22.6 06 0.1
Mnota 100.0 65.6 0.2 12 302 1.9 0.9
lbwa 100.0 86.3 0.3 1.0 9.8 25 0.1
Misouri 100.0 833 0.4 22 11.7 24 0.1

orth Daota 100.0 91.5 0.1 ( - 83
South DaO 100.0 34.8 02 1.7 633
Nebrala 100.0 59.4 0.1 12 33.7 5.7
Kana 100.0 70.6 0.7 69 21 -
West North Centl 100.0 75.2 0.3 22 16.7 5.4 02

Doetre 100.0 44.3 19.8 36.0
Maryland 100.0 595 7.9 27 27.0 29
District f Cdum bia10 100.0 -
V'gini 100.0 48.8 4.7 4.0 435 (09)
Wed Wgini 1OD.0 99.4 02 03
Noth Croi 100.0 624 0.3 O7 34.1 2.4
Sou Cara 100.0 40.4 0.3 0.4 58.2 0.7
Geoa 100JD 67.0 06 1.5 285 2.4
Frxid 100.0 389 20.6 21.4 189 0.1

South Atlmtic 100.0D 57.9 64 6.5 28.1 1.1
Kat aY 100.0 96.2 01 0.6 3.1
Teansee 100.0 61.6 0.6 03 30.4 72
Aba o100.0 64.3 0.1 1.7 27.1 6.8

";:isW 100.0 405 9.8 23.6 26.2
Eat Souh Cetrah 100.0 933 12 32 21.0 5.3

Akant s 100.0 558 0.3 85 293 6.1
Leai 100.0 32.6 0.6 465 202 -
Olahoma 100.0 60.8 * 33.0 - 6.1
Teas 100.0 47.2 * 39.8 126 0.4
Wed South Ctrlal 100.0 47.5 0.2 3.9 13.9 1.5

Mtalm 100.0 57.9 0.1 0.1 - 42.0
Idaho0 10 - * 100.0
WYMn*g 1000 97.1 0.1 - .7
Cdoorado 1000 902 0.1 5.7 - 4.1
New e 100.0 88.7 0.1 10.3 0.8 01
Arir" 100.0 45.7 0.1 .5 36.6 12.1
Uth 1000 94.6 0.1 1.4 - 35 0.4
Nevada 1000 63.8 0.1 2S.4 - 106

Maourtl n 100.0 70.0 0.1 5.8 10.3 139 0.1
Washirton 100.0 7.7 * 05 5.4 86.1 02
Oremg 100.0 . 72 * 5.3 - 87.5
Caloim 100.0 - 0.1 14.8 38.0 44.2 3.0
Paicf 100.0 4.9 65 15.7 71.7 12

Altasa 100.0 34 17.3 57.6 - 17.7 39
Haai 100.0 - 99.7 - 03

Alask &Ha wai 100.0 1.4 65.4 24.0 - 76 1.6
Nte': Tola may nt equalJn su of cpnonern due to kidepend l rung.

ude geeratio by geothermal, wood , wae wind ad snla. r()eotew negalive vwe.
* Le m than one-th one pelcen
Sourm US. Depa- ert of Edner. Enery .Eneriferai AniirtWL U*orthIy P P rt Reopr (EA179).
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Advane ReeaseOO Ediin TABLE 26 13
CONSUMPTION OF FOSSIL FUELS FOR ELECTRIC GENERATON

TOTAL ELECTRIC UTIIY INDUSTRY
By Stat and Kad of Fue -Ya 1999

Coal Fuel O Gas Net Geration
(Thousnd (housand 42- (Mion by FueL*s

S tataTO'feio_ Short Tos) Gaon Ban- ) Cubic Feet) (kWh in Miona)
Toal United States 896,616 148.868 3.125,417 2,160.530
Maie - 1,188 - 685
New Hampstie 1.341 2,731 571 4.879
Veot - 73 250 42
Massachusets 558 2.013 .823 4,046
Rhode lad - 18 - 12
Connecctat -10.329 13,076 7,076

New Engnd 1.899 16351 22,720 16.743
New York 4.411 20.838 181.171 40,014
NewJersey 2.582 1215 32596 10.041
Perrsylvaa 34,338 5,613 10.347 89.199

Midode Atfdtc 41.331 27.665 224,115 139.252
Ohio 52,133 989 11.507 124,117
Indana 55.132 557 7.528 113.819

ixnoi 35.981 714 38,987 68.2:6
Michigan 33,748 2676 51.147 73,132
Wisc.nsin 23,445 341 14,070 41.116

East North Central 200439 5,276 124.239 420.410
nrbesota 17.040 207 6.067 :29558

Iowa 20.065 334 5,482 32500
Missouri 36.584 724 16,624 62,827
North Dakota 24,343 81 - 28.421
South Dakota 2787 59 2522 4.613
Nebraska 11,216 72 4,681 18,174
Kansas 18.882 640 36,347 32.856
West North Cenral 130,917 2117 71.743 26:,948

Delaware 1.244 2.88 19,840 6,Z36
Maryand 10,928 7,355 16.491 34.712
Distrt oCoiunta - 553 - 232
V'ina 12,422 4,963 23,417 37,390
West Vrgin 36,294 321 384 91,843
North Carina 26.498 622 9,429 69,576
South Caro 13.661 811 5.110 35,871
Georia 31.503 1,428 20.502 76,023
Fbrida 26,081 57,060 320,159 135.507

South Atanic 158,631 75,201 415.334 487,393
Kentcrky 37.977 239 5.761 86,199
Tennessee 2309 1,048 3,454 55,940
A.lam 33,416 295 20.885 75,229
Misssippi 6.093 5,196 101,349 24,103

East South Centra 100695 6,77 -131.449 241.469
Arkanas 14,969 263 39,887 28.528
Louisiara 13.883 862 317,911 51.536
Oklahora 18,346 26 170,441 47,29
Tens 96,327 285 1.20852 252.577
West South Cental 143,526 1,416 1,736,591 379,909

Montaa 10,193 30 288 16.009
Idaho - -

Wrormi 25,631 85 166 41.767
Colorado 17.707 76 13.705 34.067
New Meico 16232 72 35208 31.418
Ardza 19,019 106 50.772 42,581
Utah 14.585 49 5,606 34.570
Nevada 7.760 74 64,994 23,663

Mountai 111.127 492 170.739 224.067
Washngton 5.705 19 6,688 9.241
Oragon . 2.153 15 23266 6.461
Cafomia - 123 168,180 15.846

Pacific _7.858 158 198.134 31,547
Aaska 194 2283 30.353 4.408
Hawi - 11.130 - 6387

Alaska & Hawaii 194 13,414 30.353 10.795
Note: Tota may not squal sum ctnponerm ue t idepaenden roundg.
- Exdude geotherma. wood. wase, and nudear fues. ad indes sipeo nm coke.
* Lass tan fie hundred bars.
- Less tha 500 hndred thosand ki.wa s.
Sore: U.S. Depari t d Enr. Ener gy nfcT Infora dmAn ist4ni. Vonly Power Pant Reporr (EIA-759).

EEI Adyro* R.mm - Ccpyig (c) 000 EEI 1958
-
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14 TABLE 41 Adnce Retease2000 Edcon
ENERGY SALES

TOTAL BEECTRJC UTBTY IDUSRY
By State ad Class d Saice

Year 1999pGgawaxE
Total to Street and
-Ultiae Hihway 0Nhec

StaeDivisin Custoa s Rdena Comrmia Industri Lting S;ie
Toal Uned States 3.264.997 1.140.174 973,789 1,050,518 18.468 82048
Makie 11,994 3,677 3,299 4,949 56 13
New Hanisie 9.337 3,421 3,349 2,440 43 84
Vemont 5,409 1,972 1,79 1,549 28 63
Ma«-sactses 49,051 16,568 21.538 10.312 485 148
Rhode Islnd 6.97 250 2746 1.453 69 109
Coanre t 29.212 11 ,0 11.746 5,88 203 303

Ne gtw E d 111.919 39243 44.473 2.59 885 72t
New Yak 131,592 40.682 53.452 25.335 1.215 10.908
New Jrey 68.780 23.446 31,295 13.470 551 18
Paenyni 127,398 41.812 36.384 47.956 59 687

Mddie Abatic 327,769 105,940 121,t31 86,760 2325 11.613
Ohio 161.123 45.005 38,680 73.714 840 2,884

ar 92,938 27.634 19.473 45,288 385 159
mBds 131,936 40,121 39.896 43.453 1.004 7.463
Mchiga 101.425 30,136 34.023 36,336 628 302
Wisonain 62,633 19297 16,281 26,25 373 387

East North Cental 0,056 162.193 148.3S2 225.085 3.23 11.195
9nwfsta ~ 57,276 17,569 10,492 28.491 296 428

Ikwa 37,600 11,985 8.077 16237 184 1.117
Missou1l 69571 2B.576 24.025 15.956 297 717
North Dalta 8273 3,306 2317 2.26 61 378
Soum Daobta 7,79 3,339 275 1.886 74 305
Nebrasa 2329 8250 6.630 6,984 280 1,155
Karsas 34.436 11,92 12,138 9.858 193 28

West North Central 23834 84,989 65.956 81.19 1.385 4.385
Delaware 10,494 3,376 3,244 3,816 44 13
Marynd 58,320 22,53 24,415 10,445 319 487
Disrid of Counbia 10,341 1,614 8.095 285 110 259
V'ginia 90.819 35,084 26,318 20220 403 8794
West Vgiia 26,762 9,152 6.242 11.270 77 21
Noh Cartnu 114,546 43.361 33.819 35,29 453 1,584
South Cara 73.085 23.817 16.459 31,916 159 735
Geogia 111.72o 41.975 32943 35,421 606 775
Florida 188,741 96.820 67,710 18,629 784 4,798

South Atlanic 684.27 277.853 219.244 167,312 2954 17.465
Ketucky 76,396 21.907 12.798 38.635 318 2739
Tenressee 92,69 35,817 24,974 30.760 1,089 57

abauia 79,93 27.627 17.758 33,868 439 242
Uisrsi 42,903 16,572 10.839 14.742 324 425

East South Central 291.930 101,924 66,369 118.005 2,17 3,463
Arkansas 39.661 14,497 8.249 16.224 168 524
Louisian 78309 27,002 17.367 31,303 383 253 -
Othoa l48.186 19,725 12.526 13,304 244 2386
Teas 306.704 111,647 77,649 103,709 1251 12448

West South Cenral 472.0 17272 115.792 1M6540 2.046 17,610
or- a 13,884 3.7`3 3,331 6.466 54 270

Idaho 21,455 6,633 6.037 8,475 45 214
Wpmig 11.738 2,35 2503 7.018 32 150
C crad - 39.884 12791 16,045 10.096 256 696
NewM 18,238 4,693 5.734 6.247 118 1,448
Arizaa 56.1S5 21.846 18540 12672 316 2,789
Utah 20,847 5,819 6,745 - 7585 95 603
Newaw 25,234 8.063 5.686 10.621 164 700

Mountain 207.445 65.695 64.622 69.180 1,080 6,869
Washlngtm 91.756 31.707 22,419 34,138 369 3,123
Oregon 45489 1768 14179 13.198 197 226
Caicria 22B.135 75,614 86.141 59.433 1,734 5.212

Padfic 365,379 125009 122739 106,770 2,300 8.562
Alas:a 5.128 1,787 2319 26 27 167
Hami 9,350 2,670 2.791 3,24 65

AbSkab&Hawai 14,477 4,467 5.110 4.650 92 167
No: Tdal may not equm sun d coinpons due bt independet runr.
p Prinimafy.

1959EEI Advance Release- Copyriht (c) 2D EEI
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Advarmc ReeascO Edlton TABLE 42 15
ENERGY SALES

NVESTORVNO D ELCTRIC UTUjTIES
By StMe a Cass of Seica

Year 99pGigawthus
Total to eet ad
Ulimae Higtay Other

StateiDivffoo ____ C iCustmrs Resideril Conmewiani 1tftn Ug,;g Sakes
Toal United Stas 2.471.793 82127 785.848 79.399 11.442 54.837

Maie 11.543 3.605 3.291 4.592 47 7
New Htashie 8,681 3.074 3,163 2,319 36 91
Vermon 4.533 1,578 1,625 , 19 48
..Ssadcust 42.656 14.430 20.412 7.722 289 3
Rhode slad 6.969 2577 2.781 1.432 62 118
Comedicut 27,751 10,792 11,464 5.168 171 155

New E ad102.334 36.056 42.736 22495 625 422
teYortk 105,21 34.815 47;531 19348 476 3.041
New Jle 6 825 23,433 31.429 13.162 486 15
PeOnsyWi 125,045 40.495 36.2S 47,078 493 724

k fiddle Allrft 298.782 98743 115.215 79.588 1,456 3,780
Ohio 147,131 39.339 36.246 67,836 672 3,038
htanm 77,880 20.483 16.721 40,319 289 68
Ines 123,760 36,083 37.757 41.194 861 7,866
Michlg 92.516 27.415 31,445 32975 473 207
Wisconsh 53C,96 15.755 15,153 21,543 277 358

East Not Central 494,374 139.075 137.322 203867 2571 11.537
Minnesolta 39,769 9,03 6,258 24.056 158 214
Iwa 28,916 7,990 6,362 13.536 126 902
_ssoui 49.126 18.352 19267 10,838 222 448
North Daoa 4547 1,684 1,561 1,179 49 74
South 4.460 1,498 1,546 1.339 44 33
Nebraska - - -.
Kansa 25SO.2 8.867 929 7.011 144 19

West Noth Ctral 152089 447474 44.223 57959 743 1,690
Dtaware 8.400 2.438 2807 3.118 34 3
Marand 55.107 20,845 23,712 .938 269 343
Distid Coluntia 10.500 1.646 8212 263 9 281
Vfiria 80680 29J91 24.547 16.966 308 9,169
West Vrygia 26,80 9,245 6290 11.185 68 20
Noath CaroBa 89,161 29,639 26,772 31.055 319 1.315
Soauh Caona 48.522 13917 12182 21.72S 112 585
Georia 75.204 21.680 24579 28,259 390 296
Forida 148.173 76,109 54213 12873 481 4.497

South Atantic 542553 2C52 183,314 135.382 2079 16509
Kertudcy 43,051 12030 8,966 19.112 155 2.788
Tenesse6 1.819 657 364 750 8 39
Alabama 50.274 16.29 12,142 21,643 196 4
rssisippi 21,345 7,27D 6,771 6910 114 280

East Sath Central 116.489 36.247 28244 48,416 473 3,111
Arkansas 24970 8.521 6,368 9.633 120 328
Luisina 68.153 20.843 14,711 30,048 324 2.2
Oklahoma 3,968 13,605 10,015 10,713 117 2539
Texas 245.458 82001 63,702 89,775 925 9,064

West South Central 375.568 124969 94.796 140.167 1.487 14.150
Montana 8,495 2.429 2.836 3.09 44 89
Idaho 19,070 5.62 5503 7.907 36 1
Wymng 8520 1204 1,481 5,749 19 67
Cdorado 24,53S 7.468 11,557 5,230 172 107
New Meco 13,013 3,557 4,252 4.406 86 710
Artonaa 30.456 11.858 10.603 6,914 123 958
mUah 17.110 4.476 5,134 6,971 59 470
Nevada 22396 7,699 5.303 8.613 145 638

Mountain 143,597 44313 46.670 48.890 683 3.041
Washinon 30.294 13.414 10.732 6.033 12 14
Oregon 32,77 12;817 11292 8.720 148
Cafornia 172917. 59.996 68.372 43.028 1,017 502

Pacifc 236.188 es6 9 90,397 57.781 1.267 516
Alaska 409 170 102 56 1 81
Hamabu 9.410 2723 2831 3.798 58

Abaska & Hawii 9,820 2893 2 343.83 9 81
Note: Tal may not eqal sm of crpxents due to independet roadng.
p Preirnary.

EEI Advance Reese -Cpright (c) 2000 EEI 1960
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16 TABLE 50 Advance Reeaser200 Edbi.
ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS

TOTAL ELECTRI UTLiTY HOUSTRY
By Stale and Claw oe Swe -Awrge fo Year 1999p

Totl Street and
UbLiae Hi#Nay OtH

StateDivDsion Customes Rside Ca rrns g Cghustomr
Tota United States 127,002519 111,373,599 14,142068 544.048 375,889 566.915
Maie 719,442 62228 75,444 2543 17,893 634
New H hi 62,0e6 533104 63,048 3,370 4,95 668
VamoT 324,972 283282 39,847 796 393 654
Maacses 2,848,776 2511,744 310.107 14.191 8.009 4.726
Rhode Island 472.196 423,057 4684 2543 88 25
Conncti 1514720 1.372097 131,577 6,066 4.496 485

Nenw Egbd 6,505,193 5.746.213 65.706 29.50 36.573 7.192
New York 8604,739 7,592,619 966,04 9,123 11.685 259
NewJny 3560,572 3,123779 412.846 13.133 10,759 54
Pemsrwa 5.621,370 4,964,799 597.485 29.156 8.636 12g3

idde Attl tc 17,786,681 15,701,197 1,97,426 51.412 31.090C 26,55
Ohio 5,219,6E3 4,652988 516,357 31,135 7562 11622
ndiana 2610.047 2S00,S3 281,594 18,22 6533 3.159
minis 5,371,507 4,825,341 513035 5.424 6,111 21,56
Lhi 4.556.0 4.066,976 447,242 13,360 4854 3,621
Wsonain 2575,874 2,28754 26,391 6,119 6,238 6.173

East North Cenral 20,533,144 1833791 2.027,619 74.26 31,298 46.170
UMlBesota 2.78578 2019S5 225358 11t.128 6.155 16.841

owa 1.423,542 12,667 171,452 3,807 1.992 13,625
Lssuri 2,740388 2409.783 306.793 9,933 3.215 10662
North Dakota 343922 289.192 47.70 1,887 869 4.185
Soath Dat 30,672 3t19375 49,341 1526 1276 9.154
Nebraka 887.418 721,54 118.771 8.433 2.400 36,159
Kansas 1,335,03 1,127.89 182,414 11.162 657 12.22

West North Centl ,389,573 8.119.666 1,101,920 47,876 16.564 103.548
Ddaware 368.456 329,624 37,367 674 699 193
Mayand 2180,596 1,58027 213.572 7,96 1,224 175
Distrtf Cokmbia 223577 196.757 26,786 1 31 1
Vgnia 3.048,957 2704,869 29621 5,278 3008 38,982
West VW"si4 949,435 819,79 115179 11291 1254 1,913
North Caroina 3.960.S36 3.436.704 47,864 12,22 10,893 12553
Soh Cara 1,999,913 1.710118 266.472 4,803 5,421 13,09
Geogia 3,678.490 3,254,35 382427 11,856 9.775 19.497
Frida 7,890,570 657,35 851,832 24.131 10.306 46916

Sout hAltaric 24.300,530 21.368217 2.678,319 7,055 42,611 133.328
Kentucy 1985533 1.731,949 224,299 6,940 9.269 13,076
Tennessee 2,77.119 2.348.250 364924 1.730 12,119 96
Alabama 2,220,357 1,902682 300,125 6,513 3.073 7.964
Lsssipp 1,340,352 1,146,761 180241 4S2 2.323 6.476

East South Cenra 8.273.360 7.129,641 1069,589 19.734 26,784 27,611
Akrnsa 1,336,166 1,158.104 137869 2,217 1,257 12919
Louiaa 2.049.104 1.799994 211.769 15.491 2,565 1,28
Oktairma 1.735,447 1.499,070 204,426 16,028 Z325 13597
Teas 8943,402 7,745,452 1.01953 70.465 26972 80,89

West South Ceal 14.064.119 12202621 1,573388 12201 33,118 126.791
Montan 518,357 425.068 750 4.769 3.072 10,187
Idaho 611.158 51011 90636 6578 4,3 2.640
Woing 271, 24 219,126 45270 3,671 664 2792
C ado 2017532 1,687,796 230378 4.473 84.092 10,794
NewMamc 825296 70t 69 100.921 6.115 895 959
Arinm 2.090,101 185,602 197.155 5,63 9.421 19561
Utah 820,155 72758378.430 9,030 3.411 1.701
Nevada 843206 736,014 104.306 1.300 367 1219

Mountain 7.997331 68872.7 22354 41298 102414 58,492
Washigon 2,697.610 231 221 271.124 20,229 8,095 15,941
Oregon 1.620.846 1397,146 21042S 12,013 2.074 9.188
Caiforia 13,141,139 , 11,50,111 1,544,940 40,342 40,050 7,686

Padfc_ 17.459.56 15287,478 2016.490 72584 50,219 32825
Aask 269.224 226,404 37.051 42 44 4,402
Hava 423,769 365.600 53.2 691 4.273

AJasa & Ha wa692,992 592004 90,256 1,113 S27 4.402
_p Premin* y.

EEAdvance Reese -Copyrig (c) 2000 EEI 1961
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Advance Release2000 Edition TABLE 51 17
ULTIMATE CUSTOMEiS

INVESTOR 4NjDE ELECTIRC UIunES
By State and Ca of Sevice-Arage for Year 1999p

TotalStweet and
Ultiate HW-y Otne

Statesuion _ Customers ResCdorel Cm inecial dstrial LLgting Cusorners
Total United States 3.696.883 82215.172 10,601,349 405.494 268.412 205.456
Maine 686,440 594,540 71,531 2370 17,901 8
New Hampshwe 539,547 460.656 72.239 3.301 2687 855
Vemornt 247.908 214.9S7 32,247 72 234 397
Massachusets 2.461.158 2170,796 275.431 8,125 6.801 5
Rhode Istand 464.765 416,195 45,132 2,511 903 24
Cnecnticua 1.437.077 1.305.12 121,998 5.867 4.0S9 1

New England 5.8356.895 5,16306 618.578 22246 32.675 1.090
New Yock 7.312255 6.440,474 835,287 7.695 11.550 17,249
New Jerey 3.470.451 3.042655 404.089 12.987 10.718 2
Permsyva'a 5.304.206 4.64.195 574,642 28,273 6.806 288

MbddgeAlbantic 16,066,912 14,177,325 1,814,018 48,955 29,076 17.539
Ohio 4,501.717 4.005,442 45238 25.550 7282 7,605
Indiana 2.097.23 1.8435 22B.718 14,729 3,801 662
aloins 4,853.611 4,355,205 473,590 3548 2,349 18919
Ichugan 3983.842 3,572,883 394,684 11.519 3,493 1,263
Wis'onsin 2.107.316 1.88,891 228.770 3,544 4,489 c2

East North Cenrarl 17,543.750 15,652774 1.778,600 616 89 21.415 29.072
Minesotc 1.350.517 1.181.718 154.423 8,349 3.063 2,943
k:a 1.027.077 877.707 136.517 2,473 1.086 9296
Lssouri 1,744,324 1,518.964 211,619 7629 2398 3,714
North Dakota 212100 176,865 33,423 800 414 599
Sol:h Dakota 2232 168.529 32598 546 591 568
Nebraska
Kansas 898.315 783.559 107.5 6.53 249 270

West North Central 5.435,165 4,707339 676235 26,380 7,821 17.390
Delaware 261.792 234243 26,924 317 307 1
Marytand 1.979752 1.775,678 195,919 7289 862 3
Districtd of Cmbia 22185 195299 26.652 1 32 1
Virginia 2517.810 2,22805 253.821 4.180 2,377 29,227
West Vgiia 930,827 03,915 113220 11,242 1.277 1.172
North Caolina 2637,527 2.247,448 367,208 11.037 10.038 1794
SolaCWoi- a 1,151,574 971596 17032 3,906 3,440 2,307
Georgia 1,952.975 1.705.197 234.470 9,909 3,388 11
Florida 5,75.012 5 3 646,552 18,924 5,044

SoUh Attaic 17.629254 15.4438B13 2035.092 66.806 26.765 56,778
Kentucky 1,104.636 944,60 139,820 4,584 5.775 9.796
Temesse 44.04 39,051 4.623 198 135 41
Aabarna 1.295.973 1.107,g999 162,10 5.100 713 1
hsissippi 579.100 488,525 83,290 3.812 552 922

East Soami Central 3.023.756 2580,234 409.882 13,6.94 7.175 12760
Ariwa-sas 794.545 675,031 3.409 23,713 141 2,251
Louisiana 1559.085 1,363593 165,904 14.373 2334 12881
O'ahonm 1,144.078 988.744 128.798 1347 i.715 10.47
Tes 6,1S2.667 5,351.675 701,061 50,090 8.415 41.426

West Soatih Cntral 9,650.376 8.379.044 1.089.172 10 5212.04 67.03
Montana 354.886 289.994 57.399 4045 262 586
Idaho 506.879 421.,164 79.279 5986 435 15
Wyoming 170.712 139,853 27,197 3.001 538 123
Colorado 1.253.610 1,34,094 134.965 341 84.128 81
New Medoo 573.401 50 1 63,1 , 6,091 577 1.231
Aeon~a 1,174.129 1,047,247 120,280 4.785 1.087 731
Utah 617.104 551,310 53955 8,742 3,070 27
Nevada 790.435 691,648 97,529 1.103 107 47

Mountain 5,441,157 4,677.832 634,7 5833,095 92.802 2,841
Washinton 1,29,239 1.065.453 130,690 11,122 1.c39 35
Oregon 1.196.545 ' 1.031,023 153.293 10.929 1.300
Caifaorna 10.198,819 8.955,331 1.20486 7.076 - 31.451 74

Pacific 12,604,602 1.051.807 1.48.869 29.127 34.,90 109
Ataska 24,143 19,806 367 92 33 844
Hawaii 420,873 362890 52939 688 4,356

Alaska & Hawai 445.015 382.698 56,306 780 4,388 844
p Prefinay.

EE Advance Reease - opyright (c) 2000 EE 1'962
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18 TABLE 59 Advance Rease200X Eiicn
RSVENUES

TOTAL ELECTlIC iUTLJY WDUTRY
By Sbt and Cam of Servi

Yew 199p-Thousands of Dodar

To from tt Steetnd
UbnatE Highway Other

StW:DMston CustoRers Resadenl Conmerc ia l kxrmbi ltinA Revenus
Toal Uied States 5216.711.904 $93.159,896 $70,180.810 $4,508,168 S2.048289 $4.814.741
Main 1.139,35 469,629 337,762 315,799 15.143 1.033
New Hanpsre 1,095.29 471,136 379,03 227,348 938 8,157
Vermont 523.181 226.611 176.767 111.407 4.472 3,924

~Massachsets 4.619.647 1,736.700 1,958,674 834,459 75,842 13,71
Rhode Isbnrd 85i2754 275m,1 247347 109,307 11,960 9.119
Cawircdtit 2,95949 1,3036,2 1.143,267 448.e9 42.054 19,061

New England ,10,9e9.9 4,4s.30o 4242.56 2,047,208 159,310 55,286
Naw Yak 13.886917 5.496.76 6,047201 1.239,971 184.058 919,12
Nmjwaey 6,869.089 2641,S3 3071.109 1,0567860 96.802 1,64
Pa oiBmas 9.859.488 4.10,458 2,,964 2672.916 96.997 62,153

MiddleAranic 30,615,494 12243,38 12.041274 4.970.547 376.857 983,429
Ctio 10.128.461 3.874,410 2884,113 3,138675 69397 161866

haa 4.884,888,507 1,916,015 1,150,845 1.768,475 42.195 10.78
Inois 9.706.118 3.906.14 3,016.490 2.196.66 70.741 516,207

chkigan 7,074,5327 258400 2583,384 1,807,125 79,959 20.064
Wscomin 3,355,796 1j ,889 929.8415 1.0025 34.001 20,107

East North Centr 35,155,414 13,651,436 10,564,675 98,13,79 26,294 729n10
Misota 3224.772 1272. 8 641.314 125.214 30.831 24.496
ka; 2.241.649 963385 52.87 60740 22.80 60.840
Mssouri 4.16228 2.001.227 47 6198.98.493 25.166 39.554
North otaka 4665397 212.240 139.65 94.011 4337 14.944
Smth Dakdia 485.99 240.031 146,369 82866 5,029 11.674
Nebrwasa 121e.445 S26789 351 23248,487 23,003 68.935
Kmns 2.128103 90.413 748992 435.001 20.047 18.849

West North Cernt 13.927.215 6.151 55 3.950.134 3,454.813 131221 239.092
Delaware 710,879 304827 223.063 175.552 6305 1243
Mryland 4.010.82 1889.933 1619.136 428.192 48.106 25,461
Distit o( Coubia 747.856 127.680 584705 11,467 3,833 20,170
Vr a 5,278806 2.607,427 1.436031 763,150 47,12B 42,072
West Vrgna 1,337.170 59.757 33777 421.157 7.89 1,381
North Caoa 7283,486 3433,996 2.09,701 1.617.761 46.675 95.352
So Carra 3.964,393 1,766,576 998774 1,163,887 16,447 38,708
Geogia 7,037,846 3,185,001 2.45687 1.481.482 67.131 58,545
Floria 13,026,729 7,55,536 4.2.4 a886.102 88.444 293,189

South Atlatic 43.417995 21.441.733 13,736,824 6948,750 331.566 969,122
Ketucky 3.136,464 1215,840 659904 1.113,778 26.609 12D,335
Tenessee 5,126,90 2,237579 1,25,024 1267.727 93,563 3.067
AbarT 4,379,362 1,896651 1.129,372 1304.246 34.018 15,074
Mssiaspi 227.722 1,151518 697,397 614,833 32,146 31,29

East Soth Ctral 15,170,528 6,501m BS 4,011,69 4.300,564 186,335 1T702
Arlnsas 2.20.104 1.076331 47335 68,132 13.741 28,543
Louisia 4,460,632 1 88854 1.107,241 1,236,078 34.527 144.132
Oahoma 2,582787 1.281.470 68909 480561 1 1 14.409
Tasc 18.332 8.447.46 4.96,704 4.042.265 140.762 760.74

West Sl Crtrl 27,56676 12.694,102 721,313 2 6.47736 206.368 1,048,057
*Motam 66.B73 241.83 1903 204.181 7,386 13.119
Iaho 848.726 348,87 254,32 232567 3,891 8,448
Wynmig 496,96023 126127,4 17 23496 2.824 6.841
Colorado 2,33737 942380 884.166 433007 38.712 39.572
NewMAedoo 1:382 410.707 43429 276,494 11364 86.888
Ar.ona 4,068.046 1874.746 1398,701 642376 31,616 110,606
Utah 1,059e79 393j63 374.49 259.150 8.6E8 23.788
Neiada 1.433,103 58.152 s5901 479322 9,159 26,370

Moutain 12.113.806 4.,87.023 4.024,856 27692673 113.621 315.633
Washington 3645.062 15769J48 1 ,47,481 889909 30,346 100378
Oregon 2,194,185 1,0168,20 689,835 45.709 17332 10.789
Caifomna 20.25.672 7829,323 8,091910 3,71.468 185531 181.440

Paific 26.096.20 10.25,191 9.829226 52168,086 233.809 292607
Alaska 52,S24 2337Z0 213,746 5657 5272 21.978
hawai 10i2863 364905 334207 356.114 7636

Alaska Harai 1 55,65 568,175 547,954 414.672 12.90821.78
Note: Tdal m nrt eqi aumn d crnpo ets due to akependmet mo.run,
p Prefi.n.

EE e ReCease -Copt (c) 20 EEI 1963
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Advance Reease/00 Edmon TABLE 60 19
REVENUES

IVEOROWN E ELECTRIC uTL IES
By State and Cass of Sevice

Yaa 1999p.Thoands of Doeam
Toal from Seet ad

-Unae High way Other
StateDivision Custmern Resdenal Coarercial Industil LigrV Revernes
Total Unted States S168,785265 Sf9.15a896 58.481.669 536,550.769 $1.433.144 $3.159,787
Maine ,1.0926 456,102 341,653 297,213 13,780 479
New Hanpsire 95,837 4066317 354.565 218,136 8,565 8.254
Vermont 434437 181,427 161,397 85.01 3,494 2318
M tssachuseVt 4.05.731 1.514.002 1.8668.87 619.756 54.729 358
Rhode Islaid 65,030 27971 253249 106,254 11.124 9,432
Crvc ct 2,851516 123.147 1,13468 405.142 37.726 11233

NewEnglad r10,10.777 4.093966 4.112017 1.734.302 129.418 32074
ew Yor 11.803292 4.783,626 5502 77 1 1.2252 00555 293.682

NewJsey 6.856.01 Z602722 3.120,556 1.0,2180 89,129 1,495
Pemsyvaria 9,643,134 3.909330 2944.182 2638.127 89.068 , 62427

iddle Antianc 28,302,50 11.295.678 11.567,615 4,.802859 278.751 357.606
Ohio 9.2S7.741 3,426,132 2754,731 290351 56070 160.456

ana 4,040,902 1,422.363 1,013,057 1.565166 34.832 5,484
Uinds 9,104,548 3,507,076 2918674 2,093162 63,547 52290
Ichigan 6.478.459 2.328.16 2.434366 1,637,181 65,893 12866
Wicmsin 2,847,712 1,110.437 875311 819582 26Z79 16.104

East North Cental 31.759.363 11.794.172 9.996.139 9.005.442 246.621 716.989
NMnestla 2,175293 6849688 397695 1.059.826 20,26 12,23
Iowa 1.715,304 664,73 430.436 531,896 1693 49.397

WMssouri 2997,915 1301080 1,152345 500,162 20560 23.748
North Dakoa 254.929 103255 93,68 50.600 3546 3,560
Soath Daota 282,390 112029 103,25 6129 3.199 1,979
Neasa - --
Kansas 1,505.136 630,671 546,410 310,626 16250 1.179

West North Centr 8.930.967 3516.696 2725.,37 2.514.369 82763 z2101
Deaware 548,910 217,732 188.536 137516 5.045 62
Ma~rtand 3.761.564 1.711.051 1B7.324 40210 43.380 16,898
Distri of Coumbia 763,631 127.881 599.797 11.467 3574 20.913
Vigiia 4,560367 2158,830 1330.760 631382 39.498 419.887
West Vriria 1,335,165 563,307 342974 420.779 7.013 1.063
North Caroa 5291.926 2201.160 1581378 1.406.138 34932 68318
Soith Caroina 2.627,189 1.021.950 736.651 829.190 11.194 28203
Georgia 4S37,529 1.593961 1,679264 1.5.748 43918 14,638
Forida 10,154,234 5.870,541 3,367252 601,019 61,7 254325

SouhAAtantic 33S.600515 15.466.413 11,413.945 5.646.149 249.651 824358
Ketucky 1,728.484 613.410 438,584 544917 15.058 116516
Tenssee 79523 3139 18.02 26.799 1.112 1,747
AJabana 2.784.037 1.13139 781564 852.559 14.5S9 226
MIs 'Fpl 1,294,834 526327 431,782 305.94 13,231 17900

East South Cerna 5.886.8738 2306715 1.669,945 1,729.869 43.959 136,390
Arnasias 1,470,478 65Z82 359507 426956 11.128 14)04
Louisiana 3.783,584 1.437.026 9478 1,229257 30.701 138,992
Odahoma 1.876.99 839.473 530.644 380,029 11.91 115.151
Texas 14,45,82B 6240,830 4.117097 3,430,39 110786 555.756

West South Centr.I 21.585,878 9,17.612 5.954.857 ,5466,600 164.306 824.503
Moxtana 453,689 12624 163.335 127.S34 6343 3.852
'.baho 737.235 286.446 231.95 215.494 3,268 70
W myoni 337.122 71,035 74,246 187,169 2166 2507
Coorado 1,433,062 550.28 624.97 223.568 29.12b 5.132
NwMeadio 879.851 298.147 331237 197,887 8.80 43.775
Ariahm 2391.404 1.060D9 878.401 399240 13575 39.89
Utah 837n3 298.711 28273 233,914 6.173 16.811
Nevada 13,770 530.173 344.132 428,42 8.326 22,711

Mountain 8.404.036 3247993 2930.50 2,013m34 77.781 134.448
Washinton 1.639 22750,967 617.762 255.832 14.02 641
Oregon 1,665674 757839 571627 321,802 14,407
Cafforlia 15,791.731 . 6.368.487 6.564.462 2700.184 124.112 34.486

Pacific 19.06627 7.877T93 7.753,851 377.818 152.539 35,12
AasWa 45.184 19,O0 14,849 4,m8 233 6.193
Hawai 1,071,533 365,480 34233 35699 7.121

Alasa 8 Hawai 1,116.717 385,359 357,683 360.128 7354 6.193
Nole: Toal may nt equal fte snm o co t due to idependent roudig.
pPretrniary.

EElAarn Reea -Cqpyri (c) 2000 EEI 1964
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Average Revenue per kWh Sold

Total Electric Utility Industry -1999p

Total US .- : -

New England : :z.----------:

Middle Atlantic -- "'-'-'" .. ._.'-

East North Central :.'"..-:" : ' " .'" '- ' .::... ___

West North Central- H. .:- :.i. . -- -

.___________ j ,j Industrial
South Atiantic ;- ---- - Commercial

Residential

East South Central ;- .' .* .:: - : . -,-

West South Central -- _:_:-: --. ..-

Mountain ,_',..- ...... 2 ---

Pacific. - --- r . -. _* ,-

Alaska & Hawaii- ....... ,-;.-. ,_= , ....-. .......": ;-, '- ...---

0 .2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Cents per Kilowatthour

p Preliminary.

EEl Adane Reease -Ccpyrt (c) 2O EEI 1965
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Advance Release/200= Edion TABLE 66 21
REVENUE AND USE PER TTAL ULTIMATE CUSTOME

By S*e-year 1999p

Ttal Electic Uty Instrcy nesto-Own ned Eleic liUtes

Avg. Annual Avg. Rewren AvgA l nul A. Anual Avg. Revenue Avg. Annua
Revenue pr per kWh kWh Us per Rewueue p er pekWh WVh Use per

Stbe/Dhstn Customer Sdod Customer CusCusaa'r Sdd Custoa
Toal Uned States $1,706.36 6.64 25,706 $1,801.40 6.83 ¢ 26.381
Mane 1,58a368 950 16.671 1,615.91 9.61 16.816
New Hamps*e 1,75260 11.73 14,937 1,845.69 11.47 16,0G
Vemtort .609.93 9.67 16.643 1,75242 9.58 18,286
Masjasctes1. 1.621.62 .42 17,218 1,647.0 9.46 17,413
Rhode ad 1,382.38 9.42 14.669 1.40938 9.40 14.995
Conectt 1.93.82 1013 19,279 1,9e425 10.28 19,311
New Engand 1.689.41 9.82 17.205 1,730.68 9.7 17532

New York 1,613.87 1055 15,3 - 1,614.18 11i 14388
New Jey 1,92921 999 19,317 1,97.56 10.01 19.745
Peaasylvian 1,75193 7.74 22,663 1 18.02 7.71 23,575

Iaddie Attc 1,721.26 934 18.428 1.759.35 9.47 18,573
Ohio 1940.44 629 30,868 2063.16 631 32,683
"IMnaNa 1,739.65 526 33,074 1,626.75 5.19 37,134
linois 1.034 7.36 24,562 1,875.83 7.36 25,499
Wichigan 1,55278 686 27.G 1,626.1 700 23,223

Wisoonin 1302.78 5.36 24315 1.351.35 536 25,191
East North Cental 1.71213 639. 26,789 1.81029 6.42 28,179
bMinesta 1.41524 5.63 25.137 1.610.71 5.47 29,447
koa 1,574.70 596 26,413 1,670.08 5.3 28.154
Missour 1,519.10 5.9 25,387 1,718.67 6.10 28,163
North Daota 1.353.20 5.63 24.055 1,25193 5.61 21436
South Dakoa 1,276.61 6.17 20,698 1.39224 6.33 21,969
Nebasa 1,373.02 523 26,254 -
Kansas 1,594.02 6.18 25,794 1,675.51 596 2B,131
West North Cenral 1.48326 5.84 25,383 1,643.18 5.87 27.9e2
Deawae 1,929.35 6.77 28,480 2096.74 653 32,08
Maryand 1.8.393 688 26,745 1,900. 6.83 27,835
Distr Colurbia 3,34496 723 46254 3,440.01 727 47299
Vrgia 1.731.35 5.81 29,787 1.819.19 5.8 32,044
Wea Vrgiia 1,408.39 5.0 28,188 1,43439 496 28800
North CWmia 1,839.02 636 28,92 2,006.40 5.94 33,80
Souh Carona 1 9228 5.45 36,544 2281,39 541 42,136
Georgia 1,91324 630 30371 2,32339 6.03 38,507
Fborda 1,65092 6.90 23,2 1,699.45 685 24,799
South A catic 1.786.71 6.34 28,182 1.905.95 6.19 30,776

Kentucky 1,579.66 4.11 38,477 1,564.75 4.01 38973
Tassee 1880.00 5.53 33,91 1,806.38 437 41,28
Alabara 1,97237 5.48 36.000 2.14822 554 38.793

ssissippi 1,885.86 5.89 32,009 2,235.94 6.07 36.859
East Sout Ceral 1,833.66 5.20 35,26 1946.88 5.05 38525

.Arm sas 1,691.48 5.70 29,683 1,850.72 .8 31,426
Lnuisian 2.176.87 5.70 38,216 2426.80 5.5 43,713
Odahoma 1,48826 536 27.766 1,640.61 5.07 52330
Teas 2,05217 5m 34,294 2,34936 5.89 39,894
West South Central 1.966.48 5.85 33,622 2236.79 5.75 38917
MoraUna 1,27.22 4.73 26,785 127841 534 23q36
Idaho 1,388.72 36 35,106 1.454.46 3.87 3722
Wymin 1,837.63 4 25 43230 1,974.79 396 49,911-
Clorado 1.158.76 5.6 19.769 1.143.16 5.84 19,571
New Meco 1.47872 6.69 220098 1.534.44 6.76 22.95
Ar a 1,941.56 723 26,872 2036.75 7.85 2539
Utah ,292 5.08 25.419 1,357.77 4.90 27.726
Nevada 1.699 9 5.68 29,926 1,687.39 5s5 26,336
Mountain 1,514.73 5.84 25.939 1,544.53 5.85s 2391

W-ahington 1,35122 397 34,014 1,355.58 5.41 25.052
Oregon 1,353.73 4.82 28.065 1.39207 5.05 27,560
Cafonmia 1,541.70 8.88 17360 1,648.39 9.13 16.955
Pacific 1.494J2 7.14 20,97 1,515.06 8.09 18,738

Alaska 1,867.68 9.81 19,046 1,871.54 11.03 16961
tawai 2,506.12 1137 22.063 2.545.9 11.39 22359
Alaska & Hawai 2,25931 10.81 20.891 250939 11.37 22.066
p PrTliiary.

EEI Adne Release -Cpyright (c) 2000 EEl 1966
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22 TABLE 67 Advance R oeseP) Edkin
REVENUI AND USE PER RESwEJTAL CUSTOMER

By Stat-Year 1999p

Tota Ecric Utty Industry hivert-ned Eleric Ulties
Avg.- Anual Avg. Revue Avg. Avg. Annual Avg Revenue Avg Annr
Revenue p per kWh Wh Use per Revenue per per kWh kWh Use pr

St2aDMsion Customr Sodl Custo C stoe S Cusmer
Toal United States $836.46 8.17 < 10237 S84121 8.42 9,989

ane 753.91 1277 5,903 767.15 1265 6,064
New Hampsire 883.76 13.77 6,417 882.02 13.22 6672
Vermont 7995 11.49 6963 844.02 11.50 7,340
MbaSsacus s 691.43 10.48 6596 697.44 10.49 6,647
Rhode Isand 6S0.10 10.79 6,027 65.87 10.5 6,191
Ccnmeci 961.97 11.82 8.057 967.82 11.70 82m
NewEnrand 78057 11.43 6.829 793.05 11.35 ,984
NewYork 723.87 13.51 5358 742.74 13.74 5406
Newjs y 845.72 11.27 7,50 8655.41 11.11 7.702
Peansy ia 823.60 9.82 8,388 83280 9.5 8627

iddle Alri T?779.77 1156 6.747 796.74 11.44 6,96
Oo 32.67 8.61 9,672 85537 8.71 9,821
Iniana 766.24 6.93 11,051 769.11 694 11.076
Hnmis 80991 9.74 8315 805.2 9.72 8285
Wkiain 63225 8.57 7,374 651.62 8.49 7.673

Wisconhn 59.30 7.09 8,434 533.5 75 8,42
East Nfth Canal 743.79 8.42 8,837 753.49 8.48 8,885

Minnesota 630.42 7.24 8,701 579.65 . 754 7,686
kar 805.88 829 9.723 780.7 857 9.103
Missoui 830.46 7.00 11858 85656 7.9 1202
Nch Datota 73391 6.42 11,439 563.1 613 9519
South Dakota 751.56 7.19 10.456 664.75 7.48 8Ji2
Nebraska 72997 639 11.432
Kasa 802.74 7.57 10,606 80488 7.11 11.316
West North Ctral 757.66 7.24 10,467 747.07 7.41 10,065
Delaware 924.77 9.03 10241 92951 893 10,409

arynd 965.22 .34 1189 963.60 8621 11,739
Ditrit oCotnnbi 64892 791 8,21 654.80 7.77 8.426
Virgia 963.9 7.43 12.971 968.6 77 13325
West ir a 695.00 623 11,164 700.70 6.09 11500
North Caoina 999.21 792 12,617 979.40 7.41 13,215
South Carolia 1,033.01 7.42 13,27 1051.83 734 14.324
Gergia 978.51 7.5 12896 934.77 736 12.714
Forida 1,086.12 7.80 13.916 1.11138 7.71 14.409
South Atantic 1.003.44 7.72 13.003 1,001.46 753 13.291

Kentucky 702.01 5.55 12,649 6434 5.10 12735
Tennessee 952.87 625 15253 81532 4.84 16833

abama 996.83 6.7 14520 1,02449 6.97 14,702
Ussissi 1,004.15 695 14,451 1,07738 7.24 14,881
East Soth Cernl 911.91 6.38 14296 -8939 638 14,048

Aadnsas 92939 7.42 12517 975.19 7.73 12622
Lois in 1,049.26 699 1500 1.053185 6.89 15,85
OdXahon 854.84 650 13,156 849.03 6.17 13,799
TeOs 1,090.6 7.57 14.415 1,166.15 761 15,32
West South Cental 1.04028 7.34 14.167 1.095.07 734 14914

Mornam 569.07 6.43 8.e 5s3 628 8,375
daho 68.01 522 13.082 680.13 5.09 1335
Wym 5576.81 621 92B7 507.92 590 8.06
Colorado 56835 7.37 7,579 53Z12 737 7222
NewMedcd 580.28 - 8.75 6,631 59330 838 7,079
Afrim 1,008.69 858 11.755 1012.75 8.94 1133
Utah 54133 6.77 7,S96 541.2 67 8.119
Nevada 758.34 6.2 10,954 76654 689 11.131
Mountain 712.53 7.45 9.559 694.34 733 9.473
Washntn 661.97 497 13310 70433 5.60 12580
Oreon 7299 5.76 12,660 735D4 591 12,431
Caifomia 689.02 10.49 6,570 711.14 10.61 6.700
Pacif 688.48 8.42 8,177 712.76 9.14 7,802

Alaska 897s2 11.37 7.895 1.03.t85 11.72 8,566
Hawai 996.10 13.67 7,3 1,007.14 13.42 7505

taslasa & HBai 95F9.75 1275 7,529 1,00695 13.32 7,60
p pRenmary.
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Advnce Reeasde200 Enicr TABLE 68 23
REVENE AND USE PER COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER

By Sta-Year 1999p

Tod Eei UiRy Irmhdustry Investor-Owned Electi Ulites
Avg. Annual Avg. Rewue Avg. Arnl A Anual Ag. Revnu Avg. Annual
Reenue per per kWh kWh Use per Reveueper per kWh kWh Use per

Stat/Divin Custome Sold Ctomr Custom Cus Sdd Custoner
Toll Ulted Staes S4,96256 721 68.858 35.516.44 7.44 ¢ 74,127
Maine 4,477.00 1024 43,725 4,7762 1038 46,014
New Hapshire 4,564.07 11.32 40326 4,0.25 1121 43.781
Vermort 4.436.20 9.84 45.064 5,004.9 9.3 50.406
MassachuseLt 6,316.12 9.09 69,453 6,778.04 9.15 74.108
Rhode sBnd 5,41435 9.01 60,104 561128 9.11 61.609
Carctit 8,688.96 9.73 ,272 9.297.47 9.89 93,968
New Engld 6,18757 9.54 64.858 6,647.53 9.62 69.067
New York 6,259.43 1131 55,327 658801 1158 56,904
New Jesey 7.438.87 9.81 75.804 7.722.4 993 77.776
Pansy ia 4.893211 803 60,895 5.12351 8.12 63.091
khdleAAtantic 6.09245 9.94 61288 6,376.79 10.04 63,514

Ohio 5,58550 7.46 74,910 6,08325 7.60 80,042
h bfu 4.086.89 531 69,152 4,4297 6.06 73.105
UKios 5.879.70 7. 77,764 6.16288 7.73 79.726

ichigan 5,776.25 7.59 76.073 6,167.88 7.74 79,671
WNi3oin 3.451.65 5.71 60,435 382616 5.78 6638
East Nort Cenral 5,21039 7.12 73.166 5.62023 7.2 77,20

Mirnesot 2,845.76 6.11 46,559 2577.04 6.36 40,525
Wa 3,055.52 6.49 47,112 3,152.9 6.77 46,606
iAssor . 4.558.40 5.82 78.311 5,445.38 59 91.045

Naot Dakoa 2.926.66 6.04 48,493 2811.45 6.02 46,697
Souh Daaoa 2,986.46 6.43 46,112 3,188.04 6.72 47.432
Nebraska 2,957.20 5.3 55.819
Kanss 4,106.00 6.17 86,543 5,075.57 5.92 85,725
West Nath Central 3.584.77 5.9 5.855 4.029.72 6.16 65,396
Deiaere 5.969.30 6.87 86,827 7,0025 6.72 104,271
Marybd 7,581.21 6.63 114.319 . ,10194 6.69 121.Q02
Disid o Codmbla 21,828.60 7.22 302191 22,50456 7.30 306,116
Vrgnia 4,838.04 5.46 88,665 5,24234 5.42 96,709
West Vegina 2.528.21 5.40 54,10 302.2 5.45 55,559
North Caira 4283.37 6.18 60,32 4,306.49 591 7207
Saouh Carona 3,748.14 6.07 61.765 4,324.95 6.05 71522
Gaeoia 5,87.20 6.82 86,143 7,161.96 6.83 104,826
Florida 4,933.44 621 79,488 5,206.02 621 83.849
Soauh Aanti 5.128.90 - 6.27 81.859 5,68.57 623 90,076
Ktuky 2.942.07 5.16 57.067 3.136.77 4.89 64,128
Te-emsee 4,179.01 6.11 68.437 3.899.4 4.95 78,788
Aabama 3,763.00 6.36 59,167 4290.49 6.44 66,656
Mispsippip 3.86926 6.43 60,138 5,184.13 6.38 81295
East Souh Cerral 3.750.69 6.04 62051 4,074.11 5.91 68,96o

Aransas 3.43838 5.74 59,922 3,848.74 5.65 68,171
Loisiaa 5,22853 638 82.011 5,711.78 6.44 88.669
Odahoa 3,370.45 550 61276 4,11998 5.30 77,755
Teas 4,866.89 6.9 76,162 5,872.66 6.46 90,866
West South Certra 4.598.01 625 73.594 5.467.32 628 87,34

!dMonna m2.52_35 5.71 44,50 2,45.61 5.76 49.407
'Ldho 2.81271 422 66.612 292.83 422 69,414
WVWn*g 2.826.05 5.11 55,301 272988 5.01 54,453
Colorad 383790 551 69,648 4,630.77 5.41 85.629
New Mexi 4.309.60 759 56,815 5,177.07 7.79 86,453
Artbna 7,094.44 7.54 94,37 7,0295 828 88.156
Uah 4773.81 5.5 6,004 5,231 S 5.50 95,155
Nevada 3.44.60 6.32 54,509 3,52851 6.49 54,377
Mountain 4,363.68 623 70.02 4,618.09 628 73,543
Wasongon 3,863.47 4.67 82688 4.726.94 5.76 82120
Oregon 3,441 85 4.87 70,746 3.728.99 5.06 73,664
Cabiora 5,237.69 939 55,757 5.44.20 9.60 56,746
Pacifi 4,874.42 8.01 60.868 5307.88 858 60.715

Alaska 5768.95 922 62.602 4,410.43 1454 30335
Hawai 6281.49 11.97 52458 6.476.01 1211 53486
AasLa & Hwaii 6,071.09 10.72 56.22 6,35250 1219 5,101

p PreMiny.

E Advaroe Refese -Copih (c) 200 EEI 1968
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24 ___________TABLE 69 Avance Rek<aserOO Etion
REVENUE AND USE PE I CUSTOER

By Stte-Yar 199p

Toal Becric UlTy Indusry hvestor-Owned Etbric UJiMis
Avg Annld Avg. Revnie Avg. Annua Avg. Au al A vg. Reenue Ag- Anril
Revnue per per kWh kWh Use per Renue per perkh kh Use per

S DMDNsbCut Sdd cuow C SoldtoeSod Ctaner

Toal Unird Sateas 85,485.41 4.43 ¢ 1.930,29 $90,138.87 4.58 ¢ 13.9854
aine - 124,18532 6.38 1,946,33 125,37.32 6.47 1.37.358

New HamLi e 67,466.48 932 72399 66,08348 9.41 702451
Vemni 140,014.19 7.19 1,946.799 1.199.71594 6.80 17,50,483
Massachuset 58,82.36 8.09 726,671 7679.06 8.03 950.409
Rie btid 42,67.45 7.52 571,470 43108.75 7.5 570,282
CaactsA 73,998.07 7.61 971,814 a9,04854 7T84 80,853
New End 69,377.78 7.70 90 1388 77,9W.70 7.71 1.01 02
NewYork 135,92324 4.89 2.77.17- 14s885.70 5.80 2,514.400
New Jey 80,5230 7.85 1,253.15 8024753 7.2 1.013.472
Puobwri'a 91,675.47 5.57 1,644.779 93,309.79 5.80 1,665,138
lidde AJltc 96.680.25 5.73 187.544 98,108.47 6.03 1 625,747

Ohio 100,80oo .9 426 2367,561 1012386 425 2376,05
rhbarn 97,019.78 3.90 2484,518 102i6.56 3.88 2,737465

Knois 404,95571 506 8010.915 50.005.90 5.08 11.611,416
Wthomn 135,265.66 4.97 2719,778 142123.41 496 2862,58
W nconi 163,913.75 3.81 4,27,466 231,280.5 3.80 6793"57
East Nort Ctral 133.49093 4.40 3,030,813 145,08.95 4.42 3294.08

kMmnnmta 112,79295 441 250,154 126329 4.41 2,81,120
ma s168.32548 395 4,.5,446 215,088.95 393 5,473,657
WlssOt 70,31739 438 1,606284 6555837 4.62 1.420.528

North Dako 49.830.94 426 1.170,57 63,26663 429 1,474623
Soath Data 54,31522 4.39 1,236397 11220.01 4.58 2452379
Nebr 29,46581 356 828147- -
Kams 38,97215 4.41 883.162 47,1839 4.43 1,065,140
West North Car', 72.1622 423 1,704.823 85.313.20 4.54 2197.077
Deare 306,695.71 4.60 6.645061 433397.34 4.41 9,8,154
MWryand 5656.29 4.10 1,374.77 55,277.99 40 1,363524
Disrict or Cokdti 11,341967.70 4.33 251.80,713 11,383,21.46 437 260673.361
V9ria 144601.37 3.77 3,831,341 151.03835 3.72 4.05,51
West V ia- 37,29936 3.74 998155 37,427.77 3.76 994,867
North Ca oir 129,196.65 456 221,426 127,40287 453 2813.70
Soui Carofi 24203.12 3.65 6,644,387 2127039 3.82 5561,85
Gewgia 124,951.80 4.18 2967,486 121,6842 4.27 2,851,35
Fbrida 36,719.85 4.76 771,9 31,751.46 4.67 0.229
Sout Aac 89.023.68 4.15 2143506 84.,15.75 4.17 202A506
Kent1yuc 160.4231 288 5,567217 118,868.36 2.85 4.1690s 7
Taven see 732839.48 4.12 17,781343 13504951 357 3.780,29
A.aa 200249.74 3.85 5,199,58 167,170.48 394 4243,840
Msai pi 135,078.01 4.17 3238,829 80.17454 4.42 18192
East Samh Cent 217,92293 3.64 5,79,640 12632139 357 3535,50
Ar.irsas 25,48451 4.12 618,812 18,0033 4.43 406221
Loisina 83,240 4.11 202.704 85,524.77 4.0 200.424
Oahoma 29,982.67 3.61 830.00 26,488.58 355 746.729
Teas 57,3 40 3.90 1,471,775 68,484.17 3.2 1,72,289
West Souh Central 50222 3.94 1,283.445 533294 390 1.367.184

Monana 42.81587 3.16 1.355.776 31,5 .41 4.12 765752
Idaho 35.3628 2.74 1.28,48 35,997.43 2.73 1,32812
W)VVilng 64,004.70 3.35 1,911.741 6237456 326 1,915910
Corado 96,808.45 4.29 2257.192 04,716.48 4.27 15315,683
New Meco 45217.47 4.43 1.021,571 3870.94 4.49 865
Arahe 119,789.54 5.07 2,363067 83,441.76 5.77 1,445,131
Uabh 26,700.15 3.42 839.78 26.7553 336 797.402
Nevada 369,115.81 4.52 8,16882 388,424.67 4.97 7.08.639
Moiutain 66,896.35 3.99 1.675.142 6032. 4.12 1,477,277
Washgtbon 43,92.13 Z61 1,687,615 23,0023 4.24 542421
Oregan 38.017.45 3.46 1.08.643 29,44435 3.69 7797
Caona 95,96527 6.51 1.473216 38158387 626 6,060565
Pacific 71,889. 4.89 1.470,974 112535.50 5.67 _ 1.3.747

Alaska 13856037 7.09 1,954.553 43946.1 7.22 68342
Haia 515.705.72 9.31 5.537,899 517,98.76 938 5.519919
Alas & Haia 372520.6 8.92 4,177,464 461,910.97 9.35 4.942.459
p Prewimkiry.

EEI Advtarce Re _i- Cgit (c) 2000 EE 1969
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Advance Re-eese2000 Edlion TABLE 71 25
CONSOIDATED BALANCE SIEETS -YEAR ENDE DECEBER 31st

NVESTOROWNED ELECTR C UTUJTI E
lors of Dolars

ASSETS Pa

Gross Propery and Equipme ___..... $643.,77 5632247 1.9 %
Less Accumuted Dep6ciat .. -..... 2,183 250.655 22

Nde Pri ty Srvic .. ......... 387,793 381.#2 1.6

Cansution Work in Prors_ .......... 13.199 11.38 19.6
Ottw Poperty... ___. 4.014 3,366 19.3
Ne Nudea Fl----_ 4298 4572 (6.0)

Nd Poperty and Equipma t -- 409,305 40,568 22

Tot Instrm .ent. . 10 593 66,40 25.3
Tota Curt Asse ..-. 96,875 61,336 19.1
Tot Deferrd Codat..- _ 121 .26 103.29 17.4

Td Asse s ..... ._ 5.9.8 S, 6"71,539 95 S

CAPTAUZATION AND LIAB ES

Common $Stc6.&.-_-__ $78,652 172.448 8.6 %
Retahied Earnings-.-.___._- ._____ 64,755 50.016 29.5
Oter Commo Equity. -._-__-_ 38.384 32,831 16.

Total Common Equy ..... ........ 181.791 1555 17.1

Toal PRfeeTd St . 27.294 24.434 11.7
Tcal Long-Term Deb. .. ....... ... __...... 227,752 3f,332 120

Tdl Capa ati. ._...-..... 436,846 409,509 6.7

currnt Liatiftes

Tot Ceart Ltes .._.-_- _ 137586 107,963 27.4
Tdal Other iabhiies and Defrred Creds-...... 161,565 154,367 4.7

Todt Captaio and Ua s__.... .. __... 5.98 1.89____ 9.5 %

Note: Toal may not equal sum of cmponwes due to bepndei troundg.
* Incdes noneic ulty pkaL
() Denotsnegafvalm.
p Praulmiay. r Revised
Sourc: EEI Finace Departmen

E Aw Rease -CopYi (C) 20 EEI 1970

DOE003-0614



TABLE 72 Advance Reieasosp Ecaimo
CONSOLDATED INCOME STATEMENTS -YEAR ENDED DECEMBER SiM

INVESTOROWN&ED EECrC UTXUMFES
Mionm of Dollas

TOTAL REVENUES--_ _ _ 8.902 5295.2 11-4 %

Operaft~pesc
Er0W 106_6 93.89 13.5

Opeation ad 3 84,829 73983 14.6

Depwimfim wx Amwfim"L,..-- 3..jWj7 25JW 5

Other Opertip Ev 4c.-6AW680 39,422 18.7
Taxe (rnt =m") -TcW---- 13,198 13,611 3.0)

cve Taxs Fm~ mmded w i.d Olh_ 11,W4 11.258 4

TOTAL EXENSES_ _ 293,556 261.013 12.5

OPERATING INCOME .. 334,216 3.3

Tl Oth erm.-----. 5,700 1,719 Z31.
knxme Befge kieted Chwgm--.. 41.07 35P5 14.2
Hat iteredt Expmrise. 18.549 17,W7 7.4
NW ha o Befoe Prefered Dhbiom... .... 22,498 18,688 2D.5

Tota Prefeued Dbtrtdio.._ - 1.778 1,574 130
NET INCOME ON COMMON.-......-. -.---.-- 2D.72D 17,094 212

Extraorarwy rwm - ..... ..(1.508) (1,795) (16.0)
ome after Extra R. . 19,212 15,29 25.6

Bas EafW per S$I.......-. 52.19 51.76 24.4
Baskz EDmfwps ParS e AfLer Extramfsrry fr 1/___ .2.03 $1.58 255
MAWrfed Ean*Vs per Shae___. -W._,....._.__..,_ 82.19 51.75 24.4
Dkited EariVs pera Se ham E1acrthay lns f $ 2.03 51.57 29.3
MiAWd Average Shars (Wa)... 9,475 9,736 (27)

Anmeuafted Commx ww 14,188 14.067 03
Ccnwm Diviirxis Per Shaee--.---.-...------- $1.50 $1.4 3.4
Note: Romwum an *dhm; fo bdkft sy mkes for d .oid Tcir l amyT" w ' uau d, I pom Ad flo

-dQm-kv- Pw- -0, nwy 1nmecnt
I/ Eurmxtby larm kkds t atuoiv uIbd uud of e a t ocmurd i g.

p Proiw my. rReeimd
Souace: E ruaw DsjlUawi

Advance Rokme -Cqolp t (C) -- 1971

DOE003-0615



Advuace Releaser20 Edtion TABLE 77 27

PUBUC UTLITY LONG-TER FIACNG
INVESTOR.OWNED ELECTRIC UTiITES

By Year. Type of kIssu, Pupse and Type of UilMty
Thousands of Doars

1999 198 1999 199

ELECTRIC UTILITIES ALL OTHER UTIUTIES'
LONG-TERM DEBT:

New Money $10,176.334 S9.215.430 $10,91,126 $15,92,760
R n.... 3......... 3.251202 7270122 2500000 6.540.000

Tta Long-Term Deb..-. 13,427,536 16.465552 13,091.128 2252,70

PREFERRED STOCK
New Money-. 612000 1,079.000 580.000 1,02.500
Re1undng __-- 1.60,000 1,159,606 __

Toal PreTrd--........ 1 .62,000 2,38,606 5eoo000 1.08o2500

COMMON STOCK:
New Money-_._. - 1,693.31 2,347.80 804,350
Rdtn V.--.._ 616.386 82,600 1,312.00
Toal Coamon_,. - 2,310.017 3,210,40 2,116.350

TOTAL CAPITAL
New Mory .1.. .... 10.788,334 11,968.061 13518.935 17.8,9610

Rdu .__ .__ 44.301,22 9,046.113 3362.600 7,852000
Toda CaptL.__.-_ $15.089,536 $21,034,174 $16,881,535 $25.721,610

1999 1996 109 198

GAS UTIlITIES* TOTAL UTIITY FINANCING
LONG-TERM DEBT:

New kMney._- .. $. . 1.434,600 $1g935s00 S22,30060 $27.133.690
Redxung--__ _ . 120,000 2140,000 5.871 2 15,950.122
Tot Log-Term DebL... 1.,54,600 4.075.500 28,073,262 43.083.812

PREFERRED STOCK
New Money- . - 100,000 1,192,000 2251.500
Refunhrtg.-____-___.. -__ - * ,I50l00 1159,605

Total Pr ed-, . - 100,000 2,242000 3.421,105

COMMON STOCK
New Money, .. 22206 236.525 2370015 4.734,506
Reundm....______-. ... -_. 3;300 862.600 1,931,686

Totl Canommn-._. 2206 2239,25 3,232,15 6,666,192

TOTAL CAPITAL:
New Money-- 1,456,806 4,272,05 25.764,075 34.129.696
Rebu'ndsll_-- ._n. 120.000 2.143300 7783.802 19.041.413
Ttdal Capit - 1.576.806 56.415.325 33.547.877 $53.171.109

Qasnicai as t YP opf utyis basedupwi podonw n t sowwre ofrvwnu.
''O6lhw UftW'sm w r. m phoD aed hfeph, .d doas .not:ud rae ds.
+ hAdues ams pp e km cofwmre&
Notb: hnkAlds nof6aied saos ofpouiuon nro bons- 1999. S556 mnonr 1998, S551 mNon.
Source: PUFT,hc. TPt lcUIJSyF=mWhIgTImc&r .

ElA Rdese- ieCopiV (c) 2D EE 1972
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28 TABLE 82 Adymice Rekwal=aW Edftnn

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX -ALL IRBAN CONSUMERS
1982-1964 Equal 100

Al Food and Gas wn1
Yewr hems Beveages Hxki-g Trarispoutatim Eicb1ety EedriAy

1999 166.6 164.6 163.9 1444 120.9 126.5

1998 163.0 161.1 180.4 141.6 1212 127.4

Sourc: U.S. DupWTWw ot Labor. Btau of Labor Statistics. -CPI DeWdW Reporr arid Mxxy Labor Review".

TABLE 3

PRODUCER PRICE INEX

FWSHED GOODS AND SELECTED INDSTRAL COMMOITIES

1982 Equals 100

Mewal Wd M-inWy Ff*zre Mid Fueft aid Rellgd
Year Ftirshed Goodr maw Products and Eq*ipmwt Hcumho4I Durables Prodmia wl Por

1999P 133.1 124.6 1243 131.7 80.6

1998e 130.7 12.8 1249 131.3 753

yew Cow Gas Fuld Electric Poiwr Crude Plmana PRodTcs Ilded

Issq 90.5 85.4 129.0 5O. 80.9

199Ir 93.6 76.6 129.9 357 513

p PRet*i-y.
r Revised.

Source: U.S. Departeor of Labor. Beur of d Labor Statistcs. Prduer Pdce jweas.

EEI Advarace, R .C4n tt (c) 200 EEl 1973
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EEI Statistics Publicaions

Advance Release-2000 Edition Catalogue of Investor-Owned
Data for the Statistical Yearbook of Electric Utilities - 1999 Edition
the Electric Utility Industry/1999 The CaS in = erairl foen n saoddbeon de ri

Get our firs look 1999 dc9tic virrilr indasy dat wih d of all prof -ional-' Erpandl and completdv pdacd

EE s A.duanr PReL -2000 IEdin This is tc inic dan col-

lIccion dc ing 1999 dcaric uriliry openons and fincial per- Yeo -p ro tfrt

fcmuancr Prvi wi yar-end reults in asy-o-read dus and * Who are the indua-i playe?

abl this release prvidcs he mos Ctai dZ ailable Which compar ics have merged or cha=ngd Uname

^- Ina~llcid apacitbybtatand peime s ich cohmpanics ar no longer in crincc?- Imsmed m pciro by and primn mo, a
- Which compani are join owned?- Genention b Ste and prime Mt I ,=

- Fued consumption Yegr cor lOU IOV si.

- CuGsorma. sales and rrmcucs by sa and catom r ciss · A opcin companies (Osnad by sae)

- RcVnuc per sIdiowaoux by sre and osamma dcss - . 11 holdins companies and system

* Rcvcnuc and use per cusomer by sxe mad cusomar chss All joint-owncd and combinaion companies

- Comblncc bDaan she cs and incomne snascmar
Crpl- inf,,,~o.m/wn ivh

* LonD-tern fuiadng
' Current company ures addresse aod telephone numbnrs

- And more
Revenue

Use tise figurs to ee a hcad sar on cr analysis of 1999. - Rankings by sulc rcvius and cusaorars
EEl. 2000. 30 pages.

Ultir c customeac

Item 03-00-- 1-464 -. Me hou r als
Lia Prir .5$90.00

_, S90~~~~~ . , _ . Mergrn wd acquiEtons
EE Member Price S45.00

- Power mirkcring ffilites of inmestor-owncd dceric unSes

Capacity and Generation of This nuu-d-bols dirrcorr is a
Non-Utility Sources of Energy bwic rceoce T . shouldbcon
The da is no- avaiable as special daa ports The mrnamarv de offie shdlf of vcrvonc

able coDnini capary and genanion b sam. ype fpr invrved in the encrgy industry:
duer. fuel nd indsuir class will be aezred for mnediac Ore vour ncw caition toda
delivery. You cn also request cusom daa runs to mec your EEI. 199. 66 pzges

pecdfic dra nects Order a singic tale or as .nv as vou need 7- I 5-099--64
V.-L a cdah ted da youi oned... and no data ha you don't Ls Price: $93.00

need Da:a a vailablc for calenda.- ean 1985 throush 1998. EE Memcr Pric: 545.00

Give EEl a all ard he's discuss Ic- daa needs' li Pcats
Martir. 202-50S-5572 o: c-.il prna.-in@acLortg

1974
DOE003-061 8



Customized Statistical Reports -

Customizcd computer rns for spcdil informanor n-eds ar
availb c Using any da detmcn in dtc S'r Yearoo k or

CTP>aCY f . .-AZ blr Saa .W s edal X' . Historical Statistics of the Electric
rporu can be cred. Hmorial dan is aso avaiablc. Conacr Utility Industry through 1992
ic EEI Saisis Dcpmrrn= en (202) 508-5574. (Diskette)

Fil a in sandard LOTUS 1-2-35 fornX sy fc retriev

and manipultion of rzble Al informnaon is idaenicl to nd

apptar in dAe same orde as the book for ea- rincc Full or
panal innlldaon msy be chosco dcpeding on a-Milable corn-

Historical Statistics of the Electric -puetr=mor

Utility Industry through 1992
This iomprcbiaive reface xcc importan op=crinS and 4 Irm '11-95-03-464
finacal dan as fir ba as 1902 D=a a pra nd in rbes Ii Pricc 35000
dha dearly show informaion and trnds for both the in'veor- EI Memberri Prr $175.00
owned deecrc atlities and de toJ electric uiLir induZtr.
Varinos caegorie make cbility eas Book aad Diakc Set

Item #11-95-04464
* Genrain; capati Lt rice:r 39500

Elecric power nsppl- EEI MfmberPrice: S195.00

* Generarion

* Fudl

- Encgq

- Ing-alcsit Rankings of Investor-Owned
- uCsomcors Electric Utilities-1999 Edition
-.R-cnucs Who are dse major payers in todays chunine mrcck p6lc?

* financial This barometer of the invenor-owned dcaric utiliy indssszrv

- Economic prmides informadon on de top 50 udlies in sveral caseeori.

- And more P* And more Indudd r-nkin on a holdin-company basis bv assen and by
decric operang revnesma on an operaring conmpoy ba by

Tables soned by stare cover stazics from 1960 dirour 1992 dcrimtc custcm.r, sales to ultnate cusom and b revenues

Staring ean for cadi aer may ra- depending on imrbn=a to ultimate csomesn A compantirc ranive Ahowin; ttal

ion avadailitv. Da has been compiled fmom EEl's rsical revenues. comrners. and i cs- raked by rvcmu s - is also

questiornair. rhe Federal govnmtmnt and the privac sotor. provided Additional rankn indude net gcnarion. number

Recommended for cncr anal.v. connulanr. im-tors. su- ofcmp!oyeo totl salcs for rsale, and fossil fud reccpts (tos

dcnts, and anyonc inceresed in rc dearic nrlirv indnr . EEI. tcn).

1995. 579 page.
Additional holding compaun rmki indcde toeal operating

Item C 11-95-01-.464 revmnu marki capirlr tion. and total employem Usiu for
Li Price: S200.00 utilidia. publ ic snice oommisions governmen! agndcr,
EEI Member Price: S100.00 energy consuiant and financial inuirmtions. RankiLs hdp

industry stalholders with company-o-compan oomparions.
EEI. 1999. 41 paes.

Irten 71-99-10464
Lir Pr.ce:. S90.00
EE. Member Prie: S45.00

1975
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Statistical Releases Package gioal. and s ate aaisocs in cas-to-rrad ad chr d b for:

i-avc comrlcp stasrical infonrmaon vwiah onc cas OcariOpeai-g Stz
Order the Sical Ric4sa Package and rccive ac I harc -
Stcricc l Yearbio. pius imnl subsacripdions to e Weekf

Ekltric Oar.pa t wR Mondh Saszical Rcpon and Adwr -. Avcrag kowhour use

RcLaEu. This daa colecrion prmides coinnuotc. :cure, ad - Fue usc ad r-pc
crmedy r st2r alC d ata dkeienaic powerindusr. - CG sutmapioa of foMd fuc

* Wecly Efemti Orpm Rerpo -Provids up-to-dare dsci Generation ad mspply

ourpur for nine geographic arc and the toal United Scat. - Cipacn; capabilir and pak load
Dze is prsented on a var-to-dc aid a 52 wvdc d.cs of cxg for scis.Df fI i~tpIaI(Cd On 'n~tU~D~e d- a wc nded iri. , Sources of cncrsr for genncraoo
Timuc v and rrt deccic distriurion data ddiered via
mail -mail, or Avetac delivered cost oFfcil fuelsmaj. e-mail or m.

- cunit ncs ofo cvhczd lines
* Mohay Staic4ripoa , Rep- Reporang the lzet dcnidar
sources. Indudcs dm on customer salcs, rcnue. and emcra-
rion Available only irouh die s dR&a PaYgc. Fmdial Perfoean s/Enoic SadiSPa

* Adpane Rdcw -A dan preview for the anual Staitical Sal tevucs. and cuitromc

Ycurbool including seleci zlal and chair of the nmoat cunren Tae
railbble daa. Published each sprin. . L fiun

-Sita irscalYweaock Ofdericae .it tm-y - -The \ .i -Tshs
iccric power indcys Standad for s-a-lticil d.-

- Long-tn t ulin. fundcing

Balance shees
S.aitical Releaes Package - AnnualS,'rt,, ane

Common srod; aveaes
MaAil Dcery- ofWedkr Elc Orn t ic Rpor AvYCrae idd
Irtm m 04-33-01-464

lITi Lif t Price: 5240.00 Co Gnion cpcndinres
EE Member Picre: 5120.00

:Da is collected frmn a -aiery of privae and toubc soucs.
Elncunic Dclrrv ofWaockl Elecric Outpu Oade sources of energy ae also included in thac arest fi

Rd R eporn uretsu EEL 1999. S7 pags.
* Itm it 04-33-01A-464

ist Pric. $400.00 BookanDiakcrte
EEl Member Pri: S200.00 Item # 71-99-11-664

List Price 150.00
E-l Member Pricr: S75.00

Standing OrdersStatistical Yearbook of the Electric St g
Utility Industry - 1999 Edition Bcur doudo nrilet' Wt a ndig orde

you'll amnrinacdy rcv chv e idon ofth: -.i rr
ThK prem-i refereicE soirOe for leceric Ye;abok as soon as is published
uirl opraions and finranc perfor-
rrancc saustiics. Daa coves all reas of S Si S ai Ycrbook
dEc dlccric utilin. indus-. incdudinding SBdi Oder BoolDi
coopcxratiy-owncd,. governme.nt- Item 01-50-05464
owned. and irretorowned utilities. L.O't i A.r Pe S150.00
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About AARP
AARP is the nation's leading organization for people age 50 and

over. It serves their needs and interests through legislative advoca-
cy, research, informative programs, and community services pro-
vided by a network of local chapters and experienced volunteers
throughout the country. The organization also offers members a
wide range of special membership benefits, including Modern
Maturity magazine and the monthly Bulletin.

The AARP State Legislation Department provides assistance
and resources to the Association's volunteers and staff to expand
their capacities for influencing state policy-making. The depart-
ment's goal is the adoption of state public policy that addresses the
broad needs of older persons within an intergenerational context
that promotes the well-being of all.

The Utility Issues Team of the State Legislation Department
seeks, through legislative and regulatory advocacy, to protect the
rights of residential utility consumers to reliable utility services,
fair rates, privacy, fair marketing of services by utilities, adequate
information on available services, and proper representation
before state utility commissions.
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Introduction

This model state statute on electric industry restructuring
reflects the policy recommendations of AARP on retail electricity
competition. As volunteers or friends of AARP, you can take this
language to your state representatives, assemblymen, or senators
and ask that this bill be used as the basis for electric industry
restructuring in your state. You also can use specific sections of this
model to strengthen existing bills, or restructuring legislation, in
your state.

The policy recommendations of the Association reflect the input
and views of AARP's members across the country, through their
state, regional, and national development of policy positions.
These are the principles that have guided the development of this
model statute.

AARP stands at the forefront of consumer organizations, pre-
senting the perspective of the older person, the individual resi-
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dential consumer. Small consumers face uncertainty with the onset
of retail electricity competition. They require protection from higher
rates, consumer scams, deteriorating customer service, and other
risks of so-called "industry restructuring." This model state statute
includes provisions to meet the risks that AARP has identified for
the senior household, the small consumer, and the individual con-
sumer at risk in a newly competitive market.

The model statute takes strong pro-consumer or pro-market
positions on all the major issues that arise in the typical restructur-
ing debate, such as (a) immediate rate reductions, (b) 50/50 sharing
between customers and utilities of uneconomic costs ("stranded
costs"), (c) mandatory divestiture of generation assets, (d) limits on
the extent of sales a utility's marketing affiliate may make in the
utility's service area, (e) required warrants for utility stock in
exchange for any stranded cost recovery, and (f) strong consumer
protections and protections against abuse of market power.

In some cases, the position reflected in the model language is
stronger than language that has been included to date in statutes
passed by the 13 states with restructuring legislation. Taken
together, they present the strongest responsible pro-consumer
positions. In legislation to date, a strong pro-consumer provision
in a restructuring statute may be traded-off for a more pro-utility
or pro-industry position. It will require judgment and an assess-
ment of the situation in your state to determine where, if at all, to
compromise these positions.

To Restructure or Not?

This bill is written as if your state has basically decided to
introduce retail competition into the sale of electricity. The funda-
mental model is that the poles and wires would still be owned by
one company, which would thus have a monopoly over the trans-
mission and distribution of power in a certain geographic region (a
"service area" or "service territory"). However, the actual electric-
ity running through the poles and wires and being sold to the con-
sumer would be sold by one of a number of competitive firms,
probably separate from the utility owning the poles and wires.
When policy makers talk about "restructuring" the electric indus-
try, they usually mean introducing this retail competition into the
sale of the electricity.
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This model statute differs from most that have been passed to
date in that it does not assume absolutely that the state will adopt
retail competition. Like the Nevada statute, it sets up a list of con-
ditions for whether the state regulatory agency will open up the
power market to retail competition.

The reason for making the introduction of competition condi-
tional is that there is a concern among many consumer advocates
over the impact of retail electric competition. For example, compe-
tition exposes small consumers to the effects of "market segmenta-
tion," under which larger customers are the first to reap the
rewards of the market.

The introduction of competition makes the most sense in states
with high prices. Most of the states with utilities with very high elec-
tricity prices, relative to the national or regional averages, have
already declared that competition should be introduced. The
remaining states are starting to take a wait-and-see attitude. If prices
are relatively low in your state, you may well question the wisdom
of changing the industry structure that has achieved this result.

Your state regulatory agency or local utility should be able to
provide comparative price information, so you can see where your
state and your local utility rank in terms of electricity prices for
various classes of customers. The U.S. Department of Energy's
Energy Information Administration (DOE EIA) has a web site-
www.eia.doe.gov-where a detailed summary of utility financial
statistics is posted. You can get a sense of the relative rates of your
state's utilities and others' from this web site.

if your state is on the path to implementing retail competition,
this model statute provides a way to cooperate with that move-
ment, while putting the burden on the pro-competition forces to
demonstrate that their approach will benefit all consumers. It also
tries to capture the needed protections for consumers against the
risks of the market, and the risks that no real market will develop.

Consumer Protection
Many older persons must live on low and limited incomes, and

AARP's policies reflect this reality by including provisions to pro-
tect those of low or fixed incomes. Older persons, along with other
residential consumers, can find the chore of comparison shopping

AARP Mode Sme Legilion on Elecotic Uty Renrucnring SI Sary n d H-book 7
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a daunting task. Hard-sell marketers, and even scam artists, can
prey on the unwary in any market, especially the market for a
necessity like electricity. Supplier license requirements, consumer
protections, anti-slamming, and anti-cramming provisions are
among the protections reflected in the model statute.

Lower Rates-True Competition

The promise of lower rates for small consumers may not be
delivered if some companies can corer the market for electric
power and use their market dominance to keep out competitors.
Thus, the model statute contains strong language to prevent any
company, including today's monopoly utilities, from having
undue market power in a competitive electric industry.

Total electricity prices for many years will be dominated by the
so-called "stranded costs" of today's utilities. These uneconomic
costs were rung up by the utilities to build power plants or con-
tract for power at prices higher than the cost of new facilities today.
The model statute does not assume that utilities will be fully paid
for 100 percent of these uneconomic costs. Rather, the statute pro-
vides for a sharing of costs. In addition, in exchange for ratepayers
funding half of the utilities' stranded investments, the statute pro-
vides for a sharing of the company's prospects for future profits.
Much as the federal government received stock warrants from
Chrysler as a condition of that bail-out, the model statute provides
for shares in the utility's future good fortune, in exchange for cus-
tomer payment of the uneconomic costs of the past.

The statute contains a number of other provisions designed to
protect consumers from the risks of electric industry restructuring.
While you may not be able to see every provision enacted, the
model language should help in strengthening the protections
enjoyed by the consumer.
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How This Handbook
Is Organized

This guidebook should help you to understand how the
model state statute was put together. It will also explain some of
the choices that were made in selecting these particular provisions.

Most of the language for the statute has been drawn from
statutes passed by the 13 state legislatures that have enacted elec-
tric industry restructuring as of the summer of 1998. The funda-
mental organization of the statute, and many of the specific provi-
sions, are modeled on the Maine restructuring statute. Footnotes
for each provision will help you locate the closest language for that
section from an actual statute that has been passed into law. Some
provisions have been offered in various states, but not yet enacted.
Other provisions were drafted by the authors to deal with issues
important to older persons. In these cases, the provisions try to
present "state-of-the-art" protections for the small and vulnerable
consumer.
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The handbook goes through the model state statute section by
section. Sometimes it will not be dear why a certain provision is
included. Other times, the statutory language is so technical that
its meaning is not instantly apparent. The handbook will discuss
these clauses and explain the more arcane provisions. Ideally, once
you have read through the statute and this handbook, you should
have a pretty good idea what the various sections are intended to
accomplish.

There are three appendices to the model bill. Appendix I pro-
vides model language for the "retail marketing area" (RMA) con-
cept championed by some consumer advocates in Ohio. The RMA
concept is a way of introducing new electricity suppliers to con-
sumers at the beginning of competition, while ensuring that con-
sumers do not face higher bills. Appendix II sets out an alternative
to Section XXX-19, the stranded cost recovery section. The strand-
ed cost provisions in Appendix II are modeled on the Connecticut
statute.

Appendix II is a list of the citations for state unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices (UDAP) statutes. In any electric restructur-
ing legislation, advocates need to ensure that the UDAP statutes
will apply to all electricity suppliers in the state.

Each state has its own way of writing bills, as well as a slightly
different way of regulating public utility electric companies. The
language used for different regulatory concepts or agencies in each
state is a bit different, so the language used in the model statute is
the most commonly used around the country. Also, the most com-
mon forms of industry regulation in place today and the most
common forms of industry organization found around the country
are assumed. But, of course, you will have to take this model and
lay it next to your state's public utility code (or compilation of
statutes on the regulation of the electric industry) to locate the
minor differences in language and conform this model to your
state's specific details of regulation.

The supplement at the end of this handbook examines the issue
of competitive billing and metering. This model statute does not
include language to make either of these services competitive.
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Section-by-Section
Description of Model
Statute

-.fl H Sec. 1. Findings
It is customary in a major piece of legislation to include

findings of "legislative fact." In these findings, the legislature sets
out its assumptions about the situation facing it that provide the
context in which it is proposing the new policies of the statute.
These are useful for those trying to understand why the legislature
is taking the step of proposing new policies. Legislative findings
are used by courts when they interpret the statute.

The findings proposed in this model statute are drawn from the
New Hampshire statute. That state was facing a situation in which
rates were among the highest in the country. A state with relatively
lower electricity prices would have to determine what other fac-
tors exist that prompt the state to introduce retail competition.

- The findings proposed here do not include the strong language
included in some existing restructuring statutes declaring retail
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competition to be the best way to organize the electricity industry.
It should not be necessary to make such a declaration in order to
justify moving to a system of retail competition. Further, the pro-
posed statute contains standards for determining whether to open
certain aspects of the market to competition. The existence of these
standards is a recognition by the drafters that policy makers can-
not be certain of the future-the introduction of retail competition
may not bring the benefits the legislature expects for it. For this
reason, the findings do not declare that competition will definitely
work to lower rates and improve services.

-i _HIH Sec. 2. [TITLE and
CHAPTER OF CODE]

Sec. XXX-1. Purpose

Sec. XXX-2. Statement of Principles
Section 2 begins the restructuring statute proper. The material

in this section will be transferred to the code of legislation when it
is passed, and become part of the general laws of the state. Thus, a
numbering system within a numbering system is required. The
provisions that will become part of the code of the state are indi-
cated here in the form "Sec. XXX-#." The first sections are the pur-
pose of the legislation and the statement of principles.

No piece of legislation can cover every situation that will come
up when the statute is implemented. It is important to spell out the
principles the legislature wants the regulatory commission, the
courts, and other agencies of government to follow when giving
life to the specifics of the Act. This will help ensure that the will of
the people is carried out when other branches of government inter-
pret the general terms of the bill.

Principles to Protect Consumers, Not Abstract Principles
Most restructuring statutes passed to date have something like

a statement of principles. Most of the principles set out iri the
model statute appear in some form in existing restructuring legis-
lation. However, there are important differences between the prin-
ciples suggested here and the average restructuring bill.

For example, most existing restructuring statutes take for grant-
ed that opening up the electricity generation market to retail com-
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petition will produce tremendous benefits for consumers. They
also appear to assume that competition for retail purchases of elec-
tricity will not produce greater risks than the present structure of
regulated monopolies. That is, they take the benefits of any market
called "competitive" on faith. And they assume, in effect, that
what is good for the competitive marketers is good for the cus-
tomers. Get it right for the competitors and the rest will take care
of itself, is the message.

By contrast, the statement of principles here stresses issues of
concern to consumers. It does not look at restructuring from the
point of view of potential competitive electricity sellers, or even
the large industrial consumer. Rather, it looks at restructuring from
the point of view of the small consumer.

The principles hold up a standard of performance for the newly
regulated industry. Affordable service, universally available, con-
sumer protection from unfair practices, lower rates and true com-
petition, reliable and high quality service-these are what con-
sumers want from an electricity industry. Put together, these prin-
ciples constitute a set of conditions that any organization of the
electricity industry (monopoly regulation, wholesale competition,
public power, retail competition, etc.) must meet.

"Burden of Proof' on Market Proponents
The model statute's principles set out a test for whether a new

industry structure will be beneficial to consumers. In effect, the
model statute puts the burden on proponents of change to demon-
strate that their new model will achieve the conditions required by
customers.

These conditions, set out in the fifth principle in proposed code
Section 2, must be met before the commission can declare that any
part of the electricity business should be opened up to competi-
tion, and price regulation removed. The model statute does take a
favorable view towards the prospect of retail competition for gen-
eration sales. There are a number of references in the findings,
principles, and statement of purpose to this view. On the other
hand, some aspects of the industry, like metering and billing, are
not treated as presumptively competitive, and proponents must
prove their case before the commission can open the door to retail
metering and billing competition.
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However, even retail generation competition does not get a free
ride. Proponents of this new approach will have to prove to the
commission that the conditions for competition are met before reg-
ulation of generation sales prices is eliminated in favor of market
forces. This is essentially the approach being taken in Nevada, and
the conditions for competition are largely drawn from that statute.

Sec. XXX-3. Definitions

Every major statute like this-changing how a whole aspect of
industry and government will function-requires a definitions section.

The model statute has a number of new terms that are used fre-
quently in the Act. The definitions section will need to distinguish
the various types of providers in the marketplace, since some
requirements and opportunities apply to less than all the different
providers.

A New Marketplace Needs a Scorecard to Identify the Players

This issue of distinguishing the players also applies to distinc-
tions the definitions draw between existing (vertically integrated)
electric utilities, and their successor companies that provide only
transmission or distribution service. The statute also provides a
basis for distinguishing transmission and distribution monopolies
from affiliates who wish to provide competitive supplies of elec-
tricity after restructuring, to the extent this will be permitted, if at
all. This is necessary in order to discuss and resolve the question of
whether existing utilities may continue to sell power in the restruc-
tured world, and if so, whether they must set up a separate affiliate.

Issues of market power and the different obligations and oppor-
tunities that apply to affiliated competitors versus regulated
monopoly poles and wires companies will be important in the new
structure. For this reason, the definitions go to some lengths to sep-
arate out these different types of entities. This model statute
assumes that utilities will be severely limited in continuing to per-
form both the monopoly transmission and distribution functions,
and the competitive supply functions.'

'Model Section XXX-15 requires most generation-related assets to be sold, and
forbids monopoly transmission and distribution utilities from owning such gen-
eration assets. Model Section XXX-16 severely limits the extent to which a large
electricity utility that provides transmission and distribution service can provide
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As a result of the interrelated restrictions of the statute, a com-
pany that today owns generators, transmission lines and a distri-
bution network (and sells power it generates to its customers) will
in the future be permitted to retain the transmission and distribu-
tion network, own only a severely limited amount of local genera-
tion for restricted uses, and sell power it buys at wholesale to only
a small portion of the retail customers in the area where it has its
monopoly distribution network. Even those sales will have to be
made by a completely separate affiliate with a strict code of con-
duct preventing the monopoly poles and wires company (and its
customers) from cross-subsidizing the competitive marketing firm
to the detriment of the distribution utility customers and the com-
petitive electricity providers against whom the affiliate will com-
pete.

Aggregation -Definition Limited to Value-driven or
Customer-driven Entities

Some statutes distinguish various types of players in the new
competitive markets, for example, including definitions for bro-
kers, marketers, aggregators, generation suppliers, and the like.
Aggregators are defined in the statute because the regulatory com-
mission and the utilities are given specific responsibility under the
Act to help consumers voluntarily aggregate their loads to buy
electricity in the competitive market (Section XXX-4(C)).

All others who are in the various businesses relating to selling
power to retail customers are gathered together under the defini-
tion "competitive electricity supplier." There is no need to break
these suppliers out into separate groups in this model statute. The
obligations placed on competitive suppliers in the statute do not
turn on the distinctions between brokers (who would not ordinar-
ily own the power they are arranging to sell to customers), mar-
keters (who similarly might not take title to the power), and gen-
eration suppliers who actually have title to power they resell, and
so forth.

marketing services within its service territory. Model Section XXX-16 also limits
the proportion of the region's generation a firm or its affiliates can control and
still market power in the state. And Section XXX-16 provides that to the extent the
corporation is permitted to continue selling electricity, instead of just delivering it
for others, it must do so via a separate subsidiary.

AARP Model Stueleoidion on Eleoic Ulry Resructring Bil Sunmwy ad Handboot
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Under this model, the obligations of a competitive electricity
supplier attach when an entity is in the business of selling power
to retail customers. If the firm is a broker, it may be selling some-
one else's power. Nonetheless, brokers, and all others who sell at
retail, must be licensed (Section XXX-9) and must observe the con-
sumer protection requirements of the statute (Sections XXX-10
through XXX-14).

Sec. XXX-4. Retail Access; Deregulation of Prices
Section XXX-4 is the core statement of the terms for introducing

retail competition in electricity sales. It provides that customers
will have the right to buy energy from competitive electricity sup-
pliers, and utilities must deliver that power to the customers over
their poles and wires, if the regulatory commission finds the con-
ditions for competition have been met.

The conditions for competition are essential as a check to prevent
jumping into competition without thinking through the pros and
cons for the state, and making sure that competition will actually
function in the relevant market to deliver the benefits intended:

Sec. 2(E) Conditions for Competition. Regulation of prices is
necessary where competitive forces will not adequately disci-
pline a market, where competition will jeopardize the safe and
reliable operation of the integrated electricity network, and
where segmentation of the market by providers will result in
unfair discrimination in prices to different classes of cus-
tomers. Accordingly, the commission shall determine that an
electric service is a potentially competitive service only if it
finds, after a public hearing, that provision of the service by
alternative sellers:

(1) will not harm any class of customers;

(2) will decrease the cost of providing the service to resi-
dential and small commercial customers in this state and
also increase the quality or innovation of the service to cus-
tomers in this state;

(3) is a service for which effective competition in the mar-
ket is certain to develop;
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(4) will advance the competitive position of this state rela-
tive to surrounding states; and

(5) will not otherwise jeopardize the safety and reliability
of the electric service in this state.

This formulation requires the regulator to be willing to express
more certainty about the future market conditions than the
Nevada statute language from which it is drawn. In principle, it is
impossible to know the future. However, if the language merely
requires a finding of "likelihood" of producing the benefits
claimed, then there is no rigor to the standard. Thus, the effort here
is to force some hard thinking about claims for the new market
structure.

The process set out in the statute for evaluating whether the
conditions are met requires the regulator to answer a series of
questions about the structure of the competitive market and the
likely impact of that structure on the extent of true competition
and the resulting prices for services in that market.

Transition Dates and Transition Periods-Short or Long?
The statute provides for a target date for competition to begin,

a few years after passage of the statute, so long as the regulatory
commission has found that the conditions of competition are met.
As of the transition date, most aspects of pricing would no longer
be controlled by regulators.

The transition period is intended to give time to set up the new
market mechanisms that do not exist today. This includes the

'Because it is important in creating a working market, most statutes, and this
model statute, provide that regulators will continue to have some measure of con-
trol over the terms and conditions of selling electricity, which includes not only
consumer protections such as advance notice of termination and limits on the
grounds for termination, but also limits on fees for switching, limits on late fees
and unfair deposits, limits on the price that a designated default supplier can
charge, and licensing limits on who may enter the business. The model statute,
like other restructuring statutes, also requires clear apples-to-apples information
for consumers about electricity price, among other things. But in a retail compe-
tition market, other than in the few situations explicitly set out, retailers will be
free to ask what price they want for their power, and customers will be free to
decide whether to buy it at that price, with no regulator to dictate what the price
will be.
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divestiture of a utility's generation assets from its monopoly poles
and wires (transmission and distribution) business, as provided
later in the model statute.

A transition period is also useful to existing utilities that bene-
fit from having more time under the current monopoly regulation
regime to write down their uneconomic assets and otherwise pre-
pare for competition. For this reason, a long transition period is
generally understood to be favorable to the utility, and worth
something to them in the ultimate negotiation over the shape of
the bill. On the other hand, customers who do not want to move
quickly to a retail market may also see a benefit in a longer transi-
tion period. In such a case, of course, the question of whether the
bill provides for rapid rate reductions becomes more important.

To summarize, utilities will want to keep current rates in place
for as long as possible, and so will favor a longer transition period
and a small or non-existent obligation to reduce rates.4 They may
be willing to make concessions on eventual market power controls
(such as mandatory divestiture of the generation business from the
transmission and distribution business) in order to protect them-
selves from having to cut rates sharply, or open their systems to
retail competition soon.

'If your state decides not to require divestiture, this reason for an extended
transition period falls away. There may be other reasons-particularly if your
state does not expect competition to come of its own accord to small customers,
and the model chosen is thus one where everyone has the right to competition
soon-but small customers will, in practice, take their power from the incumbent
utility or the winner of the bid to provide standard offer power, at regulated stan-
dard offer rates.

4Be on the lookout for what appears to be a rate reduction, but actually is only
a cost deferral. Some utilities may willingly agree to drop rates today by 10 or 15
percent, but only if they can defer any losses that causes them out to the future.
This approach, unfortunately, has a great deal of appeal to some politicians,
because they can claim to be getting a rate reduction for their constituents, and
bank on the hope that no one will trace back later rate increases (or later inability
to reduce rates to levels they should have reached) to the restructuring statute's
plan for loss deferrals. There are a couple of ways that such schemes are struc-
tured. For further information, contact Jerrold Oppenheim, National Consumer
Law Center, Boston, Massachusetts.
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Big customers and competitive marketers will be eager for a
short transition period, so that they can quickly begin doing busi-
ness with one another.5 Small customers will differ on whether
they see retail competition as more of a promise than a threat.
Those who think they will do as well as the big customers will
agree that quick movement to competition is more important than
near-term rate reductions. The majority of small customers, who
see the risks as larger than the rewards, will want a long transition
period with guaranteed and substantial rate reductions beginning
as soon as possible. Both big and small customers will want to
have strong protections against the incumbent utility keeping
unfair control over the market, and preventing true competition
from arising in the new world without price regulation.

In some states, the transition period to competition is separated
from the stranded cost recovery period. And, conceivably, both
may be separated from the period during which the present utili-
ty (or a supplier chosen by competitive bid) must offer a "standard
offer" package of service to customers who do not wish to shop in
the competitive market. However your state handles this question,
the statute needs to be clear. And you need to understand the
implication of the different periods for these various functions.

Aggregation
Section XXX-4 places considerable importance on what has

come to be known as "aggregation." Aggregation is a term that
does not have a single, clear meaning across the country and among
electricity restructuring experts. Generally, it means grouping
customers together and supplying electricity to them (as opposed
to each individual customer making a one-on-one contract with an
electricity generating plant to provide electricity to that customer).6

'It can be argued that big customers do not care who they do business with,
and would just as soon keep buying supply from the incumbent utilities, but they
want to have the threat of competitive supply alternatives alive so that they can
bargain their prices down.

6 Because of the way that electricity is delivered, if a customer is plugged into
the grid, the customer gets power from the pool of all the output of all generators
operating at the moment the customer turns on an electricity appliance.
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The proposed model statute defines aggregation as follows:

B. Aggregate. "Aggregate" means to organize individual elec-
tricity consumers with common characteristics, such as geog-
raphy, affiliation, or some other characteristics in common,
into an entity for the purpose of purchasing electricity on a
group basis.

C. Aggregator. "Aggregator" means an entity that aggregates
individual customers for the purpose of purchasing electricity.

This model statute, then, uses the aggregation concept to refer
to a grouping of customers around a common characteristic. An
example might be a municipality that gathers together residents
and businesses in the town and arranges purchases of electricity
for those who live or do business in the town. Another example
would be an automobile dub that adds electricity purchasing services
to its list of member benefits, and buys electricity for group members
who choose to participate, or gets a discount from a chosen supplier
who then contracts directly with participating members.

The model statute goes beyond permitting aggregation and
includes a requirement that the regulatory commission and the
regulated distribution utilities encourage and facilitate aggrega-
tion of retail customers. This provision is included to respond to a
growing sense that for-profit electricity suppliers are not likely to
find it profitable to market to small customers (residential and
small commercial accounts). Aggregating customers around com-
mon characteristics, by affinity groups, municipal aggregation, or
otherwise, is one option for enabling small customers to combine
their purchasing power even where mass market suppliers do not
see an opportunity to sign up individuals from the group on a
retail basis.

In addition to the municipal aggregation and voluntary cus-
tomer aggregation noted in this model statute, there are other
forms of aggregation that have been suggested around the country.
For example, the Connecticut statute provides that the state pur-
chasing office will obtain electricity from competitive suppliers not
only for the state's uses, but also for low-income customers receiving
home energy assistance.

There are a number of ways that aggregation can be accom-
plished. In effect, the competitive electricity suppliers, the default
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suppliers, the municipal aggregation suppliers, those who offer
the standard offer, and indeed anyone who sells at retail, all
"aggregate" the loads of their various customers. The special push
mandated by the statute is for consumer-initiated aggregation,
particularly aggregations of small consumers. This is because there
are greater barriers to consumer-initiated aggregation than to the
grouping together of customers by other means.

In the case of standard offer, default, or municipal aggregation
service, there is a ready-made group of customers that a supplier
can make sales to, which lowers marketing costs and makes it
more likely that competitors will come into the market to sell. In
the case of marketers selling to individual customers, they are
motivated to gather such customers together and take responsibil-
ity to supply them because the marketers will earn their revenues
in that fashion. Consumer-initiated aggregators that need assis--
tance in organizing themselves are likely to be made up of small
consumers. Much as in the case of food cooperatives, such entities
will require large investments of time and commitment to over-
come the lack of funding and capital.

Sec. XXX-5. Reduction in Residential Rates;
Standard Offer

Section XXX-5 is in some ways the heart of the model statute.
This section provides that residential customers will get a 15 per-
cent rate reduction within nine months of passage of the statute,
and eventually a further 10 percent reduction, for a total rate
reduction of 25 percent, whether they shop for power in the com-
petitive market.

A number of states have imposed rate reductions (California-
10 to 20 percent; Massachusetts-15 percent after divestiture;
Illinois-10 to 20 percent, depending on the utility, by 2006). The
reduction proposed in the model statute is steep and quick: 15
percent shortly after the statute takes effect, moving to a 25 percent
reduction within a few years. It is likely that the amount of any near-
term rate reduction will be a hotly contested issue in negotiations.

Steep Rate Cuts -Evaluating the Possibilities
You will want to know whether the scale of rate reduction pro-

posed here is within the boundaries of reasonable expectations,
considering the situation of the utilities in your state. The lower
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your rates are today-relative to a regional average, for example-
the more difficult it would be to achieve rate reductions along the
lines proposed in this model bill (although even in the highest-cost
states steep rate reductions may threaten the financial integrity of
the utility). It will be helpful to have an idea of how these reduc-
tions compare to the proposals the utilities and others are willing
to live with. Be on the lookout for proposals that would reduce
rates today but have the effect of requiring ratepayers tomorrow to
make the utility whole for any losses the near-term rate reductions
cause it to experience.

To get a sense of these parameters, you may want to tap into the
analysis being done in your state by the utility consumer advocate
(if any), a utility watchdog group, the commission staff, or the
major industrial customers regarding the financial situation of the
utility, and the impact of various rate reductions. These will help
put into perspective the likely claims of the utilities that they can-
not withstand the level of rate reductions being proposed. It is also
possible to trade an easing of the rate reduction demand for other
concessions that may be more palatable to the utilities.

Note also that if the utility loses money in order to provide a
rate reduction, it is similar in effect to a disallowance of so-called
stranded costs-the uneconomic costs of power plants owned by
the utility. Consumers care about rates, but they are mobilized by
concerns about "bailing out" the utilities. On the other hand, utili-
ties need to show Wall Street that they are recovering their capital
costs, but might be able to agree to rate reductions, gambling that
they can make up the shortfalls later.

Because the future is uncertain, there are many forecasts that
are plausible. This in turn leaves room for bargaining about what
will be fixed as policy into the future, and all sides may come away
betting that their vision of the likely future will prove true and
benefit them.

In the case of the model statute, the required bill reductions
come off the total bill, not just the energy portion of the bill. Be
careful when reading the language of statutes proposed in your
state that the percentage reductions are stated in apples-to-apples
terms. Utility bills historically are made up of base rates, and fuel
or energy charges, and sometimes other surcharges or adjust-
ments. If the statute talks in terms of reductions to base rates, this
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is not as good a deal for the consumer-base rates can make up as
little as one third of the bill, depending on the circumstances.

Standard-offer Bid Process
The model statute provides for a competitive bid process to

select an alternate supplier to provide the energy portion of the
bill.' It is unlikely that such a bid process will result in a supplier
willing to sell energy at a sufficient discount that the total bill will
be reduced by the target percentage. For example, if energy is one
third of the bill, to get a 10 percent reduction on the total bill, the
energy portion would have to be reduced by 30 percent.

The model statute provides that the distribution utility shall
continue to provide generation services under the standard offer if
no competitive seller comes forward to offer service at a price low
enough to produce the required rate reductions. 8 The distribution
utility need not own the generation supplies it uses to provide this
power. Alternate stranded cost recovery language should be used
in case the bids come in too high (see Appendix II).

Financial Integrity-Warrants against a Brighter Future
Such large rate reductions could in some cases jeopardize the

financial integrity of the distribution utility. To provide for this
risk, the model statute first permits the utility to petition the regu-

7The Massachusetts statute has utilities providing the electricity themselves
unless they run into problems financially; the Maine statute bids it out and sees
what happens. The choice to make here is competition or lower rates. Maine
opted for certain competition in the hopes that over the long run it would pro-
duce lower rates. Massachusetts went for certain lower rates, with the expectation
that competition would emerge eventually.

8 It is conceivable that a middle ground could be provided for in the statute,
whereby if a competitive supplier bid to provide at least part of the standard-offer
reduction, that supplier could win the bid, and the distribution utility would
make up the balance of the rate reduction off the monopoly transmission and dis-
tribution rates.

9 It could buy power on the wholesale market, through a mix of short-term
and long-term contracts, and some reliance on the spot market, to make up its
supply portfolio for the standard-offer sales. Utilities will resist being forced to
divest their generation yet retain an obligation to serve. Remember, however, that
if utilities hold on to their generation supplies, they may have undue market
power. Also, a divestiture sale is one way of putting a market value on genera-
tion, for use in determining the amount of any stranded costs.
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